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INTRODUCTION 

GREEK poetry in the fifth century before Christ was a highly 
developed and complex art. Greek poets had begun to sing in 
a remote past. Their successors in the age of Aristophanes had 
inherited from many singers in many lands—the coast of Asia, 
the islands of the Aegean and the Continent—a great treasure 
of rhythmical phrases that had gradually been developed and 
perfected during centuries of practice among a song-loving people, 
and that still admitted countless harmonious variations, just as the 
English heroic line, passing from Shakespeare to Milton and from 
Milton on to Tennyson, became under his magic touch a new 
instrument of melody modulated to every theme. The poets of the 
later age, guided by that intuitive apprehension and appreciation 
of beauty of form which characterized their race in all ranges of 
creative art, combined these phrases into harmonious periods and 
symmetrical strophes with extraordinary skill, but they were 
only vaguely conscious of historical relations. What is the 
rhythm of these phrases and their metrical constitution? What 
are the laws by which they are combined in period and strophe ? 

Whence did particular phrases come? We despair of a complete 
answer to some of these questions. Many problems confront us 
that in consequence of the loss of the music to which these Greek 
odes were sung do not, we must frankly confess, now admit of 

sure solution; but such knowledge as we may be able to get, by 
patient investigation, of the origin, nature, relation and develop- 
ment of the materials with which the poets wrought will con- 
tribute to a juster understanding of their art and a truer apprecia- 

tion of their skill. And in a fashion we are better able to 
ascertain some of these facts than the poets themselves would 
have been, had they been interested in formulating the rules of 
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their craft. Thus also historical investigation and comparative 

study have enabled modern scholars to determine the laws of the 

use of the Greek language as a means of expression with a full- 

ness and precision that would not have been possible in the time 

of Demosthenes, who would doubtless have inspected these 

modern treatises on Greek Syntax with austere surprise. Ancient 
rhythmic, of course, is a ruggeder field, with hidden pitfalls, 

where we must proceed with extreme caution. 
I have endeavoured, within the range to which this book is 

restricted, to treat this difficult and complex subject in a direct 
and simple manner, and I have derived the principles on which 
its scientific study must proceed in the main from the writings 
of ancient teachers, chiefly Aristoxenus, Aristides, Heliodorus, 

and Hephaestion. It is only a hundred years since Bockh first 

saw the profound importance of Aristoxenus, a younger con- 

temporary of Aristotle, in the investigation of rhythm. From 

Aristoxenus to Aristides, a rhythmician of inferior authority, is a 
long way, but the journey is worth making. The statements of 
Hephaestion in his manual on metric must be weighed with care ; 
his treatises on poetic composition have particular and unique 

value. The doctrine of his master, Heliodorus, embodied in his 

analyses of the structure of certain of the plays of Aristophanes, 
is of great moment to the student of comedy, but has not hitherto 

been systematically utilized. This fact will perhaps be regarded 

as sufficient justification for the reconstitution of the text of 

these remains, which are unfortunately meagre, and their 

publication in the last chapter of this book. Where ancient 
authority is silent, and this happens only too often, I have 

turned to the poets themselves and there sought the laws which 

they unconsciously but unerringly obeyed, and I have submitted 
the validity of all conclusions to the practical test of their 

applicability to the poets themselves. Their application to the 
comic poets is recorded in the second and fourteenth chapters 

inclusive of this book. 
There is one exception to these statements. The fifteenth 

chapter treats of the origin of the forms of Greek poetry, and the 

conclusions there submitted for consideration have undoubtedly 

determined the point of view from which my investigation and 

treatment of the manifold rhythms of Greek poetry have pro- 

ceeded ; but here our ancient authorities give little direct testimony, 
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and the poets naturally are silent. Still these views are not 
mere speculations, they are supported by parallel manifestations 
in languages closely akin to Greek. The significance of Westphal’s 

comparison, over fifty years ago, of Avestan and Vedic with 
Greek dimeters and trimeters has been amply confirmed by 
subsequent investigations made by Professor Arnold and other 
scholars. The fundamental concept is a primitive phrase, longer 
or shorter, from which the various forms of poetic rhythm were 
gradually evolved and differentiated by regulated arrangement 
of long and short syllables. The dimeter and trimeter thus 
developed are precisely the greater or compound foot of Aristo- 

xenus, and for that matter also of Aristophanes, the true source 

from which the metre and simple foot were gradually derived.’ 
The final test of the probability of the views advanced in this 
chapter must be the extent to which they are judged to explain 
consistently and satisfactorily the numerous and, when viewed 
independently of one another, perplexing metrical phenomena of 
Greek verse. Logaoedic rhythm, for example, is a befogging 
subject. I for one confess that I did not clearly apprehend its 
historical significance, its unquestionable relation to the four 
common rhythms with which we are familiar in ancient and 
modern poetry, and the limitations of its use, until I saw how 

these rhythms had all gradually been evolved from the primitive 

dimeter and trimeter.? 
Non-melic verse in Greek comprises the spoken trimeter 

and recitative and melodramatic tetrameters, hypermeters and 
trimeters, and constitutes the greater part of each comedy of 
Aristophanes. Recitative and melodramatic rhythms are an 
element foreign to the modern drama, and the Greek mode of 
rendering them would doubtless seem singular to us, but it was 
a great advantage to the comic poets to have them at their 
command as a vehicle of dialogue, and they used them with 
excellent discrimination. I hope that the importance of non- 
melic verse will be thought to justify the attention I have given 
to it. I have used the statistical method in its treatment from 
the conviction that an accurate and precise knowledge of the 
laws of our poet’s usage can best be acquired in this manner, 
and that such knowledge is the only means that we moderns can 
safely employ in attempting to differentiate his style from that 

1 See 664. 2 See 375 ff., 603 ff. 
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of other poets. His spoken trimeter is not the trimeter of the 
tragic poets nor that of Menander. The ignorance or disregard 

of the usages of individual Greek poets exhibited by many of 

their emenders and by many modern composers of Greek verse 
in a particular manner is incredible. The application of the 
results obtained by bald statistics may prove to be a salutary 
corrective, as I may have shown in a recent monograph, in 
which proposed emendations and restorations of the text of the 
four newly-discovered plays of Menander are submitted to the 
test of his actual practice. It would, perhaps, be indecorous to 
summon the emenders of Aristophanes hither to trial at the bar 
of his usage, but the process is legal and may be recommended 

for the entertainment of an idle hour. 
Notwithstanding the considerable attention here given to 

non-melic verse, its investigation is by no means complete. I 

have discussed caesura and diaeresis with particular care, but 
lack of space has precluded the study at any length of our poet’s 
different manners in each sort of non-melic verse. The trimeters 

in one play, for example, differ in interesting particulars from 
those in another, and Aristophanes modulates his spoken verse 
skilfully to varying themes, although the range of emotion and 

sentiment is not so great in comedy as in tragedy. 
The determination of the structure of the Greek melic 

strophe is a problem that has been repeatedly essayed, but no 

system of strophic analysis has yet been proposed that has been 

generally accepted. Two scholars have lived to reject, with a 

certain degree of scorn, the systems that they had themselves 

fathered ; others declare that the problem is insoluble. Professor 

Schroder has recently given a brief account of the views that 

have been successively put forward only to be combated or 

abandoned! He has an alluring theory of his own, which he 

defends and illustrates in an article that comes to hand as I 

write.” 
This is treacherous ground, on which it behooves one to walk 

warily. Sufficient attention has not always been paid by 

investigators to the fact that the problem is ultimately a question 

of melodic correspondence. If the music to which the odes of 

1 See his Vorarbeiten, 136 ff. of Pindar and of the odes of the Greek 

2 See Classical Philology, vii. (1912), dramatic poets. 
158 ff. See also his editions of the text 
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the Greek poets were sung had been preserved with the text, 
the question would not come up; since it is lost, the metrical 
form of the text is the sole means to an answer. ‘The metrical 
correspondence of antistrophe with strophe is generally close in 
Greek odes,! and it is agreed that the melody to which a strophe 
was sung was repeated in the singing of its antistrophe. What 
similar correspondences are there between subordinate periods 
within a strophe? With few exceptions, the last metre of the 
final colon of a subordinate period is catalectic or ends in a 

variable syllable or hiatus. The effect of each phenomenon is 
the same, a pause in singing that marks the close of a period. 

I observed, in studying the metrical commentary, that the 

natural inference that the Greek dramatic poets probably 
arranged the subordinate elements that compose a strophe in the 
same ways in which they combined whole strophes in the parode 
and other great divisions of their plays,’ was confirmed in a 
startling but conclusive manner by the testimony of Heliodorus.* 
His practice, furthermore, establishes another important fact, 
that a long strophe is apt to be divided into intermediate melodic 

groups similarly arranged. On the legitimate assumption that 
two subordinate periods that have the same metrical form were, 

like strophe and antistrophe, sung to the same melody, analysis 
is now a simple process.© The groups are generally triads, 
tetrads, or pentads successively derived, the larger from the smaller. 
Hephaestion testifies to the same groupings of strophes in the 
main divisions of the drama, and the plays themselves confirm 
the correctness of his statements. I have applied the principles 
outlined above to the comedies of Aristophanes in the eighteenth 
chapter of this book with results that seem to me to constitute 

evidence of their truth. 
The two rhythms treated in the eleventh and twelfth chapters 

have been the subject of vigorous discussion during the past 
fifteen years. I shall probably be thought to have said quite 
enough about the former.’ Aeolic Verse is on a different footing 

1 If it is not, the change in form is confirmed by his high authority. 
deliberate. See 51. After the manu- 2 See Bockh’s Pindart Opera, 1. ii. 
script of this book had been sent to 308 ff. 
the printers, I received from Professor 3 See chapter xvii. 
yon Wilamowitz a copy of his recent 4 See 722 ff. 
monograph on the Vespae, in which > See 728. 
I am gratified to find that the con- 8 See the illustrations in 729 ff. 
clusions which I have stated in 51 are 7 See 475 ff., 630 ff., 812 ff. 
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and requires less formal treatment, although it is of profound 
importance. A very considerable part of Greek melic poetry is 
composed in it. The question of its constitution is a serious 
issue and demands reconsideration, for the theory of its rhythm 
that is now generally accepted in England and America is, I 
believe, without ancient warrant, is due to misconceptions, and is 

demonstrably wrong. I must beg for indulgence if I write at 
length in venturing to offer a chapter in continuation of Mr. 
Caxton’s great work on The History of Human Error. 

Our ancient authorities all regard the four completely 

developed feet of Aeolic verse as simple and as tetrasyllabic, 
and they give to each of the four syllables of each foot its normal 

poetic value of long or short unreduced. Their statements are 
explicit. Hephaestion devotes two chapters of his Manual to an 
exposition of the uses of the choriamb and antispast, and in 
subsequent chapters discusses certain related cola and periods,’ 
His predecessor Heliodorus exemplifies ancient opinion on the 
constitution of this form of verse in his analysis of such odes as 

are found in the first parabasis and first stasimon of the Knzghts. 
Aristides analyzes each of the four completely developed feet of 
Aeolic verse into thesis and arsis, designating the feet by the 
earlier names that were in use in the time of Aristoxenus, and 

in a following chapter he gives an account of choriambic and 
antispastic periods.” Aristoxenus, whose authority is not to be 

questioned, states that simple feet may consist of two, three, or 
four syllables but not of more than four, classifies tetrasyllabic 
feet as isomeric or diplasic, and in a fragment of his Principles 
of Rhythm, recently discovered in Oxyrhynchus, names and dis- 
cusses three of the four tetrasyllabic feet of Aeolic verse and 
quotes passages from the poets in illustration of their use. I 
defer for the present detailed consideration of this evidence. 

This united testimony would seem to give Aeolic rhythm a 
respectable standing, but most modern metricians who have 
written on Greek and Latin verse during the last century have 
banished this rhythm, in its ancient constitution, from their 

books. Procedure so drastic as this rouses curiosity ; possibly it 
justifies a stronger emotion. In my twelfth chapter I have out- 
lined the structure of Aeolic verse and analyzed the Aeolic odes 

1 See Heph. 29 ff., 43 ff. 
2 See Aristides, 39 f. M., 26. 20 ff. J., 54 f. M., 34. 33 ff. J. 
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of Aristophanes in conformity with ancient doctrine, and in the 
last part of the fifteenth chapter’ I have stated what I believe 
to be a credible theory of its origin from the primitive dimeter 
and trimeter. It now remains to recall the history of the astonish- 
ing break with ancient tradition which began about a hundred 
years ago and to re-examine the grounds of belief. 

Gottfried Hermann is the founder of the modern science of 
ancient verse. He wrote three books on this subject between 
1796 and 1816, and has powerfully influenced opinion. 
Elmsley, writing in 1811, calls the first of his books incompar- 
able, and deprecates the severity of the criticisms of Hermann 
that enliven Porson’s celebrated preface to his edition of the 
Hecuba; but those were stirring days when the classics were © 
still generally thought to be of vital concern, when a metrical 
‘law’ might provoke the applause of Europe, and when two 
literary antagonists, to use a phrase of Elmsley’s, were doomed 
to become personal enemies, if they were of the temperament of 
these two scholars. Hermann was only twenty-four years of 
age when he wrote his first book on metric, but even in his youth 
he was intolerant of criticism. 

He was a metrician, and his notions of rhythm, in his early 

period, were crude. He seems not to have known Aristoxenus 
at this time, although Morelli had published his edition of 
the Principles of Rhythm in 1785. He did not _ hesitate, 
however, to express opinions on such matters as the relative time- 
values of successive feet and the difference between Greek and 
modern music. He held, in brief, that a long syllable was never 
more nor less than long, and that a short syllable was always short, 
and that these were the only syllabic values with which Greek 
poets operated. Any line, therefore, that combined dactyls, 
trochees and spondees was an agglomeration of isomeric and 
diplasic feet promiscuously mingled. Greek music was rude and 
passionate. These views provoked lively remonstrance, and 
Hermann’s ‘ Tactlosigkeit —in the scientific sense of that term— 
became a by-word among those learned in these matters. 

Voss, the celebrated translator of Homer, and Apel, the 

former in 1802 and the latter in 1806, took issue squarely with 
Hermann and insisted that successive feet in the same colon, in 

Greek poetry and music as in modern, were all of equal length, 

1 See 651 ff. 
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since they were rhythmical. Voss rendered such a logaoedic 
line as has just been mentioned in common time throughout, 
Apel in triple time. It was the latter who came upon the 
‘cyclic’ dactyl, which has had great vogue. He aimed to 
formulate a system of universal rhythm, and ominously announces 
in the preface of his big book that he intends to pay no attention 
to grammarians and ‘ philologians’ in his attempt to re-establish 
the true rhythm of verse,—he will derive his conclusions directly 

from the poets, with whom in fact his acquaintance was in- 
adequate. Hermann stigmatized his views as an ‘ephemeral 
fancy. Bockh, writing in 1808, at first welcomed them, but 
soon afterwards, while maintaining firmly the theory of the 
temporal equality of feet, rejected Apel’s cyclic dactyl and in 
general his a priori conclusions as to the distribution of times 
within the foot. 

In his great edition of Pindar Bockh turned from the metri- 
cians to the rhythmicians and was the first modern to utilize 
Aristoxenus in the study of Greek rhythm, but his sturdy main- 
tenance of the doctrine of the exact equality of feet brought him 
more than once into conflict with his chief authority, as in his 
conclusions in regard to the irrational metre and the logaoedic 
dactyl." Rossbach published the first edition of his Greek 
Lhythmic in 1854, the first modern book that treated the sub- 

ject separately and as a whole and aimed to set forth the ancient 
system of rhythm completely, a task of great difficulty because 

the early ancient sources of information are scant. Rossbach 
gratefully acknowledges his indebtedness to Bockh. His opinion 
of Apel is contemptuous ; a fact to be noted, since a distinguished 
scholar, in a lively and entertaining criticism of the ‘new metric’ 
—but why the new metric ?—has recently announced him- 
self as ‘the defender of the principles of Apel as developed by 
Rossbach, Schmidt and Christ.’ It would be hard to find in any 
field of philological controversy a more scathing arraignment of 
another man’s views than Rossbach makes of Apel’s. Point after 
point is made with deadly precision in proof of Apel’s ignorance 
and folly. Referring to Apel’s cyclic dactyl, Rossbach says that 
he has by the grace of God hit the mark just once—this, too, is 

the only time that, contrary to his principles, he has paid atten- 
tion to ancient tradition, but this single gain disappears in a 

1 See 16 and 390. 
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welter of hariolations and hypotheses. Apel is, in fine, “ die blinde 
Henne, die ein gutes Korn gefunden hat.” Even the gentle 
Bockh, after a statement of reasons, says: “inde profectus uni- 
versam Apelii doctrinam, ut desperatam prorsus, coepi relinquere.” 

Hermann had no quarrel with the choriamb in itself, on the 

contrary he artificially extended its use. Nor did he absolutely 
reject the antispast, although he disliked it because it was rough 
and harsh, as he thought, and he dispossessed it of its rightful 
place among the eight prototypes by the very process by which 
he enlarged the use of the choriamb. He had fallen into diffi- 
culties with the undeveloped syllables which begin the Glyconic, 
whose origin and significance are now, after investigations that 
have extended over a century, clearly apprehended.’ He gave 
these syllables the name ‘basis’ and discussed them at length in 
his first book.” He held that they were a sort of ‘ praeludium 
et tentamentum’ of the feet that followed, but were themselves 

unrhythmical, that they consisted of two theses, and that they 
were to be treated as a separate element. The effect of the 
application of this theory is wholesale production of choriambs. 
The greater Asclepiadean, for example, is made to furnish three 
choriambs by this process.* Hermann treated these Aeolic verses 
inconsequentially. The acatalectic lesser Asclepiadean, like the 
greater Asclepiadean, is choriambic, but the Phalaecean is log- 

aoedic, as also the Glyconic.* He does not state why he thus 
discriminates. This classification was made in his first book,’ and 

it should be noted that he thus advanced the theory of logaoedic 
scansion of certain Aeolic cola before any of his successors in the 

same field had written on this subject. 
Hermann’s theory of the nature and use of these undeveloped 

syllables was at first thought to be new learning and they still 
pass current as ‘Hermann’s basis,’ but this doctrine crops out 
among the Latin ‘ derivationists, who on demand will furnish 
almost anything that is desired. They, however, made the 
Phalaecean choriambic.’ Bockh accepted Hermann’s ‘basis, but 
allowed it only one thesis and completely severed it from what 
follows, regarding it, although it consists of only two or at the 

1 See 506 ii., 652 f. Re oe (a | =e ase 
2 De Metris (1796), 21 fi. 518 ii. and 511. 
8 o¥|—-v uy H|- ye -|-v ve -| — 5 De Metris, 216. 

See 532. 6 YS|—Uuu—|~—-v—— See Caesius 
7 S\—yu-|-ue = ;o¥|-vd| Bassus, 258 ff. K. 

b 
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most three syllables, as a monopodic colon. The ‘basis’ was a 
trochee, but might be irrational (— —), and the trochee and 

irrational ‘colon’ might be resolved (Vv vy vy and wv —-). These 
were its only forms in Pindar, who did not admit the pyrrhic 
(v ~) orthedactyl. When the iamb occurred (as it does in Pindar) 

it was not to be considered as a ‘basis’ but as an iambic colon 
prefixed to a following trochaic or dactylic colon with an effect 
comparable with syncopation in modern music." Rossbach and 
Westphal protested vigorously against the separation of the 
syllables grouped in the ‘basis’ from the following feet, alleging 
that these syllables constituted a triseme foot in descending 
rhythm, characterized by great freedom of form, and as closely 
connected as possible with what followed.” 

We need not follow these troublesome syllables farther. It 
is obvious that the original segregation and prolonged discussion 

of this unruly combination would strongly individualize it and give 

it that sort of general recognition which comes from possession of 

the field. But its recognition as a separate element, whether as 
prelude or colon or foot, goes much deeper than that. It beheads 

all antispastic cola, and no victim survives that fatal process. 
The antispast disappears, and the remainder of the colon must 

now be analyzed as either choriambic or logaoedic. No other 
method is possible. To what extent is existing prejudice against 
the antispast, which is general, due to the unfortunate accident 
of Hermann’s misconception of the origin and nature of the un- 
formed syllables that begin many Aeolic cola? These syllables 
disturbed the Latin metricians also, but their trouble was that 

they contaminated the antispast. The pure antispast was 
unobjectionable.* Is it pertinent (or impertinent?) to surmise 

that, if modern metricians had had from the beginning of the 
discussion as clear a conception of the polyschematist dimeter * as 
we now have, thanks to the intuition of Professor von Wila- 

mowitz,° and had seen that the unformed initial syllables of the 

Glyconic were only a minor manifestation of the same pheno- 
menon,° they might never have raised their turbulent outcry 
against the antispast ? They would, to be sure, have needed also 
to rid themselves of the obsession of an ictus, that Old Man of 

the Sea.’ 
1 See Pind. Op. 1. ii. 65, 80; cf. 149. 4 See 506 f. 
2 See Sec. Metrik,® 554 ff. >. See his Choriambische Dimeter. 
3 See Marius Victorinus, 88. 3 ff. K. 6 See 653. 7 See p. xxiii f. 
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When Hermann had established his ‘ basis, but had left the 

question open, whether the following feet were to be regarded 
as choriambic or logaoedic,’ Voss and Apel, both predisposed 
as their books show to the rhythms of modern poetry and music, 
promptly decided for logaoedic scansion, and Bockh adopted the 
same view. Rossbach states the fact from precisely this point 
of view and in precisely this way.” There was now general 
agreement that the choriamb must go; disagreement arose when 
it came to dismembering it—another deadly process—into the 
two diplasic feet required by logaoedic scansion.’  Apel’s 
extended exposition of his theory of rhythm * had undoubtedly 
influenced opinion. It was his ignorance or neglect of principles 
of Greek rhythm transmitted in ancient sources of information 
still extant that involved him in fantastic conclusions. The 
mere conception that the complex but authentic tetrasyllabic 
rhythms of Greek poetry can be stated in terms of the simple 
dissyllabie and trisyllabic rhythms of modern poetry is alluring, 
but if it is consistently applied, the consequences are appalling. 
Rossbach and Westphal were unable to face them and left the 
two ionic tetrasyllabic feet untouched. Other scholars, such 
as the late Professor von Christ in Germany and Professor 

Shorey in America, sustained by the courage of their convictions, 
consistently sacrifice the ionics along with the antispast and 
choriamb and give them logaoedic scansion.? Von Christ even 
feels doubt about the pentaseme feet of Greek hemiolic rhythm,” 
but halts abashed before the repeated testimony of Aristoxenus 
and the paeonic odes of Aristophanes. Historic evidence of 
logaoedic scansion of Aeolic verse is wholly lacking. Rossbach 
and Westphal confess that it is entirely without the support of 
ancient authority, Greek or Latin, early or late.’ It is neverthe- 
less, they allege, the true theory, the theory of the poets of the 
classical period, but it was lost and was replaced by an ionic- 
choriambic theory devised by two unknown grammarians of the 
Alexandrian period, whose doctrine was adopted by Latin writers 
on metric.® This is a startling statement. I shall shortly 

1 See p. xv. > See Von Christ, Metrik,? 71 f., where 
2 Spec. Metrik,® 521. ——vvisrenderedas |, N a 
* On the first of these two feet, the 6 See his Metrik,? 64. — 

“eyclic’ dactyl, see 390. 7 Spec. Metrik,s 521. See my 
* His two volumes occupy over twelve * Zogacedic’ Metre in Greek Comedy, 

hundred pages. He announced a third 3) ¢f, 
volume, but died before it was written. 8 Spec. Metrik,? 518 ff 
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advance evidence that has convinced me at least that the 
logaoedic theory of Aeolic verse cannot have prevailed in the 
fourth century before Christ, when Aristoxenus, a man of 
profound intelligence, with the wealth of the poetry and music 
of the preceding century at his command, undertook to formulate 
the principles of rhythm which the great poets had unconsciously 

obeyed. 
The ‘logaoedic theory’ of Aeolic verse has had extraordinary 

vogue. J. H. H. Schmidt adopted it.’ I had the honour of 
making the outlines of Schmidt’s general system known to 
English and American scholars who had not become acquainted 
with it in the original by the publication in 1878 of a trans- 

lation of his summary statement of it. Me quoque pectoris 

Temptavit in dulei iwenta Fervor et in—logaoedicos vae, Misit 
jfurentem. The present book, therefore, is a palinode, if so fine 

a word may be applied to a performance so pedestrian. The 
logaoedic theory has been adopted in many editions of the poets 
and has been repeatedly presented in books and monographs, 

notably by Professor von Christ, an ardent and eloquent 
advocate.” Two American scholars have recently come forward 
in its support, Professor Goodell in a cautious and judicial 
reconsideration of the ancient evidence, strictly confined to 
Aeolic forms,’ and Professor Shorey with a vivacious monograph 
in which the author’s views are expressed with ardour and the 
main argument is enlivened by practical suggestions, discussion 
of pedagogical methods, and piquant criticisms.’ 

It must not be supposed that the new theory has gone un- 
challenged. Professor Henri Weil condemned it and repeatedly 
controverted what he affirmed was false doctrine.” Professor 

1 In his Kunstformen der griechischen 
Poesie, a voluminous work of consider- 
able originality. 

2 In his Metrik ; see also his ‘Grund- 
fragen dermelischen Metrik derGriechen ’ 
in the Transactions of the Bavarian 
Academy, XXII. ii. (1902), 213 ff. 

3 See his Greek Metric, 212 ff. 
4 In his Choriambic Dimeter. He 

outlines his general position at the 
beginning of his monograph in the 
following and similar tenets: In pro- 
portion as we study any foreign 
system of verse alleged fundamental 
differences between its rhythm and that 
to which we are accustomed tend to 

disappear. .. . If the Greek accents 
are ignored, there is no consciousness 
of any difference between Greek and 
English metre. Both are rhythmically 
stressed, and both, if we regard the 
practice of the better English poets, are 
quantitative —though English is less 
exquisitely so. . . . It is possible with 
the schemes of Rossbach, Schmidt, and 
others, to teach students to read with ap- 
preciation the choruses of tragedy and the 
odes of Pindar. The aesthetic effect ob- 
tained, the pleasure received, is precisely 
analogous to that enjoyed by appreciative 
readers of Shelley and Swinburne. 

5 First in the Neue Jahrbiicher fiir 
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Susemihl declared against it. The publication of Professor von 
Wilamowitz’s Jsyllos and Herakles powerfully stimulated renewed 
attention to Aeolic verse, and interest in the subject became 
general on the Continent when Dr. Kenyon published the British 
Museum papyrus of Bacchylides. Professor Blass in his edition 
of the text of Baechylides (1898) abandoned the logaoedic theory 
in the treatment of the Aeolic odes among the newly discovered 
poems, and monographs began to appear. Professor Schrdéder’s 

Pindar was published in 1900, and was followed by his metrical 
editions of the Greek dramatists. Professor Masqueray followed 
his master, Weil, and Professor Hugo Gleditsch went over to 

the enemy.” 
The reaction against the logaoedic theory of Aeolic verse is 

very strong on the Continent ; its waves have hardly as yet reached 
the shores of England and America. It has gradually gathered 
volume. Scholars have subjected the fundamental principle, first 
affirmed by Apel, on which this theory rests to severe but judicial 
scrutiny and found it untenable; they have observed with 
surprise the disposition of extreme advocates of this theory to 
minimize plain differences between Greek and modern languages 
and to establish equivalences that do not exist; they have re- 
examined the ancient evidence and found it, though meagre, con- 
vincing ; they have successfully submitted the ancient theory to 
the practical test of its application to the poets. 

The new doctrine denies the existence of tetrasyllabic simple 
feet in Greek poetry. In justification of this, Apel affirmed a 
theory of universal rhythm which, developed a priori, would 
satisfy all the demands of ancient and modern verse. Submitted 
to this test Ionic and Aeolic Greek rhythms were doomed to dis- 
appear, for they are not found in modern poetry. But Apel 

neglected certain elementary but fundamental principles. The 
sense of rhythm is universal; poets have been singing since the 
world began, and a mere child is charmed by the rhythm of 
motion. Rhythm has various media of expression. Language is 

only one of them and it is the stubbornest of all. Even in Greek 

Philologie for 1862, 346 ff., and 1865, Logaédes (181 ff.) and La Vraie Mesure 
650 ff. Later in the Revue Critique, des faux logatdes (203 ff.). 
vi. (1872) 49 ff., and in the Bulletin de 1 Jahrbiicher fiir classische Philologie, 
Correspondance Hellénique, xix. (1895) 1873, 294 ff. 
399, 411. His views are summarized in 2 See the Bibliography, pp. 459-464 
his Etudes de Rhythmique in two papers _ of this book, 
with expressive titles: Les Prétendus 
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not only the order but also the length of syllables had to be 
regulated to make it an instrument of rhythmical expression. 
English is a still more difficult medium, and our great poets charm 
us by their delicate but sure control of the means by which they 
give it rhythmical effect in their spoken verse, their skilful sub- 
stitution of natural stress for the quantity that is inherent in 
Greek, and their facile use of hold and pause in marshalling the 
almost colourless and very uncertain syllables of English speech so 
that they march in time. But while the sense of rhythm is a 
universal possession, the forms of its expression in language are 

various, and the degree of variation is conditioned by the nature 
of the medium. There is nothing improbable in the supposition 
that a strictly quantitative language like Greek developed forms 
of rhythm of which a modern language like English is incapable ; 
it is on the contrary probable, since as Aristoxenus says rhythm 
is an ordering of times. It is, of course, a mere rhetorical 
pleasantry to deny the existence of a fact because it does not 
come within the range of one’s own experience, but if this were 
said seriously, in the attempt to dispossess tetrasyllabic feet of 
their rightful place as indivisible measures of rhythm in Greek, 
it would be an ineffective argument. Modern poetry cannot 
manage these longer rhythmical elements with ease, but one of 

the facts that deterred Professor von Christ from dismembering 
the paeon was Brambach’s discovery of modern melodies in five- 

eight time,’ and Westphal quotes an aria from Mozart’s Don Juan 
that is in ionic rhythm.’ That is, modern music with its greater 
resources can compass rhythms that are not found in modern 
poetry. 

We may go farther. The English poets have developed three 
simple rhythms, and perhaps a fourth. These are the only 
rhythms natural to this particular medium, but our poets have 
essayed others successfully. The charm of Swinburne’s ‘ Chori- 
ambies’ is undeniable : 

Large red lilies of love, sceptral and tall, lovely for eyes to see ; 
Thornless blossom of love, full of the sun, fruits that were reared for thee. 

1 See Rhein. Museum, xxxv. (1880), and combinations of anapaestic, iambic, 
242 fff. or trochaic metre are as natural and pli- 

2 See Rhythmik,*? 195 fi. able as all dactylic and spondaic forms 
° Swinburne in a note prefixed to his of verse are unnatural and abhorrent.” 

spirited rendering of the parabasis of The battle over the hexameter that 
Aristophanes’s Birds speaks of English began in the sixteenth century still 
as ‘‘a language to which all variations rages. 

’ 
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This is Horace’s 

Tu ne quaesieris, scire nefas, quem mihi, quem tibi— 

the greater Asclepiadean.' Swinburne, a good Grecian, would 
have nothing to do, it should be noted, with the ‘ logaoedic 
theory’ of this verse. He has followed Hermann, perhaps 
Horace, in separating the first two syllables of each verse from 
the choriambs that then flow on to its iambic close. His technical 
skill was unrivalled, and is here seen in his delicate attention to 

natural length of syllables and in his use of stress, both reinforced 

by caesura, to secure just the effects he wished. Professor 
Gilbert Murray, another good poet and Grecian, has kindly sent 
me verses composed in the same rhythm, but in what he—I am 

happy to know—believes was Sappho’s manner.” 

An old eagle, a blind eagle, who waits hungry and cold and still ; 
He seeks nothing, he fears nothing: he stands lone on a lonely hill. 

Here we see the same skilful use of natural length, stress, and 

caesura to produce the desired effect. These are towrs de force, it 
may be said. That is precisely their value in this discussion. 

Greek tetrasyllabic rhythms have not been used by modern 

poets because modern languages are constitutionally inadequate 

to sustain these longer rhythms easily, not, as has been alleged, 

because these rhythms are impossible in any language. 
Apel’s system of universal rhythm not only put authentic 

Greek rhythms into a strait-waistcoat, but it has also gradually 
altered the cut of that garment. The effect of its adoption was 
as inevitable as it is deplorable—real differences between the 
ancient and the modern language are minimized, alleged equiva- 
lences are multiplied. One’s sense of the significance of features 
that are sharply characteristic now of one, now of the other 
language, is blurred and deadened. Thus the distinction between 

melic and spoken verse is broken down, and Greek dramatic 

choruses that were rendered by a dozen or fifteen performers in 
song, and were often accompanied by a dance, are treated precisely 
as modern verse that is read or recited by a single person. 
Stress, which is the vital feature of modern poetry and is there 

combined with the word-accent, is imposed upon Greek poetry 

1 See 532. 2 yea Ver Very Ure 
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and alleged to be an indispensable element of Greek rhythm, 
whereas there is no evidence for an ictus in Greek poetry, and 
many scholars consequently believe that ictus in Greek is a 
modern invention. Quantity, inherent in the language and fixed 
in almost all syllables, is the solid foundation on which Greek 
rhythms with their varied orderings of ‘times’ are based, 
whereas in modern poetry one school of metrists practically 
denies that it exists, another affirms that it has a function com- 

parable with that in the ancient languages, and meanwhile the 
practice of the poets—the true arbitrators—shows that whatever 
role it plays is entirely secondary to that of accent. Finally, the 
pause and the hold are indispensable in rhythmizing the un- 
certain syllables of modern speech, but in Greek the quantity 
inherent in syllables requires no support, and the use of pause 

and hold while strictly defined is purely artistic. 
Iambic is the only rhythm that was used in spoken verse 

in Greek. JIambic, anapaestic, trochaic and dactylic are the 
rhythms that were used in recitative rendering, but recitative 
does not signify in the least what we mean when we speak of 
an actor’s reciting his lines.’ These are the four rhythms that 
modern poetry has developed. Both Greek and English, therefore, 
employ only simple dissyllabic and trisyllabic rhythms in non- 
melic verse. The Greeks, however, developed other rhythms, 

paeonic, ionic, dochmiac, prosodiac-enoplic, Aeolic. With rare 
exceptions, these rhythms were exclusively melic. The choruses 

of tragedy were sung. Only a highly imaginative mind can grasp 

the idea of reading dochmiac verse. The word ‘lyrical’ has 
now a connotation far removed from its original Greek sense, 
and Baecchylides and Swinburne are not, in fact, poets of the 

same genre. If now the rhythms just named were not used 
in spoken verse in Greek, how credible and convincing is the 
allegation that the metrical structure of Aeolic verse must have 
been a form—a bastard form, at best—of the simple trochaic 
and dactylic rhythms that the Greek poets did employ in non- 
melic rendering, because we moderns cannot read Aeolic verse 

in any other manner? Regret that we cannot teach our pupils 
to render the odes of Pindar as Greeks rendered them is an 

amiable sentiment, the resolution to read them even at the cost 

of reading them in the wrong fashion is prompted no doubt by 

1 See 59. 
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a generous impulse, but neither has the least significance in the 

scientific determination of facts. 
The more ardent advocates of the logaoedic theory of Aeolic 

verse assume stress in Greek poetry and make much of it. To 
English-speaking men stress seems a natural and necessary 
manifestation, since, whatever its precise nature may be, and 

about that modern prosodists are at loggerheads, and however 
perplexing for various reasons its determination may be in 
particular lines, it remains true that the great body of English 
verse is composed in simple feet of which one part is distinguished 
from the other part or parts by what we call ‘stress, and that 
this coincides with the word-accent. But in Greek there is no 
evidence for any such phenomenon, no historic proof that the 
Greek poets distinguished the thesis from the arsis by variation 
of stress! The ancient authors have been searched in vain. 
Two passages have recently been brought into the discussion, but 
both refuse to give the testimony for which they were summoned. 
Longinus in his prolegomena to Hephaestion’s manual” says that 

a passage in one of the orations of Demosthenes, tov yap év 
"Audicon Tmoreuov, dv bv eis "EXaTevav AOE Piduros, may 
be rendered as heroic verse, as it can, but that this was not 

observed because the orator declaimed it in the prose manner. 
The inference from this cannot be that Greek verse was distin- 
guished from prose by a foot-stress—and therefore generally 
that verse was stressed,—because Longinus himself tells us what 
he means, and it is not that. So important is it in interpretation 
to pay attention to the context. He has just been saying that 
it is the ear which determines whether or not a given com- 
bination of words constitutes a verse, but that the voice must 

previously shape and regulate the syllables. In order to get 
rhythmical effect the sounds must first be given proper length, 
otherwise the combination is so much prose and the verse escapes 
detection. This doctrine that syllables in their natural state 
vary in length, not all longs being of the same length nor all 
shorts, is older than Aristoxenus, and Dionysius in his treatise 
on literary composition gives it due attention.” 

1 See 28. Hephaestion with some change of 
2 See Consbruch’s Hephaestion, 82. phraseology. See Consbruch, 178. 
3 De corona, 143. 5 See the second paragraph on next 
4 The argument of Longinus is found page. 

also in Choeroboscus’s commentary on 
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The second passage is in Aristides.’ He believed that simple 
feet in antithetic rhythm might be combined even in the same 
colon,—a doctrine now exploded,—for instance that a dactylic 

metre might be joined with an anapaestic metre,as in avdpes 
omNitac Svata€dpevor, to furnish him an_ illustration from 
Aristophanes (Vesp, 360) that has just the metrical constitution 
he assumes. But in a preceding chapter (xxiv.) he has stated 
that the ‘dactyl’* and spondee are proper feet in anapaestic 
rhythm, and he therefore recognizes that his assumed dimeter 

may be purely anapaestic. He regards either solution as 
legitimate, but he is in doubt which the poet intended, and 
until he can determine that fact he does not know how to beat 
the time of this dimeter. This particular combination of long 

and short syllables, he says, is ambiguous, dvadsdepirov rovet 
Thv Bao, and it is clear that the ambiguity remains for him, 
whether we assume or deny stress. There is nothing in this 
passage from the De musica to show that Aristides would have 
stressed the theses of his assumed colon when he had determined 
its rhythm. There is plenty of evidence that the Greeks beat 
time with hand or foot, none that they accompanied this with 
intensive utterance on the down beat, and M. Kawcezynski's 
genial protest is just: “Or il me parait inadmissible de faire 
exécuter aux anciens par la bouche ce quiils faisaient avec le 
pied.” ® 

Quantity in Greek is the relative time occupied in uttering 
a syllable. Greek vowels are by nature long or short, diphthongs 

are long; a syllable that contains a long vowel or diphthong is 
long, one that contains a short vowel is short, but syllabic length 

is increased by conjunction of vowels and consonants. Time is 
the conception underlying these elementary principles, quantity 
is innate in the Greek language. Greek rhythmicians early 
noted the fact just intimated that all long syllables were not 
of precisely the same length, nor all short syllables equally short, 

that the length of a naturally long or naturally short vowel was 
increased by the addition of consonants.* The speculations of 
some rhythmicians on this subject were fantastic. Aristoxenus 
apprehended the element of truth in them, a certain slight varia- 
tion in the length of syllables, and therefore made the primary 

PD (Mento Oso Gitano 3 See his L’ Origine, 56. 
2 See 11. 4 See Dionysius De comp. verb. chap. xv. 
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time, not the syllable, the unit of measure in rhythm.’ The 
time of the syllables of speech required regulation in order that 
they might become proper measures of rhythm. This regulation 
was effected just as soon as men began to sing. It was the poets 
that unconsciously established the simple laws of poetic rhythm 
that prevail in Greek: in Greek poetry all short syllables are 
normally of the same length, all long syllables are normally of 
the same length, and the time-ratio of the former to the latter 
is one to two. These simple rules are beautifully illustrated by 

pure anapaestic and pure dactylic verse in comedy, which admit 

no exceptions. 
But verse and melody limited to syllables and tones of only 

two durations, long and short, would have been monotonous, and 

variations of these two times arose in the most natural manner 

in the development of certain rhythms from the primitive cola. 
These variations include irrational arses, displaying a long 
syllable shorter than the normal long and short syllables shorter 
than the normal short;2 protracted theses, displaying a long 
syllable longer than the normal long, in trisemes and tetrasemes 
and in iambic and trochaic verse a short longer than the normal 
short. Variety was further secured by resolution,? by the 
pause in melic verse that occurs at the close of most subordinate 

periods, by this pause and an additional rhetorical pause at the 
close of most spoken, melodramatic, and recitative lines, and by 

caesura and diaeresis in non-melic verse, which were in no sense 

comparable with the hold that is so frequently necessary in 
English verse in order to secure rhythmical length, but were true 
pauses that interrupted the flow of the rhythm.® So little do 
the “new metrists,’ as Professor Shorey insists on calling them, 

merit the charge of simply juggling with longs and shorts. 
Defenders rather are they of the true faith, who piously rejoice 
to have themselves escaped from the welter of irrational arses 
and triseme theses in which they see their apostate brethren 

struggling. 
Professor Goodell declares that the theory of English metric 

is as yet little better than chaos.” This cannot be due to lack 

1 See 1, 2. > See 11. 
See under /rrationality in the General 6 See under Pause, Caeswra, and 

Index. Diaeresis in the Index. 
3 See under Protraction in the Index. 7 Greek Metric, 20. 
4 See 228. 
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of attention to the subject. A vast number of books and mono- 
graphs on English prosody has been written, and every possible 
view has been advocated and denied. Since the time of Spenser 
theorists in plenty have been ready to instruct the poets in their 
art. Theories on English quantity range all the way from 
the dogmatic doctrine of the classicists, who in the sixteenth 
century attempted to saddle Latin rules of quantity upon English 
syllables, to those who incline to the view that all English 
syllables take practically the same time for utterance. The 
conceit that English verse may be written in the classical manner 
is attractive, and the malady recrudesces from time to time. It 
broke out violently soon after the middle of the last century 
when Matthew Arnold delivered his lectures ‘On Translating 

Homer’ at Oxford and Professor Munro declared in Cambridge 
that modern speech had lost all sense of syllabic quantity. 
Specimen English hexameters done in the Virgilian manner, 

quantitative hexameters that sadly disregarded the accent of the 
English words, even rules of English quantity were all forth- 
coming. Tennyson satirized these hybrid hexameters in kind. 
Spenser had humorously said three hundred years earlier that 
the middle syllable of the word ‘ carpenter’ (which the classicists 
had made long ‘by position’) “seemeth like a lame gosling that 
draweth one leg after her.” But our great poets are endowed 
with too sensitive and delicate powers of perception not to feel 
that English syllables are not all of the same length. Tennyson 
once said that he believed he knew the quantity of every word 
in the English language except perhaps ‘scissors. It is 
important to discover, if you can, just what he meant by that. 

He seems to be laughing behind his mask in his hendecasyllabics, 
and he himself said of his “ Boadicea,”’ of which the metre is “ an 

echo of the metre in the ‘ Atys’ of Catullus,” * that “he wished that 
it were musically annotated so that it might be read with proper 
quantity and force.” This can only mean that he regarded the 
‘quantity’ of English syllables as in itself so unobvious that a 
musical score was required to indicate it in any except the 

four simple rhythms of English poetry.” 

1 The common form of this catalectic 2 Elsewhere in the Life his son re- 
ionic tetrameter in the Attis is w¥—v cords: ‘‘He gloried in his new English 
—v-- vu-vy vu, “Fear not, metre, but he ‘feared that no one could 
isle of blowing woodland, isle of silvery read it except himself, and wanted some 
parapets !” one to annotate it musically so that 
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It is hard to make one’s way in the ruck of opinions 
confidently expressed by contending prosodists about stress, 
quantity, hold, pause and the like in English poetry, but so 
much may safely be said about quantity, that it is not the 
fundamental, inevitable element in English poetry that it 
unquestionably is in Greek, it is not a structural necessity. 
To neglect or consciously disregard the difference between 

quantity in Greek and in English breeds lamentable confusion. 
This difference may be summarily stated as follows. In Greek 
poetry the quantity of syllables is fixed and is independent of 
stress, they are long or short, and variety is secured by modifying 
them by processes that are regular in operation and perfectly 
determinable. In English poetry the rdle of syllables in pro- 
ducing rhythm is secondary; when they differ in length, the 
degree of difference constantly varies and no rules can be 
formulated, the most of them are ‘common’; they are fitted 

into the rhythmical scheme, which in the poetry of all languages 
demands that feet in the same series shall be of equal length, 
by a variety of devices. Chief among these are pause, hold, and 
stress. Time and stress are intimately related. The skilful 
use of pause and hold, the indispensable means by which the 
temporally imperfect elements of English speech are grouped in 
rhythmical units is the highest art, but this particular function 
of hold and pause is unknown in Greek. 

Neglect of real differences and assumption of false re- 
semblances between Greek and modern languages confuse the 
investigation of a subject that is in itself difficult, and obscure 
the individual charm of each language, but they do not 
ultimately invalidate the fact of tetrasyllabic feet in Greek 
poetry. These are established by the testimony of Aristoxenus. 
An important part of this testimony has been recently acquired. 

In discussing the principles of rhythm Aristoxenus states 
that a simple foot may consist of two, or of three, or of four parts 
or foot-times, that is syllables in poetry, and adds that he will 
presently state why these parts are never more than the four 
which the foot has in virtue of its own special character.’ The 
fulfilment of this promise is unfortunately no longer extant. 

” people could understand the rhythm.’ can read her except myself?” 
Again : “*‘ Boadicea,’ no, I cannot pub- 1 See 290 M., §18 W. 
lish her yet, perhaps never, for who 
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In a subsequent passage, in which he is considering feet with 

reference to the number of primary times that they contain and 

the distribution of these times into arsis and thesis, he says: 

“Fexaseme feet constitute the fourth class. Feet of this 

magnitude admit two divisions into arsis and thesis, the ‘iambic’ 

and the ‘dactylic.’ For of the three ratios that six primary 

times admit, namely the isomeric (ie. 3:3), the diplasic (ie. 

9.:4=1:2), and the pentaplasic (ie. 1:5), the first belongs to 

the dactylic class of rhythms, the second to the iambic, but the 

last is not rhythmical”? This classification covers the two 

ionics in diplasic rhythm, and the choriamb, antispast, diiamb 

and ditrochee in isomeric rhythm. Aristoxenus does not name 

them here, but the earlier names of the four-part isomeric feet, 

with which we are now particularly concerned, are given, and 

these feet are briefly characterized by Aristides in a passage of 

which it is agreed Aristoxenus is the original source: “The 

epntiKes (le. —v —v); which consists of a trochee as thesis and 

a trochee as arsis; the SdxtvAos kat iapBov (ie. v —v —), 

which is composed of an iamb as thesis and an iamb as arsis; 

the Sdxtudos Kata Baxxeiov Tov amd Tpoxaiov (1e. —v v —), 

which has a trochee as thesis and an iamb as arsis; the dad«Tvdos 

Kata Bakxelov Tov amo tauBou (ie. » —— vw), which has the 

same constitution as the foot just named but with iamb and 

trochee in converse order.”” Aristides designates the parts of 

these feet by names (iamb, trochee) with which all his readers 

would be familiar; but he here treats the feet all as simple 

feet, wodes actvOerou, as does Aristoxenus in the evidence still 

to be considered, which we owe to the energetic and learned 

discoverers of the treasures found in Oxyrhynchus. 

This important document is a fragment of the same work 

that I have twice cited above, Aristoxenus’s Principles of Rhythm, 

and treats of protraction in the ditrochee, diiamb, and choriamb, 

and of other special cases of rhythmization. Elsewhere in this 

book I have gratefully availed myself of the Oxyrhynchus frag- 

ment in discussing iambic catalexis.* In this fragment as in the 

passage in Aristides the ditrochee is called Kpntexos, the diiamb 

Sdeturos Kata iapBov, the choriamb briefly Baxyetos, and each 

is regarded and treated as a simple isomeric foot. The diuamb is 

1 See 302 M., § 34 W. 2 See Caesar, Grundziige, 228. 

2 See 49 f. M., 26. 20 ff. J. 4 See 780. 
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incidentally described in the last part of the fragment as a foot that 
consists of four foot-times, or syllables, of which the first is short. 
Each of these feet may be used continuously and each may be 
protracted. Aristoxenus quotes freely from the poets in 
illustration of both facts. The bare metrical form of the pro- 
tracted measure in all three alike is - UV -. In re-establishing, 
in the apparently defective feet, the length demanded by the 
rhythm, this becomes — U in the ditrochaic series and u VU — 
in the iambic. One might feel doubt which form the choriamb 

would assume. Aristoxenus tells us and states the reason, 
The rhythmical value of the protracted form of the choriamb 
is \ u—, because triseme protraction is more suitable to the 

trochaic movement with which the choriamb begins than to the 

iamb with which it closes. 
Aristoxenus characterizes and describes the choriamb in this 

fragment with unmistakable precision. It is congener of the 

diiamb and the ditrochee; it is a single, simple foot; it is 
hexaseme; it is tetrasyllabic, consisting of two long and two 
short syllables, and each syllable has its natural poetic length of 
long or short ; it is isomeric, and each half consists of the same 
metrical elements, but these are arranged in reversed rhythmical 
order. Yet the ‘logaoedists’ declare that the choriamb is a 
‘eatalectic dactylic dipody, and this dipody is the corner-stone 
of their theory. 

HARVARD UNIVERSITY, 

April 1912. 



METRICAL CHARACTERS AND EXPLANATIONS 

OF USAGE 

The references are to sections. 

For © (6M), — (a) & (dt (a) HY (aid), see 3. 
For a ("), % (tr), * (P-), A, AA, See 33, 35, 572 n. 

For ~w, the equivalent of U vu, see 23 n. 

For - , in place of a lacking short or long syllable, see 31. 

For v-, in iambic and trochaic rhythm, see 228. 

For the orryp7 (* ), placed over U and — in the thesis, see 8 n. 

For ~, indicating correspondence, see 51 n. 

Brunck’s lining is followed in referring to the plays of Aristophanes, 

Kock’s numbering in referring to the fragments of comedy. 

Hypermetrical periods (47) are analyzed into cola in both strophe and 

antistrophe. See 89, 93, 94, etc. 

Indentation of cola signifies the continuation of a subordinate period 

or hypermeter. See 82, 83, 84, etc. 

In the text of antistrophes arranged in subordinate periods, a heavy- 

face letter signifies the beginning of a colon within the period. See 82, 

83, 85, etc. 
The close of a colon within a word, in strophe or antistrophe, is 

indicated by a hyphen () placed after the metrical analysis of the colon, 

above the level of the line. See 84, 85, 86, ete. 

The numerals that follow the metrical analysis of a strophe signify the 

number of metres that each preceding subordinate period or hypermeter 

contains. See 80, 82, 83, etc. When a minus sign is added, the final 

colon is brachycatalectic or hypercatalectic. See 301, 303, 344, etc. When 

d is added, the preceding period is dochmiac. See 465, 467, 468, ete. 

The small capital letters attached to these numerals, above the level of 

the line (°Y®), signify respectively catalexis, variable syllable, hiatus. See 

80, 82, 83, 88, etc. 

The lower-case letters abcde, in the analysis of the structure of odes, 

indicate subordinate periods or hypermeters; the small capitals ABCDE, 

intermediate periods; the capitals ABCDE, systematic periods. See 41, 

46, 48. 
xxx 



CHAPTER I 

FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES 

1. Poetry is distinguished from prose by its measured move- 
ment, or rhythm, and was inseparably associated by the Greeks 

with the kindred rhythmical arts of song and dance.’ 
The Greek comic poets were poets in a threefold 

sense, ‘makers’ not only of verse but also of melodies? 
and dances. Aristophanes composed the music to which his odes 

were set, and, when these were rendered with a dance, devised the 

rhythmical bodily movements by which they were accompanied. 
Melic poetry, among the Greeks, preceded in order of development 
verse that was simply recited or spoken (59). 

2. Greek poetry differs from modern poetry in an essential 
particular : the language in which it is written is strictly quantita- 

tive. Greek accent, as the name, wpoowéia, implies, 

signifies pitch, variation in tone. In Greek songs 
the distinctions of tone indicated by the written 

accents, an Alexandrian invention, were lost in the ampler tones 

of the melody. Length of regulated syllables, not accent nor 
stress (28), was the basis of rhythm in Greek poetry, as length 
of tones was its basis in melody, and length of time of bodily 
movements its basis in the dance. Aristoxenus defines rhythm 

as ypovwv Takis (Walz, Rhet. Graec. v. 454) and 
calls the fundamental unit of measurement of 

rhythm, whether in poetry, melody or dance, the ‘ primary time, 
Tp@Tos Tov xpovev (280 M., § TON WY: 

The Three 
Sister Arts. 

Greek Poetry 
Quantitative. 

Primary Time. 

léori 6 Ta puOurfdueva tpia: dééts, 2 Agathon is ‘composing’ in the 
HéXos, klynots owyarixy, Aristox. 278 prologue of the Thesmophoriazusae (39- 
M.,§9 W. puOpigerac vy povorxy kivnois ~=175),—‘‘ weAwdeiv yap mapacKevdterar” 
owparos, weAwdlia, Aé&cs, Aristid. 31f.M., (99). Cf. 49 ff. 
wieelS ft. J. 
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3. The syllables of speech are not in themselves proper 
measures of rhythm, since their values are not constant.’ These 

values are regulated in poetry, and we may for 
convenience, in dealing with the forms of poetry, 
regard a short syllable in rhythmical measurement 

as the ypovos mpértos, primary time, equivalent to an eighth-note 
(*) in modern music. The long syllable has then the value of 
two primary times, or of a quarter-note (,'). Aristoxenus names 

this rhythmical doubled-time ypovos Sicnuos, and in agreement 
with this we may, with convenience, speak of a ‘diseme syllable.’ 
But as in rhythm there is also a ypodvos tpionwos, a xpdvos 
TeTpaonwos and a ypovos mevtdanpos (Aristox. 280 M., § 10 W.), 
so a long syllable may be protracted to the value of three, four 

or five times, and may be designated as a triseme, tetraseme or 

pentaseme syllable. The metrical signs of the length of syllables 
are v short, — long, triseme, wu: tetraseme, wi pentaseme.” 

Syllables of 
Speech. 

On rules of quantity in comedy see 790 ff. 

4. The word ‘time, ypovos, is here applied solely to the 
measurement of rhythm, and is not to be confused with the word 

‘time’ signifying the tempo (ayay7, Aristid. 42 M., 
27. 29 ff. J.) in which a strophe as a whole was 

rendered, The tempo of Greek songs varied, as in modern music, 
but it was probably consistently maintained throughout a single 

strophe in most of the simple songs of comedy. 

Tempo. 

THE FOOT 

5. Syllables are combined into feet. Aristoxenus defines the 
foot, 7rovs, as that by which we apprehend the rhythm and make 

this perceptible to others. In poetry, the foot is a sort of 
rhythmical common measure of the verse.* A simple foot, zrovs 

1 6¢ ovdAd\aBy xpdvou Tivds péTrpov 
odoa ovK npeuet KaTa Tov xpdvov, peyébyn 
bey yap xpovwv ovK ael Ta avTa KaTEeXov- 
ow ai cv\AaBat, Aristox. frg. ap. Psel. 1 
(p. 76 W.). 

2 Bellermann, Anon. de Mus. §§ 1, 83 
(p. 18). See also, for triseme syllables, 
Aristoxenus in the first volume of the 
Oxyrhynchus Papyri and the inscription 
of Seikelos, both quoted in 780, 781. 

3 onuawbueda Tov pvOmorv Kal yrapr- 
Lov mowodmev TH aicOjoe rovs éoTwy eis 7) 
mXetous évos, Aristox. 288 M., § 16 W. 
With this definition, of which the exact 
meaning is disputed, ef. Aristid. 34 M., 
22. 26 f. J.: mots pmév odv éoTt pépos 
Tov mavTos puOuov dv’ ob Tov Sdov Kata- 
Nau Bavomer. 

4 Goodell, Metric, 132. 
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acvvOeros, is one that cannot be divided into smaller feet. It 

normally consists (Aristox. 288 M.,§17 W.) of at 
least two parts (ypovor odcxoi), or syllables in 

poetry, as the iamb, uv — ; it may consist of three, as the anapaest, 

vv —); orof four, as the ionic, v v — —, but only by resolution 
(11) and rarely of more than four. 

6. Promiscuous combinations of syllables do not constitute 

feet. The possible combinations of a short and a long syllable 
(two units) number four in two places, eight in 
three places, sixteen in four places, and ancient 
metricians name all these ‘feet’ (Heph. ch. iii.), 

but some of them were avoided by the poets as arrhythmical, as 
v—-—-— and —--—-—vu, named by the metricians ‘first epitrite’ 
and ‘fourth epitrite.’ Such arrhythmical conjunctions of syllables 
occur of course in prose, but not in poetry of developed forms. 

Feet, then, consist only of such combinations of short and long 
syllables as were felt to be rhythmical (Aristox. 274, 276 M., 
§ 8 W.), and their number is limited. 

7. The parts of a foot are divided between the upward beat, 
To dvw, and the downward beat, to xatw (Aristox. 286 M., 

§ 17 W.). The general practice, following Aris- 

Seed tides (31 M., 21. 10 f. J.), now designates the 

part or parts of the foot that were sung to the 
upward beat as the arsis, @povs, the remainder of the foot as the 
thesis, 0écus. 

Simple Feet. 

Feet are 
Rhythmical. 

FEET IN IONIAN VERSE 

8. The simple feet that occur in Ionian Verse (603 ff) 
are classified, with reference to the number of 

primary times that each contains (Aristox. 302 M., 
§§ 31 ff W.), as feet of three, of four, of five, and 

Length of 
Simple Feet. 

of six times. 

i. modes Tpionwor: iamb, u|+,' and trochee, +|V. 
ii. modes TeTpdonpor: anapaest, V v|+ and —|=, and dactyl, 

+lu v and =|-. 
eee , , < 

ill, odes wevtdonpo.: first paeon, + v|v v, cretic, + |-, 

and bacchius, » +|-. 

1 The hair-line here marks the division is indicated by the orvyu7 (- ), as in the 
between arsis and thesis. The thesis inscription of Seikelos (781). 
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iv. modes é€donwor: minor ionic, v v|+ +, and major ionic, 
oy ee | eines 

The thesis of a simple foot never contains fewer primary 
times than the arsis, and generally it has more. The principle 
prevails that short syllables stand in the arsis, long in the thesis. 

9. Feet, classified with reference to the ratio of primary 
times in the arsis to those in the thesis, called their 

Advos srodvxos, fall into three classes, puOpsxa yévn 

(Aristox. 300 M., § 30 W.): 
i. yévos icov, in which the ratio is equal, isomeric class, 

Rhythmical 
Classes of Feet. 

including anapaest, V vy + and — +, and dactyl, =. v and =+-. 
ii. ryévos SumAdovov, in which the ratio is 1 : 2, diplasic class, 

including iamb, v=, trochee, + v, minor ionic, vv ++, and 

major ionic, ++ uv. 
iil. yévos %rodov, in which the ratio is 2 : 3, hemiolic class, 

including the feet of five times, first paeon, + © u uv, cretic, 

=~ —, and bacchius, » + -. 

10. The arsis of the anapaest and dactyl is V v or — (607). 
RO WE The dissyllabic form of each foot, -—, is some- 

4 ‘times called spondee. In the one case, the foot 
is the ‘spondaic anapaest, —-=, in the other, the ‘spondaic 

dactyl” + -. 

11. A long thesis is sometimes resolved into two shorts, as 
in the iamb, vu © w, and trochee, wv v. This trisyllabic form 

is called tribrach. The thesis of the anapaest may 
Resolution. 5... coe 
som likewise be resolved, giving Uv ~~, called pro- 

celeusmatic, by resolution of uv+, and —wv, ‘dactylic 
anapaest,’ by resolution of — ~ (‘spondaic anapaest’ with resolved 

thesis). The thesis of the trisyllabic, but not of the spondaic, 

dactyl may likewise be resolved. This gives ~uvv, by 

resolution of ~ u u, but it is rare. 

On the probable relation of the cretic to the first paeon, see 620. 
The bacchius rarely occurs in comedy. See 447 f. 

12. Simple feet of three or four primary times are combined, 
mE by doubling, into a higher rhythmical unit called 
detach dipody, 6Sumodta, or syzygy, ovtvyia, by the 

metricians : 

iambic dipody, v —|v = trochaic dipody, + ~|- v 

anapaestic dipody, ~ —|~= dactylic dipody, = ~|-=~ 
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The first two dipodies consist each of six, the second two each 

of eight primary times, and all four are isomeric, with thesis 

and arsis equal. 
13. Each of these dipodies will hereafter in this book be 

called a metre, in accordance with the ancient practice by which 
an iambic, trochaic or anapaestic tetrapody was 
called a dimeter. This grouping prevailed in melic 

dactylic as well as in melic iambic, trochaic and anapaestic verse. 
The fundamental colon (22) in each of these four rhythms con- 

sisted of a dimeter, four simple feet combined in pairs. The 

term metre may be applied in the same sense to all simple feet 

of five or six times. Thus ~v uv v|+ ev vw isa paeonic dimeter, 
vvu++|(vu+= an ionic dimeter. 

Metre. 

14. For the dactylic ‘metre’ compare the phraseology of 
Heliodorus in Schol. Hg. 328 f.: x@Aa B’, daxrvAuKa Sipetpa. See 
also Aristid. 52 M., 33. 29 f. J.: Baivovor d€ tues atrd Kat Kata 

ov(vylav owbvres tetpapetpa Katadyxtuxa, and Schol. Heph. 112. 
15 f. and 132. 14 f. But the heroic, non-melic verse in which the 

Homeric poems are written was called a ‘hexameter,’ and this name, 
which appears first in Herodotus (ev eLapetpm tovp 1. 47 ; ev execs 
é€apétrpowrt vil. 220), implies monopodic division of this verse. 
See 333. 

15. The normal forms of iambic and trochaic metres are 
wis and — > — os, and in, both the. ratio of arsis to thesis 

is 3:3. But in each, the ratio of the parts that constitute the 

arsis to those that constitute the thesis may be irrational, and 
this arsis may appear as —-. Thus: —~--w= 
and +.-—-—. This variability in the form of 
these metres is commonly expressed by writing 

them o—v-— and —vU-—v. The time of the long syllable 
that may thus be substituted for the short is irrational, d\oyos 
(Aristox. 292 M., § 20 W.), that is, it is not an exact multiple 

of the primary time, as is the normal long, but while greater 
than the ypovos mpdétos is less than the ypovos Sicnpos. 
The general rhythmical effect of this metrical variation is 

retardation. 

Irrational 
Metres. 

16. Modern metricians differ in opinion -as to the rhythmical 
value and effect of this irrational syllable. Voss (Zeitmessung, 184 ff.) 
gives it the value of a normal long syllable and measures the irrational 
metre in dactylic or isomeric time, the trochaic metre, — Uv — —, for 
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example, as ¢. ge e-! Apel (Metrik?, i. 372 ff.) holds that the irrational 
syllable has the time of a short syllable, but is rendered with special 
force, ‘sforzando.’ Béckh (Pind. Op. I. ii. 107), believing that the 
irrational half of the metre retains its original value of three primary 
times, makes the ratio of the normal long to the irrational long +2 
to #, instead of 14 to 4 (2:1), thereby shortening the time of the 
normal long and lengthening that of the short syllable represented 
by the irrational long. Westphal (Rhythmik®, 131 ff.; Aristoxenus von 
Tarent, i. 25 f.) gives the irrational half of the metre the value of 
three and one half primary times, and makes the ratio between normal | 
long and irrational long 2 : 14, with actual lengthening of the primary 
time represented by the irrational syllable. Goodell (Metric, 112) 
regards the ratio as indeterminate, but somewhere between 2:1 and 
2:2. These differences of opinion result from the uncertainty of 
the meaning of the expressions pecov and peraéd as used by Aristo- 
xenus in the passage cited above (292 M., § 20 W.). 

17. An irrational iambic metre, by resolution of the normally 

long syllable in its arsis, becomes — v v|~ — for —--|U—3 an 
Resolution in UTational trochaic metre becomes by similar seniee 
Irrational tion — vy v— for —v|—-. The forms -uv 
Metres. (‘ dactyl, i.e. resolved irrational iamb) and vu vu — 

(‘anapaest,’ i.e. resolved irrational trochee) are legitimate. The 
long syllable in each is irrational, and it is never resolved. 

18. The irrational metres > -U— and —wu-—v, regarded 
from the point of view of the probable origin of iambic and 
trochaic verse (606, 608), are simply metres in which two of 
the three forms of the primitive variable arsis of Ionian verse 
are interchangeably retained in fixed places. 

FEET IN AEOLIC VERSE 

19. The feet that occur in Aeolic Verse (651 ff.) are the 
choriamb — u]|v —, the antispast V —|- vu, the diiamb vu -|u -, 
and the ditrochee — U|—- u, all simple feet of six primary times, 
moves éEdonpo. These are likewise all isomeric, the ratio between 
the parts being 3:3, and belong to the yévos icov. Each may 
with convenience be called a metre. 

On the probable origin of these feet see 600 ff., 651 ff. On the un- 
developed metre that begins the polyschematist dimeter, and on the 
semi-developed metre that begins the Glyconic, see 506. 

1 This view was ardently maintained ionics, were in even time! See his 
by Karl Lehrs as part of his general Kleine Schriften, 449, 462. 
doctrine that all Greek feet, including 
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20. The diiamb and the ditrochee are identical in form with 
the iambic metre and the trochaic metre of Ionian verse. These 
Aeolic metres, which were originally of a fixed number of times 
and syllables, v- V — and —v — uv, under the influence of the 

iambic metre and trochaic metre gradually admitted 
not only resolution and irrationality but even pro- 
traction (31). It is probable that the diiamb and 

the ditrochee were not differentiated from the iambic and the 

trochaic metre by poets of the fifth century. See 659. 

Mingling of 
Styles. 

COMPOUND FEET OR COLA 

21, The feet thus far considered contain from three to eight 
primary times. The most of them are simple (5), but four are 

dipodies (12). All these, in turn, were combined 
in larger rhythmical units that were also feet, in 
the exactest sense, with balanced arsis and thesis, 

and they were named feet by Greek rhythmicians, odes 

abvOero. (Aristox. 296 M., § 22. 4 W.; 298 M., § 26 W.). 
To these longer compound feet the name «ada, cola, ‘membra, 

was specially applied by Greek metricians (cf. Heph. 58. 18, 
63. 2), since they are constituent parts of a higher rhythmical 
unit, the period. The prevailing cola in Greek comedy are 
the dimeter and the trimeter. 

22. A colon is a rhythmical unit capable of continuous 
control by the voice, and therefore of limited extent, the parts 

of which are unified by modulation. Its length 
varies according to the nature of its division into 

arsis and thesis, and the normal ratios that determine this 

division are those that govern simple feet, namely, the isomeric 
ratio, the diplasic, the hemiolic. According to the doctrine of 
Aristoxenus,' isomeric compound feet may extend to a length 

of sixteen primary times, diplasic to eighteen, and hemiolic to 
twenty-five. 

23. The simplest cola, within these limitations, are those 

composed of feet that may be continuously rhythmized (Aristox. 
300 M.,§ 30 W.). The following occur in comedy : 

Compound 
Feet. 

The Colon. 

1 Frg. ap. Psel. 12 (p. 85 W.). See also frg. Paris., p. 93. 15 ff. W., and Aristid. 
35 M., 238. 7 ff. J. 
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Isomeric Cola: Dimeters. 

paeonic 5:5 thesis:arsis —- Un|— v~! 
iambic GivO" Warsisenbiesis s —) creat one 

trochaic OG) ihlesisilarsis s,s || ohne 
MINOT, TOMIC.6 0 earsise tw Mesis: os =) ow 

ana pPAesbice 16')O — waksis ; THESIS: Vo =e = ee 
dactylic 8:8 thesis: arsis -w—-wl-w-w~ 

Diplasic Cola: Trimeters. 

paeonic 10: 5 thesis: arsis —-v~r~—unj—-uw 
iambic 6:12 arsis: thesis V-vU-|\p-Vv-vu-u- 
trochaic 12: 6 thesis:arsis -U-Uv-—v-vil-v—-vu 
minor ionic 6:12 arsis: thesis Vv --|\pv--vu-- 

On the anapaestic metre and the dactylic metre developed as cola, 
see 276 and 337. 

24. A hemiolic paeonic colon of twenty-five primary times, 

—- uw vw uw uw — Uw, might occur under the limita- 
tions of length set by the rhythmicians, but it is rejected by 
Heliodorus. See 435, 

25. Cola of more complicated structure also occur in comedy. 
These are composed of different feet and, like 
those consisting continuously of the same foot, are 

dimeters and trimeters. 

Mixed Cola. 

For logaoedic cola, in which iambs are combined with anapaests 
and trochees with dactyls, see 375 ff. For Aeolic cola, in which the 
choriamb, antispast, diiamb and ditrochee are variously combined, 
see 506 ff. For cola in prosodiac and enoplic rhythm see 476 ff., and 
for the dochmius, 458 ff. 

26. Tripodies and pentapodies, consisting of simple feet of 
three or four primary times, might occur within the limits of 
length allowed in compound feet (22), but they are extremely 

rare in comedy : 

Tripodies (diplasic). Pentapodies (hemiolic). 

lambic RR re INCA arity ee Pewee Vy SVS y= 68, 393 

trochaic -v-v-u -v-v—-v—-v—v = 203, 395 
anapaestic ~ — ~~ —~ — wow-w-w-~- = 277, 394 
dactyic -w-w- ww rw rw rwnrw 338, 396 

1 The sign w has exactly the value toindicate that UW and — are convertible 
of Uv, which are given this form simply in certain simple feet. 
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It seems probable, from the point of view of the origin of Ionian 

Verse, that these cola, evolved in the process of phrase-building, are 

to be regarded, when they occur, as protracted (31) catalectic dimeters 

and trimeters, or as brachycatalectic (35) dimeters and trimeters. 

They will be separately considered, as they hereafter occur, under 

each form of verse. 

27. The thesis of a simple foot in Ionian verse is never 

shorter than the arsis, generally it is longer (8). It seems 

probable that it was rarely reduced,’ whereas the 
arsis was variously affected: it might be shortened 
(388, 389), or omitted (31 f.), or made irrational 

(15). The thesis of a foot, therefore, is its more constant and 

prominent part; it is the thesis that gives stability to the 

Stability of 
the Thesis. 

foot in the processes, sometimes complex, of rhythmization in 

Greek.” 
28. The thesis, then, of a simple foot, that part which 

marks and fixes its rhythm, is metrically as well as functionally 
distinguished in Ionian verse from the arsis. The permanence 
of the thesis and the instability of the arsis are fundamental 
distinctions. This clearly appears in the gradual evolution, 
through logaoedic forms, of iambic and anapaestic cola from the 
primitive dimeter (603 ff.). Was the thesis otherwise dis- 
tinguished from the arsis? In the Germanic languages it 1s 

marked by heavier stress, and it is generally assumed that the 
theses of simple feet in Greek were similarly marked 

by intensive utterance. But this assumption of an 
ictus in Greek poetry is unsupported by ancient 

evidence. Aristoxenus and Aristides recognize the division of 
the foot into arsis and thesis, accompanied respectively by up- 
beat and down-beat of hand or foot, but neither of them, nor 

any other ancient authority, even intimates that the thesis was 
stressed. Yet Aristoxenus (296 ff M., §§ 22-29 W.), followed 

No ‘Ictus’ in 
Greek Poetry. 

1 The only instances recognized in 
this book are iambic and trochaic metres 
of the form Uv-u— and —vuv-u (75, 
228), but it is to be observed that the 
thesis of the simple foot that is shortened 
in each of these metres is a part of the 
arsis of the metre. Some scholars hold 
that the thesis of a simple foot may 
be shortened on occasion. See Béckh’s 
theory of the irrational metre stated in 
16, and various views on the ‘cyclic’ 

dactyl recorded in 390. These views 
are considered in 391. 

2 <‘The series of @écers was in the 
whole rhythmic design a sort of central 
thread, a firmer pattern beside and 
along which are grouped the more varied 
dpoas. It is the latter chiefly that 
provide the needful relief from monotony, 
from an arithmetical precision that would 
be machine-like and repellent,” Goodell, 
Metric, 174. 
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by Aristides (34 M., 22. 28 ff. J.*), specifies and defines with 
great particularity seven ways in which feet differ, and 
ancient definitions of rhythm and foot are numerous. The 
inference seems inevitable, whatever our prepossessions may be, 
that in Greek verse the thesis was not distinguished from the 
arsis by variation of stress.” 

29. Cola in which the arsis precedes the thesis, and the 
voice of the singer advances from the less to the more important 
Ascending and Patt of the foot, as in iambic and anapaestic verse, 
Descending were the first to take form in the development of 

aE aye tonian rhythms (604 ff.). These cola, to adopt 
a convenient modern form of statement, are in ascending or 
rising rhythm; those in which this relation is reversed, as in 
trochaic and dactylic verse, in descending or falling rhythm 

(608 ff.). In Greek, it must be noted, these terms do not carry 
the connotation of stress and pitch. The distinction of ascending 

and descending rhythm is important and is an essential part of 
Greek rhythmical theory. Aristoxenus makes it (298, 300 M., 

§§ 22, 29 W.) in noting the antithetic relation of feet composed 
of the same primary times, but with arsis and thesis reversed, 
as iamb and trochee. Aristides (34 M., 23. 4 ff. J.), noting the 

same relation, speaks of thesis and arsis as the ‘greater’ and 
the ‘less’ foot-time: 6rav v0 robdév AapBavopéevev 0 pev éxn 
Tov pwelfova xpovov Kabnyovpevor, éropevoy bé Tov éAdTTOVA, O SE 

The same distinction is marked in the names of the 
two ionics, 6 do petfovos iwvixos, 6 am édAdoooves iwyLKds. 

Modern poetry maintains it, but modern music, a highly developed 
art, had to abandon it, and rigidly begins each bar with a stressed 
thesis. This was inevitable, to prevent intolerable complications, 
but it is unfortunate that Hermann should have followed the 
practice of modern music in treating Greek and Latin verse. 
His theory of ‘ anacrusis,’ applied to periods in ascending rhythm, 

obscures real differences. 
30. It seems probable that the conception of thesis and arsis 

/ 

€vavTlos. 

1 See Caesar, Grundziige der Rhythmik, . L’Origine, 53 ff.; Bennett and 
105 ff. 

2 The assumption of a stress-ictus in 
Greek poetry is very general, but it has 
not gone unchallenged. Protest against 
it was made long ago by Capperonnier 
and Madvig, and it has recently been 
vigorously discussed. See Kawezynski, 

Hendrickson in the American Journal 
of Philology, xix. 361 ff., xx. 198 ff., 
412 ff.; Schultz, Beitrdge, 314 ff. ; 
Goodell, Metric, 155 ff. See also 
Westphal, Rhythmik®, 102 ff. The 
discussion has been spirited, but it has 
not lacked humour. 
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as pellov xpovos and éXaoowv Xpoves did not originally exist 
in Aeolic verse, which could combine feet as diverse 

P] 

In Aeolic Verse. Re ‘ : 
as the diiamb and ditrochee in the same colon, as 

often in the Glyconic: —v—wv vw—vw-, and in which the 
thesis and arsis of the other two feet exactly but antithetically 
balance one another within each foot: -— vj v— and vu—|-v. 
Here the distinction of ascending and descending rhythm, it would 
seem, must originally have been excluded by the perfect balance 
that characterized the verse, but with the general elimination of 

original differences between Ionian and Aeolic rhythm, due to 
the partial Ionianizing of Aeolic cola (20), it seems probable 
that the rhythm of Aeolic verse ultimately came to be regarded 
as ascending. ‘This is indicated by the great preponderance of 
diiambs over ditrochees in the fifth century, well illustrated in the 

odes, for example, of Aristophanes.’ 

31. Some cola are metrically defective. In melic poetry a 
colon may lack one or more syllables necessary to satisfy the rhythm. 
Thus we meet such iambic and trochaic cola as v-v— 
fae ands =o — -- =~ — o, the dot) indicating the lack- 

ing syllable that is demanded by the rhythm. Aristides (40 f. M., 
27. 4 ff. J.) calls a time unrepresented in the words of the 

song, but necessary to complete the rhythm, vovd. 
It is, he says, a xypovos kevds (‘inane tempus’): 

Kevos pav ody eat xpovos avev POdyyou mpos avaTijpwow 
Tov puOpod, Aetwpa Se ev PvOue xpovos KeEvos EAAXLOTOS, Tpoc- 
Oeais 5€ ypovos paxpds édayictov dumdaciwv. The deippa 
had the value of one primary time, the rpocOeors of two. This 
unrepresented rhythmical time was made effective in two ways. 
The first is seen in the process called rovy, ‘ protraction, the 
second in catalexis and acephalization. The time, in protraction, 

was taken up by the long syllable adjacent to it in 
the same simple foot. This long syllable was 

thereby lengthened to a triseme or tetraseme syllable (3). By 
this process the ypovos xevds became a factor in the melody. 

32. Protraction occurs chiefly in iambic (72 ff.) and trochaic 
Chiefly in cola (207 ff.), occasionally in logaoedic cola (380, 
Iambic and 384). In all these the ypdvos xevos is the arsis 

Trochaic Cola. of the simple foot, a primary time. Either simple 
foot of an iambic or trochaic metre may be protracted, but 

1 See the Editor’s ‘ Logaoedic’ Metre, 34 ff. 

Xpdvos Kevés. 

Protraction. 
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protraction is much more frequent in the arsis of the metre 
than in its thesis (12), the common forms being - — wv — and 
—v-—-. On the metres Vv--U-— and —vvr-v see 75, 
227 f., 620. Protraction does not occur in melic anapaestic 
and dactylic verse in comedy, nor in paeonic, dochmiac, or 
prosodiac and enoplic. In minor ionic verse, the ypovos Kevos 
is the last half of the thesis, a diseme time (3). On _ protrac- 

tion in Aeolic verse, chiefly in diiambic and ditrochaic cola, see 
516 ff. 

33. If the ypovos xevos that occurs in the last simple foot 
of the final colon of a period is not taken up by the long 

syllable adjacent to it in that foot (31) but is 
suppressed, the colon is called catalectic, catadnk- 

Tuxov, ‘incomplete. Thus ».—-vu- v— is a_ catalectic 
iambic dimeter, —-YU—wv —wu™ a catalectic trochaic dimeter. 

The corresponding complete dimeters, o.-VYU-—- Uu—vu— and 
—-v-v —v-y, are called acatalectic. Hephaestion (13. 
6 ff.) defines catalectic cola as dca pepevopévov exer Tov 
TereuTaiov moda, Aristides (50 M., 32. 27 J.) as 60a avAdaBnv 

abatpet Tov TehevTAiou Todds GEmVOTHTOS EveKeV THs pbakpoTépas 
Katadnéews. The form of the simple foot assumed in catalexis 
is that which is normal at the close of an acatalectic colon: 
lamb vu —, trochee — VU, anapaest — —, dactyl — —, minor ionic 

vv-—-—, enoplus uv—-, paeon —v-—, choriamb —-VUv-. 
A final pause that normally is equal to the ypovos xevos of the 
rhythm in which the colon is composed follows the catalectic 

metre and completes the rhythm of the period before 
the singing of the next period begins. Its purpose 

was to ease the strain upon the voices of the singers. Four 
pauses are recorded and each has its own sign. A pause of one 
time is indicated by a, one of two times by 7, of three by 7, 

of four by * (Bellermann, Anon. de mus. § 102). The first of 

these is the initial letter of the word Xeipa, the second, third 

and fourth are the same character with the signs respectively 

of the long, triseme and tetraseme syllable incumbent (3). Since 
the final long syllable of a period or verse may be long or 
short at pleasure (43), the length of the pause may vary in 
two equal cola in the same rhythm, conformably to the actual 
length of the final syllable: 

Catalexis. 

Final Pause. 
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iambic vevu- v-*& 

vou vv v—-~(A or %) 66, 67 
anapaestic wow w- (4 or ®) 272 
minor ionic vur-- vu-- vu (X*% or X) 418 

trochaic -vu-v -v¥ 

SNS “(A or *) 201, 202 
dactylie ES Re Bee or Yo) 885 

paeonic —wuw —~(A or A) 437 
enoplic —vvu- vv (A or *) 477 
polyschematist oo 00 —v™ (A or *) 508 
Glyconic oo —uy v=“ (A-or) 511 

34. The length of the normal pause is easily determined in most 
rhythms. In iambic and trochaic rhythm and in the Glyconic, it 
is that of a primary time; in anapaestic, dactylic, enoplic and minor 
ionic rhythm, that of a diseme. The evidence for determining the 
facts is not abundant in case of the choriamb (— v v —) and paeonic 
(—~v-—). Hephaestion (29. 7 ff.) states that the proper catalectic 
form of the choriamb is - vv or —v~ —. In the fragment of the 
rhythmical treatise found in Oxyrhynchus and edited by Grenfell and 
Hunt (Oxyr. Papyri, i. 16, col. iii.) Aristoxenus vouches for the form 
— -wv-— (Lv —) in protracted ‘choriambic’ verse, that is, the ypdvos 
xevés in this verse has the value of a primary time. The legitimate 
conclusion from these facts is that the choriamb in catalexis becomes 
—wv*. The catalectic form of the paeon, which rarely occurs, 
is determined analogously. The two examples of catalectic paeonic 
periods quoted by Hephaestion (42. 15 ff.) end in — — (for — v —). 
The only instance of a catalectic paeonic colon in Aristophanes (4v. 
247), the chief exemplar of this sort of verse, ends in -v. We may 
fairly conclude that the ypdvos xevos in paeonic verse had the value 
of a primary time and that the paeon in catalexis became — ~. 
The final syllable, then, is long in catalectic cola in al/ rhythms. The 
following pause is lengthened one primary time, if a short syllable is 
substituted for this normal long syllable. 

On the current theory of iambic and anapaestic catalexis, see 779 ff. 

35. The final colon of a period may lack not simply the 

xpovos «xevos of its final simple foot but the whole of that foot. 
It is then said to be brachycatalectic.' The pause 
which completes the rhythm is of corresponding 

length. Thus in apparent tripodies and pentapodies: 

Brachycatalexis. 

1 Heph. 13. 18 ff. ; Arist. 50 M., 32. The Ithyphallic is a protracted, not a 
29 J. Hephaestion’s application of the brachycatalectic dimeter. See 203. 
principle (19. 5 ff.) needs correction. 
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anapaestic ~-w—- w (* or AX ) 277 

logaoedie w-w- w-v- v* 
IC 

Ic (x or *) 379 
(X or AX) 338 

oF tN SS Se 

dactyliec -w-~ - IC 

On iambic and trochaic cola that in form apparently are tripodies 

and pentapodies, see 68, 203. On a form of the choriamb in Aeolic 

verse that probably is brachycatalectic, see 509. 

36. The length of brachycatalectic cola may in turn be 

reduced, a successively shortened dimeter finally becoming a 

penthemimer. Greek metricians regarded such a 

form from the point of view of the following form 

and spoke of its final syllable as a syllable in excess, but Aristides 

clearly recognizes the true relation of such a ‘hypercatalectic’ 

colon to the brachycatalectic form that precedes.’ The term hyper- 

eatalectic is established by usage and should be retained, but it 

should not be allowed to obscure the real process that it designates. 

37. The relation of the various successively diminished 

(‘incomplete’) forms of the dimeter may be illustrated by a 

trochaic series : 

Hypercatalexis. 

acatalectic dimeter —-v-v —v-v complete 

catalectic dimeter Ho6=2uv =~ deficient normally 

brachycatalectic dimeter -v-—v —v A x 

hypercatalectic monometer -vy—-v * . . x 

acatalectic monometer —-vr-y a “ KX 

Acatalectic dimeters are the prevailing cola in all Greek 

rhythms, and, with a few exceptions, all these dimeters admit 

catalexis. Brachycatalectic dimeters are relatively rare. It is 

possible that in given instances they were rhythmized by the 

poet, in setting his song to music, not as dimeters but as tripodies. 

As to hypercatalectic cola, which are extremely rare, the important 

fact to note is that they sustain catalectic relation to the ante- 

cedent brachycatalectic forms. They may have been rhythmized 

sometimes as tripodies, at other times, with a longer final pause, 

as dimeters. We are unfortunately left uninformed on this point. 

No satisfactory proof can be adduced that they were in some 

manner compressed in rhythmization so that their rhythmical 

value was that of the succeeding form. See 488. 

1 Aristid. 50 M., 32. 29 ff. J. See also Heph. 14. 4 ff. 
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The reduced dimeters and trimeters will be separately considered 
under each rhythm in the following chapters. 

38. Syllables may be suppressed not only at the close but 
also at the beginning of a rhythmical period, with the same 

purpose of easing the strain upon the voices of the 
singers. This process is called acephalization. The 

times necessary to complete the rhythm are ypovo. xevot (81). 
Acephalization is rare in the simple lyrics of Aristophanes, but 
it often occurs in songs of more elaborate structure in other poets." 

Acephalization. 

PERIODS 

39, Two, three or four cola may be combined to form a sub- 
ordinate period. The bond of union is the rhythm, which is so 

regulated that the combination of cola is felt to be 
a whole, with beginning and close or beginning, 
middle and close, as the name, zrepiodos, implies. 

This harmonious union of phrases is easily rendered by the singer 

and easily apprehended as a whole by the hearer.” A single 
colon may, with special effect, constitute a subordinate period, 
but this is not common. It is assumed in this book that the 
greatest length of the subordinate period is eight metres. 

40. Combinations occur of more than four closely connected 
melic cola, all in the same rhythm. To these the convenient 

name hypermeter has been given. The melic 

hypermeter is, in fact, an extended subordinate 
period, a series of cola continuously combined that is so long as 
to entail some loss of the sense of harmonious union that 

characterizes the subordinate period. ‘Some melic hypermeters 

are of great length. Cf. Ach. 266-78 (90), Av. 209-22 (285). 
Melic hypermeters occur in Aristophanes in nearly all the varied 
rhythms of comedy, iambic, trochaic, anapaestic, dactylic, ionic, 

paeonic and Aeolic. 
41. Subordinate periods and melic hypermeters are designated 

in this book by the lower-case letters abcde. 

Subordinate 
Period. 

Hypermeter. 

On subordinate periods and melic hypermeters certified by Helio- 
dorus, see 698. 

1 See the Editor's Origin and Form of _ of Aristotle in his Rhetoric (111. ix. 3-7) 
Aeolic Verse, 300 ff. See also 608. on the rhetorical period. 

2 Compare the instructive statements 
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42. The limitation of the length of the subordinate period to 

eight metres arranged in three or four cola is adopted in this book as 

a working hypothesis. Trustworthy ancient evidence on the limit of 

length of the subordinate period is lacking. The fact, indeed, may 

never have been consciously determined, the subordinate period 

gradually merging into the hypermeter. For example, the decameter 

of five cola that constitutes Ran. 384-8 (89) may have been felt to 

possess the essential unity of a period. 

43, The final colon of a subordinate period or melic hyper- 

meter is generally indicated by one of the forms of catalexis (33, 
35, 36), but it may be signified in other ways. The 

ene law holds in Greek poetry that a short syllable may 
be substituted for a final long syllable in the last 

colon of a subordinate period or melic hypermeter.' The result 

of this substitution is a pause of the value of a primary time that 

is necessary to complete the rhythm. This pause serves as one 

of the marks of the close of the subordinate period or melic 

hypermeter, especially in paeonic verse, which avoids catalexis, 

and it is sometimes accompanied in the odes of Aristophanes by 

change of rhythm or speaker, or of both, in the following period. 

Hiatus also, caused by the concurrence of a vowel sound at the 

end of a word with a vowel sound at the beginning of the 

following word, may mark the close of a subordinate period or 

melic hypermeter, and the phenomenon is precisely 
of the nature of that just described. A long vowel 

or diphthong, at the end of a period or hypermeter, where the 
rhythm demands a long syllable, is shortened before a vowel or 
diphthong at the beginning of the following period, with a conse- 

quent pause of the value of a primary time. Hiatus is frequent 

in paeonic verse, and it may be accompanied in comedy by 

change of rhythm or speaker, or of both. The close of a 

subordinate period may be indicated also simply by change of 

rhythm (735). 
44. Some subordinate periods and melic hypermeters lack the 

indications mentioned (775), a period following in the same 

rhythm without an intervening pause. But no period or hyper- 

meter ends within a word. Their constituent cola, on the other 

Hiatus. 

1 Heph. (14, 15 ff.) defines the cvhdaB7 that a long syllable was ever substituted 

addudopos (‘syllaba anceps’) broadly, and in Greek for a normal short in this posi- 

his bald statement of facts has some- tion. The long syllable that may close 

times been misinterpreted. It should an acatalectic trochaic colon is the 

be observed that no proof can be adduced _ irrational syllable. 
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hand, frequently end in this manner, indicated by hyphena- 
tion in writing. The close connexion of the cola 
that constitute a subordinate period or hypermeter 

is called cuvadera, synaphea. 
45, Two or more subordinate periods, or one or more sub- 

ordinate periods and a hypermeter, may be combined to constitute 
an intermediate period. This sometimes, but 

rarely, consists of a single hypermeter. Its close is 
generally marked in Aristophanes by a rhetorical 

pause, which is indicated in the text by punctuation (734). 
Heliodorus is authority for the intermediate period. See 728. 
Its recognition is important in analysis. 

46. Intermediate periods are indicated in this book by the 

small capital letters ABCDE. 
47, Subordinate periods and hypermeters may be united to 

form a systematic period. This is generally simple in comedy 
and consists of a limited number of elements. 
It may even consist of a _ single subordinate 
period or hypermeter (773). If the structure of 

the systematic period is complex, the period is broken up into 
intermediate periods. A systematic period that contains a hyper- 
meter may with convenience be called a hypermetrical period. 

48. Systematic periods are indicated in this book by the 
capital letters ABCDEF. 

On systematic periods certified by Heliodorus see 695. 

Synaphea, 

Intermediate 
Period. 

Systematic 
Period. 

49. Heliodorus designates all the periods that have been mentioned, 
including hypermeters, simply as wepiodo., leaving it to his reader to 
differentiate them. 

50. An intermediate or systematic period may be stichic, and 
consist solely of mehe tetrameters or trimeters. 
In Aristophanes, not more than two different sorts 

of verse may be combined in the same stichic period. See 778. 

Stichic Period. 

On the structure of systematic and intermediate periods, an 
important but difficult subject, see 720 ff. 

51. The music to which a systematic period was sung might 
be repeated with a new stanza of the same metrical form, with 

only such variations as resulted from allowed 
correspondences of variant syllables. The first 
stanza was then called the strophe and the second 

the antistrophe, and the two taken together a monostrophic dyad. 
Cc 

Strophe and 
Antistrophe. 
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Three such stanzas constituted a monostrophic triad, four a tetrad, 

six a hexad, eight an octad. This subject is fully treated in 701. 

The correspondence of strophe and antistrophe is generally close. 
Sometimes, however, the poet deliberately changes the rhythm and 
melody of a subordinate period in the antistrophe. Cf. Av. 333-5 
~349-511 (473), a dochmiac pentameter in correspondence with a 
paeonic decameter; Pax 950-3 ~ 1033-6 (583), a diiambic octameter 
in correspondence with a diiambo-Glyconic octameter. Sometimes two 
subordinate periods, although in the same rhythm, are not of the same 
length. We must infer in these cases, not a lacuna, but a lack of 

correspondence that was deliberate, with change in the structure of 
the systematic or intermediate period of which the subordinate period 
is a part, and slight change of melody. Thus Ach. 937-9 ~ 948-51 
(86), iambic heptameter~ iambic octameter; Ran. 897~994 (214), 
trochaic trimeter~dimeter; Ran. 536-8~592 f. (217), trochaic 

hexameter ~ pentameter. 

52. Two systematic periods of variant metrical constitution 
may be united to form a pericope, wepixorny, AB. 
A pericope may be repeated and the two double- 

stanzas stand in antistrophic relation, AB=AB. See 705. 
53. A systematic period may stand alone without equivalent. 

Some of these non-antistrophic periods were melic, 

innate aa others were rendered melodramatically or in re- 
citative (59). See 706 ff. 

54, Three systematic periods may be combined, of which 
two are metrically equal. The order of arrange- 

ment may be AAB, epodic, ABB, proddic, or ABA, 

mesodic. See 715 ff. 

Pericope. 

Triadic Groups. 

NON-MELIC VERSES AND HYPERMETERS 

55. Certain tetrameters, trimeters and hypermeters occur in 
the melic periods described in the preceding sections (39 ff.) that 
were found to be suitable in movement for continuous non- 

melic rendering. These gradually (59) came to be employed 
not only in song, but also as recitative, melodramatic and spoken 
verse. Thus the ‘heroic line’ in dactylic rhythm came into use, 

iambic, trochaic and anapaestic tetrameters, the iambic trimeter, 

and especially in the drama iambic, trochaic and anapaestic 

hypermeters. 

1 The sign ~ indicates correspondence, as = indicates equivalence. 
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56. The dactylic ‘ hexameter,’ the tetrameters and the trimeter 
oceupied each the space of a line in writing and were named 

orixot, verses. Hephaestion (62. 16 f.), defining 
the length of the otiyos, says that it contains not 

less than three nor more than four syzygies or dipodies. The 
-longest ‘line’ in comedy is the anapaestic tetrameter, the 

shortest is the iambic trimeter. The iambic trimeter does not 
exceed the limit of length allowed the colon in diplasic rhythm 
(22); the other verses mentioned are all dicolic, but each was 
felt to be a well-defined whole, and the spoken iambic trimeter 
was regarded as a ‘verse,’ no less than iambic, trochaic and 

anapaestic tetrameters and the dactylic ‘hexameter. To 

facilitate rendering, a slight pause marked by the end of a word 

might be introduced within the verse. If this pause is coincident 
with the close of a colon, as regularly in tetrameters, the 

dividing of the verse at this point is named 
diaeresis, dvaipeois; if it falls within a colon, as 

generally in the iambic trimeter and in the dactylic 

‘hexameter, the division is called caesura, Top. 
57. The non-melic hypermeter’ is a combination of closely 

connected monorrhythmic dimeters and trimeters in iambic and 
trochaic rhythm, of dimeters and monometers in 
anapaestic rhythm. Its cola are rhythmically 
connected, and it is in fact a single line, overlong 

for comfortable rendering. The trochaic hypermeters of the 

parabasis were, therefore, called ‘chokers’ (668). Each dimeter, 
trimeter and monometer had its own modulation as a colon; but 

these cola were connected by synaphea (44), and there can have 
been no appreciable pause between them. They were united, 

therefore, exactly after the manner of the cola composing the 
subordinate period or melic hypermeter. In this particular the 
recitative or melodramatic hypermeter was in marked contrast 

with the oriyos, which was rendered not only with a final pause 
but also with one or more interior pauses. 

The ‘ Line.’ 

Diaeresis and 
Caesura. 

The Non-melic 
Hypermeter. 

58. Heliodorus designates Pax 974 ff. (974-92, 993-1015) as 
“two periods,’ applying the same name he uses for the melic hyper- 
meter (698) to each of these recitative trochaic hypermeters. Cf. 

1 The word is used by Hephaestion exceeds the limit of length he allows the 
(18, 19), who applies the epithet taép- rixos (56). 
perpov to the trochaic pentameter, which 
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Schol. Pax 974. He uses the name zepiodos also in application to a 
non-melic anapaestic hypermeter, whatever its length, that continues 
without catalexis to its close. See Schol. Hg. 824-35, Pax 82-101, 
154-72, 1320-8. 

On non-melic hypermeters in Aristophanes see 710 ff. 

MODES OF RENDERING 

59. There were probably four modes of rendering Greek 
comic verse: the melic, the recitative, the melodramatic, and the 

spoken. In the earliest times Greek poetry was 
sung to the accompaniment of lyre or flute, either 

by a single voice or by a chorus. Thus also in comedy, some 
songs are monodies, duos or trios, others are choruses. From 
song other modes of rendering verse originated. The singing 

voice was modified, but this modulated recita- 

tion of the verse was still accompanied by a 

musical instrument. We are accustomed to designate this 
mode as recitative. In further development towards simple 

speech Archilochus, on the authority of Plutarch 
(de Mus. 1141), invented melodramatic rendering, 

mapaxatadoyn, in which it was the speaking voice that was 
sustained by the tones of the instrument. Finally 
comes plain speech, WA és, declamation of 

verse without accompaniment. 

Melic. 

Recitative. 

Melodramatic. 

Spoken. 

60. Melodramatic rendering is denied by some scholars, who 
identify zapaxatadoy# with recitative and regard it as the sole 
variation in passing from song to simple declamation. See Christ’s 
Parakataloge, 166 ff. Zielinski in his Gliederung, 313 f., differentiates 
Tapakatadoyy as recitative with accompaniment from kxaradoy7, 
melodramatic rendering. He recognizes also, 305 f., recitative with- 
out accompaniment, secco-recitative. 

For a discussion of the modes in which the different parts of a 
comedy were rendered, see 803 ff. 

e 

STRUCTURE OF COMEDY 

61. A comedy of Aristophanes, like a tragedy of the same 
period, begins with a prologue and ends with an exode. A 
parode, in which the chorus enters, immediately follows the 
prologue. Here strict resemblance between comedy and 
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tragedy ends. About the middle of a comedy occurs a division 

called the parabasis in which, as the name implies, 

the poet comes on and addresses the audience. He 
does not appear in person, but is represented by the leaders of 

the two half-choruses. A parabasis, when complete, consists of 
seven parts. The poet may come on a second time in an 
additional parabasis found in the second half of the play. A 

singular and interesting division, called the debate, 

is found in most of the comedies of Aristophanes ; 
some of them, indeed, have two. Two actors appear in this and 

discuss, as in a court of law, the main theme of the play. The 

chorus presides and renders the verdict. The debate occurs 

regularly in the first half of the play and when complete consists 
of nine parts. Another division which, like the parabasis and 

the debate, is wholly peculiar to comedyis the syzygy, 
thus named because it consists regularly of four 

balanced parts, a song and a spoken part united with a 
second song and a second spoken part. A syzygy may occur 

in either half of the play. The action of the play is at a stand- 

still during the debate and the parabasis, and a division, called 
scene, was gradually developed, the purpose of 
which was chiefly to adjust these larger divisions 

to the action. It is normally a spoken part and generally 

occurs, as would be expected, in the first half of the play. The 
action of the second half of the play is carried forward mainly 

in a division consisting of episode and stasimon, which in their 
form and function resemble the corresponding parts of tragedy. 

Parabasis. 

Debate. 

Syzygy- 

Scene. 

This subject is treated at length in 665 ff., and an outline of the 
structure of each of the eleven plays will be found in the “Table of 
Structure and Rhythms,” at the end of this book. 



CHAPTER II 

IAMBIC VERSE 

62. The fundamental colon of iambic verse is a dimeter 
composed of two metres that consist each of two simple feet 

(12, 13): 

tives TOO olde Kat TOO; CG—-VU- vw—wvu-— Av. 408 

An iambic dimeter normally consists of twelve primary times and 

eight syllables. All iambic verse is in ascending rhythm. 
63. The arsis of each metre may be irrational : 

kat Aapdxwv araddAayeis — -Vv- Uu-—wu— Ach. 270 

OOevrrep eis ExKANTiav Goa Ge Saou Jie, 100 

Anpntep ayvav opytwv —--v- -—--—v-— Ran. 384 

Irrational metres are extremely common in all forms of iambic 
verse in comedy (186 f.). 

64. The thesis of each iamb may be resolved : 

6 TepiTovynpos “Aptepwv uwv- v-—vu-— Ach, 850 

AaBovres t7d frAndias vrouw v-v Pl. 311 

BAnXopevoi Te TpoBatinv —~-v- vnv-— Pl. 293 

péedrovea Kal Thy Togopdpov —— Vu —-— —— uw Th. 970 

oTuyEepos €yW.—poyepds €yO Uwu- uwu— Ach. 1208 

65. If the normally long syllable in the arsis of an irrational 

metre is resolved, the arsis becomes a ‘ dactyl’ (17): 

patvopevos 6 b€ AiBov Bareiyv ~-wruw Vou 

BovAdpevos év oxéTw AdBor -wu- U-—wvu— Ach. 1168 f. 

66. The dimeter, by suppression of the arsis of its final iamb, 
becomes catalectic (33) : 

22 
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Se daréwv odupta Se Se ne WANE UPL 

avTw SuaKovetTat = ep epee Hlelag OU G 

eis ayaba petaBiBifee —-~uw~ vy —— Paw 947 

The final metre, if catalectic, is never irrational, nor is either of 

its long syllables ever resolved, but its last syllable may be short 

(33). 

67. The second colon of iambic verse is the trimeter. It 

normally consists of eighteen times and twelve syllables, and its 

metres admit the varieties of form found in the dimeter, but the 

thesis of its final iamb is never resolved : 

midov riOo0 Adyowwt, pnd’ adpwv yEevy 
eeu Veu= vu Vesp. (29 

9 8 domis ev TH pe~arw Kpepjoeras 
—~-—-v— --v- v-v— Ach, 279 

dirijoatov pe partOakos & Xpvow 
Pe = oe a a =) Ach. 1200 

mpoBoXos ends, cwripp Sdpous, exFpois BAaBy 
uw --v-— —--v— Nub. 1161 

A / \ 4 , > / 

oTVyEpa TaOE YE KpvEpa maGea* Taras eyo 

CO) IT ROE LON Ach. 1191 

{ \ , / foe E) c , 

@s Tovs KpiTds pe EepeTe’ TOV TLV O BacrreEvs ; 

—-(vuv- UNwuo CAR epee, VIGO» 1224 

\ A 4 / 

Kal yap rapaBprAeas Te perpakioKys 

Se Ran. 409 

av yap Katexxiow pev ext yedAwte 
SN I Ran, 403 

"laxxe twoAvutipynte, péeAos eopris 
VKH UN H~eje UW VK Ran. 398 

The trimeter is much rarer in melic verse than the dimeter. 

68. The iambic tripody (0. -v—v-—) and pentapody 

(u-v—-v—v-—v-) do not occur in comedy (26). Certain 

apparent tripodies found in simplified logaoedic verse, are pro- 

tracted (74) catalectic dimeters, the single pentapody that occurs 

is a protracted catalectic trimeter (393). 

69. The equivalents of the iamb in the first half of the iambic 

metre are uw, —— and —w (11, 15, 17); in the second half 

the equivalent is U~. These forms, in their respective places, 

and also full and protracted (72 ff.) metres, are interchangeable 

with one another in strophe and antistrophe and in two 

corresponding subordinate periods. 
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70. The logaoedic metres of ascending rhythm, ~—- v — and 
v —~— (376), occasionally occur in melic iambic verse, generally 
as the first metre of the colon. Cf. Ach. 1040=1011 (83); 
Th. 988° (589); Vesp. 886 = 869 (470). This anapaest is simply 
a manifestation of the variability of the arsis of the simple 
foot that characterized the primitive Ionian dimeter (603), and 
the periods in which it occurs should not be ‘emended.’ This 

manifestation is normal in logaoedic verse (375 ff.). On the 

logaoedic anapaest (389) in spoken and melodramatic iambic 

verse see 113 ff., 177. 
71. Achoriamb, — v v —, apparently occurs in a few instances 

in place of an iambic metre. Cf. Thesm. 1016, 1020 (874); Ran. 
213 (373), and Pax 663, a spoken trimeter. This is not the 

true choriamb that is the fundamental foot in Aeolic verse (651) ; 
the form is here due to interior anaclasis, — ~ for vu -. 

72. By suppression of the first syllable in the arsis of an 
iambic metre, the metre assumes ‘cretic’ form: 

opoppo8o, cvvOeAw V-U- + -— Vv 

cupTapaiveras €exw > —~YU—- v—vu— Av. 851 f. 

This is the most frequent form of protraction (81 f.) in iambic 
verse. The thesis of the second iamb in this protracted metre 
may be resolved : 

@ Zed ti rote xpnrdpeBa toicde Toicw KywddadAo1s ; 
SSS OS OS —--—vc-— Lys. 476 

73, The first syllable in the thesis of an iambic metre may 
be suppressed and the metre then assumes ‘bacchiac’ form, but 

this is less common : 

emavxnoas b€ Tots gois AOyos V— + — +> —-Y-— + —~v— Av. 628 

This protracted metre may even be irrational : 

@ ev dev THS Opas TOV KAAAOVS — — + — —— + — —— + — Av. 1723 

74. Both syllables are sometimes suppressed and then the 
metre assumes ‘ spondaic’ form: 

yyov 6€ y &8 aitos —--U-— + — + — Th. 987 

Similarly a catalectic colon may have ‘spondaic’ close: 

Kade tis avOpdrav VU -U- + —— Av. 1314 
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75. The long syllable in the arsis of an iambic metre is 
sometimes shortened, so that the metre appears not as v — v — 
but as UU u-. On the analogy of a not infrequent correspond- 
ing manifestation in trochaic verse (— v--v for —U-—v, see 

223 ff.), this iambic metre is probably to be regarded as Uv-v -; 
the second syllable in the arsis ,of the metre being slightly pro- 
tracted, but not to the value of the normal long syllable it 
represents. Cf. the recitative verse : 

> , ‘\ , » ” > > , 

amrog Beoavres TOVS Adbxvovs A7r ULEV olKad AvUTOt 

WS a IPO Vesp. 259 

Cf. in melic verse: 

~ ec “A > / a > A ” 

TiwWvOVv prTe@v amapatiAros, EE eT@V GAovTOS 
NF mnt ENED OLN ioe NS Bee NI Lys. 279 f. 

mrepopop emt médov Ards kat A€xos yapyAcov 
NAN ENAA ES NP) EN he Ce Ve we ce Al WG ae 

76. The subordinate period that occurs oftenest in melic 
iambic verse is the catalectic tetrameter, formed by the union of 
an acatalectic and a catalectic dimeter. This is the only period 
used in stichic (50) systematic and intermediate periods. The 
catalectic trimeter, when employed as a subordinate period, is 
confined to imitations of primitive forms of the strophe. Cf. 
Ran. 398 ff. (82). The catalectic dimeter also may be used as 
a subordinate period, and pentameters, hexameters, heptameters 
and octameters, compounded of dimetrical and trimetrical cola, 
occasionally occur. The chief constituent of the melic iambic 
hypermeter is the dimeter; trimeters are rare. On the combina- 

tion of subordinate periods, hypermeters and intermediate periods 

to form systematic periods, see 720 ff. 
77. The acatalectic iambic trimeter became the set verse of 

the dialogue of comedy (95 ff.). Spoken and melic trimeters are 
distinguished by marked differences of form (126 ff). The 
non-melic tetrameter also has large use in comedy, and was 
effectively employed by Aristophanes as both recitative and 
melodramatic verse (167 ff.). These tetrameters may be followed 
by hypermeters (190 ff.). On caesura and diaeresis in iambic 

verse see 130 ff, 166, 179 ff. 
78. Iambic has special affinity for anapaestic and dochmiac 

rhythm, and iambic cola may be combined with anapaestic and 
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dochmiac cola, and occasionally with cola in other rhythms, in 
the same systematic period. 

79. Iambic rhythm, in origin, stands in close relation with 

the primitive cola of Ionian verse (605 f., 613). In comedy it 
has varied use in song, ranging from the primitive processionals 
of the parode of the Ranae to the festive duos of the Acharmans, 
in which it approaches in use the trimeter of dialogue. Aristotle 
says (Poet. iv. 14) that nature herself discovered the trimeter as 

the verse appropriate to dialogue: Né~ews Sé€ yevopévns avTn 7H ~ 
pos TO olKetov péTpov cipe* padtoTa yap NEKTLKOY TOV METPOV 
TO lauPeiov éotiv: onpetov S&€ TovToV: TAcloTa yap lapBeta 

Aeyowev ev TH OLadX€KTW TH TpOS GAXAnAOUs, and elsewhere also 
(Hhet. i. 8. 4) he remarks how iambic rhythm pervades the 

speech of everyday life: 6 8 YapBos avtyn éorw 1 rEéEws 7) TOV 
Tod\N@v: 610 padtota TavT@V ToV péTpaV LawBEia POéyyovTat 
AéyorTes. 

Metic [AmBic VERSE 

80. Ran. 416-39 (Parode). 

Strophe I. 

‘Hp. a’ BotrAecbe dnta Kow7y Ye-4u- V—¥ QW 

417 oxdpopev “Apyxednpor, —--v v-o Wy 

Os ExTeTns OV ovK Epvoe PpaTepas ; 
Se Ge (MSG ES Sac 

Strophe IT. 

“Hy. B’ vovi de Synpaywyet 

420 év tots avw VEKPOiTt 

KaoTly TA TpaTa THS eked poxOnpias. 

Strophe ILI. 

“Hyp. a’ tov KAeurGévovs 8° axovw 

423 eév tTais tadaior mpwxTov 
7 ¢c a \ / \ / 

tidAew éavTod Kal orapatrew tas yva0ous. 

Strophe IV. 

‘Hp. B’ kdxorter eyKexupas 

426 KaKkdAae KaKeKpayet 

LeBivov datis eotiv avapdrvoruos. 
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Strophe V. 

‘“Hp.a wat KadXiav yé pace 

429 rovtov rdv ‘ImmoPivov 
KtcOov AcovTav vavpaxeiv evnppevov. 

Strophe VI. 

Ac. éxorr’ dv obv ppdoar vov 

432 IlAovrwv’ drov *vOa5’ oikel ; 

Eévw ydp eopev aptins advypev. 

Strophe VII, 

“Hy. B’ pndev paxpav dréXOns 

435 pd atOis exavepy pe, 
GAN ic ex adriv tiv Olpav aduypévos. 

Strophe VILL. 

At. aipo. av adOis & rai. 

Ea. tovti ti nv TO Tpaypa 

439 GAN 7) Awds KépiGos ev tots orpwpacw ; 

418 gpdrepas Dindorf: Ppdropas 427 dvapdvorios Porson: avapdvorvos 

The eight strophes constitute a monostrophic octad (701). F (704) 

=aab, 2 2 3, epodic triad: two catalectic dimeters with an acatalectic 

trimeter as epode. See 787. 
81. The preceding verses (414, 415) read: 

Au eyo & dei ros prdaxodov- Ve u se mews 

Gos cipe Kal pet avTns ve-v- ve 4 

415 raifwv xopevew PotrAopa. Ea, xaywye mpos. 
Ne oa ee a 

These are apparently a tetrameter and a trimeter, but Dobree’s 

suggestion that per atrjs is a gloss is probably right. The verses 

then become the ordinary trimeters of the dialogue, and are exactly 

adapted to the sentiment expressed. The inclusion of the gloss in the 

text may have been furthered by the form of ode in the following 

lyric (416 ff). 

82. Ran. 398—402 = 403-8 = 409-13 (Parode). 

Strophe I. 

“Hy. a’ "laxye wodvtipyte, péXos EopTis 
ST ie NL ae 

399 ydurrov ebpwv, Sedpo cvvaxoAovde 
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mpos THV Geov Kal detEov G8 saSaus Sous 

dvev Tovov TOAAnY doy Tepatvers. 

cd | X\ / 4 

akxe piAoxKopEvTa TvpmpoTEpAE [eE. 

Strophe LI. 

“Hp. B’ od yap Katerxiow pev ert yérwre 

404 Kam edredein Tov Te Gavdadioxov 
Kal TO pdaKos, Kaéntpes dor A(nulovs Tailew TE Kat Xopedvev. 

408 "laxxe piroxopevta cupmpomeume pre. 

Strophe III. 

“Hy. a’ kat yap wapaBreWas Te petpaxiokys 

410 vov 61) Kareidov kal par evrpocwrov 

TupTaTpias yiTwviov wapappayevTos TiTBiov rpoKtwWay. 

413 "laxxe piroxopevta cupmporepTe pre. 

404 rov re Bentley: révde tov 

The three strophes constitute a monostrophic triad (701). E (704) 
=aabe, 3353, epodic tetrad: two catalectic trimeters and a 
catalectic pentameter, with the same ephymnium, an acatalectic 
trimeter, as epode in each of the three strophes. See 742. 

83. Ach. 1008-17 =1037—46 (Syzygy III). 

LYRICAL DUO 

Strophe. 

Kop. a’ (AG oe THs evPovdéias Sa Sky 

1009 padrdrov d€ THs etwyias --v- ¥-u- 

avOpwre THs Tapovorns. Wi US SS — ibe 

Au ti Ont emedav Tas KixXas 70 Ge-v- --v= 

OrTwpevas LOnTE ; 5—--v- vo 4 

Kop. @ oipat oe Kat tovr ed A€yeuv. --v- ¥-u- 

Au TO TUp vTockdXeve. Baw Gee 

Kop, a’ jKoveas ws payerpiKas Yay = Gao 

Kopwos Te Kat SeuTvyTLKOS =O 

AUTO OlakovEtTat ; 10 —--v- v-- & 

Antistrophe. 
7 c ss > 7 , lal e € 7 3 ” > \ Kop. B’ avip avntpnkey tu tals orovdaiow 70%, KovK €otKev OvOEVE peTa- 

Sworeuv. 
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A re , \ A ne . ey: Gye , 0 
lb. ardxer ov THS Xopons Td péAL, Tas TyTias TTAHeEve. 

Kop. B’ ijxoveas opOiacpdatov ; Av. drrare Tay xereva. 
K / 3 ne Dv, OU DIN \ Se / / Epa ~ 

op. B’ amoxtevets Ap "pe Kat TOYS yeElTovas KViO TE Kal Hwvy 
Towavta AdoKwv. 

1017 aire Bentley: avr@ or (R) ara 1037 avip Elmsley: avnp 

Monostrophic dyad. A=abba, 6446, palinodic tetrad: a 
hexameter as prodde, two tetrameters, and a second hexameter as 
epode that repeats the melody of the first period. See 746. 

See the metrical scholium on 1008 and the note. Heliodorus 
reduces the number of cola by thrice combining two dimeters in a tetra- 
meter, which he regards as a ‘colon.’ His combinations destroy the 
symmetry of the period, which clearly is palinodic. 

84. Pax 512-19 (Syzygy I1.). 

"A ” ” ial 

Kop. a’ aye vuv aye was, 43, 276, 281 w—-~- 1 
D. \ \ « Ans ” 

Cc 

p. kal pay Omov ‘oTw 707. —--v- v--—2 

Kop. B’ pa} vov avapev GAN exev- —-- ur Ur 

515 = Tetvwpev avdptKwrepov. ——v=— ve-vus 4 

“Ep. On OTL TOUT eKketvo. BR ew 

Kop. a 6 cia viv, & eta ras, —--v- --vu- 

@ €la €ia €ia VOY, -- ur er 

® €ia €ia €ia Tas. —-—-v- v—-v-6 

2. 
518 Richter: © eia- ela: ela. eta: eta: Ro & eva eva era era era eva V 

519 Richter: @ eta- cla: efa- efa- cia was’ R @ ela. eia era cra eva. Tas’ V 

Non-antistrophic. A=abchbd, 1 2 4 26, epodic pentad: a tetrad 
composed of an anapaestic monometer, and two iambic dimeters that 
enclose an acatalectic iambic tetrameter, with an iambic hexameter 

as epode. See 762. 
See the metrical scholium on Pax 512 with the note. 

85. Eccl. 478-82 and 483-92 493-503 (Epiparode). 

Prodde. 

Kop. a éuBa xopet. 43,276,281 ---v 1% 

479 dp eats TOV avop@v TLS 1/- JOE ees fia eae eae 

piv doris eraxodovber ; ——uw vw—— 4 

Kop. B’ otpéepov oxdre, pidarte cavTiv arpados, 
OR 

mohAol yap ot Tavotpyo, 6 —--Yv- v—— 5° 

482 pa) Tov Tus ex ToUmuTbev Ov ——v- -—--v- 

Td oxXhpa KatapvAdsy. ——-vuw v-- £ 
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Strophe. 

‘Hp. a’ GAN as padiota Toiv moooty —-—-Vv=—- GeV 

emuxtuTav [ad.ée- Sepa iy ey HO 

484 ipiv 8 adv aicxtvyv épor — =u - HV 

485 Tdcaut. Tapa Tois avdpdoww —--vw Y-v- 

To mpaypa ToT’ éheyx Ev. eee eee) GN 

486 mpds Tata avoTeAXov ceav- Ee SS 

Thy Kal TEPLTKOTOUPLEV eS ROS 

TaKeiTe Kal TAK OeELas Sas SB 

488 <didati’ dzws> py Evppopa py i 

yevnoeTar TO Tpaypo., Wo—-v- vv & 

Kop. a@ GAN eyKovaepev: TOU TOTOU eaweS SS S e 

yap eyyvs eo ev 757 Dies 

490 SOevrep cis exkAnolav G-V- —--VR 

OppapeP? avik jpev. Y—-u- vg £ 

491 tiv 8 oixiay eLer@ opav 1bY—-Uu- --v- 

SOevrep 1) TTpaTnyos gGe—v- v-v Ah 

492 é0@ 1) 7rd Tpayy evpovo’ O voV —--v- --vH- 

éo€e tots roXirats. SO ee 

Antistrophe. 

7 a NY , 

‘Hp. B’ dor cixos jpas py Bpaddvew err’ eTravapevovoas 
tA na 

moyovas eenpTnpEvas, pa Kal Tus eEorirbev 7 XO tows Karel. 
5 n SIN an n 

496 GAN cla Seop ert oKxias éXOotoa pds Td TeLXiov rapaBAErovca 

Oarépw 

499 wadw eraokevate cavTiv atOus rep Hoa. Ie uy] ITEP 7) 
> 

Kop. 8’ Kat pi douv + as tivoe Kal $1) THY OTpaTHyOV OV p PY) PP | Oe paTny 1b 
rn > > / «A > SPD) , 

xwpovoav €€ exxAnoias Gpwpev. aX Eexetyou 

daca Kal pice. TaKOV POS TOLV yvabow €xovoa * 

XatTar yap Kove wadAdae TO oXNPA TOUT EXoVTaL, 

487 raxetoe Faber: xdxeice 488 vdard’ drws Blaydes 495 é&dmicbev 

y von Velsen: del’ quads 

The three strophes constitute a proddic triad, ABB (717). A= 

abeb, 145 4, proddic tetrad: an anapaestic monometer as prodde to 

two iambic tetrameters that enclose a pentameter. See 750. B= 

AB (483-8, 489-92). A probably =abb’a (776), 46 6 4, palinodic 

tetrad: a tetrameter as prodde, two hexameters, and a second 

tetrameter as epode that repeats the melody of the first period. See 

746. B: a stichic period composed of four tetrameters. See 778. 
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86. Ach. 929-39 = 940-51 (Episode IT.). 

LYRICAL TRIO 

Strophe. 

Kop.a’ evdqoov & PerAturte TH —--v- --u- 

930 vm xadds THY euTodyy G-VU- —--V- 

ovUrws O7ws av pry hepwv KaTagy. 
Ses | ISL Ga) ee ew 

Au €uol peAnoer TAT’, Emel Sew e Saas 

tow kat Yodel AdAov Te Kal 5B—-—GU- G-—Vu—- 

934  mvpoppayes KadAAws Oeoiow €xOpov. 
wewo Bowe Se 9M 

Kop. a’ ti xpioetat ror’ avTe ; gZ=u= vu—— 2 

Au. TAYXpNTTOV ayyos ETAL, —--v- v--2# 

KpaTip KakOv, TpiTTIp OiKOV, G-U- -—-—V 

938 daivew imevOivovs AvxXVOvXoS Kat KUALE 
Bl 1G eee ae PE he 

939 Ta mpaypat eyxukacba, U-Uu- vu-—-— 7 

Antistrophe. 

Kop. B’ rds & av reroboin tis ayyei Tovodr f > oki p. NM TIS ayyéle T) XpWpeVOS KAT’ OlKiav 
/ > JN oO 

Torovd det Yodpovvtt ; 
A > , > > 1” oo 3 a a bal , > ” > 

u. ioxupov eotw @yd@’, wort ovK Gav KaTayein ToT, ElmEep EK 
TOOOY KaTW Kdpa KpELacTo. 

Koo. f’ 78n Kad@s exer vou. 

Bo. pedAw ye tor Oepidderv. 

Kop. B’ add’ & Eevov BeAtirte cvvbépife Kai TodToV AaBov mpda Parr’ drat 
BodtrA«. pepwv mpds mavta cuKopavrny. 

943 éo7w Princeps: éo7’ 950 mo. Fritzsche: éxov 

Monostrophic dyad. A=aabbe, 77 2 27 (8), prodlic pentad: a 
heptameter as prodde that anticipates the melody of the first period 
of the following periodic tetrad, composed of a heptameter, two 
dimeters, and a heptameter in the strophe, but in the antistrophe an 
octameter. See 754. On the lack of correspondence in strophe and 
antistrophe see 51. 

See the metrical scholia on 929, 946, 948, and the discussion 

in 723, 

87. Pax 1305-10 = 1311-15 (Stasimon I.), 

Strophe. 
‘H ae a . a)! \ ” id ~s 

p.a’ tyov To ourdv Epyov 7- es is Sc 
GY nw 

3n “vTatv0a TOV pevdvTwv Bory ee 
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1306 AGv tadTa TavTa Kai orodeiv —— Re 

Kat py) Kevas TapedKety. --v- v--# 

1307 GAN dvdpixds euBadrrere ee eee oi eae AG 

Kat opoxeT appoiv totv yvabouv’ Ye YV=- Yu 

ovdey yap & Tovnpot Y¥-4u- Vv -- 4 

1310 AevKGv dddvTwy épyov ET, Sau S264 =" 

HY ph Te Kal pagavTat. —— Gx eee 

Antistrophe. 

‘Hyp. B’ jpiv pedijoe tadra y’, «0 woreis de Kai ob ppdfwv. 

1312 GAN & rpd rod wewdvrTes EuBadAcoHe TOV Aaywor, 

ws ovXL Taga 7LEpav 
mriakobow ext evTvxely TrAaVwpEVOLS EprpoLs. 

1315 mpds tatra Bpixer’ 7 TAX’ dpiv pywe petapeAjoerv. 

1307 éuBdddere Portus: éuBadderov 1310 éo7’ Bentley: éoriv or éoruy 

Monostrophic dyad. A =aabaa, 4 4 2 4 4, epodic pentad: a tetrad 

composed of two tetrameters, a dimeter, and a third tetrameter, with 

a final tetrameter as epode that repeats the melody of the first, second, 

and fourth periods. See 760. 
See the metrical scholia on 1305 and 1307. 

88. Plut. 290—5 = 296-301; 302-8 = 309-15; 

316—21 (Parode). 

Strophe I. 

Ka. Kat pay eyo Bovdjoopar Hage (Sse 

OpertaveAds tov KixAora Sot ie os 

291 pupovpevos Kat Toiv Todotv Eek UG i SE 

wot tapevoadciwv A EP SST AON 

292 tpas ayew, GX ela TéeKe- Bee ay ae eee 

a Oapiv? eravaPoovres ee Oia wo a 

293 BAnxapevol te TpoPatiwv Sue, =! oom 

atyov te KWwaBpdvtov pedn AS SG Se = Se 

295 érecO arepwAnpéevou’ oP an lS 

Tpayou O aKkpatveta Oe, Wose—-v- v-vo A 

Antistrophe I. 

‘Hp.a’ apes 8€ y’ ad (ytjropev Gpettavedd tov KixAwzra 
Bryxopevor, oe TovTovi TwevovTa KatadaPovtes, 

/ ” Aa , > ” 8 / XO 

298 mypav exovTa Aaxava T aypla Cpomwepa, KpaiTaAwVTa 

yyovpevov tots mpoBariows, ciky Se KatadapHovta mov, 

301 péyav AaBovres tppevov opnxioxoy éxtvpAdca.. 
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Strophe LI. 

Ka, eyo dé tiv Kipxny ye tiv GT-u- 
Ta pappak’ avakvuKooay, Vener 

303 7) Tovs Eraipovs Tov Pirw- —--uR 

vidov mot ev KopivOw GT-uUR 

304 erewev ws OvTas KdpToUs BU - US 
pepaypevov oxop eabiev, G-uR 

ait) & euarrev avtois, —--v- 

306 pupjoopar mdvTas Tporovs* —--vu- 

byets O€ ypuAi(ovtes. tro PiAndias — — vo ~ 

érerOe puntpt Xotpo., Wv-uU- 

Antistrophe II. 

Epode. 

Ka. aAX cia viv TOV cKoppatoV ~ 

aradAayevtes 7159 u 

317 tpeis ex GAN etdos TpEerecO’, - 

eyo 8’ tov 76n AdOpa u 

BovrAjoopar tov dexrdtov 5 — 

AaBdv tw aptov Kal Kpeas vu 

321 parwpevos 7d Aouroy ov- v 
~ , rf 

T) TO KOTM Evvetvat. = 

300 xaradapOdvra Porson: katradapbévta 

\ fc rAd , »\ c / 

310 Kat payyavevovgay poAvyovtayv TE TOUS ETALPOUS 

GAG 

C 

4cv 

w 

7 Q 

“Hy. PB’ odxovv oe tiv Kipxny ye tiv ra pdppax’ avakvKa pt iw Kipxny ye tiv ra pdppar’ dvaxvxdcay 

33 

—-_vUS 

XdoKwv epeis, ErerGe pntpi xXorpor. 

311 AaBdvres trd PiAndias tdv Aapriov pupotpevor TOV dpxewv 

K pepo pLev 

313 puOdoopev & worep Tpdyov thy piva, ob 8 >ApiotvAdos 
G 
VU7TO- 

The five strophes constitute an epodic pentad, AABBC (716). 
A: a stichic period composed of five tetrameters, of which the 
fourth is acatalectic. See 778. B=aabe, 4 467, epodic tetrad: two 
tetrameters and a hexameter, with a heptameter as epode. See 743. 

C probably = ab‘a (776), 4 8 4, mesodic triad: two tetrameters, with 
an octameter as mesode. See 739. 

89. Ran. 384—8 = 389-93 (Parode). 

Strophe. 

“Hy. a’ Anjpntep ayvav opyiwv 

385 ayacoa CupTapacTarer so 
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kat cole Tov cavTns Xopov --u- Hr 

kai p aoparas Travipepov —--v- v-v- 

388 maioal Te Kat xopevoat. 5b--—-v- v—--— 10 

Antistrophe. 

“Hyp. B’ Kat moda pev yeroud p’ ei- 

390 meiv, ToAAG d€ oroveaia, Kat 
] ? 

nr nm ev ) , 

THS TNS EopTHs a&iws 

maicavTa Kal oKwoWavTa ve- 
, an 

KYTaVTA Tavviovg Gat. 

Monostrophic dyad. D (704) is an indivisible hypermeter com- 
posed of a single decameter. See 773. 

90. Ach. 263-279 (Scene I.). 

Monody of Dicaeopolis (593). 

At. Pads ératpe Baxxiov vou NS eh 

lbykope vuxtorepurAdvy- Seay Oe SS 

265 TE porxe TaidepacTa, vevun- Vv —- Vv bY 

ExT o €rTeL Tpoweimov €s —--u- Ur 

Tov Shpov eAOwv dopevos, 5-—-—YU- -—-v— 
orovoas Toinodpevos epav- ——U=- Uw, 

TO Tpaypatwv TE Kal paxOv ——V- Uru ‘ 

270 =xat Aapaxywv dradAayets. ES Oy SS ps 

TOAAG yap eof ydvov @ Sy = 

Pals Pads kAertovtav 0-104 —-Yy- --v— - 

povd? wpixiy vAnpdpov —-- Vv Ur 

273 tiv Upvpoddpov Opgrrav (eae yes Says 

tov PedrEws peony AaBovr? —-—V- Yv-v- 

Gpavta KataBadovtTa KaTa- YU-Uw u-yu we 

yryaptia’? & Padijs Paris. WU - Vv - yr 

277 cav pe?” typov Evprins, vVrVn- Hor 

éx KpawrdAns ewlev €i- Se 

pyvys popjre. tpvBXuov, —--v- --vv 30" 

279 1) & doris ev TO he~adrw Kpepaoerat. 
Same erm) a re Sor, er ap ee an A le NY fa) 3 

Non-antistrophic. A-=abc, 6 303, pericopic triad: hexameter, 

hypermeter of thirty metres, trimeter. See 771. 
See the metrical scholia on 263, 274. Heliodorus combined 

263-79 and 280-3 into a pericope, AB, but the latter is the beginning 

of the second parode. See 234. In his edition 271-3 (roAdAw . . . 

&edéws) were arranged as three trimeters, 277-8 (éav . . . tpvPAtov) 
as two, and 276 (ads Padzjs) as a monometer. 
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or. Eq. 756-60 = 836—40 (Debate IT.). 

Strophe. 

“Hy. a’ viv 69 oe ravra de? KaAwv —--u- o-Ve 

eEevan TEavTov Yeu uv Hay 

757 kat Ajpa Oorprov opeiv --¥u- ore 

Kat Adyous apiktous 72 »+--v- v-— 4° 

758 drow tovd brepBaret- BU -uU- GH-U 

moukiXos yap avijp --vu- v--— 4 

759 Kak TOV apnxXavwv Tdpovs —--v- g-uUR 

evpnxXavos Topiter. —--v- v-< 4 

760 mpds tav? drws eer rodis --v- ¥-vuH- 

kat Aapmpds és Tov avdpa. W--v- v-v4¥ 

Antistrophe. 

‘Hy. Bb’ & racw dvOpirows paves peyurtov ofpéAnpa, 

837 (AG ce THs evyAwTTias* Ef yap Od eroiceis, 
4 LS mI , ” A 7 , 

peywotos “EXAjvwv ever Kal povos Kabé£ers 

Tav TH ToAe TOV Evppaxwov T apes Exwv Tpiavay, 
z& X\ 4 > > / , \ / 

840 7 ToAAa XPHNPAT Epyane gelwy TE Kal TApaTTwv. 

758 avip Dawes: dvip 759 evunxavos roplfew Bentley : edunxdvous roplfwv 

Monostrophic dyad. A=abbaa, 44444, epodic pentad: a 
palinodic tetrad composed of a tetrameter, two protracted tetrameters, 
and a second tetrameter, with a third tetrameter as epode that repeats 
the melody of the first and fourth periods. See 757. 

See the metrical scholium on 756. 

92. Nub. 1206-13 (Episode IL). 

Monody of Strepsiades (593). 

Zr. “Od paxap Vrpepiades 38, 72 - ur tr UTw 

1207 = ates 7 éfus ws codds —--v- teu 

Xolov Tov vidv tpEepes” —- Su - t eH 

gycovet by pw ot hiro xot Sypdrar 
SS a IS SSS 

1210 (AovvTes Hvix’ av ov v- 5 — ae 
A 7 X\ , 

Kas A€ywv Tas dikas. 2 SuUS cSeuSs 

GAN’ eicdywv ce BovrAopar So ee SS 

TpOTov EaTiaca. --Uu- Vv —- 17% 

1206 @ udkap Ed.: udkap & 

Non-antistrophic. A is an indivisible hypermeter of seventeen 
metres. See 773. 
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93. Av. 851-8 = 895-902 (Syzygy I.). 

Strophe. 

“Hy. a’ opoppoda, cvvOerw, Grou true 

852 oupTapaweras exw se — UK VKH VK 
ig / X\ Tpowoo.a pmeydAa TEe“va TPOTl- Gwruw VHuw 

évat Geotow, dpa b€ mpooe- VU - Unuw 
4, 7 

TL XapiTos evexa mpoParioy Te Ovevv. 
BOI es i ee 

857 trw itw itw de IIv- vov= vev. 

Oias Boa Oew, cvvg- 69,738 YV-w~- v-wun. 

dérw S€ Xaipis dav. weve vi ov 

Antistrophe. 

“Hyp. PB’ civ? adOis ad rapa cou 

896 det pe SevTepov péedros 

xepviu OcoreBes dovov eme- 

Boayv, kaXeiv 5€ paKxapas—eva 

Tiva povov, eiep tkavov e€eT dwov. 

901 ta yap rapovta Oipar’ ov- 

dev aXXo TAR yéeverov 7 

ett kal Kepata. 

856 mpoBdriov Bentley: mpéBarov 857 irw itw irw: all MSS. except U 
6e@ Bentley: 7 bew 

Monostrophic dyad. A=ab, 11 6, pericopic dyad: hendecameter, 
hexameter. See 770. 

The metrical form of the lyric is ‘tragic,’ marked by preponder- 
ance of the rational metre. The scholiast on 851 says LodoxAéovs 
éx IInAéws, and again on 857 Kat totro ex Indéws. Cf. Ach. 1190 ff. 
(599) and Aves 406 ff. (290). 

94. Lys. 256-65 = 271-80 (Parode). 

Strophe. 

Xo. Tep. } woAN? Gedrr’ eotiv ev 69 LS 

257 Tae paxpo Bin fet, 2 US eee 

erel Tis av mot yATIC ® vr US vue 
Urpvpdswp’ axovoar <a AL ene 

260 yvvaikas ds €PdoKopev BU Kuve Vee 

KaT olkov éucaves KaKOV Veuve 

KaTa pev ayvov exe Pperas, iw wie, Se 

Kata © akpomoAw euav AaPeiv = 
poxrots de kat KAVOpo- 69,94f. V-V- Y¥4eyY— 

265 ow 7a mportrAaa rakTovv ; 10 coo | oi Oe 

( ¢ re ( é ¢ C | 
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Antistrophe. 

Xo. Tep. od yap pa tiv Ajpyntp’ nov 

272 (@vTos éyxavovvTat’ 

éret ovde KXeopéevns, 0s av- 

TV KATETXE TPOTOS, 

amnAGev avddaktos, adAd’ 
¢ X\ 7 

dpos ANakwvixdov mvewv 

275 

toxeto Odrra rapadods €n0t,7 

topuxpov exov ravy tpiBwviov,t 

TivoVv pyTav amrapatir- 

280 ros, e€ er@v ddAovTos. 

264 woxdots Brunck: poxdotow 277 @yxero Odmha is the reading of T. The 
article is necessary, and the reading in R, @xer’ dda (Gxer’, not oxeb’) implies it. 

The first metre in 277 thus becomes -UU— vy, by resolution of the theses of 

the simple feet in the logaoedic metre —— — —; but Aristophanes avoids the latter 

(376 ii.), and —- Uv — vv, although it occurs once elsewhere (563), is dubious. Bothe 

proposes ON’ @xero. In the next colon (278), which has the same metrical 

form, Meineke proposes cucxpov mavu TpiBaviov Exwv. 

Monostrophic dyad. A (704)=aab, 4412, epodic triad: two 
tetrameters with a dodecameter as epode. See 737. 

The lyric is ‘tragic,’ that is, it has tragic form with comic intention. 
Only six of its metres are irrational as against twenty-two that are 
rational, whereas irrational metres outnumber rational on the average 
in the melic iambic verse of Aristophanes (186). The form admirably 
expresses the sentiment,—indignant but unavailing complaint of 
querulous old men in the strophe, and exultant but buffoon reminis- 
cence of past glory in the antistrophe. Here, as in dv. 851 ff, metre 
is made the means of special comic effect. 

Non-Menic IJAMBIC VERSE 

THE SPOKEN TRIMETER IN ARISTOPHANES? 

95. Pure trimeters, which consist solely of iambs, are com- 

paratively rare. Of 8835 non-melic trimeters in the eleven 

extant plays of Aristophanes only 128 are pure, 1 in 69.* 

Eleven occur in the Acharnians: 34, 150, 454, 472, 474, 500, 

513, 514, 588, 799, 1189. The Nubes has relatively the most, 

1 The numerical statements and tables 
in this section are the product of an in- 
dependent investigation and frequently 
are not in agreement with those in 
Rumpel’s Trimeter des Aristophanes, but 
since the results of his investigation 
have often been quoted by editors, I 
have thought it best to follow, in the 

main, the order and method of his 
presentation of the facts, in order to 
facilitate comparison. For melic tri- 
meters see 126 ff. 

2 In Aeschylus 1 in 14; in Sophocles 
1 in 17; in Euripides 1 in 22°. See 
Rumpel’s 7rimeter, 601. 
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18 in 758, 1 in 42; the Hquites the fewest, 6 in 688, 1 in 

1147. 
96. Irrational and trisyllabic feet, in place of the normal 

iamb, are very common, and verses are not rare in which no 

foot has iambic form except the last. Cf. Av. 119, 192, 439, 

672, 818, 819, ete. There are 187 of these non-iambic trimeters, 

1 in 47:2. The Acharnians has relatively the most, 22 in 811 
trimeters, 1 in 36°9, the Nubes the fewest, 11 in 758, 1 in 68°9. 

97. Irrational metres preponderate. Of the 8835 trimeters 
in Aristophanes, 2299 (1583 with at least one trisyllabic foot 
somewhere in the verse and 716 that consist solely of dissyllabic 
feet) have one long arsis, 1 in 3°84; 3857 (2586+1271) have 
two, 1 in 2°29; 2199 (13284871) have three, 1 in 4°02. 
The number of irrational metres is 16,610, over 62 per cent of 
the total number of metres. The number of trimeters in which 

§ 96 

one or more metres are irrational is 8355. The 16,610 

irrational feet are distributed as follows: 

i2 ast igen v. 9% 
‘Spondaic’ feet 4804 54:4 5174 586 5162 58-4 
‘Dactylic’ feet ADO) D2 VS49) 956. | V2 eS 

Total irrational feet. 5263 59:6 6023 68:2 5324 60:2 

98. Resolved feet, tribrach and ‘dactyl, occur on the average 
in nearly every other trimeter, 1 in 2°14.° 

99. The distribution of the various forms of the foot that 
are found in the trimeters of Aristophanes is as follows: 

i. ii. iil. iv. v. vi. 

Tambs 22054 6667 2243 6865 3090 8833 
Tribrachs 208 960 308 1107 (il 0 
‘Spondees’ . 4804 5174 5162 0 
* Dactyls’ 459 whi 8497 |... 162 0 
Anapaests . 1158 1208 261 1 863 350 es 

88344 8835 8835 8835 8835 8835 

100. By resolution of the theses of 

1 Such trimeters do not occur in 
Aeschylus or Sophocles, and only rarely 
in the later plays of Euripides. See 
Rumpel’s Zrimeter, 602. 

2 Feet are indicated by the lower 
case numerals: i., ii., iii., iv., V., Vi. 

lambs in the trimeter, 

3 In Aeschylus 1 in 13; in Sophocles 
1 in 16; in Euripides 1 in 4°65. 
Rumpel’s 7'rimeter, 603. 

4 The first metre in Pax 663 is a 
choriambic iambic dipody (71). 

5 See 113, note. 

See 
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the tribrach may occur in any of the first five feet. The 
following table exhibits the usage of Aristophanes : 

Play. Trim. vuv i. ii. lil. iv. Vv. Total. 

Nub. 758 207 14+ 7 36+ 51 O+ 11 22+ 63 1+ 2 78+ 134 
Ec. 895 250 11+ 9 39+ 54 3+ 23 27+ 79 2+ 3 82+ 168 
ehh 1004 285 7+ 6 41+ 67 1+ 44 30+ 81 1+ 7 80+ 205 

elite 757 216 12+ 8 23+ 46 1+ 23 21+ 76 2+ 4 59+ 157 

Ran. 839 244 9+ 8 23+ 49 24+ 26 39+ 92 04+ 1 73+ 171 

Lys. 7k BAe 8+ 5 41+ 89 44+ 21 23+ 67 8+ 1 79+ 133 

Pax 695 208 10+11 238+ 46 5+ 27 23+ 57 14 5 624+ 146 

Eq. 688 211 10+ 4 27+ 46 2+ 21 26+ 62 0+13 65+ 146 

Ach, 811 249 114+ 6 57+ 53 2+ 29 24+ 60 5+ 2 99+ 150 

Vespa 24 8+15 31+ 53 6+ 24 25+ 71 4+ 4 74+ 167 
Av, 925 331 17+17 434+ 72 6+ 27 444+ 95 1+ 9 111+ 220 

117+91 3844-576 32+276 304+803 20+51 857+1797 

8835 2654 208 960 308 1107 71 2654 

In explanation of the table observe that the Nubes contains 207 
tribrachs, the smallest number relatively to the number of trimeters 
in the play, 758. Of these, 21 occur in the first foot (14 contained 
in a single word, 7 in two or three words or parts of words), 87 in 
the second, 11 in the third, 85 in the fourth, and 3 in the fifth. 
The total number of tribrachs is 2654, on the average 1 in 3°33 
trimeters. Of these 857 are contained in a single word, 1797 in two 
or three words or parts of words. The greatest number is found in 
the fourth foot, the smallest in the fifth. 

101. Tribrachs contained in one word (102) number 857, 
32°3 per cent of the total number of tribrachs. In 229 of 
these the word is a trisyllable. These occur, 50 in the first 

foot, 69 in the second, 8 in the third, 97 in the fourth, and 
5 in the fifth. Cf Ach. 135, 168, Hg. 134, Ach. 164, 1097. 
Six hundred and twenty-eight of the tribrachs contained in a 

single word are formed of words of four or more syllables, which 
therefore overlap neighbouring feet. Always of course in the 
first foot and generally in the second and third, the extra 
syllable or syllables carry over into the following foot. Cf. 
Ach. 181, Eg. 2, Vesp. 1218. In the fourth and fifth feet 
the initial syllable or syllables of the word usually overlap 
the preceding foot. Cf. Nub. 98, He. 410. The word containing 
the tribrach rarely overlaps both the preceding and the following 
foot, and only in the second, third, or fourth foot. Cf <Aeh. 

618, 1072, He. 824. Aristophanes uses the tribrach contained 
in one word sparingly in iii. This is due to his desire to 
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maintain penthemimeral caesura (130). He allows it in ii. in 
case of a tribrach that overlaps forward oftener than elsewhere 
in iii., because this commonly produces hephthemimeral caesura. 

Cf. Vesp. 1218, 1306, 1383, 1385, 1512. The trisyllabic 

tribrach in iii. tends to produce medial caesura (187), which, 
as the poets of the Old Comedy felt, was rhythmically objection- 
able. Cf. Ach. 733, Hg. 134, 670. Aristophanes eschews the 
tribrach contained in one word in v., in order to avoid four 

short syllables at the end of the verse followed by a variable ~ 

syllable. Cf. Ach. 175 (proper name), 473, 748 (proper name), 
EAS TO) STG 

102. These facts are summarized in the following table : 

1 Tie LL nen Vie vy. Total. 

Trisyllables ; ; a D0) 1109 seule O sO maa 
Overlap forward . Ode, OOF SO) rio somo) 
Overlap back ; SN eee, LOL Pedy | TOM MOM Za 
Overlap both ways. see eset Pte 2A ALCO Owen ee ll 

Total in one word . 117 384 32 304 20 857 

103. Tribrachs composed of two or three words or parts, of 
words number 1797. The following table shows the distribution 

of tribrachs thus composed : 

rh ie iii. iv. Vv, | dotals 

In three words vu |u| vu 4 mio ee Ecol ye OSU eee She 
In two, divided UJUv.. U” 56) (46205219) (6G) o46pal45S 
In two, divided SE, | iw 0 5 20 33 2 29 ] 85 

Total divided tribrachs Ot" SIG 2168805" oly ion 

104. The parts of a divided tribrach may be connected with 
one another within the tribrach by elision (cf. Ach. 202, 830, 

835), and either the first or last part may be an enclitic (cf. 
Ach. 502, 959, Hg. 677, 730). When the tribrach consists of 
two words, or parts of words, the division generally occurs, as 
in tragedy, after the first syllable of the foot (v|vv), but 
sometimes after the second (uv v|v). ‘Tribrachs divided vlu vu 
or vlvl|v begin, without restriction, with a monosyllable or 
with the final syllable of a word of two or more syllables, 

whether elided or unelided. Punctuation frequently follows 

this arsis. Cf. Ach. 2, 85, 187, 366, 609, 750, 775. 
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105. Eighty-five tribrachs are divided v v|v, in trimeters 

of which the text is generally accepted, and these may be 

classified as follows : 
i. The first word is a compound dissyllable of which the 

second part is enclitic (13 instances). Cf. 6 rv Aéyers Av. 1382, 

dre 88 Av. 181, drrep exet Vesp. 767, dre wep Av. 71, 6xka pev 

Ach. 754. 
ii. The first word is a dissyllable and the second a monosyl- 

labie enclitic, which loses its accent and its identity as an 

independent word (13). Cf. eué ye Av. 1670, ére ye He. 373, 

monw ye Nub. 1335, eué te Hy. 1159, Bpayv re Th. 938, boca 

pe Eg. 1336, hépe ce Lys. 890. 
iii. The second word is yap (4). Cf. aro yap Nub. 792, ewe 

yap Ee. 714, ica yap Av. 1167. 
iv. The first word is elided (7). Cf. mpocér’ arepnodunv 

Ran. 490, dir’ ard Eq. 728, ratép’ eravvers Nub. 29, rapmrope 

avewypéva Av. 1523. 
v. A preposition and its case constitute the tribrach (25). 

Cf. dua ypovov Pl. 1055, ért veotntos Vesp. 1199, kata o€ Ran. 

500, rapa rov Th. 489, rept yuvarxds Av. 1639, vmep emod 

Nub. 839, tro diropviBias Av. 1300. 

vi. The tribrach occurs in a fixed phrase (13). Cf. dxovere 

New Ach. 1000, adrixa pan Ly. 746, tayd wavy Th. 916, Tiva 

tporrov Av. 180. 
vii. Miscellaneous cases (10). Cf. wodev ;—amo Ach. 1023, 

des amd Hg. 1159, Ala tov Nub. 817, radica réyor Nub. 
884, Ata rayd Lys. 24, aorida raBev Lys. 52, éuos avnp 

Lys. 102. 

106. In most of these eighty-five cases the two words that 

form the tribrach are closely connected. Editors eliminate some 
of them by emendation. Cf. Ach. 1023, Hg. 728, Nub. 817, 

884, Av. 181, 1575, 1639, Lys. 24, 102, He 989, Pl. 838, 
Twenty of the 85 instances occur in the first foot, 33 in the 

second, 29 in the fourth, but only two in the third (Ach. 71, 

Ay. 1588) and one in the fifth (Ach. 830). It is noteworthy 

that 53 occur in the first metre. 

107. By resolution of the theses of irrational feet in a 

trimeter a ‘dactyl’ (resolved irrational iamb) may occur in the 

1 Besides Rumpel’s Zrimeter, 607, see Bachmann’s Zur Kritik der Komédien, 
248 ff. 
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first, third and fifth feet. The following table exhibits the usage 
of Aristophanes : 

Play. Trim. —vu i. iii. v. Total. 

Dhess WOT CSS oT Ore tog) Orso) SE mss 
Ach. 811 107 6+ 25 34+ 62 O+ I] 9+ 98 
Pax 695 100 5+ 26 4+ 51 O+ 14 9+ 91 
Ee. 895 133 11+ 30 7+ 8 0+ O 18+ 115 
Lys. ~~ tA AN bs 340 24 62) (04-9) nos 
Vesp. 7D2), 129 34 27 144+ 73 3+ 9 204: e109 
Av. 925 170 19+ 46 10+ 69 1+ 25 30+ 140 
Ran. 839 158 8+ 44 11+ 78 14 16 204 138 
Pi. 1004 190 11+ 44 18+ 89 2+ 26 31+ 159 
Nub. 758 145 13+ 41 9+ 70 0+ 12 224+ 123 
Eq. 688 135 2+ 30 4+ 71 34+ 25 9+ 126 

91+368 82+767 10+152 18341287 

8835 1470 459 849 162 1470 

108. The total number of dactyls is 1470, on the average 

1 in 6°01 trimeters. Of these 183 are contained in a single 
word, 1287 in two or three words or parts of words. The use 
of the dactyl in the fifth foot and of the Gucty! contained in one 
word in the third foot is peculiar to comedy.’ 

109. Dactyls contained in one word (110) number 183. 
Thirty-three of the 91 found in the first foot consist of a 

trisyllabic word (cf. Hg. 1212, Nub. 685, 1486), but only eight 
of the 82 in the third foot, since the poet avoided medial caesura 
(cf. Eg. 475, Vesp. 765). The most of the remainder of the 82 
in the third foot are composed of words that begin with the 
third foot and overlap the first syllable of the fourth foot, so that 
the trimeter has hephthemimeral caesura. Cf. Nub. 38, 497, 
738. Seven overlap both the second and fourth feet. Cf. Ran. 
60, 473, 489. Only one of the 82 overlaps the second alone, 

Hc. 460. There is also only one similar instance (in a proper 

name) in the fifth foot, Vesp. 1250. Dactyls that overlap 
forward are generally contained in a tetrasyllabic word of which 

the accent is on the first syllable of the thesis. Cf. Ach. 14, 46, 
51, 402, 512. 

110. These facts are summarized in the following table: 

1 The sole instance of a dactyl in in the third foot once in Aeschylus, 
the fifth foot in tragedy is found in twice in Sophocles, and eight times 
Eur. Zph. Aul. 1623, and is doubtful. in Euripides. See Rumpel’s Zrimeter, 
Dactyls contained in one word occur 608. 
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iy, Wo ltlge)) V. | Lotal. 

Trisyllables . ‘ : : MDa, « taaliow bee 
Overlap forward. : : fy OO OOten ULZO 
Overlap back . ie ae 2 
Overlap both ways . (ip er 9 

Total in one word . : ol, S82) 10 ss 

111. Dactyls composed of two or three words or parts of 
words (112) number 1287. These are much more common than 
those-composed of a single word, especially in the fifth and third 
feet. The parts of a divided dactyl may be connected with one 
another within the dactyl by elision (cf. Ach. 90, 422, 615, 757), 
and either the first or last part may be an enclitic (cf. Ach. 914, 

1118, Nub. 116, 223). Dactyls divided -|Uv or —-|vlv 
begin, without restriction, with a monosyllable or with the final 
syllable of a word of two or more syllables. Arsis and thesis 
are frequently separated by strong punctuation. Aristophanes 
evidently inclines to these dactyls in the third foot since they 
preserve penthemimeral caesura. Cf. Ach. 89, 1007, Nub. 207, 
223, 732, 1139, 1174, 1263. The dactyl in the fifth foot is 

generally so composed that the trimeter ends in a tetrasyllabic 
word (vu vu v ), which is often, with comic effect, a proper name. 
Cf. Av. 27, Ach. 254, Hg. 154. There are 93 instances of this. 

Aristophanes deviates from tragic usage in allowing a dactyl 
composed of two words to be divided after the first short syllable 

(—v|v). There are 53 authentic instances, 48 in the first foot 

and 5 in the third. Of. for the first foot Nub. 72, 1219, Ee. 

351,436. The five instances in the third foot, in fact but two, 

all occur in late comedies, Ran. 1436, where the dactyl in fvtw’ 
éyetov is really composed of three words, Ee. 532, Pl. 171= 
174=176. The vulgate text of Av. 182 is now generally 
emended, This dactyl (— u|v) is always followed by an iamb, 

never by a tribrach or anapaest. 
112. The following table shows the distribution of dactyls 

composed of two or three words or parts of words: 

re ili. v. Total. 

In three words —|u/vu_.. : . 56 156 18 230 
In two, divided -|Uv . ; . 264 606 134 1004 
In two, divided —-vlvu . ‘ . 48 5 0 53 

Total divided dactyls : . 3868 767 152 1287 
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113. The anapaest occurs in comedy without restriction in 
the first five places of the spoken trimeter,’ but, as we have seen 

(70), it is virtually excluded from melic iambic verse. In the 
spoken trimeter, which approached as closely as possible to the 
speech of the man in the street, it is simply a reversion to the 
earlier, less settled form of poetic expression that was marked by 
extreme variability of the arsis of the simple foot. See 389, 603. 

114. The following table exhibits the usage of Aristophanes : 

Play. Trim. vu ah ii. iii. iv. Vv. Total. 

Th. 757 286 46+ 49 714+ 13 8+ 4 56+ 25 124 2 193+ 93 
Lys. 711 276 35+ 52 71+ 19 124+ 2 394+ 18 22+ 6 179+ 97 
Ran. 8389 349 49+ 73 754+ 42 11410 51+ 18 154+ 5 201+ 148 
Ee. 895 384 42+ 58 109+ 31 10+10 838+ 18 19+ 4 263+ 121 
Vesp. 752 324 44+ 64 86+ 21 18+ 3 59+ 9 17+ 3 224+ 100 

Ach. 811 352 56+ 44 78+ 20 28+ 8 684+ 15 28+ 7 258+ 94 
Pax 695 3802 24+ 56 66+ 19 20+ 6 59+ 11 31410 200+ 102 

Av. 925 407 62+ 70 94+ 38 13410 60+ 13 30+17 259+ 148 
Pl. 1004 446 62+ 71 91+ 84 224+ 9 824+ 14 44417 3801+ 145 

Nub. 758 360 34+ 61 98+ 28 16+ 7 71+ 16 17412 236+ 124 
fq. 688 354 41+ 65 89+ 15 22412 69+ 9 27+ 5 248+ 106 

495+663 928+280 180+81 697+166 262488 256241278 

8835 3840 1158 1208 261 863 350 3849 

115. The anapaest is a conspicuous feature of the comic 
non-melic trimeter, which might with fitness be called the 
‘anapaestic trimeter, and anapaests (3840) are nearly as common 

as tribrachs and dactyls taken together (4124). One anapaest 
occurs on the average in 2°30 trimeters. So natural is the use 
of this form of foot that in 352 instances, 90 in the first foot, 

96 in the second, 20 in the third, 121 in the fourth, and 25 in 

the fifth, anapaestic scansion is secured by position, the original 
form being a tribrach, as rpodacw in Ey. 466, mpodaciy pev 
"Apyelous pirous nuiv moet. Cf. Hg. 53, Nub. 62, Vesp. 196, 

havo, Ay, 5, Le 700,11 00: 
116. Anapaests contained in one word (117) number 2562. 

In 919 of these, about one-third, the word is a trisyllable. This 

form of the anapaest preponderates in the first foot, 279 in 495, 
and is very common in the fourth, 270 in 698. Cf. Ach. 26, 

31, 113, 134, Ran. 85, 91,137, 156. Of the remaining 1643 

anapaests contained in one word, 1027 begin a word which over- 
laps the following foot (cf. Ach. 160, Av. 439, Lys. 146, PI. 

846), 465 end a word which overlaps the preceding foot (cf. Zh. 

1 Tt occurs also as a vagary twice in Here the anapaest points the metrical 
the sixth foot, Ran. 1203 and 1231. jest. Cf. 1197 ff. 
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65, 162, 214, 237), 151 are contained in words which overlap 

both the following and the preceding foot (cf. Av. 125, 201, 
1249, 1301). Aristophanes uses the anapaest contained in one 

word sparingly in i., as he does the tribrach (101) and the 
dactyl (109). This is due to the same desire to maintain 
penthemimeral caesura. He allows it in iii, in case of an 
anapaest overlapping forward oftener than in other cases, because 
this commonly produces hephthemimeral caesura. Cf. Ach. 518, 
536, 624, 765. The trisyllabie tribrach in iii. tends to produce 
medial caesura, which was rhythmically objectionable. Cf. Ach. 
499, 526, 535, 922. 

117. These facts are summarized in the following table: 

1h il. mb <th7 v. Total. 

Trisyllables . : eo eo 1O: oe 46. 270), (489 919 
Overlap forward. eso e Soha VON Do 145) 1027 
Overlap back : Sy ete hOAcs eae woos 4 4n yc 
Overlap both ways. meer CO On BAZ) GDA Ol 

Total in one word . 495 928 180 698 261 2562 

118. Anapaests composed of two or three words or parts of 
words (119) number 1278. The ratio of these anapaests to 
those contained in one word is about 1:2. This ratio is reversed 

in tribrachs (102, 103) and notably in dactyls (110, 112). The 
parts of a divided anapaest may be connected with one another 
within the anapaest by elision. Cf. Ach. 4, 88, 165, 922, Hy. 
626. In 799 of these divided anapaests, of which 447 are in 

the first foot, the division falls after the second short syllable 
(vu v|—); in the remainder itis U|v — (297) or vju|— (182). 

119. The facts are summarized in the following table: 

re il. Tipe LVS Viens Lo Gauls 

In three words u|u|—. op AS ee iy ot | LS 
Enjtwo, divided ow w)— . . 447 162 50,84 56 799 
In two, divided U]U- . = LOZ Si tee 59 25. (297 

Total divided anapaests . 663 280 81 166 88 1278 

120. Anapaests divided V u|— may be classified as follows: 
i. The dissyllabic prepositions azo, dua, él, Kata, pera, 

Tapa, wepi, vo, may begin an anapaest in any of the first 
five feet. Cf Ach. 8, 39, 72, 141, 164, 195, 262, 866. 

1 See in particular Hermann’s Epitome, viii. ff.; Bernhardi, De incisionibus, 245 ff. 
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ii. The word Aca in oaths may begin an anapaest in the 
second and fourth feet, rarely in the third and fifth. Cf. Mud. 

1239, Ran. 41, 164, 285, 288, 738, 863, 1433. 
iii. Any other word that consists of two short syllables may 

begin an anapaest in any of the first five feet, if a pause in sense 
precedes. Such words are éte, drt, iva (Ach. 516, 535, Hy. 14); 
hépe, AaBE, Exe, aye, UL (Ach. 584, 831, Av. 809, 935, Ran. 

519); and dissyllabic forms of ris (£y. 728, Pax 104). Less 
common are Goa, OOev, O7ep, Tobev, Tay; dpa, atap, Ett, TAY, 

mavu, Toru, Taxv, TOTe. Some exceptions to the restriction of 
a pause In sense occur. Ch Av. 54, 134, Tho 922) Ranwetse: 

and (dissyllabie enclitics) Vesp. 947, Ran. 170 (twes éx). In the 
first foot, arsis may be separated from thesis by punctuation. 
Cf. Vesp. 816, Pax 926, 930, Av. 22. In other feet this licence 

is exceptional. Cf. Nub. 664 (pépe; mas), Lys. 731, Th. 219, 
Ran. 483. 

iv. The dissyllabic arsis of the anapaest may consist of the last 
two syllables of an wnelided word of three or more syllables, but 
examples of this anapaest are relatively rare." It appears 
chiefly in the second and fourth feet. Cf. in the second foot 
Av. 1022, 1228, 1363, Lys. 124, 746, He. 1027, Pl. 476; in 
the fourth Ach. 107, 1078, 7h. 637, Ran. 754. The caesura 

of the verse (130 ff.) is generally so disposed that the parts of 
the anapaest are not separated, but in two cases in the fourth 
foot (Pax 233, Av. 1226) the arsis and thesis are separated 
by a pause. This anapaest rarely occurs in the third and fifth 
feet. Cf. Nub. 73, Pax 1195 (in both the vulgate has been 

corrected), Pl. 942. 
121. Anapaests divided U|v — or v|v|— may be classified 

as follows : 
i. The monosyllabic forms of the article 0, rév, 76, ta and 

short monosyllabic prepositions may begin the anapaest. Cf. Ach. 
481, 498, Hq. 84, 120, 646, Nub. 1188. 

ii. The interrogatives tis, ri, the forms és, 6v, 6, a, of the 

relative, also wé and oé€ when accented, ov, and pwd in the 

formula pa A’, may begin the anapaest, if a pause in sense 

precedes. Of. Hg. 1046, Nub. 22, Vesp. 142, 158, Av, 90, 

1 This polysyllabic word always has had previously banned many of the 
dactylic close (—v»), and Hermann examples, and subsequent editors have 
condemned the anapaest thus formed ‘emended’ them freely. 
(Epitome, § 154). Bentley and Elmsley 
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982, 1021, 1685, Ran. 47,171, He. 440,550. Some exceptions 

to the restriction of a pause in sense occur. Cf. Vesp. 815, Pax 
930, Av. 20, 847, Lys. 131, Ran. 749. The formula wa AZ is a 

notable exception (cf. Ach. 88, 461, 966, Nub. 694), and it may 

be separated by a strong pause from the final syllable of the 
anapaest (cf. Paw 930, He. 551). The two short syllables of the 
arsis, whether the form be vu|v — or u|v|—, may not be separated 
by punctuation. The sole exception is found in the first foot of 
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Ach. 750. The second word in the anapaest, whether mono- 

syllabic or dissyllabic, may not be an enclitic. The only 

exceptions have the form v|v|— and they are rare. The com- 
bination ti zor (ti moO’) occurs six times, as in Hg. 97, Nub. 
187; 6 re occurs twice, He. 998, Pl. 349; and finally &€ rv, in 

dialect, in #g. 1225. 
iii. The first syllable of the arsis of the anapaest may be the final 

syllable of an wnelided word of two or more syllables." Examples 
of this anapaest in lil and v. are rare (cf. Hg. 26, 121, Nwd. 
1192, Av. 90, 93, Lys. 927), but its occurrence in ii. and iv. 

cannot be said to be infrequent, if we take into account how 

small relatively the total number of anapaests divided after the 
first short syllable is in these positions, 118 in i. and 82 in 
iv., including those now under discussion. When this anapaest 
occurs in the second foot, the trimeter generally has penthe- 
mimeral caesura as the primary pause within the verse (Ach. 6, 

Nub. 684, Par 48, Av. 79, 843, Lys. 44, Th. 946, 1184, Ran. 

847, 1393), sometimes hepthemimeral (Av. 114, 144, 1024, 

Th. 1198), twice (Nub. 1221, Vesp. 25) octahemimeral (137), 
and the parts of the anapaest are not separated. Only two 

exceptions occur (Ach. 178, Ran. 1462), on which see 138, 
note. When, on the other hand, this anapaest occurs in the 

fourth foot, its dissyllabic arsis is generally divided by hephthe- 

mimeral caesura (Ach. 912, Hg. 208, Nub. 62, 214, Vesp. 1369, 

Pax 187, 415, Av. 40, 1495, Ran. 1220, 1307, He. 146, 167, 
428). Less often the trimeter has penthemimeral caesura (Av. 

1 The anapaests in this subdivision 
and the following subdivision have been 
vigorously discussed and many of them 
have been ‘emended’ out of existence. 
See Bernhardi, De incisionibus, 246 ff. 
and 262 ff.; Elmsley on Ach. 178 
(Auctarium) ; Enger, Lysistrata, xviii. ff. 
Most of the verses that have been 

brought under discussion are here cited. 
Some of them are objectionable on other 
accounts than the suspected anapaest, 
the true reading of some others is now 
furnished by the manuscripts, but whole- 
sale correction, merely because the 
rhythm is supposed to be objectionable, 
is not to be countenanced. 
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441, 1614, Lys. 768, Ran. 652, 658), once (Lys. 838) tri- 
emimeral (138), and once (ub. 70) octahemimeral (137). 

iv. In the same category with the preceding belong anapaests 
of which the first syllable is a monosyllabic enclitic or 8é, dy or 
yap, since these monosyllables adhere closely to the preceding 
word. Cf. in the second foot Nub. 876, Av. 847, Ran. 107, 
1281, each with penthemimeral caesura. In Pl. 1173 the pause 
is hephthemimeral, in Pl. 664 medial (137), in Th. 469 tetre- 
mimeral (137). When this anapaest occurs in the fourth foot - 
the caesura is generally penthemimeral (Av. 78, Th. 173, 

Ran. 77, Ec. 998), once hephthemimeral, with division of the 

arsis (Lys. 760). This anapaest does not occur in the third 
foot and rarely in the fifth. Cf. Av. 23, He. 219. 

122. It should be observed, finally, that the last remaining 
syllable or last remaining two syllables of elided polysyllabie 

words may freely begin an anapaest in the second or fourth 
foot, even with interior punctuation ; less freely in the third and 

fifth. Cf. in the second foot, Ho. 11, Nub. 849, Av. 442, 1026, 

1222, 1638, Lys. 45, Ran. 1407, Pl. 1191; in the fourth, Ach. 

613, Nub. 66, 70, Vesp. 969, Th. 472, 926, Ran. 118, He. 1011; 
in the third, Wub. 3, 630, 749, Pl. 1085; in the fifth, Pax 31, 
Av. 956. 

123. Relatively few tribrachs, dactyls and anapaests are 
composed in comedy wholly or in part of proper names. There 

occur 196 such tribrachs, 100 dactyls and 340 anapaests. Of 
these 8 tribrachs, 4 dactyls and 54 anapaests are each a tri- 
syllabic word. 

124. Combinations of two or three trisyllabic feet in a single 
trimeter frequently occur. Twelve hundred and sixty-nine of 

2654 tribrachs, 723 of 1470 dactyls, 2025 of 3840 anapaests, 
are found each in a trimeter that contains at least one other 
trisyllabic foot. The combinations of trisyllabic feet in Aristo- 
phanes are set forth in the following table,” in which the columns 
designate in order: I. the feet that are combined; 11. the total 
number of times the combination occurs; U1. the most frequent 

arrangement in the combination, the feet of the trimeter in which 
it occurs being named in the order of 1, and in parenthesis the 

1 yéy does not occur in this use in the completed and corrected. See his 7yi- 
trimeters of Aristophanes. meter, 617 ff. 

2 Rumpel’s statement of facts has been 
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number of times it occurs; Iv. an example; v. the arrangement 
next in order of frequency ; VI. an example. 

I II. Ill IV. Vic Vi. 

vuvyvvuY 142 2,4 (86) Vesp. 61 Me 4 (19) Ey. 1161 

_ ee 59 1,3 (41) Lys. 235 3,5 (11) Vesp. 163 
J 405 2,4 (108) Ach. 54 1,2 (80) He. 277 
vur-yuVY 549 1,4 (118) Zh. 483 2,4(110) Ran. 1466 
. Saaee 245 2,3 (90) Ach. 625 1,3 (61) Par 896 
Ei es 9 225 3,2 (60), Vesp. 12 1,4 (57) Pax 661 
INI ia NT NA SY CEN 54 fi, 2,4(24) Ach. 833 2, 4,5(7) Ach. 1087 

IU hg NT AE IN SINE 26 ily 2,4(16) Eq. 627 lig 2,3(3) Ach. 750! 

SPE NT mag: NIB NF!) SANTIS, 46 li, 2,4(14) Av. 55) li 4,2(7) Ee. 121 

IO aint RT CS RS) A 5, 13 (3) Av. 1568 4, 1,5(1) Pax 3622 

NONI INS NSE a NSN NS, ay l, 2,3(21) iq. 84 Ih 5,3(3) Ach. 250 

Se INS NA yg SNF Ng ONY 16 3 2,4 (5) ihe 91 ue 2,4(4) iq. 5 

mee eee oe. 10" 3, 5:2 (3) Bg. 1007 1, 3)2(2) Wud. 256 
Vyu—-,yuv,—-vv: 40 1,2,3(10) Vesp. 944 2,4,3(5) Ach. 1588 

Three tribrachs occur in Ach. 1022, 1054, Nubd. 638, 642, 

Vesp. 185, Th. 1191; three dactyls in Nub. 213 ; four anapaests 
in Lys. 864, Pl. 815; five in Vesp. 979. Combinations in the 
same verse of four trisyllabic feet of which at least two have 
different metrical form occur in Ach. 244, Hg. 1227, Nub. 173, 

1244, Pax 431, 1221, Av. 840, Lys. 47, Ran. 8, 101. 

125. When two trisyllabic feet are combined in the same 
trimeter, they are generally separated by an intervening foot or 

feet, and in this position all nine possible combinations occur : 
tribrach followed by tribrach, by dactyl, by anapaest ; dactyl 
followed by dactyl, by tribrach, by anapaest; anapaest followed 

by anapaest, by tribrach, by dactyl. When, however, the two feet 

are juxtaposed, limitations occur. Dactyl with dactyl is then an 
impossible arrangement, and two others, tribrach with anapaest, 

vuvvuv-, and dactyl with anapaest, -V.UvU-, were 

avoided, since the combination of a resolved thesis with a dissy]- 
labic arsis, in this order, was rhythmically unsatisfactory. It 
was for this reason that the Greek poets avoided the proceleus- 
matic dactyl, v v v v (834). Inthe trimeter, the rhythm became 
still less satisfactory if an irrational arsis preceded the objection- 

able combination, and therefore —- UU ww -— occurs less often 

than wv sww—, but both are rare. These are the famous 

1 Also 2, 3, 4 (3) Ran. 838. Ran. 176; 3, 1 
5 (1 

3 , 5 (1) Ey. 1873. 
BAO MeS: ) Lys. 997 ; 2, 3,5 (1) 3 Also 1, 4, 3 (5) Vesp. 1005. 

E 
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forbidden combinations which have been the subject of great dis- 

cussion, since Dawes first pronounced against them.’ See the 
editors on the following passages, which have all been brought 
into the discussion at one time or another. Many emendations 

by Bentley and his successors have subsequently been confirmed 
by authority of the manuscripts. For ».vcvvUv-, see Ach. 
47, 68,190, 867, 928; Hg. 32, 134; Nub. 663, 845; Vesp. 
1169, 1356; Pax 246; Av. 108, 444, 1011, 1283, 1506, 
1693; Lys. 923, 1002, 1148; Thesm. 100, 285, 730, 1203; 
Ee. 162,315; Plut.179,1011. For —-V vv v -, see Ach. 18, 
144, 615, 733; Vesp. 961; Pax 900; Lys. 203 Ran. 473; 

551; Plut. 145, 178, 204. 

SPOKEN AND MELIC TRIMETERS COMPARED 

126. There are 76 melic iambic trimetrical cola in the extant 

plays of Aristophanes,’ according to the analyses of his odes made in 
this book. The count excludes protracted, acephalous and catalectic 

cola. Sixteen have one long arsis, 1 in 4°8; 32 have two, 1 in 

2:4; 11 have three, 1 in 6°9. The total number of irrational 

metres is 113, 49°6 per cent. The total number of trimetrical 
cola in which one or more metres are irrational is 59. There are 

27 resolved feet, on the average one in 2°8 cola, but all but four 

of these are tribrachs which are distributed as follows: 

Total. 

4419 

Cola. wou i. ii. iil. iv. v. 

76 23 240 O+10 1+3 146 0+0 

Four tribrachs consist of trisyllabic words; two have the 

division v vlv, four v/v/v. The dactyl occurs three times 
(Vesp. 886, Ran. 266, He. 914); the anapaest but once (Vesp. 
886). Five cola contain each two trisyllabic feet, one has four 
(Ach. 1191). 

127. It is obvious that the virtual exclusion of the anapaest 

1 Dawes, Miscellanea, 253 ff. ; Her- 
mann, Hlementa, 126 ff. ; Reisig, Con- 
tectanca, 11 ff.; Dobree, Addenda to 
Porson’s Notae in Aristophanem, 111 ff. ; 
Rossbach, Spec. Metrik,? 227 ff., who 
seeks to establish the proceleusmatic as 
a legitimate foot in the comic trimeter. 

2 Ach. 279, 364 f. (2), 391 f. (2), 
492 f. (2), 1158, 1170, 1191-3 (2), 
TNO SM fn (2) sl 2OS eee TS teen (2), 
1216, 1218, 1220, 1222, 1224; Nub. 
709 f. (2), 1156 f. (2), 1161, 1808, 1311, 

1345, 13847, 1349, 1391, 1393, 1395 ; Vesp. 
729, 731, 748, 745, 868 f. (2), 885 f. 
(2); Av, 228 f. (2), 417, 480; Lys. 288, 
298, 1299, 13806; Zh. 369, 679, 718, 
958, 975, 983, 985 ; Ran. 266, 268, 402, 
408, 413, 418, 421, 424, 427, 430, 433, 
436, 489; Ec. 480, 914, 920; Plut. 
807, 314. See Zielinski’s differentiation 
of lyric; ositrapic 4 sandu“comicns 
trimeters in his Gliederung, 292 f. 
His method is not followed in this 
book. 
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from the melic trimeter is the most important mark of difference 
between melic and spoken trimeters (113). The next significant 
difference is the sparing use of the dactyl (108). The tribrach, 
on the other hand, holds its place, one tribrach in 3°3 cola (100). 
Irrational metres also abound, as in the spoken trimeter (97). 

128. But it happens that the percentage of irrational metres 
in these 76 cola is somewhat lower than in melic iambic cola in 
general in comedy. A second, broader means of comparison is 
secured by grouping all the melic iambic cola found in the eleven 
plays, excluding those that are protracted or acephalous. These 
cola, including of course the 76 trimetrical cola that served as 
the basis of the first comparison, number 611, and they contain 
1100 complete metres, roughly equivalent to 367 trimetrical cola. 
The anapaest occurs only six times, once in the equivalent of 61 
trimeters; the dactyl 23 times, once in 16. But the tribrach is 

found 122 times, on the average once in 3 trimeters, and there 
are 618 irrational metres in the 1100, or 56 percent. The per- 
centage in spoken trimeters is 62 (97). 

129. It is apparent that the irrational metre abounds in 
comic iambic verse, both sung and spoken. The poet, however, 
skilfully varies its use in melic verse. In the processional in 
Ran. 384 ff. (89) the retarding effect of the irrational metres 
(77 per cent) is marked. The metrical tone of this ode is strik- 

ingly similar to that of the anapaestic lyric that precedes it. 

- Even in the Song at the Bridge (Aan. 416 ff, 80) irrational metres 
- greatly preponderate (70 per cent). The tone of the monody of 
Dicaeopolis (Ach. 263 ff, 90) is lighter and the use of irrational 
metres is diminished (53 per cent). When we pass this limit we 
come within the range of parody and paratragedy. Cf. Av. 851 ff. 

(93), 405 ff. (290), Ach. 1190 ff (599, and see 598). It is 
instructive to compare the iambic lyrics of Aeschylus, composed 
almost wholly of rational and protracted metres, with those of 
Aristophanes, who uses protraction sparingly but, since he is a 
comic poet, irrational metres in abundance. 

CAESURA IN THE TRIMETER 

130. The spoken trimeter is a colon and can be rendered 
continuously without difficulty (22), but it is in constant use in 

the drama, and a single mode of rendering it would have made 
the dialogue of comedy, in particular, intolerably monotonous. A 
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pause, therefore, was developed within the colon, such as is found 

in the English heroic line and is natural to all spoken verse, 
which produced variety by introducing a double instead of a 
single cadence. ‘This pause followed a complete word, which 
might however be elided, and its place in the verse was deter- 
mined with due attention to the thought. This fact, which is 
sometimes overlooked, is emphasized by the anonymous writer in 
Studemund’s Anecdota Varia (215. 24 f.), in his discussion of the 

pauses of the dactylic ‘hexameter’: toa d¢ Tov otiyov eat 6 
TOTOS 0 OEeLKVUS ev péo@ TOD ETroUS SidvoLaY, oTIYypHY erriTNSELws 
NapBavoveav. Compare his repeated use of the phrase 7d vonua 
in the passage quoted in 360. Aristides (53 M., 34. 21 ff. J.) 
records two alternative pauses of the trimeter, the penthemimeral, 
which follows the arsis of the third simple foot, vu -v—- 

v!-u- v-v-, and the hephthemimeral, which generally 

follows the arsis of the fourth foot, ».-Vv- Vv-vi- v-v-, 
but sometimes divides it, »-YU- Yv-viy- vr-eu-. 

131. These are the chief but not the only caesuras of the 
trimeter, notwithstanding the reported opinion of Hephaestion 
(229. 15 ff.). The ancient actor, like the modern, studied and 

tested his poet’s lines and determined the appropriate place -for 
the pause with due regard for thought and rhythm. He doubt- 
less often rendered the trimeter without pause, when the logical 
connexion of its parts was close or involved, especially if the 

sentiment justified rapid delivery. On the other hand, two pauses 
sometimes occur, one generally stronger than the other, producing 
a triple cadence. It was possible to secure great variety of 
effect in rendering the trimeter.’ 

132. Caesura and diaeresis (56) are peculiar to spoken, melo- 
dramatic and recitative verse. It is obvious that a pause had no 

place within a melic subordinate period, which in comedy was 
generally sung by twelve voices, often in accompaniment to a 
dance. Virtual equality in length of rhythmical elements was 

necessarily observed in the melic period, but a pause that facilitated 

rendering might be introduced into a verse that was spoken or 
recited by a single voice, without seriously disturbing its rhythm, 
precisely as in English blank verse. A final pause, furthermore, 
of the same nature as that which accompanied caesura and 
diaeresis, followed the non-melic verse. A pause which had the 

1 For tragedy, see Goodell’s Bisected Trimeters, 148 ff. 
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value of at least a primary time certainly followed tetrameters, 
which are all catalectic, but a pause must have occurred also 

after the iambic trimeter and dactylic ‘hexameter.’ One evidence 
of this is the constant but wholly irregular occurrence of 
the variable syllable and of apparent hiatus at the close of 

the trimeter and hexameter, implying separation of the verses 

generally. A second proof is the fact itself that these non-melic 
verses allow caesura. Most trimeters, for example, admit a pause 

somewhere within the verse to facilitate rendering, The thought 
expressed in many of these verses, that end in a syllable that is 
not affected by hiatus and is long by nature, is brought to such a 
conclusion at the end of the verse as naturally to require a follow- 

ing pause, indicated in the modern printed text by punctuation. 
It is not credible that the pause natural to such a close should 

have been ignored, while the pause within the verse was observed. 
The identity of the spoken trimeter, indeed, as a rhythmical unit 

would have been lost in a succession of trimeters thus rendered. 
But a single trimeter may on occasion be followed by a pause 
that is very brief, or it may even directly overlap the following 
trimeter, just as some verses lack caesura. Compare verses that 
end with é7z (Ach. 170, 189, 375, 502), dmrws (Ach. 26, Hg. 211, 
Nub. 887, 1107, 1181), éwed (Nub. 781, 1470, Vesp. 79, 1164, 
1393), wa (Hq. 8, Nub. 196, Vesp. 845), or some similar word. 

133. This fact of a final pause bears upon the question of the 
extent to which logical relations should determine the position of 
the caesura within a given trimeter or even effect its rejection. 
Sense and pause, whether inner or final, generally coincide, but a 

pause may occur that breaks the continuity of the thought. 
Tetrameters furnish evidence of this. Every trochaic tetrameter, 

for example, is followed by a pause due to catalexis, but such a 
tetrameter is sometimes closely connected in meaning with the 
tetrameter that follows. Cf. Ach. 239, 311, 313, 329, 706, 

714. The pause also that follows the melodramatic iambic tetra- 

meter, which is intimately related to the trimeter in form (173) 
and mode of rendering, often separates words that are logically 
closely connected. Of. Hy. 354,432, 435, 844, 850, 852, 860, 

861, 862, 868, 869, etc. The same separation is seen in tri- 

meters. Cf. Ach. 7, 13, 19, 21, 23, 28, 37, etc. The signifi- 

eance of these examples is not to be ignored. The practical 

conclusion which they justify is that, while due regard is to be 
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paid to the thought in determining caesuras in the trimeter, any 
separation of words logically connected that the poet permits at 
the end of the verse is to be allowed within it, if required by 

caesura. 
134, Caesura consequently may divide not only sentences, 

phrases and parts of speech that are connected by coordinate 
conjunctions, as well as principal and subordinate sentences 
connected by subordinate conjunctions and relatives, but also 

verb and object, verb and subject, verb and dependent infinitive, 
verb and adverb or adverbial phrase, noun and adjective or 

dependent genitive, noun and appositive, noun or pronoun and 
participle, subject and predicate, and the like. Caesura is thus 

seen to be an independent and significant phenomenon of non- 

melic verse. Nevertheless, its place in the verse is not to be 
determined by a merely mechanical observance of word-endings. 

A word ends with the arsis of the third simple foot in 71 of the 
first 100 verses of the Acharnians (excluding 43, 61, 100), with 

the arsis of the fourth simple foot in 46 of these 100 verses, in 

both places in 25 of the 71 and 46. Only eight verses, there- 

fore, occur in which neither the third nor the fourth arsis is the 

close of a word (31, 37, 51, 71, 74, 78, 83, 96), but it does not 

follow that 92 of these trimeters are best rendered with either a 

penthemimeral or a hephthemimeral pause. 
135. It is to be noted, as a general rule, first, that a pause 

must not be made before an enclitic, or a recessive word, such as 

pep, O€, yap, av, closely connected with what precedes and not 

admissible at the beginning of a trimeter; secondly, that it must 
not be placed after a progressive word closely connected with 
what follows, such as the article, a preposition when it precedes 
its case, xat (and), ov (proclitic), wn (progressive), and in general 

any word that on account of its progressive force is avoided at 
the close of the verse; thirdly, that it must not be placed between 
the two short syllables of the resolved thesis of the tribrach or 
‘dactyl’ in the trimeter. Of the first 100 verses of the 
Acharnians, therefore, 12, 32, 55, 102 cannot be given the 

penthemimeral pause, nor 39, 80, 97 the hephthemimeral. 
136. The penthemimeral is the prevailing pause in the 

trimeter; only second to it in importance is the hephthemimeral ; 
but there are nine verses in the first 100 trimeters in the 
Acharnians that admit neither of these pauses, verse 12 in which 
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the third arsis is followed by an enclitic, and the fourth ends 
within a word, and the eight cited above (134). These are not 
singular; 59 such verses occur in the first 400 trimeters in the 
Acharnians, about one-half of the total number of trimeters in 

the play. The second metre of a verse of this class is either 
divided at the middle or is wholly without division. 

137. Trimeters that do not admit either the penthemimeral 
or the hephthemimeral pause may have medial caesura, the pause 

occurring at the middle of the verse, vy -U- v-ly- v-v-. 
Cf Ach. 139, 170, 172, 409, 434, 499. Or the caesura may 

be tetremimeral, Vy — Vv -|W —- vv — Uv -—w -, the pause following 
the first metre, so that the verse is divided into monometer and 

dimeter, as in 47, 51, 71. Cf also 163, 382. Or the caesura 

may be octahemimeral, v-V- Y-—v-|u—v-, so that the 
division is into dimeter and monometer. Cf. 465, 905, 1021. 

The octahemimeral pause may occur also in a verse in which 
penthemimeral caesura, if observed, is secondary. Cf. 54, 105, 

186, 254, 430, 451, 452, 473. The tetremimeral pause like- 
wise may occur in a verse in which the hephthemimeral pause, if 
observed, is secondary. Cf. 48, 176, 437. 

138. The penthemimeral and hephthemimeral pauses so 
divice the trimeter that the second rhythmical phrase always 
begias strongly with a thesis. Much less frequent are the 
medal, tetremimeral, and octahemimeral pauses, after which the 

folloving phrase, dimeter, hemistich, monometer, begins with an 
arsis Two other pauses sometimes occur that are in the same 

class with penthemimeral and hephthemimeral pauses, since the 
caestra follows an arsis, the triemimeral following the second 
arsis, i v|- VSM Sy ay 2S in Ach. 24, eae 145, 

179, 257, 405, 461, 484, 485) and the cretic, which is less 
frequent, following the fifth arsis,s »-U- Yv-v- vi-v-,as 
in Ah. 753, 771, 782, 815, 910, 1065. We even find verses 

with a pause well defined by the sense after the first thesis, 

es ee eres er Sascimited 94110,.445, 450; 464; 
or kss often after the fifth »-Vv- uw-v- v-|vu-, as 
in 134, 262, 406. Even the first arsis, or part of it if it is 

dissyllabic (750 !), may be separated from the remainder of the 

1In Ach. 178 the triemimeral pause Elmsley reads éc7’, but see the cases of 
diviles the dissyllabic second arsis, ri 6’ similar division in the fourth foot cited 
Ecru ;—éyo pév detpd cor orovdas dépwv. in 121, ili. 
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verse, as in 44, 106, 108. So o& in the thesis at the end of 

the trimeter, as in 46, 421. The pauses after or within the first 

arsis and before a final thesis are secondary, and if appreciably 
observed must have been very brief. 

139. Two pauses in one trimeter give it a triple cadence, but 

verses of this kind are comparatively rare in Aristophanes. Cf. 
Ach. 2, 402, 408, 410, 417, 470,471, 473. Each of these has 

either penthemimeral or hephthemimeral caesura combined with 
one of the other pauses mentioned above. Other combinations . 
are possible, but verses are very rare that have both penthe- 

mimeral and hephthemimeral caesura. Perhaps Ach. 53 should 
be thus rendered with a pause before and after the vocative. In 
verses that might admit both, if mechanically divided, one pause 
is generally strongly demanded by the sense to the exclusion of 
the other, as the penthemimeral pause excludes the hephtke- 
mimeral in 13, 57, 86, 89, 93, the hephthemimeral the penthe- 

mimeral in 27, 34, 50, 75. The hephthemimeral caesara 

excludes the penthemimeral likewise in 16, 36, 82, if the logical 

connexion of words is regarded. Hephthemimeral caesuri is 
excluded from 2, because the sense demands cretic ending, and 
probably also from 5, because all that here follows the perthe-. 
mimeral caesura is a single paratragedic combination of the 
nature of a quotation. If the rendering of 11, 24, 93 is 

determined by logical relations, 11 and 24 have triemineral 
caesura and cretic ending, 98 triemimeral caesura and ianbic 
ending, but the last pause in each is secondary and may ave 
been ignored, 

140. It is now impossible to determine how freely the ictor 
may have used a triple cadence. That most spoken trimeters 

had each at least one caesura is not to be doubted. The 
penthemimeral and hephthemimeral pauses were so important 

that, as we have seen (133), they might break the continuity of 
the thought. It is possible that the logical relation of words 
was, in general, a consideration so subordinate to the maintenance 

of the flow of the rhythm that a secondary pause required by the 
thought may often have been ignored. ‘Two opposite tendercies 
would then be active, one to establish a main pause, the other to 

disregard a subordinate pause, but both operating to effect 
harmonious rendering. The result would be to abridge the ise 

of the secondary pause. Trimeters with three interior pauses «re 
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very rare. When merely enumeratory, the rhythmical effect 
is not displeasing. Perhaps Ach. 30, 31 should be thus rendered. 
Cf. 551, 554, 1090, 1092, and Plut. 190,191,192. Whena 
verse is divided between two speakers into four parts the effect 
is so odd as to be in itself eminently comical, which is the 

poet’s intention. Cf. Hy. 999, 1161, Nub. 219, Vesp. 48, Pax 

198, 268, Ran. 40, 56, 306, 312. The only instance of this in 

tragedy is Soph. Phil. 753. Rhythm can hardly be affirmed of a 
verse such as Ach. 46, the only trimeter of its kind in Aristophanes. 

141. Pauses are observed without regard to elision. Cf. for 
the penthemimeral pause, Ach. 155, 247, 403, 408, 460, 609; 

for the hephthemimeral, 50, 165, R522 Fok. 891, FOOT!’ The 

last involves aspiration, as in Nwb. 1270, Pax 275. The dis- 

regard of elision is a curious phenomenon, from the point of view 

both of rhythm and of thought.’ 
142. The trimeter of comic dialogue with its varied cadences, 

which are comparable in spoken verse with melody in verse that 
was sung, cannot have been a monotonous line. It made serious 

but stimulating demand on the skill of the ancient actor. 

143. It is certain that no two ancient actors would have rendered 
any considerable number of trimeters in just the same manner, much 
less are any two moderns likely to agree. Nevertheless it is worth 
while to attempt to apply the principles deduced in the foregoing 
discussion to a concrete case, and the first 100 verses of the 
Acharnians will serve the purpose. The figures in italic type 
indicate half-feet. The odd numbers signify arses; the even, theses. 
It will be remembered that the thesis of the tribrach and dactyl and 
the arsis of the anapaest in the trimeter are each dissyllabic. 

Thus 5 signifies that a verse has penthemimeral pause ; 4:5, that 
it has tetremimeral and octahemimeral. ? signifies an alternative. 
tee oT. S97 10, 13, 44.915. 17, 185. 29).33, 38% 39, 

41, 42, 45, 49, 52, 57, 58, 59, 62, 63, 65, 66, 70? 72, 73, 77, 80% 
545,89) S075, 69, 69, 95, 97,9872 101, 103. 
Ngee IS 2696. 27.28, 32, 34 35, 36, 44, 50, 

53, 55, 56% 607? 67, 68, 69, 75, 79? 82, 90, 92, 94, 95, 99, 102. 
None :-—9 ? 12% 37% 39% 60, 63? 70, 76, 79, 80, 83, 91, 103% 
62— 374 7e0G:) | 22— 20, 319 47,48, 51,56, 71, 76% 3:-— 

9, 12, 40, 54, 74, 81. 3:—11, 24,98? 2:—41 19. 
§:9:—2, 30. §:7:—53? 9:5:—4, 38,64. 3:9:—11% 247 

$:10:—98. 4£:8:—31? 
9:5:9:—30? 2:4:8:—31. 

1 See Goodell’s Bisected Trimeters, 150 f., and Jebb’s Sophocles, The Electra, 201, 
226 (note on vy. 1502), 
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THE TRIMETER IN MENANDER* 

144, Pure trimeters are comparatively rare. Only 18 of 
the 728 trimeters now taken into account are pure, 1 in 40, 

but the number is relatively larger than in Aristophanes, 1 in 

69 (95). 
145. Irrational and trisyllabic feet are common, and verses 

occur in which no foot has iambic form but the last. There 

are five such non-iambic trimeters in Menander, 1 in 146. The | 

ratio in Aristophanes is 1 in 47°2 (96). 
146. Irrational metres preponderate. Of the 728 trimeters 

of Menander, 199 (131468) have one long arsis, 1 in 3°66; 
327 (211+116) have two, 1 in 2°23; 149 (89+ 60) have 

three, 1 in 4°89. The number of irrational metres is 1300, 

59 per cent. The percentage in Aristophanes is 62 (97). The 

number of trimeters in which one or more metres are irrational 

is 675. 
147, The 1300 irrational feet are distributed as follows (cf. 

97): 
ie i IE ° 

‘ Spondaic’ feet . . 858 49-2 400 549 376 51°64 
‘Dactylic’ feet . SGT OTS 64. TSB spe PaRSEe 

Total irrational feet 425 584 464 63°7 411 56°45 

148. Resolved feet, tribrach and ‘dactyl, occur on the 

average oftener than in every other trimeter, 1 in 1:88. The 

ratio in Aristophanes is 1 in 2°14 (98). 
149, The distribution of the various forms of the foot that 

are found in the 728 trimeters is as follows (cf. 99) : 

i. i. ili. iv. v. vi. 1 

606 279 728 Tambs_ . : LTD O80) B26 
Tribrachs ey SD UN VROeey lk lel 0 
‘Spondees ’ 2 1908) ieee 400 2 oe 0 
‘Dactyls’ : : CuO A heuk? MOL.” pace MUEOD 0 
Anapaests 211493.) 05) G20) 1 Dia ad 0 

728° 728 728 T28°°128" 128 

1 The statements and tables in this 
section, which necessarily are summary, 
are based on 728 trimeters of assured 
metrical form that are found in the 
four plays of the Cairo MS. published 
first by Lefebvre in 1907 and recently 
by Capps. See also Korte’s Menandrea. 

For a more extended treatment of the 
subject of this section, see the Editor’s 
Tambic Trimeter in Menander, and on 
the usage of the poets of the Middle 
and New Comedy in general Perschinka, 
De mediae et novae comoediae trimetro 
tambico. 
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150. By resolution of the theses of iambs, the tribrach may 
occur in any of the first five feet. The following table exhibits 

the usage of Menander (cf. 100) : 

Trim. wou re li. lil. iv. ve Total. 

728 999) WSs Jf oo S20 19459.) 0-1 = 65-2157 

35 ae 28 (i Ll SF e222, 

151. The tribrachs in Menander, 1 in 3°28 trimeters, slightly 
outnumber proportionally those in Aristophanes, 1 in 3°33 (100). 

The difference in distribution is marked in i, iv. and v. In 

Menander the tribrachs in i. and v. outnumber those in 

Aristophanes (the divisor’ is 12) in the ratio of 2 to 1, but in 
iv. the number in Menander is relatively smaller, about 7 to 
9. The tendency in Menander to increase in the number 
of trisyllabic feet in i. relatively to those in Aristophanes holds 
for the dactyl and anapaest as well as for the tribrach. The 
proportion of tribrachs contained in a single word is slightly 
greater in Aristophanes, 32°3 per cent (101), than in Menander, 
29°3 per cent. 

152. The following tables exhibit Menander’s use of tribrachs 
in detail (cf. 102 and 103): 

re 11 Lye LObale 

Trisyllables . yy ie Lon fe Orie coun One bull 
Overlap forward 5 Alita pole OS: See) OM Lo 
Overlap back ; : On G0), Wid ORS 
Overlap both ways I FeOn eis. 4 0 4 

Total in one word. SSG eco we ee 00 

1 Lise liege Lv Vee Loe 

In three words v|u|u pO Op LOM ar oT 
In two, divided vJuv . sel 4aar Toes 9) 28 
In two, divided Vulu. POs is Ome Oo) .0 8 

Total divided tribrachs ia OO" 20 ao) Tl, LT, 

153. By resolution of the theses of irrational feet in a 

trimeter a ‘dactyl’ may occur in any of the odd feet. The 
following table exhibits the usage of Menander (cf. 107): 

Trim. —vu i. lil. Vv. Total. 

728 166 23+44 7457 2433 = 324134 

67 64 oo = 166 

1 Determined by the ratio of tribrachs in Aristophanes to those in Menander, 
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154. The dactyls in Menander, 1 in 4°39 trimeters, in the 
aggregate heavily outnumber those in Aristophanes, 1 in 6°01 tri- 
meters (108). They outnumber those in Aristophanes (the divisor 
is 8°8) relatively also in i, 67 to 52, and in v., 35 to 18, but 

not in ui, 64 to 96. Dactyls contained each in a single word 
are relatively much more numerous in Menander than in 
Aristophanes, 32 to 20. 

155. The following tables exhibit Menander’s use of dactyls 
in detail (cf. 110 and 112): 

1. IN Voelotale 

Trisyllables . : ' SL tO saat 
Overlap forward. 2 a2, OP ORGS 
Overlap back . : ; ste ONTO 0 
Overlap both ways . ! Seek AO Mt 

Total in one word . ; Dae Ne oe, 

i iit. | va.) etal 

In three words —|u|vu . : une Oe lAe geo aes 
In two, divided —|Uv . ; : e208) 42) 28a geoS 
In two, divided — vlvu . : : fold Sc TLe Oem lees 

Total divided dactyls . 44 57 33 134 

156. Menander’s concentration of dactyls contained each in 
one word in i, 23 in 32, or 72 per cent, is noteworthy. 

Aristophanes has 91 in 183, or 50 per cent. 
157. The anapaest is freely used in the first five places of 

the trimeter, and anapaests outnumber both tribrachs and 
dactyls. In 32 instances in Menander anapaestic scansion is 

secured by position, the original form being a tribrach. 
158. The following table exhibits the usage of Menander 

(cf. 114) : 

Trim, vo Is il. lil. iv. V. Total. 

728 256 65+ 28 47+18 1347 40411 2443 189+67 

93 65 20 pili Zi 256 

159. The anapaests in Menander, | in 2°84 trimeters, are not 

so numerous proportionally as those in Aristophanes, 1 in 2°30 
(115), but in i. they outnumber those in Aristophanes (the divisor 
is 15) in the ratio of 93 to 77; in ii. this relation is reversed, 
65 to 81; in the remaining feet the order is the same in both 

poets, iv., v., 1. 

| 
| 
| 
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160. The following tables exhibit Menanders use of 
anapaests in detail (117 and 119): 

i i) Wh iva van svotals 

Trisyllables . Hy fo0) WAY Ove LS Oy 382 
Overlap forward Peo 20), ot (2 PTA Od, 
Overlap back . So) et er a tree erty cae vg) eee allhS) 
Overlap both ways . : Meer Lehto seg tO 7 

Total in one word. eM6b "47/513 40° 24°° 189 

i tein sve | Vee eLotale 

In three words v|u|—_.. eee EO Oe eZ eI: 4 
In two, divided Uv —- .. Paige toh Poe a a0 
In two, divided vJU- . LOR Ow a OD 33 

Total divided anapaests . 28 18 7 11 3 += 67 

161. In Aristophanes the prevailing form of the divided 
anapaest is that composed of two words with division between 
arsis and thesis (vu v|—). This is not the normal form of this 
anapaest in the trimeters of Menander, in which anapaests 

thus divided (Uv v|—) do not equal in number those in which 

the division falls between the two short syllables of the arsis 

Cie) 
162. In none of the 30 anapaests divided uv u|-- does 

Menander begin an anapaest with a dissyllabic enclitic or with 
the last two syllables of an unelided word of three or more 
syllables (120, iii, iv.). A few instances occur in Menander 

of anapaests divided v|~v — or v|v|— that begin with the final 

syllable of an unelided word of two or more syllables, a mono- 
syllabic enclitic or ydp (121, iii, iv.). The editors are 
disposed to emend these. 

163. Combinations of two or three trisyllabic feet in a single 
trimeter occur (124). One hundred and seventeen of 222 
tribrachs, 88 of 166 dactyls, 129 of 256 anapaests, are found 
in trimeters that contain at least one other trisyllabic foot. 

164. The combinations of trisyllabic feet in Menander are 
given in the following table. The figure after the colon indicates 
the number of times the combination occurs in Menander with 

the number of occurrences in the 8835 trimeters of Aristophanes 
added in parenthesis; then a statement of the first four preferred 
combinations is given in a descending scale, with the number of 
times each combination occurs in Menander added in parenthesis. 
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CoMBINATIONS OF TRISYLLABIC FEET 

SOO 16 (142) 2, 4 (8) 3,4°(3) 4, 5 (2) sbr(2) 

vu LZ DE 6 (59) 1, 3 (3) 1, 5 (3) 

YSVEGYUS 18 (405) 1, 4 (5) 2, 4 (5) 2, 5 (8) 1, 2'(2) 

vrvuY: 34 (549) 1, 2 (7) 4, 1 (6) 1, 4 (5) 2, 4 (4) 

w= — UT? 23 (245) 1, 3 (6) 2, 3 (3) 2, 5 (3) 4, 1 (3) 

GG PYG z 26 (225) 1, 3 (4) 1, 4 (4) 3, 1 (3) 3) Ze) ie 

GR GSH GY = (Go) Te Gb) 

vrvuVvVYY A (26)) 12; 22) SG) 23a) 

Ur UY vuvy AW(46) 8; 4.(2)) A 258 lero 210) 

YJoerSyYyYrSVyE IL (7) ths ay 5) (02) 

Qeepg=r HS By Y (C2) We Peed) as Sab) aly 2 & (Ga) i 8 (Gh)= 

vy vvuVvY 2 (UG) hl, AGN) ts, 2 cE Cal) 

vuruVVYY EE OWOY ma eh AG al ise Ayal) abt CEG) ah ay, H(i) 

GE IDGGHIGS AE (CO) Me PCG a (a0) Ae Es) (il) a, BAe (fal) 

FI SOS iL (fib) ley 1G) 

veuvnreaevuyuvyvy: di $= (5) 1, 2, 3, 4 (1) 

165. The famous forbidden combinations, Uv UU vv -— and 

—~vvwvv-, are found in the Cairo MS. of Menander, but the 

trimeters in which they occur arouse suspicion because objection- 
able on other accounts, and have been emended (cf. 125). 

166. The penthemimeral and hephthemimeral pauses occur 

much less often in the trimeters of Menander than in those 
of Aristophanes (130 ff.), because Menander inclines strongly 
to other forms of caesura. He makes great use of the medial 
pause, in particular, which takes its place in the plays of the 
younger poet as a regular form of division on an equality with 
the hephthemimeral. Menander employs the tetremimeral and 
octahemimeral pauses also more frequently, and is very free in 
his use of the triple cadence. His verse is characterized by great 
variety of movement. 

THE TETRAMETER 

167. The catalectic iambic tetrameter is used by Aristophanes 
both as a melic period (76) and also continuously by line in 
recitative and melodramatic composition (77). Its component 

cola, when it is used by line, are generally separated by diaeresis 
(179). 

168. The recitative (59) iambic tetrameter is used by line 

1 Also 5, 2 (8). ZAlso' 2/3, 5° (1) i312: 74575 (eases aul): 
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in the parode,! in exhortations that precede debates,” in other 

hortatory parts of the play,’ and once in a verdict that closes a 

debate. The verses were recited by the leaders of the half- 

choruses, occasionally by an actor,’ but probably never by the 

whole chorus. The recitative tetrameter is characterized, in 

metrical structure, by sparing use of tribrach and dactyl and by 
complete disuse of the anapaest, and it is well adapted to the 
vigorous movement of a chorus that marches into the orchestra 

at steady pace but not with undue haste, as in Vesp. 230-47. 
Compare the counter-use of the recitative trochaic tetrameter 

(245). 
169. Irrational metres abound in recitative tetrameters. 

Only two tetrameters in 155 have no long arsis and both are 
purely iambic; 32 have one long arsis, 1 in 4:84; 70 have two, 
1 in 2°21; 51 have three, 1 in 3:04. Seventy per cent of the 

complete metres are irrational. See the table in 186. 
170. The tribrach occurs 7 times, once in 22 tetrameters: 

Total. 

1+6 

Tetram. Vou 1 ii. lii. iv. Vv. vi. 

Pope O10) bes ~040) Ont )O+L, O+1 

See Vesp. 237, 246, Lys. 281, 373, 374, 539, Pl. 274. No 
tribrach consists of a trisyllabic word, or of three words, and the 

division uv u|u does not occur. 
171. Four dactyls are found, 1 in 39: 

Total. 

1+3 

= UYU 1 ili. Vv. 

0+1 0+3 O+0 

Tetram. 

155 4 

See Lys. 285, 357, Th. 381, Pl. 278. 
172. The anapaest occurs but once, in an emended reading 

that is fairly certain (Zc. 288).° No verse has more than one 

trisyllabic foot. 
173. The melodramatic (59) tetrameter differs notably from 

the recitative both in use and in form. It is found only in 
debates,’ in which feeling runs high and the language is violent, 

1 Vesp. 230-47, Lys. 254-5, 266-70~ 
281-5, 306-18, 350-81, Hc. 285-8, Pl. 
253-89. 

2 Eg. 333-4~ 407-8, 841-2, Nub. 
1034-5, 1351-2 ~ 1397-8, Th. 531-2, Ran. 
905-6. 

3 Pax 508-11, Lys. 467-70~ 471-5, 
539-40, 7h. 381-2, 571-3. 

4 Eq. 457-60. 
5 Notably in Pl. 253-89. 

Pax 508-11 and Ran. 905 f. 
8 "TovNov in Eg. 407 is probably a 

trisyllable, by synizesis. 
7 Eq. 335-66 ~ 409-40, 843-910, Nub. 

1036-84, 1353-85 ~ 1399-1445, Th. 533- 
70, Ran. 907-70. 

Cf. also 
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often approaching Billingsgate. A resolved foot occurs, on the 

average, oftener than in every other line, and the anapaest is 

admitted very freely. The metrical form of this tetrameter 
differs in no material respect from the trimeter of dialogue. See 

the table in 186. 
174. In 362 melodramatic tetrameters eight are purely 

iambic, 1 in 45; four others have no long arsis, but some 

resolved feet. Two ‘non-iambic’ lines occur (£g. 893, Th. 567). 
Irrational metres abound. Seventy-five tetrameters have one - 
long arsis, 1 in 4°83; 171 have two, 1 in 2°12; 104 have three, 
1 in 3:48. Sixty-seven per cent of the complete metres are 

irrational. 

175. The tribrach occurs 107 times, once in 3°4 tetrameters: 

Tetram. Uv i. li. iii. iv. Vv. vi. Total. 

8691) 107!) Pel 19493 045 15413 125 (54°35) -25e- 82 

Eight of the 25 tribrachs that consist of one word overlap the 

preceding foot. Seven consist of trisyllabic words. Three of the 

82 that consist of two or three words or parts of words have the 

division U Ulu, all in the sixth foot (Hg. 893, Nub. 1056, 1440). 

In the 18 tetrameters that have a tribrach in the fourth foot, 

diaeresis (179) is neglected in 13.’ i 

176. The dactyl occurs 48 times, 1 in 7°5 tetrameters : 

Total. 

9+39 
Tetram. —vvu i iii. v. 

362) 48° 3210) (32218) 3-19 

None of the words constituting the 9 dactyls contained each in 
a single word are trisyllabic. In two instances (Wub. 1052, 1372) 

the dactyl contained in one word overlaps both the preceding 

and the following foot. The division — U|v occurs in two of 

the 39 dactyls formed of two or three words or parts of words, 

once in the first foot (Hg. 422) and once in the fifth (Ran. 952). 

177. There are 65 anapaests (cf. 113), 1 in 5°6 tetrameters, 

in the first six feet :” 

Tetram. vu— iy ii. lil. iv.? v. vi. Total. 

362 65 1249 444 740 64+2 6+8 542 40425 

1 Hg. 485, 853, 893, Nub. 1083, 1361, 
Th. 565, 566, Ran. 921, to which must 
be added (180) 2g. 8738, 880, Nub. 1039, 
1067, Zh. 542. Rossbach’s statement 
(Spec. Metrik,® 237 f.), that the tribrach 
is avoided in the fourth foot, needs 

correction. 

2 One also, in a proper name, in the 
seventh foot, 7h. 547. 

3 Rossbach’s statement (Spec. Metrik,? 
237), that the anapaest is confined to 
the first three feet of the first colon and 
the first two of the second, needs 
correction. 
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Fourteen of the forty anapaests contained in one word consist of 

trisyllabic words; 11 overlap the preceding foot, one (Hy. 902) 
overlaps both the preceding and the following foot. Hight of 
the 25 that consist of two or three words or parts of words have 
the division v|u — (Zh. 548, Ran. 919) or vlul— (By. 359, 
Nub. 1066, Th. 555, 558, Ran. 918,937). In the 8 tetrameters 
that have an anapaest in the fourth foot, diaeresis is neglected in 

two (Nub. 1359, Ran. 937), but maintained in six (Nub. 1050, 

1427, Th. 550, 560, Ran. 912, 932). 
178. One hundred and fourteen tetrameters contain each one 

trisyllabie foot; 43 have two; 7 have three; none has four. 

179. The tetrameter is a compound verse consisting of two 
cola and was rendered with at least one pause within the verse. 

The chief pause is generally coincident with the close of the first 
colon (56). There may be a change of speaker at this point, as 
in Hg. 340, 870, Nub. 1052, 1379, 1444, Th. 552, 559, 567, 
Ran. 922, 926, 927, 930, 944, 952, although this change occurs 

at the beginning of the verse in most tetrameters that Aristophanes 
uses in dialogue. The pause at diaeresis is oftener coincident 
with a pause natural to the thought, without change of speaker, 

a fact indicated in the printed text by punctuation. Cf. Hg. 350, 
354, 359, 366, 412, 415, 423, 433, 434, 440, ete. But the 
pause at diaeresis, just as the penthemimeral and hephthemimeral 

pauses in the trimeter, may break the continuity of the thought 
expressed in the tetrameter, and the same separation of words 
logically connected is here allowed that is admitted in the 
trimeter. See 134. 

180. While the pause that results from diaeresis is more 
frequent than all other pauses combined, variety of effect in 
rendering was felt to be desirable in the tetrameter, as in the 
trimeter. This was secured by means of caesura. In 84 of the 
262 melodramatic iambic tetrameters in Aristophanes, or in one 
in 4°3, the first colon ends within a word, and diaeresis is im- 

possible. To these must be added a considerable number of verses 
in which the first dimeter ends with a progressive word, as in 
Eq. 363, 365, 873, 880, Nub. 1039, 1046, 1067, 1372, 1406, 
1410, etc., or the second begins with a recessive word, as in £q. 

883, 904, Nub. 1385, 1408, 1412, etc. See 135. In tetra- 
meters which do not admit diaeresis, the main pause may 
fall after the arsis of the fifth simple foot, ».-U- v-v- 

F 
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vil-v- v—-, as in £y. 337, 865, Nub. 1060, 1068, 1409, 

Ran. 916, 917, and (recessives) Vub. 1385, 1408, or less often 

after the arsis of the fourth,» -v- Yv-vij- v-v- v--, 

as in Nub. 1080, Ran. 933, and (progressives) Nub. 1039, 
1046, 1067, 1406. Other caesuras occur. Two are common, 

one after the arsis of the sixth simple foot of the tetrameter, 
vou verve va vl- v—-, as in #y. 351, 353, 860, 
861, 871, 895, and the penthemimeral, p—-VU- vl-v- 

v-v- v-—-, as in Hy. 336, 854, 883. A pause may fall - 
also after the arsis of the second simple foot, v»- vj|- v-v- 
v-vu- v-—-,as in Ly. 439, Nub. 1047, but it is extremely 
rare after the arsis of the first (Hg. 888) or seventh (4g. 876). 
Pauses occur also, but less frequently, after theses,—after the 
second, v—-v—-[p—-v-— v—-v- v—-,as in hy. 344, 853; 

after the third, »,—-V- v-j|u- v—-v- v—-, as in yg. 

427, 436, 904; after the fifth U-Vv- v-v- v-lv- 
vu —-—,as in Hg. 346, 850, 885, 890, 893; less often after the 

first or the sixth. 

181. Different pauses are variously combined, with agreeable 
effect, but their number is limited with rare exceptions to two, 
producing three cadences. One of the two pauses is generally 

at diaeresis. These combinations are illustrated in the next 

paragraph. 

182. The following analysis of 100 melodramatic tetrameters (£7. 
335-66, Nub. 1036-69, Ran. 907-40) will serve to illustrate the 
foregoing statements. For the significance of the italic figures, 
see 143. 

S :—A single pause, at diaeresis, occurs in the 52 tetrameters not 
cited below. 

9 :—Hq. 337, 339, 343, 349; Nudb. 1044, 1051, 1060, 1068; Ran. 
916,917. 7 :—Hgq. 363, 365; Nub. 1039, 1046, 1049, 1057, 1067 ; 
Ran. 933, 936. 11:—Eq. 353; Nub. 1048, 1058; Ran. 907, 923. 
5 :—Eq. 335, 336; Ran. 919, 921. 

4:—Nub. 1041, 1048. 6:—£g. 352; Nub. 1056. 10 :—Eg. 
346; Nub. 1042, 1055, 1059. 

3: 9:—Nub. 1064. 7: 12:—Ran. 937. 8: 11:—Eq. 351; Ran. 
915. 5:8:—Ran. 914,924. 3: 8:—WNub. 1047; Ran. 918. 

4:8 :—Kq. 344. 6:8:—WNub. 1062. 2: 8:—Nub. 1063. 
5:7:10 :-—kHyq. 338. 

183. The recitative iambic tetrameter is somewhat more 

restricted in its use of caesura than the melodramatic tetrameter, 
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especially in the second half of the verse. Diaeresis is neglected 

20 times, once in 7°8 tetrameters. The number of verses in 

which two pauses occur is relatively smaller. The varieties of 

combinations of two pauses also are fewer, and no verse occurs 

that has three pauses. 
184. The melic iambic tetrameter differs from the melo- 

dramatic in restricting the use of the dactyl and anapaest. There 

are 86 melic iambic tetrameters in Aristophanes." None of 

these are non-iambic. One is purely iambic (Pax 1314) and 

two others have no long arsis (7h. 312, 352). Fourteen have 

one long arsis, 1 in 6:14; 43 have two, 1 in 2; 26 have three, 

1 in 3°3. Sixty-nine per cent of the complete metres are 

irrational. 
185. There are 19 tribrachs, 1 in 4°5: 

Tetram. vou i ii. lii. iv. Vv. vi. Total. 

Some (OF O VOTO O29 O43 (02 S49 S416 

Of the three tribrachs contained each in one word (7h. 352, 

Ee. 493, Pl. 292), one (Th. 352) consists of a trisyllable. The 

division UV u|u does not occur. Four dactyls occur (Vesp. 538, 
Lys. 1318, Pl. 290, 296), 1 in 21-5, one in the first foot, three 

in the fifth. Five anapaests are found in the manuscripts (Ach. 

849, 1040, Pax 948, Th. 312 f. bis). See 70. Fifteen tetra- 

meters have each one trisyllabic foot, three have two, two have 

three. 
186. The following table will further comparison. The 

figures in the first six lines indicate verses, those in the last 
line percentages of metres : 

Trimeters. Tetrameters. 

Spoken. Melic. Melod. Melic. Recit. 

One tribrach on the average in. . 3°33 3°30 3°38 4°52 22°14 
,, dactyl ,, i . . 601 25 (16)? 7°54 21°50 38°75 
», anapaest ,, - 3 5) PSO 79 (Gi))e Slates re /P 155 

One verse with one irrational metrein. 3°84 4°75 4°83 614 4°84 
5 F two >,  Metresin 2°29 2°37 2°12 2 PIP | 
s - three, be 4°02 6-90 3-48 3°30 3:04 

Percentage of irrational metres. - 62% 50 (56) Z%? 677 697%, 70,7 

1 Ach. 836 f. (2), 842f. (2), 848 f. (2), 1314 f. (2), Av. 1323, Lys. 1318-21 (2) 
854 f. (2), 1011-14 (2), 1040-43 (2), Th. 312f.,, 352f., Ran. 448f., 454f., Ee. 
1226-31 (6), Hg. 756, 759-60 (2), 836, 479, 482 f. (2), 489-93 (5), 500-503 (4), 
839-40 (2), Vesp. 529-31 (2), 538-9 (2), PZ. 290-2 (3), 295-8 (4), 301-3 (3), 309 f. 
634 f. (2), 642 f. (2), Paw 859, 863 f. (2), (2), 316. Hc. 488 and the corresponding 
867, 912, 916 f. (2), 921, 942, 948 f. (2), period are not included. 
1026, 1032 f. (2), 1305 f. (2), 1308-12 (4), 2 See 128. 
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187. It appears that the irrational metre preponderates in 
all forms of iambic verse in comedy, that the dactyl and anapaest 
are much less frequent in melic than in spoken and melodramatic 
verse, and that the recitative tetrameter is the severest form 

of this verse in its sparing use of trisyllabic feet. 
188. The iambic tetrameter had great vogue with the poets 

of the Old Comedy. See Cratinus 26, 43, 195, 196, 231, 300; 

Crates 14; Pherecrates 93, 105; Hermippus 4, 5, 6; Eupolis 

13, 117, 118, 158, 190, 231, 232, 233, 351, 352, 354, 355;- 
Phrynichus 69 ; Aristophanes 79, 107, 163, 216, 217, 218, 219, 

220, 252, 363, 364, 569, 657, 658, 659; Plato 23, 69, 98, 
113, 130; Archippus 24, 25; Strattis 30; Theopompus 55, 

56; Philyllius 3; Polyzelus 3. See also Antiphanes 25, 300; 
Anaxandrides 34; Anaxilas 39; frg. incert. 294, 766, 767. 

189. The protracted iambic tetrameter, y-Y- v-v- 
»--u— v—-— (72), is used not only in lyrical’ but also in 

recitative parts of comedy,” in which the verses were taken by 

the leaders of the half-choruses or by an actor. Recitative 
protracted tetrameters are found only in the parode. In the 
25 tetrameters in Vesp. 248—72 irrational outnumber rational 

metres in the ratio of 34 to 16, and no trisyllabic foot occurs. 

On the metre u u- vu — in verse 255 see 75.° The verse gains 
in lightness of movement by resolution of the thesis, as in Ran. 
440 f The anapaest never occurs. Diaeresis of the cola is 

almost invariable,* and in tetrameters thus divided the time of 

the suppressed arsis may have been represented by an actual 
pause, Aefupa (31), in recitation. 

THE HYPERMETER 

190. Acatalectic iambic dimeters and trimeters are combined 

into hypermeters both in melic (76) and in recitative and melo- 
dramatic verse (77). See 712. The series commonly ends in a 
catalectic dimeter, once in a catalectic trimeter, and with one 

exception ° it follows recitative or melodramatic tetrameters. The 
connexion between the tetrameters and the following series of 

cola is so close that sometimes the speaker does not change (@. 

1 Eg. 757 £.=837 f. (91), Pax 989 4 The exceptions are Vesp. 252, 265. 
(583), Lys. 258 f.=273 f. and 271 f. (94). 5 Hq. 939 ff. Cf. Heliodorus in the 
A 2 Vesp. 248-72, Ran. 394-7 (2), 440- scholium on Zg. 911: rpiwerpov kara- 
7 (4). AnKTiKOv. 

3 Cf. Ran. 394 f., 442 f. 6 Nub. 1089 ff. f 
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440 ff, Nub. 1088 ff.), and even the grammatical construction 

is continued (Nub. 1385 ff, 1445 ff). 
191. At the close of the parode of the Lysistrata (382-6) 

Aristophanes uses a series of six dimeters that were recited by 
the leaders of the two half-choruses. This hypermeter ends in 
a catalectic dimeter and follows thirty-two recitative tetrameters. 

All the dimeters in the hypermeter except the last are composed 

exclusively of irrational metres, and they contain no trisyllabic 

feet. 
192. The melodramatic hypermeter occurs more frequently, 

but is found only in debates." The closely connected cola are 
made the vehicle of abusive discussion in a dialogue of actors, 
in which one of the leaders of the chorus sometimes joins, and 

the tone is often virulent. 
193. The metrical form of the melodramatic hypermeter is 

that of the melodramatic tetrameter (173 ff.). Irrational out- 
number rational metres, and tribrach, dactyl and anapaest (see 

177) are freely used. If the 213 complete metres that occur 
in the melodramatic iambic hypermeters found in Aristophanes 
are expressed in terms of the tetrameter, reckoning three com- 
plete metres as the equivalent of a tetrameter, the ratios are 
as follows: tribrach, 1 in 3°38 in the tetrameter and 1 in 7°88 

in the hypermeter; dactyl, 1 in 7°54 and 1 in 8°87; anapaest, 
1 in 5°56 and 1 in 5:91; percentage of irrational metres, 67 
and 63. In all four particulars the hypermeter is slightly less 

free than the tetrameter. 
194. The dimeters and trimeters of which iambic hyper- 

meters are composed are closely connected by synaphea (44), 
and were therefore in danger of confusion in transmission. A 
hypermeter in which the number of metres is even may have 
been written by the poet solely in dimeters, without the variation 
in cadence which would have resulted from the introduction of 
trimeters, and it would seem, on the evidence of the two oldest 

manuscripts of Aristophanes, that Nub. 1386 ff. and Ran. 971 ff. 
were composed in this manner. On the other hand, R introduces 
four trimeters in Hy. 441 ff., which consists of 32 metres. At 
least one trimeter is inevitable in hypermeters in which the 

1 Eg. 367-81 ~ 441-56, 911-40, Mud. 2 Even in the fourth foot: Hg. 931, 
1089-1104, 1386-90 ~ 1446-51, Ran. 97- Nub. 1386, 1388, 1389, Ran. 979. 
191. 
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number of metres is uneven, as in Hg. 367 ff, 911 ff, Nud. 

1089 ff, 1446 ff. The final colon in the first (R), second (RV), 
and third (RV) of these is a catalectic trimeter, and Heliodorus, 

in the only note now extant on a recitative iambic hypermeter 
in Aristophanes, confirms the trimeter in the second. See the 

metrical scholium on £g. 911. In the fourth, the trimeter is 

the antepenultic colon (RV). 
195. The two oldest manuscripts have certain characteristics 

in common. Both resort to the familiar palaeographical device © 

of writing two dimeters continuously in a single otixos, in order 
to save space, and both occasionally end a colon within a metre. 

There is one serious discrepancy in their practice: V often writes 
a single metre as a colon, and Heliodorus recognizes an iambic 
‘monometer’ once in melic and once in recitative verse. See 

the metrical scholia on Ach. 274 and £g. 911. R, on the other 

hand, has this anomaly in only two verses, Hg. 911 and Lys. 
382, in which each hypermeter begins with a dimeter composed 
of two exclamatory dipodies rendered by different speakers. The 

‘monometer’ affected by V is to be rejected, for the division 
of a trimeter into metre and dimeter or dimeter and metre is 
forbidden in iambic verse, in which the trimeter is a normal 

colon (67), and this division lacks historical support. This mode 
of writing iambic and trochaic trimeters is probably an imitation 
of the mode properly employed by the colometrists (831) in 
writing the anapaestic dimeter and monometer, which are both 
true cola (276). On the best tradition, the following iambic cola 

in hypermeters were probably trimeters: Ey. 380 f. (keynvotos 

.. . yarata); 442 (pevEer . . . rértapas); 447, 448° (Tov 
. . . Sopupdopar) ; 448” f. (qotwv . . . ‘Immiov); 454 f. (yd- 

otpite . . . Kordots); 939 f. (Bovrdpevos . . . €VATOTTVLYELNS) 5 

Nub. 1096 (wai . . . oxomer); 1100, 1101* (cai . . . epeis); 
1103 f. (@oiwdriov . . . twas); 1449 (oddév ce . . . EuBanreir). 
R needs correction only once. The colon that begins Hg. 441 ff. 

is probably not a trimeter, as in R, but a dimeter. All other 

cola in iambic hypermeters in Aristophanes are probably dimeters. 

These hypermeters are all in dialogue except one (and this closes 
a dialogue, Nub. 1386 ff.), and the speaker sometimes changes 

within the colon, as in the spoken trimeter. 

196. The close connexion of the cola in non-melic iambic 
hypermeters is seen not only in the quantity of the final syllable 
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of the acatalectic colon, which is always long, as the rhythm 
demands, but also in the manner in which the cola are joined. 

A colon frequently ends within a word, as in £g. 375, 378, 445, 

912, 915, 927, 936, 937; it may close not only with the 

subordinate conjunctions éa@s and 67e (182), as in Ly. 917, 
Nub. 1386, but also with «ai (and), as in Ly. 453, and with 

prepositions, as in Lg. 931, 935; it may even begin with an 

enclitic, as in Hg. 922, or with recessive dy, as in Hg. 918. 
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CHAPTER III 

TROCHAIC VERSE 

197. The fundamental colon of trochaic verse is a dimeter 
composed of two metres that consist each of two simple feet 

(12, 13): 

deEL0d mpds avdpos eotTe —-U—uU —uU— vw Ran. 540 

A trochaic dimeter normally consists of twelve primary times 
and eight syllables. All trochaic verse is in descending rhythm. 

198. The arsis of each metre may be irrational : 

GANA p ebwxely ETOLLos -v-- -v-—y Vesp. 341 

tis yap eof 6 TavTa o eipywv; —YV—v —v—— Vesp. 334 

Tov pev aorteiov te AeEew —-v--— -—v-—-— Ran. 901 

Irrational metres are extremely common in all forms of trochaic 

verse in comedy. See 247, 256, 261, 268. 
199. The thesis of each trochee may be resolved : 

ex’ aya pev tois roXirats wu-- —v—— Ran. 1487 

GAN érarodvépe? dvdpes —uwy —v—y Lys, 615 

ovK akalpa, Pppevas €XovTa —-v-v wve-v Th. 462 

peya 7d Tpaypa, ToAU TO vetKOS WU — VU wv —vw Ran. 1099 

évexa Sovakos, Ov vroAvpLov wuwy wouwy Ran. 233 

200. If the normally long syllable in the arsis of an irrational 
metre is resolved, the arsis becomes an ‘ anapaest’ (17): 

el tis ayabdy BotAerau ma- —-UuUKw- -vu-¥u 

Getv te map enol yp Kabetdev —rr—- —v—— Ee. 893 f. 

201. The dimeter, by suppression of the arsis of its final 
trochee, becomes catalectic (33) : 

72 
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GAN therGe TOU TOvou —V—vV —v — Vesp. 337 

mepipavas Sovvat diknv ~y —— — vu — Th. 465 

ToAAG mepumerdevKdTOS — Uwy — vv Ran. 535 

av Aa By pyKer’ am00y — UV — — we — Lys. 1057 

The final long syllable of a catalectic metre is never resolved, 

but it may be short instead of long (33). 

202. The second colon of trochaic verse is the trimeter, but 

it is not common. It normally consists of eighteen times and 

twelve syllables, and its metres admit the varieties of form found 

in the dimeter, but the thesis of its final trochee is never 

resolved. 

rovEvOupov, @ KodaopnerOa, KevTpov 
—-v-vu -v nv —v—y Sesp. 406 

pnow «b Ae€ew epeAdropev TOT’, ovde 
Ss) —v-—v —v—v Vesp. 1095 

domep oikad’ eis EavT@V yEVVLKOS, OS 
Hee tay oth Mire ey Rit reall OF 0 

N , OLN , \ , \ 
Thy TaXdauav* vid NiOw yap ravTt Tov xXpH 

SSS www SS SSS MM, HY 
, pa) n”n a 4 > 4 

Kopalorepov €T % TO 7 PpOTEpov avamepyvev 

Set INIA INF NI NSIS SINS Th. 460 

” 4 / / 7 

avaye diexe TApPaye TApEeNXeE mepureter De 

wuw VY wvuwyv ww— vu Ay 1720 

aipvAav dAwréxwy Tavoaipela —u- vy -vy-- -—vvu_— Lys. 1269 

rapa copoiv avdpotv dxovoa tiva Aoywv 
ee PO SE Ran. 896 

203. A trochaic colon of the form — v.—s—-— occurs in 

trochaic, simplified logacedic and enoplic verse, and occasionally 
elsewhere in comedy, as the final colon of a period. Cf. Lys. 
658° (241), 812, 813 (242); Kan. 1377 (218); Th. 319, 330° 
(411); Ec. 953, 959, 961, 967 (415); Wub. 460 (500); Paw 777, 

796, 799, 818 (497); Ran. 884° (847). This is not the trochaic 

tripody, - v — v — u (26), since the final syllable is long, and 
the law of the variable syllable in Greek does not permit the 
substitution of a long for a short (48, note). The colon 
— vw —w-—-, wherever it occurs, like the corresponding but rare 
iambic colon, ».-wv— + —-— (398), is a protracted dimeter, 
—wv-—v —--. Its first metre may be resolved, —-uww, 
Hy. 616° (231), ~v~v, Th. 1055 (374), Ran. 1490 (219), 
Ec. 1177 (854); or be protracted, -v-—+-, Zh. 326 (411), 
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—-wu, Hg. 616 (231), —--—-, Lys. 1264 (412); or have 
paeonic-trochaic form, — Ur. vu, Lys. 783, 788, 789, 790, 791, 

792°, 814, 816 (242). Its second metre is constant, except 
that under the law of the variable syllable a short may be 
substituted for the final long; but this variation rarely occurs. 

Cf. Hg. 683°,— . = 616°,— — (231); Lys. 807 = 783 (242); Ran. 
1499 =1490 (219). This colon had great vogue and received 
the distinctive name "I@udadduxor, ‘ Ithyphallic’ (Heph. 19. 5 ff.).’ 
Like any other dimeter, it may be used independently as a 

subordinate period. Similar to this in all particulars is the tri- 
metrical colon -Uu—-v —Uu-—vw —- — that occasionally occurs. 
This is not a pentapody (26), but a protracted trimeter. The 
first two metres admit great variety of form, but the third is 
constant. Cf Zh. 955 (589), Lys. 666 f., 690 (241), 1260, 
1261 (412). The penthemimer (36) is found in parody in Av. 
945, 953 (585), and once in a hyporcheme, Lys. 1307 (413). 

204. The equivalent of the trochee in the first half of the 
trochaic metre is ~w, in the second half the equivalents are 
wv, —-,w~- (11, 15,17). These forms, in their respective 

places, and also full and protracted (207 ff.) metres, are inter- 
changeable with one another in strophe and antistrophe and in- 
two corresponding subordinate periods. 

205. A logaoedic metre (877) occurs in Zh. 461 (237) in 
an ode otherwise purely trochaic. Dobree wished to emend this. 
Logaoedic metres in descending rhythm, -~-v, -w~--, 

—v-—w, occur not infrequently in recitative trochaic tetrameters 
and hypermeters. Here the dactyl (889) usurps the place of 
the first or last simple foot in a dimeter, which may be part 

of a tetrameter. Cf. Hg. 301, Av. 396, Ach. 318, Hg. 319, 
Vesp, 496, Av. 373, 1113 (synizesis?), Eccl. 1156. See 386. 
Editors have attempted to ‘emend’ these passages, but the dactyl 
is here merely a manifestation of the variability of the arsis of 
the simple foot that prevailed in the primitive dimeter. Compare 
the use of the logaoedic anapaest in iambic verse (70). This 
manifestation is normal in logaoedic verse (375 ff.). 

206. A choriamb, — v v —, apparently occurs in a few cases 

in place of a trochaic metre, as in He. 898 f. (220), Lys. 1293 
(408). This is not the true choriamb (651); the form is here 
due to interior anaclasis, .— for — wv. Cf 71. 

1 Hephaestion erroneously regards this colon as a brachycatalectic dimeter. 
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207. By suppression of the second syllable in the arsis of 

a trochaic metre, the metre assumes ‘cretic’ form : 

€kTETOL TOV TO TPHLA —v-—-+- —v—w He 906 

Xpiouov pev ovdevy, GA- -YU-vu -~Uu-—+ 

Aus te Sevddy Kal peya —-Y-—-- —vv Av. 1476 fF. 

evOev ECwv eyo —v-—+ -—v—_ Lys. 625 

This is the most frequent form of protraction (31 f.) in trochaic 
verse. The thesis of the first trochee in this protracted metre 
may be resolved, but this form of the metre is rare: 

ene yap eotepgav evrAvpol te Motorar 
I RS NS ne. —wo—— kan, 229 

toAvKoAtvpPouse péeAeocv ere hein, as Ran. 245 

Cf. Vesp. 342, 343 (238), Th. 959 = 962 = 966 (589), He. 958 

(415). The corresponding form in iambic verse is - — vw (72). 
208. The second syllable in the thesis of a trochaic metre 

may be suppressed and the metre then assumes ‘antibacchiac ’ 

(——v) form: 

viv dp ag.ov racw —-v-v —--—v £616 
> Psd: abd > 7 = 

eipyarpev’ «iO eed- —-! UH UH 

Jows amavTad por gcapos —U-— Vv -— UV Eq. 618 

aipes@ avw tai —--v —v—_ Lys. 1292 

Such protracted metres are rare. 

209. Both syllables are sometimes suppressed and the metre 
then assumes ‘ spondaic’ form : 

TavT ovv ovx vBpis TA — + — + -—VU—w Lys. 658 

Cf. the remarkable imitation of an ancient popular song in Lys. 
781 ff. (242) and the hyporchematic ode in simplified logaoedic 
rhythm in Lys. 1247 ff. (412). Similarly a catalectic dimeter 
or trimeter may have ‘spondaic’ close: 

avroy aita Anpetv -—VU—vu —+ — Ran. 1377 

6ua TO OuverOsS etvas WUWY — - — Ran. 1490 

These are Ithyphallics (203). 

For the metre — vv: vu, see 223 ff. 

210. The subordinate period that occurs oftenest in melic 
trochaic verse is the catalectic tetrameter, composed of an 

acatalectic and a catalectic dimeter. This is the subordinate 
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period employed in the long, stichic systematic period found 
in Vesp. 415-29 (243). The hexameter is also a favourite 
form of subordinate period, and the dimeter is constantly thus 
employed, but trimeters are rare. Pentameters, heptameters 

and octameters are not uncommon. The chief constituent of 
the melic trochaic hypermetrical period is the dimeter; trimeters 
are rare. On the combination of subordinate periods, hypermeters 

and intermediate periods to form systematic periods, see 720 ff. 
211. The catalectic tetrameter is the trochaic verse chiefly 

used by the comic poets in recitative rendering (244 ff, 259, 
260 ff.). These tetrameters may be followed by hypermeters 

(267 ff.). 
212. Trochaic has special affinity for paeonic rhythm, of 

which it is probably the immediate source (619 ff.), and melic 
trochaic tetrameters frequently occur in systematic periods that 
are chiefly paeonic. See 442. It occurs also combined with 

other rhythms. 
213. Aristides (98 M., 60. 5 ff. J.) characterizes the regular 

iamb and trochee of diplasic rhythm (9, ii.) as follows: trav & év 
SumAaciow yivopévov axéovet of ev aTrot Tpoyator Kai tayPor 

/ ’ / / > \ \ > / 

Taxos Te émupaivovar Kai eiot Oeppol Kai opynotixot. The - 

genetic relation of trochaic with iambic rhythm is close (608 ff.), 
but on their distinct separation (610, 789) they were differentiated 
in use. Iambic rhythm is lively and singularly adapted to 
express the give and take of dialogue, whether in melic or 
spoken verse (79); trochaic rhythm, as the name implies, 
became pre-eminently the rhythm of quick movement, whether 

of dance or march. Aristotle (Rhet. ili. 8. 4) includes trochaic 
among the rhythms that are not appropriate to rhythmical prose 
composition: 0 d& tpoyatos KopdaKxixwtepos’ Sydoi b€ Ta TeTpap- 
petpa, eats yap Tpoxepos pvOwos Ta TeTpaduetpa. The use of 
the trochaic tetrameter by the dramatic poets is excellently 

stated by the scholiast on Ach. 204: évredOev 1) mapodos yiveras 
Too yopod oy cupTAnpodow oi ’Ayapveis’ mapayovtat 6€ ouv- 
Toves Kal peta omovdns, Siuoxovtes Tov "Apudifeov a7rovdas 
Toimodpevov mpos Tovs Aakedatpovious. yéypamrtat O€ TO wéTpoV 
Tpoxaixov, Tporpopoy TH THY SimkovT@Y YEpovT@Y aTOVvOH* TavTa 
Sé rroveiy ei@Oacw of Tav Spaudtwv Towntal Kal Tpayikol Kal 
kwpsxol, érevdav Spopaiws eicaywou Tors yopovs, iva oO oyos 
cuvtpéxyn TO Spawatt. (Codd. IE.) 

ee i Se 
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MeE.ic TROCHAIC VERSE 

214. Ran. 895-904 = 992-1003 (Debate). 

Strophe. 

“Hyp. a Kat pay pets ervOvpotpev 281 ~--—-- wa~--— 2 

896 mapa copoiv avdpoiv dkotoar Twa Adywv 
Ry aa ey a RAG 

€upeAcav’ exite Oaiav 006v.51 —-Vv—- yu wu-—v -—ve BY 

yA@ooa pev yap nypiwra, -V- 9 -Y-—- 

899 Anpa & otk atrolpov apudortv, 
Be tee eee ahh re 

ovd akivyntor ppeves, —-v-- -vs 6% 

900 mpoodoKay ody eikds EoTe —-vu-- -V Hg 

901 Tov pev aoreidv Te A€LeV -YU-- —v-*¥ 

Kal KaTEppLVnpEvor, —-v-- -ve 6% 

902 rov 8 avacravr adtorpepvors 
sig mrbedete AM Aa 

tois Adyourw eurecdvta ovoKedav od- 
Se en ae ee 

Aas adivdyOpas erav. —-v-- -v-7 

Antistrophe. 

‘Hy. B’ rade pev Actooes paid “Axirded- 

993 ov d€ ti fepe pds TatTa AcEets; povov dws 

py o 6 Oupds apracas 

995 éxrds olive Tov eAady, Serva yap KaTyyopynKev’ GAN Orws & 
yevvdda 

998 pa) mpos opyijy avriAé£es, aAAG ororetAas axkpowre xpdpevos 
Tots tortious, 

1001 efra paAXov pardAov ages kai gvddées, yvik dv 7b Tvevpa 
Aeiov kat KabearnKds Aa Pys. 

993 od dé ri Bentley: od 57 ri A, od 5H R, od dé 6H 7h V 1000 rots iorios 
Schol. : rots iortovow RU, rotow lorioow VM, rotcw iortos A 

Monostrophic dyad. A= AB (895-7, 898-904). A=abb, 23 3, 
proédic triad: an anapaestic dimeter as proéde to two catalectic 
trochaic trimeters. See 738. In the antistrophe A=abe, 2 3 2. 
See 771. B=aab, 6 67, epodic triad: two trochaic hexameters with 
a heptameter as epode. See 737. Anapaestic rhythm and trochaic 
are not concordant and the effect of the shift of rhythm at 896 is 
marked (281). 
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215. Aves 1470-81 = 1482-93 (Stasimon IT.). 

Strophe. 

‘Hp.a’ roAAa 61) Kal Kowa Kat Oav- eae EL icy ee 

1471 pdor ererroperOa Kai 207 Se as ee 

Sea mpdypat eldopev. at eS eR Oe 
” \ , ‘ = 

éote yap devdpov mepuKos —ve- - Vg 
” / 7 > = 

extorov Tt Kapdias a- 5—-Uu- o> HU 

1475 zwtéepw KAcdvepos, —-v-v -v7 6Y 
, \ 3Q7 ” 

- 

XpPHTuyLOV pLev ovoev, aX- Sf So SS rs 6 

ws Sé Secdov Kat peya. i a we EY 
an nr \ > >\ 

TOUTO <TOU> PEV 7pOS GEL 802 —-vur-v -Ve- 

Braoraver Kat cvKopavtet, 10 

1480 rod Sé yeupovos Tadwy Tas eS 

aoridas pudAoppoet. bey Os St a 

Antistrophe. 

GS fw > > , \ > -~ ~ / , > - , 

Hy. B’ gore & ad yxapa mpos atte tH TKOTD Toppw TIS Ev TH AVXVOV 

epy peta 
1485 %&0a rols Hpwow avOpwnor cvvapirtoor Kal Etveror TAnY TIS 

EO TrEpAs. 

1488 tyvixadra 8’ ovker av aogpades Evvrvyxavew. 

1490 «& yap évrbxou tus pw tov Bpotdv vixtwp “Opérty, yupvos qv 
tArnyels br adtoU mavTa TamwEtva. 

1478 <rod> pév Bentley : uév ye (sic) Vp2HC 

Monostrophic dyad. A =aabe, 6 6 4 8, epodic tetrad: two hexa- 
meters and a tetrameter, with an octameter as epode. See 748. 
On the protraction in the second colon, see the second colon 
(hyphenated) in the following lyric, in which the same melody is 
repeated with slight variations. 

916. Aves 1553-64 = 1694-1705 (Syzygy III). 

Strophe. 

‘Hp. a mpos 6€ tots Zeudmoow Ac a 

pn Tus eat GAovtos ob = 

1555 9 ypuxayoyet LwKparns* ae 

évOa kat Ileicavdpos 7AGe = 

CanGomG 

| 

ICG © 

| GaG | 

(C | | 

Seopevos Wuxiv idetv 7) Bau = 

(avr éxetvov mpovArre, = 
/ > ” / > 

odaye €Xwv Kapndrov a- 7 

1560 pov Tu’, As Aapods TEepnov ut 
a 3 y\ > a dorep ovdvaceds arndOe, s 

IC 

| | | 

Ces SAG PNG (Cra eed ee 

C 

(CEN ite Ciseh Cem ec 

| 

KGT. avnArAP’ avT@ KaTtwobev 10m 
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mpos Td Aaitpa THs kapiyAou Se) =e — 

Xapepov 7) vuktepis. Gone 

Antistrophe. 

“Hy. B’ fore 8 &v Pavaior mpds tH KAepidpa Tavotpyov eyydwrroya- 
oTOpwv yevos, 

1697 of Oepifovciv Te Kal omeipovo. Kal tpvyoou tais yAdrTaWwe 

cvKafovgi Te: 

1700 BdpBapor & ciciv yevos, Fopyias re Kai Pidurro. 
Kard TOV éyyAwtToyarTépwv exetvov TOV PiriTTHV TavTAXOD TIS 

*-Arrixns 4 yAoTTa Xwpis TEpverat. 

1561 ovduvcceds Bentley : ’Odveceds 

Monostrophic dyad. A=aabc, 6 6 4 8, epodic tetrad: two 
hexameters and a tetrameter, with an octameter as epode. See 743. 
The eighth colon is catalectic in the strophe but ends full (proper 
name) in the antistrophe (44). Compare the corresponding colon in 
the preceding lyric. 

217. Ran. 534-48 = 590-604 (Syzygy). 

LYRICAL DUO 

Strophe. 

Kop.a ratra pev mpds avdpds core —-vr-v -vV-g 

vobv €xovTos Kal Ppévas Kat —vwor= =yv—= 

535  moAAa repurerXevKdTos eciey ay IN 

536 petaxvdAtivoev QvToV GeEt SOIR oS Se aS hea = 

mpos Tov €d TpatToVTA ToOLXoV B—ve—— =v -- 

parrAov 7) yeypappevnv 51 — ww aw = 6 

588 etkov’ éotavar, AaBov ev -v-os -v-* 

oxjpa: To dé petartpEeper Oar —-vuwsy -v-- 

539 mpos To padGakwrepov —-v-v -—vv 6 

540 deLi0d mpds avdpds eore WW -v- os -v-y 
Kal dvoew Onpapevors. -yv-- - vu Ae 

Au. ob yap dv yéAouov qv, €t -v- o> -V RH 
FavOias pév SovAos dv ev —v-- -v-- 

otpopaciw MiAnotous panes, OOM 

543 dvatetpappevos Kuv@v op- iS 

xnorpio’ «ir ytnoev apid’, €- —vu- —vmwy 

yo € mpos tovtov BXErwv —-v-—-— —-v™ ov 

545 totpeBivOov “Spattouny, ob- —-v-¥* -v--) 

ros 8 a7 ov aitds Travotpyos —-v-- -v-yu 

cide, KAT ek THS yvabov 20—-v-¥ —-v™~ 6 

548 wv rardgas povtéexove —-v-¥* -v-g 

Tovs Xopovs To's poo Giors ; —-v-- -v¥ 4 
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Antistrophe. 

Kop. B’ viv adv épyov ear, exeidi) tv atodnv ciAndhas yvrep etxes €f 
apxns waXuv, 

592 dvaved(ew Kat BAErew aihis 7d Sewvov, toU Geod penvnpévov 
594 Grep cixdfes ceavtov. et de rapaAnpov arwoer KaxPadrels Tu 

padrdakov, 

596 adOus aipecOai o dvayKn ota Taw 7A oTpwpaTa. 
—_ > A > aA? 5 \ > , Pose 
av. od Kak@s Gvépes Tapawetr, GAAG KavTds TYYXAVH TavT GpTL 

TVVVOOUpPEVOS. 

599 Ore pev odv, WV XpyoToy 7H TL, TOUT adorpeio Oar TAAW TELpdoeTat 
pe ed o0f8 Ort, 

601 GAN pos eyo wapéEw “pavtov avépetov 75 Ajpa Kat PAEzovr? 
optyavov. 

604 deity & orxev, Os akotw HS Bbpas Kai Oy Wodov. 

542 orpwpacw Brunck: o7pwpace 595 xaxBadets Hermann: xdxBddgs V, 
kal Badys RAU, kal Bdddrers M 596 ’orac Dawes: ’o7re V, om. RAUM 

Monostrophic dyad. A=AA (534-40, 541-8). A =aaab, 
6 6 6 4, periodic tetrad: a hexameter as prodde that anticipates the 
melody of the two hexameters that follow, and a tetrameter as epode. 
See 747. But in the antistrophe 592 f. is a pentameter and A there 
=abac, 6564. See 748. See also dl. 

218. Ran. 1370-7 (Episode IT.). 

Xo. érimovol ¥ ot deLcoé. wa ep ist Sl ELS ee 

1371 réde yap erepov ad Tépas CU) Ee es 

VEOXpPOV, GTOTLAS 7 éwv, Obs Ue bees Ge 
“ / bal 5 lA ” 

5 tis av erevonoev addXos ; ES ee 
x X > \ \ 393 A ” 

pa Tov e€y@ pev ovd ay el Tus BwUr- vy -uUn-Y 

1375 éXdeyé poe TaV exiTvXOVTOV GS Se RR 
> , > > 27 ba 

erOopnv, GAN wopny av ph eS Gee 

avTov avTa Anpetv. 203 ay eS Sa 0c 

1376 émiOéunv Bentley: éreOduny 

Non-antistrophic. A=aaab, 2 2 2 10, periodic tetrad: a dimeter 
as prodde that anticipates the melody of the two dimeters that follow, 
and a decameter as epode. See 747. 

219. The same melody, expanded by a colon, occurs as the 

second stasimon. 

Ran. 1482—90 = 1491-99 (Stasimon I1.). 

Strophe. 
‘Hy. a paxdpis y avyp éxov AS AS ge Oe 

Liverw 7KpiBwpevny. ES A ie Rg 

mapa de woAXotow padetv. cally a gametes gt HRN fae gO 
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1485 68 yap eb dpovety Soxjoras wu-v “uv -* 
madw amreow oikad at0is, 204 5524-4 -vV-v¥ 
Ore) > ~ \ A NG wv 

er aya pev tois roAtrass, wu-- -v-*¥ 
. yar } > ~ \ cal 4 Lol 

ex ayaly dé Tots EavTov Tyve- v9 -v-- 

Evyyeveot te Kat fidous 204 Soap -u-7 

1490 dia TO cuveTos eivat. 203 me see SS DEY 

Antistrophe. 

“Hy. B’ yapiev otv pay Doxparer 

1492 wapaxaOijpevov AaXeiv, 
> / X\ 

dmoPaddvTa pbovetKiv 

Ta Te peywota Tapadurovra. 

1495 THs TpaywdrKns TEXVNS. 
. Shee pets ~ , 

7d 8 emt cepvotow Adyouws 

kal oKxapipyopotot Ajpwv 

SuatprBivy apydv Troreto Oar 

TapadpovouvTos avdpos. 

1496 ceuvotcw Brunck : ceuvotcr 

Monostrophic dyad. A-=aaab, 2 2 2 12, periodic tetrad: a 
dimeter as prodde that anticipates the melody of the two dimeters that 
follow, and a dodecameter as epode. See 747. 

220. Eccl. 893—99 (Episode II.). 

Tpats. «i tus adyabov Botretar za- SUNS Su = Pp Y 
894 Getv Ti, ap euot xpi) Kabevdev. — Uw — -U- , Tap’ épol xpi) 

od yap ev véais TO Gopdy &V- -~Y-YV -~YUWwY 
> > > = , ext GAN év Tats mere(pauss§ -U-- -Vu-— 

897 ovee Tis oTepyew av Cehon 5 —-GV-—-— -Uuwe— 

padXAov 7) "yo tov didAov drep Evveiny, 

206 —~-v-- -vu- -v-- 

GAN ed erepov av wéTouTO. —uwy -v-v I 

Non-antistrophic proéde of a proddic combination of eleven strophes 
(717). A is an indivisible period of fifteen metres. See 773. See 
also 777. On the acatalectic close of this systematic period, cf. Ee. 
938 ff. (567), Ran. 323 ff. (427), 372 ff. (301), 398 ff. (82), 416 ff. (80). 
This form of close is normal in periods that end in paeonic rhythm 
(430 ff.). 

221. Thesm. 659-666 (Syzygy). 

Kop. B’ «ia 8) rpwticta pev xpy —-v-- -v-- 

Kovgov e&oppav 76da —-v—-- -vv 4% 

660 kat dvacKxorety cwwrn —-ur-yv -V- 

TavTaxyn, povov d€ xpi) —-v=-v -v=€ 

Q 
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661 pr Bpaddverv, os 6 Katpos 5 — VSS SySy 

éore pny peAAew etH, -yv-- Hu A 

662 dAAG THY TpdTHY TpEXEW xpyy -—V—-—-— -—Y-- 
¢€ /, > Ny 4 H\, Cc 

WS TAXLOT 107 KUKAQ, IR 
< / s/s of, \ / = 

Hp.a’ eta vey txveve Kal pa- -ur-y rune 

TeEve TAXY TaVT, El TLS EV TOTOLS Edpatos 
10 —- uw ON NSS NS Se Od: 

GAXos abd AcAnOev av. -v-v -v- 7 

‘Hy. B’ ravraxy oe pifov oppa, 796 —~Yv-- -v-vu 

666 Kal Ta THE Kat Ta SexpoO * -—YU-—v -—y-v 

mavT avarKore KaXdas. —-vu-v -V- 

660b mavrax7, mdvov 5¢ xpi Kiister: pdvoy 62 xph mavraxn 662 xpi 
Bentley: xpn 665 dé prov Hermann : didpprpov 

Non-antistrophic. A=aAB (659-62, 663-6). A: a stichic inter- 
mediate period, composed of four tetrameters. See 778. B=ab, 7 6, 
pericopic dyad: heptameter, hexameter. See 770. 

222. Thesm. 520-30 (Debate). 

Xo, rovti péevrot Oavpacrov, 281 eee = He Hw WY 

521 drdbev nupeOy TO XpHpa wue-v -v-Y 

xyTis e&eb pee wpa —~Vvey =u 

Tivee THY Opaceiav ovTY. = Vey Sa = 

Tdde yap eimety THY Tavoipyov 5 w~YU -- -~U-—— 

525 Kata Td davepov OO avadas wuwey =u 

ovkK av Wopnv ev npiv —ve-v -v- 

ovde ToApHoal mor ay. Sees suw ey 

GAN Grav yéevour av 7dn° Swe Sy oS 

Tv Twapoyslay 8 erawva W—vwHe-v =v== 

Tv wadadv: tro AiOw yap wavTi ov xp? 
eaten! eek ue LN as hao er 

530 = pay Ody pyTop aOpev. =o 2S Sua 

Non-antistrophic. A=abe, 2 14 9, pericopic triad: paroemiac, 
hypermeter of fourteen metres, nonameter. See 771. 

PAEONIC-TROCHAIC VERSE 

223. In many odes of Aristophanes metres that appear to 

be paeons (— v v v) or ecretics (— v —) and trochaic dipodies are 

freely mingled in the same subordinate period and even in the 

same colon: 

GAN dmaddy av pp iSous Kal Tord vewrepov dmarAayévTa Tpaypatov 

ee ad ND Ned, —— oS mem I NP ND se NI NF Nd at Naa ca 

Paz 351 ff. (232) 
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Tacw omoco. yewpyikdy Biov érpiBopev* povn yap ipas wpéders 
EOC ere Ns UR fe er RDS 5k ky at ht 

Pax 589 ff. (233) 

Cf. Lys. 1046 ff. (239), 1192 ff (240). 
224, The time of the metres in periods such as the pre- 

ceding must have been equalized. The same necessity is even 

more obvious in cases, of which there are many in these odes 

even in parts that it is agreed are trochaic, where the equivalence 

of —V-—vs with —Vvuv and —v-— is established by cor- 
respondence between strophe and antistrophe : 

ovTws iv veavickos MeAaviwy tis, Os pevywv yopov ddikeT’ eis epnpiav 

KGV TOLS Oper WKEL= 

Tino Vv TL diSpuTos aParoue ev okoAoit Ta Tpoawra. TEPLELPY [LEVOS 

*"Epwtwv droppoé 
eee ——t le me Ne ny ep NN eee ee WR eet) SS 

me ee ss iis TSA, SOR L (249) 
olxeTat, KUKVOU Te TOAWWTEpaL 63) = 

pow ed AcEecv eveAAopev téT, ovde 

ee eo. ae Veep TOGA 1095) (255). 

Cf. Lys. 789 = 813 (242), Vesp. 342 f.=373 f. (238), 412 f= 
468 ff. (243). Editors, with grave disregard of tradition, have 
endeavoured, in order to secure exact metrical agreement, to 

‘emend’ many of these passages that are otherwise unobjection- 
able. But these correspondences are not to be set aside in a 
manner so summary. 

225. The problem in these cases is of the same nature as that 
in logaoedic and simplified logaoedic verse (388 f., 400). Within 

the limits of a subordinate period, at least, the time must have 
been approximately unified, there must have been a single pre- 
vailing rhythm. In the following analyses it is assumed that 
this was consistently trochaic, and that the time of the apparent 
paeons and cretics was in some manner equalized with that of 
the trochaic metres among which they occur. This is the 
natural conclusion. The cretic (— v —) is a familiar form that 
both iambic and trochaic metres with a suppressed arsis con- 
stantly assume in both tragedy and comedy. See 72 and 207. 
But the paeon is not to be separated from the cretic, i.e. pro- 
tracted trochaic metre, in these odes. That they are metrically 

equivalent is proved by their correspondence in strophe and 

antistrophe. Cf. Vesp.428 = 486 (243), Par 352 = 390, 354= 
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392, 359=398 (232). Furthermore, the paeon occurs quite 

independently among metres that it is agreed are trochaic : 

\ 7 > > \ a kal KeAever avTov HKELV -VUry HU 
c Saas. ” / 

Os er avdpa pucdmroA. -vry -uVY 

ovTa KaToAotvpevov, OTe —-Ur— yu ~UWw,Y 

Tovoe Adyov cioéEper. —-vuv —v—- Vesp. 410 fi. 

226. The ease with which the paeon could be associated with 
trochaic metres is remarkably exemplified in the Lysistrata - 
(1014-1035), where Aristophanes has used cata oriyov a form 
of trochaic tetrameter in which the third metre is continuously 

227. It seems probable that the ‘paeon’ in all these cases 
is a ‘light’ trochaic metre and arose in the dance. The long 
syllable in the arsis of the trochaic metre was differentiated from 
the long in the thesis by shortening. Expressed in mechanical 
symbols, —v—w became -wvvv. The cretic of three 
syllables (— v —) is a later substitute for -Uuov. See 620, 
where this interesting subject is considered from the point of 
view of the probable origin of paeonic verse, 

228. It must not be forgotten, however, that the equalization 

of the time of combined metres of different metrical constitution 
in Greek verse was neither mathematical nor slavish. The 
equality of metres was not absolute even in Greek melic poetry. 
That conception of Greek rhythm is disproved once for all by 
the existence of irrational metres (16). The forms —~ U-u, 
-v--, —-vvv were felt to be different, but they were 
controlled by a uniform rhythm. The mechanical devices for 
expressing the metrical relations of the different forms of trochaic 
metres to one another are, unfortunately, inadequate. To 

indicate these relations, so far as this can be done, the dot is 

used in this book to signify not only the loss of a syllable, with 

measurable protraction of the adjacent long syllable (see 31 f.), 
but also the shortening of a simple thesis in the arsis of a 
trochaic and an iambic (75) metre (—wv vv for —VU-vL, and 

vvuv-— for ».—v-). In the rhythmization of an entire sub- 

ordinate period, - vv --, —-U-—v, —vr-v and —vu-—-» are 

rhythmical equivalents, although not mathematically equal. The 
paeonic-trochaic metre, then, embodies the contrary phenomenon 
to that observed in an irrational metre. One must accustom oneself 
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to —vvv as the rhythmical equivalent of —  v — vu, just as 
—v-—-— for —-v—v has become a familiar substitution. 

229. The effect of the introduction of this lighter form 
(-—vvv) of the trochaic metre, which is not found in tragedy, 
is unmistakable. Originally hyporchematic, these light metres 
quicken the movement perceptibly when they occur, and this is 
especially marked when they are brought into contrast with the 

irrational form of the metre with its effect of retardation. Cf. 

Lys. 664—6 with 667-71 (241), 1192-4 with 1197-9 (240), 
et passim. 

230. Lys. 614-25 = 636-47 (Parabasis). 

Strophe. 

Xo. Tep. over epyov eyxabevdew —-v-v -v-¥& 
cotis eat €devepos, —vo-v -vg 4 

615 GAN exarodudpel? Svdpes -Vvmo -v- 

TOUTML TH Tpaypate. —v--— -—-vo 4 

616 75y yap fev radi 367 ff.,72 5 —--— Vv — -—u- 

TAeivev Kal per(overv se o- ue Ye UH 

617 mpaypdtwv poe Soxel, -- UR —-v-6 

618 Kat padiot ooppaivopat THs -v-¥* -v-*¥ 
‘Ixriov tupavvidos: —vaeu —vunu 4 

619 Kat mavu Sédouxa py W-vrru—-v-- 

tov Aakwovev tives —-vu- = ee 

Sevpo cuveAndrAvbores —- Uy HUEY 

dvdpes eis KXewrBevous -un- —-v— 4 
623 tas Oeois exOpas yuvaixas —-v-~¥* -v-u 

e€eraipwow d6Aw b-v-- —v— 4 

624 KatahaBety Ta ypypal appav tov Te pucOdv, 
Wvr-v -—-v-Y -v- 

evdev eCwy eyo. Sey lt img, HOW! 

Antistrophe. 

Xo. Tuv. otk ap cicwvra & otkad’ 4 Texotoa yveoerau. 

637 addAa BwperO & pirae ypaes tradi rpGrov yapal. 

638 qpels yap © ravTes doTol Adywv Katdpxopev TH TOAEL YpnT(BwV * 

640 eixdTws, Exel xAdGoav dyads Ope pe. 

641 ex7a pev ern yeyoo edOis ijppyddpovv- 

643 «ir aXerpis 7) Sexéris otca Tapyyyéere- 

645 Kar €xovta Tdv Kpoxwrdy apKxtos 7} Bpavpwriois* 

646 Kaxavynpopovy ToT otca rais Kadi) ’xovo’ ioyddwv dppabdy. 

615 Gvdpes Meineke: dvdpes TBC, dvOpwra R 636 ovx« dp’ Dobree: ov 
yap eiotdvta o” Bentley: eicrdvras 645 Kar’ €xovca Bentley: xaréxovca 
TBC, xatraxéovca R 
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Monostrophic dyad. A= AB (614-18, 619-25). A=aaba, 446 4, 
epodic tetrad: two trochaic tetrameters and an iambic hexameter 
with a third trochaic tetrameter as epode that repeats the melody of 
the first two periods. See 744. B=aabc, 4445, epodic tetrad: two 
paeonic-trochaic tetrameters and a trochaic tetrameter, with a penta- 
meter as epode. See 748. 

231. Eq. 616-23 = 683-90 (Syzygy). 

Strophe. 

“Hp. @ vov ap agwov mactv 204, 208 -v-vw -Yn-y¥ 

ext oAodvEat. 203 = View = ee 

617 & Kada A€ywov TOAD OD a- SIR, eae 

peivoy ere Tov Adywv Beene Sy er eS 

618 cipyaopev’, «if exéd- 5—-¥4 uy -u—: 

Oois aravTd por capes’ —-v-v -v-— 4 

ws ey pow doKo Sy tee | = eee 

621 Kav paxpav odov dvedOetv Se 

@oT adkovcat’ mpos Tad @ PeEX- =p aioe 

tiste Oappnoas AEy’, ws a- 10 —-v— —-v-v 

623 avres O0perOd oor. he ee 

Antistrophe. 

“Hp. B’ ravta tow werpayas oia xpy Tov evTVXOdVTA”’ 

684 nipe S 6 ravotpyos erepov ToAY Tavoupyiais 

685 peilooe Kexacpevov Kat ddAovoe TouKkidous 

687 pipaciv @ aipidross. 

688 GAN brws aywoviet ppdvtife TariAour apiota* ovppaxous 8 yyas 

éxov evyous eriatarat réAau. 

618 eipyacuév’ MSS. : Bentley proposed épyacdpev’ 687 aiutdors Princeps : 
aipvrtos 

Monostrophic dyad. A=abbed, 44428, epodic pentad: a 
‘periodic’ tetrad composed of a protracted trochaic tetrameter, two 
paeonic-trochaic tetrameters and a dimeter, with a trochaic octameter 
as epode. See 751. 

See the metrical scholium on Hq. 616 and 683. Heliodorus 
arranged cola 8-10 as trimeters. It should be noted that he employs 
the term ‘paeonic’ to designate both - vu uv and —vu-—. There 
is ancient testimony that he classified paeonic feet, at least in such 
connexion as this, as éféo0nuor.. See Choeroboscus’s Commentary 
(Heph. 247. 11 ff.). 

232. Pax 346-60 = 385-99 (Syzygy I.). 

Strophe. 
“Hu. a ei yap exyevour idety Tav- me Sans | eS eee 

, X e tA asia = 4c 

THV pe TTOTE THV PEP. FOOTY SSO 

— lig or: a 

—— 
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359 
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cs TOAAG yap yverxopynv 206 — vu IC 

/ / A / 

Tpdypatd Te kat oTPddas, — Urs uv 

as €Xaxe Poppiwv - BU 

KOUKET av pe evpors OiKaoTHY = — 

Spypdv ovde dvcKodor, ayes 
J@X\ ‘\ , , 

ovde Tovs Tpdrous ye OYTOV -—U-— ov 

okAnpdv dorep Kal Tpd TOV, — Vv — 

GAN amaddv av p isos 10 —-Uaeu 

kal 7oAd vewtepov a- = Gone 

TakrayevTa TpaypaTov. —-vu-vu 

kat yap ikavov Xpovoy a- = wy wt we 
, A 

ToANipeOa Kai KaTare- = POY, 

TpippeOa ravapevor 1B = wwow 
> / > , 

eis Avxevcov kak Avxeiov ei 

&bv dopt &bv ao7rloL. = wos 

GAN 6 te padwra Xapt- = www, 

ovpeOa mrowovvtes, aye 802 — Ur-u 

ppate’ oe yap adtoxpatop 

20 WPA I? 

o > > , e al 4 

ether ayaby Tis ypiv TvX7. 

801 (ant.) —-vuUveyu 

Antistrophe. 

“Hp. BY pysapos & deoro? ‘Epp i, 

padapos, ppdapos, 
386 ef Te KEeXapurpevov 

387 Xowpidiov oiafa rap e- 

pod ye Katedndokus, 

388 tovTo py pavrAov voue’ ev 
TOOE TO TPdypare. 

Tp. ovK akovers ofa Owrei- 

ovel © dvak derrota ; 

“Hyp. 8’ pay yévy raAtyKoros 

oe avtid(ovow piv, 

391 date Tivde py AaPeiv, 

adAXrAa yap @ dtAav- 

Opwrorate Kat peyado- 

dwpdtate daipovr, 

395 «i te Ilewrdvdpov BdeAvrres 

tous Addovs Kal Tas opis. 
a 

396 Kal ce Ovoiaww ie- 

paice mpowddois Te peya- 

—-v- 9 

87 
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Aare Oud TavTds @ 

399  Séoror dyadovpev ypeis ai. 

346 more thy nuépay Dindorf: ryv nuépay moré 357 giv bis Porson: ovv 

888 vom Bentley: voulfwv 390 o° avridtovew Ed.: dvtiBododow, R reading 
manlyKorés (sic) dv7tBodotow 396 iepaicr mpocddas Princeps : lepais rpooddouc. RV 

Monostrophic dyad. A=apce (346-9, 350-7, 358-60). A= 

aba, 4 6 4, mesodic triad: two trochaic tetrameters with a paeonic- 

trochaic hexameter as mesode. See 739. B=abba, 4 6 6 4, palinodic 

tetrad: a trochaic tetrameter as prodde, two paeonic-trochaic 
hexameters, and a second trochaic tetrameter as epode that repeats 
the melody of the first period. See 746. c is an indivisible paeonic- 
trochaic nonameter. See 773. See also 733. 

See the metrical scholia on Pax 346 ff. and 386 ff. 

233. The following ode in the second Parode is composed 

on the general model of the foregoing, but the poet has omitted 

two cola and has otherwise varied the treatment of his theme. 

Pax 582-600 (Parode II.). 

Xo. yxaipe, xaip & Pidrraé’, ws =v = —-V¥ —20 

dopevoiriv ABes Hpiv- —-vru -Vn 

D yap €0a 4c 4° oO yap eddpnpev OO, eC eo 

585 daypovia BovAdpevor 800 —-vrry —-vUrd 
> > \ > / Cc 

Els GYpoVv avEepTvaat. 5F—-vUvvu —v—4 

joOa yap péywotov apiv -ury mre 

épdos © moGoupe : Kepoos © ToGoupevn Ses Ae ee oe) 

589 mac. o7ocor yewpy'- UE ae. eR) ee 
‘\ , > 4 / 

= 

Kov Biov erpiPopev: p.0- —UuEyu -unry 

vn yop pas apres, 10 -Y-- —v— 6° 

592 morAXAa yap exaoxopev = ie 

mpiv wot ert cov yAvKia Uy muy 

Kaoarava Kat ida. SUneeiwe Sow 6% 
lad > / \ Le 

595 Tots aypoikoww yap 70 Oa, —-vr-- -vVn-y 

xidpa Kal owrnpia. b-v-- -v- 4° 
Ud \ / > > vA wore oe Ta T GprreALa — Ue HUEY 

Kal Ta vea TUKLOLA RO SoC — Oo 

thdrAa @ bron éeott PUTA —Urrey -—Urry 
, / ” 

600 mpooyeAdcetar AaPdovtT acpeva. 
gfV 

AYO) Se Nd ce W ene A) 

583 HAGes nui Dindorf: juiv 7dOes 599 ééo’ Bentley: 60’ R: é00° V 

Non-antistrophic. A= ABC (582-6, 587-96, 597-600). = abe, 

2.44, pericopic triad: trochaic dimeter, trochaic tetrameter, paeonic- 

trochaic tetrameter. See 771. The melody may have been abb, 

proddic triad. B=abba, 4 6 6 4, palinodic tetrad: a trochaic tetra- 
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meter as prodde, two paeonic-trochaic hexameters and a second trochaic 

tetrameter as epode that repeats the melody of the first period. See 746. 

Cc is an indivisible paeonic-trochaic nonameter. See 773. 
See the metrical scholium on Pax 571 ff. Heliodorus regards 

571-600 as a pericope, of which the first period is 571-81, but 

probably this trochaic hypermeter, following tetrameters, was not 

melic. See 808 f. In the text of Heliodorus the first colon (582) 
was acatalectic. His analysis does not include the last eight cola. 

234. Ach. 280—38 (Parode II.). 

“Hp.a’ odros atrés ear, obtos: RU Sy, 
BarrArAc Barre BarAc Barre. —-ve-v -v-y 

“Hy. B’ = wate rate Tov puapdv" —-u ry muy 

od Bareis; od Badeis; (717) -v-—- -—v— 8& 

Non-antistrophic proéde (717). A is an indivisible trochaic octa- 
meter with paeonic-trochaic movement in the last two cola. See 773. 

See the metrical scholium on Ach. 263 ff. Heliodorus regards 
263-83 as a pericope, of which the second period is 280-3, but the 
chorus reappear at 280. 

235. Vesp. 1060—70 =1091-—1101 (Parabasis). 

Strophe. 

“Hp. a & madae ror dvtes ijpets -v-v -v-* 
aAKyLoL pev ev Xopots, —-v-v -v- 4 

1061 aAkipor 8 ev payxass, —~-v-+ -v— 2# 

1062 Kat Kar avtd TovTO povov —Vey -uUsY 
GvOpEs PAX LLWTATOL* 5B—umy —v™ 4 

1063 zpiv ror fv mpl tadta, vv —-G--— — vu — 2 

olxerat, KUKVoU Te ToAWWTEpat 1) 

800 —-YL—-s -vaRYy -vy-¥ 

1065 aiS eravOovow zpixes. SG a 

GAG Kak TOV Acdvov b@ = -—YV-- ~v-- 

TovoEe PWLNVY VvEeaviKHY TKXELV" 

196 107 > 
ws ey® Tovpdy vopifw —~v-- -v-¥6 

1069 yfpas civar Kpeitrov 7) TOAA- =— VU -¥ -~v— 

AGv Kikivvous veaviav Kab — UV - - HU 

OXIA KevpTpwKTiay. i a — OO 

Antistrophe. 

“Hy. B’ dpa devds 7) 768 Gore wavta py SedorKevac 

1092 Kal katectpePapnv 

tous evavtiouvs tAéwv exeioe Tals TpLnpecw ; 

od yap jv npiv Orws 
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1095 phow ed Aékew epeAopev TOT, 0d6E GvKOpavTHTELV TLVE 

1097 ¢gpovris, GAN Goris epéeryns evorr dpwrtos. Tovyapodvy modhas 
moves Miydwv edovtes 

> t s N , ano > s a s ¢ 
aituitato. péperOar tov Popov dedp eopev, Ov KAEnTovow ot 

VEWTEPOL. 
1097 dors Elmsley: da71s av 

Monostrophie dyad. A=asc (1060-2, 1063-5, 1066-70). A= 
abc, 4 2 4, pericopic triad: trochaic tetrameter, paeonic-trochaic 
dimeter and tetrameter. See 771. The melody may have been aba, 
mesodic triad. B=ab, 25, pericopic dyad: trochaic dimeter, paeonic- 
trochaic pentameter. See 770. C probably =a’a, 6 6, monostrophic 
type: two hexameters in correspondence. See 767. The ordinary 
indications of the close of the first subordinate period in c (1066-8) 
are lacking, but Aristophanes affects the trochaic hexameter. See 776. 

236. Ran. 1099-1108 = 1109-18 (Debate). 

Strophe. 
e 7 4 S los \ XX A Hp.a’ peya 7o rpaypa, woAv TO veikos, Ry—-y wu-g 

1) XX e 5X ” Cc 

GaOpos O TOAEMOS EPKETAL. Buwy -—-v-—4 

1100 yaderdv otv Epyov Suacpeiy, we-¥ —-v-*~ 
@ c \ ie / drav 6 pev Telvyn Biatws Fa 

1102 6 & éravactpehery dbvyntar SSG Suse 
> (6 a cal Cc 

Kamrepevoco Vat Tops. —-v--—- -v-—8 

1103 dAAa pr) ?v TavTd KAOnoAov- ee te ee fs eas 

1104 ciaPorai yap cior roAAat —-ve-v -Vvn- 

XaTEepar copurparov, —-v-v -v 6% 

1105 6 re wep ovv €xerov Epifer, Weu-v Zw 
Aeyetov Exitov avadepeTov BRumy wua 

Td Te Tada Kal TA Kava, Zu- o> -vr-y 

1108 xKazoxwdvvevterov Ae iy =) Ge 

rTov TL Kal copov A€eyenv. —~v—-vs —-v—10 

Antistrophe. 

“Hyp. B’ et d€ tovto KatapoPetc Gov, 

py tus apabia rpooy 

1110 rots Oewpevoiriv, ws TO 
erTa pip yvovar eyovrou, 

1112 pndev oppwoeire ToD ws 

ovKe” ovTw TatT €xeEL. 

1113 éorpatevpevor yap «ict, 

1114 PiBrAiov 7 exwv exacros 

pavOdver Ta deEa- 

1115 at dioes tr’ GAAS Kparticrat, 
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vov d€ Kal mapyKdvnvTan. 

pydev ody deionrov, aXdXra 
A > 

1118 mwavT eme€itov Ocatov 
o > c ” n 

ovvex ws OvTwV codur. 

Monostrophic dyad. A=abed, 48 610, pericopic tetrad: tetra- 
meter, octameter, hexameter, decameter containing a single paeonic- 
trochaic metre. See 772. See also 777. 

237. Thesm. 459-65 (Scene I.). 

Xo. €repov ad te Ajpa TovTo wur-y -un-y 
» y 1 

460 Kopifotepov Er i) TO TpOTEpoV avameEpyver. 

Oia KaTerTwpvAaTo, 905 —-w—=— —vuui7™ 

ovK dkaipa, ppevas EXovTa —vev weur-y 
‘ td / > »9Q> 

kat toAvmrAoKov vonp, ovd Bo uey - VK 
> , > > \ NX / aotiver GAAa wiGava TavTa. wur-uwru-y 

a \ , an ¢ € a \ ” 465 det S€ ravryns THs UBpews apiv Tov avdpa 
7 

467 mepipavas Sodvvar dixnv. we-- -v 1 

Non-antistrophic. A=ab, 7 11, pericopic dyad: heptameter, 
hendecameter containing a single paconic-trochaic metre. See 770. 

238. Vesp. 334-45 = 365-78 (Syzygy 1). 

LYRICAL DUO 

Strophe. 

Kop.a tis yap éo@’ 6 tatTa o cipyow —-YV - 9 -v-* 

KatokAjwv TH Opa; AE ee a ey 

335  fov, mpds eivovs yap dpdves. —-Vv—-¥ —v 6% 

Pi, ovpods vids, dAAG pay Bo- Os ~ en 

Gre’ Kal yap Tvyxavet §B-v—-¥* —-vu™ 4% 

337 obtoot mpocbev Kabevdwr. —Vve—- -v- 

GAN bherGe Tod Tovov. —-v-v -v- 4 

Kop. a’ tov 8 edeEw & parace —veu -v-v 

tavta Spav oe Bovrera —v-g -v- 4 

339 <kal> Tiva mpddacw exov; W—- ver wey WY 

Pi, ovK e@ p Ovdpes SuxdCerv “yV-- -v-*¥ 
ovde Spav ovdev KaKdr, Se ee TE ial 

341 adda p edwxeiv eToupds —-v- —-v-y 

eor* eyo 8 od Bovropar. Mwy—-—- —v—4 

Kop.a’ tovr’ éroApyo” 6 wapds ya- 16-UV-- wu-v 
veiv 6 AnpodoyokAewy 204,207 - Vv - 9 au - = 
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343 Oru Nevers TL TEpt TOV veo adn bes ; 

Se CSF ae ee OS INS, 

344 od yap av mof otros Gvyp = —Yv-y —-v-* 

tout eToApnoev Eye Et -v-- -v-* 

345 = aay Evvwporys Tus AV. 0Q—-v—-v —v~ 138% 

Antistrophe. 

Kop. B’ adda Kal viv exrdpule 

pyxaviy orws taxi, €- 

366 ws yap @ peAtrrvov. 

Pi. Suatpayeiv Totvev KpaTurtov 

eoti pow TO Sixrvov. 

368 1 6€ por Aixruvva cvyyvo- 
pny €xoe Tov OuKTvov. 

Kop. B’ tatta pev mpds avdpos ext’ a- 

VOVTOS €is TwTHpiav. 

370 GAN eraye THY yvaGov. 

Di. Suatétpwktat TovTd y* aAXa 

pay Boare pydapes, 
372 arXdAa TypobperP Srws pi) 

BoeAvkAewv aicOjcerat. 

Kop. B’ pydev & trav ded.61, pndev* 

ws ey® TovTdv y’, éav ypv- 

(n Ti, moujow Sakety tiv Kapdiav Kat 

Tov mept Wux7s Spopov dpa- 

peiv, iv «On pa watety TH 

toiv Geoty Yynpicpara. 

339 kal Bergk 378 row Oeoiv Cobet: Trav Pedy or Taly Heaiy 

Monostrophic dyad. A= ABC (334-7, 338-41, 342-5). A=abb, 
6 4 4, proddic triad: a hexameter as prodde to two tetrameters. See 
738. B=abaa, 4244, epodic tetrad: two tetrameters that enclose 
a dimeter, with a third tetrameter as epode that repeats the melody 
of the first and third periods. See 749. © is an indivisible hyper- 
meter of thirteen metres. See 773. See also 777. 

239. Lys. 1043-57 = 1058-71 (Stasimon IT). 

Strophe. 

Xop. Tep. od rapackeva (oper Go. —-JV-¥* -—-v-u 

Tov TodiTtov ode” Gvépes —U-—-¥ -—Vv-—- 

pratpov eireiv ovde ev, SS SS a 6 

1045 aAAa rodd Tovpradw —~uviy =v 7g 2 

oO | ¢ 5 C C | | / > > \ \ , X 

TOVT ayaa, Kat Aeyew Kat 

¢ | ¢ ¢ i Spav, ikava yap Ta Kaka =— Ure 
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Nan , cv 
KG@L TA TAPAKElpeva. —-uvev —vv 6 

GAN erayyedrAETw —=Ve = Sw 2 

1050 was avip Kat yvv7, —~—v-+ —-v— 2 
m” > , f -~ 

ei Tis apyupiouov dei- W-v-vu -v-- 
a a“ ” ‘> ” a c , > ‘\ 

tat AaPeiv pvas 7) Ov 7) Tpets, ws TAEA “oOTiV 
Fit aon Soin gn ea ed ere 

1054 = dxopev Badddvtia: —-ue-— HV WX 
> a _W 

1055 kav mor eipyvyn pavy, —ve-- - Ve Se Oe 

dois av vuvt davetonta Tap pov, 
Bae) eenot ey ALE Ce 

dv AdBy pyKer arody. 15-U-¥ wu — 5° 

Antistrophe. 

Xop. Tv. éoridy dé péAAopev Eévovs tivds Kapvoriovs, dv8pas Kaovs re 
Kaya0ovs. 

KaoTlW <éT’> ETVOS TL’ Kal 

1061 SeAdaxuov tv Ti pot, Kat ToUTO TEBVX’, WaTE Kpe edeoO aradra 
kal KaAd. 

1064 Ker’ otv «cis epov 
TiHpepov’ mpo Se Xp) 

1066 rovro Spav AcAovpéevors adtorts Te Kal TA Tad’, Ei7’ ciow Badifery, 
pnd per Gar pndeva, 

1069 aAAad Ywpety avTiKpvsS 
a ieee - 

1070 Gomep olkad cis EauTwv yevvixws, os % Ovpa KexApoerat 

1053 mAéa Burges: méAN’ &ow 1054 &xoue Burges: xdyouev 1060 
ér’ Reisig 1062 wore kp€ édec@’ Reisig: Gore 7a xpéa eeo@ RI, ws ra Kpéa 
yéever?” C 

Monostrophic dyad. A=AB (1043-48, 1049-57). A=abe, 
6 2 6, pericopic triad: trochaic hexameter, paeonic-trochaic dimeter, 
paeonic-trochaic hexameter. See 771. B=aabed, 22725, epodic 
pentad: a tetrad composed of two paeonic-trochaic dimeters, a 
heptameter and a dimeter, with a pentameter as epode. See 759. 

240. The melody and dance of the preceding ode were 
doubtless repeated in the third stasimon. 

Lys. 1189-1202 =1203-15 (Stasimon ITT). 

Strophe. 

Xop.Tep. orpwpatov d€ roukiAwv Kat = p.t €p Pop Wea Be See eS 

xAavidiwy Kat Evoridwy Kab DY -- -—Yv-—— 
, o > > , wv CV 

XpvTlwVv, OT EOTL [L0L, —-v-v -v~6 

1191 ov POovos everti pou ee) CS ee 
Qn / 7 ral ww 

Tac. Tapexey pepery Tots Bo- uy - VS 

raiiv, orétav te Ovya- Ur = 

Typ Twt Kavnop). —-uvvu —-v— 6 
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1195 

1200 

Xop. Puy. 

1205 

1209 

1211 

1213 
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raocw vpiv eyo EGE Pee = 

apBavery TOV E"ov Sen eat ty eth fey ey 1S 

Xpnpatov vov évdobev, kat 10—-U-—- -v-— 

pdtv obtws «db ceonpdvOar Td pay ovdxt 
RY a SS 

Tovs pTovs avacTacat, —~-v-0o -v-7 

xdrr’ <av> evdov 7 popeiv. Se Se Sy 

dwerar & ovdev oKoTOv, Eb py TUS UPOV 
Sey a eno ess ee et pop ices ES 

o&itepov epovd BAéEmet. Wiese Se wy 2 

Antistrophe. 
= be X lol 0 i wn eo Bo ee te - QA x 

ei 5€ TH py CiTos VpaV E€oTL, PoTKEL OlKEeTGS KGL opLKpa 

ToAAa radia, 
+” > 3 ~ Aw 

éote map eovd AaPetv 
, . , eo » oF AN , Sa A , , 

muploua eTTa pev, 0 O° APTOS aro XoUWLKOS iSely para veavias. 

datis ody PovA€eTau 

TOV TeVTwV tTw 
5 9 an , ” \ , c , , e 

eis "00 TaKKOUS EXOV Kal KWPUKOUS, WS Anerar mupovs, oO 

Mavis & obpds avrois epParei. 

mpds ye pevtou TV Ovpay 

mporayopetw pry Badifew tiv éujv, GAN evraBeto Gar TH Kiva. 

1190 écri wor Elmsley: éoriv enol R 1200 av Elmsley 1212 ovpes 

avrots Bentley : a’rots ovpos R 

See the analysis of the preceding lyric. 

241. Lys. 658—71 = 682—95 (Parabasis). 

Strophe. 

Xo.Tep. ratT’ oty ovy vBpis Ta 209 —-— + -—v-¥ 

mpaypar eott Tmo\Aj; 209 —-v-o —-+- 4° 

659 Kamiducew por doKet TO Ree Es MEI are 5 

xpnya pardAov, GXN dpuvréov Td Tpayp” oo- 

Ty pre IN ree ate AY | = 

mis y’ evopyns cor avyp. 5-Y-- -—vu~ 7oV 

662 GAAG THY eEwpid’ Exdv- A epee eS Mines) AG etal 

wpel ds Tov avdpa dec I ee a eee cD 

663 dvdpds ofev ev0is, GAN? VK -— YU -—- -~Y- 

evteOpiaaOar mpemet. ine ae de een 

664 GA ayere AevKorrodes, OR ORs eRe 

olmep ert Aewpidprov OA ee 

nrADopev br Tpev ETL, SY WEE OOO So iceawio te 3 ge 

667 vov avnPyoae mdAw KavarTepooat 
Ba ees en ay 

hi 

f 
f 

—— 
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670 mTav To GOpa Karoveice- 15-Vv- gy -v-*™ F 

Oat Td ynpas TOd«. Be ee) bat Coe 

Antistrophe. 

Xo. Tuv. ci vij TO Oe pe Lorupyoers, Aiow 

95 

thy euauTns by éy® 67, Kal Tomow TH y vs Onpuora NV EMAVTNS UV oy, , K NOW THMEPOV TOVS ONLOTES 

Bwortpetv o eyd rextodvpevov. 

686 GAA yrpeis O yovaikes OGtTov ExdvwpeHa, 

ws ay ofwpev yvvatK@v avTodae wpyirpevuv. 
: a \ yoo ” , , , \ , 
688  vov zpos éu itw Tis, va py rote Payy TKOopoda, pyde Kvapous 

peAavas* ws et 
5) x , tal > A € AO , 3 \ “4 /, , 

692 Kal MOVOY KaKWS Epets, UTEPXOAW Yap, aLETOY TLKTOVTG Kav@apos 

OE poarevoropae, 

664 XevKdrodes Hermann: AvKoTodes 

Monostrophic dyad. A=AB (658-61, 662-71). A=ab, 47, 
pericopic dyad: protracted tetrameter, heptameter. See 770. pi 

aabe, 4 47 7, epodic tetrad: two trochaic tetrameters and a paeonic- 
trochaic heptameter, with a heptameter as epode. See 748. 

242. Lys. 781-804 = 805—28 (Stasimon 1S): 

Strophe. 

Xo. Pep. pvdov BovAopar Xe- AN) (Sc oo Sew So) 

four Tw dpi, dv ToT qKOVUT — yu —-—— —y—— 

783 autos ere Tails Ov. PO9F ee oe Go 

oUTws AY veavi- ie a ang? 

oxos MeXaviwy tis, Os pevywv yapov a- 
5— weve VY = = 

diker’ cis epypiay Kav Suey Huey 

Tols Oper WKEL* was = 9S 

789 Kar eAayoOjpec eee =o a 

wAeEdpevos apkus Bl -uvwv -+-— 2% 

kal Kiva Tw €lxeV, We-vrvu —-- Go #& 

792 KovKere KaTHnAOe radw —uVey Suey 

oikad’ bd puloovs. See wo re AO 

793 oUTw Tas yuvvatKkas —---* -v-y 

€BdeXX On *keivos, Queis T —-YV--— -Yv-—— 

ovdev ATTov TOU MeAavi- 915 -YU-- -—veryu 2 

796 wvos ot cudpoves. —=u-—+s —vv gv 
Tep. BovAopar oe ypad Ktoar— Suu —-v—2 

Tv. Kpoppvov Tap OvK eet. ee Sh Oe 2 

Tep. Kkavatetvas Aaktioat. Ss eee 

Tov. riv Adxpnv TOAAHY Hopels, 2—-YU-“~ —v— 2 

Vep. kat Mvupwvidns yap jv —v-v - ¢ | 
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802 tpaxis evtedOev peddprv- -—YU-- -—v--- 

yos te Tois €xOpois aracw, —-Yv—-- -Yur-vu 

804 os de kal Poppiwv. os Oe) ere Sense 

Antistrophe. 

Xo. Duy. kayo BovrAopat po- 
l4 > iJ A > , 

Oov tiv? viv avtrr€eEar 

807 70 Medraviwve 

Tipwv iv tus ac 
8 > , > 4 A , 

putos aPdrouw év oKwXowor TH Tpd- 
, > 

811 cura Teprerpypevos, “H- 

piiov droppwé. 
i > € Vs 

ottos otv 6 Tipwv 
” ae S x / on 

OXED id picovs 

815 mwoAAa katapacdpevos 

avépact Tovnpots. 

oUTH "KELVOS DPLOV 

avTepioe. TOS TOVnpoVs 

avopas det, Talore b€ yv- 

820 =varktv Fv pidtraros. 

Tov. tiv yvdBov BotAea Oévw ; 

Tep. pnoapas* era ye. 

Tv. GAA Kpotvow TO oKEAEL; 

Tep. TOV OdKaVopov Eexdavets. 

Tv. GAN Spws av odK dors 

826 Kalirep ovons ypaos OVT av- 
\ , > 3 > 

Tov KopnTyv, aA’ ameyi- 
Pa ~ 4 

828 Awpevov TH AdXVY. 

799 Naxricat Bentley: 7d oxédos NaxTicat 810 ra mpdcwra Hermann: 7d 
pbc wir ov 824 cdkavdpoyv Suidas: caxavdp’ 

Monostrophic dyad. A=AB (781-92, 793-804). A=abe, 6 9 
(plus 2 2 2) 4, pericopic triad (771) with refrain: hexameter, 
nonameter (with three dimeters in refrain), tetrameter, all in paeonic- 
trochaic rhythm. See 774. B=abbbba, 8 2 2 2 2 8, palinodic hexad : 
octameter, four dimeters, octameter. See 758. The antistrophe lacks 
one dimeter in the refrain, corresponding to colon 9. See 51. 

243. Vesp. 403-29 = 461-87 (Syzygy II.). 

Strophe I. 

Kop. a eimreé p10L Ti perAXopev Ki- opens |e a ee 

veiv éxeivny THV XoAryv Oy a Ean A 

404 qvrep HviK’ dv Tis Hmov aa\/ey Sti, eee 
> / \ / 

opyton THY oPyKiay ; PST SA hs 2 
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“Hy. a’ 

408 

409 

410 

412 

414 

TROCHAIC VERSE 

lo I] A Las > A 
VUV EKELVO VUV EKELVO 5b-— vu 

TovevOvpov  KoAa(sperOa KévTpov 
meet Na 

evTeTaTat o€€ws. 800 -—vu 

dArAAa Oaiwaria Baddovres —v 

ws TaXITA TaLdia — wy 

Oeire Kai Boate kai Kre 10 =U 
Lo, tee | > , 

wve TavT ayyéedAere, -— uv 
‘\ , > > s\ o 

Kat KeXeveT adtov 1keuw = 
c > > ” , 

ws ex avdpa pucorodu =e 
” 3 , o 

ovta KamoAovpevoy, Ors 51 — vu 

tovde Adyov cioéper, Wes wy 
\ / f 

pay Suxagery Sixas. Se 

Strophe LI, 

> \ A Cray ae , 5) 
yaoi TO Tpayp akovoeaT =v 

> X\ ay , 

GAAG pa) KEeKpayare. —v 

v7) A’ eis Tdv ovpavev y’. Bd. as — v 

Tous ey® ov peOjoopar, 20- u 
an P35 > \ \ 

TavtTa Ont ov Sea Kat TV- ne, 

pavvis eati eudaris ; 

ef. Av. 1560 (216) -— vu 

® woAws Kat Oced- = Vv 

pov Oeowey Opia, -—vu 

Ket Tis GAAOS Tpoe- Ai ws 
c lal U 

oTnkev pov KoAag, —v 
c / AY , > ” a 

HpdkXeus Kat Kevtp €xovowv wy 
> en > s . 

ovxX Opas @ deozroTa. ; —u 

ois y arddecavy Pidurrov ies 

ev dikn Tov Topyiov. A) ws 
X , > > A > Leal 

kal oé y avtois eLoAovpev’ = 

GAAa Tas eriotpede -— vu 

detpo Kagelpas TO KevTpov -—u 

eit ér advtov ieco, - vu 
\ ” > nw 

EvoTaXeis evtaxtos opyijs 35-—u 

Kal pevous eumaArpevos, -u 

ws dy ed edn Td Aourdv =i 

opivos olov wpywev. -— vu 
al , \ my” 

Touro pevToe devov 757 =e 

v7 AC, ef paxovtpeba.: 40—v 
ec ” > > “ ec nw , 

ws eywy? avTov opov de- =u 

Soka Tas eyKevTpioas. =e, 

ve 

C 

C 

Ic 

GAC Oa 

C 

qd 

Ic 

C 

C GEac 

(c « 

GaN 

C 

GAC OCG 1G 1G EGG IG GC 

d 

qd 

q 

4cV 

97 
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“Hp.a’ add’ adie tov avdp’: —-v4VY -—-u-- 
et de py, pyp eyo -vr-+s -v— 48 

429 tas xeAdvas paKapt- 4h—- GU 8 Uy 

civ oe TOU Sepparos. —-yvur-s - Vo AY 

Antistrophe I. 

Bo. = dAAG pa A’? od padiws otrws av adbrors duepvyes, 

462 cimep érvxov Tov peAGy TOV diAoKACovs PBEBpuwxéres. 

“Hy. B’ dpa dy7? odk atta SnAa tois wevnoww, 7) Tupavvis ws AdOpa y’ 

ehavOav’ wrioved pe, 
466 «i ot y & wévm wovnpe Kal Kopntapvvia 

TOV vo“wv pas ameipyers Gv cOnkev 7 TOALS, 

468 ovte tw éxwv Tpdpaci ote Adyov edtparedov, avTds apxXov 
p.Ovos ; 

‘Antistrophe II. 

Bé. 60 ébrws avev paxns Kal tHs Kato€eias Bows 

472 eis Aoyous EAOoipev GAAHovoTL Kat SuaAAayas ; 

“Hyp. B’ cots Aoyous & pucddnpe Kat povapxias eparra 

475 kai Evvov Bpacida xalt popav Kpdoreda 

oreppdtov tiv O dtrhvyv axovpov tpéepov ; 

BO. viy AC? 7 pow Kpeittov exotyvar 7) Tapdray Tov maTpds 
a bal lal , A c / 

479 padrov 7 Kakols ToTovTOLS vavpaXEiy CONpEpat. 

Kop. i’ ov8é pay 008’ ev cedivy covativ ovd ev myyavy’ 

481 rotro yap tapepBarovpev TOV TpLXowikwY Exo. 

GAG vov pev ovdev aAryeis, GAN’ OTav Evvijyopos 

Tavita TavTa Gov KatavTAy Kal Evvwpotas Kady. 

Bo. dp adv & mpds Tov Ocdv tpeis dradhayxGeire pov ; 

485 1) déd0xrai por ScperOar Kai Séperv du’ ypépas ; 
‘H lA +97 7, > > a » if x > 

p. B’ obderore y’, OVX Ews Gv Ti prov Aowrov 7, 

OoTLs Hpov ert Tupavvid™ <G0> extarys. 

407 évrérara dféws Ed.: évrérar’ d&0 414 um Princeps: ws xpi) Ki 416 
trovd’ Porson: révd’ R, révde y’ V 418 OeocexOpia Bentley: Oeds expla RV 
422 av’rois Holden: aims R, a’ris V 473 covs Hirschig: col 480 pny 
Hirschig: pév 7 487 66 Hermann 

The two strophes constitute a pericope, AB (705). A= AB (403-7, 
408-14). A=aab, 447, epodic triad: two tetrameters with a 
heptameter as epode. See 787. B=aab, 4410 (446 in the anti- 
strophe), epodie triad: two’ tetrameters, with a decameter as epode 
in the strophe (two tetrameters with a hexameter in the antistrophe). 
See 737. Two cola (perhaps 12, 13) are lacking in the antistrophe. 
See 51. Bisa stichic period composed of fifteen tetrameters. See 778. 
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Non-Me tic TrocHAIc VERSE 

THE TETRAMETER IN ARISTOPHANES 

244, The catalectic trochaic tetrameter is used by Aristo- 
phanes both as a melic period (210) and also continuously by 
line in recitative (59). When it is used by line, its two cola are 
very generally separated by diaeresis (253 ff.). 

245. The recitative tetrameter is used in all the comedies of 
Aristophanes except the Plutus, but oftener in the earlier than in 
the later plays. The verse is adapted to rapid movement and is 
therefore frequently employed when the chorus enters in haste in 
the parode * (213), sometimes on the run, or when it retires from 

the immediate scene of action in the second parode.” It is used 
also in the parode, and once in a syzygy, when, after a musical 
number, the leaders of the chorus and personages of the scene 
engage in a dialogue in recitative to the accompaniment of a 
flute.2 In many of these scenes the speakers are excited, and 
sympathy with their emotion was doubtless expressed by the 

chorus in mimetic dance-movements.* 
246. The chief use of the recitative tetrameter, however, in 

Aristophanes is found in the epirrhemata and antepirrhemata of 

the parabasis.° The tone is in general scoptic. Aristotle, speak- 
ing of the early drama, when it was still satyric in content and 

language, says (Poet. iv. 14): ro pév yap mpatov tetpapéeTp@ 
€ypavto Sua TO catupiKny Kal dpynaTikwtépay civas THY Toinow. 
The epirrhema and antepirrhema of the parabasis were probably 
recited by the first and second leaders respectively, and the 
recitation was accompanied by the chorus with mimetic move- 
ments. Recitative trochaic tetrameters occur sparingly also in 

other parts of comedy than parode and parabasis.° 
247. Thirty-nine of the 779 recitative tetrameters in the 

1 Ach. 234-6 ~ 238-40; Hg. 242-83; 26(20=20); Nwb. 1115-30 (669) ; Vesp. 
Pax 299-338 ; Av. 268-309, 313, 317-18, 
320-6. 

2 Pax 553-70 ~ 601-50. 
3 Ach. 303-34, Vesp. 480-60 ~ 488-525 

(syzygy), dv. 336-42 ~ 352-86. 
4 See Haigh’s Attic Theatre? 312 ff., 

and the Editor’s Unrecognized Actor, 122 
ff. 

5 Ach. 676-91 =703-18 (16=16) ; ZZ. 
565-80 = 595-610 (16=16) ; Hg. 1274-89 
=1300-15 (16=16) ; Nwb. 575-94 = 607- 

1071-90 =1102-21 (20=20) ; Pax 1140- 
55=1172-87 (16=16); Av. 753-68= 
785-800 (16=16) ; Av. 1072-87 =1102- 
17 (16=16) ; Lys. 626-35 = 648-57 (10= 
10) and 672-81 = 696-705 (10=10); Th. 
830-45 (669); Ran. 686-705=718-37 
(20 =20). 

6 Hg. 314-21 ~ 391-6; Pax 383-4 ~ 
426-7 ; 428-30 ; Lys. 1036-42 ; Th. 687- 
8 ~ 726-7, 702-6; Ee. 1155-62. 
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extant plays of Aristophanes are purely trochaic, 1 in 20, and 9 

others have all arses short but one or more theses resolved, 1 in 

87. One hundred and sixty-one tetrameters have one long arsis, 
1 in 4°84; 357 have two, 1 in 2:18; 213 have three, 1 in 3°66. 

Sixty-five per cent of the complete metres are irrational. 
248. The tribrach occurs 161 times, once in 4°84 tetra- 

meters : 

Tetram. Vou i li. iii. iv.} Vv vi. VileuelOLdle 

779 161 28432 4+6 1344 241 38+11 4413 540 94467 

Five of the 94 tribrachs contained in one word overlap the pre- 
ceding foot. These are all in the fifth or sixth foot (Vesp. 505, 
510, Av. 290, 791, 1072). Sixty-three begin with the word 
and overlap forward. The word containing the tribrach consists 
of three syllables in 26 instances. The five tribrachs in the 
seventh foot are contained each in a tetrasyllabic word (uv uv v ¥) 
which comprises the seventh and eighth feet. These are Zg. 319, 
Nub. 575, 581, Av. 276, 281. Two of these are composed of 

proper names (Wub. 581, Av. 281), and the other three have been 

emended. Only 6 of the 67 tribrachs composed of two or three 
words or parts of words consist of three words or parts of words, 
five in the first foot (Ach. 685, Pax 322, Av. 280, 358,380) and 

one in the third (Pax 615). The natural division of the tribrach 

when it consists of two words is u v|v (for — ~) in trochaic 
verse, but numerous exceptions (u|v ~) occur in the tetrameter, 
7 in the first foot, 1 in the second, 1 in the third, 5 in the fifth. 
Cf. Ach. 689, Hg. 245, Vesp. 504, Hg. 281, Vesp. 451, 492. 

249. The ‘anapaest, a form in trochaic verse which results 
from the resolution of an irrational foot (17, 200), occurs 44 
times, once in 18 tetrameters : 

Tetram. wo - li. iv. vi. Total. 

419 44 11+8 D+3 5+12 21+ 23 

Only two anapaests (Vesp. 497, Pax 553) of 21 contained in one 
word overlap the preceding foot, 12 overlap forward, 7 consist 

each of a trisyllabic word. No anapaest consists of three words 
or parts of words, and the division of the 23 that consist of two is 
always v ul|-. 

250. The dactyl occurs six times, once in the first foot 
(Hg. 319), three times in the fourth (Av. 373, 1113, He. 1156), 

1 Av. 341, 353; 285 (emended), 
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and twice in the fifth (Ach. 318, Vesp. 496). In each case, it is 

the first or last simple foot of a dimeter. See 205. 
951. The tetrameters, numbering 391, found in the epirrhe- 

mata and antepirrhemata of the parabases are less free in the use 

of tribrach, anapaest and dactyl than those, numbering 388, 
found elsewhere in the plays. The ratios for the two sorts of 
tetrameters respectively are: tribrach, 1 in 6 and 1 in 4; ana- 
paest, 1 in 20 and 1 in 16; dactyl, 1 in 391 and 1 in 78. 

252. One hundred and fifty-three of the 181 tetrameters that 
contain trisyllabic feet have one trisyllabic foot, 26 have two, 
and 2 have three. Fifteen tetrameters contain each two tri- 
brachs in 8 combinations, of which 1, 5 occurs three times (Ach. 

680, Hy. 262, Av. 340). The collocation vouvuvv occurs 
twice, in 5, 6 (Vesp. 498, Th. 838). One tetrameter contains 

three tribrachs (Av. 1116). Nine contain one tribrach and one 

anapaest in 6 combinations, of which 1, 6 (£q. 600, 1308) and 

5, 2 (Hq. 280, Av. 303) each occur twice. One contains two 

tribrachs and an anapaest, involving the combination vv v 
vu-—vvv (Av. 302). Two contain one tribrach and one 

dactyl (Ach. 318, Hg. 319). 
253. The trochaic tetrameter, in its observance of diaeresis, is 

closer to the recitative than to the melodramatic iambic tetra- 

meter (183). Diaeresis is neglected 110 times in 779 trochaic 
tetrameters, once in 7°1 verses. To these must be added, as in 

the iambic tetrameter (180), a considerable number of verses 

which do not admit diaeresis because of a progressive word at 
the end of the first dimeter, as in Hg. 283, 571, 1281, 1283, 

Nub. 622, 623, 1128, Vesp. 506, 514, etc, or of a recessive 

word at the beginning of the second, as in Eg, 268, Vesp. 488, 

491, Pax 306, 334, 559, etc. Rossbach’s assumption (Spec. 

Metrik, 188) that diaeresis is neglected oftener in trochaic tetra- 
meters found in the epirrhemata and antepirrhemata of para- 
bases than in those that occur elsewhere in comedy is not 

supported by facts. There are 391 recitative tetrameters in 

parabases and 55 neglect diaeresis; there are 388 elsewhere in 

comedy, and, as it happens, 55 of these neglect diaeresis. 
254, Caesura is allowed after the second arsis, — uv —¥-| 

ee at eam, Ack S22,» d24,, Ag. wae 

257, 269, Vesp. 457, 1075, Pax 305, 558; after the third, 

SS -vl-v —v-v —-v-, as in Eq. ay 576, 600, 
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1276, 1277, 1281, 1283, ub: 5838; 6155 after the filth, 
—~vev -v av -vl-v -v-, as in Ach. 239, Eg. 
1307, 1309, Vesp. 503, 506, 510, Pax 302, 324,426. It 
occurs also after theses, not infrequently after the second, 
So | a ee Se, oS PACH eA oie Oper ee 

Fg. 258, 283, 1315, Vesp. 435, 442, 498, 524; sometimes 
after the third, -L—-u -|u-v -v-v -—v-, as in Ach. 

331, 3233, TOS Fg 266, 395; 603,' Nub. 580) 614 pai 2 
1125. When diaeresis is not possible, a pause may occur after 
the fourth thesis, -L-v -v-|u -v-v -v-, as in 

Ach. 235, Nub. 620, 623, 624, 625, Vesp. 444, 1110; less 

often after the fifth, -v-v -v-v -|u-v -v-, as 

in Hg. 282, 1311, Pax 630, Lys. 631. Pauses are rare else- 

where in the verse than in the places named, but occasionally 
one occurs after the sixth thesis, -Uv-vu -—-v-v -v-—-lu 

—w-, as in Ach. 714, Eg. 1315, Nud. 584, Pox 317, 384 
Verses occur with two pauses, rarely with three. Illustrations 

follow. 

255. The following analysis of 100 recitative trochaic tetrameters 
found elsewhere than in parabases (Ach. 303-34, Vesp. 430-60, and 
Av. 268-304) and 100 that occur in parabases (Ach. 676-91, 703-18, - 
Vesp. 1071-90, 1102-17, Av. 753-68, 785-800) will serve to illustrate 
the foregoing statements. The odd numbers signify theses, the even 
arses. It will be remembered that the thesis of the tribrach and of 
the ‘ anapaest’ may be dissyllabic. 

8 :—A single pause, at diaeresis, is found in the 58 non-parabatic 
and 68 parabatic (P.) tetrameters which are not cited below. 

4:—Av. 273. P. Ach. 681. 6:—Ach. 332; Vesp. 443; Av. 
281, 285. P. Ach. 684; Vesp. 1082, 1087, 1114, 1115; Av. 785. 
10 :—Ach. 308; Vesp. 432; Av. 268, 279, 284, 286, 291. P. Ach. 
682, 715; Vesp. 1073, 1112; dv 754, 758, 768, 788, 791, 793, 
794, 798. 

3 :—Vesp. 445. 5:—Ach, 316, 331, 333; Av. 272, 297. PF. 
Ach. 708 ; Vesp. 1083. 7 :—Vesp. 434, 438, 444, 456, 459; Av. 
270, 283, 294, 298. P. Vesp. 1072, 1077, 1084, 1088. 

4:8 :—Ach. 313, 324; Vesp. 457. 4:10:—Ach. 322. 6:10:— 

Av. 269. P. Av. 799. 6:11:—P. Vesp. 1111. 8:10:—Av. 277. | 
3:10 —Ach. 328; Av, 282. 8:12:—Av. 299. P. Av 759. 338: 
—Vesp. 435, 442. P. Av. 767. 

8:11 :—Av. 295. §:8:—Av. 274. 1:8:—P. Ach. 685. 8:11: 
—P. Ach. 714. 5:7:—Av. 301. 7:13:—P. Vesp. 1110. 

3:7:10:—Vesp, 458. 
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256. The melic trochaic tetrameter is somewhat severer than 
the recitative in excluding the dactyl and in some minor 
particulars. There are 116 melic tetrameters in Aristophanes.’ 
Eleven of these are purely trochaic, 1 in 10°5, and four others 

have all arses short, but one or more feet resolved. Thirty- 
three have one long arsis, 1 in 3:5; 43 have two, 1 in 2ap 

25 have three, 1 in 4°6. Fifty-six per cent of the complete 

metres are irrational. 
257. The tribrach occurs 23 times, 1 in 5: 

Tetram. Uv si. Ii. iii. iv. Vv yi Vii. Total. 

izl GO PaaS OesS) See Wee Sesleri Us) esata 

A single tribrach (Lys. 1285) contained in one word overlaps the 

preceding foot. The word is a trisyllable in 3 instances. The 
single tribrach in the seventh foot (Vesp. 461) is contained in a 

tetrasyllable (vy vy“). No melic tribrach consists of three 

words or parts of words. The division vu] uv does not occur. 
The anapaest occurs six times, 1 in 21, three times in the second 
foot (Vesp. 461, 462, Lys. 615), three in the sixth (Vesp. 478, 
Pax 346, 583). The dactyl is not used. 

258. Of the 16 tetrameters that contain trisyllabic feet, 9 

have one trisyllabic foot, 5 have two, 2 have four or more. Three 
tetrameters contain two tribrachs (Paw 733, Ran. 1109, Ee. 

1165), one has four (Ran. 1099), one has six (Lys. 1285), 
The combination of anapaest and tribrach occurs twice (Vesp. 

461, 462). 
259. The trochaic tetrameter, which preceded the iambic tri- 

meter as the stock verse of tragedy (Aristot. Rhet. m1. 1. 9, Poet. 

iv. 14), remained in favour with all the comic poets for just the 
reasons that made it a means less fit than the trimeter to express 
the exalted sentiments of developed tragedy. In the language 
of Aristotle it was Kopdaxixotepov, opynotikw@tepov. The 
remonstrance Socrates addresses to Strepsiades in the Nubes 
(641 f.) was evidently a live question in our poet’s own day: 

1 Ach. 204-7 (4), 219-22 (4), 284, 286, 1283, 1291; Pax 346, 349 f. (2), 356, 389, 
293, 296, 335, 337, 341, 343, 985, 999; 395, 583, 587, 595, 733; Lys. 291, 294, 
Eq. 312 f. (2), 326 f. (2), 380, 389 f. (2), 301, 304, 614 f. (2), 618, 623, 636 f. (2), 
400 f. (2), 404; Vesp. 336 f. (2), 338, 640, 645, 662 f. (2), 686 f. (2), 1285; Th. 
340 f. (2), 367 f. (2), 369, 371 f (2), 659-662 (4), 674, 714; Ran. 263, 265, 
403 f. (2), 408 f. (2), 415-417 (3), 420- 540, 548, 596, 604, 1099, 1109; Ze. 
427 (8), 461 f. (2), 466 f. (2), 471 f. (2), 1164 f. (2). 
478-485 (8), 1060, 1091, 1093, 1267, 
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ov ToT épwT® a, GAN 6 TL KadAdCTOY péTpov | rryel* ToTEpa 
TO TpiueTpov 7) TO TeTpapueTpov ; The trochaic tetrameter was the 
metrum Epicharmium (see the fragments in Kaibel’s Frag- 
menta) and was affected by all the comic poets. Fragments 
are extant that begin with Magnes and extend to Poliochus. 

Cf. Magnes 6; Ecphantides 1; Cratinus 25, 36, 52, 97, 
122—5,., 164,197), 198.298, 301-5. Crates: 20, 295 oa, 
41 ;> Phereerates 10,22) 78, 83, 143, 1182) )Weleclidess 41 

Hermippus 29, 37, 43, 44, 70, 71,81; Eupolis 76, 268, 357; 
Phrynichus 15, 38; Aristophanes 108, 221, 306, 411, 433, 

496, 550-2, 671-3; Plato 24; Ameipsias 13; Callias 1, 3, 4; 

Lysippus 9; Metagenes 13; Strattis 57; Apollophanes 6; 
Antiphanes 40, 45, 49, 52, 71, 97, 117, 142, 171, 174 Gn 
part), 179, 181, 204, 205, 301; Anaxandrides 6; Eubulus 

49; Nicostratus 24; Philetaerus 9; Amphis 7, 8; Anaxilas 
22; Aristophon 4, 14; Cratinus iunior 2; Euphanes 1; 
Alexis 79, 98; 115) 117, 156, d64) 165.) 2190301 200F 
Axionichus 8; Eriphus 4; Mnesimachus 2; Timocles 16; 
Theophilus 4; Philemon 213; Diphilus 20; Menander 23-6, 

100, 162, 205, 244, 352, 367, 379, 433, 442, 470, 494, 508, 
923—5, 927, 929, 930, 1113; Dioxippus 3; Alexander 6; 

Evangelus 1; Poliochus 1; Frg. incert. 38, 295-7, 770-2, 774— 
8, 1324-7. 

THE TETRAMETER IN MENANDER 

260. An especially trustworthy means of determining the 
form of the trochaic tetrameter in the period of the New Comedy 
is found in the Cairo MS. of Menander recently published. 
There are ninety-eight trochaic tetrameters in the Periceiromene 

and Samia that are, in effect, metrically intact in the manu- 

script. It appears from these verses, which are of sufficient 

number to justify broad comparisons, that Menander uses tri- 

syllabic feet in the trochaic tetrameter much more freely than 
Aristophanes. 

261. Five of the 98 tetrameters are purely trochaic, 1 in 20, 
as in Aristophanes (247), while five others have all arses short 

1 Periceiromene (Samia in the Prin- 256-64 (9), 269 f. (2), 325 f. (2), 330, 
ceps) : 848-52 (5), 354, 360, 375-84 (10), 332 f. (2). There are also 51 mutilated 
386-8 (3), 894-9 (6), 401, 412-15 (4),  trochaic tetrameters in the Pericetromene 
417 f. (2), 427, 483 f. (2). Samia: 202-8 and 24 in the Samia. 
(7), 211-82 (22), 236-42 (7), 245-54 (10), 
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with one or more theses resolved, 1 in 20 in Menander, but only 

1 in 87 in Aristophanes. Twenty-six have one long arsis, 1 in 

3-8: 41 have two, 1 in 2°4; 21 have three, 1 in 4°7. Filty- 

eight per cent of the complete metres are irrational. In Aristo- 

phanes the per cent is sixty-five (247). 

262. The tribrach occurs 44 times, once in 2°23 tetrameters, 

but in Aristophanes once in 4°84 (248) : 

Tetram. Vou i. ii. iii. iv. v. vi. Vii. Total. 

98 Lee Aor Oo -EOY FEO 1846 V-el 1a) 27+ 2% 

Compare the table in 248, Both Aristophanes and Menander 

use the tribrach sparingly in the second and fourth feet. Aristo- 

phanes avoids it in vii, but Menander has it twice in vii. in whole 

verses (S. 257, 262) and three times in broken lines (P. 407, 

422, 426). Of the 27 tribrachs contained in one word in 

Menander 6 are trisyllables, 1 overlaps back but 20 overlap 

forward. Of the 17 contained in two or three words or parts of 

words, 2 have the division uJu|v, 3 v[yv,and 12 vue. 

263. The anapaest occurs 17 times, once in 5°8 tetrameters, 

but in Aristophanes once in 18 (249): 

Tetram. Uwo- li. lv. vi. Total. 

98 ity 449 5+3 1+2 104+7 

Compare the table in 249. For other examples of the anapaest 

in vi., in broken verses, see P. 419, 425, 428, S. 341. Four 

of the ten anapaests contained in one word overlap back, 3 

forward, 3 are trisyllables. Of the 7 contained in two or three 
words or parts of words, 1 has the division v|v|—, 2 have 

vjvy—,and 4 vul-. 
264. The dactyl occurs but once, in the fifth foot of a broken 

verse (P. 421). 
265. Of the 47 tetrameters that contain trisyllabic feet, 34 

have one trisyllabic foot, 12 have two, 1 has three. 

266. The first dimeter ends in a complete word in each of 

these 98 tetrameters, and this word is a progressive only twice ; 

but nevertheless many of the 96 remaining tetrameters are not 

to be rendered with a pause at diaeresis. When Aristophanes 

employs trochaic tetrameters in dialogue, the change of speaker 

generally occurs at the beginning of the tetrameter; Menander is 

strongly disposed to change the speaker within the verse. The 

speaker thus changes in Aristophanes on the average only once 
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in 11 tetrameters, and in 75 per cent of the instances the change 
occurs at diaeresis; in Menander this change occurs in nearly 
every other verse on the average, but it occurs at diaeresis in 
only 30 per cent of the cases. Finally, Menander changes the 
speaker twice within a single tetrameter six times as often as 
Aristophanes. The general result is much greater variety in 
rendering and more frequent interruption of the flow of the 
rhythm in Menander than in Aristophanes. On the basis of a 
comparison of the 98 tetrameters now under consideration with 

the 100 tetrameters in dialogue that are analyzed above, which 
include the liveliest recitative trochaic number in Aristophanes 
(Av. 268 ff), the peculiarities of Menander’s metrical style in 

this form of verse are seen to be as follows. He introduces a 
pause at diaeresis less frequently, relatively to his total number 

of pauses, although 96 of his tetrameters admit diaeresis, but only 

73 of those in Aristophanes. He introduces a greater number of 
pauses absolutely and admits pauses into a greater number of 
different places in the verse. Finally, the modes in which he 
arranges two or more pauses within a single tetrameter are 
twice as numerous as those in Aristophanes. 

THE HYPERMETER 

267. Acatalectic cola, dimeters and trimeters, are combined 

into hypermeters in Aristophanes in both melic (210) and re- 

citative verse. See 713. The hypermeter ends in a catalectic 
dimeter, only once (Pax 344 f.)in a catalectic trimeter (in both 

the oldest MSS.), and without exception it follows recitative 
tetrameters. The connexion between the tetrameters and the 

following series of cola is so close that sometimes the speaker 
does not change (Pax 650 ff.) and even the grammatical con- 

struction is continued (Pax 338 ff., Av. 386 ff.). In a single 
instance two corresponding hypermeters conclude the epirrhema 
and antepirrhema of a parabasis (Pax 1156-8 ~ 1188-90). In 

all other cases the hypermeter is part of a parode and concludes 
a dialogue (Hq. 284-302; Pax 339-45, 571-81, 651-6; Av. 
387-99). Recitative hypermeters are found in none of the later 
plays of Aristophanes. 

268. The metrical form of these hypermeters is freer than 
that of the recitative tetrameters in the use of trisyllabic feet. 
These number: 28 tribrachs, 3 anapaests (Hg. 299, Av. 388, 
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394), 2 dactyls (Hg. 301, Av. 396). If the 115 complete 
metres in the hypermeters are expressed in terms of the tetra- 
meter, reckoning three complete metres as the equivalent of a 

tetrameter, the ratios are as follows: tribrach, 1 in 4°84 in the 

tetrameter and 1 in 14 in the hypermeter; anapaest, 1 in 18 
and 1 in 13; dactyl (see 205), 1 in 130 and 1 in 19; irrational 

metre, 65 per cent and 67 percent. It should be noted, how- 
ever, that these hypermeters differ structurally among themselves. 

Only 3 trisyllabic feet occur in 28 cola in the Pax, but 18 in 
19 cola in the Aquites and 12 in 13 in the Aves. The tribrach 

is a natural form to employ in the expression of excited feeling 

or of lively sentiment. 
269. The dimeters and trimeters of which trochaic hyper- 

meters are composed are closely connected by synaphea, and were 
liable to the same danger of confusion in transmission which the 
corresponding iambic cola suffered (194). Heliodorus records 19 
cola in Eq. 284 ff.; 7 in Pax 359 ff, making 344 a ‘mono- 
meter’; 10 in Pax 571 ff., making 579 a ‘monometer’ and 

580 f. a tetrameter; 5 in Pax 651 ff, making 655 f. a tetra- 

meter; and 3 each in Pax 1156 ff. and 1188 ff. See the 

metrical scholia on these hypermeters. Pax 344 f. constitute 
a trimeter in RV; Pax 578* is a monometer in RV, the 

following colon a dimeter. Both manuscripts resort to the device 
of combining two dimeters into a false tetrameter, but V only 
twice. The preposition at the end of Par 577 may be thought 
to be an indication, reinforced by the sense, that 577, 578° origin- 
ally constituted a trimeter. A colon ends within a word in £4. 

301, Pax 339. 
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ANAPAESTIC VERSE 

270. The fundamental colon of anapaestic verse is a dimeter 
composed of two metres that consist each of two simple feet 

(12, 18): 
, ” = / la ToApnoov avaé xapioacGai pow -——-w- w-—-—— 

ta0os oiktTipas, 7 pe KEepavy@ eS = 

duatwOarkew orddurov TaxXEws, Wewe- wow 
” a0 , Sts 1 , KareitT aveAwv po aropvojcas AWG ey SS 

eis 0€dApnv euBare Oeppajv 5 —-—-—-— —w-— — Vesp. 327 fi. 

An anapaestic dimeter consists of sixteen primary times. 

All anapaestic verse is in ascending rhythm. 
271. Melic anapaestic verse has a varied constitution, 

owing to the number of forms the simple foot may assume, not 

only »v— and —-—- (8, 10) but also vy vy and -vvu 
(11). A dimeter may consist solely of anapaests, as in the 
third colon just quoted, or spondees, or even of ‘dactyls’ or 

proceleusmatics : 

ovKovy EAkw KagapTopa ; ———— —-—-—-— Pax 470 
KavaTvOupeOa totade tives ToTE —we-w -—-w-—w Av. 403 
KatéAaBov, ep 5 Tu Te peyaddrtepov afParov 

Wwww wwwy Lys. 481 £ 

Dimeters consisting solely of ‘dactyls’ or proceleusmatics are 

found only in melic verse. 
272. The dimeter by suppression of the arsis of its final 

anapaest becomes catalectic (33): 

TOU ELVOTATOU 6c "OXbprrov Se SS BS SS IM, UOBSO 

KovUTrw poevTOL YE TETAVLEL SSeS Sa wees Me TOY 

culo & evGadets KapTous eA OO 

108 
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273. The catalectic dimeter is called paroemiac.’ Its final 
syllable may be short instead of long (43). It rejects the pro- 
celeusmatic, allows the ‘dactyl’ only in the first simple foot, and 
admits the spondee as the third simple foot only in melic verse. 

274, The paroemiac is used in the recitative verse of comedy 
only as the final colon of a tetrameter, pentameter, heptameter, 
octameter, or hypermeter. In melic verse, it may be used as a 

component part of an ode in any position. In his Odysseus, 

Cratinus (frag. 144) employs it continuously : 

auydv vuv amas exe oryay, ——-w- w-- 

Kal mavra Adyov Taxa Tevoel’ Pass Cro a eee 
c A » Lae ) / / > npiv © “l0dxn rarpis ecru, a SI 

mréopev 8 ape Odvocer Get Wwaewe wea = 

See Heph. 27. 1 ff. and cf. Aristophanes frag. 503, 504, and 
Ran. 372 ff. (301). 

Such continuous cola were probably rhythmized as full dimeters, 
with a pause after each colon. On this supposition, the conjunction 
of vowels at the end of the second colon and beginning of the third 
(43) in the fragment quoted from Cratinus has no metrical significance. 

275. Every melic anapaestic colon in Aristophanes ends in 
a complete word. ‘The first metre also of the melic acatalectic 
dimeter generally ends thus, but the first metre of the melic 
paroemiac, in fully one-third of the instances of its occurrence, 
ends within the word. For the corresponding facts in the 

recitative tetrameter and hypermeter, see 315, 329, 330. 
276. The anapaestic trimeter was not employed as a colon, 

since a trimeter composed of true anapaests in normal isomeric 

rhythm (9, i.) would have exceeded the limit of length allowed 
diplasic compound feet (22), but the monometer was thus used, 

generally in combination with dimeters. On the probable 

origin of this use of the monometer as a colon see 613. 
277. Anapaestic tripodies (26) occasionally occur in 

Aristophanes : 

Tooe wou TO TAOOS peT epodv 303 w—w-— w— Lys. 479 

axpomoAtv tepov Ténevos ite ow u Lys. 483 

1 Hephaestion (26. 17 ff.) derives the with mpocod:axds, suggests oiuos (=066s), 
word from mapoula, proverb, maxim; ‘march-rhythm’; Christ (Metrik,? 254) 
Rossbach (Sec. Metrik,® 181 f.), regard- proposes oiwn, song (‘lay’). 
ing mapomuakds as of equivalent meaning 
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These are true brachycatalectic cola (85) and have the mensura- 

tion of dimeters. They may end in the ‘spondaic’ anapaest : 

ghoviay, mrepvyd te TavTG §=473, 308 w~-ww - - 
eriBaXre mepi te KiKAwoar Ve ecg Weis iil Syl 

Aetpovov eyKpovwv 301 —--- -—-— fan. 374. 

The pentapody also occurs, but only twice : 

N \ > , > \ , 
oe pev ovv Katadevoopev @ papa KepaAr 

Nh iis an Ach, 285 = 336 (452). 

This is probably a _ brachycatalectic trimeter in logaoedic 
time (389). The penthemimer (36) is also occasionally found, 
with the mensuration of a dimeter. Cf. Av. 455, 458 (409); 
1318, 1319 (406). 

278. Protraction (31) does not occur in the anapaestic verse 
of comedy. 

279. Melic anapaestic verse prefers hypermetrical structure, 
and hypermeters occur in the odes of Aristophanes that range 
in length from nine to twenty-seven metres. The commonest 

subordinate periods are the catalectic tetrameter and the 
paroemiac, but the hexameter is not rare. On the combination - 

of subordinate periods, hypermeters and intermediate periods to 

form systematic periods, see 720 ff. 
280. The catalectic tetrameter is the anapaestic verse 

chiefly used by the poets of the Old Comedy in recitative rendering 

(305 ff., 320). These tetrameters are often immediately followed 
by hypermeters, which may also be used independently (321 ff). 

281. Anapaestic cola may be combined with cola in other 
rhythms, but especially with iambic, dochmiac and paeonic cola, 
in the same systematic period. Compare, for example, the 

combination of anapaestic and iambic cola in Lys. 476 ff. (303), 
Av. 400 ff. (290). Such anapaests probably keep their true 

isomeric time in most cases. Generally they constitute a 
considerable part of the systematic period in a series of connected 
cola, as in the odes just cited and in Av. 328 ff. (473), 1058 ff. 

(455), Th. 667 ff. (472), Vesp. 317 ff. (577). Introductory 
anapaestic cola also were probably sung in even time, as in Pax 

512 (84), He. 478 (85), Nudb. 510 f. (561). When they thus 
introduce a trochaic ode, the rhythmical contrast is marked, as 

in Ran. 895 (214), Zh. 520 (222). The same effect of contrast 
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would result from singing anapaestic cola in parodies in even 
time, and here the poet probably sought for just such effect, as in 
Th.1051 (374), 1332 ff, 1351 f. (692), as also when he combined 
various different rhythms in the same period, as in Nub. 1160, 
1165 f., 1168 (474), Av. 254 ff (695). On the other hand, 
cola composed exclusively of anapaests were probably sung in 

triple time when constituent parts of odes in simplified logacedic 
rhythm (394). Other examples of logaoedic anapaests (389) are 
occasionally found combined with subordinate periods in other 
rhythms. These will be noted as they occur. 

282. It is sometimes difficult to distinguish melic from 
recitative anapaestic verse. The positive metrical evidence in 

comedy that a series of anapaestic cola is melic is the use (i.) 
of the proceleusmatic; (ii.) of a dimeter composed solely of 
‘dactyls’; (aii.) of a tripody; (iv.) of a paroemiac at the 
beginning of a series or within a short series or of two paroemiacs 
in succession ; (v.) of a paroemiac with spondaic close ; (vi.) of an 

acatalectic dimeter at the end of a series; (vii.) of subordinate or 
hypermetrical periods in other rhythms in prodéde or epode, or 
even within the same systematic period. Less certain indications 
that the anapaests were sung are the frequent use of spondaic 

dimeters and the division of a systematic period into many 
subordinate periods.’ 

283. But some anapaestic hypermeters are melic although 
they are severe in form and exhibit none of the peculiarities 
just enumerated. The play itself in this case furnishes evidence 

as to their nature. Compare, for example, Av. 209 ff. (285), 
1726 ff. and 1743 ff. (588). 

284, Aristides (97 M.,59. 19 f. J.) notes the pleasing balance 
of parts in isomeric rhythms (9): «al of pév év iow dAdyo 
TeTayuévor Ot opmodroTnTa yapiéotepo. It is this balance 
of arsis and thesis that distinguishes anapaest from iamb, 
in which the ratio of the primary times in arsis and thesis 
is unequal. The iambic dimeter and the anapaestic dimeter 
were derived from the same primitive element, but gradually, 
through the mediation of logaoedic cola, they were completely 
differentiated, and anapaests with their equal division were found 
to be the measure adapted to the march (607). Little remains 

in comedy of this embateric use of the anapaest, so familiar 

1 See Smyth’s Anapaests of Aischylos, 142 f. 
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in tragedy (306, 321), but the actual range of the use of 
anapaestic rhythm in comedy is extensive, and the ana- 
paestic verse of Aristophanes, including his recitative tetra- 
meters, admirably illustrates its characterization by Dionysius 

(De comp. verb. xvii.; 108 R.): cewvdtnta 8 eyes wordy, Kat 
&yOa Set péryeOos mepibeivar trols mpdypacw %) Tabos émiTnderos 
éott TrapadauBdvecOa. Aristides (97 M., 59. 23 ff. J.) notes 
the special effect secured by variation of form in isomeric 
rhythm: tov 8 év tow royo of pev Sia Bpayedv ywopevor 
povey TaxaTor Kal Oepudrepor, oi dé Sia paxpav povev Bpadeis 
Kal KaTeotadpévol, of O avaplé émixo.vor. 

Metic ANAPAESTIC VERSE 

285. Av. 209-22 (Prologue). 

Monody. 

5 m” , , Lal \ o 

Ex. aye ovvvopé pou Tavoar pev vmvor, tee eee 

210 Ataov S€ vopovs iepov tpvor, be wes, RS eS 
a ‘\ / Oe fr 

ovs dua Belov ardparos Opnveis ma at et tee 
QA > ‘\ XN XA / my Tov epov Kal adv toAveakpuy “Itvvs  w-- - wow 

eAeXeCopevns & tepots peAcouw Bwew- wow 

yévvos EovO7s Kabapa ywpet wets was s 

215 dua pvdAXoKkopov pirtaxos 7X Ce See 
mpos Atos pas, tv 6 xpvooKdpas T92 —-w-- w-w- 

PoiBos axovwv Tots wots eXeyous Swes Soewe 

avrivarrwv edepayToderov 10 —-—--—--—- w-w- 

poppyye Gedy tatrnor Xopors: ewe 

220 dua 8 aOavarwy cropatwv xwped T95 w-w- w--- 

Edpdwvos pov ——w— 

Oela paxdpwv ddrodvyi. SSeS wee WK 

213 édedrfouévys 5 iepots Meineke: €AeAcSouevn depois 

Non-antistrophic. A is an indivisible hypermeter of twenty-seven 
metres. See 773. 

Compare the scholiast on 209: pedixGs 5€ dpyerat, TO S€ peTpov 
éotlv dxatdAnktov dvarautikoy Siperpov. The statement that the 
hypermeter is melic is put beyond question by peAdciy ad in 226. 

286. Thesm. 776—84 (Scene III). 

Monody. 

My. & yxelpes epat ASI) ae ei 

€Y XELPEtV XpnV Epyy Tropip, Mey te SS Sy, 

ee 
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aye oO) twaKwv Eextov d€ATor wow 

déEacGe opidyns odKods ---- 

780 KypuKas e“oav poxPov' oipor 5--w 

TouvTt TO po poxOnpov: ---- 
xXwpes XWper. motav avAaka ; =< 

Backer éretyete racas Kal’ dd0ods —-w—w 

Keiva TAVTA' TAXEWS XP7). ---- 

777 xpiv Bentley: xpi 

Non -antistrophic. A=abecd, 12446, proddic 
monometer as proéde to a ‘periodic’ tetrad composed of a dimeter, 
two tetrameters and a hexameter. See 752. 

Two of the subordinate periods have spondaic close. 
paratragedic, in imitation of the melic laments of tragedy composed 
in the same rhythm. 

287. Lys. 954—79 (Episode IT. \: 
Ke. oto. TE TAOwW; Tiva Bivjow ——-w- 

955 ths KadXiorns Tacdv evo Geis ; -- 

TOS TavTHVL TadoTpopyc ; -- 

ov Kuvadorn€é ; —w 
lf , X\ ? 

picbwcov pow tiv titOnv. 5 —- — 

Kop. a’ ev deo y & Stotnve Kako P: Day n ! =S 
960 reipe. Wuyijv eLararnOeis = 

Kaywy oikTipw o aiat, -- 
lal NN xn nn , > /, 

Totos yap av 7 veppos avtioxor, i 
, , cal > »” 

Tota WvxX7, Totor 8 opyxets, 10 -—— 
, > > ”~ A > m” 

ota 5 oodvs, totos 6 dppos -- 

965 Katarevvopevos oS 
\ X\ lal \ ” 

Kat pa Buav todbs opOpovs ; -- 

Ku. ® Zed dSewov avturracpov. -- 
, \ , ie wet) at) gag ts 

Kop. a TaUTL pevToL vuvi o exoino 802 15 — — 

969 1 rapPdeAvpa Kal Tapproapa. —_— 

Kop. BY pa AV aXXAG Pity Kat rayyAvkepa, w — 

Kop. a’ Tota yAvKepd ; papa papa. -- 

Ku. <puapa> Onr & Zed & Zed- ores 
"> > XN y \ \ 

el? adtiyy orep Tos Bwpors 20 — — 

peyadXw tudo Kal mpnorype i 

975 votpepas cal EvyyoyytAas -—- 
” , 3 , 

OlXolo pepwv, €l\Ta pebeins, a 

9 € déporr ad wadwy eis THY ynYV, —w 

Kar e€aidyys 25 — — 

rept TV WwArnyv mrepiBain. we 

956 raurnvi Reisig: ta’rnv 
TC 972 papa Elmsley 

Wed 

as 

964 zrotos 6’ schol. : motos & ay RB, 
975 évyyoyyvAas Cobet : EvyyoyyuAloas 

113 

— 4° 

wi AON 

—=nGU 

pentad: a 

The song is 

13° 

motos ay 

I 
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Non-antistrophic. A=abacd, 9 6 9 12 13, epodic pentad: a 

tetrad composed of a nonameter, a hexameter, a second nonameter 

and a dodecameter, with a hypermeter of thirteen metres as epode. 

See 761. 
Four of the five subordinate periods and hypermeters have 

spondaic close, and there are besides six spondaic cola. The lyric is 

paratragedic. Compare the monody in 286. 

288. Th. 1065-97 (Episode II.). 

Mv. 6 vv€ iepa, 43 

1066 os paxpov immevpa SudKes 

dorepoedea vara Suppetovr” 

aifepos tepas 

1069 Tov cepvorarov 80 ’OAvprov. 

The beginning of the Echo Scene, a parody of the similar situation 

in the Andromeda of Euripides. The anapaestic cola (1065-97) are 

probably all melic, but this quality is marked by the form only at 

the beginning. The ‘dactyl’ and anapaest in the fourth colon 

constitute the only example of this combination in this order in the 

melic anapaestic verse of comedy. On its occurrence in recitative 

verse see 307, 330, and in the spoken trimeter, 125. 

289. Nub. 707-22 (Syzygy). 

2r. aTTAaTal aTTaTal. 38 Ps net I Ee Sl 

Kop.a’ ri maoyes; ti kdpves; 447f v-- v—— 2 

DT. dwoAAvpat Seiacos €k TOU Okipmooos 

710 Sdxvovol p egéprovtes ot KopivOor, 

Ge a he a nat OL v-vun— 6 

Kal Tas wAevpas Sapdarrovew 5 ———— — 
Kal THy Puxiv éexrivovtw -————-— —— 

X\ \ 4 If 

Kat Tous Gpxets EfeAKovTLy = — ——— ——— 

Kal TOV TpwKTOV --- 

715  S.ptrrovoww, Kai pe dmohovow. 
Mog ee ae 

Kop.a’ py vov Bapéws dryer Atay. 10 --w~-— — = 

aT. Kal TOS; OTE pov —-—-w- 
a X / 7, / 

fpovda Ta Xpypara, Ppovdyn Xpoud, 

ppovdn Pux7, ppovdn 8 euPBas: 

/, al a 

720 Kal pos TOUTOLS €TL TOLOL KAKOLS 

CS 
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Non-antistrophie. 

ANAPAESTIC VERSE 

dpovpas gowv Nps yt 
dAiyou Ppovdos yeyéevnpar. w— — — Sean 

115 

A =abcd, 2 2 6 21, pericopic tetrad : acephalous 
protracted iambic dimeter, bacchiac dimeter, iambic hexameter, 
anapaestic hypermeter of twenty-one metres. See 772, 777. 

The anapaestic hypermeter contains four spondaic dimeters. 

290. Av. 400-33 (Parode). 

Kop.a’ avay eis taéwv wddw eis TavTOv,~ — —- -— w— — 

401 kai Tov Oupdv Katafov Kktpas —-—---— w-- 

Tapa Thy opyiy oorep OrAiTNS* ~-—-—— -—w- 
kavar v0dpe0a Tovade Tives OTR 

404 kat 700ev esodrov ert tiva 7 eémivoway. 

406 id érow oe Tou Kado. Vewe= Vv=YU 

"Er. kaAdeis 5€ Tov KAve OeXKwV; VoUu- vv 

Kop.a’ = tives 708” oide Kat 700ev ; Se Oy 

Er. Eevw codis ad’ “EXAdéos. i Re 

Kop.a’ tvxn S€ rota Kopi- TIAN ws 
> > \ X ” 

411 (a woT avTw pos op- --Uu- ty 

vidas €AOciv; ~Em. épws sur ty 

Biov Swairyns Te Kat ee oh hy 

cov §uvorkeiv TE TOL ee 

414 kal Evveivar 7d ray. ly 6 See 0 Sw 

Kop.a’ ti pyjs; 
415 = reyes SE 5x) tivas Adyous; vryvr- unre 

°Ex. amurta Kal mépa KAvewv. Gewoe Vow 

Kop. B’ dpa. tu Kepdos evOdS’ GEvov povys, y- VY - Y-v 
a , > > Q\ \ 

418 érw wero” epot Evvov SSS WW, 
A ” ” > ‘ n 

Kpateiv av 7) Tov €xOpdov 7 20 Y-Y- Yv-vu 

420 didroww adereiv Exe; vr ur- UnrY 

Er. Aeyer peyav tw 6APov ov- Kee We SY 

te Aexrov ovUTE TUTTOV" WS wae wow 

od yap <To> TavTa TavTa, Kal VU -U- UY 
XQ “~ A A a X\ 

To THoe Kal TO Keine KL BO - UV - Vv 

425 70 detpo, rporPiBa A€ywv. vrur- ens 
, / , > ” ( - 3 

Kop. a’ wotepa patvopevos; “Ex, adatov ws ppovipos. 

Kop. 8’ ve coddv te ppevi; ?Em. ruxvétatov kivados, 

430 oddiopa Kippa Tpippa rauradnp dAov. 
(Oo Sy eS I 

1OW 

Nn OS tment 

43 

Vv 

ww 4? 

LO on) 0 / ie 
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Kop.a’ — Aéyeuv deyew KéXeve pou. 80 V—U— vue-u= 

krXvwv yap dv od por Neyes VreU- YV-u 

Adywv averTéepwpas, vou ve 

409 téyw Dindorf: felyw 415 déyer Dindorf: éyoucr 418 méro8’ éuol 
Kock: méro0é por 423 yap 7a mdvta raira Meineke: rafra yap dy mdvta 
HVp2C, yap tatra wdvra cett. 

Non-antistrophic. A=abcd, 10 43 4 9, pericopic tetrad: ana- 
paestic decameter, iambic hypermeter of forty-three metres broken 
only by the exclamatory question in 414b, dochmiac tetrameter, 
iambic nonameter. See 772, 777. The metrical constitution of the . 
fourth and fifth cola proves that the anapaestic hypermeter is melic. 
None of the iambic metres is irrational. This use of rational metres 
is characteristic of tragic style. Cf. dv. 851 ff. (93), Lys. 256 ff. (94). 
See 129. Furthermore, dochmiacs in comedy (cola 27, 28) always 
indicate burlesque of tragic tone. 

291. Th. 1227-31 (Exode). 

Xo. aAAa réeratorar petpiws ipiv- Rw = We Se 

oof dpa 87 ore Badifev —---- w--— 4 

oikad’ exdoTy. TO Oeopopdpw & —we-- - ene 

1230 piv ayabyv ——-w- 

ToUTwY Xdpw avtaTodoitny. 5—--w- w--— 5 

1227 wémraora Biset: mérvora 1231 avrarodolrnv Bentley : dvradotroy 

Non-antistrophic. A =ab, 45, pericopic dyad: tetrameter, penta- 
meter. See 770. 

292. The final verses of all the plays except the Egwites, 
which perhaps is defective, were probably rendered with the 
singing voice. See 810. With the preceding cf. Nub. 1510 
and Pl. 1208-9. All these periods are embateric. 

293. Anapaestic hypermeters and tetrameters are used in 
the xoupatioy that introduces the parabasis (668). This short 
part was probably melic, and it seems likely that it was sung 
by the leader of the first half-chorus. The opening cola are 
addressed to the actors as they retire from the scene, the cola 

that follow are a prelude to the poet’s address to the audience, 
the ‘ parabasis’ proper. Compare: 

294. Eq. 498-506 (Parabasis). 

Commation. 

Kop. a’ aAN 0c xaipwv, Kat mpagevas SQV aia 
o, 

499 Kata vovv Tov emdyv Kai oe duAdTTOR wo—-w- -w-— 

Sh I en ee 
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Zeds ayopatos’ Kal viknoas —-w-- ---- 
> > A , e c Lal adOis exetOev martw ws Hpas Hwee wee 

EXOous oTepavors KaTaracrtos. 5H we— wv 10% 
¢ A Si selva , ‘. cr 
vpels & nytv mpocéxete TOV vouv ATL ——-—-- ww-- 

Tols avamraicrous, —w-- 

505 @& ravrotas 75y Movons ak Le! Sa 
4 > c , 

Treipabevtes Kal? EavTors. Soe SS Wee % 

Non-antistrophic. A=ab, 10 7, pericopic dyad: decameter, 
heptameter. See 770. 

See the metrical scholium on £g. 498 ff. and the note. See 
also 854. 

It is possible that the first five cola, addressed to the hero of the 
play, were rendered in recitative (810); but the last four, addressed 
to the audience, must have been sung, as the form of the sixth colon 
shows. 

295. Pax 729-33 (Parabasis). 

Commation. 

Kop.a’ dAN Oc xatpwv: ajpets dé Tews wera Howe 
10. X\ , / CV 

Tade TA OKE’N TapaddvTes el SS See 

730 tows dxoAovGors dOpev cwerv, Se ee 

ws €ldBact padiora SSeS wow oy’ 
x N \ a /, 

Tept Tas oKynvas TAcioToL KETTAL Rew re Soo 

kumTa(ew Kal KakoTrovety. —---- w~-- 4 

GAAa dvAdtrete TAaUT avdpeiws’ = Wwe Se 
CRANE ESI nis - Cc jpets © ad rotor Oeatais SS Sasa wos? 

733 iv exopev Oddy Adywy «i- 212 -uwv -v--- 
Twpev Coa TE VOUS EXEL. 10 -uwv —-v— 4° 

Non-antistrophic. A is a stichic period composed of five tetra- 
meters, of which four are anapaestic, one trochaic. See 778. 

See the metrical scholium on Pax 729 ff. 
The leader of the first half-chorus recognizes in succession Trygaeus, 

who is just leaving the scene, the attendants present, and finally the 
spectators of the play. 

296. Ach. 626—27 (Parabasis). 

Commation. 
, e XN a A , 

Kop. a’ avip viKg toior oyourw See SK = 

kal Tov Sppov petareiGer — Hee = we — 

627 rept tov orovddv. GAN azroduvres wee =n 

Tois avaraicros eriwper. a = eee 

Non-antistrophic. A is a stichic period composed of two ana- 
paestic tetrameters. See 778. 

. 
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See the metrical scholium on Ach. 626 ff. 
The form of these verses gives no indication that they were sung, 

and they may have been simply recited. 

297. Vesp. 1009-15 (Parabasis). 

Commation. 

Kop.a’ GAX ire xaipovres drrou BotrAco®, —-we-- w--- 

1010 tpets b& Tews G pvpuddes Hew = wy 

dvaptOpnro. vov Ta peAdovT wee-- -Vn-e 

eb déyer Oar pr Téon pat- —vr-v -vn- 

ws xapal edrAaBecioGe 2075 —-vu-+* -v-v 

1013 tovrTo yap oKaov Oearav —-ve-- -v- 

éote aoe, KO mpds DUGV -—-v-- -v--— 10 

1015 vov abre Ae mpowéxete TOV vovY, ATL —- -—-w- ww 

eirep Kalapov tu iAcire. Se = ee — ee 

1011 viv Burges: vov pe 

Non-antistrophic. A=aba, 4 10 4, mesodic triad: two anapaestic 

tetrameters with a trochaic decameter as mesode. See 739. 

The form of the last subordinate period precludes its inclusion 

with the following parabasis, which was rendered in recitative. 

298. For another example of a commation in which anapaests 

are combined with other rhythms, see Vub, 510-17 (561). The 

only commation that shows no trace of anapaestic metre is found 

in the Aves (546). 

299. Two other anapaestic odes belong to this class, although 

not parts of parabases. The first begins a stasimon and takes 

cognizance, exactly as in the commation, of the actors as they 

leave the scene at the end of the episode. 

Ach. 1143-49 (Stasimon III). 

Kop.a’ tre 67 Xalpovres ert OTpaTiay. we SS wes 

wos dvopotay epxerOov odor ee Se 
An , 

1145 TE pev mivery OTEPAVvHTapEvar, —--—--- wre 

got d€ puyav Kat mpopuvcarrey, C96 —— — 
~ XA , A , 

To O€ KaGevoeww peta Tradiokys eee Se we Se 

WpaLoTarys, ——-w- 

dvarpiBopevm Te TO Seiva, ia wo ele 

This period is the prodde of a proddic triad, ABB. See 717 and 

the metrical scholium on Ach. 1143 ff. Non-antistrophic. A is an 

indivisible hypermeter of thirteen metres. See 773. 
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300. Parallel to this in all particulars, except that the actors 
do not leave the scene, is Vesp. 863-67, a hypermeter of nine 
metres that serves as prodde (A) to the following strophe and 

antistrophe (717). 
301. The three odes that follow are antistrophic. 

Ran, 372—7 = 378-81 (Parode). 

Strophe. 

“Hypa yope vev was dvdpetws 282 Bos os ae ea 

373 «cis rovs evavOets KoAmovs Yoh Eg Pie een 1G 

Aeyudvov eyKpovwv 277 SR eee per, (2 

KOTUTKWTTWV Beh Ae 

Kal waifwy Kal xAevd(wr' Pe See See Be 

nptatnTar © efapkovvTus, 282 SSS 5 Soong 

Antistrophe. 

‘Hp. B’ GAN ew Ba xarws dpeis 

THY Ldrepav yevvaiws 

379 ty povy pormracwv 
i) THY x@pav ade dao Eis Tas pas, 

381 Kav Owpvxiwv py BovAntat. 

72 vw Bentley: 6% viv 378 dpeis Scaliger: atpes R, aipjoes V 

Mynostrophic dyad. C (704) =aabed, 2 2 2-3 2, epodic pentad: a 
tetradcomposed of two paroemiacs, a brachycatalectic dimeter and a 
trimetr, with an acatalectic dimeter as epode. See 759. 

Th continuous use of spondaic periods would appropriately 
expres:solemn and exalted feeling. Cf. 4v. 1058 (455) for a still more 
strikin; illustration of their effective perversion to the uses of 
comedy 

30% Pax 459-72 = 486-99 (Syzygy II). 

Strophe. 

“Ep. . eta, Heph. 11. 14 ee 

Kop.a’ a pada. Heph. 11. 20 —vwuyu 

“Ep. ‘ eta, ee 

Kop. a’ a@ e€ru pada, See Schol. —vumvuyu 

“Ep. (eta, @ eia. Ft ee 

Tp. ad odx €Axovo’ avépes opoiws. 51 —---- -w-- 

465 ov EvrAAjYer™ ; of oyKvAXec 6": SSeS o cess 

imager @ ot Bowroi. a 

‘Ep. = €._:«vvv. Se 
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Tp. ela 0. 10 -vu- 

Kop. a’ ayerov viv €Akete Kal ow. wo-sy- nw 2 

Tp. ovkovv €Akw Ka€apTopat —---- ---- 

471 kameurrintw Kat orovoddte ; —---- ---- 

Kop.a’ = rGs otv ov xwpel todvpyor ; ---- --v 6% 

Antistrophe. 

“Kp. ® ela. 

Tp. ela pada 

“Ep. ® €ia. 

Tp. eta vy Ala. 

Kop. 8’ puxpov ye Kuvotper 

Tp. ovKouv Setvov Tovs pev Teivery Tos 0 avTicTav; wANyas Anker” 

Opyetor, 

“Ep. ela vov. 

Tp. ela ©. 
/ / / > > e A 

Kop. 2’ Kaxovou tives eiowy ev apiv. 
c lal / 2 > ce na a Je, yf) ot) 2 , Tp. vpets ev y obv Ol KiTTOVTES THS ElpHYns OTaT avdpeiws. Kop B 

> eye ac Jans a , “GAN cio’ of KwdAdvovow. 

462 eia Heliodorus (and B): om. RV 464 dvdpes Dindorf: dvdpes 469 
viv €\xere Meineke: Euvé\xerov R, EvvavéAKkerov V 496 xaxévoe Ed. : ws Kcdvoc 
497 +’ otv Bentley: otv 498 dvdpelws Bentley: avdpixws 

Monostrophic dyad. A probably = AB (459-66, 467-72). See 
725. Further analysis is impossible, since the metrical value gien to 
the exhortations in cola 1-5 and 9, 10 as the basis of melody 3 now 
indeterminable, but the tune to which the subordinate period ir 464— 
6 was sung may have been repeated with 470-2. Cola 6-8 n the 
antistrophe constitute a pentameter (51). 

See the metrical scholia on Paz 459 ff., with the notes, nd on 
486 ff. 

303. Lys. 476-83 = 541-8 (Debate). 

Strophe. 

Xo. Tep. & Zev ti rote xpnoopeba 72 Ym Uw 2 pw 

477 Ttowde Totow KvwodXroXrs ; “-vu- +-7- 4 

478 ov ydp ear avexta tdébe y’, 38 —-Vu=— Uw 
GAAa Bacavirreov Usha they ee 

479 70de cot 7d waOos per euov 277 5 —-nH-— w=) 
6 Te BovAdpevai wore THY Kpavacy w—-w- wre 

481 katédaBov, ef’ 6 te Te peyaddretpoy aBatov | 

OU) NON we) 
483 axpomoAw tepov TéeLevos. IMT AO) a GON 
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Antistrophe. 

Xo. Tvuv. eywye yap <av> ovrore Kapou. Gv OpXoupevn, 

542 od? é“od Ta yovata Kaparnpds <av> EAoL KOros. 

eOeAw S ert wav iévar 

544 peta tOvS’, aperns Evex’, ais eve pious, Eve xdpis, eve Apacos, 

éve Se <rd> goddv, eve pirAdroAus apetH Ppdvipos. 

541 éywye yap dv Enger: éyo yap RT 542 Ed.: ovdé ra yévara Kébros éhec 
ov Kkanatnpds R 547 7d Hermann 

The fifth colon (479) must end with per’ eyot, since there would 
be conjunction of vowel sounds (éuod 6 7), if it were made a dimeter. 
The colon is, in fact, brachycatalectic (277), with a following pause, 
and conjunction of vowels (43) has here no metrical significance. Cf. 
Av. 345 f. (473). Similarly it has no metrical significance at the end of 
the second colon (541), since the following colon is acephalous (88). 

Monostrophic dyad. A-=aabc, 4 4 2- 6-, epodic tetrad: two 
protracted iambic tetrameters and a_brachycatalectic anapaestic 
dimeter, with a brachycatalectic anapaestic hexameter as epode. 
See 787. 

304. With the proceleusmatics in the last period cf. the 
dimeter quoted by Hephaestion (27. 22 ff): 

tis dpea Babixoua tad” ereavto Bpotav 

wwww www Aristoph. frag. 698 

Cf. also the first period in Aristoph. frag. 506, quoted in 442. 

Non-MeEutic ANAPAESTIC VERSE 

THE TETRAMETER 

305. Hephaestion (25. 1 ff.) records that the catalectic 
anapaestic tetrameter was called ro “Apiorogdverov, because 
our poet made distinguished use of it, not, he naively adds, because 
he discovered it. Aristophanes employs the tetrameter 1235 
times with recitative rendering in the extant plays, and it is 
found in each of them. It has great variety of use, but occurs 
oftenest in debates, 778 times. Here it is used in the distich 

in which a leader of one of the half-choruses exhorts a debater 
to begin his argument,’ in the debate itself,? and occasionally in 

1 Eq. 761 f., Nub. 959 f., Vesp. 546 f. 548-620~650-718, Av. 462-522~550-610, 
~648 f., Av. 460 f.~548 f., Lys. 484 f.~ Lys. 486-531~551-597, Ran. 1006-77, 
549 f., Ran. 1004 f., He. 581 f., Pl. 487f. Hc. 583-688, Pl. 489-597. 

2 Eq. 7638-823, Nub. 961-1008, Vesp. 
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rendering the verdict. In three plays it is employed only in 
the first half of the debate. The argument for the affirmative 
is stated in anapaestic tetrameters, that for the negative in 
iambic tetrameters (671). In three other plays the debate is 
not complete (673). The anapaestic tetrameter is used also 
in other hortatory and introductory parts of comedy,’ notably 
also in ‘ parabases ’* (668), and once at great length in a parode * 
(676), and finally once in a syzygy” in place of the ordinary 
trimeter. 

306. The embateria sung by Spartan infantry both on the 
march and when joining battle were composed in anapaestic 

rhythm. MHephaestion (25. 21 ff.), quoting a single verse from 
a Spartan war-song anonymously, states that the embateric 
tetrameter of which it was composed was called Aaxavixov. 
This was metrically distinguished from the ordinary anapaestic 

tetrameter by the spondaic form of its last metre, but it was 
not eschewed by the earlier poets of the Old Comedy. Cf. Cratin. 
139 and Crates 17. 4. The recitative tetrameter of comedy 

was not a march-verse, but its employment in the debate is in 
felicitous accord with its military use, and the pair of tetrameters 
with which this strife of tongues begins may be a reminiscence: 
of the exhortation with which the leader once incited his men 
to battle. 

307. The form of the acatalectic dimeter that constitutes 
the first half of the tetrameter is freer than that of the paroemiac 
that ends it, but there are limitations. The proceleusmatic occurs 
but once, in the first simple foot of Av. 688, where it is perhaps 
justified by the melic quality of the opening verses of this 
parabasis. Bentley wished to emend the reading. The 
succession also of four short syllables resulting from collocation 
of ‘dactyl’ and anapaest (- v v v v —) was avoided, and occurs 
but once in a tetrameter (Vesp. 397). Porson objected to this 
dactyl, independently of its collocation with a following anapaest, 
because it is found in the fourth simple foot (308). The foot 
that prevails in the tetrameter is the spondee. There are 112 

1 Vesp. 725-8 (672), Av. 626-7 (672). 3 Ach. 628-58, Eg. 507-46, Vesp. 
2 Nub. 476 f., Vesp. 346 f.~379 f., 1016-50, Pax 734-64, Av. 685-722, 

875-8, 1516f., Pax 1316-9, Av. 636- Th. 786-813. 
7, 658-60, Lys. 1072 f., 1108-11, Th. 4 Nub. 263-74 ~ 291-7, 314-438. 
655-8, Ran. 382 f., He. 514-9. Note in 5 Vesp. 348-57~381-402. 
particular Hg. 1816-34 and Ran. 354-71. 

sh al csr ——— 
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instances of purely spondaic dimeters in the first half of the 
tetrameter, such as xal Avdi~wy Kal Whvifov (Hg. 523). Cf. 
Eq. 517, 778, Nub. 294, Vesp. 380, Av. 576, Ran. 1042, ete. 
The spondee, indeed, is so effective an element in the anapaestic 

metre that 57 tetrameters occur that contain each six spondees,— 

all that are possible. Cf. ets aGAAjAas eutrimtoveat pyyvuvTat 
kat matayovow (Nub. 378). Cf. Hy. 522, Pax 734, Av. 580, 
Ee. 518, 581, Pl. 502, etc. The anapaest is the chief measure 

that lightens the movement of the verse. Cf. Av. 707 0 pev 
dptuya Sods 6 8 moppupiov o d& xfv' o bé Tlepovxoy dpvw. 
This is the only instance of a purely anapaestic verse, but the 

tetrameter opens with four anapaests in 16 other instances, Cf. 
Vesp. 398, 652, 659, 1033, 1044, etc. Ninety-one tetrameters 
contain each five anapaests. Cf. Ach. 628, 630, 638, 647, Ey. 

516, ete. 
308. The ‘ dactyl’ (11) is less common than either spondee or 

anapaest and was virtually avoided in the second and fourth 
places. It occurs 234 times in the first foot, 20 in the second, 

220 in the third, and 3 in the fourth. Evidently the dactyl 
was felt to be inharmonious at the close of the first dimeter, and 

Porson (Praef. in Hecub. 1. ff.) wished to emend the tetrameters 
in which it occurs (Wub. 326, Vesp. 350, 397); but it should 
be noted that these dimeters have their parallel in dimeters 
that end in a dactyl in recitative hypermeters (330). Thirteen 
of the dactyls in the second foot follow a dactyl in the first 
that establishes the movement; none of the twenty verses is 
to be emended on account of the dactyl in the second place: 
Eq. 805, 1827, Nudb. 353, 400, Vesp. 389, 551, 671, 1027, 
Lys. 500, Th. 790, 794, Ran. 1055, He. 629, and Hg. 524, Nub. 
351, 409, Vesp. 673, 708, He. 659, 676. A monosyllable 
occurs at the end of the dimeter 70 times and generally is not 
objectionable ; progressive words are rare. Monosyllables result- 
ing from elision stand at the end of the dimeter in a few cases 

(Nub. 319, Vesp. 356, Ran. 1026, He. 684, Pl. 532, 582, 591). 
309. The paroemiac that ends the tetrameter is simple in 

form and generally has the cadence of the second half of the 
dactylic ‘hexameter’ that follows the penthemimeral caesura 
(361): =-w—~-¥. The only variation on this that is 
allowed is dactyl for anapaest or spondee in the first foot. 
The form of the paroemiac is then invariably -~—-——|~-~™. 
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This dactyl occurs 68 times, once, on the average, in 18 
tetrameters. 

310. The following comparative statistical statement covers 
the tetrameters in the Hguites, 122 in number.’ 

311. The spondees in these 122 verses number 445, on the 

average 3°6 in one tetrameter : 

Tetram. —— il iii. iv. vi. Total. 

122 445 08444 63417 28+29 764+6 38443 41432 2744171 

The 274 spondees contained each in one word are distributed 

as follows: 
i. Lies (Gite) AVY) Vey Sivan hocale 

Dissyllables . : AG 8202 16 30 0 22 22 se 
Overlap forward ; PP CLA” Re Oe Os Mal Ge me 4] 
Overlap back . : Metso Ome: i OP 92 
Overlap both ways . pacer ee Oum nO! NeiO pan O ules 3 

Totalin one word . 28 63 28 76 38 41 274 

Among the 122 tetrameters, 7 contain each six spondees and 

15 others each five. See 314. 
312. The anapaests number 353, on the average 2°9 in one 

tetrameter : 

Tetram. VY— i. iii. iv. vii. Total. 

122 853 7419 14425 22420 26414 12423 24425 704652 175+178 

The 175 anapaests contained each in one word are distributed 

as follows : 
i. ne sy a Va vii. Total. 

Trisyllables . PAE COM ION. DUES. 2 40) 
Overlap forward, yi O10) ly) CONOR eae 62 87 
Overlap back . AUT SY Ore alee et 6 47 
Overlap both ways . LO} OG RO 0 1 

Total in one word 7 14 22 26 12 24 70 175 

The 178 anapaests contained each in two or more words or 

parts of words are distributed as follows: 

i i) iti” iv. \iVe © sviee “yates etotal’ 

In ‘three words}G|o|=' 4°32 0. 2 at 16 
In two, divided v v|— Suds) Sa 7 ea a sills 75 
In two, divided u]u — GS: On LOW eS On esO 87 

Total divided anapaests 19 25 20 14 23 25 52 178 

1 Hg. 507-46 (Parabasis), 761-823 a trustworthy type of the remainder 
(Debate), 1316-34 (Exode). These are that occur in Aristophanes. 
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Among the 122 tetrameters, one contains six anapaests 

(Eo. 791) and 14 others contain each five (cf. Hg. 516, 527, 
539, 546, 781, etc.). 

313. The dactyls number 56, on the average 1 in 2°18 verses : 

Tetram. —vUvU Hs iii, iv. v. Total. ite 

122 56 3421 24+1 6418 O 243 13448 

The 13 dactyls contained each in one word are distributed as 
follows : 

i Tis tle LVanya ne Ota le 

Trisyllables See Ore toe Or 5 al 7 
Overlap forward . OPO on 0 1 4 
Overlap back One ane Oh. MO.Cr0 2 

Total in one word 3 2 Gi tO ee eS 

No dactyl oceurs in the sixth or seventh foot (309), and none, 
either in these 122 verses or in the remaining tetrameters in 
Aristophanes, overlaps both ways. See 315. The 43 dactyls 
contained each in two or three words or parts of words are 
distributed as follows : 

i. lity peplliey elves ave otal: 

In three words, —|u]u Sp Op laa Oy ely P00 
In two, divided —|v vu Ch Unter Oe On be. 
In two, divided - v}u te Oa CON Or care 

Total divided dactyls . ZO lS ROM iNSs 4s 

314. It should be noted that the final metre of the tetrameter 
is always vv — — in Aristophanes (cf. Heph. 25. 21 ff), and 
that the sixth simple foot may be a spondee or an anapaest but 
is never a dactyl. 

315. The pleasing balance of the parts of the anapaest, with 
arsis and thesis equal (284), distinguishes also, in unusual degree, 
the anapaestic tetrameter as a whole. The component dimeters 
of nine tetrameters in ten are separated by diaeresis. and this 
is frequently coincident with a pause demanded by the sense. 
Furthermore, the metres of the first dimeter in 1040’ tetrameters 

are separated by caesura. Caesura separates the metres also of 

the following paroemiac in 479 tetrameters; in 263 of the 

1 In 111 of the remaining 195 tetra- mimeral caesura, therefore, is admitted 
meters the first metre ends within a in 84 per cent of the anapaestic tetra- 
word; in 84 caesura is precluded bya meters in Aristophanes. 
progressive or recessive word. Tetre- 
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remainder it separates the arsis and thesis of the preceding 
simple foot, in 314 it follows the first short syllable of the last 
metre! Thus the tetrameter is broken by caesura and 

diaeresis into four parts, vy —-v vy -lyy-vve-|lyv-s|-| 
u|v —-—, the most of which are exactly equal one to the other.” 

Furthermore, in fully 75 per cent of these tetrameters, the 
thought is brought, within the compass of the verse, to a complete 
or partial close that demands a final pause, which fortifies 

catalexis and leaves a strong sense of completeness. Commonly 
beginning with a monosyllable or a dissyllable, the tetrameter 
gathers volume as it advances and generally ends massively in a 
word of three or more syllables. The cadenced roll of the verse 
is impressive and its dignity befits the serious tone that often 
pervades the debate and the poet’s address in the parabasis. 
Compare Dionysius’s characterization, quoted in 284. 

316. Its pauses merit detailed consideration. Diaeresis is 
so constant that Porson (Praef. in Hecub. xvi.) wished to 
‘emend’ the tetrameters in which it is disregarded, but he 
overlooked some important considerations. The justification of 
his proposal, if the Procrustean method in criticism can ever be 
justified, would be found in the fact that by his proposed changes . 
every anapaestic tetrameter without exception could be rendered 
with a pause at diaeresis. But in certain tetrameters the first 
dimeter ends with a progressive word or phrase, as with azo, 
Ach. 636;° os, Ach. 655; bs, Hg. 526; wa pr, Hg. 785; 7 

Nub. 273; roe, Nubd. 372;° womep, Vesp. 395, Av. 486; Kai, 

Ay, 462. The regularity with which these words occur at the 
beginning of the second dimeter demonstrates that they must 
not be rendered with a pause after them. Cf. for prepositions, 
Vesp. 700, Av. 485, Ach. 630, 632, Hy. 514, 524, 802, 808, 
etc.; for as, Nub. 971, Vesp. 348, 1023, Av. 553, Pl. 593; for 

ds, Eg. 796, 803, 1317, Nub. 264, 968, Vesp. 588, ete.; for 

1 Progressive and recessive words are 
taken into account as_ precluding 
caesura in these three enumerations. 

2 See Porson, Praef. in Hecub. xlvi. : 
‘‘Metra sive dipodiae tum maxime 
numerosos versus efficiunt, cum in 
integras voces desinunt.” 

3 Porson (Praef. in Hecub. xlviii.) 
wished to emend these two verses on 
the ground that diaeresis must not 
follow prepositions and the article in 
anapaestic tetrameters. This is true 

also of the other progressive words and 
phrases here enumerated. The remedy, 
however, is not emendation but an 
arrangement of pauses different from 
the ordinary. This is a necessity con- 
stantly imposed by progressive and 
recessive words in the comic trochaic 
tetrameter (253). The pauses in Ach. 
636 and Nub. 372 are at 4:11. The 
reading of the MSS. in Ach. 636 may 
be objected to for a different reason 
(308). 
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wa py, Nub. 996, Av. 560, 712, Lys. 503, Ran. 1007; for #, 
Nub. 967, 969, Ran. 355, 362, Pl. 513, 514, 541; for the 
article, Ach. 638, 643, 644, 647, Ho. 763, 778, 780, 790, ete. ; 

for domep, Nub. 978, Vesp. 351, Lys. 574, 583, Ran. 1015; 

for cal, Ach. 631, 653, Hg. 522, 523, 527, 532, 541, 543, ete. 
The second dimeter, moreover, in certain tetrameters, begins with 

a recessive word, av Vesp. 565 (?), wéev Pl. 540, éopev Av. 722, 
éotiv Vesp. 356, before which a pause cannot be made. Further- 
more, there are tetrameters in which a strong pause is demanded 

by the sense both before and after the middle of the verse, as 
after the second and fifth theses in Zg. 1324, Vesp. 397, 612, 
617, Pax 758, He. 591. In these and similar cases, it hardly 

seems possible that a third pause not required by the sense 
was introduced at diaeresis. 

317. The doctrine, therefore, that all anapaestic tetrameters 
were recited with a pause between the dimeters is tenable only 
on a purely mechanical theory of rendering that ignores the 
thought. Three of the objectionable verses that Porson and 
others have wished to emend belong together, dv. 600, Vesp. 
568, Nub. 987. A word ends in these within the arsis of the 

fifth simple foot, as tév apyupiwv' otTor yap tcacr’ Réyouvce 
d€ ror Tade Tavtes (Av. 600). No objection can be made, in 
anapaestic or dactylic verse, to a cadence that ends within an 
arsis. This is the cadence regularly produced by trochaic caesura 
in recitative dactylic ‘hexameters’ (361), and examples of it 
are numerous in the anapaestic tetrameter. For this caesura 
in the second simple foot see Vub. 974, Av. 710, He. 640; in 

the third, Vesp. 565, Av. 468, He. 639; in the fourth, Wud. 

355, Av. 567; in the sixth, Vesp. 569, Hc. 687; in the seventh, 

Nub. 295, 351, Vesp. 594, Av. 501, 604, Lys. 529, 579, Ran. 
1062, He. 646, 663, 682, Pl. 532. One may reasonably ask 
why this cadence should be excluded from the fifth simple foot. 

The three discredited tetrameters must have been rendered in 
virtually the same manner as Ach. 656, Av. 520, Pl. 542, in 
which the pause occurs after the second syllable of the dis- 
syllabic arsis of the fifth simple foot. Av. 722, furthermore, is 
quite as objectionable as these three tetrameters, since tyiv 
éouev must be treated as one word, precluding diaeresis of the 

1 Cf. Pl. 540, in which iuariov uév must be treated as one word. Cf. also Vesp. 
65. 
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verse. It must have been rendered in the same way as 
most of the twenty-eight tetrameters in which a strong pause 
occurs after the thesis of the fifth simple foot. Cf. Nub. 371, 

1000, Vesp. 355, 551, 605, 667, 686, etc. A fourth tetrameter 

that Porson condemned has the pause within the arsis of the fourth 
simple foot instead of the fifth, dat1s trapexivdtvevcev “AOnvatous 
eltretvy Ta Oixava (Ach. 645). This must have been rendered 
in the same manner as Av. 567, in which the two syllables of 

the arsis are separated by strong punctuation. Entirely similar . 
are verses in which a strong pause precedes the whole of the 
arsis of the fourth simple foot. Cf. £y. 785, 791, Nub. 1008, 

Lys. 582, ete. It is to be observed that the verses in which 

the first dimeter ends with a progressive word or phrase (316) 
belong in the same category with Ach. 645, since they are, in 
fact, indivisible at the middle of the verse. 

318. The exceptions, however, to the principle of diaeresis 
are not numerous; most anapaestic tetrameters were probably 
rendered with a medial pause, these tetrameters observing diaeresis 
more strictly than iambic and trochaic tetrameters, especially 
melodramatic iambic tetrameters (180). This pause may break 
the continuity of the thought, as in iambic and trochaic tetra- 
meters. See 179. The long verse centres at this medial pause 
in the anapaestic tetrameter with great uniformity, but it may 
have a secondary pause and a triple cadence. The commonest 
secondary pause follows the first metre, and verses such as £9. 
821, Nub. 326, 366, 426, Vesp. 348, 387, 389, etc. are not 
unusual. The pause after the first metre is more pronounced, 
although doubtless still secondary, in verses such as Lg. 775, 
786, 792, Nub. 294, 297, 343, 369, 381, ete. The secondary 

pause in the first colon may follow the thesis of the first simple 
foot, as in Nub. 403, Lys. 559, He. 622, Ho. 764, Vesp. 381, 

Fl. 512, or the arsis of the second, as in £g. 823, Nub. 328, 

Eq. 1326, Nub. 387, Ran. 10538, or the arsis of the third, as 

in Vesp. 556, Nub. 364, Av. 503, 516, 581. These and 

occasional similar combinations occur in verses in which caesura 
of the metres of the first dimeter (315, first note) is impossible or 

harsh. The secondary pause in the second dimeter, the paroemiac, 
may occur between the two metres, as in Nub. 325, Av. 463, 

Iys. 504, Eq. 540, 802, Vesp. 611, or within the arsis of the 

following simple foot, as in Av. 501, Nub. 351, Vesp. 594, Lys. 
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579, Ran. 1062, or after the arsis of the preceding simple foot, 

as in Nub. 267, 347, 379, Vesp. 382, 396, Pax 736, Av. 597, 

702, 714, Lys. 506, 514. The last combination gives the close 
of the tetrameter the cadence produced by bucolic diaeresis in 

the dactylic hexameter (360 f.). A secondary pause sometimes 
occurs after the thesis of the fifth simple foot, as in Nub. 356, 

380, Vesp. 684, Av. 572, Lys. 590. Two secondary pauses 
may be combined, often to the exclusion of the medial pause. 
See the combinations cited at the end of 316. Cf. also Hy. 524, 
Av. 474, Lys. 567, Th. 793, Pl. 586, in which a pause after the 

thesis of the second simple foot is combined with one after the 
arsis of the sixth. Verses occur in which even three pauses are 
required by the thought, but these are rare. Cf. Av. 721, Lys. 

499, 503; Av. 597, He. 621; Nub. 324, Av. 658; Nub. 367. 

319. The following analysis of 200 anapaestic tetrameters (Lg. 
507-46, 761-823, 1316-34, Nub. 314-91) will serve to illustrate 
the foregoing statements. The odd numbers in italic type signify 
arses after which a pause falls, the even numbers theses. 

&:—A single pause, at diaeresis, occurs in the 145 tetrameters 
not cited below. 

10 :—q. 776, 1332; Nub. 357, 371. 6:—Eg. 785, 791; Nud. 
337. 7 :—Hg. 526. 
| 4:8:—Eo. 513, 536, 775, 786, 792, 821, 1322; Nubd. 326, 332, 

343, 366, 369, 381. 1:S:—kg. 781. 2:S:—Ey. 764. 3:8 :— 
Eq. 774, 823, 1326; Nubd. 328, 387. 5:8:—WNub. 364. 7 (v|v): 
§:—Nub. 355. 

&: 12 :—Hy. 540, 802; Nub. 325, 340. 8:13 (vlu):—Nub. 
351. S&:11:—WNub. 347, 379, 388. &:10:—Nub. 356, 380. 

4: 10 :-—Eg. 534, 1324. 4:11:—Eg. 514, 515, 524, 531, 784, 
799, 801; Nubd. 368, 377. 4:12:—Egq. 769. 4: 13:—Nub. 361. 

4:6:8 —WNub. 324. 3:8:12:—Nub. 367. 

320, Anapaestic tetrameters are found among the extant 
fragments of the Old Comedy, as follows: Cratinus 5, 45, 53-5, 

foot2G. Lage bod. 206, 220, 232-233, 259.306, 307, 

poo, ol0i) Crates 17, 24; Pherecrates 11, 12, 23-5, 46, 

94, 120, 130, 183-6; Teleclides 1, 2, 42-4; Hermippus 

30, 45, 53, 54; Philonides 5, 15; Eupolis 14, 36, 52, 119, 

191; Phrynichus 3, 34; Aristophanes 80—2, 139, 166, 222- 
4 253-5, 379, 395, 412, 413, 415, 416, 498, 535, 536, 

678, 679, 680, 682, 683, 912; Plato 37, 109, 124, 153, 

164, 208; Aristonymus 2, 3; Ameipsias 9, 19; Callias 5, 

K 
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20; Lysippus 4; Metagenes 2, 3, 7, 14, 16; Aristagoras 1; 

Nicophon 22; Philyllius 13; Frg. incert. 42, 44, 45. 

THE HYPERMETER 

321. Recitative anapaestic hypermetrical periods (280) in 
Aristophanes generally follow anapaestic tetrameters, just as the 
corresponding iambic (190) and trochaic (267) hypermetrical 
periods follow respectively iambic and trochaic tetrameters, and 
here also the connexion of the period with the preceding long: 

verses is sometimes very close. Cf. Hg. 546 ff, 823 ff, Vesp. 

357 ff, 620 ff, Av. 522 ff, Zys. 531 ff The largest use of 

anapaestic hypermetrical periods is found in debates,’ and the 
series of cola rendered continuously furnishes an appropriate 
close to the lively discussion that precedes. The anapaestic 
hypermetrical period constitutes also the third regular part of 
the parabasis,” and from its rapid rendering was here named 

mviyos or paxpov. See 668. It follows tetrameters also in a 
parode? a syzygy,s an exode,’ and a scene.° It appears in- 
dependently, furthermore, in the prologue,’ in the exode,* and 

in a long introduction to a debate,’ as well as at appropriate 
places elsewhere in the plays.’ In none of these instances is 

it distinctly embateric. The nearest approach to this use, so 

common in tragic parodes, occurs in an exode (Ran. 1500-27). 

The entrance of the chorus in comedy demanded a livelier 

measure (245). 

322. The anapaestic hypermeter is composed of dimeters 
and monometers. The monometer (276) is the inferior element, 

but it is a true colon. On its probable origin see 613. It had 
its own modulation and gave the hypermeter variety, and is 
comparable in this particular with the occasional trimeter found 

in iambic (190) and trochaic (267) hypermeters. But dimeters 
and monometers connected by synaphaea (44) were especially 

likely to be confused in transmission, and the danger of confusion 

was increased by the conscious attempt of scribes on the one 

* Eg. 824-35, Nub. 1009-23, Vesp. 4 Vesp. 358-64, without correspondent. 
621-30 ~719-24, Av, 523-38 ~ 611-25, > Pax 1320-8. 
Lys. 532-8~598-607, Ran. 1078-98, Ee. 6 Vesp. 879-84, 2 prayer. 
689-709, Pl. 598-618. 7 Pax 82-101, 154-72, Th. 39-62. 

2 Ach. 659-64, Hg. 547-50, Vesp. 8 Vesp. 1482-95, Ran. 1500-27. 
1051-9, Pax 765-74, Av. 723-36, Th. 9 Nub. 889-948. 
814-29. 10 Vesp. 736-42~749-59 (672), Pax 

5 Nub. 439-56. 974-1015, a prayer. 
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hand to save space, on the other to provide it for marginal 
comment. Not only monometers and dimeters but also apparent 
trimeters and tetrameters are found in hypermeters in the 
manuscripts of Aristophanes. There is sometimes a small space 
between cola in such a false oriyos, but generally not. Never- 
theless the authorities on which any investigation of this 
interesting question must rest, the oldest manuscripts and the 
metrical scholia, are found to be in practical agreement, and 

incidentally to furnish evidence of value in determining the 
original constitution of these comic anapaestic hypermeters, 
which are numerous. Metrical scholia are extant on Ach. 659, 

Eq. 824, Nub. 889, Pax 82, 154, 765, 974, 1320. This 
commentary is unfortunately meagre, but in only two of the 
notes is there disagreement with the two oldest manuscripts, 
Rand V. The commentary on Pax 974 makes 989* the third 
monometer, in R and V it is 990. On Nub. 889 see 326. In 

the seven plays it contains, V is in singular agreement with R; 
when it differs, its authority is in general inferior. Impossible 
divisions, within a metre, occur in both manuscripts, but oftener 

in V, six instances in 761 metres, than in R, three instances 

in 923 metres. Both manuscripts, as has already been observed, 
may combine a monometer and dimeter or even two dimeters 
into a single oriyos. The apparent trimeter thus occurs in V 
24 times, in R 11 times; the tetrameter, 6 times in V, 3 times 

in R. Whether the trimeter in these cases shall be divided 
into monometer and dimeter or into dimeter and monometer 
sometimes remains in doubt. Often one manuscript corrects 
the other. There are, however, only two instances of disagree- 
ment between R and V that are essential. In Aan. 1089 ff. 
R makes 1097 the monometer, V 1089*; the remaining cola 
are dimeters in both manuscripts. Internal evidence demonstrates 
that V is in error in its arrangement of these cola. In Ji. 

598 ff. R makes 599 a monometer, V 600”. 
323. This remarkable agreement of authorities should not 

be lightly regarded. Modern editors do not agree in practice, 
in adopting and placing monometers, and the principles by 
which they are guided are not always obvious. They have 
apparently introduced monometers into some hypermeters in 
order to avoid elision at the end of a dimeter, but the reason- 

ableness of this procedure is called in question by the number 
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of elided dimeters that constitute the initial cola in tetrameters. 
Cf. Nub. 319, 321, 323, 368, 426, 969, Vesp. 356, 694, 712, 
Pox 759, Av. 599, 707, 710, Lys, 519, 550; TRO8U3) Ram 

1026, #e 627, 684) Pi, 532, 533,582; 591. . To these anuge 

be added initial dimeters ending in an elided monosyllabic 
enclitic as in Vub. 388, Vesp. 556, Av. 500, Ran. 1074, He. 631, 

Pi. 574. Both these forms of elision are found at the end of 
cola in anapaestic hypermeters in R or V or in both, as follows': 
Ey. 828 «rérrove’, Nub. 454° Anunrp’, 891 o°, 926” 6, Vesp.. 
629 8, 1057 won’, Pax 87 o , 994° oTrwpvrroucd’, Av. 618° 

"Aupor, Ran. 1078 éo7, Ec. 697° dvwé. Editors have 
eliminated some of these by shift in division of cola, but the 
majority of them cannot be relieved except by violent changes. 
It has already been observed (315) that diaeresis fails in relatively 
few recitative anapaestic tetrameters. Few words likewise are 
divided at the end of the colon in recitative hypermeters: Vesp. 
752 arpndi-cros, Av. 611 od-yi, 732 yédw-ta. The first of 
these is not to be eliminated by any device. Progressive words 
occur at the end of cola in Vesp. 1488 kai, Pax 979 ai, Av. 
619 ev. 

324, Nearly one half of the anapaestic hypermeters in 
Aristophanes consist of an odd number of metres. The manu- 
scripts generally place the odd monometer just before the final 
paroemiac of the hypermeter, as in £g. 549, Vesp. 723, 883, 
Av. 537, 735, Lys. 534, 537, 606, Ran. 1097, He. 708: 

325. The principle is demonstrable, if the authority of the two 
oldest manuscripts is accepted, that no change of speaker can occur 
within a colon in anapaestic hypermeters in Greek comedy, unless 

the change irregularly occurs within a single metre, of which 
there are only four instances in Aristophanes, Wud. 893°, 906% 
Th. 45°, 45°. The proof of this interesting principle, which 
often necessitates monometers, is found in the manner in which 

recitative hypermeters composed in dialogue are written in the 
two oldest manuscripts. There are eleven of these hypermeters, 
and the principle is applied in all but one of them with surpris- 
ing consistency. Thus Pl. 598-618 is composed of 36 metres 
which might be divided into 18 dimeters, if the principle were 
not operative. In fact it is written in R in 21 cola, 15 dimeters 

1 The fact is familiar that the elided syllable is placed in the MSS. at the 
beginning of the following colon. 
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and 6 monometers (599, 603, 605, 607,609,617). Pax 974— 
1015 is composed of two hypermeters (974-92, 993-1015). 
The former is divided in RV into 16 dimeters and 3 monometers 

(975, 984, 990); the latter, which was recited by a single speaker, 
into 23 dimeters. Thus also 7h. 39-62 has 10 monometers (45°, 

45> 48% 48> 50% 50°, 51% 51°, 57°, 57°); Pow 82-101 has 
one monometer (91), recorded as the tenth colon in the metrical 
scholium; Vesp. 1482-95 has six (1485, 1489°, 1489", 1491, 
14933, 1493); Vesp. 749°-59 has two’ (749°, 753). Only 
two corrections are required in ten hypermetrical periods com- 

posed in dialogue. In Vesp. 1482 ff, kata cavtov dpa.—viv 

yap év apOpas, at the end, is a dimeter in both R and V, whereas 

under the principle it should be a monometer and the beginning 
of a following dimeter. The scribe’s error is probably due to 
the general occurrence of parateleutic monometers. In Zh. 39 ff. 
the scribe in excess of zeal has written 45°, yAavxov-—PopBa€, as 
two cola, although the change of speaker occurs within a metre. 
The following monometer (45°) is written correctly. 

326. Nub. 889 ff., the longest hypermeter in Aristophanes, 
furnishes unexpected confirmation of the principle under dis- 
cussion. Heliodorus records that this hypermeter contains 74 
cola. See the metrical scholium. There is internal evidence 
that the original source of V and R was thus written. There 
are 45 single speaking parts in the hypermeter, some short, others 
long, assigned to three different speakers. This computation 
reckons the monometer 893° as a single part (325). This colon 
and 906° are the cutuyiar ov réXevae mentioned by Heliodorus. 
The division of the hypermeter in V into cola establishes 17 
additional dimeters and monometers within these speakers’ parts : 
SUS to 01o 9027: 905; 907; 918; 9A; 921; 922; 
993: 924: 931; 935°; 935°, 936"; 938; 947; 948° A 
hypermeter, however, as extended as this promises to be, would 
have required an amount of space in writing which no scribe, 
much less his ‘corrector, could have viewed with equanimity. 
We find, therefore, the scribes of V and R, or their predecessors, 
resorting to the familiar palaeographical device of grouping 
cola in single otiyor. See 322, Thus a tetrametrical group- 
ing occurs twice in V, three times in R (eg. 945, 946 as a 

1 749», id wot wo, is an anaphonema. 
2 Fourteen in R, which makes 938, 9394 a trimeter and 947, 948 a tetrameter. 
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single otiyos); a trimetrical nine times in V, ten in R (eg. 
897, 898* as a otiyos);* a dimetrical, by which words of two 
speakers in the dialogue are joimed in a single line, ten times in 
RV (eg. in 910), just as two speakers’ parts may constitute an 
apparent trimeter (e.g. in 895°, 896). These dimetrical cases, 
therefore, of apparent exception to the principle that the speaker 
must not change within the colon, quite certainly result in this 
long hypermeter from the desire to economize space. If the 
monometers and dimeters thus combined, that are not already 
separated by the principle of change of speaker and by the 
divisions established in V, are restored as separate cola, ten 

dimeters (894°, 895°; 897%, 8987; 917; 928; 937; 941° 
942°; 942° 943°; 943° 944; 945; 946) and two monometers 

(927; 936°)? are added to the 45 and 17 cola previously 
determined. The total furnishes the 74 cola recorded by 
Heliodorus, 42 dimeters and 32 monometers. 

Nub. 889-948. Brunck. 

Au. xwper Sevpi, dei~ov cavrdv RV 889 

Toit Beatais, Kairep Opacis av. RV 890 

"Ad. (8 drow xpyfeis, TOAD yap padrddy a’ RV 891 

ev Tois ToAAoio Aeywv dodo. RV 892 

Au. diodes ot; Tis ov; 5 893? 

"AS. Adyos. Au. arrwv y’ av. a 893” 

"Ad. GAA GE VLKO, 8944 

TOV Eov KpEiTTW PucKoVT Eivat. | 894°, 8954 

Au. ti coddv roy ; 895° 

"AS. yvepas Kawwas é€evpicKkwy. 10 a 896 

Aw tavtTa yap avOet 897 

dua, TOVTOVaL TOS avoHnTOUS. aa 897°, 898 

"Ad. ovk, adAAG odors. 898° 
At. a7oA@ oe KaKds. se 899? 

"AO. eizé Ti Tow ; 15 899° 

Au. ta Sixaca A€ywr. ve 

"AS. GAN dvatpew y adr’ avtiréywv' RV 900°, 9014 

ovde yap elvar wavy dypt dixny. RV 901°, 9023 

At. ovk eivar pis; 902° 

"AS. pepe yap ov oT ; 20 RV 1 903? 

1 V, but not R, has trimetrical group- meters) in R, since this manuscript 
ing four times, tetrametrical once, in makes 938, 9393 a trimeter and 947, 
PLS 598) ti. 948 a tetrameter. The aggregate of cola 

2 Thirteen dimeters (and two mono- in R is also 74 (45+14+15). 
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Ac. 

* Ad. 

ANAPAESTIC VERSE 

Tapa Totc. Oeois. 
Qn A , ” ¢ \ 

Tos Onta Sikns ovons 6 Zevs 
> > , \ ’ 3 c rn 

ovK amdAwXev Tov TaTEep avTOU 

Shoas; | RV Ac. aiBot rovti Kai oy ] , ] 

Xopel 7d Kaxov: Sdte por AcKavyy. 

. TUpoyéepov el KaVappLooTos, 

. Kkatamvyov KaVvato XUVvTOS— 
ev 7 ” 

. poda p’ eipnkas. 

. kat Bwporsxos— 

. Kpivert orepavots. 
\ / 

. kal tatpadoias. 

. Xpveg TaTTwV fe ov yryvaoKets. 

. od Spra mpd Tod y’, GAAA porvPdy. 

. vov b€ ye Koopos TOUT’ ErTiv Epot. 

. Opacds ef toAdov. 
>\ , > > A 

. ov O€ Y apXaios. 
. bia oe O€ howray 

ovdels €OéXeL TOV peLpaKiwy* 
\ / be , 

Kal yvworOyoce. ToT A@nvaiots 

oia OuddoKels TOvs avoNTOUS. 

. avxpeis airyxpdas. 
NG KOs > > , 

~ OV OE Y €U TPATTELS. 

KaiTOL TpOTEpOV y ETTMXEVES, 

TyAedos eivar Mvods packer, 

€x mnpidiov 
4 / , 

yvopas Tpwyev IlavéeAeTetovs. 

. Gpow copias— 

. @por pavlas— 
ow > / 

. As epvycOys. 
lal Lal / 4 > 

. THS ons, TOEds O 
eo , 

yrs we Tpepet 

Avpawopevov Tots perpakiots. 

. odxt Sudd£ers totTov Kpdvos av. 

. eimep y avtov cwOjvar xpi) 
\ ‘\ \ / > A 

Kal pay Aadiav povov ackjcat, 

. detp 161, rotrov 8 éa paiver Oa, 
4 /, % a?) xn > / 

. KAatoet, THY XEip’ HY eruBaAAys. 
/ 4 / \ “I , 

ravoarbe payns Kat Aordopias. 

aAN eriderEar 
, A , a 5 3 , 

ov TE TOUS TpoTepos ATT EdidacrKes, 

ov TE THY Ka 
, e ” 2 , 29 

Tatdevolv, OTws av akovoas Tpwv 

30 

40 

45 

50 

55 

60 

903” 
RV | 904 
RV 905 
RV 906 
RV 907 
RV 908 
RV 909 

9108 
at 910° 

911% 

a 911° 
RV 912 
RV 913 

RV 914 
915% 

a 915» 
( 916 

RV ) 917 
RV 918 

RV 919 
920# 

RV | 920" 
RV 921 
RV 922 
RV 923 
RV 924 

9258 

925° 

= 926° 
927 

aes 928 
RV 929 

RV 930 
RV 931 
RV 932 
RV 933 
RV 934 
RV 9354 
RV 935”, 9364 

936° 
al 937 

135 
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avTtAeyovrow Kpivas pouTd. V 938 

Aw Spav rat7 ber. V ee 

°Ad. Kdywy eGédw. 65 { 939° 

Kop. a’ hépe 81) worepos AéLer Tporepos ; RV | 940 
Ad. totTe dwcw- 9414 

KaT ex TovTwv Ov av A€En a 941°, 9422 

pnpatiouiw Kawvois avTov 942°, 943? 

kal Ovavoiats KaTatogetow, 70 | 943°, 944 

7) TeAevtaiov 8, iv avaypvy, 945 

To mpocwrov arav Kal TOpHaApw a 946 

KeVTOUpEVOS WoTEep UT avOpnvav V 947 

b7d TOV yvwpLov droA«iTaL. V 948 he 

327. Monometers seem to have been employed at times by 
the poet as a means of clearer expression of his though; In 
Nub. 1009 ff. &es dei (1011*) and mpdra pev ees (1016°) 
introduce each a series of particulars expressed in dimeters, 

To kanov 8 aicypov (1021*) ends such a series. The first is the 
beginning of a trimeter in V, of a dimeter in R; the second is a 
monometer in both V and R; the third is a monometer in R, the 

first part of a dimeter in V. Cf. Wud. 439 ff. where a similar 
series ends in R in a monometer, xcévtpwy puapos (450) and a * 
dimeter (451). This arrangement necessitates a parateleutic 
monometer (455). V is here in confusion. Cf. also Zh, 823 
and 828, Vesp. 739, 740. The connexion of thought also is 

very clearly operative elsewhere in combining two cadences, 
dimeter and monometer or monometer and dimeter, into a 

trimetrical unit. This is not surprising; it has its precise 
parallel in the melic dactylic trimeter (340), the source of the 
recitative ‘hexameter.” Thus Vesp. 624 and 625, a dimeter and 
a monometer in VR, clearly belong together. It is difficult to 
explain Vesp. 879 and 880 in any other way than this. Brunck 
actually printed these lines as two trimeters. This trimetrical 
combination is conspicuous in dialogue. Cf ada oe wiKa, TOV 
éuod KpeitTw dacKkovt evar (Nub. 894, 895*). The speaker 
here answers in a single ‘trimeter, as elsewhere in a single 

monometer or dimeter. Cf. Nub. 897, 898°, Vesp. 1492, 1493°, 

Th. 49, 50°, Pl. 608 f. Sometimes the ‘trimeter’ is part of 
a longer answer, as in Nub. 916 f., Th. 47, 48°, 56, 57%, Pl. 

598 f. Some combinations of dimeter and monometer or of two 
dimeters are of such sort that it seems likely the cadences were 
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shifted. How are Vesp. 752 f., Av. 611, 612 and 732 f. to be 
rendered otherwise than respectively as v»U--- vly--- 
vjy-—-- and —---- |---- snes —vv-—-— and 

‘trimeters’ Vesp. 1484 f., 1488, 1489%, Pl 606 eh This prin- 
ciple serves to explain some divisions in R and V that at first 
seem odd. These manuscripts divide Vub. 920°-924, od 8é y ed 
ete., a series of cola which begins with a change of speaker, into 
the last half of a dimeter, a dimeter, a dimeter, a monometer and 

a dimeter, where the natural division would seem to be into four 

dimeters. The close connexion of 923 with the following 
dimeter may explain the division. Cf. Nub. 934—8, which in 
RV are dimeter, monometer, dimeter, trimeter, and the beginning 

of a trimeter, the equivalent of five dimeters. The parts of the 
complete trimeter (936°, 937) are closely connected and the 
point of division of its double cadence may have shifted to 

TalOeUG Lv. 
328, The dimeter and paroemiac in the recitative hypermeter 

do not essentially differ in metrical form from the acatalectic and 
catalectic dimeters that compose the tetrameter (307 ff). 

329. The paroemiac occurs 38 times, 30 times as the final 
colon of a systematic period that consists of a single hypermeter, 

and eight times (Pax 992, Lys. 535, 602, Th. 42, Ran. 1088, 

1505, 1514, 1523) to mark the close of a hypermeter within 
the systematic period. Cf. Schol. Pax 974-1015, which con- 
sists of two hypermeters (epiodou). The dactyl occurs once 
(Vesp. 884), as the first simple foot of a paroemiac. Caesura 

of the metres of the paroemiac is neglected 14 times. Cf. Ach. 
664, Bg. 550, 835, Vesp. 759, 1059, Pax 172, 774, 1328, Av. 
(30, tgsasas, han, 1098, 0505, 1523, He. 709. It is 
precluded by a progressive or recessive word seven times. Cf. 
Vesp. 630, 742, Pax 992, Av. 538, Lys. 535, 602, Th. 829. 

See 315. 
330. The proceleusmatic is found but once (ub. 916), in a 

monometer of which the reading is doubtful. The collocation of 

dactyl and anapaest occurs 3 times (Pax 169, Th. 822, Ran. 
1525). In each case the combination constitutes the first metre 

of an acatalectic dimeter. The prevailing foot in this dimeter is 
the spondee, and spondaic dimeters are common. ‘The purely 
anapaestic dimeter, likewise, occurs occasionally ( Vesp. 757, Av. 
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535, Lys. 533). The dactyl occurs 85 times in the first place, 
6 in the second (Vesp. 1055, 1490, Pax 82, 154, 1010, Ee. 

690), 81 in the third, and 8 in the fourth (Vesp. 624, 1054, 
Pox 994, 10095 fh. S19) whan, 1517, 15258 Ley 690). eihe 

number of dactyls in the fourth place is unusually large (308). 
Three of these are followed by a dactyl at the beginning of the 
following colon, five by a spondee. The dactylic dimeter is 
found but once (Ze. 690) in a recitative hypermeter, according 
to the division in R. This dimeter is a singular exception to 
a rule that holds elsewhere in Aristophanes. See 271. The 
acatalectic dimeter neglects caesura of its metres 16 times in 380 
dimeters; in 14 others it is precluded by a progressive or 
recessive word. Caesura is barred, therefore, on the average, 

once in 12°7 dimeters. In the first half of the tetrameter it is 
forbidden in one in 6°3. See 315, first note. 

331. Three acatalectic dimeters end within a word (828). 
This division corresponds to neglect of diaeresis in the tetrameter. 
No acatalectic dimeter ends in a short (‘variable’) vowel, and 
hiatus occurs only once, and here it is accompanied by change of 

speaker (Wub. 892). 
332. It happens that hypermeters have been quoted from * 

few poets of the Old Comedy. Cf. Hermippus 46, 47. The 
poets of the Middle Comedy furnish more considerable remains 
of this form of verse. Cf. Antiphanes 132, 133, 172; 
Anaxandrides 41 (71 cola); Eubulus 63; Ephippus 5, 12; 
Anaxilas 18; Epicrates 11; Alexis 162; Mnesimachus 4. 

The fragments of Anaxandrides and Mnesimachus rival in 

length Nub. 889 ff, the longest hypermeter in Aristophanes. 
A single hypermeter of Menander is extant, 312. 



CHAPTER V 

DACTYLIC VERSE 

333. Cultivated men in the West have always been familiar 
with the poems of Homer, and the heroic line naturally over- 
shadows all other forms of dactylic verse; but Greek poets were 
singing long before Homer’s time, and it would be as erroneous 
to proceed from the ‘hexameter’ in determining the forms of 
melic dactylic verse as from the set verse of the dialogue of the 
drama in formulating melic iambic metres. In dactylic, as in 
iambic, trochaic and anapaestic verse, the fundamental colon in 

melic poetry, as it appears in comedy and elsewhere, is a dimeter 
composed of two metres that consist each of two simple feet 

(12, 13): 
a See Sh, 3 Los / 

matpods am “Qkeavod Bapvaxéos Se 

binAGv dpewv Kopudas emi —-—--w —-w-—w Nub. 278 f. 
eis KOpakas Padiet peTapoveos ; —wew —-w ew 
” PEAT! 190 7 x > @ s mie 
cote Te TOVO ETUpws; eit O TATEP—-w-—w —w-—— Pax ll7t. 

A dactylic dimeter consists of sixteen primary times. All 
dactylic verse is in descending rhythm. 

334, The dactyl assumes proceleusmatic form, by resolution 
of the thesis in —vUv, in Av. 1752 (588) and Heel. 1168 ff. 
(354). It never has ‘anapaestic’ form by resolution of the 
thesis in —-. See 11. 

335. The dimeter by suppression of the arsis of its final 
dactyl becomes catalectic : 

es XN ‘4 > > lal 

pypaTa Kat Tapamrpicpat eTOV —-w—w —w— Ran, 882 

The catalectic dimeter is rare. 

336. The melic acatalectic dimeter differs from the corre- 

139 
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sponding anapaestic colon (275) in frequently ending within a 
word. The two metres that constitute this dimeter are almost 
invariably joined in this manner. 

337. The dactylic trimeter was not employed as a colon, 
since a trimeter composed of true dactyls in normal isomeric 
rhythm (9, i.) would have exceeded the limit of length allowed 
diplasic compound feet (22), but the monometer was thus used, 
in combination with dimeters. On the probable origin of this 
use of the monometer as a colon see 613. 

338, Dactylic tripodies (26) occasionally occur in Aristophanes: 

ouBpopdpor & apa Bpovra! — rv —-w —— 

ais 00€ viv yOova ceter —-w-w —-— Av. 1750 f. 

Cf. Av. 1749, 1752 (588), Nub. 286 =309, 287=310 (844). 
These seeming tripodies are true brachycatalectic cola (35), 
and, like the corresponding anapaestic tripodies (277), have the 
mensuration of dimeters. Pentapodies apparently occur in Ran. 
816 = 820 = 824 = 828 (346). Each of these lines is probably 
a dicolic subordinate period consisting of a monometer and a 
brachycatalectic dimeter. The penthemimer (36) is also 
occasionally found, with the mensuration of a dimeter. Cf. 
Nub. 275 =298 (844), dv. 750=782 (410), Ran. 674=706 
(498), 1344° (592). 

339. Protraction (31) does not occur in the dactylic verse 
of comedy. For an apparent exception see 365. 

340. Comedy does not eschew the melic dactylic hypermeter, 
made familiar to the audience in the theatre by tragic poets. 
Aristophanes, indeed, introduces a hypermeter of nineteen metres 
into one of his most beautiful lyrics, Wud. 275 ff. (844), but 

generally the series is short and does not exceed the length 
allowed a subordinate period. The commonest subordinate period 

in melic dactylic verse is the acatalectic trimeter composed 
of dimeter and monometer. The latter invariably assumes the 
form —Vvwv-—-. The close of this period is sometimes duly 
marked by hiatus or the ‘ variable’ syllable (48): 

4 wou Sewdv epiBpeperas yorov evdobev eer 

yvik av o€bdaXov rapidy Oijyovtos oddvTa, Ran. 814 f. 
H 

Ne NIN NIN NS | i ae Re 

V 

Arn Ad Sere Pa a an aie eee a | ee 

1 On the significance of the conjunction of vowel sounds here see Lys. 479 and 
the comment (303). 
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But these indications are frequently lacking, as in the periods 
corresponding to those quoted (Ran. 818 f.= 822 f.=826 f.). 
See 775. The trimeter is the melic period exclusively used in 
comedy in stichic (50) composition. Cf. Pas 119 ff. (845), 
Ran. 1528 ff. (348). Its constitution is strongly influenced by 
the heroic line: the two cola are commonly joined in the middle 
of a word, in disregard of the original composition of the period, 
and a word almost always ends with the fifth half-foot (360 ff.). 
On the combination of subordinate periods, hypermeters and 
intermediate periods to form systematic periods see 720 ff. 

341. The heroic line, ‘hexameter,’ with exception of a single 

verse (365), is the only form of dactylic verse used by Aristophanes 
in recitative rendering. See 356 ff. 

342. A dactylic lyric may close with a subordinate period 
or colon in another rhythm, such as the catalectic trochaic 
dimeter, as in Ran. 814 ff. (846), the ithyphallic, Ran. 875 ff. 
(347), the Pherecratean, Av, 1754 ff. (588), or, with shift to 

descending rhythm, the paroemiac, Nub. 275 ff. (844).  Con- 
versely, a dactylic subordinate period is sometimes a part of a 
systematic period composed in a different rhythm. In parodies and 
monodies such a period probably kept its true isomeric time, in 

order to point contrast in rhythms, as in 7h. 1050, 1052 f. (874), 
fan. 1338 ff (592), Av. 250 ff. (595), and perhaps in the 
simulated duo in 7h. 126 ff. (429). On the other hand, cola 

composed exclusively of dactyls were probably sung in triple 
time when constituent parts of simplified logacedic odes (392 ff.). 
Such series of logaoedic dactyls (389) are occasionally found 
combined with periods in other rhythms. These will be noted 
as they occur. 

343. The dactyl has the same pleasing balance of thesis and 
arsis that characterizes the anapaest, and it is this equality of 
parts that distinguishes it from the trochee (cf. 284). Aristides 
(97 M., 59. 23 ff. J.) notes the quickening effect of short 
syllables in isomeric rhythms, and the truth of his observation 
is admirably illustrated in Vub. 275 ff. (344), in which in strophe 
and antistrophe the ratio of spondees to dactyls is only one to 
seven in the complete metres. The lilt of the song is remark- 
able. In the dactylic lyrics of Aristophanes in general dactyls 
greatly preponderate, less than one quarter of the simple feet 
being spondees, whereas in his recitative ‘hexameters’ the two 
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sorts of feet are practically equal (857 f.). On Aristophanes’s 

skilful perversion of the hexameter to the uses of comedy 

see 356. 

Meuic DAcTYLIC VERSE 

344, Nub. 275-90 = 298-313 (Parode). 

Strophe. 

‘Hy. a’ aevaor Nederau, 338, 800 Gat), 802 (—-~—~ |= 2° 

apOapev pavepat dpooepay piow —- ew Hwee 

EvayNTov —-—---— 

278  matpods dm Qkeavotd Bapvaxéos 794 -w-w -wr-—w 

bYynAGY opewv Kopupas Et B- Mew —-K—w 

280 devdpoxdpovrs, tva Der eOvar Ke 

Tnrepaveis TKOTLAS ddopdpeOa 800 Cant.) —-w—-w —-K-—w 

KapTovs T apdopevay @ tepav yOova -NM—-w -w—w 

Kal Totapov (aGewv KeAadijpara 800 ant.) —-m—w —-we—w 

Kat TovTov KeAdoovTa PapvBpopov* 

792, 800 @nt.) W-Ywe-w -w-w 

285 dppa yap aifepos ER A aT 

akapatov cehayeirat 338, 795 —-w—-—-w — ¥19-% 

287 pappapeaw év avyats. 338 GEN ED cee ep 

GAN droceodpevar véedos opSprov ey) Se ee GS 

dOavaras idéas ervdopeOa 795 1b ee — ee eet 

290 thAcoKOTH OppaTL yatav. 
342, 792 (ant.), 800 —--wrw-— w- —2° 

Antistrophe. 

“Hy. 2’ rapbévor op Ppodopor, 

EAPwpev Avrapav xOdva IadAdédos 

evavopov yav 

301 Kexporros ovopevar toAvjparov: 
ob céPas appitwv tepov, iva 

pevatodoKos 664.05 

ev TeAeTais aylas avadeiKvuTan, 

305 ovpavious te Oeots Swpijparta, 

vaot & wwWepedeis kal adydApata, 

Kal TpoTodo. pakdpwv tepwtarat, 

evoTepavot Te Oe- 

ov Ovoiat Oariar Te, 

310 wavrodaraicw ev pats, 

pt T erepyouéevw Bpopia xdpus, 
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evkeAddwv Te Xopov epeHiopara, 

Kal povoa PaptBpopos addav. 

300 x@dva Princeps: és y@dva 310 wavrodaraicw Princeps: mravtodamats 

Monostrophic dyad. A=abede, 2-19- 2-42, pericopic pentad : 
dactylic penthemimer, brachycatalectic hypermeter of nineteen metres, 
brachycatalectic dimeter, tetrameter, paroemiac. See 772, 777. Both 
aévaot NepéAar (275) and wapbévor ouPpodopor (298) are used in 
address, and the long pause in singing that followed was most 
appropriate (338). 

345, Pax 114-23 (Prologue). 

DUO 

Ila, & watep & wdtep ap ETvpos ye RES) ES eh ON 

115 dwpacw ijpetepors Paris KEL, 438 -we-w -w-v 2 
ws od pet opvidwy mpoAumdv pe Bie ee 

els KOpakas Padied preTapwyveos ; Rew eww 

118 ere Te THVd éTipus; cit O& TaTep, 5 —-w—w —-——w 

et Te direts pe. —-w-v 5% 

Tp. dofdoar exte Kopat, 75 8 erjzvypov 800 -w-w -w-—w 

ax OGopar bpiv, 800 -w-- 3 

120 yvik’ ay aiti¢nr aprov ra7- See 

Tav pe Kadovoat, 43 10 -w-— vw 3 
evoov 8 dpyupiov pide Wakas =e Sy SS See 

n wave Taparav. —=w-—v 3Y 

qv & eyo eb mpdgas EAOw radw, 800% j= a= Sa Sa ee 

e€eT Ev Ope —-w-—--—3 

123 xoAAtvpav peydAnv Kat Kdvdvdov Ww SoS ey So Sew 

OWov ex avTy. —-w---3 
116 we Ed. : ewe 

Non-antistrophic. A=AB (114-18, 119-23). A=aaab, 2 2 25, 
periodic tetrad: a dimeter as prodde that anticipates the melody of 
the two dimeters that follow and a pentameter as epode. See 747. 
B is a stichic period composed of five acatalectic trimeters. See 778. 

See the metrical scholium on Paw 114 ff. Heliodorus’s analysis 
includes only the first four cola, which he regards as a period, ignoring 
the close of the fourth colon. If he had analyzed 118-23, he would 
doubtless have designated them all as érixoc. Note his phraseology 
in Schol. £g. 1067. 

346. an. 814-17 = 818-21 = 822-5 = 826-9 

(Stasimon [.). 

Strophe J. 

“Hp.a’ 7) mov Sewdv epyBpeperas xdAov = 794 eB Hee 

evdobev eFen, 43 -—-w-vs 3B 
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815 avix’ av ofvAadov rapidy O7- —Wwew -w--) 

yovtos oddvTa te el alle! ey, 

816 avtitéexvov" TOTE 338 Bmw w 

67) pavias brd devvijs —=wew — = BV 

817 dppata otpoPicerar. 212, 342 = a) no eY 

Strophe LI. 

“Hp. B’ ecrar & imroAdspwv ze Adywv KoprvOaiora veikn 

819 cxwdaddpwov Te Tapakdvia opihetpara 7 Epywr, 
pwrds apvvopevov ppevoTeKTovos avopds 

821 pyya? imroBdpova. 

Strophe ILI. 

“Hp. a’ dpigas & adbroxopov Aogias Aaciatyeva XYalTav, 

823 dewdv erurkiviov Evvdywov Bpvxwpevos TEL 

pipata yopdorayn miwvaKkndov arogTov 

825 ynyeved hrojpate: 

Strophe IV. 

“Hyp. B’ evGev 8) cropatoupyds erav Bavaviotpia Aiopy 

827 yAoco’ dvehuroopévn POoveporis Kwovra XadArvovs 
phpata Satopevn katarertoAoyyncer 

829 wAcvpovwv todd Tovov. 

The four strophes constitute a monostrophic tetrad (701). A= 
aabe, 33 3-2, epodic tetrad: two dactylic trimeters and a brachy- 
catalectic trimeter, with a trochaic dimeter as epode. See 742. The 
shift of rhythm in the last colon is noteworthy. 

347. Ran. 875-84 (Scene II.). 

Xo. & Ads évvea rapbevor ayvat 790.1800. ee = eee 

876  Motoa, AertoAdyous Evvetas Ppevas Sse Sey Se 

at kafopare Stee Pay 

877 dvépOv yvwpotitwrv, OTav els epi Soi Sey Ses 

o€upepipvors pai ees 

878 €X\Owor otpeBAoion Taraiopac.y 790 (0 ee 

avTtAoyourTes, a eee eS 

879 Ader erovopevar Stivapuv 29) A ee mos 

SewvoTdtow oTopatow TopicacGat So oe iS anes ee 

pypara Kal Tapampiopat erov. eure wet Hawn Ce 

883 vov yap ayov codias 6 peyas Xu- an $y a ele SEW eee 

pet mpos epyov 70n. 203,342 -—v-v —.- —4 

883 6 Hermann: d6e 
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Non-antistrophic. A=AB (875-8, 879-84). A probably = ab’b, 
5 3 3, proddic triad: a pentameter as prodde to two trimeters. See 
738, 776. B=abc, 244, pericopic triad: catalectic dactylic dimeter, 
catalectic dactylic tetrameter, tetrameter compounded of a dactylic 
dimeter and an ithyphallic. See 771. Compare the final colon of the 
preceding lyric. 

348, fan. 1528—33 (Exode). 

Xo, mpora pev evodiav ayabiyy am- Sa Se 

OvTe ToLnTH 43 -w-—v 38 

1529 «is ddos opvupevy Sote Saipoves wow -we—w 
ol KaTa yaias, -w-- 3 

TH Se roAE peytAwv ayabaov dya- FW CARES eR oan 

Gas ércvotas. —-w-—- 3 

TayXv yap ek peyadwv axéwv trav- Sees ane 

caipe? av ovTws =Wwom = 

apyadéwy 7 ev OrAos Evvodwv, K2eo- Seren Oe fast ee eo 

pov de payer Ou, LR) 8 

1533 KaAAos 6 Bovddpevos TovTwY ratpi- SN rh rant Oe 

ous ev apovpats. Sree S18; 

Non-antistrophic. A is a stichic period composed of six trimeters. 
See 778. 

349. Ran. 1264-77 (Episode I1.). 

The Alexandrian scholiast explains the comic intention 

with which this curious nonsensical congeries of dactylic verses 
is introduced. In the first part of the episode Euripides has 

had his prologues submitted, with disastrous result, to the test 
of the lecythium, and, when Dionysus now proposes (1248) 
that attention shall be turned to Aeschylus’s melic verse, 
Euripides replies: cai pny éywo x ois avtov amrodeiEw Kaxov | 
KedoTroLoy dvTa Kal TovodvtTa Tait aet. Presently, displeased 
by the praise that the chorus has just given Aeschylus, he 
viciously adds: ets éy yap a’tod ravta ta pérn Evvteua 
(1262). He will submit Aeschylus to the same sort of test that 
Aeschylus has applied to him, and will show, by means of a 
simple formula, that the melic verses of Aeschylus uniformly 
end with the same cadence. This allegation is gross exaggera- 
tion, but the audience were not deceived by it. The scholium 
reads: 1262 ets €v yap avdtod mayta: els TO adTo Tédos 

TepaTovpeva TavTa, éTel KaKElvos eitev “ aTrOAnKUOL® cou Tovs 
Tporoyous, olov atrodbepa. 
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350. The fatal cadence is that part of the heroic line that 
follows the penthemimeral caesura: ~—~-—w~-—-—, for ex- 
ample, in Aeschylus, xvpids etue Opoeiv bdv0ov Kpdtos aicrov 
dvipwv (Ran. 1276). This is identical in form and movement 
with the paroemiac, and had a ring doubly familiar to the 
audience. Aristophanes ransacked the plays of Aeschylus for 

periods with this close that had odd beginnings. The greater the 
variety of form of the first part of the period, the greater would 
be the monotony of the recurring cadence. It was not without — 
malicious pleasure that he hit upon two lines from Aeschylus’s 

Myrmidons (Ran. 1264 f.) for the beginning of his travesty. 
The form of the first of these still bothers modern metricians. 

The line is apparently a combination of an iambic penthemimer 

with the close of the heroic verse: v—-v-—-ywo-w-w~--- 

Cf. Ran. 1264, 1284 f. (=Agam. 108 f.), 1291 £ CE also 
Agam. 115 f. This was followed in the Myrmidons by the 
famous model @ Kooy ov meddOes é7’ apwyayv, where the 
cadence follows the exclamation ¢7, which, we may be sure, was 

derisive in the rendering Euripides gave it. 

351. Ev. @Oua7r? ?AytAdred, ti mor advdpoddixtov dkotwv 

1265 i) KOmov ov meAdBes ex apwyay ; 

“Eppav pev mpoyovoy tiomev yéevos ot rept Xipvay. 

i) Komov ov meAdOeas ex dpwydy ; 

Au dvo0 cot Kérw AioxytrAe otro. 

Ev. xvducr ’Ayavov “Atpéws rodvkotpave pavOave pov mat. 

1271 i KOTov ov meAdOers er apwydy ; 

Au. tpitos woyxtAe got Komros odTos. 

Ev. etapeire’ peAuroovopor Sopov ’Aptepidos 7éAas ovyecv. 

i) KOTov ov weAdBes ex’ dpwydy ; 

KUpids eipe Opoeiv Sduov Kpdtos aiciov davdpov. 

1277 in KoTov ov meAdOes ex’ dpwydy ; 

Pg es Ns, a ee mee 

Vomw rw rw 

a dh ee ee 

Go Sy SS 

| Pe ee 

BSS SS JS Ss OOS SS 

ZG Swe Sw SS SS 

wew e—-wr-y 

— Se NN ee IL) Bg ANS] LNT, ome NIN) em oe 
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— nN — Ww FS Se —wWwo 

vu —ywr re —wWw-- — 

352. In further proof of his contention, Euripides quotes 
another batch of verses, which he says are citharodic. These 

also the comic poet gathered indiscriminately from different plays 
of Aeschylus; but all alike, Euripides insists, whether aulodic 

or citharodic, have the same monotonous cadence. 

Ran. 1284-95 (Scene IV.). 

1284 drws “Axaioy SiGpovoy Kpatos, “EAAdéos 7)Ras, 

1286 Vpiyya Svoapepiavy rpttaviv Kiva reprrer, 

1289 vy Sopt Kat i i Gov a) 2 aviv Sopt Kat yept zpdktopt Povpios dpvis, 

1291 Kupely TaparTyXov itapais Kvoly aepopotro.s, 

AY — 3 wae SS —_— 

been’ A= — > we (FU i (eS a 

LO ae Aes _— o~ — w CS) hee 1 

353. Nobody in the audience, of course, took this jesting 
seriously. So much cannot be said of all modern commentators. 

Aeschylus was not specially amenable to this particular criticism. 
The roll of dactylic rhythm is not heard, at least, in his extant 

plays, which contain few choral dactylics,? no recitative hexa- 

meters, and no dactylic catenae such as are found in Euripides, 

Sophocles, and Aristophanes himself. It was the familiarity of 
the audience with the Agamemnon that gave the criticism 
particular point. 

354. Eccl. 1163-81 (Exode). 

Aristophanes closes the eclesiazusae with a _ spectacular 

dance by specialists. He came upon this invention in the 

Vespae (494). In the later play the performance is elaborated. 

“Hy. a & & dpa 8, 

<@> pidae yuvaixes, cizep -vr-ye -vnr-y 

EAN 8 a} dpa ae peAXopev TO Xpppa dpav, —VUr-v -v 

1165 éwi 7d detrvov travakuvecv. wu - wv 

1 Verse 1294, which has no pertinence 
to the matter in hand as regards either 
meaning or rhythm, is probably inter- 
polated. See the scholiast. 

2 They are found almost exclusively 
in the parode of the Agamemnon (104— 
159), from which Aristophanes secured 

three of the nine verses here quoted. 
Mutilated anapaestic systems and dis- 
membered dactylic octapodies must not 
be forced into service to furnish examples 
of the cadence over which the poet here 
makes merry. 
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KPNTUKOS OV TO) TrOOE Babes ace aa oa 

Kat ov Kkive. “Hyp. 2’ tovro 6po. SSS oS SS 

[Here follows the dance of the second half-chorus.] 

‘Hp. a’ Kai <ai> tdode viv Aayapas 206 —-vr-v -Vee 

<TaXa XOpElas oprov Umayelv> Qeees Suws 

1168 toi cKericKow Tov prOpor. —-yv-- -vv 6 

TAXA yap Eereurt— SSA wil0nee soi el 

[Here follows the dance of the girls. ] 

AoradorepaxoreAax oyadeo- 38 Ww www 

1170 = kpavioAcrfavodpipuTotpippato- Sy = a ee 

oAdoTapaopeAtTOKATAKEX UPEVO- Se eine 

KL KAET LKOTT UPOPAT TOT EPLOTEPA- TG ee 

NextpvovorrokepaddtoKrykAore- 15 wae wy Se 

1174 AcwdAaywootpaoPadytpaya- Se ee 

vortepyywov' av 6€ TatT’ dkpoatdpe- —-w—-w -wr-w ‘ 

yos Tax’ Kal taxews AaBe TpvBAvvs —-w-w —-w-—~16 

eira Kkovicar AaBov 206 SO ee 

1177 Aé€KuOov, tv” exdeurvys: 203 2~w~uwry —-- — 2 

‘Hy. B’ GAAG Aawpdrrovot Tov. —~-v-- -v-# 
si > ” ce. > / aiper? avw, tat evat. 

7 A tate 

1180 demvicopev, evot evat, 
Sh ise je sya ats V2 . eval, WS ert viKy 
yy Ss, ais Dy 

EVAL, EVAL, EVAL, EVAL. 

1163 & Dindorf 1167 od Ed. 11675 rdya yxopelas dpoov wrd-yew 

Ed. 1169 -reuaxooehaxo- Princeps: -Teuaxorcedaxo- 1172 -KeyKXeme- 

Kiister : -xi«)em- -xogaupo- Princeps: -Kogouko- 1173 -omroxepaddio- 

Meineke: -omreyxepaddo-. The lining of 1167 ff. in R has been strictly followed 

above. The colon that obviously is lacking in 1167 f. is here restored by a line 

that, of course, purports no more than to give the sense of the missing colon. Cf. 

Th. 956. The parts are here ascribed to the half-choruses as ink 

355. After the address to the judges, delivered by the first 

leader in recitative trochaic tetrameters (1154-1162), the first 

half-chorus sings briefly in trochaic rhythm and at the close 

exhorts the second half-chorus to dance: xpytucas ody Tw mode 

xa) ov «ive. The second half-chorus accordingly dances 

(roto Spa), to the accompaniment of an auletic melody in 

trochaic rhythm («py7vxas).' The music was purely instrumental 

and the dance hyporchematic. On the conclusion of this move- 

ment the first half-chorus bids Blepyrus bring forward the dancing 

girls who are with him. He is an important figure on the 

1 The ‘cretic’ of Aristoxenus, -U—v. 1.15, col. ii. 7. See also Aristid. 39 M., 

See Grenfell and Hunt’s Oxyr. Papyri, 26. 20 f. J. and Schol. Heph. 302. 18 ff. 
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scene to the close of the play, but has nothing to say after 
1150. The dance of the peipaxes (cf. 1138) is the special 
feature of the exode, and is accompanied by the singing of the 
remarkable compound in dactylic metre that shows our poet’s 
rioting invention at its best. The dance probably began one 
foot before the singing (1169). The dactyls in seven instances 
are resolved (334). Trochaic metre is resumed in 1176. The 

metrical form of the first and of the last four cola cannot now 
be determined with approach to certainty. ‘The first half-chorus 
probably joined in singing the last four cola as the whole 
company retired from the orchestra. 

Non-Meuic DAcTYyLIC VERSE 

THE HEXAMETER 

356, Aristophanes uses the ‘ hexameter’ in mock-oracles ” and 
in mock-heroies,’ appropriating the “stateliest and weightiest of 
verses ” (Aristot. Poet. xxiv. 5) to the uses of comedy. But in 
this he was simply the imitator of Homer, who was not only 
preéminent as a poet in the serious style, but was also the first 
to outline the forms of comedy by dramatizing the ridiculous 
(Aristot. Poet. iv. 9). Aristophanes mingles trimeters with his 
heroic lines, for example in Av. 959-91, just as iambic verses 
were mingled with hexameters in the Margites (Heph. 60. 2 ff., 
65. 10 f.), although in Aristotle’s judgment these two styles 
are as different as possible (Aristot. Ahet. 1. viii. 4). But 
Aristophanes out-Homers Homer. He takes the final step, and 
with keen appreciation of the incongruity of form and content 
uses the heroic line in ordinary dialogue! Nothing could illustrate 

better our poet’s delicate perception of the metrical resources of 
the comic art. Cf Hg. 1014-97, Pax 1265-1304. For com- 
binations of trimeters with hexameters in other comic poets see 
Cratinus 199, Plato 173, Antiphanes 194, 196, Eubulus 107. 

357. There are 142 recitative hexameters in the extant 

plays of Aristophanes. The dactyls number 428, on the 
average 3°01 in one hexameter : 

1 The close of this play is discussed, 
from another point of view, in the 
Editor’s ‘ Stage’ in Aristophanes, 168-70. 

2 Eg. 197-201, 1015-20, 1030-4, 
1037-40, 1051-60, 1067-9, 1080-95 

Pax 1063-1114, Av. 967-8, 971-3, 975, 
977-9, 983-5, 987-8, Lys. 770-6. 

3 Pax 1270-83, 1286-7, 1292-3, 1300- 
01. 
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Hexam. —vVv i ii. lii. iv. Vv. vi. Total. 

142 498 284+55 17+42 1483 29436 30+112 0 100+328 

The 100 dactyls contained each in one word are distributed 
as follows : 

i. ii. iit, ive) ) ven eeLotals 

Trisyllables : , Silo 2 30) aa) lg Pa 7! 
Overlap forward . : Baa ot Bc gl ly SLO ieee 
Overlap back. Aheas ON PO Sy Ag DO 24 
Overlap both ways 4 0 0 1 5 

Total in one word 2 23) Me Ale Oe mnt, 

The 328 dactyls contained each in two or three words or 
parts of words are distributed as follows : 

i rit, abi. iv. ov. Total. 

if Sy) Wiea) 4 22 53 
Ty) 382) 29 26" 50 alas 
1 5) 39 6 31 102 

In three words, —|u |v 
In two, divided —|v uv 
In two, divided — u| vu 

83 36 112 328 bo Total divided dactyls . 55 

Nine verses contain each five dactyls, 42 contain each four. 

358. The spondees number 424, on the average 2°99 in one 
hexameter : 

Hexam. os i. ii. iii. iv. vy. vi. Total. 

142 424 36428 24459 0+58 35442 0 187+5 2324192 

The 232 spondees contained each in one word are distributed as 

follows : 
1 ii) ill ven yee OE 

Dissyllables_. ; , 21 3) 10 See OF Soom nen 
Overlap forward. Ls CT SOR ie ws) 39 
Overlap back : Pe MO Os om Ol tO Zeman 
Overlap both ways . AV) ERO RRS EH AO 9 

Totalin one word . 36 24 0 35 O 137 232 

Twelve verses contain each five spondees, 36 contain each 

four. 
359. The spondee does not occur in v., nor the dactyl in 

vi. The close of each of these 142 hexameters, therefore, is 

360. It is significant that only one of the eighty-four dactyls, 
and none of the fifty-eight spondees, found in i. is contained in 
a single word. This indicates that the pause intended to facilitate 
rendering (56) must occur chiefly within the third foot. Either 
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of two pauses, in fact, may come in this foot, the penthemimeral 
or trochaic. Another occurs after the thesis of the fourth foot, 

the hephthemimeral, and another between the fourth and fifth 
feet, bucolic diaeresis. These pauses are clearly defined by the 
anonymous writer in Studemund’s Anecdota (215. 25 ff.): 

Suagopas S€ eyes Técoapas 1) Town EhOnuypeph te Kai revO- 

Neywephy Kal Tpitoy Tpoyaiov Kai tetaptnv PBovKoNtKyp. 
EhOnucpepys pev Kadrgeitas Tou ATis peta Tpels Todas Kal 
cuvrxaBnv Tédevov exer TO vonya. TevOnuipepyns Oé éoTW 
HTS peta Ovo Todas Kai avAdaP HY TédELOY EXEL TO VONpAa. 
tpitos Se tpoyaios eat 1 éyovoca tov moda Tov TpiTov eis 
Tpoyatoy cvvaTroAnyovtTa. teTapTn Sé€ wUmapyer PovKodtKi) 7 
éyouca TO vonwa eis TéTaptoy Toba TavTws aTrapTLSopevon * 
Tavtn € TH ToMm TayTES of Ta BovKONLKA TroLnwaTa yparyarTeEs 

@s éml TO WAeicToOV ypnodmevor haivovtar: GOev Kal THY 
KAHTW 1) Ton TavTnY édéEaTO, ATO TOY XpNnoapévav THY Tpoc- 

nyopiay AaBovca. See also Aristid. 51 f. M., 33.18 ff J. 
The penthemimeral caesura is sometimes called masculine, the 
trochaic feminine. 

361. Penthemimeral caesura, -7-w7 -|wW-w -w-- 

is possible 90 times, 22 times alone, 27 combined with haplle 
themimeral caesura, 30 with bucolic diaeresis, 11 with both. 

These 90 instances include six in which a short progressive mono- 
syllable follows the thesis and precludes the supposition that the 
caesura is trochaic. Cf. Hg. 1018,1058, Pax 1109, 1279, Lys. 
it ae hits lrochaic) eaesura, “=< = so Sule seo Se 
is aaeeiie 50 times, 16 times alone, 8 times combined with 
hephthemimeral caesura, 18 times with bucolic diaeresis, and 8 
with both. These 50 instances include 11 in which a mono- 

syllabic or an elided dissyllabic enclitic or recessive pév, dé, yap, 
A’ constitutes the first syllable of the dissyllabic arsis and 

precludes the supposition that the caesura is penthemimeral. Cf. 
ig. 199, 200, 1020, 1037, 1051, Paz 1070, 1087, 1096, 1099, 
1274, 1276. Hephthemimeral caesura, -~x-~ -~-|= 
—.-—-, 1s possible 54 times, only once alone, in Ly. 1033. 

Its other occurrences have just been noted. Verses are excluded 
from the count in which the thesis of the fourth foot is the 

whole or the final syllable of a progressive word (Hg. 1016, 1018, 
1031, 1032, 1034, 1088, 1094, Pax 1072, 1084, 1102, 1109, 
1110, 1283, 1300) or is followed by an enclitic (Hg. 1056, 
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1083, Paz 1076°). Bueolic diaeresis, which divides the verse 

into dimeter and monometer, -~-7~ —-w-z|-~--, is 

possible 68 times, only once alone, in Pax 1111, where the 

enclitic precludes penthemimeral caesura. Its other occurrences 
have just been noted. Verses are excluded in which the fifth 
simple foot is preceded by a progressive word (£9. 1086, Pax 
1082, 1086, 1092, 1114, 1277, Av. 973) or begins with an 
enclitic or 8¢ (Hg. 1095, Paw 1097, 1101). 

362. Every recitative hexameter has at least one of these 
four pauses, since the verse is too long to be rendered as a 
single diplasic colon (22). Certain of the four pauses are 
exclusive of one another ; the penthemimeral and hephthemimeral 

cannot both occur in the same verse, nor the trochaic and 

hephthemimeral, nor the hephthemimeral and bucolic. This is 
due in each case to the contiguity of the two pauses. When 

both are possible, by word-endings, one pause excludes the other. 
No hexameter, therefore, has normally more than two pauses. 

When penthemimeral or trochaic caesura occurs in the same 

verse with bucolic diaeresis, the pause at the diaeresis may be 
the chief pause or secondary, or, as often happens, it may be 
left unobserved. ; 

363. According to the following analysis, the penthemimeral 
(P) is the chief pause 76 times, the trochaic (T) 40, the heph- 
themimeral (H) 10, and bucolic diaeresis (B) 16. The analysis 
indicates all the pauses that are possible. When two pauses occur 

in the same verse, opinions will differ as to their relative weight. 
Sets Hho ta —= — 2 (2) We 1051, 1034s 

1054, 1084, 1088, 1094, 1095, Pax 1072, 1077, 1079, 
1080, 1084, 1101, 1102, 1109, 1110, 1293, 1300, dv. 984, 
Lys. 774, 776. (PH) Eg. 1038, 1068, 1086, 1093, Paz 
1066, 1071, 1081, 1086, 1094, 1100, 1103, 1107, 1114, 
1270, 1277, Av. 971, 972, 988, Lys. 773. 

—-a-aw -J~-a|-~--: (PB) £g. 197, 1018, 1030, 

1052, 1060, 1081, 1082, 1083, 1087, 1090, 1091, 1092, 

Pax 1069, 1073, 1074, 1083, 1098, 1105, 1108, 1275, 1278, 

1279, Av. 975, 979, 987, Lys. 772. (PHB) £g. 1017, 1019, 

1058, Pax 1076, 1095, 1112,/111%3, 1271;\ 1272, (The 

bucolic pause probably should be left unobserved in some of 

these verses, 
ee Se SE Ue Steg ee oS) (1D) ig OG ae eee 
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Hoo; 1059 Paz 1067, 1078, 1087,) 1090; 1091, 1097, 
Bas, W276. 1280030, ye 771: \\(THY Ae 1037, 1055, 
Far 1075, 1106, 1281, 1287, Av. 967. 

-w-aw -vfjr-a=|-.~--: (TB) &. 198, 199, 1032, 
1057, 1069, 1080, Pax 1076", 1085, 1088, 1274, Av. 
968. (THB) £y. 200, Pax 1064, 1070, 1093, 1099, Av. 977. 
The bucolic pause probably should be left unobserved in some 
of these verses. 

an etn ee aC) Wg. LOSo, (HE), a: 
1040, 1089, Pax 1065, 1082, 1089, 1092, Av. 973, 985. 
(HT) Av. 983. 
i / w|—~——: (B) Paz 1111. 

—w—w —|~—x~l/—-~-—-—: (BP) £#. 201, 1067, 1085, 
Pax 1063. (BPH) Z£g. 1015, Pax 1068. 

—w-w —v/vy -xa|—-~--: (BT) Z. 1039, Pax 1096, 
P2860 292, Av, 978, Lys. 770,775. (BHI) Pax 1280, 1282. 

364, In a few verses certain other well-defined pauses occur, 

sometimes accompanied by change of speaker, as a triemimeral 
in combination with the penthemimeral or trochaic in 2g. 1037, 

1051, 1088, Pax 1066. Cf. also Pax 1110, 1275, where the 

pause falls after the first arsis, and the unusual close of Paz 
1270. 

365. Aristophanes has the elegiac distich, composed of an 
acatalectic and a protracted catalectic hexameter, but once, in 
verses quoted from Archilochus (frag. 6 B.): 

dori. pev Latwv tis aydAAetat, ijy apa Odpvy 

EVTOS Gpwpntov KdAXuTov otk eGéAwv. Pax 1298 f. 

The ypovos xevos (31) of the second verse was probably 
represented by a pause. Cf. Antiphanes 149: rodrov éyw 

Kpive petavimTpiba this “Tyetas mivew Cwpotépw xpw@pevov 
olvoxow, 

366. Hexameters are found among the comic fragments, but 
they are quoted chiefly from poets of the Old Comedy. Cf. 
€ratinus 6—8, 67; 87, 128;129, 142, 143, 153, 154 171, 
207-9, 235-7, 260, 313-17, 458, 459; Crates 30; 
Pherecrates 152, 155, 190; Teleclides 45; Hermippus 63 
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(23 verses), 82; Eupolis 235, 289, 360; Aristophanes 9, 29, 

84, 257, 693, 694, 914; Plato 3; Metagenes 4, 17, 18; 
Aristagoras 2; Theopompus 30; Amaxandrides 50; Eubulus 
28) 108 )\(ef 35,139) (Cratmus:aunior) 3," Alexie 22 ; 

Diphilus 126; Menander 443; Frg. incert. 51, 52. 



CHARTER VI 

IAMBO-TROCHAIC VERSE 

367. Aristophanes occasionally combines iambic and trochaic 
subordinate periods as constituent elements of an ode. The 
shift from ascending to descending rhythm (29), or the reverse, 
produces the desired effect of variety. Thus,in the parode of 
the Lysistrata, the purely iambic strophe and antistrophe (256— 
65 = 271-80) that the half-chorus of elderly men sing as they 
enter the orchestra (94) are followed by a strophe and an anti- 
strophe (370) composed, in order, of three iambic and _ five 
trochaic subordinate periods, of which the last is an ephymnium. 
Likewise in the third episode of the Vespae (871) Philocleon’s 
drunken song begins with an intermediate period that consists 
of eleven trochaic metres, and this is followed, after an interrup- 

tion of three spoken trimeters, by a second intermediate period 
that is composed of eight iambic and six trochaic metres. See 
also Av. 628 ff. (872). These are simple but effective modes 

of composition. 

368. Euripides was the first to give iambo-trochaic verse 
a highly developed form. He uses it, in his later tragedies, in 
monodies to express grief and passion in situations where the 

older tragedy employs the dochmius. Its form in Euripides 
was affected by the music to which it was set: the metres are 
seldom irrational, and the trochaic cola abound in resolutions. 

369. Two lyrics of Aristophanes illustrate the artistic 
development of this verse, an elaborate parody in the Zhesmo- 
phoriazusae of a monody in the Andromeda (374) and the Song 
of the Frogs in the Ranae (373). The latter is composed in 
the comic poet’s own manner, but pays Euripides the tribute 

of imitation. 
15 Or 
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370. Lys. 286—95 = 296—305 (Parede). 

Strophe. 

Xo.Tep. dAN aitd ydp pow THs 6600 --U- --v- 

Aourov eat. Xwplov CSS SS 
a pe , \ i? toy \ ” 

TO Tpds TOAW 7d Gipov, of arovdyVY EXw* 

NS IAN) Sere INT ie NF daar rh rN 

XOTws ToT éLapmrpevoopev —--v- Yu 

290 ovr’ avev kavOnAiov. 485+ —-Vv- —--—vv 48 

291 ws epov ye TH EtLw Tdv -vr-yu -uUnry 
@pov e&urdKatov* —-v-- -v7 4¥ 

292 GAN pws Badiorréor, SNe DY 

Kal TO TUp pvonTeor, —~—v--— -u og QW 

294 py pw arorBecbev AdOy rpds 10 —- VY - —- -—v-- 
TH TeAEvTH TIS Odov, —-v-- -v ¥ AV 

295 pv Pv tod iod Tod Kamvov, —--*-v -y —v— 3° 

Antistrophe. 

Xo. Tep. ds Sevvov dvaé “HpaxXers mpoorerov po ek THS XUTpPas 

298 domep Ktwv AvTTOCA TOPOaApH SaKver* 

kaotw ye Ajpviov To Tip tovTO TdéoH pyXaV?. 

301 od yap <av> ro? G8 oda EBpvke Tas Ajpas Epo. 

orevoe Tpooev eis roAw 

Kat Bonbe. tH Oew. 

) wor avtTy pardrov %) viv & Adxns apyopev; 

305 dv pv tov iov Tov Kamvov. 

301 ov yap dy Brunck: ovdé yap 304 7) 167’ Bothe: e@ zor’ 

Monostrophic dyad. B (704)= 4B (286-90, 291-5). A=a’b’a, 
4 3 4, mesodic triad: two protracted acatalectic iambic tetrameters 
with an iambic trimeter as mesode. See 739, 776. B=abbac, 4 2 2 4 3, 
epodic pentad : a palinodic tetrad composed of a trochaic tetrameter, 
two trochaic dimeters and a second trochaic tetrameter with an 
ephymnium consisting of a catalectic trochaic trimeter as epode. 
See 756. This is the only antistrophic iambo-trochaic ode in 
Aristophanes. 

371. Vesp. 1326-40 (Episode II.). 

Pi. avexe wapexe’ KAatoetai Tis TOV Omi Gev 

ww vw Vv SS ete Bie A 

1328 éraxoAovGotvTwv epot: oo i le oS 

olov, et py ppyoe®’, vbuas - ur HUH 
1330 6 rovynpoe TavtTyt TH —-v-- - ue 

1331 dadt dpvktovs cKevdcw. 5-v—-- -v-— 6 
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Lup. Three Trimeters 

Bi. it) ied, KaAovpevor. 48 vou ve—un OF 

1336 dpxaid y tpav: dpa y io? --v- --u- 

@s ovd aKovwv avexouar —— v= -we 

dux@v ; larBot, aiPor v-u- --+-6 

Tdde pe dpecxes BdAAe .Knpots. 10 ~U —-- —VU-—— 
1340 ovK drewt; Tov oTrw— Rae a 

nAvacTHs ; ExTodWv. —-v-- -v-6 

Non-antistrophic. A=AB (1326-31, 1335-41). A-=ab, 5 6, 
pericopic dyad: trochaic pentameter and hexameter. See 770. B= 

abe, 2 6 6, pericopic triad: iambic dimeter, iambic hexameter, trochaic 
hexameter. See 771. 

The pause that completes colon 11 is intentional. Philocleon 
looks about him in drunken bewilderment. 

372. Av, 628-35 (Debate). 

Xo. éravxijoas Se tols cots Adyors 

3 yee —- te Hu +e =U 3 
629 érnreiAnoca Kal KaTopora, Ae an Cae A Bate FR Thy 

bal \ Ce) \ , < l4 

nv ov Tap ene Oewevos OMOdpo- —-UwuU wWUWwL 
/ a7 ” 

vas Aoyous dikavos adodos -UV-uU -~Uwns 
a > \ 0 A ” Cc 

OoLos emt Geovs wns, 5BwuKwyv —-v—-6 
> »\ “A 4 ‘\ 

Euol ppovav Evvwdd, p12) Vr Vur- Vere 

modiv xpovov Geods Ere Vr VUr- Ve Ue 
A JES , Cc CKATTpA Taya Tpivev. --v- v--—6 

631 f. dikavos ddoNos doros Bergk: dixalous ddddous dcious 633 ts Brunck : ‘ots 

Non-antistrophic. A probably =a’abe, 3 3 6 6, epodic tetrad: 
two protracted iambic trimeters and a trochaic hexameter, with an 
iambic hexameter as epode. See 748, 776. 

373. Ran. 209-68 (Prologue). 

Ba. PpexexekeE Koaé Kod, wyur-vw -v = 2% 

210 PpexexexeE Koa Kodé. wur-v -v — 2 

Aipvata Kpynvev TéeKva Se ee 

fivavrov tuvov Boav Veuve + Hue 

pbcyEducl’, etynpyy guev 71 5 —--—V- —vuuc- 

dowdy, Koa Koaé, 138 vrr —- vevue 

215 = nv apdit Nvuojuov a, Ee ee 

Aws Avdyvucov év VreunK- eee 

Aipvarw iaxnoaper, —-—-vuw + —-v vu 1¥ 

217 avix’ 6 KpaitadoKwpos 47610 —-Yuu- vu-- 

Tois tepoiar Xitpoure -vv- vu-v‘4 
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Xwper KaT Eudv TEWEVOS Nady oxXos. 

481 -—--—-vu s-uv 

220 BpexexexeE Koak Koaé. SRI) Sp SS 

Au éya de ¥ adye apxopar vreur- -ry 

Tov éppov ® Koag KoeE— EY Y- vy 

Ba. BpexexexeE Kong Kod. CG 

Au ipiv & tows ovdev pede. —--v- --y¥ 

Ba. BpexexexeE xoag Koaé. wuev Hun 

Au arX drow avTo Kod. —--—-v- —--v 

227  ovdev yap éot GAN 7 Kodg. 20--yv- ——v 

Ba. eixétws y & ToAAG TpATTOV. -v-- -Y 

ewe yap eoTepeav evAvpot te Movoar 

207 

230 «Kat xepoBdras Ilav 6 xadapopboyya TalCwv* 

WA Se Le —wyv 

—UWwNw-— _— i 

232  mpoceritéprerar & 6 poppixtas “AroAAwr, 

SAS NSE Cm 

évexa. Svakos, Ov wroAvpLov 25 wuwyu wy 

évvdpov ev Aipvas TpEpo. weu-- -y 

235 BpexexexeE Kod Koa§. wur-v-y 

Au eyo b& pAvkraivas y €xo vou oo 
> XX 27 / XO TpwokTds idler Tadat, —--u- Ve 
p> EAE. 6) , Sea KaT avTik éykopas epei— 80 —-- vy —- —— 

Ba. BpexexexeE Koa Koa. wua-v -Y 

At. GAN & drdrwddv yevos —--v- + 

mratcacbe, Ba. pardAov pev oby —--YU- + — 

pbeyesperO’, ei 84 ToT ev- -v-- -y 

242 yXr/low ev apéparor 33 -Yv-vw -Yv 
id , CAN , nAdper Ga dia KuTEtpov —-vr-v wy 

\ 4 / > A Kal pr€éEw, YalpovTes Hons -v-- -y¥ 

245 odvKkodAtpBouw. péedcow, wu-s my 

7) Aws edyovtes dpPBpov —-v-- -y 

évvdpov év BvOG xopetav 40wu-v -v¥ 

aiddav épbeyEdper Ga. —-vu-- -Y 

249 sopdodrvyorapAdcpacw— —-uwy -v 

Au BpexexexeE Koag Koag. wue-v -v 

251 rovtl rap tpav AapPave, —--v- -- 

Ba. Sed rapa mew oper Ga. 45-u-v -yv 
in) / > ” ’ > / 

At Seworepa 8 eywy €eAavvwv —uwy -—Y 

255 el diappayncopa. —-vr-v -v 

Ba. BpexexexeE Koa& Kodé. aa 

Av. oipdter> od ydp pou pede. 48 = —--yv- -— = 

Ba. adAAG pay KexpakoperOa y 50 -—-vw-v —-—v 

eee ee 

ee 
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c / ¢ , ba c “A 

orocov 1) papvE av nov wur-v = a eee 

260 yxavddvy du 1pEpas— —-v-v -v— 6 

Au. BpexexeceE Koak Koaé, wou-v —-v— 2 

TOUTW Yap OV VLKINTETE. —- ue KH VL 
3 \ ‘ .3 “a ‘\ / 4 

Ba. ovde pay yas od TavTws. 5—-Vv—-- —-v-- 
- > > r 

A ovde payy dyets y Eeme —-v--— Hu A 

ovderote’ Kexpdgomar yap —-UWKwyv -v-- 
a , > c , C 

Kav den dv amEepas, -v-- -v-4 
~ ’ ” co;Aa > , A , 

266 ews Gv vw ETLKPAaTYTwW TH Kodg, VU - UV - -wv- --v -38 
’ fm ‘ 

BpexexekeE Koa Koag. 6909~YU—-v —v — 2 
» ” 3) eA a , 

268 euedrov apa ratoev oF vpas Tov Kod. 
Se td — _—_——- Vv 3 

215 Avévucoy Hermann: Acdyucoy 243 HAduweoOa Princeps: 7Adpeba 265 
dén Cobet: ue 697 RV, we én A 

Non-antistrophic. It is hazardous to attempt to determine 
relations of melody in so singular a composition as this, yet certain 
correspondences seem to be unmistakable. If we assume that the 
rendering of BpexexexeE koa xoa€ was always the same—an imitation 
of frogs’ croaking—and that this phrase is not to be taken into account 
in correlating the melody, the lyric naturally falls into five intermediate 
periods, ABCDE (209-20, 221-35, 236-51, 252-62, 263-8), arranged 
as a pericopic pentad. A-=abe, 14 4 3, pericopic triad: iambic hyper- 
meter of fourteen metres, enoplic tetrameter, prosodiac trimeter. See 
771. B=abac, 42415, epodic tetrad: two iambic tetrameters that 
enclose an iambic dimeter, with a trochaic hypermeter of fifteen 
metres as epode. See 748 c=abcd, 64182, pericopic tetrad: 
iambic hexameter, iambic tetrameter, trochaic hypermeter of eighteen 

metres, iambic dimeter. See 772. D=ahbac, 6 2 6 2, epodic tetrad: 
two trochaic hexameters that enclose an iambic dimeter, with an 
iambic dimeter as epode. See 748. E=aabe, 443 3, epodic tetrad: 
two trochaic tetrameters and an iambic trimeter, with an iambic trimeter, 
that was probably rendered with the speaking voice, as epode. See 743. 

374. In the following lyric Aristophanes parodies a famous 
scene in the Andromeda of Euripides. See the scholiast on 

HOLS i. 

Thesm, 1015—55 (Episode I1.). 

Mv. “didrar wapGevor pirat,” 73 vee - ve ve 

1016 = was ay ereAPoune Kai Tl -vuur- + -vuH- 

Tov UKvOnv AaHorpe ; P= vu — vw —v bY 
“c 7 oy. ‘ BN et KAvers ; OG Tpds aidovs Vote Um 

\ > ” , ” c 

oe Tav EV GYTpOLS, KaTaVEeVTOY, Eacov” ws 
~ 

1021 9 rv yuvaika pw? eABetv. ee ee ae 
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[44 ” Lif > +” \ GVOLKTOS OS pL eOnTE TOV vyrur- vm 2 

roAvrovetatov Bpotov.” wyun-v -V -2 
J X co > \ ports d€ ypaiav amropuywv ve ur- UN 

1025 campav drwddpunv dpwss ~- 10 v-Vv- vyr-v—4 

65e yap 6 UKvOns PvrAag wunay =u aH 

rédat ehertas oAodv adirov 800 ~y -- wuwr 

expepwarev Kopags detrvov. wu-v -v-vé 

‘“6pas ; 00 Xopoic.v ovd’ vere ur 

wp nALKwV VEaVviOwv Wy op ey 

‘ >>» 
1031  Knpdv €oTnk Exov, eS ur tr 

> > > lal lal a =" 

GAN év muKvots Secpoiow —4- -—-—-—Vvr- -~-Vn— 

meTAcypevy KATEL Popa vrur- cote 

TAavKetn mpoxerpar. =u - Vv —-12 

1034 yapnAtp pev ov Edv 0G =v — Yam” 

Travove derpin de” —--—y-— ¥ - 02 
a Og > @ a CV 

yoaove ph @ YUVALKES. 7) ISIS 

c 7 \ 4 4 
- 

as pérAea prev werovia pedre- —-wy- Vr Uw 
> , Cy , 

os, © TaAas ey® Tadas, Rs Se 9 et) aE 

1039 “dard 8€ cvyydvwv ard’ DG hohe dors eras 

7 s ” an , = 

Gvopa maGea,” porta ArTope- GIR NTN 

vav troAvodKputov “Aida yoov pdreyouvray, 
~=wWUw =| wvuenrmevu tFrvry 

aiat, aiat, slate i dhe tii Bac 
“a v3 > i? nw 

1043 0s ew” ameEvpynoe TpwTov ero PS er ae ERY, 
a > XN / lant) Sart. 

ds eue Kpokdevy 7O0 evedvcer, 

30 we Yew VY NANA ENA tree Nd 

ért 8 toiadSe 10d averepwev CA AS i — LD 

1046 iepdv, evOa yuvaixes. 511 wee v= v2 

id prow potpas ateykre Saipwv. Se ees ee o,f SS Be 

1048 & Katdpatos eye, 477 =—vyue vv 2 

ris éudv ovk erdperar Taos apeyaptov 
BBW Ke YY mV rm YU wrvenrys 

> iN “~ , 
C 

él KAK@V TAapovole ; RSS cay est 
» / > , > ‘ 

1050 €i0e pe mupdhopos aidépos arti p— 

342 = we 

tov BapBapov eorereev, 281 SE OS I 

od yap er dbavaray prsya Aetbooeww 
795 a Se, RG 

1053 éoriv éuot didov, ws expenaoOnv, 

awpotpyt 4X Sees Pies Ss 
/ +7 

Satpovev atoAav bes |p nen Wea enn 

/ 

1055 véKvol eTl TOpELay. 903 OP oN ee pee Y) 
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1016 éré\Mouwe Brunck : aréAOoupe 1017 Ad@ome Brunck : AdBoune 1019 
mpds aldots ce rav Seidler: rpocadovecar ras 1027 épecras Meineke: épéoryk’ 
1028 éxpéuacev Meineke: éxpéwace 1031 knuovy Hermann: Wipov xnuov 1039 
GN dvoua Scaliger: dAN\dv dvouwa 1041 déyoucay Musgrave: evyoucav 
1042 alat ala? Dindorf: ai ai ai al é é€ 1044 kpoxdev 765’ Bergk: kpoxdevr’ 
1047 dreyxre Zanetti: dvérixre 

Non-antistrophic. The metrical form indicates but few repetitions 
of melody (777). This constant shift of melody and the introduction 
of periods in other rhythms, especially in the last part of the lyric, are 
well adapted to express ‘Andromeda’s’ agitation and anguish. The 
song falls into six intermediate periods, ABCDEF (1016-21, 1022-8, 
1029-36, 1037-46, 1047—9, 1050-5), arranged as a pericopic hexad. 
A=ab, 6 7, pericopic dyad: iambic hexameter and heptameter. See 
770. B=abcbd, 2 2 4 2 4, epodic pentad: an iambic dimeter and two 
trochaic dimeters that enclose an iambic tetrameter, with a trochaic 
tetrameter as epode. See 762. c=abb+, 12 22 (+2), proddic 
triad with refrain: an iambic dodecameter as prodde to two iambic 
dimeters with refrain. See 738, 774. D=abe, 4 15 2, pericopic triad: 
iambic tetrameter, trochaic hypermeter of fifteen metres, Pherecratean. 
See 771. E=abc, 3 2 5, pericopic triad: protracted catalectic iambic 
trimeter, enoplic dimeter, trochaic pentameter. See 771. ¥F=abcd, 
2246, pericopic tetrad: dactylic dimeter, paroemiac, dactylic tetra- 
meter, heavily protracted trochaic hexameter. See 772. The lyric 
is ‘tragic’ not only in sentiment but also inform. Few of its metres, 
either iambic or trochaic, are irrational, and many of its cola are pro- 
tracted. In the first particular it differs remarkably from the song 
that precedes it (373). See 129. 

M 



CHAPTER VII 

LOGAOEDIC VERSE 

375. Iambic, anapaestic, trochaic and dactylic dimeters and 

trimeters are regular in structure. The quantity of the arsis of 
the simple foot in each of these is strictly defined, and admits no 
variation except irrationality in iambs and trochees in fixed 
places. The verse which Greek metricians designated as 
logaoedic! belongs to an earlier stage of the development of 
primitive forms. Logaoedic dimeters and trimeters, as they 
occur in Greek poetry, are marked by extreme variability of the 
arsis of the simple foot. This arsis may be short or long, or 
two shorts, or it may be omitted. A colon thus constituted 
seems, if it is in ascending rhythm (29), to combine within 
itself iambs and anapaests or, if it is in descending rhythm, 
trochees and dactyls. The apparent ‘mixture’ of feet in these 
clauses is, in fact, simply a trace of the primitive variability of 
the arsis that prevailed in Ionian rhythm before the development 
of purely iambic and anapaestic cola and the corresponding 
trochaic and dactylic forms. See 600-614, and in particular 

603-610, 613. 
376. The arses of the simple feet that constitute dimeters in 

ascending rhythm were originally unregulated in Ionian poetry : 
otto o 0 —. Lhe’ arsis. might: be ~ or ’= eb eas 
omitted. The metre, therefore, might assume nine forms, dis- 

regarding for the moment the omission of the arsis : 

1 The term (‘prose-poetic’) is defined dv tpoxaiov. Logaoedic verse is briefly 
as follows in Schol. Heph. 130. 8 ff.: treated both by Hephaestion (28. 9 ff., 
Bre 6 pev SdxTuAos dovdots waddov émiry- 24. 1 ff.) and by Aristides (34. 5 ff., 33. 
Sevos, 6 6 Tpoxatos Aoyorypdors, Noyaodixdy 30 ff.). Neither was in position to 
Kadeirat TO mérpov, dordixdy pev dia Tov appreciate its historical importance. 
ddxtudov, érevdi eUpvOpmos, NoyiKdv de dia 
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ee ais a ee sii ee, Ge hin Sh 
Vv. v-—-, Vi. vun-vuo, Vil. vU- UL oH, Vill. eS 

1b ee 

Some of these are identical with metres that were later specially 
appropriated by iambic rhythm (.., iv.) and anapaestic rhythm 
(ii., li., vill., 1x.), and poets of the fifth century doubtless felt them 

to be iambic and anapaestic, whatever their connexion. One of 
them, however, is very rare in logaoedic rhythm in comedy, 
although in form anapaestic (ii.); another was avoided as 
arrhythmical (v.).. It was the two that remain, v vu — uv — (vi.) 
and u-—wv-— (vii), that gave logaoedic verse in ascending 
rhythm its distinctive character, and these may with propriety 
be spoken of as ‘ logaoedic metres.’ 

377. The primitive Ionian dimeter by acephalization became 
— o— o — o — (608), or when given full length - o- o—-o-o 
(610), and these were the sources of dimetrical cola in descending 
rhythm. The metre in descending rhythm, by a _logaoedic 
development similar to that described above, might also assume 
nine forms: 

se Ra he et AL UI ive go 
Vv. —-—- vy, Vi. —-v-vy, Vil. Na NC Viii. a NSD a oo 

ix. ---vuy 

Two of these were felt to be trochaic (i, iv.), four dactylic 

(ii, li, vill, ix.). One of them, however, was rejected in 

comedy as too heavy a measure (il.); another was avoided as 
arrhythmical (v.). The remaining forms (vi. vii.) are the 
distinctively ‘logaoedic metres’ of descending rhythm. 

378. The development of these metres in the primitive 
dimeter and trimeter produced logaoedic cola. These consist, 
in ascending rhythm, of logaoedice metres combined with logaoedic, 
iambic or anapaestic metres and of iambic with anapaestic; in 
descending rhythm, of logaoedic combined with logaoedic, trochaic 
or dactylic metres and trochaic with dactylic. The order of 
arrangement of metres was not prescribed, but certain preferences 
are manifest. Notwithstanding this limitation, the metrical 
form of logaoedic cola is extremely varied. Illustrations from 
Aristophanes follow. Cola marked with the star are found in 
parodies. 

379. Logaoedic Cola in Ascending Rhythm : 
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Ta 8 api? doats mpoojker Th. 355 

560 weve vee 

mporéxovs’ ervxov eyavTys Ran. 1346? 
592 wo-vuw v--* 

ws Lrdprav tpviwpes Lys. 13805 418 ---- v-v 

SexoperOa Kat Beav yevos wrov- vr 

AitopecOa taicS ex evyais Th. 312 f. 

411 5w-v- ve 
Tatépwv Kakny, ot tacde Tas Av. 541 

409 wove ere 

7000s Os pe Siaxvaioas exer Ec. 957 
415 wouw -- VU 

erouos 60 eotiv dravta dpav Nub. 807 f. 

562 Urwr- wre 

av & & Atos durvpous avéxov- weak S eyes SF 

oa Napradas o€vTatas xXepotv NO) ee SS a 

‘Exdra wapadynvov eis TAvKns Ran. 1361 f. 

592 woew- v-v-* 

pepeTw kaAabov TAXV Tis wTepov Av. 1325 

406 woew- wre 

Tapareume TO Xetpopaxtpov Ar, frag. 502 Cf. Th. 1158 

macas 8 ideas efjtacev Th. 4862 414 —--w- --v- 

€l Kal TT pOTEpov TOT er KOw Slips Wiz 

887 15 —--w- weve 

girov, GAN év tE oy PBovAopar Ec. 963 
415 wee - er 

axAens & é€Ba crodds avev xiTovos Av. 944 

585, 75 I a Nh Ee RS Gos we 

vopdderot yap ev DKvOais aratar Urpdtwv Av. 941 

585 wow v-v- + - uv * 

Cabewv iepdv Spuvupe, Sos epiv 6 Te wep Av. 927 Ff. 

ds bhavtodovyntov exOos od Téraray Av. 943 

ayabdv mopicas, TovTO Kowov extar Av. 459 
409 wow tov Ve 

& dedp iOe detp, & kvvaye rapoéve Lys, 1271 
412 —- uw eH VK VY 

ériBnO. Kai AP eri tépyw doudds eas Ran. 675 
498 PP ad WE SS ES Oi WS 

8 r N \ SENS \ , SS , 
0 €pov bev a€l KATA TAVTA O07) Tpomov 

wemrewr wervuv Noy) Wey 
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méepuKkev dvOpwross ob 8 duws Aeye por Av, 451 f. 

380. The following limitations are worthy of note: i. The 
iambic metre is practically excluded from the first place in the 
colon, but is preferred in the second and third. ii. Of the two 
‘logaoedic metres, ~ uv —w- is preferred to .—UuU-. The 

latter never ends a colon. ii. If two or more anapaests (vu uv -, 
or — — in the same metre with v v —) occur in a colon, they are 
grouped together. iv. Resolution of the thesis is allowed in iambs, 
but not in anapaests. v. Protraction of iambs is allowed, but 
not of anapaests. vi. Catalexis in these cola assumes iambic 
form, vu — ¥, to the complete exclusion of logaoedic or anapaestic 
catalexis, Uv — ¥, from Vv -—v- or VU -- = 

381. The last two examples in 379 are inne ieerelouie 
trimeters and had the mensuration of trimeters. See 26, 35. 

382. The metres V.Y-v- and vw-—vuv- sometimes 
appear sporadically in melic iambic verse. See 70, 185. They 
are here simply traces of primitive formation that lasted into 
the classical period. The logaoedic anapaest (389) remained an 
important constituent element of the spoken trimeter and melo- 
dramatic tetrameter and hypermeter. See 113, 177, 193. 

383. Logaoedic Cola in Descending Rhythm : 

ovde Sevvotepov Aeyo’ons Th. 485 414 —-Yv-w -v-—- 
mrelpois Kpéxovtes iaxxov “Aro\Aw Av. 772 

410 —- Uw Hw 
moTviat, aAcos es wuerepov Th. 1149 Cf. 1155, Av. 936 

387, 585 wur-w -wye 
Ocopopdpw roAuvmotvia Th.1156 387 —-w—v wo 

mavra 8 eBdorace ppevi rukvas te Th. 437 

CUTE NT EAN SS CO, oe co IS 

4 ToAW apetepav exer Th. 1140 Cf. 1187, Lys. 1288, 1290 

387, 408 -wrw -vH- 
IladrAdda tiv dtASyopov epot Th. 1136 

387 —wrw we 
trapbevov afuya Kovpyy Th. 1139 cf. 1154 

387 —wew - ee 
kal toAvivupe Onpopdve Aa- Cf. Lys, 1251 

412 —- wee - UH 
Tovs xpvowmdos epvos Th. 320 f. Cf. 1142, 1147 

411, 387 10 ---w -+v 
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djp0s Toi ve Kael youvar- —---w - vu - 
kov: €xovoa O€ por porows Th. 1145 f. cf. 1141, 1148 

387 -urw Hv 
Kupraviows @ Mvapova Lys. 1248 412 -w~-- -—vu- 

tat de Kdpat celovtas Lys. 1312 413 -~-w-- -—+ - 

nAGerov, viv apixerOov Th. 1159 

387 15 ~-Uu- + -w-vu 

Kirpe ti p? expaives ext taity; Ec. 965 
415 wmyeES Swes 

Movoa 76d€ SOpov d€xeTat Av. 9387 585 —-YUw- -w- % 

AjXov os exes tepay Th. 316 411 - uu rw 

Os peta patvdoe Baxxuos dppace daierar Lys. 1283 f. 

408 wr ww rw rw rv 
dvtpepvers ere Tav TOA: a 6 ExeTae porwas Vesp. 1234 f. Cf. 1282f. 

20 = = ~~ ww ews = = 

adipesov mpodumov pvxov ixOvdevta Th. 323 

411 wu rw -wrw - sty 

Aidépa cepvoratov iubpespova ravrwv Nub, 570 

558 —wrew rwrw rer 

ov 61) avdpdoww ov Oewitdy eioopav Th. 1150 f. 

387, 586 —- Ue ww HUY HU 

a P trwpodiot kata yovias Ran. 1313 

586 —-vu-w -w-vw —*F 
depxopevov, peyaAous ovvxas €xovta; Ran. 1337 Cf. Th. 994 

HOO MHaO a5 Sue eee cr oe 
KkAjoov © xpvadOpove Tav Tpopepav Kpvepdv Av. 950 

585 —-Ur-- wu w -w- * 

Tv de tea ppevi pade Ilwédperov eros Av. 939 Ff. 

vov 61) def oe TuKVAY Ppeva Kal firdccodov eyeipew Ec. 571 
501 SS SS 

384. The following limitations are worthy of note: i. The 
trochaic metre is avoided in the first place in the colon and also 
in the second place in the trimeter, but is preferred in the last 
place of both dimeter and trimeter, where it generally is cata- 
lectic. ii. Of the two ‘logaoedic metres, — vu — vu wu is preferred 
to —uwvu—v, but it never ends a colon. ui. If two or more 

dactyls (— v» uv, or — — in the same metre with — uv ~) occur in 
a colon, they are grouped together. iv. Resolution of the 
thesis is allowed in trochees. vv. Protraction of trochees is 
allowed, but not of dactyls. The paeonic-trochaic metre is 
admitted. vi. Catalexis in these cola generally assumes trochaic 
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form, — uv “, but logaoedic or dactylic catalexis occurs, - vv ¥, 
from -Yvu-—vor-vu--. 

385. The ‘ hypercatalectic’ (36) dimeter (colon 24) was prob- 
ably followed by a pause that made it the equivalent of a trimeter. 

886. The metres —-UYU-—vuv, —-Yvu-v, —-vu-—-— some- 

times occur in recitative trochaic tetrameters and hypermeters. 
See 205, 250, 268. These metres are here simply traces of 
primitive formation that lasted into the classical period. 

387. Relatively few logaoedic cola are found in Greek comedy. 
No ode is composed of them exclusively. The following is the 
nearest approach to this: 

Thes. 1136—59 (Stasimon I1.). 

Strophe I. 

“Hy.a’ WadaAdéda rv fiAdxopov éepoi See er en oe 

Sedpo KaAeiv vopos eis xopor, Seyi eney tn ee DO 

mapOevoy afvya Kovpyy, —=wew —:+ = 

Antistrophe I. 

“Hy. 2’ » modu aperepav exer —-we-w -v- 2 

1141 kal kpatos davepdy povy B—-uew -v— 

KAndovXos Te KaAeirat. ——=—-w —-=—-2 

Strophe II. 

Xo. avn & tupavvovs 448 vr-- ure 

oTVyOUT waTep €iKOS. vy-- va 4 

1145 dnpos toi ce Kade yoval- — ew —- v=: 

Kov: éxovoa d€ wor pordows 10 —- V-w — Vv -4° 

eipyvnv drAéopTov. =a ew ae uy 2 

Strophe ILI. 

ket evppoves tAaor, —-ur-w - Vv - & 

roTvial, GAcos és tyerepov, 800 WU —w —we 2% 

1150 of 8) avépaow ov Oepirdy eicopayv 
800 ee ee ee — aoe 

1152 dpyia ceuva Geotv, iva Aaprdce 

392 16 ~-w-w -w-w~ 

paivetov ayPpotov oyuwv. —-we-w --- 4 

Strophe IV. 

1155 poderov eAPetov, avroue? & Caley tas WSs ee De 

Oeopoddpw roAvrotvia, —wa-uv wu 2 
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5 \ l4 lA > 5 , H 

€l K@L TPOTEPOV TOT ETNKOW —==—wHw—- w-vv 2 

1158 7AOerov, viv dpixer Gov 20 —-v-—+ —w-v 2 
c , > 0 Lo. c A Cc 

UKETEVOPEV EVOAO LLY. wo-w- v-— 2 

1189 kotpyy Hermann: xképnv 1152 @eoty Meineke: Geaty 

The stasimon constitutes an epodic pentad (1136—9 = 1140-2, 
1143-7, 1148-54, 1155-9). See 716. A=aab, 2 2 2, epodic triad : 
two catalectic dimeters, with a protracted catalectic dimeter as epode. 
See 737. B=abc, 442, pericopic triad: bacchiac tetrameter, cata- 
lectic logaoedic tetrameter, protracted catalectic logaoedic dimeter. 
See 771. C-=aabe, 2 2 3 4, epodic tetrad: two dimeters and a trimeter, 
with a tetrameter as epode. See 743. D=aabed, 2 2 2 2 2, epodic 
pentad: a tetrad composed of two dimeters in descending rhythm, 
a dimeter in ascending rhythm, and a protracted dimeter in descending 
rhythm, with a dimeter in ascending rhythm as epode. See 799. 

With the exception of the seventh, eighth, and fifteenth cola, the 
rhythm is probably exclusively logaoedic, though certain cola (5, 6, 9, 
10, 11, 12) admit scansion as Glyconics and Pherecrateans (511). 
Their close connexion, however, with undoubted logaoedic cola makes 
it very unlikely that they are in Aeolic rhythm. 

388. Since isomeric and diplasic simple feet (9 i., ii.) were 
combined in logaoedic verse within the same colon, anapaests 
with iambs and dactyls with trochees, their time must have been ~ 

at least approximately unified. It was possible to effect this, 
assuming that the process was mathematically exact, either by 
increasing the value of the iambs and trochees from three primary 
times to four or by decreasing that of the anapaests and dactyls 

from four times to three. The connexion in which these cola 
were used by the Greek poets strongly indicates that the metres 
of which they were composed contained, if exact values must be 
predicated, six primary times rather than eight, and this opinion 
is now held by most modern metricians. But the process by 
which the time of the component anapaests and dactyls was 
reduced was probably neither exact nor uniformly the same. It 
was a process of approximation rather than of equalization and 
cannot have differed essentially from the mode of reducing the 
time of the irrational half of iambic and trochaic metres (15, 
16). The theses of the component simple feet in logaoedic 
clauses remained constant, but the time of the two short syllables 
or of the one long syllable constituting the arsis was reduced. 
The general rhythmical effect of this upon the colon as a whole 
was retardation, since the time of the two short syllables, or of 
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the equivalent long syllable, was still greater than a single 
primary time. 

389. Thus we come upon simple feet in Greek poetry that 
may conveniently be called ‘logaoedic anapaests’ and ‘ logaoedic 
dactyls,’ namely anapaests and dactyls that are not isomeric in 
rhythm but approximately diplasic, or, to use a modern phrase, 
that were rendered not in common but in triple time. Entire 

cola may be composed of such anapaests or dactyls in simplified 
verse (392 ff.), and such anapaestic and dactylic cola occur 
elsewhere in heterometric combinations of cola in which the 
simple feet are probably al/ approximately in diplasic rhythm. 
It is now impossible, of course, to determine whether the poet in 

his music gave the anapaests and dactyls in some of these 
combinations their normal isomeric rhythm or reduced it to 
approximately diplasic rhythm. This uncertainty, furthermore, 
affects the determination of the length of these cola, since a series 
of six dactyls, for example, if these are in ‘logaoedic’ time, is a 
trimeter, but if the dactyls are isomeric the series constitutes a 

dimeter and a monometer. See 337. The logaoedic anapaest 
and dactyl are more commonly designated as ‘ cyclic,’ a misleading 
name supposed to have behind it the authority of Dionysius. 
See the next two paragraphs. 

390. Voss (Zeitmessung, 187 ff.) concludes that the diplasic feet 
in logaoedic verse have the value of four times and that the ratio of 
the long to the short syllable is 3:1 (,!. 2°). Such feet, of course, 
do not admit isomeric measurement, as do the anapaest and dactyl 
with which they are here closely associated. Apel (Metrik?, i. 121 f.) 
reduces the time of the first two syllables of the ecty, so that the 
relation of the parts of this foot is 14 $1 (J...) instead of 211. 
Apel’s diplasic valuation (1} + 4:1) of the ‘ eyelic’ dactyl is strongly 
supported by Bellermann (// ymnen, 58 ff.) and has been generally 
accepted. Béckh (Pind. Op. 1. ii. 107) assumes reduction of the 
time of each syllable of the dactyl, with the division 12 % # (= 8). 
Westphal (System der antiken Rhythmik, 181) at first proposed 14 + 4 
as a substitute for Apel’s division, but he confessed that practically 
there was little difference. This preserved Apel’s diplasic ratio of 
2:1 between the first two syllables and the last syllable of the 
dactyl. Finally, following the suggestion of Caesar (Grundziige der 
Rhythmik, 151 ff.), Westphal (Allg. Metrik?, 365 ff.), maintaining that 
according to Aristoxenus every long syllable in melic verse has twice 
the value of a short, and that the Adyos zodiKds of the dactyl is 
unchangeable, assumes for melic verse a ddxrvAos tpionpos with 
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dactylic division: 14 # 3. This valuation, like Bockh’s, affects the 
time-length of each syllable of the dactyl; its long and shorts were 
sung more rapidly than the long and short of the trochee. Thus, if 
we assume a value of twelve units for each simple foot, the time- 
relation of the syllables in the Alcaic dimeter,- vp vy -vu -v--y, 
is 6 33, 63 3,8 4,84. This view is adopted by Gleditsch (Metrik °, 
176) and Masqueray (7raité, 327). Rossbach finally concludes (Spec. 
Metrik?, 11) that it is better not to attempt to determine ratios of 
value with arithmetical precision, but to be content with the view 
of ancient rhythmicians that anapaest and dactyl approximate iamb . 
and trochee in value. This variety of opinion sufficiently indicates 
the difficulty of the problem. 

391. It should be observed, however, that the modes of 

equalization proposed by Apel, Béckh, and Westphal (890) all 
assume a reduction of the time of the thesis of the dactyl. The 
authority for this is Dionysius of Halicarnassus (De comp. verb. 

xvii, 108 f. R.), who, quoting a verse from Homer (Od. ix. 
39), states that ‘the rhythmicians’ held that the long syllable of 
the dactyl was irrational (@doyos), being shorter than the normal 
long. ‘This is a very different adoyia from that of Aristoxenus. 
His irrational syllable is always in the arsis. (See Aristox. 
292 M., § 20 W.) No explanation of the reduction of the time: 
of the anapaest and dactyl in logaoedic cola is admissible that is 
not consistent with the explanation of the reduction of the time 
of the irrational half of iambic and trochaic metres. But Apel 
and Westphal (16) leave the theses of the irrational iambic and 
trochaic metre intact. Béckh saw the inconsistency of this and 

parted company with Aristoxenus in both processes. Goodell 
(Metric, 173 f.) rightly insists upon the rationality—one might 
say the inviolability —-of the thesis. He rhythmizes logaoedic 
cola (Metric, 240 ff.) on the assumption that two impulses acted 
in a certain degree of opposition to each other, One impulse 
was to rhythmize the syllables of dactyls and spondees in even 
time and the syllables of trochees in triple time. The other 
impulse, which was secondary, was to carry the equalizing process 
through the entire colon by making the feet themselves equal. 

His doctrine is clearly conceived and stated, and the whole 
passage (240—244) should be consulted. 
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SIMPLIFIED LOGAOEDIC VERSE 

392. Logaoedic verse freely combines iambs and anapaests or 

trochees and dactyls within the same colon. The effect of this 
combination, even under the limitations that were gradually 

imposed (380, 384), is marked irregularity of form. Simplifica- 
tion of this complex verse was secured by introducing into the 

ode cola that were wholly iambic or anapaestic or wholly 

trochaic or dactylic. A form of verse was thus unconsciously 

developed by the poets of which the movement is distinctly 
more regular than that produced by a continuous series of 
logaoedic cola. Inclination towards rhythmical regularity, 

furthermore, gradually led to the reduction of the purely 

logacedic element. The result of this process is seen in 
Aristophanes, although there is none of his simplified odes 
that does not contain some purely logaoedic constituent. In 
the main, however, they consist, in ascending rhythm, of iambic 

and anapaestic,in descending rhythm, of trochaic and dactylic 

cola, either combined in subordinate periods or constituting each 

by itself such a period. This shifting combination of different 
elements, although rhythmically more regular, preserves the 
essential, primitive characteristic of purely logaoedic verse, 
variability of the arses of simple feet. These elements show, 
as would be expected, considerable freedom of form, and the 

verse is lively. 
393. The prevailing iambic colon (62 ff.) is the dimeter, but 

trimeters occur. Certain apparent tripodies with spondaic close 

—~), Av. 457° (409), 1314 (406), Lys. 1309, 1311 (418), 
are protracted catalectic dimeters. This fact is established by 

correspondence. Cf. 4v.1314=1317. The colony -v-v- 
does not occur. The apparent pentapody also in Lys. 1502 
(413) is to be regarded as a protracted trimeter. Cf. Av. 547 
= 459 (409). See 68. Rational and irrational metres are about 
equal in number. Resolution of the thesis of the simple foot 

and protraction are normal. 
394. The prevailing anapaestic colon (270 ff.) is the acata- 

lectic dimeter, and this generally consists wholly of anapaests. 
The proceleusmatic (271) never occurs, the daétyl only once, and 
the spondee infrequently. The retarding effect, therefore, of the 
spondaic cola in Zys. 1313 f. (418) is marked. Cf. Heel. 964 
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(415), Thesm. 433 (414). An occasional trimeter occurs, the 
approximate equivalent in this rhythm, if measured in primary 
times, of an iambic trimeter (389). A penthemimeral form also, 
vu-vv-—-—, is found in such relations as to preclude doubt 

as to its constitution, although its rhythmical length, whether 
that of a dimeter or of a catalectic tripody, is not certain. Cf. 
Av. 455, 458 (409), 1318, 1319 (406). These may be true 
catalectic tripodies, but probably they had the mensuration of 
dimeters, secured by a pause in the singing of unusual length. ~ 

Cf. the use of the brachycatalectic dimeter (277). 

395. Trochaic cola (197 ff.) outnumber every other sort of 
colon in this verse and show unusual variety of form. The 
prevailing phrase is the dimeter, but the trimeter is not rare, 
The ithyphallic (203) often closes a long subordinate period. 
The penthemimer also occasionally occurs (203). Resolution of 
the thesis of the simple foot is freely admitted in Lys. 1279 ff. 

(408), a lively hyporcheme, and is found also in other odes. 
Rational metres preponderate and protraction is common. 

Spondaic trochaic metres (209) occur in unusual number in the 
first Spartan hyporcheme in the exode of the Lysistrata, 1247 ff. 

(412). The paeonic-trochaic metre (223 ff.) generally has the’ 
form — vu — -, which is sometimes resolved (6. WU —-). The 
normal paeonic-trochaic metre (-—v--v) is found only im 
resolved form (Uv vv-u), with one exception in a logaoedic 

dimeter, Th. 316 (411). 
396. The prevailing dactylic colon (333 ff.) is the acatalectic 

dimeter composed of four dactyls or of three dactyls and a 
spondee. The spondee, with two exceptions in acatalectic tri- 
meters, Thesm. 324, 328 f. (411), is found only in the last place 
in the colon. This trimeter is the approximate equivalent of a 
trochaic trimeter (389). A penthemimer is found as the final 
colon in a hexameter, Av. 751 (410), in such relation (note the 

antistrophe) that it cannot be connected with the following 
colon. This penthemimer may be a true catalectic tripody, but 
probably it had the mensuration of a dimeter, like the corre- 
sponding anapaestic penthemimer (394). Compare the use of 
the brachycatalectic dactylic dimeter (338). A catalectic penta- 

pody (hypercatalectic dimeter) occurs also in this same ode (Av. 
742) between bird-notes. This is probably to be regarded as a 

shortened trimeter. 
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397. On logaoedic cola see 379, 383. 

398. Hephaestion ! ascribes the invention of verse of this descrip- 
tion to Archilochus, which is only another way of saying that it was 
primitive, and the form found in Ar. frag. 437, which consists of a 
dactylic dimeter and an ithyphallic, was called by Roman metricians 
‘versus Archilochius’ by distinction : 

nv yap ev avop adtkov ov SwoKys, a&vTuLapTupOL IY yep p » SudbKys, avTypapruporon, 
399. The modern name by which this verse is generally designated 

is ‘dactylo-trochaic,’ which is too limited in signification and is histori- 
cally misleading. Hephaestion, in the chapter cited (xv.), discusses and 
quotes seven different styles of ‘episynthetic’ verse. See Hephaestion 
50. 18; 157. 7 ff. The most of these are prosodiac or enoplic 
periods (475 ff.). 

400. The fact that many of the odes in this form of verse 
in Aristophanes are hyporchematic would alone warrant the 
assumption that the time of the constituent cola was at least 
approximately unified. It is hardly possible that it shifted, 
in dancing, within the limits of a period, or indeed at short 

intervals within the strophe. Since the tone of these hypor- 
chematic odes is lively and the movement rapid, it is probable 
that the controlling time was that of the iambic and _ trochaic 
series,” so that the process of the unification of cola of apparently 
different rhythms was the same as that which operated within 
logaoediec cola, which, it must be remembered remain one of the 

constituents of this simplified verse. See 3888 f. Confirmation 
of the supposition that the time was approximately uniform is 

found in apparently irregular correspondences between strophe 
and antistrophe and between two equivalent subordinate periods 
in some of these odes, an anapaest or dactyl answering to an 
iamb or trochee. Cf. dv. 1313=1325 (406). Similarly in 
Av. 740 =772 (410) a logaoedic dimeter of the form - VU -—wVUvu 
—.vvw-—- finds its correspondent in a trochaic dimeter. Cf. 
Avy, 451 = 452 (409). 

401. The cola that constitute a subordinate period must 
be in rhythmical agreement. The combination, for example, of 
anapaestic and trochaic cola or of dactylic and iambic within a 
single period does not occur. 

1 Heph. 47. 6; 49. 25 ff.; 27. 7 ff.  mpocetetpe kal thy els rods ox Gpuoyevets 
Cf. Plut. Aus. 28 (1140 F) ’Apxidoyos puBuods évracw. 

2 See Rossbach, Spec. Metrik%, 374 f. 
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402. The structure of the strophe is generally complex. 
Periods in other rhythms are rarely admitted. See Thesm. 

327” (411). 

403. Compare the following examples of subordinate periods 
in ascending and descending rhythm : 

Tatépwv KaKnV, ol Taade TAS TYLas TpoydvUY TapadoVTwY 
wove -- ve H-l- ew Hw AD bl. 

Katéxovor 8 Epwres eas woAews.—Barrov hepew KeAedw 

ee ee MO ae, Vale 
Adprova, tov ob Bpotav Yqdos Sivata preyupa deizvov pirwy azeipyew 

— we ve Klee HH - OV —  Crat. 57, cf. 58 

«kAeGa Tov “ApvkAais ov Kal yadkiouov dvacocav, Tuvdapisas 7 

dyads, tol 6) rap Evpwrav yuaddovre 
Up SOs ESA BN es I | 

NY Na - — © Lys. 1299 fi. 

vopdderor yap ev Yk’Gas GAGrar Urpdtwv, bs wpavtoddvatov exHos ov 
TETATAL* 

ww ewnr- Vvrvo spur lw rw vrvun oes > AIO, BML He 

= - \ , , 2 . das \ > 
dyev Gzep THs Kdrpws Odyovras 01 Tdv odovTa* Todds 6 

SES wy —-vur-ulrwnrw —w— - Lys. 1255 f. 
/ / o AG / WZ xalpere wavtes Coor TOAVPBwTov TovTiav Lepipov 

“Hovyias rept tas dyavodpovos Hv exoinoe Gea. Kizpus 

an an c Lal A , ” > , 

TUpEpLLy 7 Bony opov wrrepots KpeKovTes tak XoV AvoAXdAw 

—-vn-u -v mH ulH- Ve rw —-w-—-— Av. 771 f. 

mavta 8 éBdorace dpevi zuKv@s Te morxidovs Adyous avyntpev eb 

Sue(nTnpevovs 
Hwew we -vl-v ry Henry 

—-v—-—— —v — Thesm. 437 fi. 

404. A simplified ode may be composed continuously in 
ascending or in descending rhythm. Cf. Av. 451 ff (409), 
1313 ff. (406), and Zys. 1279 ff. (408). Or, as in the other 
odes analyzed below, it may shift the rhythm from time to 
time, sometimes within narrow limits. 

405. This verse might be used continuously cata ottyor, 
as the ‘versus Archilochius’ in the following: 

abropatn S& Peper TLOKpahAov Kai odaxov Tpos avT@ 

dopdpayov Kiticov te’ varaiw & avOépixos evnPa- 

Kat propov apOovoy wate Tapeivar TGoL Tois aypotow. Crat. 325 

This fragment was probably part of a stichic melic period (778). 
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406. Av. 1313-34 (Stasimon [.). 

Strophe (1313-22). 

“Hyp.a’ taxd 5) roAvdvopa ravde wow 400, 795 ~-w- w-xX- 

1314 Kade? tis avOpdrov. 393 ve-vu- --- 4 

Ile. rv povov mpowein. GT-u- Ve 

“Hy.a’ Karéxovor 8 epwres eas Toews. wewe= wewe 

Tle. Garrov pepew KeActvo. 5b--v- VA 

“Hyp.a’ ti yap ovK eve tavTy 394 wow + 2° 

Kaddv avdpt peroukety ; 394 wow — 2° 

1320 Lodia I1d00s “ApBpocia Xdpites wew- wow 

70 Te THS ayavoppovos ‘Hovxtas 792 a 

EvnpEpov TpoTwTov. wW¥—-Vv- v-v 6% 

Mesode (1323-4). 

Tle. @s BAakixds duaxoveis* ov Oattov eyKovyces ; 

Antistrophe (1325-54). 

‘Hy. B’ depetw xddafov taxv tis trepov, ot 8 adOus eEdppa— 

Tle. TinTwY ye TOUTOV WOé. 

“Hy. B’ wavy yap Bpadis cori tis Gorep ovos. Ile. Mavis yap eore devdAds. 
“Hy. B’ od d€ ta rrepa rporov 

1331 dudes trade Kdopy, 

Th TE povoly oOpov Ta TE pavTiKA Kal ta Oaddtre, ererta O 

dws Ppovipws mpds avdp opwv mrepwcers. 

1313 6 Porson: & ay 1326 avs Brunck: adzis 1328 éori rs Bentley : 
Tis €oTly 

The stasimon constitutes a mesodic triad, ABA. See 718. A= 
AB (1313-17, 1318-22). Az=aba, 424, mesodic triad: two 
tetrameters with a dimeter as mesode. See 739. B=aab, 2- 2- 6, 
epodic triad: two anapaestic penthemimers with a hexameter as 
epode. See 737. Bis probably a melic iambic tetrameter. See 805. 

This is the only ode in simplified logaoedic rhythm in Aristophanes 
composed solely of iambic and anapaestic cola, and even in this there is 
logaoedic correspondence in the first colon of the antistrophe. 

407. With the tetrameters and hexameter in this ode cf. 
the tetrameter in Crat. 238. 3, which follows, probably, an 
iambic subordinate period, of which the second metre is logaoedic : 

ayavodpoves 75vAdym codhia Bpotoy TepisroKaAXes 
Wwe w= Wwe un vrunr vor 

Cf. also Crat. 239. 
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408. Lys. 1279-94 (Exode). 

Hyporcheme. 

Xo. AO. rpdcaye xopov, eraye Xdpitas, 

395 wyuyevyve wervyues Vv 

ert 6€ kaXecov "“Aptemwy, PS I GF AY 

1281 ért 6& diSvpov dyéxopov “Ijwv wuowy wuvry -—vv 3% 

1282 evdporv, ext de Nvcuov, —uwy Huy Ww 
a X / , ” , 

os PETA palvacet Bakxwos OP Lact daieTat, 

1285 Ala re rupt prcydpevor, xi TEC UN wUws 

rotviav adXoxov oAPiar- wuwy -—v— 4 

eira, 6€ Saipovas, ois éeripdpTvTt — ~—w -wr—w 

xpyncope? ovK ercdAiopoow 

383 H—wew -—vy 

“Hovyias rept THs dyavoppovos 10 — ~~ —-w  —-wo-w 

1290 iv eroinoe Gea Kizpus. —wew Suw 4 

dAadadal i7 raujwv: 802 wunev -V- 

aiper?” avo tat, Se ee er 

ws éml viky iat, 206 —-vu- -v— 

evor Evol, eval evat. pes eS eS SS 

1284 Bdxywos Burges: Bdxxetos or Baxxelous 1289 ayavédpovos Reisig: 
peyaddoppovos 1291 d\adadai Bergk: ddadat Cf. Av. 1763 (588), where RVI 
have dAa\adal, as the rhythm demands 

Non-antistrophic. A=AB (1279-86, 1287-94). A=abcba, 
4 32 3 4, epodic pentad: a tetrad composed of a tetrameter and 
two trimeters that enclose a dimeter, with a tetrameter as epode 
that repeats the opening strain of the pentad. See 763. B-=aabed, 
4 4 4 2 3, epodic pentad: a tetrad composed of two tetrameters, 
a protracted tetrameter and a dimeter, with a trimeter as epode. 
See 759. The metrical form of 1291 ff. is doubtful. 

409. Av. 451-9 = 539-47 (Debate). 

Strophe. 

“Hp. a’ doAepdv pev det Kata TdavTa 61) TpoTov 

400, 802) SSeS) a Si 

xéhuxev GvOpwros: ov & dpws eye por. 
381,400 v—-v- —--w- w- 3° 

453 taxa yap TUXoLs av xpyorov e€€- 

879 w-v- --v 

eimov 6 TL LoL Tapopas, 7) ——-w—- w—— 4° 

455 dvvapiv tia pellw 3945 ~—-w- 2-0 
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456 rapadewrouevnv im euns ppevds aévverov: ab 8é Tool? 
etd ad Re et waht er WAN SG Se 

opas* Aéy’ eis Kowov. 893 V-Vv- + —™ 5° 
458 6 yap dy ov Tvyns por 894 wW-—-w- - 2° 

> X , Lal ‘\ ” 

459 dyafdv mopicas, TovTO Kowwdv éorTat. 

393 w-w- --v- v-- 3 

Antistrophe. 

“Hy. B’ roAd oi) roAd O17) Xadrerwrdtovs Adyous 
” m” > < 297 4 > > A“ yveykas avOpwd + ws edKpvoa y epov 

4 , “a , ‘\ X\ / a7 

541 ratépwv Kaknyv, ol Taode Tas TYLAS TpOyYoVwY TapaddVTwV 

543 er emov KateAvoay. 

544 ob d€ pow kata daipova Kat <tTwa> orvTvyiav ayabhiy AKes enol 

TwTi)p. 
546 avadeis yap eyo cou 

TO VEOTTIA KAMLAUTOY O/KI}TW. 

544 rwa Bentley 547 ra Princeps: ra Te 

Monostrophic dyad. A=apB (451-4, 455-9). A=aab, 3- 3- 4, 
epodic triad: two brachycatalectic logaoedic trimeters, with a 
tetrameter as epode. See 787. B=abac, 2- 5 2- 3, epodic tetrad: 
two anapaestic penthemimers that enclose a pentameter, with a 
logaoedic trimeter as epode. See 748. 

410. Av. 737-52 = 769-84 (Parabasis). 

Strophe. 

“Hy. a’ Motoa Aoxpaia, Se nD 

TL TL TLO TLOTLYE, 395 wow wu — 2%? 

TouktAyn, pe? as eyed va- —-vr-v -v eu 

740 ait Kkopupaici 7 ev dpeiats, 400 —- LS ~ oH -— 4 

TL TL TLO TLOTIYE, Breuveyu wu 2%2 

iCopevos peAtas ext pvdAAdKopmor, 
396, 800 (ant.) —-Nwe-—w —-w—wnw~ 3.CV 

TLO TLO TLO TLoTLYyé, WIG veiw too — 20.9 

du’ euns yevuos EovPns peAewy 404 ~—-w- w-YNw- 2 
745 Ilavi vopods tepors avadaivw mee 

TELVE TE pNTpPL XopEevpaT opeia, 10—-w—-w —w-—- 4 

TOTOTOTOTOTOTOTOTOTLYE, wuwy wre 2) 
evOev womrepel peutTa eS ee eee eee 

749 ptvixos aduBpociwv pedewy ame —-rY-w —-nr—-—w 

Booxero Kapwov det 396, 802 —~—-w » 6% 

pepwv yAvkeiay wddvy, 404 15 D—-VU- V-¥ 

TL TWO TIO TLOTLYE. ey RO ROE OEE Cee: 
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Antistrophe. 
“Hy. 6’ roudde KvKvor, 

TWO TLO TL TLOTLYE, 

771 cuppeyn Bonv 6pod rrepois Kpexovtes iaxxov “AtédAXrw 

773 Tw Tw TLO TLoTLyé, 

OXIm éebefopevor tap “EBpov rorapov, 

775 Tw Tid TWO TLOoTLyé, 

dua & aiBepiov vedos 7AGe Boa, 

777 arg de rorxida pira re Onpav, nbpata T ea Bere vijvepos aiOpn, 

779 TOTOTOTOTOTOTOTOTOTLYE* i 

mwas 8 exextimno "“Odvpros, ede b€ OapBos avaxras, “OAvp- 

muddses Oe péAos Xaputes 

Motoai 7 erwddAré§ayv. 

784 71d Tid Td TLoTLyE. 

748 womepei Reiske: Gorep 7 

The monometer in 737 (=769) probably had the value of a 
dimeter. Cf. the similar use of the dactylic penthemimer in address 
in Nub. 275 (344). 

The metrical value of the bird-notes is as difficult to determine 
here as in 227 ff. Compare the similar case in Ran. 209 ff. 
Probably both syllables of 7.6 are short. The evidence of the manu- 
scripts is overwhelmingly for the reading 71d rid T1d TroTlyé, even that 
of R, which only once commits the vagary of reading 7.6 seven times. 
Both this phrase and ToToToToToToTOTOTOT/yé may have had the value 

of a catalectic trochaic dimeter. There is no certain evidence else- 
where in the ode, in the metrical equivalence of subordinate periods, 
that any part of the melody was repeated. See the final note on 
Fan. 209 ff. (378). 

411. Thesm, 312-30 (Parode). 

Xo. SexoperOa kai Gedy yévos weve Ver 

Airoper Oa taioS em ebyais 379 ~- UV - U—— 4 

pavevtas emixapyvar vor uw Vv 

315 Zed peyaddvepe xpvoodtipa Te -w—-w —-w—v 2 

AndAov os éxes tepav, 383 5 —~vrry —-w— 2 

kal ov TayKpates Kopa yXav- -Uur- ye - Vv - 

Kame xputoAoyxXe TOAW oiKOvTA TreEpLG- 
Ee NIPE tn) 

xntov, ede devpo. =) Sgt sana TiOn 

320 Kal roAvwvupe Onpopdve Aa- —-we nw - UN 

Tous xpuowrdos épvos, 383 10 —---w —+ uv 4 
ov te rovtee cepve Idcedov we we ww 2 

323 dAwédov mpoduTav puxdv txOvdevTa 

383 A ON ws = ws 5 by, BAY 
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otatpodovytov, Nypeos eivadiov te kopar Nip- 

389, 396 —-~-—-- -wKw-w~ -H~-- 

par T° opetrayKTOou —-v-- —-- = 5° 

327 xpvoéa te popmryé Ib -~-v-v —-+- — 2 

iaxnoeey ér edxats 416 vo -- vu-- 2 

328 apetéepaus: TeAEws SF ExxAnordcatmev “AOnvav 

389, 396 —-~-w ---w~ -w-- 

330 = evyeveis: yuvaixes. -v-v -+- 8 

320 @npopéve R, which adds zai, probably a gloss (first rejected by Hermann) 
on épvos 323 ix@véevra von Wilamowitz : iy@udevr’ 325 elvaNlov Brunck : 
évaNlou 329 ’AOnvay Reisig: “A@nvatwv 

Non-antistrophic. A= ABC (312-19, 320-6, 327-30). a= 
abcde, 42227, pericopic pentad: logaoedic tetrameter, iambic 
dimeter, dactylic dimeter, trochaic dimeter, trochaic heptameter. See 
772. B=abed, 4 2 3 5, pericopic tetrad: logaoedic tetrameter, 
paroemiac, logaoedic trimeter and a pentameter. See 772, c= abe, 
2 2 6, pericopic triad: trochaic dimeter, ionic dimeter, pentameter. 
See 771. On the musical effect of pericopic grouping see 777. But 
the melody which closed the second intermediate period (B) may 
have been repeated at the close of the third (c). 

412. Lys. 1247-72 (Exode). 

Hyporcheme. 

Aa. oppaov Tots SOF Mears bo ee. ee es 

Kupoaviots © Mvapova 883 —-~—-— —vU— 4° 

tav teav Moav, arus —Vve-* -v-u 

1250 oidev due Twos 7 Acaval- —-YG-v —-Vu-—-— 
ia - \ \ a) ma / 

ws, Oka Tou pey er AptapiTip 

, / Xr (34 

TpwkKpoov TvELKEAOL HBEUWSTYy Suse 

motta KaAa tws Mijdws 7 evixwr, 

SR a a SUS 

ape & av Aewvidas Sway swe i 

1255 dyev dmep Tas Kkatpws Od- -—YV—--—- —~Vv-—u 

yovTas ol@ Tov cddvta* Todds & 

384, v., 802 10 —w 

dpi Tas yévvas appos 895 —-G— - wows 

| é | é 

” \ > c “a 

avoeev, Todds O aya Kat- —~U—u — 17) pape 

TOV oKEAOV LeTO. OMe iam LOSE 

1260 iv yap Tovdpes ovK eAdoows — + — + —YU-—vu —+ — 8° 

Tas Wdappas tot Iléepoa. 15 —- —+- —-+-—- —.— 8 

GypoTepa onpoKkTove pore wy - -~UNw,Y 
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Setpo mapréve ora 895 —-v-—-+ wvu--: 
\ / Cc 

moTTas oToveds, —-+-+ —-+-—6 

1265 ds cvvéxns woAdv dye Xpdvov. viv d 

ad didia 7 aiés evropos ety 
802 20 —-w—-w -w-- 

1268 tator ovvOyKauoL, Kal TAV —-Y-—- -~YV-—-— 

aipvray ddwrekwv tavoaipefa. 

1271 @ Setp ic Sevp, & Kvvaye rapoeve. 

379, 404 —--w- 89 ANAL RG ay CL 

1248 rots kupcavlois Meineke: Tws xupoaviws 1250 ras 7’ ’Acavaiws Brunck : 
Tous 7’ “Acavatous 1252 wpwxpoov Ahrens: mpdxpoov ovelkeXo. von Wilamowitz : 
Oeikedor 1253 rws Myjdws Kiister: rods Midovs 1257 dvoeev von Wilamowitz 
(noting the scholiast: dyri Tod vO): Hoe 1259 xarrév Reisig: kal kara 
TeV vero Brunck: da@pos tero 1262 dyporépa Dindorf: dyporép “Apreue 
1267 7 Schafer: & 1268 trator cuvOyjKacoc von Wilamowitz: tatow ouv@jKats 
1270 ravoalueda Thiersch : ravoalued’ 

Non-antistrophic A= AB (1247-59, 1260-72). A = abcd, 
48510, pericopic tetrad: tetrameter, octameter, pentameter, deca- 
meter. See 772, B=aabcd, 3 3 6 9 3, epodic pentad: a tetrad 
composed of two trimeters, a hexameter, and a nonameter, with a 
logaoedic trimeter as epode. See 759, 777. 

See von Wilamowitz, Textgeschichte, 88 ff. 

413. Lys. 21322 (Exode). 

Hyporcheme. 

Aa. Taityerov attr’ épavviv CRN ee St a) eee 

Méa pore Adkawa mperrov apiv 

kAe@a Tov “ApuKAais ociov wyoewuy yous 

kat Xadkiouxov avacoav, Tuvdapidas 7 ayacus, 
aia ie hy Se eee ae 

1302 ot d) map Evporav yraddov7e. 
893 6 ws a ee 

ela par ena, £040 2 eee 

© ea Kovpa TaArwYv, oi) ee 

1305 ws Lraptav vpviwpes, whe ee Ee AORN: 

Th Gav Xopot péAovTe BOS Oy en es 

Kal Too@v KTUTOS, oy Cy 

1308 <6x’> Gre TOAOL Tat Kopas 10 Y-Y- --v—- 

map Tov Eipdtav 308° SE Ee 

1310 dpmradéovtse TuKva rodoty HHS UW = 

aykovinat, CO Bo a SY 
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1312 rai d€ Kopac ceiovrae 3883 -w-- —+ — 2 

dep Baxxav Ovpraddwav cal raddway, 

b-—---- —---- ----=- 

1314 dynrar 8 a Ajédas rais 404 —---—-- -—-—- 5° 

ayva Xopayos evrpemis: vou v2 
1316 GAN aye Kopav rapaprivkcd- 

Lt PR are gree ager 

de xepl, todotv te radn uwye- v-- 4“ 

& Tus EXados, KpoTov 8 dua 20 -wyu- vv 
Toin xopweArjTav, vou ve 4 

1320 kal tav oiav attav Kpari- —--v- -- Vv 

otav XaXkiockoy vyvn. —--v- v-- 4 

1299 oidv Valckenaer: “Amd\AwW ciodv 1300 dvaccay Schol.: “Acdvav 
1808 dx’ von Wilamowitz 1310 dumadéovrc von Wilamowitz: dumaddovte 
1311 dykoviwa Reisig: ayxovevovoca 1312 cetovrac Richter: celovr’ or celovd’ 
1316 mapaumixcdde Hermann: mapayumuklddere 1319 yopwhedjrav Hermann : 
XwpopeNerayv or Xopwpedéray 1320 cidv Blaydes: cay & 1321 turn Dindorf : 
tuyn Tay Tapypaxov 

Non-antistrophic. A=ABCD (1297-1302, 1303-7, 1308-15, 
(1316-22). A=aab, 3 3 8, epodic triad: two trimeters with an 
octameter as epode. See 737. B=abbe, 1 2 2 4-, periodic tetrad : 
a hortatory dactylic monometer as proéde, two dimeters, and a 
hypercatalectic trimeter as epode (36 f.). See 745. cC=aabed’, 
44252, epodic pentad: a tetrad composed of two iambic tetra- 
meters, a logaoedic dimeter, and a spondaic pentameter, with an 
acatalectic iambic dimeter as epode. See 759.° D=a stichic period 
composed of three iambic tetrameters. See 778. 

414, Thesm. 433-42 (Scene I.). 

Xo. ovrdérote tatTns i}KovoE ——w- --- 02 

ToAvTAoKwrépas yuvatKds 404 wvu-v -v-v 

ovde devvorepov Aeyotons, 383 - v—-w -—v-- 
436 mavta yap A€eyev Sikara, -v-v -v-v6 

magas © idéas e€ntacev, 379, 4045 —--~- —-v-2 
- > a 

437 mavta 0 eBaorace dpevi TuKVas TE 

383,404 -~-w~ wv-v 
, , > Lad 

touxtAouvs Adyous avnvpev -ur- Vu Huns 
> , 5 Cc ed dve(yTnpevovs -v-- -v-6 

440 wor av et A€you Tap’ adi -vr-Vv -ve 
— / ec 7 a 5] 3 / 

EevoxAXens 0 Kapxivov, doxeitv av avrtov, 

Wwv-—-v -~-vrv tv Y 
e > > A c A 

442 ws €ywpalt, Tac vpty -vrr- rvoy 

avTikpus pnoev A€yery. —-v-- -v.-9 

436 idéas Suidas: eidéas 437 €Bdaorace Ed.: éBdoracev 440 rap airn 
Scaliger: mapaurjs 44] ZevoxNéns Bentley : Zevoxdjs 
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Non-antistrophic. A =AAB (433-6 = 437-9, 440-2). A=ab, 2 6, 
pericopic dyad: dimeter, hexameter. See 770. B is an indivisible 
nonameter. See 773. 

415. Eccl. 952—9 = 960-7 (Episode IT.). 

Strophe. 

Neavis. Sevpo 81) devpo 3%, -un -v-— 2 
irov éuov, detpd por mpoc- 395 wv - —-u-v 

953 «Ade Kal Evvevvos Nie ie uae 

tiv edppovnv Orws rel, 404 --v- v-v- 

Tavy yap <ewvos> Tis Epws pe Sovel 379 5 ~—- — — wow 

955 tovoe TOV cov PooTptyuv. eu eH 

atomos 8 eyKerTal poi Tus CGS See 

7000s, Os pe Stakvairas Exel. 879 w-uw --v-2 

958 pébes, ixvotpat ao, “Kpws, 404 wu —v—2 

Kat Totnrov TOvd és evv7V W-v-- -v-- 

959 tH ep ixerOar. is) 

Antistrophe. 

Neavias. Sevpo 61) devpo 5y, —-v-+ -v- 2 

Kal ov por KaTadpapovce. —Vve— se wou 

Thv Oipav avorgov Shee: eee, 

962 rivd, ei O€ pH, KaTaTETOV KEioOpaL. 
AT ae UIs uO, an uy 

pirov, GAN év TH om BovAopat 

8795~--- --v- 

KoAT@ wAnKtTiCerOar peta THS OHS TrYTS. 
So ee ee ES eS 

965 Kirpe ri p expaivers ext tavTy; 

883 wv-- -~--2 

pebes, ixkvotpat o, “Epus, wees —-v— 2 

Kal Toinrov THVO Es EvVI)V —-v-- -v-- 

967  Tiyv ema txer Gan. W-v-v ---— 4 

953 édvevvos Bothe: Evvevyds mor 954 dewds Dindorf 

The strophe and antistrophe constitute the fourth dyad in a 
proddic combination of eleven strophes. See 717. E=apa (952-3 

=958-9, 954-7). A=ab, 24, pericopic dyad: trochaic dimeter 

and tetrameter. See 770. B=ab, 8 2, pericopic dyad: octameter, 

dimeter. See 770. The cola composing the octameter in the strophe 
are iambic dimeter, anapaestic dimeter, iambic dimeter and paroemiac ; 

in the antistrophe iambic trimeter, logaoedic dimeter and catalectic 

anapaestic trimeter. The octameter is followed in each case by a 
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logaoedic dimeter, but this is in ascending rhythm in the strophe, 
in descending rhythm in the antistrophe. 

The variation of the melody of the mesodic intermediate period 
in strophe and antistrophe is intentional and is found elsewhere. 
See 51. Reisig (Coniectanea, 323) would find the explanation of the 
metrical discrepancies in the young man’s state of mind! 



CHAPTER VIII 

MINOR IONIC VERSE’ 

416. The fundamental colon of ionic verse in Greek comedy 
is the dimeter, which consists of two minor ionic feet (8 iv., 9 ii.) : 

matep, nv cov te benfO; GCor-—— wu — Vesp, 292 

An ionic dimeter, composed of two simple feet or metres (13), 
normally consists of twelve primary times and eight syllables. 
All minor ionic verse is in ascending rhythm. 

417, Aristophanes occasionally uses the trimeter. This. 
normally consists of twelve syllables and eighteen times: 

pa AC ov rapa rporepw oe 75 ourov 

yur VV He VE HZ Vesp, 299 

Xapitov tAciotov ExovTav pépos ayvay 

yur vu vv Ran, 334 f. 

The monometer does not normally occur. 

418, The ypovos xevos (32) of ionic verse is the second half 
of the thesis of the foot, a diseme time (32), and an ionic colon, 
by its suppression in the last metre, becomes catalectic (33, 34): 

amo yap Tove pe TOV picOapiov VU ——- YVU-—— vv — Vesp. 300 

419, Interchange of length is allowed in the fourth and 
fifth places of two contiguous metres, so that a short syllable 
occurs at the end of the first and a long at the beginning of 
the second : 

pa Av’, eb KpesauGe y tyeis VL — Vv —v —— Vesp, 298 

1 Major ionic verse does not occur in this book, when used without further 
Greek comedy. ‘Ionic,’ therefore, in definition, signifies ‘ minor ionic.’ 

184 
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This partial derangement of the rhythm is called anaclasis 
(avakdXacrs). See Schol. Heph. 148. 5 ff, 19 ff. 

420. Normal and anaclastic metres may correspond in 
strophe and antistrophe : 

c , x | , 

ogtious ets Oracwras = ee Ce 

proyt péeyyerar S€ Acov VY -— Vv —vV—-— Ran, 327=344 

421, Anaclasis is sometimes partial and derangement of 
rhythm oceurs only in the second metre, but in this case either 
the anaclastic or the normal form is found in the corresponding 

strophe or antistrophe : 

ToAvKapTov pev TivdoowY = 
, , , 

yovu waXrXerar yepovTwv 

vu = — vu — — Ran. 328 =345 

iepav doto protats Xopetay = 

ddzedov Xoporowdy paKxap Pav 

ee Gg — Yu. — — Ran. 3386=353 

422. The initial long syllable of this ‘irrational’ ionic metre 
(-— ».—-—) is simply trace of an irrational syllable in the metre 
that probably was its source (v—wv-—). See 615 ff. This 
original metre (VW —v—) seems also to be the source, by 

acephalization, of the singular metre (— ~. —) with which the 
hypermeter in Ran. 326 ff. (427) begins. 

423. The structure of the two ionic lyrics of regular form 
found in Aristophanes is hypermetrical. Hephaestion (38. 6 ff.) 
states that the most notable subordinate period is the cata- 
lectic tetrameter, and quotes a line in illustration from the comic 

poet Phrynichus : 

a 8 avdyxa oO tepetow Kabapevery ppdcopev 

vu — Phryn. frag. 70 Vvunrr VvVvVueor vur- 

Cf. Eupol. 192. 
424. A protracted metre of the form vu v — - (82) is occasion- 

ally found at the beginning of a colon: 

C 

\ \ > , 

Tool TaV GKOAGODTOV VU — + Vwu-—— 

piroraicpova Tiudy VU— + Vu—— Ran. 332 f. 

425. lonic rhythm was thought to lack vigour and nobility. 
Dionysius in his rapid characterization of the style of 
Demosthenes (De admir. vi dicendi, xliii., 1093 R.) says that 
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one finds in the orator’s speeches tav pvOuav Trodrdayn pev 
Tous avdopwders Kal ak€impatixo’s Kal evdyevels, omraviws o€ 
Tov TOUS UTopynpatiKovs Te Kal lwvikor’s Kal SiakA@pévous. 
Aristides (37 M., 24. 20 f. J.) even applies the epithet ‘ vulgar’ 
to ionic rhythm: f¢wyixds 5€é dua TO TOD pvOuod hoptiKoy, ef @ 
kal ot “Iwves éxwpwdndnoav. Compare the use of this word 
in Aristotle’s Politics (v. v. 9, 1340 b), where the terms doptixos 
and éXevOépios are descriptive of the movement of contrasted 
rhythms. Aristides’s suggested inference of the character of © 
the rhythm from the soft and effeminate habits of the people 

who used it and gave it its name is often repeated by later 
writers, but especially with reference to major ionics. See the 
passages quoted by Amsel in his dissertation De vi atque indole 

rhythmorum, 101 ff. 

426. Vesp. 291-302 = 303-16 (Parode). 

Strophe. 

Ila. eOeAnoes ti por oty 6800 VU -- vu 

292 warep, nv cov te bef00; VU-- Vvu--— 

Kop.a wavy y @ madiov. dXN &i- VU -- VU = 

mé, TL BovAa pe tpiacGan VU -—- Vu-—- 

295 xaddv; oipar O€ o epetv d-5U VU —-- VU-— 

otpaydXdous dnrovbev & Tal. VU - ¥ YU = 

IIa. pa A? arXN toxyddas 6 mar- vv — — v-- 
=xG , a / a , > 7 

mia* yOvov yap. Kop. a. ovK av 

421 vuvu-¥*¥ -v-=- 
X\ P > , , > c rf 

pa AV, eb KpesarrGe y apes. 

49 woSsy =vu== 

IIa. pa A’ ov rapa mporéeuww oe TO AouTov. 

Kop.a’ ard yap rovdé pe Tov piobapiov I p 
= a = 3c Vv = Vv vv 

301 tpirov avrov exav GdA- 424 Uo — vue 

dita Set cat EiAa KO~ov? VU —-—- wu-vw 4Y 
ny 2 \ Les ‘ 3 > a 

<é €&> TV d€ TUKA fA ares 5 

Antistrophe. 

Ila, aye vey © rdrep av pH 

TO OLKATTHpLoVY GpxXwv 

305 xKabion viv, T60ev wvn- 

cope? apurtov; exes €A- 
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Tida Xpnotiy Twa vOv i) 

mopov “KAXas tepov ; 

Kop. 8’ = ararral dev, 
X > > a ~ sa) 

310 pa Av’ ovK eywye vey o1d 
ec / aA A ” 

omdGev ye Seirvov exrau. 

Ila. Ti pe ONT @ pedrea pntep ETLKTES ; 
, we) > XA , , , 

Kop. B’ iv’ éuot mpaypata Bookey rapes. 

avovytov ap @ Ov- 

akiv oa eixov ayadpa. 

316 &€ €, rapa vov orevacery, 
L 

297 wammia Bentley: maria 302 é € Hermann 804 dpxwv Dindorf: 
&pxwv or &pxwv 314 dp’ & OvAdxidy o’ Hermann: dpa o’ & Guddxidy +’ 

Monostrophic dyad. B (716) =abcd, 21 3 4 2, pericopic tetrad : 
ionic hypermeter of twenty-one metres (twenty in the antistrophe), 
trimeter, tetrameter, catalectic iambic dimeter. See 772. 

See the scholiast on 308. With ludicrous effect, Aristophanes 
changes the order of Pindar’s phrase, “EAAas répov iepdv, leaves the 
colon incomplete intentionally, and reduces the following dimeter to 
an exclamatory monometer. See 51. 

The omission of 2 é in the last colon of the strophe is probably due 
to accident. Editors who reject ¢ € in both strophe and antistrophe 
do not agree in their analysis of the clause oi S¢ ctika pp aireis = Tapa 
vov oreva¢ew. Rossbach (Spec. Metrik®, 328) assumes anaclasis and 
shortened catalexis (WU U — v ——), but any other form of catalexis 
in minor ionic cola than uU v — is very doubtful. See also Luthmer, 
De choriambo et ionico, 81, and Schréder’s extended discussion of the 
colon UV LU — vu — — in his Vorarbeiten, 97 ff., and his final conclusion 
in his Aristophanis Cantica, 13. 

427. Ran. 323-36 = 340—53 (Parode). 

Strophe. 

“Hu. a’ “laxy’ @ 448 v-™ il" 

ToAvtipnt év edpais evOdde vaiwv, 

“Taxx’ & “lake, 448 ve VKH 
326 €AGE Tovd ava Aexpava Yopetowy 

dotous ets Qragwétas, 420 5 VO - YY GU 

Troikaprov pev Twdoocwy 

421 Vw Y= =u=- 
XN ‘\ A , Tept Kpatt o@ Bpvovra vu-v -v-- 

330 orédhavov piptwv, Opare? 8 éyxataxpovwv 
vuer = -—-_vUTr- = vur 
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332 odt tav axdrAaaTov vur ht VUE 
/ / 

gidoraigpova Tay, WW UG Vue 
6 A 5) , e A 
334 yapitwv rrelotov exovTgay pépos ayvar, 

WANS | (Ss NINA ore eee ee oe 

c Ni c , , / 

lepay OTLOLS pvaTaLs XopElay. 

NSS SS VS EE = -~u-— 22 

Antistrophe. 
“Hy. (" eyerpe 

pdoyeas hapradas ev Yepol Twacowy 

"laxy & “laxye, 

343 vuKrépov tereTIs Pwrddpos aarp. 

proyt heyyerar de eynwv: 

yovu maXdXeTau yepovTwv: 

amocelovtar dé Avras 

347 ypoviovs T éeray radaiay éviavTors 

349 = tepas bd Tipas. 

av dé Aaprdéds peyyov 

351 mpoBddyv Lay éx avOnpov €Xevov 

daredov Xoporowv paéKxap Rav. 

323 modutiunr’ Reisig : moduripjros 331 Opacec Princeps: @dpoe: or Oipow 
333 gidomaicuova van Herwerden: guAoralypuova Tyusav Princeps : Tywny 385 
ayvav Kaibel: ayvay or ayvip 336 wioras Princeps: wicraroe 841 xepor 
Hermann : xepol yap iKe 350 déyywv Bothe: ¢déywv, which would be a re- 
version to primitive form (428, iv.) and would involve a lengthening before mute and 
liquid that is not found elsewhere in the melic verse of Aristophanes. See 790 ff. 

Monostrophie dyad. B (704)=abcd, 1 3 2 22, pericopic tetrad, 
bacchiac monometer, ionic trimeter, bacchiac dimeter, ionic hypermeter 
of twenty-two metres. See 772. 

‘FREE’ IONICS 

428. In course of time minor ionic rhythm developed great 
variety of form. An example of this licentious manner of 
composition is found in Zhesm. 101 ff., a parody that ridicules 
the effeminate (‘modern’) tragic poet Agathon. This exhibits, 
in addition to the forms found in the severer type of composition, 
metres of the following constitution : 

1, By resolution of VY --—: Urn-= (cola 11, 14, 21) 
and vu -w (3, 20, 22). 

ii. The form —v—— (419 ff.) as the first metre of the 
dimeter (9, 12, 13), and as the second (6, 8, 12, 13, 17, 18, 23) 

without the ordinary restriction (421). 
i. By resolution of the foregoing: — »~—- (7, 10, 19, 25) 

and — uww (15). 
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iv. By interior anaclasis of the forms v vy —- - and -~v--: 
w—wv- (16) and ——~w-— (20). This was a reversion to 

what was probably the original form. See 422. 
v. By resolution of the anaclastic form vy -v—-: v-uw 

(16). 
vi. The protracted form .v-—- (424) within the colon 

(20). It will be observed that resolution of only normally long 
syllables is allowed. This is the ground of objection to the read- 
ing Néye vuv (or vv) evtiotas dé TOYmMoV (UY YU --— -—v--) 
adopted by some editors in Zhesm. 105, not the correption of 
vov, which occurs in tragedy and might therefore be used in 
parody of a tragic writer. 

429. Thesm. 101-129 (Prologue). 

SIMULATED DUO 

"Ay. lepav xOoviais de- vue uu 

Edpevar Aaprdda Kovpar Vvur VU 

Eiv édevbepian. Tarpl- Vue VU ew 

du xopevourbe Podv. vu vu 

Xo. tive daypovov 6 KOpos ; Buu ry - UK 

105 = eye vuv' Tictws dé Tovpdy Yur re rere 
Saipovas exer weBioar, -vuw- vv - 

"Ay. dye vey oABi¢e Motoo vurer eure 

XpuTewy piTopa TOgwv —-v-- uve 

PoiBov, os idpicato ywpas 10 ~-Uuw- Vu 

110 = yvaAda Lmovvride ya. yvuwe= vu & 

Xo. yxatpe kadAioras aoidats Se 

Poi’, ev evpovcouws Tiypais -~vur-- Hue 

yéepas iepdv mpodéepov. vuw- vu & 

"Ay. tav 7 év dpecu dpvoyovoinw 15 -Yunw vu-— 

115 xKopav deioar "“Apteuiv ayportépar. 
Gia = iw ow. 9 = BE 

Xo. éropar KAn(ovca cepvov vurr- rue 

118 ydvov 6ABif~ovca Aarois vvurr rere 

"Apreuwv ameipoAeyi. —-unw- vv & 

Ay. Aaté te Kpotpara 7 ’Aowdidos rodi 
200 —-—-Vv-—- Vvur-s Vu tw 

121 zapdpvOp’ eipvOua Ppvyiwy 792 vv -- vu 
Siavevpata Xapitwv. vuew vu -7 

Xo. céBopar Aaté 7 avaccav vuere- eve 

KiOaply Te parep’ vuvev vwuev -vu-e- 

125 dpoeve Bog Soxipov. MB —-uw- vv 6 
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"Ay. 74 dos eoovto Samoviois 342 -wo-w —-w— 2 

Oppacw dpetepas Te Ov aipvidi- -we-w -wr-w 

ov o7ds, Ov Xap see ier ene 

avakt ayadAe PoiBov. 78 ve-v- v-— & 

129 yaip? oABre rat Aatots. 

BIOMGLL 80 le ener 
102 édevOepia Hermann: é)evdépe 103 xopevcacbe Bentley: xopevcacba 

105 mrictws von Wilamowitz: evrictws 106 éxec Suidas: éyeus 107 édfife 
Bentley : dmdufe 114 dpvoydvoucw von Wilamowitz: dpvoydvoor 115 delcar’ 
Kiister: deicav7’ 125 déxuov Schol.: doxtuw 126 ¢dos Fritzsche: pds — 
128 PotBov Dindorf: PotBov riwa 

In 109 the augment is omitted, as often in tragedy, and u is short 
(790). 

Aristophanes, as if in apology for the extreme licence he has 
allowed himself in metrical forms, has given the lyric as a whole a 
singularly simple and attractive structure. It is a non-antistrophic 
systematic period, composed of four intermediate periods, AABC, 
arranged as an epodic tetrad. A=ab, 8 6, pericopic dyad: octa- 
meter, hexameter. See 770. B = abch, 5 6 7 6, proddic tetrad: a 
pentameter as prodde to two hexameters that enclose a heptameter. 
See 750. c=abed, 2 3 2 2, pericopic tetrad: catalectic dactylic 
dimeter, dactylic trimeter, ‘catalectic iambic dimeter, acephalous 
Glyconic. See 772. 

Our poet has allowed himself the following correspondences of. 
metres in paired subordinate periods: vY -*,9¥—--,9Y =, 
GP ASP PSI DP SSH Y~uw-,vuv-*=! 

See von Wilamowitz, Isyllos, 155 ff. 



CHAPTER IX 

PAEONIC VERSE 

430. The fundamental colon of paeonic verse is the dimeter, 
which consists of a combination of two simple feet, two paeons 

or their equivalent, two cretics or a paeon and a cretic (8 iii., 

9 iii.) : 

@ pape kat Pdedvpe —-vuw —vw fy. 303 

TpooTatet pyTopwv -v- -—v— Eq. 325 

davotata Tov Oépovs —-uw —v-— Pax 1134 

OvX Opas weLdpevor ; —v- -—vuw Ach. 344 

The last combination is the least common, but it is legitimate. 
431. A paeonic dimeter has the measure of ten primary 

times, the simple foot or metre (13) being hemiolic. Paeonic 
verse is in descending rhythm. 

432. The paeonic trimeter consists of three simple feet or 
metres, and has the measure of fifteen primary times : 

npwa te Bookopeba rapbévia 

—-Uuw -vw — vw Av, 1099 

© kataddaBp’, & KiOupaorddrarte 

—-uw -vw —vw Eupol. frag. 293 

nKoAOVOovy PaiArAw TpEXov 

—v- -~v- —v— Ach, 214 

gov y akotowpev ; aroAci* KaTd oe 

—v- -~uw — vw Ach, 294 Ff. 

ws eue AaBotoa Tov Snporny 

—-vuw -v- -—v— Ach. 675 

The trimeter is rare. 

433. Trimeters sometimes occur in pairs in the analyses of 
Heliodorus where a triple dimetrical division would be expected, and 

191 
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is adopted in this book. His text thus sometimes avoided dimeters 
of the form —-v—- —vw~, but these are legitimate. See Ach. 
665 ff. (453) and the metrical scholium. Heliodorus also classifies the 
tetrameter as a colon, where dimetrical division is imperative, since 
the tetrameter would be an isomeric compound foot and would exceed 
the allowed limit (22 f.), but this usage is probably mere licence of 
speech, just as he calls the trochaic tetrameter also a colon. Further- 
more, it should be observed that Heliodorus does not use the terms 
diwetpov and tpiperpov to designate the dimeter and trimeter, but 
invariably dippvOnov and tpippvOpov, since he does not, as Hephaestion 
does, include paeons among the principal metra—‘ metra prototypa.’ 
See Hense, Heliodoreische Untersuchungen, 119 ff. Paeons, in fact, occur 
only in melic composition. 

434. The monometer does not occur. The apparent instance 
in Ach. 971 (456) is probably not authentic. See the critical 
note. 

435. The pentameter might occur as a colon, since it is a 
hemiolic compound foot (24), but Heliodorus rejects it. See the 
metrical scholium on Ach. 284 ff. (452) in which 294 f. is called 
dicolic. No longer colon than the trirrhythmon is recognized by 

Heliodorus in his analysis of any of the paeonic odes of Aristo- 

phanes, A 

436. Resolution of the long syllable of the thesis of the 
cretic form of the paeonic metre rarely occurs. Hephaestion 
(41. 7 ff.) notes this licence in a period in the Husbandmen : 

ev ayopa 8 at mAdtavov wyu- -uUwSw 

ed Siahutevooperv —-uw -—v-— Ar. frag. 111 

Cf. Av. 246 (595). 
437. A single catalectic paeonic period occurs in Greek 

comedy : 

€xeTe Aciuava TF €po- wy- -UNS 

evra Mapadovos —-uw —v" Av. 246 f. 

Cf. Heph. 42. 15 ff. See 34. With this exception, all sub- 
ordinate periods in Aristophanes close with a cretie. 

438. A long syllable does not admit protraction in paeonic 
verse. See 32. 

439. Dimeters and trimeters are not used independently as 
subordinate periods. The favourite subordinate period in paeonic 
verse is the tetrameter, composed of two dimeters, but in 

Aristophanes its use is almost restricted to stichic formations, 
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as in Ach. 976 ff. (456), Vesp. 1275 ff (457). With one 
exception (Ach. 984) the tetrameter in Aristophanes consists of 
three paeons and a cretic. The same form occurs also in Eupol. 
160, Ar. frag. 110, 333, 507. Aristophanes uses the penta- 
meter, hexameter and octameter freely. These may consist 
solely of cretics, as in Ach, 214 f. (449), Hg. 322 ff. (451), once, 

in an octameter, solely of paeonics, except the last metre (Ach. 

216 ff.). Generally, however, there is great variety of arrange- 

ment, but the principle holds that cretics are placed at the 
beginning and close of the subordinate period, paeons within 
it. It seems reasonable to conclude that fragments which are 
quoted from the comic poets as tetrameters but have not the 
regular form of the tetrameter (- Uw -Uuw -uw -v-, 
see above) were parts of hexameters, octameters or hypermeters. 
Cf. Phryn. 57, Aristoph. frag. 334,699. See also Eubul. 112. 
Theopompus, on the authority of Hephaestion (42. 8 ff.), affected 
a pentameter composed of four paeons and a cretic, the 
‘Theopompeum’ : 

ravt ayada 8) yéyovey avopdow evs adzd cvvovcias Theopomp. 38 

440. Paeonic verse admits hypermeters freely. Aristophanes 
has employed the dodecameter six times in the plays now extant 
and a hypermeter of eighteen metres twice. Hypermeters show 

great variety of form through free mingling of paeons and cretics. 
441, On the combination of subordinate periods, hypermeters 

and intermediate periods to form systematic periods, see 720 ff. 
442. Paeonic rhythm has special affinity for trochaic rhythm. 

It is combined, in the paeonic and occasionally in other odes of 
Aristophanes, also with iambic, anapaestic and dactylic rhythms. 
Cf. Ar. frag. 506, in which a paeonic series appears to be 
introduced by a melic anapaestic trimeter : 

GAs adins pot, 971 ww 

TopatéTapar yap Ta Aurapa Kartwv. wwe wwe 3 

GAXAA héepef?” Arart.ov SES eae nee, 
” as , 

7) KampLolov vEoU SW 

Ko\XoTa Tw’ * et de pH, B—-uw -ve- 

mAevpdv 1) yAOrrTav +) =~ =u 

orAnva y 1) vaottv, 7 Las ee SE ae 
/ ) nw 

deAdakos orwpiv7s —-uUWw -v- 

nTpiatav péepete Sevpo pera. —Vu- —- UW - Uw 

koAAaBwv xAcapov. W-v- -v-17 
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Cf. also Anax. 12, in which an enoplic pentameter introduces a 
paeonic series of which only the beginning is quoted: 

\ XN > / ec = 

TOUS PV OPELOVOMOVS V- 475 —-vu- vue 

pov moujre SéeXgakas 7ALBarous, 488 —-v-- -Yvu- vu de 
‘\ \ / ” - 

tovs 6€ mavOnpas, ad- —-v- -v- 

Aovs aypiatas iKous -u- HUH 

Kip ‘NCOVTOS 21+) oye 5-U- —-xx 

In the celebrated monody in Av. 227 ff. (595) paeonic is one 
of the nine associated rhythms. See also Ran. 1359 ff (592). 

443, Correspondence between paeon and cretic (— u=« and 
— ~~) is allowed in strophe and antistrophe and in two corre- 

sponding subordinate periods, but it is not common. 
444, In the tetrameter and in the longer subordinate periods 

and hypermeters cola are frequently joined within a word. The 

principle that the close of a cretic must coincide with the end 
of a word does not hold in comedy. 

445, Heliodorus names this verse paeonic. Cratinus, in a 
well-known verse of the Zrophonius (frag. 222), calls it cretic. 
See Heph. 40. 8 ff On the probable relation of the cretic 
to the paean see 620. On paeonic-trochaic rhythm see 223 ff. 

446. Paeonic rhythm is not found in the last five plays of 
Aristophanes, except in a single subordinate period in a parody 
(Ran. 1359 f., 592), nor in the Clouds. It is spirited, and was 
regarded as especially adapted to the movement of a lively dance. 
Aristides (98 M., 60. 1 ff. J.) imphes that hemiolic rhythms are 
even livelier and quicker than trochaic: tots & év modi 
AOyo Oewpovpévors evOovoractixwtépos eivar cvpPéEBnkev. He 
evidently applies the epithet in the sense (‘ passionate,’ ‘ inspir- 
ing’) in which Aristotle uses it in his Politics (v. vii. 1341°) 

in his classification of melodies: ra pév HOcKd, Ta O€ TpaKTLKa, 
ta © évOovo.actixd. Aristophanes has the rhythm chiefly in 
the Acharnians and EHquites, plays written in the heyday of his 
youth, when he was himself a lively young man about town. 
In the parode of the Acharnians (204 ff., 449; 284 ff., 452) it 
is used to express the rising excitement of the chorus; in the 
parode of the Lquites (303 ff, 450; 322 ff, 451), in passionate 
denunciation of Cleon. Emotion is expressed in the second 
stasimon of the Acharnians (971 ff., 456), but the tone is milder. 

The language in which the Muse is invoked at the beginning 

LL — ee 

a 
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of the parabasis of the Acharnians (665 ff., 453) is significant : 
Sedpo Moda’ édXOé hreyupa Trupds Exovea pévos Evtovos Ayapvixn 
Compare also the phraseology at the close of the strophe. The 
sentiment in the antistrophe is bitter complaint. In the follow- 
ing plays the scene is often domestic and the tone lighter. It 
is quite appropriate to comedy that in some of these paeonic 
odes lively sentiments should be inspired by the prospect of 
dinner. 

Baccuiac RHYTHM 

447, The bacchius (8 iii, 9 iii.) is a hemiolic foot and 
belongs in the same class with the paeon, but it is little used 

in Greek poetry and hardly at all in comedy. Cf. Hephaestion 
(43. 1 f.): ro b€ Baxyevaxdov cravov éotw, Bate ei Kal TOU 
Tote €uméaor emt Bpaxv evpicxecOar. 

448, Two bacchiac dimeters in correspondence appropriately 
open the parode of the Ranae (316 f.) with invocation of 
Tacchus : 

"Takye Yee Wow 
” > a 

Iaxy’ 
ae] 
@ "lakxe Ves Vee 

"Taxx’ 

The foot derived its name from this use. The following ode 
begins with a monometer (427). For other dimeters see Nuwb. 
708 (289), Vesp. 317 (577), Ran. 325 (427), 1346 (592). A 
single tetrameter is found in Th. 1144 (387): 

, ler , (ope el a? a 
davnF & Tvpavvovs otvyotco” warep eEikos. 

Lyrics IN PAEonNIC RHYTHM 

449. Ach. 204-18 = 219-33 (Parode). 

Strophe. 

Kop.a’ tyde as erov diwxe 212 —-v-v -v-y 

kal Tov avdpa muvOavou ee en oe 

205 trav ddoirépwv ardavrwv: —v-9 -v-- 

TH TOE yap a£vov Sete er er, he 

Eva Beiv tov avdpa tovrov. 5 ev K— vy H—vU KY 

adAXAd poe pnvicate, —v-—-¥* —-ue 4¥ 

207 et tis 0f0 Grow TéTpaTTaAL —ve-u —-v-4 

ys 0 Tas orovdas dépwv. -v-¥ -v- 4 
“Hy. a’ exrédevy’, of xerar = fa ae 
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povdos. olpor tdAas 10 —-Yv- -v- 

TOV eTOV TOV Euov -v- —-v~ 6 

211 ovK av ex ens ye ved- Uw = Uw 

THTOS, OT eyo éepwv -UuWw -V- 

avOpaxwv hopriov Sy) = Wer OY 

214 7KorovGovy PaihrAw Tpexuv, b-Vv- -v- -v 

de dhavAws av 6 —-v- —-v 5 

216 orovdoddpos ottos wm’ €- 51 —-uw -vuw, 

pod TOTE SuwkOpevos — Uwe -— UW 

e€epuyev ovd av eAa- a er eee 

ppos av amerdigato. 0 Sos = Se 

Antistrophe. 

Kop.f’ viv 8’ éreidi) oreppov 76n tovpov avTiKvyp.ov 

220 kai waAau Aaxpareidn ro oxéAos Baptvera, 

olxerat, Suwxréos O€* pa) yap eyxdvor rote 
/ , ” > \ > 4 

pnoe Tep yepovtas ovtas éxpvywv “Ayapveas. 
‘H Yeu? > “A / X\ fal \ rf > A > / 

p. B’ doris & Zed watep wai Geot toiow €xOpoioi evreioato, 
226 olor wap eyov roAEuos €XPodomds av€erar TOV EOv Xwpiov: 

229 KovK avicw mply av cXoivos attoiow avTepTayo 
2 eS 38 Ny Ons. " , A ” AI UN > AN. 

231 Ocgus oO UV) pos ETLKWTOS, LYE p17 OTE TATWOLV ETL TAS ELAS OJLTTE OUS. 

220 Aaxpareléy Bentley: Aaxparidy 221 éyxdvo Brunck: éyxavn 

Monostrophic dyad. A=AaB (204-7, 208-18). A is a stichic 
period composed of four trochaic tetrameters. See 778. B=aabe, 
6 6 5 8, epodic tetrad: two hexameters and a pentameter, with an 
octameter in the strophe, but heptameter in the antistrophe (51), as 
epode. See 743. 

See the metrical scholium on Ach. 204 and the comment in 728. 
Heliodorus is here followed in regarding 204-8 = 219-22 as melic. 

450. fq. 303-13 = 382-90 (Debate L.). 

Strophe I. 
“Hy. a’ & puape cat BdeAvpe SR ee 

KpakTa TOV Gov Opdacous =u =e 

305 aca peviyn Téa, Sue v= 

mace © exkAnoia. —-v- -ve- 

kat TéAn Kat ypadat B-vs- mu 
Kal duxacrnpe & 51 (ant. SySe =us 

BopBopordpagés Kat —-UWw -v = 

310 Hv roAW aracay 7- uw =v 
pov avatetupBakus: —uw —v™ 18” 

Kop. a’ Goris ajpav tas “A@jvas 212 10 -v-- -v-- 
4 val 

exkekOukas Boov —v-=—- =v — 4 
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313 kawd Tov TeTpOv avwlev = So) Seyeae 

Tovs Popovs FvvvorKoTov. —-v-¥* -v-4 

Antistrophe I. 

‘Hp. B' iv apa mupds <y> €repa 

Gepporepa Kat oywv 

év woAee TOV avat- 

dav avawWEerTeEpot, 

385 Kal To mpayp iv ap’ ov padAov od, 

GAN exude Kat orpoPe, 
\ > , , 

pndev oAtyov move, 

388 vov yap €xeTau pers. 

Kop. B’ as eav vovi padrdgys 
+N -} - a 

aitov ev tH poo Bory, 

390 deAdv etpijoes: eyo yap 

TovS TpoToUS eTiTTApaLl. 

804 xpaxta Dobree: kal xpdxra or kal KexpdaxTa 312 éxxexédg@wxas Reiske : 
exkeKw@nkas OY EKKEKwPEVKAS 382 7 Princeps: om. 

First dyad (AA) of an antistrophic pericope. See 705. A=abb, 
18 4 4, proddic triad: a paeonic hypermeter of eighteen metres in 
the strophe, seventeen in the antistrophe, as prodde to two trochaic 
tetrameters. See 738. 

See the metrical scholia on Fy. 303 ff. and 382 ff. and notes. 

451. Eq. 322-32 = 397-406 (Debate L.). 

Strophe LT. 

“Hyp. a’ dpa Sn7 ovK am ap- = tae Gy 

xps OnjAovs avai- —-v- -ue 

324 devay Hep povn —w= =vu= 

Tportate pyTopwr ; —-vu= —v~ ay 

326 7) ov motetwv apéedyes 912 6 —ve—=— —- Vv -- 

Tov €evwy Tovs Kapripous eye SAY 

327 mpatos wv: 6 8 ‘Inrrodapov —-v-o -V- 
AeiBetar Gewpevos. =e ent no aoe 

328 GAN éhavy yap avip €trepos TOAD 
389, 342 —-wrw -wrw 

TOU pLapwTepos, WOTE WE yXaipeLV, 10 -w-w -w~--— 4 

330 6s oe mates Kal dpe, 212 —-v-- -eny 

dnAds eat adtober, SoS oh Sie 

331 ravoupyig te Kal Opacer 78, 506 Ge-uv- vr 

332 Kat koBadrkedpacry. 51, 511 ~¥Y¥o™~ veut 
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Antistrophe LI. 

“Hp. B’ ds S& mpds Trav dvaSeterar Kod pePiaTyo. Tov Xpwpatos Tov 
: TAPETTHKOTOS. 

400 «i ce pay) pod, yevoiuny év Kparivov x@dcov 

Kat didackoipny mporgddew Mopaipov tpayywdia. 

402 @ wept raver ert raci Te Tpdypace SwpoddKxorww ex avOeow tfwv, 

404 «ide haihus dorep nipes éxBados tiv evOerw. 

405 doayu yap TOT av povov, “mive wiv’ ext cupdopais.” 

325 pytépwv Bentley: ray pnropwv 

Second dyad (BB) of an antistrophic pericope. See 705. B=aB 
(322-27, 328-32). A=abb, 8 4 4, proddic triad: a paeonic octa- 
meter as prodde to two trochaic tetrameters. See 738. B=abe, 4 4 4, 
pericopic triad: dactylic tetrameter, trochaic tetrameter, Aeolic 
diiambic tetrameter in the strophe, diiambo-Glyconic tetrameter in 
the antistrophe. See 771. See also 782. 

See the metrical scholium on Lg. 322 f. 
The Glyconic dimeter in the last colon of the antistrophe is a 

quotation from Simonides (frag. 14 Bergk *). 

452. Ach. 284-302 =335—46 (Parode II.). 

LYRICAL DUO 

Strophe. 

Au. “HpdxXes tourt ti eore; §=9212 —-v-¥ -v-v 

Tv XUTpav cuvTpivere. —-v-¥ -v 0 4% 
i= , X\ X Sr / > \ f / 

Kop.a’ oe pev ovv Katadevoopev © papa Kepadr. 

OTT oe I 

Au avTl wolas aitias O- OIF —-ow= 4 —Vv==-) 

Yapvewv yepaitaror ; Be-ve-v —-v ¥ A 

Kop.a’ totr epwrgs; avat- Se SS SF 

oxvvTos ef kat BdeAvpds Se St Se 

289 @ mpoddta THs Tatpisos, SS Sh 

OOTLS TLOV JLOVOS —-v- -v~ 

291 oreurdpevos eita dvva- 10 eee See 

cat Tpos ew amoSderev. See ew, SE) 

Au. dvzt 8 Gv éorewdpyy d- 212 —~Vv-- -vu-v 

Kovoat ,—aAN dxovoare, —-vry -vv AY 

Kop.a’ gov y dxotowpev ; amoXet: Kata oe 
—wvUuU> —vVw —- wv oe 

Xecopev Tots AiPous. 15 eee 

Au. pndapas Tply av y akovont* 212 —-v-o -v-* 

GAN avacxer@ wyabot. —v- =— y= Ae 

Kop.a’ ovK avacxycopat* yi 
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298 pmde Aye pow od Adyov" SU Ss Gite 

299 = @s_ pepionka oe KXe- 20-v- -uw 
wvos ers paddXor, dv €- —=UWw =—uUw 

yo Katateno rol? ‘Ir- — UW =u 

TET’ KATTUPATG. —v-— —vo7 12" 

Antistrophe. 

Au Os amoKTevO, KeKpaxO’: e- 

y® yap ovK axotoopat. 

Kop.’ daroXets ap’ opajAcka rov- 
de diravOpaxea ; 

Au. ovd’ enov A€yovTos dpeis 

aptiws aKovcaTe. 

Kop. PB’ adda yap viv A€y, 

cou doxei, tov te Aake- 

339 daoviov airov 6 Tt 

TH TpoTM Govatt Pidros, 

340 ws Tdde 7d AapKidioy 

ov Tpodwaw OTE 

Au. tovs Aidous viv por xapace 

TpOTov e&eparare, 
Kop. PB’ otro cor xapat, kat ov Kard- 

fov mddw 7d Eidos. 

NG GAN bros pay vy Tots tpiPwuow 

eyKd@nvrat tov ArBou. 

Kop. 8’ exoéoeio tar xapac: 

OvxX Opgs wEopevor ; 
345 adda pi) por tpddacw, 

aXrXXrAa Katafov 7d PeéXos, 

346 ws Ode ye TeoTOS apa 

TH oTpopy ylyverat. 

293 dxovcar’ Hamaker: ovx ioar’ R, ovx tore A, od« lore re or 7’ or y’ cet. 
294 dxovtcwuev Elmsley: dxovcouey 296 dv vy’ I? (Bentley): y a TAE, y 
(R) or ay cet. 298 wo. od Hermann: ot wo R, 67 ov or od cet. 301 of’ 
‘Inmevo. Hermann: totow immetcly mor’ és RYH, with variants rots or totot, immevot, 
and more (for zor’ és) in other MSS. 336 dp’ oupdcxa Reisig: Gpa 0’ j\xa or 
dpa Tov H\tka 341 Alous viv wor Bentley : viv wor AiGous 

On apparent hiatus in 285 = 336 see Lys. 479 (803) and note. 
The strophe and antistrophe constitute the dyad BB of a proédic 

triad. See 717. B=Aa (284-92, 293-302). See 728 A=abac, 
4 3 (5) 4 12, epodic tetrad: two trochaic tetrameters that enclose an 
anapaestic pentapody (77) in the first half of the strophe and a paeonic 
pentameter in the second half, with a paeonic dodecameter as epode. 
See 748. 

See the metrical scholia on Ach. 284 ff., with the note, and on 335 ff. 
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453, Ach, 665—75 = 692-702 (Parabasis). 
Strophe. 

“Hy. a’ detpo Movo’ eXOE frAcyv- - ue He UTE 

pa& Tupds ExovTa péevos —Uw =-uUW 
54 cut 7 H 

evTovos ANXYapVeK7. —-~uw —-vv6 

667 ofov e€ avOpdxwv -vu- - UR 
mpwivov pefados a- 5e- Ue mH Uw 

, > > , =- 

varat EpeOuCopevos — UW —- UW 
> 7 ¢ >) V 

OUVPLA PLT LoL, —-v- —vVv 8 

670 avik av éravOpakides BS YG 

Oo Tapakeipevat, —-uw -—vv 48 

671 ot d€ Oaciav avakv- W—-unw —-uw 

koo AvrapapTvKa, me es, 

672 of S€ parrwo.y, ov- -v- -vu-) 

tw coBapdv €ABe pedos —UWw —-uUwW 

evTOVOY GypoOLKOTEpoV —UNW —-uUW 

ws eve AaBovoa tov Snporyy. Tore eae aes bee eS 

Antistrophe. 

‘Hp. B’ ratra ras eikota, ye 

povt amoXgrar ToAvdy 
avopa rept Kkredvédpav, 

694 wodXda by Evyrovi- 

cavta Kat Oeppov azro- 

poop&Edpevov avdpiKov t- 

dpora dy Kal roAvy, 

697 avép ayabdy ovta Mapa- 

Gove wept tiv woAW; 

698 «ira Mapadow pev br 

TPEVv EOLWOKOPLEY, 

699 viv 8 im davédpov zovn- 

pov oodpa diokdpeba, 

KaTa TporadurKopeba. 

702 mpos rade tis avtepet Mapyias ; 

Monostrophic dyad. A=abecd, 68449, proddic pentad: a 
hexameter as prodde to a periodic tetrad composed of an octameter, 
two tetrameters, and a nonameter. See 753. 

See the metrical scholium on Ach. 665 ff. See also 433. 

454. Pax 1127-39 =1159-71 (Parabasis IT.). 

Strophe. 
“Hy.a’ jdopai y jdopac 78, 38 mils eke fees 

Kpdvous arnAAaypevos G-uUR ae 

TUPOD TE Kal Kpopptuv. Sf ON pte ieee 
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| ¢ | | C | co 1130 ov yap piAndO padyats, ut 

dAXa mpds rip dEA- 5 
> > Lal c , 

Kov pet avopov erai- = 

CG 

| | 

pov dirov, éexKéas = 
nr > > 

tov €’Awy att av 7 = 
iG 

Ne Ff i 

CA CeCe CaG 

I 

davotata Tov Oépovs = C é | 

C | | C qd —_— J 1135 = exrempepvurpeva, 10 — 

KavOpaxifwv totpePivOov 212 - 
Thy Te pyydy eurupedtor, = 

Xapa Tv Oparrav KUVOV = 56° 

CAGE iG 

| 

Ic d 

| 

CHG CG 

| 

1139 rhs yvvaikds Aovperys. - 

Antistrophe. 

‘Hp. B’ vik dv & axéras 

1160 dy tov 7dbv vopor, 

duacKkoT@v 7d0pat 

tas Anpvias apméXovs, 

1163 «¢ weraivovow %)- 

dn* TO yap pity mpy- 

ov dice’ Tov Te pij- 

AnX opov oiddvov7 * 

1166 «iO 6rorav 7) wéeror, 

eobiw Karéxw 

Xapa dye, “Gpar pias,” Kat 

tov Otpou tpiPwv KvK@par* 

1170 = Kdra ytyvopar raxis 

THVLKALTA TOV GEpors. 

1135 éxrempeuniouéva Bergk: éxrempicucva or éxmemiecuéva 1159 avix’ av 
& Hermann: jvixa 5 av or vik’ ay 1165 olddvov7’ Bentley : oléatvovr’ 1170 
ylyvouat Brunck: yivouac 

Monostrophic dyad. A=abed, 8 12 6 2, pericopic tetrad: iambic 
octameter, paeonic dodecameter, trochaic hexameter, trochaic dimeter. 

See 772. 
See the metrical scholium on Paz 1127 fi. Heliodorus analyzes 

cola 5—8 into two trimeters and a dimeter in the strophe (1131-3), 
but into trimeter, dimeter, trimeter in the antistrophe (1163-5). See 
433. 

455. Av. 1058-71 =1088-1101 (Parabasis II.). 

Strophe. 
c , ” S| A A , ‘ 

Hp. a 76n “pot TO TravTor7e ITY sp eee ae eeeal ee ees 

kal Tavtapxa Ovytot mavtes Shee soeces 

1060 Oicove evktaiats edxais. Se ee 

Tacav pev yap yav orev, os i aoa) pe ee 
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cog & edOareis Kaprovs Renee Goon 
, Pr , Cc 

KTelvov TappvAwv yevvav Ee ac es, ey 
n~ “ , >’ > 4 Cc 

Onpov, & mavr ev yata. pal Te EN A epee dG 
> , -_- 

1065 €x KaAvKos avéavipe- Sy ee) SS ee 

vov yévvoe Tappayous —-UwWw -u 

1066 devdpeai 7 edypeva 10 -Uuw -vuH- 
. > , 

Kap7rov aro Poo KeTat’ —~uw —v— 8 

1067 Kreivw 3 of Kiyrovs evwoes DOW) na SS eee 

pbeipovoerty Avpas exOiorats: a en! 

1069 épmera te Kat ddxera <rdv0> doaTep —UH —UuW —UW 

1070 eoOTW UT éepas TTEPVYOS Wy pew Sew” 

ev dovais dAXAvTat. -v- -v~i7 

Antistrophe. 

“Hyp. f’ evdaipov ptrAov zrnvav 

1089 oiwvay, of Xeysmvos pev xAaivas ovK aprirxKvoUVTat: 

1091 ov ad Gepyy mviyous pas axtls THAavyis OaAres, 

1093 GAN avOnpov AEpovov 

ptArwv <7> ev KoAToLs vaiw, 

1095 qvik av 6 Oeoréeowos 6&0 peAos ayxétas OdATeot pernpPptvois HALo- 

pavis Bod. 

1097 xewpagw & ev KoiAots advtpow vias odpelars Evprraiwv ° 

1099 xpd te BooKopeOa mapHévia evkdtpopa pupta Xapitwv Te 

KNTEVLATO. 

1060 evxats Bentley: evyatou(v) 1064 & Dobree: of 1065 raugayo.s 
Dobree : roAvpdyots 1066 épnuéva Dobree: edefouevor or Epefoueva 1068 
P0eipovow Bentley: Péelpovor 1069 SdKxera <rdv@’> Dissen: ddxel’ 1094 
7 Bentley 1095 6&) wéNos Brunck : d&uBedrs, d€umedhs, or d&vomedts 1096 
HALowavyns Suid. : tpyAcomavys R, bp’ jrAiw wavels V 

Monostrophic dyad. A=aB (1058-64, 1065-71). A-=abbaa, 
24 4 2 2, epodic pentad in anapaestic rhythm: a palinodic tetrad 
composed of a paroemiac, two tetrameters and a second paroemiac, with 
a third paroemiac as epode that repeats the melody of the first and 
fourth periods. See 757. B=abe, 8 4 7, pericopic triad: paeonic 
octameter, acatalectic anapaestic tetrameter, paeonic heptameter. See 
771. 

The contrast in form of the anapaestic and paeonic lines is as 
marked as possible. Cf. the spondaic anapaests in Ran. 372 ff. (801). 

456. Ach. 971-985 = 986-999 (Stasimon IT.). 

Strophe J. 

“Hp. a’ cides © aca rode TOV Hpdvipov - Vue HU Dw Hw 

avopa Tov vreprodor, Hw His bY 

973 of exer OTrETdpevos EeuTopiKa —-Uu- HU EW - Uw 

Xphpara dueproAay, —-uw = 

—_ 

Se 
oe 

> man 

a 



981 

982 

983 

984 

985 

“Hy. Be 

988 

Kop. 2’ 
ODE 

995 

999 

PAEONIC VERSE 

a XN A > > / 4 

Gv Ta pev EV OLKLO 5b Uw mY 

xpyoua, TA S ad mpEerer —-uw -vu 

xAtapa Kater Ove. ieee SS key 

Y Strophe I. 
> , / ’ > ‘\ 

atvropata mav7T ayaba. Se eos: 

TOE ye TopiceTac. Sum aw 

ovderot eyo IldAeuov 10 —-Uuw -v 
” nS c , 

oikad’ vrodeEopat, —-uWw -v 
ON | > / ~ 

ovde Tap EOL TOTE TOV —-UWw -—v 
STAN 50 ” ppodvoy doerae SOY Sy 

Evyxatakhuvels, OTe Ta- a Ae ay 

powikds avijp ev, Ib -uw -—vu 
o > A , > > / > ” 

doTis éri mavT ayad’ e€- =Suw Sy 

XovrTas emikwpacas RS ae, 

py 4orato TAVTA KOKO Sy ea 

KaveTpeTe KaEEXEL Bs ep wags test 

KapaXeTO Kal TpoceTe WAN as) Oe ERS 

ToAAa tpokadovpevov Sy OS OS 

“rive katakewwo Aafe Sw Sy 

tivoe piloryriav” —-UuWw -v 

Tas Xdpakas rte TOAD Np pS, 

padXAov ev TH Tupi, 2% —-vs -—v 

eGexer OF ajpov Bia tov 912 -—-v-- —- 

olvov ex Tov dpréduwv. Ssweo es 

Antistrophe I, 

203 

> , To 9 ie SEL N A o \ , \ ~ 
emtépwrat T ext Td deirvov dpa Kal peyadra di) ppovei, 

roo Bud 8 e€éBare detypa <tdde> ta mTEpa pd TOV Oupor. 

& Kémpidt tH Kady wal Xapior tais Pidas —tvtpode AvaAayy, 

Antistrophe LI. 
e \ ” XN / > 3 4 ) 

ws Kaddv éxovoa TO mpdcwrov ap €avGaves. 
“A a” > X\ \ , ” / 4 

TOs Gv éue Kal oé Tis "Epws Evvaydyou. AaPuv, 

domep 6 yeypappévos exwv orepavov avOeuwv. 

i) TavU yepovTiov igws vevouiKds pe Tv ; 

GAXAd ce AaBdv tpia Sond y Gy Ete tporPadetv ° 
“a \ nn > /, »” > A / 

TpOTa pev av dpmeAidos 6pxov €Adoae paKpov, 

eira, Tapa TOvde vea poryxidia TuKidwy, 
\ “f , ¢e , ” ‘ , tar 

kal TO Tpitov ijpepidos Spxov, O yepwv 00, 
X\ ‘\ \ / LAN ce: oe > , kal wept TO Xwpiov edkgdas aay ev KiKAY, 

o > > , , > CE - “A > N A / 

dor aAcipecOai © aw aiTov Kape Tals voupnveais, 
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971 «ides & Suidas: eldes & eldes & Compare the antistrophe 979 
mapowixos Elmsley: zapoly.os 981 xavérpere Elmsley: xavérpare 987 
detypa rade Brunck: delyyara or de?ypa 

The ode is an antistrophic pericope, AB= AB. See 705. <A prob- 
ably =aa'b, 5 5 6, epodic triad: two pentameters, with a hexameter 
as epode. See 737, 775 f. B is a stichic period of ten tetrameters 
in the strophe, but nine in the antistrophe, of which nine in the 
strophe and eight in the antistrophe are paeonic and one trochaic. 
See 778. See also 51. 

See the metrical scholium on Ach. 971 ff. Heliodorus rightly | 
denies that this is an epirrhematic syzygy, such as Ach. 665-718 
(453), and gives his reasons. 

457. Vesp. 1265-74, 1275-83 =1284—91 (Stasimon I.). 

Strophe I. 

“Hyp. a’ rodXdxis 67 “Sof euavrd 212 — Sg eae 

deEvds TepuKevar Kal -ur uy HUH 

TKALOS OvdETWTOTE* -vr-v -vuy 6Y 

1267 GAN ’Apvvias 6 LYéAXov -ur- yu HV 
parrov ovk tov KpwBidkwy 5 —- Vv —--— — vu — 4° 

1268 otros, dv y ey zor’ «idov —-vu-v -vun-y 

dvtt pydov Kal poas det- -ur-- HUH 

1269 zvovvra pera Aewydpov: me- —-Uru —vu-—— 

vy yap nrep “Avtipav: —-v-v -v-— 8 

1271 dAAa rperBetwv yap «is Papradov woxer, 

10 Res cae a Pee) NS ONS, 

1272 = etr’ exet pedvos povous -v-v -v— 5 

tots Levéoraure Evvqv rots -v-- - vee 

1274 Gecerrarov, aitds reverts —vr-- -Ve 
ov eXatTwv ovdevds. -v-- -ve 6 

Strophe II. 

Kop.a’ & pakdpe Adropeves §1 15 ~-uw -vuw 

ws oe pakapi(opev -uw -v-4 

1276 raidas éepitevoas Ort —UWw -uw 

XELPOTEXVLKWTATOVS * SOS 

1277 mpara pev aracr pidov —-UNW -UW 

avopa Te coputator, 20-uw -v-4 

1278 Tov KiGapaoddrator, —-UWw -uUNW 

@ Xapis epeoreto* —-uw -vo 4 
1279 tov & troxpitiy erepov —~UNW -uWw 

apyaXéov ws cody: 1) ONS Sig ta 
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1280 efr’ ’Apippddnv ror tu B—-uw -uw 

Ovpocodikwratov, m—UuwWw -—vo 4’ 

1281 Gvtwd ror wpoce pa- tony Saye! 

Oovta rapa pydevds =uw =u 0 4" 

1282 GAN dard codijs piceos Sel oe OTe TOROS, 

abtopatov exuabeiv SO 4 

1283 yAwrromoueiv eis TA Topved 212 —Y—-- —-vu--* 

eia.ov0? ExdororTe. jv 9 —- vv A 

Antistrophe J. 

‘ 1 * # * * * * * Hy. 6 

Antistrophe LI. 

Kop. B’ eioi Teves of pf EdXeyov Gs KatadipAXAayyy, 

qvika Kiéwv po iretdpattev erixetpevos 
, / ” SQ? 7) > ie 

Kal pe KaKioas exvure’ KAO? OT amrederpopyy, 

obkTos e€yéAwy péya KexpayoTa Oewpevor, 
> \ wo > a“ 4 o ‘\ , >’ 4 

ovdey ap é€uov peAov, gov d€ povov eldevar 

ckwppatiov eiroTe TL OALBopuevos exBaro. 
Lal \ c va XN > , 

1290 tratra Katioav vo TL pLKpOV em OnKura.* 
> lal > , c a ‘ ” 

eta vov e€nratyoev  Xapaks TV apredov. 

1282 diceos Bentley: picews 1286 kakloas Briel: Kaxioracs 

This ode, like the preceding, is an antistrophic pericope, but 
the correspondent to the first systematic period is now lost: AB= 
<A>B. See 705. A=abcda, 6 4 8 5 6, pericopic pentad, but with 
reversion in the last subordinate period to the melody of the first: 
trochaic hexameter, tetrameter, octameter, pentameter, hexameter. 
See 772. B is a stichic period of nine tetrameters in the strophe 
(eight in the antistrophe), eight paeonic (seven in the antistrophe), 
and one trochaic. See 778. 

See the metrical scholium on Vesp. 1265 ff. Heliodorus, influenced 
by the parabatic quality of 1265-74, inconsistently regards this ode as 
an epirrhematic syzygy. It is not, however, in the strophe and anti- 
strophe, but in the epirrhemata of the true epirrhematic syzygy found 
in the parabasis (668), that the chorus addresses the audience. Further- 
more, the reason given in the metrical note on Ach. 971 ff. for denying 
that the stichic periods BB are there epirrhemata, namely that they 
are not in the proper trochaic rhythm, is equally applicable here. 

In R and V the first systematic period (1265-74) of the pericope 
is arranged in eleven orixo.. See the metrical scholium. Some 
modern editors have followed this arrangement in part, and introduced 
an iambic cadence in some verses, but the rhythm is uninterruptedly 
trochaic. 



CHAPTER X 

DOCHMIAC VERSE 

458. The fundamental form in dochmiac verse is a phrase, 
called dochmius, of which the metrical constitution is V --v-, 

as TL obv ov reyes (Ach. 358). Various opinions have been 
expressed both in ancient and in modern times as to its source 
and rhythm (624 f.). 

459. Two assumptions seem to be warranted by variant 
forms of this fundamental phrase. First, that the long syllables 
are theses admitting resolution : 

TOAEMOS aipEeTat uw-—vu— Av, 1188 

Taxa de petaParovo unwweu— Th. 728 

6 TL TOT @ TXETALE (Cf. Av. 427-9) Unm= uw Ach, 360 

Ov epefos ETEKETO uwwuw Av, 1198 

Secondly, that both the short syllables are arses which admit 
irrationality. This manifestation may be combined with resolution 
of theses : 

Tis TavTH TEpav —-—-—v-— Av, 1195 

AeEcis 7 avorious ——wve— Th. 720 

Evy adikous epyous ge SS TH HGP 

® ILérviae Motpat —w— — — Th. 700% 

pyKeTe THY EpaV —-w-—v- Av, 1264 

eis d€ ddAoV exdAere — Ww ws AY, 333% 

460. Aristophanes rarely irrationalizes the second arsis, and in 
general he employs relatively few of the thirty-two forms (Seidler, 
De versibus dochmiacis, 55 f.) made possible by irrationalization 
and resolution." He prefers . — — u ~, has strong inclination 

1 The irrational forms of the funda- ———wuU-, (3) v—--——-, (4) -----— (4) 
mental phrase (1) u-—vU— are (2) By resolution of theses, each of these four 

206 
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towards uUw-—wv- and —~-—w-, which he employs about 
equally, and inclines also to Other forms are 
occasional and rare. 

461. On the assumptions stated, the dochmius has eight 
primary times and is octaseme, This 
was the opinion held anciently.’ On the relation of the dochmius 
to the primitive dimeter and on its name see 623 ff. 

462. For convenience the dochmius will be regarded in this 
book as a metre, and the dimeter and monometer as cola. The 

dochmius admits neither catalexis nor protraction. 

463. In comedy the metrical form of the dochmiac metres 
in the strophe may be exactly repeated in the antistrophe, as in 

Ach. 358 ff. (467). In Vesp. 729 ff. (469) and Av. 1188 ff. 
(465) only simple variations occur, v — — vu — (once), grewunw 
(once), and ov v—v — (four times). Greater freedom of corre- 

spondence is found in Ach. 489 ff. (468) and Zh. 667 ff. (472). 
In Aves 327 ff. (473) Aristophanes intentionally changes 

the rhythm in strophe and antistrophe. The chorus sings in 
dochmiac rhythm in the strophe (333-335), in paeonic in the 
antistrophe (349-51). Each rhythm is singularly appropriate 
to the sentiment expressed. Similar intentional variation of 
melody is found elsewhere. See Ach. 492 f£~568 f. (468) and 
Pax 950—955~1033-—38 (583). In the latter, duiambic correspond 
with aeolic cola. The attempt to secure metrical equivalence in 

these cases by ‘emendation’ and other devices* is unnecessary 
and unconvincing. See 51. 

464. The monometer occasionally occurs singly in comedy, 
inserted between other rhythms or at the close of a strophe. Cf. 
Nub. 1166", 1167” (474), Vesp. 733°, 735° (469), 873 (470). 
Elsewhere two, three, four, five, seven, eight metres are joined, 

but in comedy no dochmiac eqhandhicthe period immediately 
follows another, without interposition of a period in different 
rhythm, except possibly in Ach. 566 ff. (468) and Aristoph. frag. 

Vwwyevo~o. 

SS SSN NNSA AS 

697. 

may theoretically assume seven other 
metrically equivalent forms. See 
Gleditsch, Metrik’, 188, for a convenient 
summary. 

1 See the authorities cited in Kiihne, 
De dochmio quid tradiderint veteres. 

2 Zielinski, for example (Gliederung, 
331), regards both the strophe and the 
antistrophe of the lyric in the Aves 

_lents of anapaests. 

The dimeter and monometer may be assumed in all the 

(327 ff.) as anapaestic, and the paeons 
(349-51) as ‘cyclic,’ i.e. metrical equiva- 

Kock (Die Végel®, 
265) regards 333-5 as partly anapaestic, 
partly paeonic; 349-51 as paeonic. 
Schroder (Aristoph. Cant. 32, 99) regards 
these verses as trochaic in both strophe 
and antistrophe (~Uvuv and vuvv= 
—vu-v). 
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dochmiac lyrics of comedy without resort to word-division. 
Generally also the first of the two metres composing the dimeter 
ends with a word, but this is neglected in Ach. 358 (467), 489, 
495, 569 (468), Nub. 1163 (474), Vesp. 744 (469), Av. 310, 
and 1266, 1268 (465), Thesm. 724 (472), Plut. 640. 

465. Aves 1188-95 = 1262-8 (Syzygy IL). 

Strophe. 

“Hy.a’ woXemos aiperat, moAeuos ov fats vbw — UV -— UWwe—u 

1190 =mpods eve kat Oeovs. adda PvAaTTE Tas 

Gwe ur YPw ev 

1192 dépa repwededov, ov epeBos erekeTOo, 

GDwryr Vw VUww vow 

1194 uy) we AGON Bewv Tis TaiTH Tepov. 

Sway SS Se a 

Antistrophe.' 

“Hyp. B’ amoxekArjkapev Stoyeveis Ocovs 

1264 = pankete tiv eunv duarepav modu, 

1266 =pnde <y@ Tw’ tepdOuTov ava Sdmedov ert 

1268 77d Bpotdv Oeotor eure. Karvov. 

1266 yé Blaydes 

Monostrophic dyad. The period consists of a single dochmiac 
octameter. See 773. 

466. The dochmius is frequently associated with other 
rhythms in comedy, especially with iambic, as in the four odes 

that follow. 

467. Ach. 358-65 = 385-92 (Syzygy 1). 
Strophe. 

“Hyp.a’ ri obv od Aeyes votre 

exiEnvov e€eveykov Ovpal 

NI ONS mem 
Bana Ee Gly 

360 6 te ror © ayeTALE TS péya TOUT Eyels ; 

An fe WF NANA A SEES NPAT, 

362 mavu yap eve ye woOos 6 tu dpovets exer. 
6 

1 For convenience, all antistrophes in in the style of hypermetrical systematic 
this section that contain a dochmiac periods, and thus precisely repeat the 
subordinate period which exceeds the form of their strophes. 
tetrameter in length are printed in cola, 
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364 GAN’ Frep aitds THY Sikny dwpicw, 

Geis detdpo tobmignvov eyxeiper AEyew. 

sa SN Pe Ee Se Ree 

Antistrophe. 

‘Hy. B’ ri tatra otpeper 
4 \ / / 

Texvaters Te Kal TopiCers TpLBas ; 

387 AaBe S epov y evexa rap’ ‘lepwvipov 

389 cKoTodacuTuKvoTpLyd Ti’ "Avoos KuVny, 

391 «ir é€avorye pnxavas Tas Tuorvov, 
€ aA CLUES a > > Ore 
os oKnYiv aywv obtos ovK €eiodEegeTar, 

390 rw’ Brunck: ri 392 ayav Porson: ayav 

Monostrophic dyad. A=abb, 7 3 3, proddic triad: a dochmiac 
heptameter as prodde to two melic iambic trimeters. See 738. 

See the metrical scholium on Ach. 358 ff. Heliodorus divides 
the heptameter into five cola, but his arrangement necessitates word- 
division. Furthermore, he does not include the melic trimeters in 
the ode. It is to be noted that nevertheless he separates them from 
the following trimeters, regarding them as a distich. 

468. Ach, 489-96 = 566-71 (Syzygy II.). 

Strophe. 

Kop.a ri Spaces; ti pyres ; <aAX’> to Oe vov 

i ne pe eae Se ee See 

> / EI 9 “ > > ee GVvaiTXVVTOS VY TLONnpOt’S T AVHp, 

vo--v- v--ve 4d 

492 botis mapacxov TH TOA Tov adyEeva 

GE aa ad ts, Lec NS ae 
eo 2 © fA > / 
amace péXAeus eis A€yerv TavavTia. 

By SS 0 SC 
c > > , X\ aA > a7 

494 avnp ov TpEeyer TO Tpayy. Ela VU, 

§-—-—--—-Vv- Ver 
> , SVaN CA , 
ereonmep avTds atpei, A€ye. 

vr rune verve 4d’ 

Antistrophe." 

Kop. B’ io Adyayx’ & BrErwv aotparas, 
VvrruU vrrvuo 

1 The antistrophe is printed in cola, in order to facilitate comparison with the 
strophe. 

P 
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567  BonPynorov ®& yopyorAdda aveis, 

id Adpay’ ® pit? & dvdera: 

51 vwe—e—u-— v—--—vy 6d" 

elTe TUS ETTL TALiapXos 7) TTpaTHYyOds 7 

51 —=NwH— Vv = VKH VK VP Hv = 1d? 

570 tTevxoudxas avnp, BonOyoatw 

5B -WwH- YU K- VKH KK 

Tis avicas, €y@ yap €xopar pecos. 

489 ad\\’ Hermann 494 dvnp Dindorf: drip 566 ® Hermann: iw 
569 The period consists of a dochmius and an iambic dimeter joined within a 
word, and this was its constitution in the text of Heliodorus. See the metrical 
scholium on 566 ff. Elmsley reduced the dimeter to a dochmius by reading 
Taktapxos Tis 7), omitting orparyyds 7 570 revxoudxas Dobree: recxoudxos 

Monostrophic dyad. A in the strophe=abba, 4 3 3 4, palinodic 
tetrad : a dochmiac tetrameter as prodde, two iambic trimeters, and a 
second dochmiac tetrameter as epode. See 746. If the received text 
of 569 is what Aristophanes wrote, the structure of the antistrophe 
was intentionally varied, as in Av. 327 ff. (463), and became abe, a 
pericopic triad: a dochmiac hexameter, a period that consists of a 
dochmius and an iambic dimeter joined within a word, a dochmiac 
tetrameter. See 771. Even in this case, the last period (570 f.), in, 
imitation of the strophe, may have repeated the melody with which 
the first (566 ff.) began, and the variation may have extended merely 
to the third and fourth cola. If 569 was, as Elmsley supposed, a 
dochmiac dimeter, A in the antistrophe = aa, 6 6, a dyad of the mono- 
strophic type: two dochmiac hexameters in correspondence. See 767. 

See the metrical scholia on Ach. 489 ff., 566 ff. Heliodorus makes 
the strophe a mesodic triad, aba, grouping the two melic trimeters as 
a single distichic period. The lack of complete metrical agreement 
between strophe and antistrophe probably led him to give, contrary to 
his regular practice (701), a separate analysis of the antistrophe. In 
his text, 571 consisted of two ‘cola,’ the antistrophe being octacolic. 

469. Vesp. 729-35 = 743-9 (Debate). 

Strophe. 

‘Hp. a’ riOob riGod Adyourr, pnd adpwv yevy 

730 pnd areys ayav atepdpwv Tt avip. 

aif’ Gherev pou Kndepov 7) Evyyeviys 

78 ~-—-v- ~¥-Vv- ~¥-vV- 3 

3V IC 
> o coe Ls) Oé vw 

€LVAL TLS OOTLS TOLGVT EVOVUETEL, ~ — VU — NC Nee 
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733 cot de vov tis Oedv 88.5 =—v=— -av=—2 

Tapov euavrs v--u- ld 

734 EvAapPdver Tov Tpdypatos, 78 —- Vv - --vu-— 
735 kal 8ndAds eorw ed Tov. —--—-U- v-—v-4 

ov O€ mapov déxou. uw-vu-— ld 

Antistrophe. 

e , , Cr AK > \ , > 2 
Hyp. 8’ vevovOernxev abrdv eis TA Tpdypal? ois 

TOT emeuaiveT*® Eyvwke yap aptiws 

745 Aoyiferal 7 exelva trav dpaprias 
a n , > > / 

ad gov KeAevovTos ovK emeiOeTo. 

747 vov & iscws rotor cots 

Adyous weiGeTar 
ral / 

Kat cwopover pevtor weGiaras eis TO AowroV TOV TporoV 748 u ped S els rv 

miOopevos TE or. 

749 mc@duevos Brunck : zrecOdpevos 

Monostrophic dyad. A=aB (729-32, 733-5). A probably = 
aba‘e, 3233, epodic tetrad: two iambic trimeters that enclose a 
dochmiac dimeter, with a protracted iambic trimeter as epode. See 
748, 776. B=abcb, 2141, proddic tetrad: an acephalous protracted 
iambic dimeter as prodde to two dochmiac monometers that enclose 
an acatalectic iambic tetrameter. See 750. 

470, Vesp. 868—74 = 885-90 (Scene). 

Strophe. 

Kop.a’ evpypia pev mpOta vov vrapyero. 

FC De SS ic UENO 
® Poi? "AroAXov IlvOv ex ayaby roxy 

70 ~—- 45 —- —-SVUD V-ve- 

870 TO mpayp O pnxavarat Z-uv- ve 

eumpooOev ottos Tov Oupoy = ——U- Y—vu— 

dracw Huty appocat Bu-v- --v-4 

Tavoapevous mAdvwv. —-w-—v-ld 
874 inue lady. Tnvocation. 

Antistrophe. 

Kop. 6’ EvvevxoperOa <raitd> cou Karqdopev 

venus apxais evexa TOV TporcAeypevwrv. edvor yap eopev EF OD 

888 Tov Sypov yoOdperOd cov giAovvTas ws ovdels avIp 

890 tov ye vewréepwr. 

885 ratrd Reisig 886 vera Reisig: elvexa 888 qoduecda Cobet: 
no Ojuer ba 890 ye vewrépwr Schol. : yevvatorépwv 
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The strophe and antistrophe constitute the dyad BB of the proddic 
triad inserted in the scene. See 717. B=abed, 3541, pericopic 
tetrad : iambic trimeter, pentameter, tetrameter, dochmiac monometer. 
See 772. The melic trimeter in 886, with anapaest in the fifth place, 
shows logaoedic form (70). 

471. The dochmius has affinity also for anapaestic rhythm, 
as exemplified in the two odes that follow. 

472. Thes. 667-86 = 707-25 (Syzygy). 

Strophe. 

Kop.a@ jv yap pe AdOy Spdcas avoora, 

ddcet Te OLKHY Kal Tpos TOVTH — —-w- “S-—- 

tois dAXos eotar dracw 800 —-—--—-- w—v 6v 

670 rapdderyy UEpews adixkwv 7 epywv 
Wr-Wwaor- wor 

abewv te tpoTwov: djoer 8 eivai 
4 
Iwne = wo _-— el 

te Geovs havepis, SeiEer 7 dyn ~-w- -—-Y~— 6 

674 macw avOpwros ceBifaev 212 -—v—-- -v-¥ 

daipovas TouKaiws T —v-v -v— 4 
> 4 a A 4 

eperovTas} dow Kal vomiua Ce RO C7 

pnSopeévovs movetv 0 Te KaAds EXEL. 

vn” X “A Lal Ants ” 

678 Kav pa) TowWou TavTa, ToWdd’ EoTaL’ 

7 A oe a SOTAL BY @ Los 

avTav Otay AnpOy tis <ovKEeP’> dora dpov 
Y _—_—_ 

Set ee NGS Seay a Nd, (ee NFS NINA ND Sree 3 

680 <> pavio pdA€eyor, Mey = 

Avcon Tapdkoros, Tei Te dpwnt 

—--wv- vw--—-— 3d 

Tacw eudavys opav € 212 15 -Vv-u -v-¥ 

ota. yuvatét Kat Bpototow, —-Vv-u -v—v 4 

684 or. Ta Tapdvopa TA T Uwwus 

avoow. Beds Farotiverar Tapaxpnya Te TiveTat.t 

Vwevowe uw vu — 3d 

Antistrophe. 

Kop. B’ ré av otv eirow pos Tattd Tis, 6TE TOLAvTA ToLwy 68 avat- 

oxvuvtet; Mv. xovrw pévtou ye méravpa 

Kop. B’ dAX otv ake y Obev tikes dhatAws 7 drrodpas ovt AéEers oiov i 

Spdoas S1edus epyov, AjwWer 8 Kaxov. ; 
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Mv. rovro pévTou pr) yévorto pndapas, amrevyopan. 

Kop.’ tis otv cou, tis dv ovppaxos éx Oeav aOavarwv Abo. Edrv 
Gdikows Epyots ; 

Mv. parnv Aadeire: tiv 8 eyo ovK adiow. 

Kop.’ dAN 0d pa 7H Od tax 0d Xalpwv tows 

évuBpueis Adyous éLers 7 avoiovs <Er’> aBEous Epyors® 

722 <kal> yap avrapeoperOa o dorep €lKOS GVTL TOVOE, 

723 taxa Se petaBadoto’ ext Kaxdy érepdtporov Erexet TUXN. 

667 me Bergk: ph 669 éorac dmacw Bothe: dracw éora 679 ovKé? 
Meineke 680 7 von Velsen 683 éora Reisig: éorlv yuvaél Brunck : 
yuvarely Bporotow Enger: Sporois 710 ies 7’ Suidas: 7xevs 7 719 
évuBprets Reisig : évuBploers 720 déées 7” Fritzsche : re \éfers 721 én’ Enger 
722 «kai Hermann 723 6é Fritzsche: d€ ce 725 éméxec Bergk : éméxer Tus 

Monostrophic dyad. A=AB (667-78, 679-85). A = aabcd, 

6 6443, epodic pentad: a tetrad composed of two anapaestic 
hexameters, a trochaic tetrameter, and a dochmiac tetrameter, with 
a catalectic iambic trimeter as epode. See 759. B=abcb, 3 3 4 3, 
proédic tetrad: an iambic trimeter as prodde to two dochmiac 
trimeters that enclose a trochaic tetrameter. See 750. 

This analysis assumes that the strophe and antistrophe were 
originally in close correspondence, but this fact is by no means 
certain. See 51. 

473. Aves 327-35 = 343-51 (Parode). 

Strophe. 

“Hyp.a’ ea €a, Exclamation. 

328 mpodcdope? advdowd 7 erdfomev, Os yap 
281, 271 wrww ~w- - 

piros jv opotpopa 8 apiv QT we ww — -4° 

330 évepero media wap 7piV, CIE CIS), ee 
rapeBy pev Oerpors apxaiovs, wzw--- ---- 

mapeBn S dSpxovs dpvidwy, Ba--- —---— 4 

333 eis b€ ddXov exdAece wapeBare T ene Tapa 
=~ we Ve Wwe ese 

yévos avoctov, Srep eGoT eyeveT EOL UNwuw -~wwy — 
4 r 

moAEmiov eTpady. uwwey —5d 

Antistrophe. 

“Hy. Bp ia io, Exclamation. 
” > ” > / , ¢c XN eray exid emihepe To€urov oppav A re, ns elm 

345 oviav, mrépvyd Te TavTE Go iw eo ee 
? t 

eriBadre repi te KiKAWTAL' SAU AL) eee 

ws def THD oipdlerv apdw net BX Sa ee 

Kat dovvar pvyxer popBav. 5S Sa 
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349 ovTe yap opos oKLEpov 51, 442 —-UwW - UN 

ouTe vedos aifépiov —UwW —-uUW 

350 ovre moAwv redayos Se homes 

€otiv 0 TL de£eTau —-UNW -V 

351 wd dropvydrvte pe. 1W—-uw —vv 10% 

384 éuol Blaydes: ém’ éuoi 345 avrg Reisig: mavra 

Hiatus in 345, 346 is only apparent. Cf. Lys. 479 (303) and the 
comment. 

Monostrophic dyad. A =abed, 4- 2-4 5 in the strophe, 4- 2-410 © 
in the antistrophe, pericopic tetrad: brachycatalectic anapaestic tetra- 
meter, brachycatalectic anapaestic dimeter, anapaestic tetrameter, and 
in the strophe a dochmiac pentameter, in the antistrophe a paeonic 
dodecameter. See 772, 463. 

474. Nub. 1154-69 (Episode IT.). 

Dt. Bodcopal tapa tav tréeptovov 

78 Yvrevu- te VU- Ve 
1155 Boav. iw KArdet SBoroorarar 

Vrouv- + -u- v- ve CF 
) \ ) A \ , , 

avrot TE KGL TAapX ala KGL TOKOL TOKWYV* 

Ne Nee NS ON 

ovdev yap av pe pAatpov epydoa” éru, 
RO ESURES un een QY 

otos é€“ol tTpeperae §=9475 5-VU- Vu — 2 

Tord evi SWpace Tats, -vyu- vu 2 

1160 apdyke yAdtry Adprov, 21 —-—--- ——-—-— 2 

mpoBoros eds, cwrip ddpo.s, ExOpois BAG/y, 

78 Uuwur- --v- --v-3 

1163 Avoavias Tatpwov peyddwv KaKov' 
~=Wwr vr rw 

a / 2 ” ¢ as v4 
dv KadAewov TpéXwv Eevdobev ws EpE. 

10 -w-v- -w~-vv 4d’ 

1165, 6 téexvov © wal, 281,276 -—-~-v 1 

e£eXP” oikwv, —----1 

dite TOU TaTpos. —-w-vv ld 

Xw. 60 éxeivos avip. 281, 276 w-w- 1 

=r. ® diros & didos. 165 —-w—vv ld’ 

Zw. darihc AaBov Tov vio. 78 Uuwur- vv 2 

2. i@ (0, TEKVOV, LW. 212 ~wu-— + wu 2% 

1155 & ’Bodoordrat Princeps: d8odoardrac 1164 tpéxwv évdobey Princeps : 
évdobev tpéxwv RV 1168 vidy Dindorf: vidy cou 

The systematic period ends with ié. The following tov ‘ot is an 
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anaphonema, and in the text of Heliodorus was separated from the 
ode by the durAp. See Schol. Nub. 1170 ff. 

Non-antistrophic. A=apce (1154-60, 1161-6, 1167-70). A= 
abecd, 6 6 2 2 2, proddic pentad: a protracted iambic hexameter as 
prodde to a ‘periodic’ tetrad composed of an iambic hexameter, two 
enoplic dimeters and a paroemiac. See 752. This intermediate 
period possibly may be aabbe. See 754. B=abede, 3411 1, 
pericopic pentad: iambic trimeter, dochmiac tetrameter, anapaestic 
monometer, anapaestic monometer, dochmiac monometer. See 772. 
c=abed, 1 1 2 2, pericopic tetrad: anapaestic monometer, dochmiac 
monometer, catalectic iambic dimeter, trochaic dimeter. See 772 
The first two intermediate periods constitute a monody (593), and 
show appropriate variety of rhythm. 



CHAPTER XI 

PROSODIAC-ENOPLIC VERSE? 

475. The fundamental cola of prosodiac-enoplic verse are the 
two dimeters from which it receives its name, the prosodiac, 

Tpocodiakos, “-vv —uv-, and the enoplius, évdmdu0s, 

—vv- vv-*, which are respectively in ascending and 
descending rhythm. Each normally contains twelve primary 
times and eight syllables, but the first syllable of the prosodiac 
and the last syllable of the enoplius may be short instead of 
long : 

Gas amTouevos hapéertpas ——Vvu -—vu— 

iO @ ava mpds yovdroy V—-UvV —vv— Eq. 1272=1298 

nv 8€ ce Kapxivos €AOov —v UV —- Vv —— Pax 782 

apd ye Tour dp éyé mor —-UVuU-— GVu-—w Nub. 465 

On the constitution and probable origin of these cola, see 630 ff, 
643 ff. 

476. The prosodiac does not admit catalexis, but a hyper- 
catalectic (488) prosodiac dimeter occurs : 

Koy yap ér eirvxiacw ——-Uu —VUu- vw Eccl, 573 

477. By catalexis the enoplius loses its final syllable: 

ppovrid érictaperny —U LV — Vv — Eccl. 572 

478. Cola occur in association with these dimeters that when 
joined with the prosodiac have the form of an iambic dimeter, 
when joined with the enoplius that of a trochaic dimeter. In 
both these associated cola, which in comedy do not admit resolu- 

‘ Since the prosodiac-enoplic odes in quoted, where necessary, from Bacchylides 
Aristophanes are too few to illustrate and Pindar. 
all the forms, occasional cola will be 

216 
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tion, the component metre is generally, but by no means always, 

irrational (650) : 

got yap Tad e€ apxfs meAee —-- VU - —— vv Paw 781 

Kat Tax dv BovBwviwn —v-—-— —v—v® Vesp, 277 

xopov 8 pa) “xn Moprywos Y-v- —-—v— Pax 803 

7d oupdy yépovTos dvTos —-v-v -—-v—-— Vesp. 276 

479. Catalexis in these dimeters assumes the regular iambic 

(v — —) and trochaic (— » —) forms: 

Kal yaoTtpirov ceavTov ——-v—- v—— Vesp, 1529 

pydev eis Avoictparov -—Y-—-— —v wv Eq. 1267 

Optre tals eriBdais v—-v—- v—— Crat. frag. 323 

edie KAewvupos =v—-vu —wv" Hg. 1293 

480. Protraction may occur in cola of iambic and trochaic 

form. The ithyphallic (203) is common : 

tov hidov xopevrov —V—vV — + v* Pax777 

Also a hypercatalectic (488) dimeter in iambic form : 

Beppav & ere wvewv deAAav —-Y- v-—v— v Bacch. x. 22 K. 

481. Two prosodiac trimeters occur : 

Moway yAvkidwpov ayaApa, TOV ye VvoV 
LN) Ne Cen pe acehen var: 

dvépov te Satras Kal Gadias paxdpwv 
SS Se aw — eae gees 

482. Neither of these admits catalexis, but both may be 

hypercatalectic : 
Bb) > > ‘gp Se ~ er \ 

aAXrX aya8 aVLOTEO00 p10 OUTW CEAVTOV 

mt I RO A Oe RO Vesp. 286 

‘ A c lol > TAN Qs 

TOV Tals O Aarots EVPUPLEOWV ac Tloceréav 

i es Pind. Ol. Vili. 32 

483. Two enoplic trimeters occur : 

avtiBory peta TOV Taidwy xopevoat 

NS er A Nm SS ES ois 

epxeTar yAwT7NS érivora woAitnv 

=< Ss=<—— — yw YS eA CCl ie 

_ se AE Ea eee ee 

1 This was called ‘iambelegus’ (Heph. 2 This was called ‘encomiologicum’ 
51. 3 ff.). (Heph. 50. 18 ff.). 
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484. These trimeters both admit catalexis: 

Awyopo KatéBay, Tav movtiav 

SR ANT ER NY oa ore inges Ola vats 

"YBpis, & wAotrov Sivapiv te Bods 

—-v--—- -—-vvu-— vv Bacch. xv. 59 

485. Trimetrical cola occur, in association with the two 

prosodiac and two enoplic trimeters, which in ascending rhythm 
have the form of an iambic trimeter and in descending rhythm - 
of a trochaic trimeter : 

eXOovra Koopnoat Geddpatov roAw 

—--—-v- —-—-v-— ——v =| Bacch. xii. 7 

IIv6ov dig pi Kaxos reve Oar 

—--v- -- Vv - Vv -—-—) £12738 
iatopes Kotpat Oww&irmoe “Apyos 

—-v-- -v-—--—- —v—v» Baceh. ix. 44 

mavOarys epais evertatw ppaciv 

Swe SES SV SS SPV LY Bacch. xiii. 229 

486. Similar in formation are two tetrameters that fulfil the 
function of cola in the composition of strophes. The first is 
prosodiac : ; 

pubes yap dAdo GAXos ex epypacw dvOpwros yAvKis 

—--—- Vv -—- H—- Hey Kv Vv — — Hv — Pind. Isth. i. 47 

This does not admit catalexis. The second of these tetrameters 

is enoplic : 
Lon A e / A 7 > 7 ” 

ed pev aipapOat rapa daipovos avOpwrots apurtov 

—-V¥—--— K-VK VV H-=— — Vv — — Bacch. xiv. 1 

The catalectic form is commoner: 

> / / \ ( A / ad 

eyyovev yevoavto, Kat viurvAov Tpoias édos 

- Vee KV VK VV H— — — Vw Bach. ix. 46 

487. Compare the final colon of the hexameter in the follow- 
ing fragment of Pherecrates (2): 

Aovodpevor Se pO Aaprpas Huepas ev Tois Trehavwparw, ot 0 ev TO 
Je 

pipy 
a , 

Aareite rept cirvpBpiwy KorpocavddrAwy rte 

= WFNS WI NI en ee eS aS dS Lg I Se Sn) Nt 

VmrmUWNW Vv mu _— Ue ur 
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On the probable origin and formation of the dimeters of iambic 
and trochaic form, of the six trimeters and of the two tetrameters, see 
633 ff., 643 ff. 

488. The hypercatalectic syllable generally results in 
Ionian verse from regressive reduction of an acatalectic colon. 
The process of reduction is applied in successive stages: 

catalexis, brachycatalexis, ‘hypercatalexis. Thus an acatalectic 
dimeter in lIonian verse becomes successively a _ catalectic 
dimeter, a brachycatalectic dimeter (tripody), and a ‘ hyper- 

catalectic’ monometer (penthemimer); an acatalectic trimeter 
becomes a catalectic trimeter, a brachycatalectic trimeter (penta- 
pody), a ‘hypercatalectic’ dimeter. See 33, 35, 36, 37. Hyper- 
catalectic syllables in prosodiac verse arose some in this manner, 

if, as seems probable, the iambic penthemimer is the constituent 
element of prosodiac cola in iambic form (638), others through 
the conversion of an original paroemiac into a prosodiac (681).' 
See 642. However derived, they were probably all rhythmized 
in a similar manner. See 37. 

489. Prosodiac-enoplic verse is regular and simple. The 
twelve cola in ascending and descending rhythm that are illustrated 
above : 

Te ¥- eo a 

Ye ¥- Sa ¥e— WV =. 

3. ¥- vv Se AON ¥~-— oo 

4, ¥— VS = ¥- vv Se NAP SR 

5. --— Sa ¥e- Vv -- i 

6. -- Se ¥— Wn ed ars Nh De aed pee Noy oe 

We Soo we NA AS + 

8. re = re UE NP a ~ 

9. Sh I SE WIENS = ph — Mies + 

10. cece ade: et = ES ae ee NS = 

Veale Sat Ans a = Tae Ne ee al ag eh Wa me = 

iD ae = a AOAC SE _ — Y= = 

with their catalectic and hypercatalectic forms, are the elements 
from which respectively prosodiac and enoplic subordinate periods 
are constructed. These cola may themselves serve as periods or 
they may be combined into tetrameters, pentameters, hexameters, 
heptameters and octameters. 

1 Onhypercatalexisinhighlydeveloped notes. For Schréder’s final treatment 
Aeolic verse, see the editor’s Origin and of the hypercatalectic syllable, see his 
Form of Aeolic Verse, 300, with the Vorarbeiten, 93 ff. 
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490. Thus, by combination, in Aristophanes : 
/ te /, DN, \ / / 

otpoPer, tapdBawe KikAm Kal yaotpurov ceavTov 

(142) beuy -vu-l|--uH v — — Vesp. 1529 

“Hpav ré ot “Aoraciay tikrer Katarvyootvy 

Ges ag is a eS ere 
aga on ppevi cvpPBorvdevoopevovs peta cod 

(7+7) -vu- vu--l|-vvu-— vv! Nub, 474 f. 
oas artopevos papétpas NvOGve Sia pay KakOs ever Oar 

GIES eas eA LN Peepmam eee se OR 7570) 72 
nv b€ ce Kapxivos éOav avtiBory peta TOV Taidwy xopetoar 

AES I eet acied (at eas Penne rey MSE Fay amis 
Kal Oue(ntnx omobev rote dhavAws éoOier KAcsvupos 

(CTR Na os Et ey el ta Ha 7p 199 
KaL MOVOS OvK av ereibeT, ANN O77 avTiBoroln Tis, KATH KiTTwV av OTH 

(7+74+8) ~-vu- vuH-vl-vu- vu--l-v-H- 
—v—— Vesp. 278 fi. 

kAeiovga Gedy te ydous avopav te dairas Kal Oadias paxdpwv' got 
X\ LANS) > > lal s 

yap Tad €& apxns peAct 

—--v-— —-—v— Pax 778 ff. 

Bovdopevous avakoworvabat Te Kal eis Adyov EAOciv mpdypata KavTrypadas 

toAA@v tadavTwv 

yvu-- -—v—-— Nub, 470 fi. 
/ 9 / Pipe > 4 , “A ‘ xn \ x pijte Cedpapéva pT eipnpéva Tw TpdTEpov’ puugovor yap iv TA TadaLa 

TmoAAdKis Jewvrat 

vun-vil-vn-e ——~— Ec. 578 fi. 

491. A great variety of combinations of these twelve cola 
is found in lyric poetry and the drama. Variants of these cola 

are very rare. There are but two in Aristophanes. Variants 
arose, under poetic impulse to secure special rhythmical effect, 
by slightly altering the form of a particular colon, commonly 

by the change of a single metre. For the two instances of 
variation in Aristophanes, vv — - vu wv —-— corresponding with 
—=v—-+- ~v—= (Vesp. 276 = 283), and —cc-— vo — with 
-vvu- -—v-— (Vesp. 274= 282), see 825 and 826 f., where 
this subject is treated at length (812 ff.). The combination of 

subordinate periods in ascending prosodiac rhythm with periods 
in descending enoplic rhythm has its exact parallel in the 

' This was called ‘choerileum’ (Schol. Nub. 457 ff.). Cf. Antiphanes 174. 2, 5, 6. 
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union of subordinate periods in ascending and descending rhythm 
in iambo-trochaic (367 ff.) and simplified logaoedic (392 ff.) verse. 

492. Periods in other rhythms are sometimes combined with 
prosodiac and enoplic periods in the same ode. A_ notable 
example is found in Pax 785 ff. (497), where the regular series 
is broken, at the beginning of the second intermediate period, by 
a protracted Aeolic hexameter, followed by two dactylic dimeters 
that enclose an anapaestic tetrameter. Similarly in Ran. 674 ff. 
(498), the first intermediate period begins and the second inter- 
mediate period both begins and ends with simplified logaoedic 
cola. The first intermediate period in Nub. 457 ff. (500) is in 
the same rhythm. Jecl. 571 ff. (501) begins with a logaoedic 
trimeter. The first and last subordinate periods in Vesp. 273 ff. 

(499) are in minor ionic rhythm. 
Single prosodiac and enoplic subordinate periods occasionally 

occur also in odes composed mainly in other rhythms. 

493. Eq. 1264-735 = 1290-9 (Parabasis IL). 

Strophe. 

“Hy. a’ ti kaAAvov apxopevor- GTo-uy -uUV 
ow 7) Kataravopevoiow 488 VC - VY -~-VvU- og 5H 

7 Ooav ixmwv eXathpas deideev—  —- UV -— — -GVU- VU 

padev eis Avoiotpator, -v-—¥ =u BY 

pnde Ootpavtiy trdv advértiov ad Av- 
Bien ork Sy ce 

Treiv exovon Kapoia ; 795 (ant.) - Vv —- — — vu — 5° 

1270 Kai yap otros & piN "ArodXov <del> ret- 
—-—v- J —-vuUvV= vu aT 

vy, Garepois Saxpvors —-vu- vv 5 
oas amrtépevos hapétpas ~-uyu -uv- 

Ilvave dia pa) Kaxas réver Oar. 

W—-—-v- —--v—- v—-— 5 

Antistrophe. 

“Hp. B’ 7) woAAaKis evvexiatae ppovtion cvyyeyevnpat, 

1292 Kat duefytnxX oTdGev wore havrAws eo Pier KAewvupos. 

1294 gaol <uev> yap atriv éperropevoy TA TOV EXOVTWY avEepwY 

1296 ovk av e€eAOeiv axds THs ourins: Tos 8 avTBodrciv av dpws: 

1298 “i@ & ava mpos yovatwv, éeAOe kal ctyyvwbe ty Tpame(y.” 

1270 otros Dindorf: otroct <ael> Dindorf 1273 dig Hermann: év dig 
or €v did 1294 <uév> Bentley 1296 ay duws Bergk: av ouolws or dvouolws 
or dA’ 6uws 
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Monostrophic dyad. A=abbed, 5- 5 5 5 5, epodic pentad: a 
pericdic tetrad composed of a hypercatalectic prosodiac tetrameter, 
two enoplic pentameters, and an enoplic pentameter of different form, 
with a prosodiac pentameter as epode. See 751. 

See the metrical scholium on £g. 1264 ff. 
The ode opens with parody of verses from one of Pindar’s 

prosodia (frag. 89 S.) quoted by the scholiast : 

Ti KadAALov apxopevois 7) KaTaravopevowww 

 Pabi~ovey re Mata nat Ooav immwyv éAdretpav deirat ; 

NF Se PEN OND. Se NAN ae NI ot 4 NS, NP INS NS 

Sato a a A ae ae eee) errs Ba Sa NF NI NI NS Raed he 

Aristophanes has omitted Pindar’s third colon as inappropriate, brought 
forward his fourth with felicitous changes, and added with comic effect 
the unexpected clausula pndév és Avoictparoy. The scholiast says that 
the antistrophe begins with a parody of verses quoted from Euripides. 

494. Vesp. 1518-22 = 1523-7; 1528-37 (Exode). 

Strophe. 

“Hy. a’ ay @ peyadovupa rée- 792 VroVVy ~vV=— 

1519 xKva tov Garaccioro, yoru vam Ay 

mnoate Tapa Wdapalov —- uy HUE 
NX: a> € ‘ > , 

kat Oiv adds arpvyeTou- ~- uy -UuU 

1522 0 Kapidwy ddeAdoi. 5U-v- v= 6 

Anitistrophe. 

“Hy. B’ zaxiv oda KvKAocofetre, kal TO Ppvvixecov 
/ 4 » 

1525 exAakticaTw Tis, drws iddvTes dvw oKéAOS WLwoty of Gearal. 

LE pode. 

Xo. o7poPer, zapaBawe KixkrXM Kai yaoTpicov ceavTor, 

1530 pimrte cxédos otpdviov’ Bey Pikes eyyever Gur. 

1532 Kavrds yap 6 rovTopébwy avaé Tatip Tpocepre 

1534 yoGels ext roiow éavrov maiot Tots TpLdpxors. 

aXN e&dyer, el te idee’ dpxovpevor, Ovpate 

pas TaxXb* TOvTO yap ovsels Tw Tdpos dEedpaker, 

1537 opxovpevos dotis ariAda&ev Xopoy Tpvywdar. 

GroVvvy ~-VvV- YH Vv H- Veo A 

1519 @adacclovo Dindorf: @adacciov 1523 2éda KuxocoBetre Dindorf: 74d’ 
év KUKNW coBeEtTe (sTpoBetre V) RV 

The ode constitutes an epodic triad, AAB. See 716. A=ab, 
46, pericopic dyad: prosodiac tetrameter and hexameter. See 770. 
B is a stichic period composed of seven prosodiac tetrameters. See 
778. 
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495. The tetrameter that constitutes the epode of the pre- 
ceding ode was in favour with the comic poets. Compare : 

xaip’, @ wey axpeoyeAws butre Talis eriPdacs 

THS WueTEpas Topias KpiTHS apwrte TavTwv* 

evoaimov ETLKTE GE pTHp ikpiwy Yodpyors. Crat. 323 

tovtow 8 oriGev itw Sidpov hepwv AvKovpyos 

exwv Kaddoupiv. Crat. 30 

tbro(vyiows adodgavt edOds exrounoat. Pher. 65 

® d€oroTa, Kat Tad VoV akovoov av éyw cor. Eupol. 236 
Adyvvov exw Kevov, O ypar, OAakov de pertov. Diph. 12 

Cf. also Eupol. 139. 
496. A pentameter with corresponding, but  trimetrical, 

catalectic iambic close occurs, as we have already seen, in the 

Hquites (1272 f.=1298 f.). Compare the hexameter, with 
dimetrical iambic close, in the strophe just above (Vesp. 1520 ff. 
= 1525 ff.). Note also the fragment of the Oenomaus of 

Sophocles, quoted in parody in Av. 1337 ff, an octameter 
composed of two iambelegi (481, n.) and a catalectic iambic 
dimeter : 

* * yevoimav aieros tyumeras, [—-—]Ju- --vu -vu- 

ws dprotaeiny trép atpvyérou ——- YU - --—Vvu -~VvuH 

yravKas ex’ oidua Aipvas. —--v- ve 

1337 <el yap> yevoiway (2) Ed. 1338 dumorabeiny Blaydes: av roradeiny 

497. Pax 775-96 = 797-818 (Parabasis I.). 

Strophe. 

“Hp.a’ Motoa od pev todguovs Gt7- -Vu- vu-g 

WTapEvy PET E400 -vu- vv 4 

777 tov didov xopevoov, 480 -vr-v - +o WY 

778 KAeiovoa Gedy Te ydpous —-- uy H-uV 

avépov te daitas Kal Oadias pakdpwr' 

48ln.5--v- --vv -vv- 
781 cot yap T48 €€ apyns pA Y—-V- —--—vs7™ 

nv b€ oe Kapxivos eAOwv - Vue VU 

dvtiBorAn peta TOV Taldwy Xopetoat, 

4838n —-vu- vu-- -v--—5 

785 pan? imdkove pyr eA- 518,516 —vcv- v-+ — 

Ons cvvepiGos avrtois, W-vu- vrs 
GAXAa vopule TavTas = Ge = TO 
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oprvyas olKoyeve’s yuAtavyxevas 

389, 800 (ant.) —~wm-w —-w-—-w 2 

OopxnoTas vavvopveis opvpaddwy — ——-— w—-w- 

191 emokvioplara: pa wavaoupas.|) ks ee we 

793 Kat yap epary’ 6 matip 6 map’ éAridas 

-w-w -w-w 2 

795 eixe 75 Spapa yadqv tis -Vv Ur VU He 
eorépas amdyEar. -v-v --+-4° 

Antistrophe. 

“Hy. B’ rouse xpi Xapitwv Sapopata xaddAckopov 

799 tov cody Tountiyv 

800 dpvetv, drav ipivd pev dwvy xXedidov ECouevn KeAady, xopdv dé 

py xn ~Moporpos 
804 pyde MeAdvOc0s, 08 83) muxporatnv ora ynptoavrTos 7KOVO’, 

807 WVvika TOV Tpaywdav Tdv Xopoy etxov ddeApds TE Kal adTds, dpdw 
810 Topydves oWoddyor BatidorKkdro. 

“Apruiat, ypaoroBa puapol tpayopacxaro. ixOvordpac- 
815 Ov Kataxpemwapern peya Kal rAaTd 

817 Motca Ged per epod Evpmale tiv eoprijy. 

785 wmdkove Bentley : vrakovons 808 adeXdés Bekker: ddeXdés 

Monostrophic dyad. A=AB (775-84, 785-96). A=abed, 
4275, pericopic tetrad: enoplic tetrameter, ithyphallic, prosodiac 
heptameter, enoplic pentameter. See 772. B=abcbd, 6 2 4 2 4, 
epodic pentad: a protracted choriambo-iambic hexameter and two 
dactylic dimeters that enclose an anapaestic tetrameter, with an 
enoplic tetrameter as epode. See 762, 

See the metrical scholium on Paz 775 ff. 
The strophe and antistrophe open with parody of verses from 

the Orestia of Stesichorus ( frag. 35, 36, 37). See the scholiast, who 
quotes the lines parodied in the antistrophe. 

498. Ran. 674-85 = 706-17 (Parabasis). 

Strophe. 

“Hp. a’ Motoa yxopov tepav 
396, 800 (ant); —~ —2 — 2° 

exiBnOr Kat EXO ext reply dowas euas, 

SOs GOO. FO (ante) cen Ree er ee 

676 Tov TroAty oWopevn Aa- satin Ng) ge Ine 

@v dxAov, 0d codiat se Rat Whe ten ae 

pupiar KaOnvrat, Bieter oy 

678 diAotipdtepar KAeopavtos, ef’ ob 
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5) XetAcow apdiddrois Y-uy -vv-2 

680 dewvov emiSpeuerau 792 -vu- vu —- 2 
Opykta XeArdov eth) Pk ery LLY Fate VOLS 

ert BapBapov éECouevn wétTadov" 

394, 800 fant.) OW —- nH - w-w- 

683 xeAadet & éxixkAavrov anddviov vopov, ws azoXei- 
NEE AF EN 

~C Tat, Kav ica yevwvrat. 3938 —--Yv- v-——i 

Antistrophe. 

“Hy. B’ ei & eyad opOds Wetv 
/ Ie: xn fe 4 WIE: > Bi fe Biov avépos 7) Tporov Gattis ET oipwgeTar, 

708 od roAtv ots’ 6 TiOnKos obtos 6 viv evoxAdr, 
KXevyévys 6 puxpos, 

710 6 zovnpotatos Badaveis OTOo-04 

Kpatovo. KUKnTLTEPpoV 
/ , 

WevdoX(tpov Kovias 

kat Kipwdr<as yis, 
714 xpdvov évdiatpiver iddv S€ 745’ ovK eipyVviKOs cof’, iva payrore 

Karobv0y) peBtwv avev EvAov Padifwv. 

714 idwv 6é Bentley: eldws dé or eldus Te 

Monostrophic dyad. A= AB (674-7, 678-85). A=abcd, 2-3 4 2, 
pericopic tetrad: dactylic penthemimer, logaoedic trimeter, enoplic 
tetrameter, ithyphallic. See 772. B=abcde, 2 2 2 27, pericopic 
pentad: anapaestic dimeter in logaoedic time (389), prosodiac dimeter, 
enoplic dimeter, ithyphallic, simplified logaoedic heptameter. See 772, 
777. 

499, Vesp. 273-80 = 281-9 (Parode). 

Strophe. 

‘Hy. a’ ri ror ov mpd Ouvpav daiver”? ap ypiv 

417,424 vuo- + vu-- vu 

274 6 yépwv ovd iraxkover ; vue - vu 

pov amroAdAexe Tas 491 —~-vu- vu -— 2 

275 euBdcas, 7) tporexoy’ ev 802 @nt.) —-Yu- vu-- 

TO OkOTY Tov SdKTVAdY TOY, 5-—U-—-— -—Yv—-—v 4% 

276 «tr ebA€eypynvev avtov 491 “vu - “u- 
To oupoyv yépovTos OvToS, —-—V-— 9 u-n 

277 = kat Tax’ av BovBwviddy ; -vu- —-v-o 6 

pay woAd Spystraros —-vy -vV 

278 iv Tov wap pir, 488 l0o--—-v — 
\ s ’ a > / 5) 

Kat fovos OUVK GV exetber > cae! CSRS ne 
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279 dXrN omer’ dvTiBodoin -Vvu- VU He 

TiS, KaTW KimTWY av OTH -VU—-—- —VU——6 

280 “AiBov ees” Ereyev. yur vue 2 

Antistrophe. 

“Hy. B’ taxa & dv bua tov xOifvdy avO@pwmov, ds ypas Suedver’ 

282 efararav Kat eywv 
c 4 > A 3 S77 nw , 

ws diraOjvatos iv Kal trav Ldpw patos KaTetrou, 

dua TovT ddvvnGelis ef tows KelTar TUpPEeTTMOV. ETT’ Yap TOLOUTOS 

a 
286 GAN dydh avicraco pnd otTw ceavtov 

m” > > , WX QA > A X\ o “~ , 

exOre pnd ayavaKre. Kal yap avyp maxds KEL TOV TpoddvTwV 

tant Opakys* 
a a -) ~ 

289 ov oTws eyxuTptets. 

281 x@cgiwov Hermann: x@ecuvdv 

The strophe and antistrophe constitute the first dyad in an epodic 
pentad, AABBC. See 716. A=aB (273-7*, 277°-80). A=abcd, 
5 2 4 6, pericopic tetrad: ionic pentameter, enoplic dimeter, enoplic 
tetrameter, enoplic hexameter in trochaic form. See 772. B=abe, 
4- 6 2, pericopic triad: hypercatalectic prosodiac trimeter, enoplic 
hexameter, ionic dimeter. See 771, 777. 

The ode begins and ends with a minor ionic movement. The 
entire ode that follows (291-316) is in minor ionic rhythm. Verse 
290, tray & wai traye, is apparently a comical addition of the second 
coryphaeus. It has the metrical form of the final colon of the ode. 

500. Nub, 457-75 (Parode). 

Lyrical Trio. 

Kop. a’ Anjpa pev waperte THOE y? OVK aToApov 

458 aXrXN cromorv, ich & ws —v-v -v— 5 
lal \ > > an Vs > , 

TavTa palwov wap euov KXéos ovpavo- 
396 mer ree ae SAST 

460  pnkes ev Bpototow e€ets. -v-v -v-- 4 
Ss , / A K 7A .o , , > > an 

=T. Ti wetoopar; Kop. a rov mavra ypovoy pet €mov 
481ln 50 -—- GC -—- —-H—- vv -VVH 

463 (nAwtdtatov Biov ar- -- uy H- UVR 

Opwrwv dudgers. —--v- vu 7" 
s TT, ut) SL ee 2 > 
PERS apa YE TOUT ap eyo TOT Ne NCD, 

oyopar; Kop. B’ date ye cov zoA- 

Aovs eri tator Oipats aet Kabjoban, 
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470 BovAopevous dvako.vov- SU wu 

oOai te Kai eis Adyov eAGetv 
EGC eRe 

472 mpdypata Kavtvypapas ToAAGY TadavTwV 

483 —-Ver- VV Hee HH 7 

474 déia on ppevt cvpPov- —-VV- VV HK 

Aevoopéevovs peTa DOD, I-VuU- vu 4 

Non-antistrophic. A=AB (457-60, 461-75). A=ab, 5 4, peri- 
copic dyad in simplified logaoedic rhythm: pentameter, tetrameter. 
See 770. B probably=ab’b’c, 7-77 4, periodic tetrad: a hyper- 
catalectic prosodiac hexameter as préode, two enoplic heptameters, 
and a choerileum (490 n.) as epode. See 745, 776. 

See the metrical scholium on Nub. 457 ff. 

501. Eccl. 571-80 (Debate). 

‘Hp. a viv oy Sei oe tuxviy ppéva Kat pidcoodov eyetpev 

3883 —---w -w-~ ~v-- 3 
ppovtid érurtapevnv —-vu- vu 2 

573 tator pica dpdverv. -vv- vv 2 
Kowy yap er evtuxiauw 488 —--Yvu -—Yvu- v 3° 

574 epxetar yAdtryns exivora zohiryy 
ee ee A ey Ee gees 

575  dShpov eraydaiotcoa 790 —-Yu- vu-v 5 
pupiaw adpeAiaure Blov~ by- 

Ee ie en ey cet eh Ps 

hod 8 dru wep SWvaraus -YVur- vu Be 

Kaupos <O, derTae yap Te codov Tivos €&- 

481 n. SS ee SSS See 

evpypatos 1) TALS Wuav. 1Y-—-vu -vu- — 6" 

578 GAAa wéeparve povov ee tO te 

pare Sedpapeva pt? ei- Se Pe 

pypeva Tw TpoTEpovs fly -~UVur- vu-—- 

580 ovo. yap iv Ta Takada -Yvu- vu-v 

woAXdkis Geovrat. 15H — a =) 3 — (8° 

576 dndod 5’ Meineke: dAodv <dé> Hermann 577 vt Princeps : To or Tot ye 

The antistrophe of the monostrophic dyad is lacking (673). A = ABC 
(571-3, 574-7, 578-80). A=abb, 3 2 2, proddic triad: a logaoedic 
trimeter as prodde to two enoplic dimeters. See 738. B=ab’be, 
3- 5 5 6-, periodic tetrad: a hypercatalectic prosodiac dimeter as 
prodde, two enoplic pentameters and a hypercatalectic prosodiac 
pentameter as epode. See 745, 776. c=ab, 2 8, pericopic dyad: 
enoplic dimeter and octameter. See 770. 
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502. With the last subordinate period cf. the enoplic 
hexameter ending with an ithyphallic in Crat. 240: 

i“ X X\ 

aoTdos de Kai 
»\ , > , 7 7 7 , 

mperBuyeviys Xpovos adXAjows puyevre peywotov tikteTov TUpavvoy 
a OX 4 A Lo 

ov 6 Kehadnyeperav Beot Kadovow 

—-VVnr VUE Sn Ot On Oi On! —vur-rvVvVv ~—-— ery 

—-—-vy —~VUunmt Um Ur nOUL 

503. Modern writers on Greek metric are not agreed as to 
the origin and constitution of the cola that compose prosodiac- 
enoplic verse. See 812 ff. Furthermore, all ancient metrical 
theorists are not in agreement with one another, nor is the 
individual ancient metrician always in agreement with himself. 
The views of Heliodorus, who analyzes three of the foregoing 
odes, are of peculiar interest to students of comedy. See the 
metrical scholia on Pax 775 ff., Hg. 1264 ff, Nub. 457 ff In 
these analyses, he consistently regards the elements ¥ — vu — and 
—v-—~, not as ‘epitrites’ (see Heph. 12. 16 f. and 13 f.) nor 

as ‘ionics, but respectively as iambic and trochaic. His phraseology 
is iambic basis (for “—w-—), iambic penthemimer, iambic 
hephthemimer, iambic dimeter, iambic trimeter; trochaic basis 
(for —w-—*), ithyphallic, trochaic hephthemimer, trochaic 
dimeter, trochaic trimeter. 

504. He does not name the enoplius, but calls the combination 

—-vu-vvu- baxtudKov Tpitovy eis StcvdAdrdgaBiav (Pas 
782 and 783, Hy. 1265) or SaxturcKdv <rpimrouv eis> Tpo- 
yatov (Nub. 465). He does recognize, however, the prosodiac, 
repeatedly designating the combination ¥ -v v— vv — by this 
name. Thus drocapévyn pet éuod (Pax 776) is repiodos mpoc- 

odvaxr) évdexdonpos 7% (cf. the antistrophe, v. 798) dwdexdonpos. 
Again, wewn, Qarepois Saxpvors (Lg. 1271) is mpocodsaxov 
Swdexacnpov. He gives a single indication, of doubtful meaning, 
as to the constitution of the prosodiac. Thus tov mavta ypovoy 
pet éuou (Nub. 462) is avaraotiKy mpocodiaxn repiodos 
Swdexdonuos. Again, more simply, woAdods emt taict Ovpass 
(Nub. 468) is avatratotixov mpocodsakov Swdexdonpov. Does 
anapaestic attached to ‘prosodiac’ here signify the differentia- 
tion that Hephaestion perspicuously states at unusual length 

(630 ff.), or does it mean that Heliodorus regarded the prosodiae 
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as a real anapaestic (logaoedic) tripody, but of fixed form ?! 
The fact is perhaps indeterminable, but it is to be noted 
that his analysis of these prosodiac and enoplic periods is 
evidently controlled by his theory of dovvaprnta, which 
Hephaestion seems to have adopted from him (chap. xv.). 
Thus Heliodorus divides the first period in Paw 775 ff, a 
eatalectic enoplic tetrameter, into ‘dactylic penthemimer’ and 
prosodiac. So also in £9. 1270 f.,a catalectic enoplic pentameter, 

the period consists, by his analysis, of trochaic basis, ‘dactylic 
penthemimer’ and prosodiac.” Thus the true nature of these 
periods is obscured, whether we regard them as enoplic or as 
‘dactylo-epitritic’ (812 ff.). These analyses reveal how heavily 

he is obsessed by his theory. Thus again he states that ud. 

470 f., Bovropévous avaxowodcbal te Kai és Aoyov érOeiv, a 
tetrametric combination of enoplic dimeters, consists of ‘ dactylic 
penthemimer’ and ‘anapaestic hephthemimer.’ He calls this 
an éos, and so far as number and arrangement of long and 
short syllables are concerned, it is no doubt identical with one 
form of the heroic line.” 

505. The reasons for regarding the prosodiac and enoplius 
as dodecaseme isomeric dimeters, in which each short syllable 
has the value of one primary time and each long syllable that 
of two, are stated elsewhere in this book. See, in particular, 

630 ff.,647f. The probable origin of these two dimeters and their 
consequent syllabic identity with fixed forms of the anapaestic 
and dactylie tripody must not be forgotten in weighing the 
significance of the phraseology used by Heliodorus in the metrical 
scholia. Confusion would be likely to arise at once on the 
loss of the music. 

1 The prosodiac is briefly designated Pax 779 f., an iambelegus; 783 f., an 
simply as dvaraorixéy in the commen- _encomiologicum ; 795 f., an enoplic tetra- 
tary on Hg. 1272 and Nub. 475. meter. 

2 Note also his analysis of Nub. 472 f., 3 See Blass, Bacchylidis Carmina®, 
an enoplic trimeter; 474f.,achoerileum; xxxv. f.; Goodell, Metric, 196 f. 
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AEOLIC VERSE! 

506. The fundamental colon in Aeolic verse is a poly- 
schematist dimeter of eight syllables,in which the quantities 
are practically unregulated in the first metre, but the second 
metre is always a choriamb (19 f.): G.) ©2000 -vv-. 
Closely related with this dimeter are four others due to the 
further choriambization of the primitive dimeter: (il.) o o-—v 
v—v-, called Glyconic, in which the quantities of the first 
two syllables remain unregulated; (iii.) -Yvuv- v-ve, 

called choriambo-iambic, which begins with a choriamb and 
has Glyconic close; (iv.) w—-v— uw—wu-=, the diiambic 
dimeter; and (v.) -vu-wv —wv-—v, the ditrochaic dimeter. 
These are all normal Aeolic dimeters, but the last is rare in 

comedy. For their relation to one another and to the primitive 

dimeter, as developed in Aeolic poetry, see 651 ff., 657 ff. 
507. Aristophanes employs nine of the sixteen possible forms 

(651) of the polyschematist dimeter : 

Kaitos woAAot tav7r erafov 1———— —wuwu — Vesp, 1459 

EvvovTes yvopats Etrépwv 5Bu--- -—vuv— Vesp. 1460 

Tois copots, Gv ovver’ eyw 6-Vv--—- -—vu— Nub. 526 

(AO ye THs edTVXias T--v-— -—vv — Vesp. 1450 

tov picavta cEepvotépots 8—-—--—v —vv— Vesp. 1472 

es Badd ths 7AKias 9—-YVu- -—vv— Nub. 514 
e€<Onka, mais 6° érépa W-v-vu -—-vu— Nub, 531 

6 cbdpov Te X® Katarilyoy 11 LY —-—vu —vv — Nub. 529 

TVXOV drevow Sia TV 2v-v- -—vv-— Vesp. 1464 

1 The student is advised to read the discussion of the origin of Aeolic Verse 
in 651 ff. 
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508. By catalexis (Heph. 29. 7 ff.) the polyschematist 
dimeter becomes 0 0 00 —v¥ (34). This catalexis appears 

notably in the Eupolidean, a tetrameter in favour with the 
comic poets, which consists of an acatalectic and a catalectic 
polyschematist dimeter : 

® Oedpevor KarepO mpds vpas eAevepws 

TaAnO) vy Tov Atovugov Tov exOpePavTd pe. 

=o oe Nab) bl Sit: 

The forms of the first metre in the polyschematist dimeter which 
are preferred by Aristophanes are 7 and 9 (see 507) in melic 
Aeolic verse; 1, 6, 8, 10 in the Eupolidean. 

509. By brachycatalexis polyschematist cola end in —- -, 
but this is uncommon. Compare the following tetrameter : 

& paxapurtdy ov ydpov tide TOA yijpas 

—-Vvyu nr K-VK HV -— = AD, 1724 f. 

510. The Aeolic dimeter was originally severely restricted 
to eight syllables, but later, under Ionian influence, it admitted 
resolution of long syllables in certain forms (506, iv., v.) with 
some freedom (659 f.). Resolution occurs even in the poly- 
schematist dimeter, but only in the first metre: 

tro Te yepovTwv oAcBpwv uw - -ve— Lys. 325 

GAXG ToAguou Kat pavioy —-wv- -—ve— Lys. 342 

(Ovtes TOT él TOV TpoTepww —-—Uw —Uv— Nub. 1029 f. 

Aristophanes probably felt, although unconsciously, that the 
original metre which underlay each of these resolved poly- 
schematist metres was diiambic, the forms numbered 12 and 7 

above. Under Ionian influence even an anapaest (cf. 70) might 
appear at the beginning of the first metre :. 

ToAwvxXe Tas ETXov pas w-—U- —Vu— Lys. 345 

Cf. Eccl. 940 (567), Vesp. 1461 (548). 
511. Aristophanes is fond of the Glyconic, of which the 

catalectic form (o o—- wv v—~*) is called Pherecratean : 

Aopdod KiyxAoBarav prdusv ——-—Vv U-—vw — Arist. frag. 140 

yourtov pdos 7pépas --- yu ure 

€oTat Toio. Tapovot KaL ——— GU Vv 

Toio. Sevp addixvovpevors, —-U-— Vu vou 

qv KAéwv aroAnran. -v-v v—— Ey. 973-6 
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The first two syllables of the Glyconic here assume two of the 
four possible forms. Aristophanes uses vw — very rarely and 
vv only in parody, in which he allows also spondaic close of 
the Glyconic (o o—v w—-—-—), found in Sophocles and 
Euripides. He never admits the anapaest into the Glyconic, 
except in parody, as in fan. 1322 (586). 

512. Resolution of a long syllable is allowed in one of the 
first two places of the Glyconic, the unregulated syllables : 

Tl TOTE TPAypa yevnoeTat ; wy-v vv Ran. 1251 

Here the underlying metre was probably felt to be ditrochaic, 
—v-v, since Aristophanes rarely begins the Glyconic with 
the antispast, .--— vw. Compare the unusual resolution in 
yrag. AA L:: 

© mperPita, woTepa pireis -——— Vv Uwu— 

This resolution, which occurs in Pindar, is found in Aristophanes 
in parody in conjunction with spondaic close as in Aves 910, 

914 (585). 
513. The choriambo-iambic and diiambic dimeters occur 

frequently in comedy in both their acatalectic and their catalectic’ 
forms : 

id \ c 2 , “A 

ws pev aA Ady, Kakas - US, ote 

eEoderevev 6 Leds —-vu- v—-—. Ach, 1152 f. 

TpoTov TdAawa KYnoEs vo-v- v-v— Ecel. 919 

yuvaikas avOpaxeverv vy-u- v—-—_ Lys. 340 

A diiambic penthemimer (36) is found in WNub. 702 = 806, 
704 = 808 (562). 

514. Irrational metres are freely allowed in diiambic dimeters 
and sometimes even as the second metre in choriambo-iambic 

dimeters : 

Kovdey TapyAGev, dor éywy -—-—VU-— vu—vwv — Vesp. 637 
TOU Tpdypariw xpwticeTat --v- --v — Nub. 516 

xadKoxpotov tmmwv Ktvros —-vu- --v — Ey. 552 

515. Resolution also is common in the first metre of diiambic 

dimeters : 

ov er exidouue TevOidos Ges SS A NGS 

KUKAw O€ TEpl GE KLTTdS vro-uw v-—- Th. 999 
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patvopevos’ 6 de AUov Barty —~-ruw Vr-vu 

BovAdpevos ev oxdtw AGBou —-~Y~U-— VU—v — Ach. 1168 f. 
Tore TeAca Se Sijpw Oe Oy RS YD, SYR? 

Diiambic cola may even have logaoedic form, under the influence 
of iambic cola in Ionian rhythm (70), as in Ach. 849 (582), 
Pax 948 (583). 

516. Protraction (rov7) is not common and is found chiefly 
in cola of diiambic form, but sometimes in choriambo-iambic 

cola : 

oKeAXow* KaTa péed- yy SG, eS" No a 

Aovtes AaPeiv aitod Kiww -—-—V- —-—-v- 

aprdcacra pevyot *-v- v-— Ach, 1159 f. 

qvika TOV Tpaywdoav —vwu-— vw— -— Pag 807 

517. Ditrochaic dimeters are rare in the Aeolic verse of 
comedy, but when they occur they admit the irrational metre, 
resolution and protraction, as in Ionian rhythm: 

‘\ # A , 

pay POdver taiow veaor, 
xX > X\ > 7 

TO Tpvpepov yap euTepuKe = 

€xTeTOL Gov TO THPNPA -—U-+ -—VU-vu 
/ > > / > / 

70 T exikAwtpov dmoBdXots 

518. Trimetrical cola are much less common than dimetrical, 

but they occur in all five forms : (i.) polyschematist, (ii.) Glyconie, 
(ii.) choriambo-iambie, (iv.) diiambic, (v.) ditrochaic (rarely), and 
are due to the same choriambizing influence which produced the 
dimeter. Compare the corresponding dimeters (506). In illustra- 
tion, note the examples quoted from various poets in 654, and 
also the following : 

. a4? 7 X , 

(i) Ka? erepov vuKtepivdy yevouto 

—-Vvu- -v ve -— v-—~) Ach. 1163 

eEaratorw TapaBatvovot te Tovs 

—-Vvvr H-v Vv — vv Th, 357 

Kat Open vupdav épatois ev vuvors 

UuEw~yun- -vv- v—-—- Th. 992 

(ii.) xatp & xprodKepws BeBaxta Kirov 

Ildv, HeAaryuxov “Apyos euBatrevwv 
—-¥-¥y v-v- v—-— Crat. 321 

@pav ovK dzoXeis od droAnwer 

—---v v--—v Vv —— Eel. 923 
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The first of these, quoted from Cratinus, is the Phalaecean (ef. 

Vesp. 1226, 1227, 1248); the second, the catalectic lesser 
Asclepiadean. 

wee ” , > 4 

(iii.) eo7e Sikavov, €¢ Snpoxpatovpeba 

—-Vvu- v—--—u Vv H— vu — Keel. 945 

9 7 “Edéoov paxaipa mayxpvoov exes 

—-Vvvu- vme-v-— -vvu— Nub. 598 

(iv.) oi{ovea mwdpados éxl tparéfn Kewpevy 

—--— Uw Vwv—- ~-—v — Ach. 1158 © 

Yap pow pajtnp ahrAy BEBnKe 
—=—-—- —-—--—- Y= Ecel. 913 

(v.) Kami rots pHAos éravOet* ob 8 & ypad 

ay a ay Ch Ran ees 

On the relation of all these cola to the primitive trimeter, see 
655 ff. 

519. Aeolic trimeters in comedy, except ditrochaic, generally 
assume iambic, rarely choriambic, catalexis. They admit the 
resolutions, irrational metres, protraction, and the irregularities 
found in parody, that are allowed in dimeters. For example, 

Aristophanes uses in Av. 908 (585), in parody, an acephalous 
(38) polyschematist trimeter, ».—- Vv ———wv vu =——-=, which” 
ends in Glyconic form with spondaic close (511), where normally 
he would have -u-v —Vv-—v v—v-. In the following 
colon (909) the same trimeter is brachycatalectic. 

520. Correspondence is allowed between certain forms of the 
unregulated metre in polyschematist cola: 

“ \ 

vov de Tov ek Ojpetéepov = 

ovrur08 otto Kabapos —GuU- —uUu— Vesp, 526=631 

Aoyouwt Kat ppovtion Kat = 

@s 950 Tov Toiot Adyos G—-VU—- —Uu— Nub. 951=1026 

Tov Svyypaghy Tov peAewv rout = 

KaG Erepov vuKtepivov yévouro 

—-¥u- —-vu- v—— Ach. 1151=1163 

pvoews, iv EXor Tis det = 
Ti yap ékeivos dvTieywou UY — VY — Uv — Vesp, 1458=1470 

521. The different allowed forms of the Glyconic may 
correspond : 

> a 5 , A 8 clay Steal 
ev TW ELY PAT TWV OLKWY = 

Ic a Gai = 0095 ® > , A 

obtos ov dvvarar pabetv = 
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kadew “Opbaydpav, orws = 

TOL, Talyvea* TiVO Epa Se ICC LG 922, 

522. The normal and irrational forms of the choriambo- 

iambic dimeter may correspond : 
, ‘4 - 

xaAKoxpotwv imTwv KTVUTOS = 

THS lepwratys daraloov —-vu- ~-v — Fy. 552 = 582 

523. Normal, irrational and resolved metres may correspond 

in duambie cola: 

, ce Ned >’ , 

dedpevov, 7) 8 OrTnLEvy = 
; K 

Bovropevos ev cxoT~ AGBor Gru — IC — vw — Ach. 1157=1169 
\ ‘ > A > / 

7 pos TyV EpyV avaykKnVv = 

péAnpa, Kimpidos epvos Y—-us~ v-- = Keel. 969=973 

) peya Te petameretras= 
6 mais 6 PidoKA€wvos Maun v——  Vesp.1454=1466 

524. The choriambo-iambic dimeter may correspond as a 
whole with the polyschematist, Glyconic, or diiambic dimeter : 

yupvaciou Neyery Te Ot = 
IC vu — Vesp. 527 =632 q 

> AN > , SIAN 

ovdevds aKovoapev ovjde -uU 

po) Kata TOV veaviay 
"4 6 rE e ion \ o ah 

rovoe Neyer. Opas yap oOs= 
> 

ws b€ mavr’ éereAndAvbev Sy IC NO ed 

~ — Vesp, 532 f. = 636 f. 

q 
XAaN la) o 2D) eM ? 

Kovoev TapnAGev, WoT Eywy —-GY- v 
€ / A 

botepdrous BonBo = 
yuvatkas avOpakevey Y~su- v-—_ Lys, 326=340 

525. The same correspondences are allowed in two equivalent 

subordinate periods. 
526. Single Aeolic subordinate periods may be combined in 

the same systematic period with most of the rhythms of Ionian 
verse, often with marked effect since the contrast of rhythms is 

impressive. 
527. Aeolic verse developed many tetrameters of fixed form 

by uniting two of the five dimeters named above (506). Some 

of these tetrameters had vogue and received particular names in 
antiquity, and some came to be used, like iambic and trochaic 

tetrameters, in recitative verse. These tetrameters are nearly all 

catalectic. 
528. Thus (i.) the Eupolidean, already cited (508), of which the 
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general scheme is 0000 —-vv—- 0000 —vu™. (Com- 
pare the Parabasis of the Nubes (518-62). 

The forms of the first metre in these forty-five verses, arranged in 
the order of frequency of occurrence, are: — ——— (16 times), 
---v (9), —-—vVv-- (8), FPS Ci), Yr Sey (1), with four 

doubtful cases: ---—™ (2) wuuv-—-*¥ (1), —¥—-— (1). The 
forms of the third metre are: — — — — (12), - v—v (11), -v-- 

(10), ---v (5), »----— (3), »—-v (1), with three doubtful 
cases: —“—v (1), -¥-- (1) 7 --- (1). Compare the list 
of forms in 651, 

529. This verse was much affected by the comic poets. 
Resolution is admitted in the second dimeter of the tetrameter 

as well as the first: 

” See a , STany \ 4 , te 
nV 6 Qwv TVKOV TLS LON Sia Ypovov veov ToOTE, 

ropOadrpis Tov irropev To TOV Traut 7 a) TOUTW TEPLULATTOILEV TW TWV TALOLWV 

Nm ws hers a2 

For other examples of the Eupolidean cf. Crat. 74, 98, 318; 

Pherec. 29, 47, 64, 122, 191; Eupol. 78, 120; Aristoph. 54, 

99; Plat. 92,169; Alexis 206, 237; Frg. incert. 53, 54, 55, 

Doze oo U! 

530. The epionicum (ii.) likewise consists of two poly- 
schematist dimeters, the first acephalous (38), the second 

acatalectic (Heph. 57. 11 ff.): 

® KadXiorn TOAL TacGv boas KXéwv épopa, 
c 5) , , , 3s n \ a ” 
ws evdaipwv mpotepov t aba, vov dé padrdrov ery 

Cf. also Eupol. 291, 292. 

531. The Priapean (iii.) consists of two Glyconics, the second 
catalectic (Heph. 33. 19 ff.): 

ovd Aigwvid’ épvOpdxpwv éoOiew ere TplyAny, 
IQr 4 ION ‘al ‘ 4 

ovde Tpvydvos, ovde Sewwod puiv peAavotpouv 
VY =Ssy Meee Seay wos Cae Bil 

See also Crat. 320. 

532. The greater Asclepiadean (iv.), called also Yamduxov 
exkaloexacvhAraPov (Heph. 34. 11 ff.), likewise consists of two 
Glyconics, but the first dimeter abandons Glyconic close, 
developing an antispast as the second metre, as in the lesser 
Asclepiadean (518, ii.), and is thus closely linked with the 

‘ 
fl 
\ 
4 
i 
i 
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following dimeter. Aristophanes has joined the Phalaecean 
with this in parodying Alcaeus (frag. 84) in Av. 1410 ff: 

” , “99 IOr ” , 
dpviles tives 010’ ovdev EXovTes TTEpoToiKtAdL, 

Tavucintepe Touktta yxeArdoF ; 

SS ee 

vvunry wvwrvuo vo 

Cf. Aves 1415 also and Vesp. 1238 (Asclepiadean in a scolium). 
For a discussion of Asclepiadean trimeters, tetrameters and 
longer periods, see the Editor’s Origin and Form of Aeolic Verse, 

304 ff. 
533. An acatalectic and a catalectic choriambo-iambic di- 

meter (v.) were also combined (Heph. 30. 11 ff.): 

oida pev apxaidv te SpOv Kovyxt AEAnP Ewavtov 

—-vu- - Hv Hv Vv — - Arist. frag. 30 

This tetrameter is used by line in the Flatterers of Eupolis 
(frag. 159) in a quotation of sixteen verses. Compare also 

Eupol. 38, 561. 
534, Different dimeters might be combined, as (vi.) the 

polyschematist dimeter and the Pherecratean : 

év Aexpave AwTopopw, Kieipdv Te Sporddy 

—-—--¥y H-Ve Ve Ve Hy VV — — Pher. 109. 2 

535. The polyschematist and the choriambo-iambic dimeter 
were combined under the fundamental scheme 0 000 -~vuv- 
=o = —, The first metre assumes various forms, but 

two of these tetrameters got vogue. First (vii.): 

Atyviv d0xO pot Kafopav Kat Karvov ® yvvaiKes 

@oTEep TUpdS KaopEevoUs oTEvTTEoV eaTl BarTov 

FS SSS OBS OS SS uv — — Lys. 319, 320 

536. Compare also (viii.) : 

el yap euol ravoapev tod ToAguov yevorTo 

NS a NOI CN area NCPR v — — Arist. frag. 109. 2 

For acatalectic examples of this tetrameter see Pher. 29 and 122. 
537. The polyschematist and the diambic dimeter were 

combined, as (1ix.) : 

(NAG ye THS evtvxias Tov TpecPBvy of peTEeTT? 
Ses eRe Nh Oi 4. Peep, Ad aid. 
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538. The Glyconic was combined with the choriambo-iambic 
dimeter, as (x.): 

© tpecPira rorepa drAcis tas Spumeteis éraipas 
ov Tas vroTtapHEevors GApuddas wos éAdas 

SS DSR v — — Arist. frag. 141 

539. The choriambo-iambic dimeter and Pherecratean were 
combined, as (x1.): 

@ paddyas pev eEepov avarvewy 8 vaxwOov 

SSS OBS SSS vw — — Pher. 131.1 

540. The combination of the choriambo-iambic dimeter with 
a catalectic polyschematist dimeter, of which the first metre was 
usually —v-—v, gave the celebrated tetrameter named (xii.) 
Cratineum (Heph. 54. 11 ff) after Cratinus : 

Eve kusooxair’ ava€ yaip efack’ ’Exdavrisdys, 

TdvtTa popyTd, TavTa ToApynTa THdE TH YOPA, 

aAjv Heviov vopour kat Exowlwvos & Xdpov. 

—VV—- Vv HV — HV —-- — vo — Crat. 324 

Cf. also Crat. 327, and (text uncertain) 9, 41, 146, 210. For 
Eupol. 37 see Heph. 54. 19 ff. ; 

541. It seems probable that some of the foregoing tetrameters 
may have been used in continuous passages as ‘ verses’ rendered 
in recitative, as the anapaestic tetrameter and trochaic tetrameter 
are often employed in Aristophanes, especially in the parabasis. 

There is, for example, very strong presumption that the series 

of sixteen (668) tetrameters in Eupol. 159 (538) constituted the 
epirrhema or antepirrhema of a parabasis. The only certain 

example in Aristophanes of Aeolic tetrameters rendered in 
recitative is found in the parabasis of the Nubes (528), where 

Eupolideans are thus used. It is also possible that Aeolic 
hypermeters may have been used in the pnigos, in the manner 

of the anapaestic hypermeter in the parabasis. Cf. Pher. 96 

quoted in 549, and note Bergk’s surmise. 

542, Pentameters, hexameters, heptameters, octameters and 

hypermeters are formed by the union of dimeters and trimeters 
of the same or different orders. 

543. From the foregoing elements systematic periods of 
simple or varied form are composed, according as they consist 
of a single sort of colon or of different elemental cola. 
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544. A strophe may consist solely of a single sort of colon, 

as in the two odes that follow: 

Eq. 973-6 = 977-80 = 981—4 = 985-8 = 989-92 = 993-6 

(Stasimon I.) 

Strophe I. 

‘Hy.a’ Wdurrov pdos ipEépas - Ic a et tS 

frrar Toit Tapotor Kal —Y— YU GV uU— 

975 rotor Setp adixvovpévors, —-G-V vou 

jv KAéwv aroAnrat. Sy ee eee 

Strophe II. 

‘Hy. B’ cairo tperBvtépwv twvdv otwv apyadewrtdtov éy TH Selypate TOV 

duxGv AKove avTireyovTwv 

Strophe ILI. 

‘Hy.a’ ds ef pry "yéve? odtos ev ty wode péyas, ovk dv qoTnvy oKety 

Svo xpyripw, SotdvE ovde ropiv7. 

Strophe IV. 

“Hyp. B’ dAda Kat 768° eywye Jarpdtm ras bopovrias avrovd: agi yap 
SN € cS a ¢€ , 

GUTOV OL TTALOES OL évvedpoitur, 

Strophe V. 

‘Hua’ thv Awpuwtt povnv av GppdrrerOar Sapa tiv Avpav, GAAnV & 
B ] B ] Pays u} 

>’ , ~ > 

ovk €OéXew pabety Kita TOV Kiapurtiy 

Strophe VI. 
c eS. , ) > / , e i , ec - na > A 

Hp. B’ opywOevr arayew Kedevew, ws appoviav 0 Tats ovTOS OV OvvaTat 

pabeiy Hv pay Awpodoxuti. 

975 rotor Seip dadixvounévais Bentley: Totow adixvoupévoiow 981 *yével? 
Scaliger: yévo.8” 

The six strophes constitute a monostrophic hexad (701). The 
period consists of a single octameter composed of three Glyconics and 
a Pherecratean. See 773. 

See the metrical scholium on Eq. 973 ff. 

545. Ran. 1251-60 (Episode I1.). 

Xo. Ti mote mpaypa yevioerac; wu-v vr 
dpovtife yap é€ywy exo, —-—--v vr 

tiv apa pene eroirer wuev vw—=6 

avpt Tt) Tord TAciota 4:1) —-vr-v vr 
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1255 kal KéAAura péeAn Trou7- yal Vv Ags 

lal i? la 
Cc CAaVTL TWY PEXPL VUVL. ISG) 

, ‘\ ” > a 

Gavpdfw yap eywy orn 581 ---v vue 

pepwetai more TOUTOV = Gia es = AY 

Tov Bakxyxetov avakta, —-—--— 4 Vv — 0 Oy 

1260 kai dédorx’ trép aidtov. W-Yv-u v= 

1256 péxpe vuvi Meineke: rc viv (vbv é7) dvTwv 

Non-antistrophic. A=aab (+), 664 (+2 2), epodic triad, with 
refrain, in Glyconic rhythm: two hexameters with a tetrameter as © 
epode, the strophe closing with two Pherecrateans that repeat the 
melody of the final colon of the tetrameter. See 737 and 774. 

546. In the following all but two cola are Glyconic: 

Av. 676—84 (Parabasis). 

Commation. 

piryn, © Fou}, 509, 800 

pirtatov opvewy 38 AA Vv 

f ms a ea 

TAVTOV, EVVVOpE TWV EULWV oh Re 

Vv 

| G C | | | na fe) Kop. a’ 

> 

CEC SC 

| © | 

tpvov, Evvtpod’ axydoi, col ane 

680 7AGes FADes GPOns, 509 5-v-v 

nOvv pOdyyov éyot pépova" * Se 

GAN & KxadAALBoav Kpéxovo” ee ee 

| | bo 1 a 

adrdy pbeypaciw ijptvois —---vu 

dpXov TOV davaTaicTwr. ---vu 

Non-antistrophic. A=abac, 2- 6 2- 8, epodic tetrad: two brachy- 
catalectic polyschematist dimeters that enclose a Glyconic hexameter, 
with a Glyconic octameter as epode. See 748. 

On the commation see 293 ff., 298. 

547. The Pherecratean was sometimes used continuously in 
a series of short verses : 

” / XV a 

avopes TPOTXETE TOV VOLY —~——VVuU V—— 

eLevpHpate Kava, —---v ve 

oupmTiKTol dvaTaictos —- —— wv w—— Pher. 79 

Cf. Crates 33, Eupol. 162. 
548. The continuous use of the polyschematist dimeter in 

an entire systematic period, in the manner of the Glyconic, was 
avoided in melic verse, probably because of the irregularity of 
form of its first metre. The nearest approach to this use in 
Aristophanes is found in the following ode: 
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Vesp. 1450-61 = 1462-73 (Stasimon II.). 

Strophe. 

‘Hp.a’ (AG ye ths edrvxias 987 --v- -vv- 
~ 4 ® , Tov mperBuv of petertyn Bee |e ed 
“A / A nw 3 wv Enpov tporwv Kal Boris See 

a \ “A > \ erepa d€ viv avtipabov 

IC — 
Q < 

| I ¢ 

GGG 

| ww 

 peya Te petarercirar 5 

1455 emi 7d tpvddv Kal padakov. be 

(EM Hotes C 

é C ] 

! | C 

GGG 

I 

o 

taxa 8 dy iows ovK eBéXdou: G 

TO yap dmrootnva: xaAerov e 

Vv 

/ a ” aa, 

pvogws av EXOL TUS Get, 802 
nw » 

Kkaitot 7oAXot tatvr exabov: Oeste = 

| ¢ ! 

GGG 

C | 

1460 = Evvdvtes yvaepais ETEpwv Sobek Ce 

peteBddAovto Tovs Tpdrovs. SOM ea Ss eS Es IGeGanG 

| 

Antistrophe. 

“Hyp. B’ roAAov & éraivov Tap efor 

Kat Toto ed ppovoto 

TVXOV areowv Sua TiV 

1465 ¢tAoratpiav Kal codiav 

6 trais 6 PiroKA€ewvos. 
> \ A iA > ~ 

ovdevi yap ovTws ayave 

Evveyevopunv ovde Tporois 
> fy! Xa? oe 7 

ereuavynv ovd e&exvOnv. 

1470 ri yap exelvos avtiAeywr 
> 7 > , 

ov KpeitTwv iv, BovdAdpevos 

Tov pioavTa wEeuvorepors 

1473 = kataxoopyoa. tpaypacw ; 

1454 peramecetrac Bentley: perameicerac or péya teicerau 1455 émi ro 
tpupav Dindorf: éri 76 pupay or érirpudoy or éml 7d rpupdr 

Monostrophie dyad. A=abe, 4 6 14, pericopic triad: tetrameter, 
hexameter, hypermeter of fourteen metres. See 771. 

The polyschematist dimeter here admits six different forms of 
the unregulated first metre in addition to those that are pentasyllabic 
or hexasyllabic by resolution or irregularity (1461 =1473). Only 
two cola are non-polyschematist, the catalectic diiambic dimeters 
ending the first two subordinate periods. With these compare the 
last colon, a catalectic polyschematist dimeter (508). 

549, Compare the series of dimeters in the following 
fragment : 

R 
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* * * * gois b€ Kpitais = 
lal \ / 4 

tois vuvt Kpivovor A€Eya, —---- - 
‘ 5 Lal > > if 

pe) “TuopKetv pnd adixws =Swo= = 

Kptvewv, 7) vy TOV piduov —---- - 

poOov eis tyas eTepov Rir wees 

CAC CaCI GG 

| 

Pepexparns AcEer Tord TOUS 

CC CCG 1G 2 —  Pher. 96 
, 

TOV KAKNVYOpPLoTEpov. NN 

As Bergk surmised, this may have been the close of the pnigos 
of a parabasis, to which it would be admirably adapted. Cf. also. 
Pher. 13 (two subordinate periods), 95, Eupol. 362 (a colon and the 
beginning of a second), Arist. frag. 11, 533. 

550. The continuous use of the acatalectic choriambo-iambic 

dimeter was likewise avoided in strophic composition, although 
it appears, like the Eupolidean, in a verse of fixed form (533) 
which was used by line. The catalectic dimeter, on the other 

hand, occurs in a fragment of Aristophanes in a series of limited 

extent : 
> > x A 

OvK €TOS @ YUVatKES See Ree 

TATL KAKOLOLY HULGS —vu- vee 

prGow éExdorto# avdpes: —-vur- vr 

devva. yap Epya Spocar —~vv- vr 

AapBavoper@ tm avtov 5-YVu-— v—-— Arist. 10 

Compare also : 

ds yapitwv pev Ofer -~vur- vee 

kadAaBisas de Baiver, -vu- ere 

onoapioas dé xeCe -uVur- ere 

para dé ypeprretas.. . —vuv- v-— _ Enupol. 163 

The last colon seems to be an abnormal catalexis of the preceding 
catalectic dimeter and has given offence. Emendations have been 
proposed, but the form, since it is unique, is probably due to defective 
quotation, as Hermann indicated (Hlementa, 576). The sentiment 
precludes the supposition that it is a dochmius. 

551. Variety of effect was secured by the combination of cola 

of different orders, as of polyschematist and choriambo-iambic 

cola in the following: 

Nub. 949-58 = 1024-33 (Debate I.). 

Strophe. 

‘Hy.a’ viv deiferov To mutvw «= 85 HU 

950 ois mepiekioure Se Cn Ome ey TENN 

CC 

~ tT igi 
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Adyou Kat ppovtiot kat 535 co — bh iaerzond Par Neal Vaud ie cers 

, , yw ACV YVWOLOTUTOLS [LEPLLVALs, SUES SHS t 

953 A€ywv dpueivwv ToTEpos BU-YV- —-VUV 

pavycetar* viv yap amas Gru -uVe 
> , , 3 - / 

évOdée xivéuvos avetrat godias, —GU— —-GVu-— =vuue 

957 is mepe Tois epots pirors -VvVr- Vee 
> \ > \ / CV 

€OTLY GAYWV [EYLOTOS. HN rae 

Antistrophe. 

“Hp. BG KkadXirupyov codiav 

1025 = xAeworarny éeracKor, 

ws 760 gov Toiat Adyous 

cadpov exertiv avOos. 

1028 evdainoves 8 Foav ap ot 

(Qvtes TOT ext TOV TpoTépwr’ 

mpos obv Tad’ ® Kopiorper potoav éxwv 
1032 det oe A€yew Te Kawvdv, ws 

nvdokipnkev aviip. 

953 Néywv auelvwv mébtrepos Bergk: omérepos aito Néywv duclvwv, in which 
omérepos avroty is a gloss on the original wérepos 

Monostrophic dyad. A=aab, 4411, epodic triad: two tetra- 
meters, with a hendecameter as epode. See 787. 

552. Polyschematist dimeters are combined with Glyconics 
in the following fragment : . 

* F * * advTa yap tv = ere 
, ’ > “~ > , 

peor avdpov Kal perpakioy i ae = 

TivdvTwr, 6pov SO dpadw —---v -vVH 
sa > ® , 4 = 

ypgou av peydAaow ot- —VuH—v Vee 

vov xaipovta Aeracrtais. Philyl. 5 Or | | | C C | | 

See also Arist. frag. 561. 

553. In the following ode, series of choriambo-iambic 
dimeters and of Glyconics are linked by two trimeters : 

£q. 551-64 = 581-94 (Parabasis I.). 

Strophe. 

‘Hp.a’ ize avaé Iocedov -Vvu- Vere 

Xadkokpotwv imrwv Ktimos —U UV —- Y— uu — 
Kal Xpemeturpos avddver 

802 ant.) VES vov=— 

Kat KvavenPoro. Poai | C ¢ | C | C | 
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555 pucboddpor tpirjpers, 5B-vur- v-— 108 . 

petpakiov 8 aprrrda Aap- —wus ue uUS | 

TPVvVopevwv eV appari -VuVr- Ver . 

kat Bapvdatpovovvrwr, —vun=r v= 6 | 

Seip EAP cis xopov & xpvootpiaw © | 
518, ii. —---v v--v v-- 8 

560 deAdivwv pedcwv LVovvidpare, 
0 -—---v vr--y ee 

& Tepaiorie rat Kpovov —-9-Vv vr 

Poppiwvi te pidtar ex -o9- Vv vr 

tov dAAwv te Gedy “ADVW- ---Vv vr-vur 

valois mpos TO TapeTTos. —~--v v-g BF 

Antistrophe. 

“Hyp. BQ rodvwtxe Taddds, 
THS lepwtatys aa- 
cov ToAeum Te Kal ToUN- 

tais Suvaper O vreppepor- | 

585 ons pedcovra Xwpas, | 
Seip adixod AaBotoa Thy . 

év oTpatiais Te Kal pdxass 

npetepav Evvepyov | 

Nikny, 7) XopiKov eat eraipa | 

590 trois T éxOpoior pe?” tpav oracracer. 

vov obv devpo pavnOu: det 

yap tois avipdo. toicde 7a- 

on TEXVN Topica. owe vi- 

Knv elrep Tote Kal vov. 

Monostrophic dyad. A=abcecd, 10 6 3 3 8, proddic pentad: a 
decameter as prodde to a periodic tetrad composed of a hexameter, 
two catalectic Asclepiadean trimeters, and an octameter as epode. 
See 753. 

See the metrical scholium on Hg. 551 ff. 

554. With this compare the following series of five 

tetrameters : 

& paddxas pev eLepov 539 nN ad eee LAE a fy Sm) 

avarvewy & vakiOov, a IRG nae ae 

Kat peAtAkwtivoyv AaAov 583 -Yvu- vr-v- 
A ene. / Cc 

kal poda mpoowernpus, -vu- v-- 4 } 
an 

‘\! 

& didev pev dudpaxov 53815 -Yvr-u vou 

mporkiav Oe véAuva, By ins heen ae 
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c 

yeAov & trmocédwva kat 581 VY -- vy vr 

Kocpordveara Baivor, SG SUN ee eae 

eyxXet Ka7iPoa Tpitov 5381 ---v vv 

rawov, os vopos coriv. 10 —--—v vu—vw 4% Pher. 131 

555. A series of two catalectic choriambo-iambie cola and 

a Pherecratean is found in Arist. frag. 695: 

dots ev 75vdTpoL$ =Suyuese wee 

oTPUpact Tavvux iCwv = Oi OL — 
‘\ QZ > / 

tiv derrowav epelders,. —-—-—-— uu v-— 

556. Diiambic and Glyconic cola are the chief constituents 

of the following : 

Ecclesiazusae 911-17 = 918-23 (Episode II.). 

Strophe. 

Ne. aiat Ti ToTe TEelrTopat; Se OO en ee 

ovx yker povtaipos, 73,516 -—— + —- —-—+: — 

912 povyn d atrod Acltropa, 7 800 Vv - --— -vv- 
yap por pytnp GAAy BEBnwe. —--— - — -~-— + - vv pen: 

Kal TaAXN ovdev peta TavtTa det A€yerv’ 

88,518 5 —--- -vv- vrv- 

915 GAX @ pat’ ixerevopat, ——-=—-v ve 

kaXrew Opbaydpav, drws veeu voce 

<av> GavTns KaTovat, avTBor@ ce. 

BUS fy ie a AO CY 

Antistrophe. 

Tp. 90 Tov ax “lwvias —— Uw er 
Tporov TaXawa KvnoLGSs, vou ure 

920 Soxets S€ pou kat AaBSa Kata Tors Aer Piovs. 
Oh ee a ed) 

GAN ovK av 708 thapracas —--—-—-—Vv vr-v- 
Tapa Tatyvia’ thy 8 eunvbB—Vv-vuw voy 

@pav ovk aoXeis odd drodAnwe. 
2 Ea ca a pe ae I 1 

916 ’Op@aydpay Ed. : tov ’Opdarydpav 917 ay Hermann 921 tdapracats 
Sealiger: vpapracato 

The strophe and antistrophe constitute the second dyad in a 
proddic combination of eleven strophes. See 717. In the strophe, 
C=abe, 27 10, pericopic triad: catalectic polyschematist dimeter, 
Aeolic heptameter, decameter. See 771. In the antistrophe C =ab, 
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7 7, epodic dyad: diiambic heptameter, Glyconic heptameter. See 
770. Aristophanes simplifies the rhythm of the first half of the 
antistrophe. See 51. Peculiarities of rhythm are intentionally 
exaggerated in this part of the strophe. 

557. In the following ode two subordinate periods that 
are mainly ditrochaic end each with a catalectic choriambo- 
iambic dimeter : 

Lecl. 900—5 = 906-10 (Episode II.). 

Strophe. 

Ne. pap POdver taiow véeaior, -v-- -u re 

901 76 tpudepdy yap euméepuxe wur-v “~vu-yv 
Tois amaXotot pnpots -vv- v--— 6 

903 Kadri tois pyro eravOet: ot 8 & ypat, 

rg Neha med toed) ie LB ed ~ = AS 

TmapareArcEar Kavrerpipar SwuSeSs Suse 

TO Bavary peAnpa. uaa ky yo 

Antistrophe. 

Tp. é€xmévot gov TO Tpipa Swe so =euSy 

907 76 T ewikAwtpov aroBaXois WeESy wuss 

Bovropevrn orodetor Gat, —vvu- v—-— 6 

909 Kami THs KAivyns Odi ev- 51,507 —-v-v -vv-—. 

pos Kat mpooeAKiicato 517, 208 -—---vu -v-v 

Bovropevn fidrjnoac. —~-vu- v--— 

The strophe and antistrophe constitute the first dyad in a proddic 
combination of eleven strophes. See 717. In the strophe B= ab, 6 7, 
pericopic dyad : hexameter, heptameter. See 770. In the antistrophe 
(51) B=aa, 6 6, monostrophic type: two hexameters in correspond- 
ence. See 767. 

558. Still greater variety in form and melody was secured by 
combining cola of three different orders in the same strophe, 
as in the following, in which a simplified logaoedic pentameter 
joins two periods composed of choriambo-iambic cola with a 

series of polyschematist and Glyconic dimeters. 

Nub. 563—74 = 595-606 (Parabasis I.). 

Strophe. 

“Hy. o wipedovta pev Oeov 800 (ant.) —Vv ve - vu 

Znva tipavvoy eis xopoy —~YVour- vru 
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565 mpota peyav KikAjoKa, at 

Tov Te peyaoOevn Tpraivys Tapiav, 
ale MEN Vat ale are eo SN 95 oe 

ys Te Kat dApupas Oadrdo- 

S00 be 

ons aypiov poxXevtiy, —-vuvu- wv -¥ 

Kal peyaAovupov 1)peTEpov TaTEp 

B89) a Wa 

570 Aibepa cepuvoratov Bvobpeppova ravrwr, 

383 —N rw rw se EN ee Se 

/ > ec 4 a ig — 

tov O immovipav os virep- —--v- -VV 

Adprpors AKTUCLV KOTEX EL 10 ——- —- =| —-vv- 

yns medov, peyas ev Deotgs —-G-—VY YVr-vV— 

ev Ovntotci Te Saipwv. pa PIGEONS NSB ESA CY 

Antistrophe. 

“Hp. B’ dpi por atre Boi dvaé AjAve KvvOiav éxov bYixépara TeTpav, 

598 7) 7 ’Edécov paKaipa méyxpuoov exes olkov év @ Kopar oe 
A / 

Av8ov peydrus céBovow, 
an > / 

601 % 7 exrywpios aperépa Debs aiyidos jvioxos Tohvodxos “AGava, 
Ve lal 7 

603 Ilapvacciay @ os Katéxwv wetpay olv revKas TeAayet BaKXats 

AcAdiow éurpérov, kopartis Avovecos. 

Monostrophic dyad. A=abed, 6 7 5 8, pericopic tetrad: 
choriambo-iambic hexameter and heptameter, simplified logaoedic 
pentameter, polyschematist-Glyconic octameter. See 772. 

559. The same Aeolic dimeters are combined more intricately 

in Arist. frag. 109 (aab, 4 4 8?): 

Hipyvn BabirXAovte kai SOG 
Cevydpiov Boeikdv Sei — 34, AY, 

ei yap emoi Tavoaperyp GS6h a es 
TOU TodEm“ov yévowTo ho 4 

oxawar KaromAdcar Te Kal 5--—--Vv vr 

ANoveapevy deAKioau —-vuvr- vr 

THS Tpvyos aptov Aurapov —-vyu- -vee 
kal papavov paydv7., eGR oe ars 

Compare the following series of tetrameters : 

tr avadevdpddwv aradas Cf. 535 wee -uU 

adoraAdGovs Tratovrres Be =) ee A 

ev Aewove Awrodopw 534 aa at as Fa 

KUreipoy Te Sporwdy Gee ah ke 
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KavOpickov parakov 7 twv 588 5 --—--—-v vv 

Aeipaxa Kat tpipvrAXdov. —-vu- v—-— 4° Pher. 109 

With the first of these tetrameters compare Arist. frag. 142. 

560. Polyschematist, Glyconic and diiambic cola may be 
combined : 

Thes. 352—71 (Parode). 

Xo. EvvevxopeOa TéerACa pev 75 er NF AS, Nt ON 

wo weal 

- v-- 2 

ee be 

mode TeAca Se Onpw = 

Vv 

A 

799 ” > > , 

740 evypat exyever Oat, un 
“ 355 ta 8 adpic® boats tpoojKer 379 

GG GaN vukav Aeyovwas * orocat © 5 = — 
‘ 

357 eEarataow TapaPaivovoi te Tovs 
—-vUV= | ¢ 

| 

CEG GCE Gai CC 3G 

I 

aos a OAS ee 

Opkovs TOS VvEvopLTpEvOUS —---v 
© fal o > SEEN , 

360 kepdav civek eri Bran, SSeecy 
” / \ / 

7 Ynpiopata Kat vomov ---vy 
row } > / 

(nrove avtipeBirravar 10 —---v 

Tamoppyta Te Toto €- —---v 

XOpots tots jpetepois A€your, — — — 

C1CECC Ce Gace 

| 

wy 

365 1 Mydovs exdyovo. Tis —---v 

xdépas + ovvek ert BAGBy T, 14 —---—v 

dgeBoto adukovot Te THY TOAW—aAN 

3889 w-w- 
> N a fay , ¢ > 
1) TAYKPATES Zev TAUTa KUPWO ELAS, oo 

c | é 

ROS 

370 pay Beovs TAparTaTelv —--—- vu - Ve Kr 

Kalrep yuvatély ovoa.s. SSauS YyoS iz 

854 etypar exyevéoOa Dindorf: etypata yevéoba 357 éfarataGow Hermann: 
éfaTraT@ou 360 elvex’ Bentley: vex’ 364 Néyouo’ Suidas: Aéyouo 366 
otvex’ érl BAdBy: a disturbing phrase derived from 360, that has displaced some 
such sentiment as mupia 7 dda viv, the second count in the third item of indict- 
ment, which should be double like the two that precede. The imprecation after 
Thy mod is left to the imagination of the spectator 367 doeBoto’ aéixodal 
Hermann: aceBotow ddcxotow 

Non-antistrophic. B= ab (352-60, 361-71). A=abbe, 4 2 2 9, 
periodic tetrad: a tetrameter as prodde, two dimeters and a nona- 
meter as epode. See 745. B=abe, 12 2 7, pericopic triad: Glyconic 
dodecameter, anapaestic dimeter, diiambic heptameter. See 771. 

561. The commonest combination in Aristophanes joins 
polyschematist with choriambo-iambic and diiambic cola, as in 
the five odes that follow: 
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Nub. 510-17 (Parabasis [.). 

Commation. 

Kop.a’ GAN ibe xaipwv ts dvdpetas 981 -w-- ---- 
ovveKa TAUTIS. —ww—i— 9 

evTUXia YEVOLTO TaV- OO oho eo ee 

Opdir@, OTe TponKwV 792,800 —-vw- v-=— *# 
> \ Lal e , - eis Bald ris 7jAukias 5—-UuVU- HV 

515 vewrépors THY plow av- vrur- HU 

Tov Tpayparw Xpwriferat Seuss Seuc 
‘ , > a Cc 

Kal Todpiav EeTAarKEl, —vv- v—--— 8 

511 otvexa Brunck: eivexa or évexa 515 ad’rod Dindorf: av’rov 

Non-antistrophic. A=abc, 3 4 8, pericopic triad: anapaestic 
trimeter, Aeolic tetrameter and octameter. See 771. 

On the commation see 293, 298. 

562. Nub. 700-6 = 804-13 (Syzygy). 

Antistrophe. 

“Hu. B’ dp’ aic@dve: rreiora Ov y- 585 —--Yv- -—vv a 

pas ayd@ avtiy’ eLwv —-vv- v-5 4 
povas Beav ; ws 513 vou —-2° 
4 ao > XA iid lal 

éroipos 60 eotly aravra dpav 
3719 fv ew wv - 2 

oo av KeXevys. 518 50-v-— —- 2° 
\ > > \ > , = 

ov & avdpos exremAnypevov vruamvur-ve 
XN ~ > 7 

810 Kat davepws exnppevov —-vu- Vr 

yvovs arohawers 6 te wAeiotov Sivacat 

, A / ‘\ 

€t ws TOL- taxews’ diret yap Tus Ta 

51 Vee = SHS VS 

av? érépa tpemecOar. 51 10-YVu- v-- 11° 

Strophe. 

“Hy.a’ dpovtife 81) Kat SidOper mavra tpdrov Te cavTov 

702 orpoBer tuKvacas. 
taxis 8, Orayv cis amopov Téeoys, 
ex aXXo wba 

705 vénua pevds, irvos 8 dxéotw yAvKVOvpos opparur. 

Monostrophic dyad. A probably =abe’bd, 4 2-2 2- 11 (4 in the 
strophe), epodic pentad: a tetrad composed of a tetrameter, and two 
diiambic penthemimers that enclose a logaoedic dimeter, with a 
hendecameter (tetrameter in the strophe) as epode. See 762, 
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See the metrical scholium on Nub. 804 ff. 

563. Lys. 321-34 = 335-49 (Parode). 

Strophe. 

Xo. Tv. wérov rétrov Nixodixy GVrov—- -Vuve 
322 = mpiv éumerpnoOa Kadicny V-U —- —Uu 

te kat KpitvAX\av repupvojro 

509 Vv - Vv — —-u VU —& 7-07 
t76 Te vouwv apyadewv Two -gu- 

325 wd te yepovtwy 6ACOpov.5 Gru - —Vu- 

ONAG poBoupa Tobe, fav — Ww wi= “vole = 

toteporovs Bona ; Y~gyu- v--— 8 
327 vov oy yop évrdAncapéevn 535 —-—- VG - —VUoH 

THV bOplav Kvepata —-vu- vee 4a 

328 podis dro kpyvns im’ dyAov10 Deu - —UuU- 
kat OopvBov kal ratayou yurpetov 

CS So we 

330 dovAauw worifopevn ~-u- -vve 

Cniymartons 10% apmanews | — ayy =) = ee 

apapevyn, Taiow épais -Vvu- - UV 

Onpotitw Kaopevats b-Vvu- -vue 

334 = fépove’ vdwp BonOo. vrun- v—-— 10 

Antistrophe. 

Xo. Tv. jKovra yap tupoyépov- 

336 Tas dvdpas eppew oredr€x7 

pepovtas doTep Badravetoovras 

eis TOW fos Tpitddavrovt Bépos, 
dewvotar airevdovvtas érav 

340 os rupi xpi) Tas puoapas 

yuvaikas avOpakever* 
341 ds & Bea pH ror eyo 

TipTpapevas LOoupt, 

342 adda rod€euov Kai pavidv 

proapevas “EXXdba Kai roAiras, 

344 ef’ oiorep & yprooddda 

ToAwovxXe was EexXov dpas. 

Kal ce KaAO ovppayov O 

Tpitoyéver’, et tus exel- 

vas Uroripmpnow avnp, 

pepe vOup pe? spor. 

330 dovAaow Dindorf: dovdyow 338 The second ‘dactyl’ is dubious. Of. 
Lys. 277, 278 (94) and the note 347 ef Reisig: qv : 
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Monostrophic dyad. © (704)=abede, 7-84510 (12 in anti 
strophe), pericopic pentad: brachycatalectic heptameter, octameter, 
tetrameter, pentameter, decameter (dodecameter in antistrophe). See 
772. On 345, the colon lacking in the strophe (51), see 510. With 

the pentameter cf. Crat. 172. 

564. Eccl. 968—71 = 972-5 (Episode IT.). 

Strophe. 

Neavis. Kal TavTa pevTou peTpis 537 ——-Vv—- -vV- 

969 Tpos Tiv epayv avay KnV Spe SS ee 
> (2p } > / \ 04 ww eipynpev EoTiv, Ov OE [OL, 535 ~e-u- -vvue- 

970 pirratov ® ikeTevo, —-vv- v4 

dvougov aordfov pe* dud BuUr-U- - me Uw? 

ToL Ge TOVOUS EX. =nw—v = ld 

Antistrophe. 

Neavias. & xpvoodaidadrov eudv péAnua, Kumpidos épvos, 
pédirra Movons, Xapitwv Opéppa, Tpvdis mporwror, 

975 dvoigov dowdfov pe dud 
4 U 

TOL GE TOVOUS EXO. 

The strophe and antistrophe constitute the fifth dyad in a proddic 
combination of eleven strophes. See 717. F=aabe, 4 42 1, epodic 
tetrad : two tetrameters and a dimeter, with a dochmius as epode. 
See 742. The dochmius that closes the lyric is admirably adapted to 

express the emotion of the singer, and it occurs in just this form, in 

connexion with iambics, elsewhere in Aristophanes in passages of 

intense feeling, in comic imitation or parody of tragedy. Cf. Ach. 
1219, 1221 (599), Nub. 1163, 1164 (474), Vesp. 730=744 (469), 873 
= 890 (470). 

565. Ach. 1150-61 = 1162-73 (Stasimon III.). 

Strophe. 

“Hy.a’ “Avtipaxov tov Waxddos —-vur- Hue 

tov Evyypady Tov pedewv rounTHY, 
v wu CV 

= —~ue—- —-vvVv- v=o 

os pev ardA@ AOyy, kakws 53838 —-vu- vr-v- 

e€oderevey 6 Zevs* —vvu- v-- # 
oe Sy EN \ , / = 

ds y? ewe Tov TAHpova Ay 5 -YVU- -YVy¥n 
4 = De as > ” 

1155 vam yopnywov amreAvo’ adeirvov. 
CNC go NS) AOA ee Gs abe 

a ” > > 7 ANI 

Ov €r eridoupe TevOidos Gwe virus 
IC Seopevov, 4 8 Ortnpevy Gwe — 
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, , Dinan s , 
oivovta Tapados €7Tb TpamrE(y KELILEVI) 

— OT VvUNvuve= mee Ny ENS sf 

oKeAAow* Kata péed- LO) eee Ceres Apes 

1160 Aovros AaBetv adrod Klww ——VU- —-—v— 

ipracaca evvyou, erst an ee SON 

Antistrophe. 

“Hy. 8’ totro pev att Kaxov &v, nal? erepov vuKtepuvdy yéevorto. 

1164 ymuaAav yap oikad’ é& immacias Badifwv, 

1166 «fra Karagee Tis adrod peOvov THs Kepadns “Operrns 
1168 patvopevos: 6 5 AiPov Badrciv BovrAcpevos ev ckdTm Ad PBou rH 

xeupt weAcfov dpriws Kexerpevov" 

1171 emggevev 8 exwv tov pappapoy, Karel’ auaptav Pdro. Kpartivov. 

The strophe and antistrophe constitute the dyad BB of the 
proddic triad that forms the stasimon. See 717. B=abacd, 5 4 57 6, 
epodic pentad: a tetrad composed of a pentameter, a tetrameter, a 
second pentameter and a heptameter, with a hexameter as epode. 
See 761. The contrast in form, due to extreme resolution and 
protraction, between the last two subordinate periods is admirably 
adapted to heighten the comic effect of the sentiment. 

See the metrical scholium on Ach. 1143 ff. 

566. Cola of four orders may be combined in the same 
strophe : 

Vesp. 526-45 = 631-47 (Debate). 

Strophe. 

“Hy.a’ viv o€ rév éx Oinperepov - FW SS 

yupvaciov Néyew te det Uy oes et ES 

Kawvov, Orws pavycer— —~vu- v-- 6 

Bé. eveykaTw por detpo TV ee er 
/ c , CV 

KLOTHVY TLS WS TAXLOTA, 5—-—-Vv- v-vd4 

530 atap davel roids Tis wy, your rr 

qv TavtTa TapaKeActy ; See) ee EN 
c , X\ \ x , ww 

Hyp.a’ pa) Kata Tov veaviav ; -vo~ vue 
/ 7 e ~ A ao 

Tovde A€yev. Opas yap ws SEUSS vous 

go. peyas cor ayov <vovy> 10 -Ywvu- u-—-— 6° 

Kal TEpl TOV amravTwV = “use uo 55835) p 
” a ‘ , CV 

ELTEP, O [1] YEVOLTO, -—-vu- v- v2 
ez 20é a w yw 9CV 

537 obtos eGeXer Kparnoat. a SB Sey SS SSD) 
x > - 

Bé. Kat pny do av réEn y atAG@S --—YU- --—vH- 
, , Si YP, 15 pare 4c y pvnporvva ypawouat yu. —=Wvu=- v= ; 

aA » e 

Du, ti yap pa sels, av 006 G-u- Yue | 

e€ To Adyw KpaTHon; Sue = a he . 
B t Y4 pP U HE SI 4 
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“Hyp.a’ odkere tperButav oxAos —Vvur Km 
541 = _xpijoipds ext’ ovd aKapy, —-Vvur- -VVe 

okwrtopevoe 8 ev Tais ddots ararais 

544 OadrAodopor kadrovpel’, dvt- 583 —-Yuru- vv 
Lal ¥ rd CS 

wporiov Kedudy. -vvu- v4 

Antistrophe. 

‘Hy. B’ ovrdrol’ otto Kabapos 

632 ovdevds iKovoapev ov- 

de Evveros A€yovTos. 

Pi, ovK, aA epjpas weP ov- 

TH padlws TpYYHTEv. 
~~ \ my (- 3 \ 

635 Kadds yap Woev ws eyo 
> 

TAVTY KPATLTTOS EL pL, 

“Hu B’ ws 8€ mavr’ ereAnrAvbev 

637 Kovoev wapnrAGev, bat eywy’ 

nvgavounv aKovur, 
> / 4 

kav pakdpov ducacev 
LN ” , 

abtds eoga vijcos, 

641 yddpevos A€yovTu. 

Pu, os 8 otros 78n ocKopdiva- 
TAL KAGTLV OVK €V aUTOU. 

Bo. =} pay eyo oe THpepov 
/ , / 

okiTn Pr€rev Tojo. 

“Hyp. PB’ det 8€ we ravrotas rAéKew 

eis amodevéw Taddpas pas, 
646 tiv yap euanv opynvy Teravar yaderov 

pay Tpos Eov A€yovTs. 

534 vodv Bentley 536 yévaro Ed. (yévo.’ Bentley) : yévorro viv MSS. 543 
éy Porson: ay év 544 xadovmueb’ Porson: kadolued’ 642 ws 0’ Hirschig: do’ 

Monostrophic dyad. A=AB (526-37, 538-45). A=abba (+), 
6446 (+2 2 2), palinodic tetrad, with refrain: a hexameter as 
proéde, two tetrameters and a second hexameter as epode, with three 
dimeters in refrain. See 746 and 774. In the strophe B=aabe, 
4.47 4, epodic tetrad: two tetrameters and a heptameter, with a 
tetrameter as epode. See 742. In the antistrophe B=aab, 4 4 9, 
epodic triad: two tetrameters, with a nonameter as epode. See 787. 
The close of the antistrophe is simplified. See 51. 

567. The following ode has the metrical form of a famous 
scolium (Ath. xv. 695 a): 
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Eccl. 938—41 = 942-5 (Episode II.). 

Strophe. 

Ne. i6? é&fv rapa ty vég Kaevdev 
sate oe, PAG eis ee OOS EBS 

Kat pip Ser TpoTepov diaarodncat 
La eg taonh Na eas Re eee EN 

940 dvacipov 7) tpecButépav, 510 ~-v- -—vu—2 
> SN > ~ nw , > 5) , 

ov yap avacyeTov TOTO ¥ eXevbepy. 
Vv 

rn Ng A ee dN eae v-—-v~3 

Antistrophe. 

Ip. oipofwv dpa vy Ala orodjoes, 
° X\ > \ , sos > 'h 

ov yap tart Xapitevys Ta0 EOTLV. 

KaTa TOV VOMOv TavTAa TroOLELY 

945 éo7ze Sixaov, et SnpoxpatovpeOa. 

939 uh de Elmsley: puydév 940 apecBurépay Bothe: mrpecBurepov 

The strophe and antistrophe constitute the third dyad in a 
proédic combination of eleven strophes. See 717. D=aab’e, 3 3 2 3, 
epodic tetrad: two Phalaeceans and a polyschematist dimeter with 
anapaestic opening, with a trimeter as epode. See 742, 775. 

568. With the last colon in the above compare the fragment 

of the scolium in Vesp. 1245 ffi: 

* eS SE / \ / Xpypata Kat Piov 

KXertaydpa te Kapot peta Oetraddor. 

569. Two closely related Aeolic tetrameters in common use 

are illustrated in 535 f. In the fundamental scheme the first 
metre is unregulated. Anacreon (frag. 24) uses a tetrameter 

of this general form, with resolution in the first metre, and 
Aristophanes appropriates it in Av. 1372 f.: 

> , ‘ \ yy , vA 

avamétopat 59 pos "OAvprov rrepiyerot Kovpats 

vvuvuUuV —vUVT = —-vVvV- ur 

Hephaestion (30. 6 ff.) is in doubt whether the resolved first 
metre represents an iambic dipody or a choriamb. Aristophanes, 
with much humour, makes this ambiguous resolution the under- 

lying conceit of a song in which he travesties the extravagances 
of the dithyrambic poet Cinesias, but as he proceeds he genially 
enlarges the original ambiguity. He rings all possible changes 
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on the tetrameter—they are all impossible according to his own 

practice—by means of resolution and contraction in the choriamb 
and by substitution of metres equivalent in length to the 
choriamb, Furthermore, with showman’s art, he introduces 

dialogue among these fancy tetrameters to break the stream of 
the dithyrambist’s ‘melody. In 1594 f. and at the close of 
the song the poet shifts to the acatalectic form of the original 
tetrameter. This had been made familiar by Pherecrates : 

U SEN \ 4 x > Ny , 

mivey det Kat peOvew mplv ayopay rerAnbevar 

a NSC uw — uv — Pher. 29 

Av. 1372-1400 (Episode IL.). 

(Cinesias sings) 

1372 ff. “avaréropar 8) mpds "OAvprov rrepiyerou Kovdais*” 

méropat 6° oddv GAXor’ ex’ GAav peAewy— (Interruption) 
oe REG Fees REE a eal NSE li ge 
RE eee ue ee RE et A 

1376 f. afdBw dpevi cupate te veav eberwv— (Welcome) 
RR Hee TSM REE ee 

1380 f, dpves yeverGar BovrAopar AvyipOoyyos anddv. (Remonstrance) 
ERY eat ED ay EE BREE Nh Syke Bem ae 

(‘Iambic’ and antispastic variations) 

1398 ff. eldwAa meTevvov 

aiepodpopwv otwvay Tavacdetpwv— (Interruption) 
Tov aAdépo- 

pov adAdpevos ap’ avéepwv rvovaior Bainv— (Interruption) 
—--uy (Major ionic variation) 
OU ween etd ah eR Oy eg as 

vuuY 
Ore Ree esa ete ue lg ee 

(Anaclastie minor ionic variations) 

1398 ff. rote pev votiav oreixwy mpds dddv, Tote 8’ ad Bopéa 

copa TreAdfwov adipevoy aiPepos aiAaka Téuvov. 
Se ee Me PRS SEU A FR te 

ramet te ANS rere) |) nt OP, NE ONIONS, at aE Nae 0 Nad Saf meh bee 

Since Aristophanes himself never resolves either long of 
the choriamb nor contracts its shorts—not to mention the 

extravagant variations here introdueed—his audience would be 
quick to appreciate the skill with which he brought the resources 
of metric into the service of his art as a comic poet. 

570. Catalexis is common in all forms of Aeolic verse, at 
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the close of a period. Brachycatalexis also is found even in 
Aristophanes (509), as in Av. 676, 680 (546), 1724 (588), 
Lys. 323=337 (563), and is not uncommon in other poets. 
Similar shortening of the beginning of a colon was effected by 
acephalization (38). One or sometimes even two of the initial 
syllables of the colon might be suppressed. Aristophanes makes 
frequent use of the acephalous Glyconic (oc -vu vu —v -—) and 
of its catalectic form, the acephalous Pherecratean(o— wu wv — -). 
The latter is called also colon Reizianum, a modern name.! 

571. In some odes Aristophanes employs these cola con- 
tinuously, as in the following: 

#q. 1111-20 = 1121-30 = 1131-40 = 1141-50 

(Stasimon II.) 

Strophe I. 

“Hp. a’ & Anpe kadjnv y? €xes —--v vue 
> (2 7 , ” oa 

1112 apxnv, ore wavTes av- ps KE Re oe 

Opwrot dediaci o” do- 800 Gt. iii) Y¥-U VU 
” 6 , — Cv 

TEep avOpa TUPAVVOV. Gru v—o8 

1115 GAN ebrapdywyos «i, 5B-- UU Um 
Owrevopevos TE Xat- -- Vv Vr ue 
pes Kd€aTaTwpevos, —-- Vu vr 
mpods Tov Te A€yovT’ ael 

800) Gt.ii:), 8025 52 — SS Saas 
4 i; “ 7 

KEeXNVaS, 0 vous d€ Tov Se aaa 

1120 = =rapav amodnpet. Wo -v Vv—-¥ 12° 

Strophe LI. Strophe IIT. 
A e > a 

An. —-voUs ovK eve Tats. KOpats Hy. 8’ xotrw pev av ed rowois, 

bpov, OTE wp. ov poverty €i WoL TUKVOTHS Evert 
/ > rn > Q > ec “ > a , c 4 vopifeT * eyo 6° EKwv €v TO TpoTH, ws Aé€yets, 

TavT nAvda Cw. TOUT Tavu ToAAN, 

1125 avros Te yap 7O0par 1135 «t rotad’ érirndes wo- 
, ~~ > e , 9° / 14 

BpirAXkwv 7d Ka ijpéepav, TEp ONnmowiovs TpEders 
, 7 / 3 ~ / > > o 

KkAertovta te Bovropar €v TH TuKvi, KO orav 
, a7 / ri 4 ” m” 

Tpepew eva mpootdTny * pH gor TKxH OwWov ov, 
a > «4 > s , a ” > \ 

toutov 6, drav 7 mAéws, TOUTWY OS av y TaXvs 

11380 dpas exaraga. 1140 @icas érideurveis. 

1 On the various forms of this colon, 100. See also Leo, Rhein. Mus. xl. 
as they appear in Plautus, see Lindsay’s 185 ff., Plaut. Cant. 58 ff., Der satur- 
classification in his edition of the Captivi, nische Vers, 74 fi. 
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Strophe IV. 

An. oxéarbe dé pp’, €i copis 
GUTOUS TEpLEpXOpat 

Tovs olopevouvs ppovety 

Kap. e€aratidXeuv, 

1145 typ@ yap exdotor’ av- 
‘ 3xAN Lal e rn 

Tovs ovde Soka Opav 
, »” > 3 

KXerTovTas* EeTELT avay- 

Kafw mado e&epeiv 
a > nn , , 

Gtr av KexAddwot pov 

1150 = knpodv KatapndAdv. 

Monostrophic tetrad, AAAA. See 701. A=ab, 812, pericopic 
dyad: an acephalous-Glyconic octameter and dodecameter. See 770. 

See the metrical scholium on £g. 1111 ff. : 

572. It is possible that the acephalous Glyconic was regarded 
as a complete colon of seven syllables and ten or eleven primary 
times, and that two contiguous cola were joined as closely as 
two normal Glyconics. But it is more likely, in view of the 
relation of the acephalous Glyconic to other cola (cf. Av. 1731 ff. 
in 588 and ub. 1345 ff. in 576), that it was normally dodecaseme 
and had the full time of the Glyconic. The time of the syllable 
lacking at the beginning of the acephalous colon within the sub- 
ordinate period may then have been marked by a pause, if the 
previous colon ended with a word; but if two acephalous cola 
were joined in the middle of a word, the union must have been 

effected by protraction. Thus the first subordinate period in 
the foregoing ode in the first and second strophes respectively 
would be as follows, the instrumental accompaniment and the 
dance continuing for the full time: 

PT TT a a a pe a nga eS 

ie ae a ed Se 

A 1 —_--wy vor 

573. The value of the dimeter now under consideration (“ — v 
~» —w-—) has been variously determined by ancient and modern 
metricians. Heliodorus consistently denominates this dimeter and 

1 The metrical symbols A and A _ here indicates the protraction of a long 
(33) designate respectively an eighth (7) syllable to the value of a dotted quarter 
and a quarter (r) pause. The tie (~) note or of a half note. 

Ss 
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its catalectic form respectively as hephthemimeral and hemiolic major 
jonic dimeters (== 4) — Vand =) ee aon, 
example, the scholium on this ode. Hephaestion (35. 8 ff.) ignores 
the hemiolic phrase, but follows Heliodorus in his classification of the 
longer colon (45 "Apreyis, & xopar, quoted from Telesilla) as ionic. 
Rossbach denominates it “mixed first prosodiac” or “logaoedic 
prosodiac” (Spec. Metrik®, 530, 563), and Westphal regards. it (Allg. 
Metrik*®, 354) as an acatalectic monanapaestic tripody: ~ -vu—-—v-, 
in accordance with the general ‘logaoedic’ theory of all Aeolic verse 
that these scholars entertain. If this dimeter is major ionic, it will 
be noted that the second, catalectic metre has primitive trochaic form 
(615 ff.) ; but this is without parallel in poetry of the fifth century. 
Furthermore, major ionic verse is not found in Greek comedy, and 
the constant association of this dimeter with Glyconics and diiambic 
cola in Aristophanes, of which abundant illustrations follow, estab- 
lishes a strong presumption that it is Aeolic, and a shortened form 
of the Glyconic. See von Wilamowitz, Jsyllos, 143. 

574, With the exception of the acatalectic and catalectic 
cola now under consideration, Aristophanes employs few 
acephalous Aeolic cola, and only in obvious imitation of primitive 
popular forms or in parody. Cf, in parody, Av. 904, 908, 
909 (585), Ran. 1319 (586), 1347, 1350 (592). An instance 
of dissyllabic acephalization occurs in 7h. 992 (589). See the 
Editor’s Origin and Form of Aeolie Verse. 

575. Hermippus also used the acephalous Glyconic and 
Pherecratean : 

xaip ® Sdiamovtiov SW) 

OTpATEvpa, TL TPATTOpEY ; Veuv Vv=eue 

TO pev y ard Twpatos yey woeus 
XA ” ” n 

mpos oy exer Kados, Uru vr 

KOpy TE VEaAVLKH Swe Voeye 
/ , 

oppiye TE Bpaxvovov. Ve Vu VveUe 

jo0ov tov “ABvdov ws -- Vu ure 
> ‘\ , . 

avnp YEeyEvynTas ; v-v vw-—-—  Hermip. 58 

Bergk emended the text of cola 3, 4, which is unintelligible in Athenaeus 
(xii. 524 f.): ra pév mpds Ww padakds | éxew amd owuatos. 

576. Acephalous Glyconics are often associated with diiambic 
coia, as in the ode that follows: 

1 Hephaestion quotes the same colon earlier in his treatise (14. 11 ff.) as 
‘anapaestic.’ 
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Nub. 1345-50 = 1391-6 (Debate II.). 

Strophe. 

“Hp.a’ odv épyov & rpecBtra ppovrifew orp 
V-ve- ~eVv- KK 

1346 dv avdpa Kpatycets’ v-u v-- 

os obTos, Ef pu) Tw “wemoiHev, OVK av iV 
VY —_ 

oa A Meee TR pat ee ee NGS eet, Neto ad 

oUTws akoAacTos. Y¥-u vo 5 

GAN eo? btw Opactverar’ SnrAov ye Tav- 

5 ¥— SO WI SS gp NI ee ¥— Vv a 

1350 Opwrov ’ori 7d Aijpa. —--v v-o BY 

Antistrophe. 

‘Hy. PB’ oipat ye TOV vewrépwv Tas Kapdias mydav 6 Tu AEEEL. 

ei yap ToatTa y odtos éLeipyacpévos hadOv avareices, 

1395 7d Séppa tov yepartépwv AdBounev dv GAN odd’ EpePivOov. 

1349 rdavOparov ’o7l 76 Ajua Hermann: 76 Aju’ éorl ravOperov 

Monostrophic dyad. A=aaa, 555, monostrophic: three penta- 
meters in correspondence. See 768. 

577. Note the combination of acephalous and full dimeters 

in the first intermediate period of the following ode: 

Vesp. 317-33 (Parode). 

Monody. 

Pu. piror, THKOpaL pev 447fR vw-- v-- 2 

Tara Ou THS OTS SO GS 

318 tpov vraKkotwv. ne) Poe —)—) Ae 

addAa yap odx olds 7 cip’ 802 —-vv- v—--— 2& 

319 ddew* Ti roujow ; 802 5 --v v-- 2 
Typotpar & vd Tavs, Emel I 

320 BovAopat ye waar peP” V- SIN RS, = oe 

pov dav ext Tos Kadi- eat OL nla 

OkOUS KakKOV TL TOLnTAL, 802 -v-v v-— & 

GAN @ Zed peyaBpovra 931 10 = —--v v—-— 2 

7 pe Tolnoov Katvov eLaidvys 802 -w-- ~--- 

325 7 IIpogevidnv 7 Tov LeAXov —--w- ---- 

TouTov Tov Wevdapdpatvr. —-—-—-— w-v 6¥ 

ToApnoov ava xapicacbai por —--—-w- w--- 
/, > , ” - 

maOos oikTipas, 7) me KEepavve bw--- -w-- 
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duativOartew orddurov TaXEws, re Ns EN een 

330 Karat aveAddv pp aropvajcas —--w- w--- 

eis o€dApnv euPare Oeppyy' —---- -w-- 

7 Sita AiOov pe woincov ep o} 802 --w- w-w- 

Tas Xolpivas apiOpovcr, 20---- w-v 140% 

320 madae Brunck: radar rdavu 

The monody constitutes the epode of an epodic pentad AABBC. 
See 716. C=as (317-23, 324-33). A=abcde(+), 24228 (+2),, 
pericopic pentad, with refrain: bacchiac dimeter, acephalous-Glyconic 
tetrameter, choriambo-iambic dimeter, acephalous Pherecratean, and 
Glyconic octameter, with refrain. See 772 and 774. B=ab, 6 14, 
pericopic dyad in anapaestic rhythm: hexameter, hypermeter of 
fourteen metres. See 771. 

578. The diiambic element was sometimes slight, and quite 
distinct, as in the two odes that follow, which begin each with a 

diiambic tetrameter. 

Lecl. 289-99 = 300-10 (Parode). 

Strophe. 

“Hyp. a” ywpopev eis exxAnoiav ¥Y¥-u- --uU- 

avopes, yreiAnre yap s-u- --Vo AY 

290 6 Oeopoberns, os av Sim wy) Na 

pe) TPH Tave Tov KvEpovs ~- yu verve 

291 Ky KeKovipevos, 5B —-— uy VK UK 

oTéepyov cKopoddApy ~-—-u Vv sev 

292 BArAerov trorTpinpa, py Seay Va — 

duce Td TproBorov. —--v vu 4 

293 GAN & Xapiripidyn --vvury 

Kal Dpikvbe kat Apaxys W¥-—-u4u vu 

294 érov KateTetyur, y-v v—— 6 

TAVTO Tporexwv Orws Y=-u v-v=— 

295 pdev rapayopsuets --Vu ure 

dv det a arodetEa’ Li gh Re Soy, 

296 dws dé TO cVpPBodov 1B oe 

AaBdvres ererta wAr- Oi ee ee 

297 aioe kabedovpeO’, ws Pasay wseus 

av XeLpoTovapev aT)” SSR EON, 

298 anxav érdo0 av dey G- Vu verve 

Tas npeTepas pidas. 0Q@--vu v-vu- 
299 = xaitor ti Aeyw; pidrovs he ee gles 

yap xXpnv pe ovopdcery. --v v= gv 
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Antistrophe. 

“Hu. 8’ dpa 8 brws wOjcopev totocde Tods e€ arrews 

301 ijxovras, door mpd Tod pev, vik er AaPeiv eAOdvT oBordv 

povov, kabjvto AaXdovvres 

év Tols orepavwpac, vurvi & evoxrAovo’ ayar. 

GAN odxi, Mupwvidns 87 ipxev 6 yevvddas, ovdeis av eroApa 

305 ra rhs méAews Stoixety apytprov pepwv' GAN Kev ExacTos 
év doxidio dépwv meiv dua 7 aptov abt@ Kat Svo Kpopptw Kai 

Tpeis av eAdas, 

vovt 8& tpudBorov {ytotor AaPeiv, Srav mpdtTwol Te KoLvOoV 

aonep nAopopovrtes. 

291 f. orépywy cxopoddd\un Brérwv vrrdrpiyiua Porson: Brérwy brdrpimpa oTépywv 
oKopoddhun 293 Xapirimuldn Bentley: yxadpe ryula 7 301 f. ede AaBety 
eXObv7’ Dawes: éAOdvTa Set NaBeiv or éAOdvr’ (or EAOSvTES or EAOdyTas) Eder NaBety 
307 aire von Velsen: ad R, om. I 

Monostrophic dyad. A=ABC (289-92, 293-95, 296-99). A= 
abe, 48 4, pericopic triad: diiambic tetrameter, acephalous-Glyconic 
octameter and tetrameter. See 771. B=aa, 6 6, monostrophic: two 
acephalous-Glyconic hexameters in correspondence. See 767. C=aa, 
8 8, monostrophic: two acephalous-Glyconic octameters in corre- 
spondence. See 767. 

579. Ran. 448—53 = 454-9 (Parode). 

Strophe. 

‘Hy. a’ ywpopev eis todvppddov=s Y-U- Go-u-— 

Aewpovas advGepdders, —--v= 7 -¥ AV 

450 tov apeTepov Tporov very vr, 

Tov kaXXALxopwratov Yeu Veuve 

maifovtes, Ov GABiae 5 YH UH UK 

Motpar Evvdyoucw. —--—-v v-o BV 

Antistrophe. 

‘Hy. B’ povors yap piv jAvos nat eyyos tAapov ect, 

456 dco penne? edaeBn Te Sifjyopev tpoTov Tept Tovs E€vovs Kal 

Tovs lowmras. 

Monostrophic dyad. G (704)=ab, 4 8, pericopic dyad: diiambic 
tetrameter, acephalous-Glyconic octameter. See 770. 

580. Diiambic cola sometimes preponderate, so that in the 
fusion of styles (659) the apparently Ionian element predominates. 
The unconscious blending of Aeolic and Jonian rhythms is 

perfectly illustrated in such odes. 
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Pax 856-67 = 909-21 (Syzygy IIL). 

Strophe. 
e t fa 5 La) > Ld 3 

Hp. a evoarpovikas yY 0 Tpe- -- uy ure 

857 ofirns, doa y Gd ideiv, Gou vr Un 

7a vov TdOE TpaTTEL. 802 (ant.) Eee Ss SS 

Tp. ti Onr emredav vupdiov vrur- HH UK 

pe Opare Aapapov ovta. ; Boge vaw 4 
e , N ” , 
Hp. a (yAwros even yéepwv, —--— Vu Verve 

861 avis veos ov radu, —--Vv vu 

pipw KkataAerros. --v v-7 6 

lp; otpat, Ti O40 drav Evvov —-—- Vv Vere 

Tov TiTOiov exwpar ; 10 == VS YS ae 

“Hp. a evdauovertepos havet 802 @nt.) --—-v- vou p- poverrep 
tov Kapkivov otpoPBirov. -~-v- Vv HAT 

m4 , a > 

Tp. OUKOUY diKaiws; OaTLS Els —-—-vu- - HU 
” 4 > x 

oxnpa KavOdpov -riBas en ner er 

866 écwoa Tors “EAAnvas, doT Wc-v—- --v= 

ev Tols aypoiowy avTovs —--v- vB 
a ” > cal 

867 amavras ovtas arpadds Grovu- ure 

Kuveiv Te Kat Kabevdoeu. ~~ Uu=- v-— 4 

Antistrophe. 
c V4 > SN SEN , > Q a a > A nw 

Hp. B’ 7 xpyords avijp roXditns eotiv aGracw Gots EoTt ToLOvTOS. 

Tp. étav tpvyar, eicerGe toAKG paddov oids ety. 
e lA \ n~ 4 A“ “I x ‘\ ef > / , 

Hyp. B’ kat vov ov ye dnAos €f* awrip yap aracw avOpwros yeyevno au. 
Tp: pros erevdav exrins olvov veov AeracTHv. 
€ 7 XN , an “ See > c , A Hp. B’ wai rAnv ye Tov Geov Gel o TynTOperOa Tpwrov. 

Tp. ToAXav yap vpiv a&os Tpvyatos GOpoveds eyo, Sevav aradhagas p yap bp pryaios dO poveds eye, é 
, ‘ , eo 

Tovey tov SnpoTny SptAoy, 

921 kal Tov yewpyiKdy Aewy “YrepBoAdv Te Tatcas. 

Monostrophic dyad. A=AAB (856-9 = 860-3, 864-7). A= 
ab, 6 4, pericopic dyad: acephalous-Glyconic hexameter, diiambic 
tetrameter. See 770. B=aba, 4 8 4, mesodic triad: two diiambic 
tetrameters with a diiambic octameter as mesode. See 729.  dypoiow 
autovs in 866 is found only in cod. B, and may be due to the metrical 
recension of Triclinius. If dypois, the reading of the other MSS., is 
right, B in the strophe is ab, 4.11. See 51. 

See the metrical scholium on Pax 856 ff. 

581. The distinctively Aeolic element is sometimes merely one 
or two dimeters that break or close a diiambic movement. Odes 
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thus composed are iambic rather than Aeolic. See the remark 

at the beginning of the preceding paragraph. 

Nub. 1303-10 = 1311-20 (Stasimon IT.). 

Strophe. 

“Hp. a otov 7d) mpaypatov épav pratpwv: 6 yap 
Sa lan Hii, a ee ee 

yéepwv 68° épacGeis vnru vu 5 
1305 amoctepjoar BovAecrac Grou --V 

Ta Xpypal ddaveiraro* GT-u- vu 4 

1307 Kovx éo@ érws ob Thpepov 5 —~--—-V- --Vu-— 

Ajperai te Tpayp, 6 e-u-— vw 4 

TovTov Towjoe TOV Gopi- 51,73 —--Uu- —--v-_ 

oTny, Gv ravoupyeiv npEaT, €&- Y—-U- --—v-- 

aipvns AaBeiv KaKov TU. —--v- v-o 6 

Antistrophe. 

“Hyp. B’ oipar yap adrdv avitix’ eipyoev orep wédar wor efijre 

1313 eivae Tov vidv Seuvov of yvipas evavtias Eyew 

1315 roto. Suxalows, Gore ViKaY GravTas oioTep 

av évyyevntat, Kav éyn Tapmrovnp* tows 8 tows Bovdrjoerac 

Kadwvov avTov etvar. 

1807 AjnwWerat re Hermann: Arjerac or te AjWerar 1310 AaBety Kaxdv Te 
Hermann : 7 xaxov AaBety 

Monostrophic dyad. A=abbe, 5 4 4 6 (7 in the antistrophe), 
periodic tetrad: a pentameter as proéde, two diiambic tetrameters, 
and a diiambic hexameter (heptameter in the antistrophe) as epode. 
See 745. 

See the metrical scholium on Vub. 1303 ff. 

582. Ach. 836—41 = 842-7 = 848-53 = 854-9 

(Stasimon I.) 

Strophe I. 

“Hp. a’ evdaipoved y avOpwros. ov« —-—-v=— —--v— 
yKoveas of mpoPaiver You vu —-¥ ey 

837 To mpaypa Tov PovAcipatos ; 

515, 802 st.) c-Ow- ¥-u- 

KapTwceTas yap avip y | ¢ | C | Ic “o < 

838 ev Tayopa Kabijpevos. 5¥YU- v-Vee 
Kav eioin tis Krnvias 802 Gt.IV) Y~MU- --v- 
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) TvKopavTns aAXos, oi- —--v- Yeu 

pwolov Kabedeirar, SEES a ime YY 

Strophe LI. 

“Hp. B’ 0v8 adAAos avOpirwv iropwvav ce Typavet TL, 

843 ovd’ efopdp£erar Iperis tiv evpuTpwxtiay cot, 

ovd wore? KXewvipm yAaivay & €xwov havi die. Kov Evvtvxwv 

og “YrépBodos Bikov avarAncer, 

Strophe LL. 
c if 3995 > AS 3 3 ~ / , / 

: Tr, Hp. a’ 000° evtrvxov ev tayopa mpoceii cor Badifwv 
a SAN Z iN = / 

849 Kpartivos det Kexappévos porxdy pid paxaipa, 
, ry \ 

0 mepurovnpos Aptépwv, 6 Taxds ayav THY povotkyy, 6(wv KAaKOV 
na lal 4 

Tov parxadov watpos Tpayacatov" 

Strophe IV. 

“Hy B’ otf ab@is ad oe cxoerar Natowv 6 rapmovnpos 

855 Avoictpatos T ev Tayopa XoAapyéwv dvetdos, 
r A lal aA lal A 

6 mepiaAovpyos Tois Kakois, pryov Te Kal Trewav det mAeiv 7 

Tpidkov@ apEepas Tov pnvds ExaoTov. 

836 a&vOpwros Brunck: dvOpwros 837 avnp Brunck: dynp 842 myuavet” 
ve L. Dindorf : myuavetrac 850 6 Bentley: ovd’ 6 

Monostrophic tetrad. See 701. A=aab, 4 4 8, epodic triad: 
two tetrameters with an octameter as epode. See 787. 

See the metrical scholium on Ach. 836. 

583. Greater complexity of structure is found in the following 
ode, in which the poet has employed anapaestic as well as 
diiambic and acephalous-Glyconic cola. The last intermediate 

period (c) illustrates in strophe and antistrophe the close relation- 
ship between diiambic and Glyconic forms in Aeolic verse. 

Pax 939-55 = 1023-38 (Syzygy IV.). 

Strophe. 

Ic Kop. a as rav0 do” av Geds GeAn 51 
> , 6 a (0 

X9) TVXH KaTOpCoL CYS wom é 

940 ywpet Kata vovv, erepov 6 ETEpw 
Pp ’ p PS 

281,389 -—--~- w-w- 
Ua ‘\ \ > = ‘Cc TOUTWY KATA KaLPOV Grav. eS ys eS 

Tp. ws Tavta OnAd y €o6’, 6 yap 5--U- GH UR 

Bopds Otpace Kat 87. 
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Kop. a’ émeiyeré vey év dow coBapa 281, 3879 Go-w- wr-~— 

OedOev KaTéxer TOAEMOU peTaATpOTOS Ww mw wre w 

946 aipa, viv yap Satpwv pavepos —---- “-w~- 

cis ayaba petaPiPacer, 10 Ywuw v-— & 

Tp. Td) Kavotv mdpert oAas EXOV 515 weve verve 

kal oTEWpa kal [aX ALPaV, Pe De) cs 

949 Kal wip ye TovTi, Kovdev t- Se ee at ey 

axe. wAiv 7d mpdBatov pas. aS or a ae 

Kop. a ovkovv dptdAjoerOov; ws 1b ee Se 

951 nv Xatpus Dyas ions 802 ant.) -~ YoY Y-v— 

mporeriv avrAjowv akAn- Sea a Ge 

Tos, KGTa TOUT €0 oid OTL BS Ss Sy 8 

pvoGvrTe Kal Tovovpevy —-=—-v- v-v- 

955 mpoadwoete dSirov. 09 j--v v--4 

Antistrophe. 

Kop. B’ oé toe Ovpace xpi) pevovta Tolvey 

1024 oxilas Sevpi riHévar TaXéws Ta TE Tporopa rat emt TovTOLs. 

Tp. ovKovy SoKO gor pavTiK@s TO ppvyavov tier Oa ; 

Kop. B’ was & obi; ti yap oe wefevy’ doa xpi) aopov avipa; Ti 

od od dpovets brooa xpedv eat TOV <ye> 

copy SdKyov ppevi ropipy TE TOApy ; 

Tp. ) oxiCa yooy évnppevn tov TrrAPidnv meet, 

1032 Kal tiv tpdre(av oicopat, Kal maidds ov dexjoer. 

Kop. B’ ris otv av otk erarveretey dvdpa TovotTov, doris 7TOAN? avatias 
écwae Tiv tepav woAw ; 

1037 dor odxt pi) Tatoer ToT Ov LnAwTos aracu. 

1023 @vpace Schol.: Avpacrot 1029 éo7.v Hermann: éo7t ye Triclinius 
in cod. B 1083 oy ay Dindorf: ay ody or ay 

Monostrophic dyad. A = aBce (939-42, 943-9, 950-5). A in the 
strophe = aba, 4 4 4, mesodic triad: two diiambic tetrameters with a 
logacedic-anapaestic tetrameter as mesode. See 739. A in the anti- 
strophe=abe, 344. See 771. B=abb, 8 4 4, proddic triad: a 
logaoedic-anapaestic octameter with diiambic close (colon 10) as prodde 
to two diiambic tetrameters. See 788. c=ab, 8 4, pericopic dyad: 
in the strophe a diiambic octameter and a tetrameter composed of a 
diiambic dimeter and an acephalous Pherecratean, but in the antistrophe 
acephalous Glyconies are substituted for diiambic dimeters in cola 16, 
17, 18. The attempts to ‘emend’ the text of these cola in the 
antistrophe are neither necessary nor felicitous. See 51. 

See the metrical scholium on Paa 939 ff. with the notes. 

584, The following ode is composed solely of acephalous 

cola, but the text is defective, 
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Pax 1329-55 * (Exode). 

Strophe I. (1329-32). 

Tp. Sevp’ @ ytvar cis aypov 802 -—-—v V—-u-— 

XoTws pet epov Karz) Yeu Gru 

KaA@s KaTaKEioel. v-v v—-— 6 

“Yun “Ypevav 0, vou vu -— 

CY pay “Ypevav >. Yew wea 

Strophe II. (1333-5). Strophe III. (1336-9). 

“Hp.a’ & tpis paxap os diKai- “Hp. B’ ri Spacopev avray ; 

ws Tayaba viv exes. “Hp. a’ ti Spdcopev avriy ; 

2 73 nS “4 “Hy. RB’ tpvyjcopev adriy, 

“Ypnv “Ypevar 3, ‘Hy. a’ tpvynoopev adriv. 

“Ypnv “Ypevae’ 6. 

Strophe IV. (1340-3). Strophe V. (1344-7). 

“Hp. B’ aX dpdpevor hépo- “Hy. a’ otxijoere your kados 

pev Ol TpoTeTaypevor ov mpaypar exovtes aA- 

TOV vupiov Ovdpes. Aa cvKodoyorvtes. 

“Ypaqv “Ypevar’ 3, “Ypijy “Ypevav &, 

“Ypay “Ypevar 6. “Yun “Ypevar’ o. 

Strophe VI. (1348-9). Strophe VII, (1350-2). 

“Hyp. B’ rod pev peya kai maxd. Tp. gyoces y orav eobins 

cs ‘3 “i 3 otvev Te wins Todd. 
Ths 8 700 Td GoKoOV. ie g . i 

CY pay “Ypevar 6, “Hy. a’ “Ypav “Ypevar’ 3, 

“Yuan “Ypuevar’ &.> “Hy. B “Ypajv “Ypevae’ 3. 

Strophe VIII, (1353-5). 

Tp. ® xaipete xaiper av- 

Spes, Kav EvvernoGe por 

tAakovvtas eer Oe. 

Hyp. a’ “Ypiv Ypevar’ 3, 

“Hy. B’ “Yay “Ypevar’ 6.> 

1341 mporeraypuévoe Bentley: mpocreraymévat 

Cola had been lost from this ode even in the time of Heliodorus, 
and certain other cola in his text (1336-9) did not conform to the 

1 All the strophes are printed in cola, in order to facilitate comparison. 
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general scheme of structure. What this scheme was is easily gathered 
from his commentary. See the metrical scholium. 

The ode was monostrophic, originally perhaps an oxtas povo- 
otpodixy. Each strophe (except perhaps III.) contained five cola, two 
acatalectic and three catalectic, ic. A=abb, 6 22, proddic triad: an 
acephalous-Glyconic hexameter as prodde to two acephalous Phere- 
erateans. Probably the pair of subordinate periods in all the strophes 
(except IIL.) consisted of the invocation “Ypajv “Ypévar’ 6 repeated. Cf. 
1340-3, 1344-7, of which the structure is intact. On this assumption 
the period in 1329-382 is easily restored, and in general the equivalence 
of parts is apparent. It will be observed that as they stand 1348 
and 1351 end in a ‘variable syllable.’ This final syllable was doubt- 
less lengthened by the opening of the following colon, now lost. The 
third strophe (1336-9) now seems to be hopelessly corrupt. The text 
preserved in the MSS. still extant was the reading Heliodorus had 
before him. In some texts, he says (Schol. 1336-9), the haplé occurs 
after each of the four catalectic dimeters, to indicate that they were 
taken alternately by the two half-choruses; in other copies of the 
text the dimeters are not given at all dua ra peérpa, ie. because the 
‘metres’ failed to correspond to the general scheme. Heliodorus 
gives the text of these four cola, but expresses no opinion, at least in 
the commentary now extant ; and consistently with this says, on 1344— 
55, that he gives the text as transmitted (ws de féperas, Kai evravba 
éo7w), although the pentacolic structure breaks down. ‘There is an 
intimation in a scholium under the last line of the text in V (Ypayv 
‘Ypévar &: ottrws “HAwdwpos) that he suggested the refrain should be 
added at the end. It does not follow from the lack of agreement in 
structure between 1336-39 and the other strophes that Aristophanes 
did not compose these cola as they stand. With that suppleness of 
invention which characterizes him everywhere, he may have substituted 
this quadruple refrain of acephalous Pherecrateans for a period of 
normal form. 

See Enger, Rhein. Mus. ix. (1854), 580 f.; Schrader, Rhein. Mus. 
xxi. (1866), 93 ff.; Westphal, Prolegomena, 20 ff. ; Schréder, Aristoph. 
Cant. 29 ; Zacher-Bachmann, Aristoph. Pax, 104 fi. 

585. Av. 904—53 (Scene IIL). 

Aristophanesuses Aeolic rhythm in parody with excellent effect. 
His own practice is so conservative that when he allows him- 

self the freedom found, for example, in Euripides, the contrast 
with his ordinary manner is glaring. This contrast is marked 

in the first part (904-914) of the scene in the Aves in which he 
introduces the Beggar Poet as representative of the melic poets 
in general, as Cinesias in a later scene in the play (569) represents 

specially the dithyrambists. 
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904 NedeAokoxxvyiav 508, 510, 574 wyu- -v-— 2 

Tav evdaipova KAHoov & —--- vb vee 

906 Motca reais ev ipvwv dordats. i 

BIS; ii SSIS Pee ening er | 
Trimeter. | 

908 eyo pedtyAdoowv éréwv leis 519 a ae aS Od doa 

doav Movedwy Gepamoy 5195 w—— ——— v v= 6! 

910 orpnpés, kara tov “Opnpov. 512 ve-— vu vw vu W 

Two Trimeters. 

913 Movodwy Oepdrovtes ——=— 4 Vv HV We 

oTpypol, Kata Tov "Opnpov. 512 v-—v vw —v QW 

There is here hardly a colon in which our poet does not do 
violence to his ordinary form. The fifth colon is brachycatalectic, 
but its last metre assumes, by a slight change in the words of the 
song, ordinary catalectic form in the seventh colon. On the clause 
kata tov “Opnpov, which is wrongly omitted in some editions of the 
play, see the Editor’s Scholia on the Aves, 174 (Schol. Av. 909). 

The subordinate periods that follow, except the second and 
fourth, are in simplified logaoedic rhythm (392 ff.), but logaoedic 
cola predominate : 

924 adXdd tis @xeta Movodwv dares 

$95,206 —-vo-— =v==— = vs 

oldrep immwv apapv- 507 10 —-Yvu- —-vvu- 

yd, ov b€ “ardarep Ktictop Aitvas 

517 —-uw- -v--4 

927 (abewv iepOv opovepe,” Ods epiv 6 TL TEP 

879 ow aw = awe wr = BB 

929 rea Kepadra Oédys 570 vry yur 

930 zpodpwv dopev epuiv reiv. 

508, 510 vorwyv -v — 4 

Five Trimeters. 

936 Tode pev otk aéxovoa dida 383 15 ~r —-w —w—2 

Motoa 76d€ dpov déxeTat* 383 —-uw- -u-2 

Td de ted ppevi pale Iuvddpeov eros— 

883. wa ay = 
Trimeter. 

941 “voudderou yap ev TK’Oais adGrat Urparwv, 

879 ww a ee 
943 ds” tdavroddvatov €oGos “ov wératat”* 

879 wen - VU H-V K-VK KH 
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“dkreys 8 €Ba” orodas avev XiTOVOS. 

945 “fdves 6 Tou dey.” 395 Peas ee Oe 

Four Trimeters. 

950 xAjoov & xpuvedOpove Tav Tpopepay KpvEepay * 
383 ON, eee) Ca Coe 

952 vipoBorAa redia roAvmopa T 393 Sb AVEO EOS SOARES 

953 7Av0ov aAaAav. 395 Soin SO 

The scholiast on Av. 926, 9411 tells us that certain of these 

periods are parodies of one of Pindar’s hyporchemes, and quotes them : 

Evves 6 tow eyo, eee a es AOC 

, e “ ec / 

y 

(abewv iepOv opovupe ee Se Oe Peet pee) 

mrarep KtTiotop Aitvas* eas tise hi) a Beto 

Lo x > ys 50 iAG anes 

vopdderon yap ev LKtVOaus Gata oTpaTOV w—wr- Ym = eee ee 

“a >’ / Cy) > WZ 
c 

Os dpaopopytov otkov od Temata, wow vry= yr 6 

axXens <> éBa. See pea | 

Cf. Schol. Pind. Pyth. ii. 127, Nem. vii. 1. 
The hyporchemes of Pindar, if one may judge from meagre extant 

remains, were written in simplified logaoedic rhythm, with Aeolic 

variations such as cola 10, 11, 13, 14 in Aristophanes’s parody. Com- 

pare the three imitations of hyporchemes at the close of the Lysistrata. 
The intervening trimeters naturally mark the divisions of the 

poet’s rhapsody into intermediate periods. There is no sure indication, 

in the metrical correspondence of subordinate periods, of repetition 

of any part of the melody, which varied from period to period with 

lively effect. 

586. Aristophanes’s Aeolic manner in parody is well illustrated 

also in the following direct travesty of Euripides. 

Ran. 1309-28 (Episode II.). 

In the first part of the scene in which these verses occur 
Euripides charges Aeschylus with cribbing the dactylic cadence 
with which, as he alleges, the odes of Aeschylus uniformly end, 
and adduces proof. See 349 ff. Aeschylus weakly concedes 
the point and attempts a defence (Ran. 1298 ff), but im- 

mediately rallies and makes a savage counter-charge in kind. 

The source of his own inspiration was at least noble, but 
Euripides drew his from the bawdy-house, the carouse, the 

dance-hall and the wake ! 
1 See the Editor’s Scholia on the Aves, ad loc. 
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The song, therefore, that Aeschylus sings in illustration 

of the villainous art of Euripides must have been largely com- 
posed of quotations from his plays that in sentiment, form, 
or melody suggested sources familiar to the audience. These 
were strung together with only specious regard to grammatical 
connexion. Unfortunately only one quotation can now be 
identified with certainty, vv. 1317, 1318, borrowed from 

Euripides’s Hlectra 435 f. See the Scholiast on sources no 
longer extant. ; 

The metrical form of the song may be submitted with some 

confidence to the test of the comic poet’s own practice. With 
the exception of a single colon (5) the rhythm is Aeolic. 

Aioyx. adkvoves, at wap devdors Gaddoons 

518 1., 519, 802 Hw = wu = Y—— se 

1810 Kvpaor oTpwopvAdrere, 508 —-— Vv —--— — uw 2°V 

Teyyovra, votiow TTEPOV SSSuy Vous 

pavior ypoa Spoor(opevas * 

510 Uwuw -—vve 4B 
oy > c / ‘\ / 

ai @ wrwpopior Kata yovias 

eierererAioaete SaxTtAos padayyes 

518 li. w—--—--—- vo v-v wy =i Bo 

1315 tordrova ryvicopata, 508,510 -wo- -—vuv 2 

Kepkldos aodod peXéras, -wU- HUH 

iv 6 idavAos eradXe deA- 

pis Tpwpats Kvave,BdArors, 10 — —-— vu Vre-vu— 

pavreia Kat oradiovs, 574 == uy =U 

1320 otvavOas yavos daparéXon, ——--—-v Vv-Vu 

Borpvos Aika ravoirovov. 

TrepiBarAN & rexvov wrévas. 

Bll w--v vv 
Ries ‘ , rn es 

opas Tov oda TovTOV ;—opo. 

15 bas NN a 

f 4 in c a c ~ 

ti 6€; TovTOV Opas ;—opda. 

1325 ToiavTt pevTot ov Toray 802 —--—--—- -—vu- 
Low > \ / , 

ToApas Tapa pedAn Weyer, --- yu Vu re 

ava To dwdekapyyavov LEH Sa Rh BSUS 

Kvupyvyns peAorowv ; 20 —-—-=—v v—— 26° 
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The sixth colon begins with a musical shake (cf. Ran. 1348) on 
the syllable «i-, introducing a Phalaecean (518 ii.). Our poet never 
himself forces a syllable to do double duty, in order to secure a 
peculiar musical effect such as this. Nowhere, except in parody 
(569), does he resolve either long syllable of a choriamb (colon 1), 
nor does he use polyschematist dimeters such as vuruw -— Vv - 
with double resolution in the first metre (4, 13), or -wu- -—v- 
(7), or ~~~ —~v-— (11), nor Glyconics such as (14) ~-— — v 
v—v— (ef. réda rotrov in 1323 with reference to the anapaest in 
1322), or (15) vy--—v v—-~-Q— (ef. rotrvov in 1324 with reference 
to 1323), or py -v vw—vw-— (16). Presumably these are forms 
that he condemns, but some of them at least were employed by poets 
of good standing, and Aristophanes’s metrical strictures are not to 
be taken too seriously. His audience would appreciate the humour 
with which he has Aeschylus, in his heat, make Dionysus by the 
very course of the dialogue responsible for a monstrous form of 
Glyconic (15) that doubtless all decent poets would have condemned. 

The most effective feature of this genial burlesque was doubtless 
the music to which it was sung. Of its quality we unfortunately 
have but a single intimation in the trilling roulade in 1314. The 
melody was doubtless continuous. There is no evidence of periodic 
correspondence. 

b] 



CHAPTER XIII 

COMPOSITE LYRICS 

587. Many of the songs that have been treated singly in 
the preceding sections in illustration of particular rhythms are 
parts of composite lyrics of several strophes, such as Vesp. 2'773— 
333 (716), Ran. 316-459 (704), and Hecl. 893-975 (717). 

588. The two lyrics that follow will serve as special illus- 
trations of this form of composition. 

Av. 1720-65 (Exode). 

Strophe 1. 

Xo. dvaye Slexe Tdpaye Tapexe TepiTéeTer He 

Ww YVYwey Vv Ww Yew VY AA en 3 

1722 7dv paKkapa paKaps cuv TUXG. —wuw V— uu 

© ped hev THS Wpas Tov KadAXovs. 

713 --+»+- ---+--— —-—-.-8 
1724 @ paxapirrov od yapov 509 —UVo- -—vu- 

THoe TOAEL yipas. Reuyye asa ie 

Strophe I. i 

Kop. a’ peydrat peydrAau katéxovoe TUYaL Deo) ES oe ’ 

1727 = -yévos opvidwv wrens 

dia Tovde Tov avdp’, GAN tyevaloos w—-w- —wW--— 
Kal vupdidiowws déxer? “dais She ee ee 

1730 avTov Kal 77)v BaciAeay. Bh ee EES ; 

Strophe LIT. ; 

‘Hy.a’ “Hpa zor’ “Odvpzrio. 570M ST 2 Se eee 

1732 tov 7ALBdtwv Opdvev G-u vee 

apxovrTa Oeois péeyav —-— Vv veue- 

Motpar Evvekotwiorav —--v v-vs 8Y 

272 
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1735 ev rows? tpevain: ee a 

“Y pay ra) “Ypevau o, SS Se — 9° 

“Y pay (3) “VY pévav > a ee I 2° 

Antistrophe ILI. 

‘Hy. B’6 & dudiOadis "Epos xpvodrrepos ijvias nvOuve radwrovous, 
Znvds Tapoxos yapwv 

1741 rhs 7 evdaipovos “Hpas’ 
“Ypjyv & “Ypevar’ o, 

“Yujy & “Ypevar’ 6. 

Strophe LV. 

Tle.  €xdpnv tpvors, exdpyv dais, wore wr 

dyapar de Aéywv. Gye vey avTOD wow wo 

1745 kat ras yOovias KAyoate BpovrTas ee Pee 

Tas Te Tupwders Avds aoreporas —w— = ww 

Seuvov T apynta Kepauvor. Sas = eS Sally 

Strophe V. 

Xo. 6 péeya xptoceov acteporns pdos, —w ew - ww 

1749 6 Ads apBpotov eyxos 3388 -w-w~ -- 4° 
muppopov, ® xOdviac Papvayxees Kw ew - ww 

opBpodpdpor @ apa PBpovrat 888 —-w-w~ -- 4° 

ais O0€ vov xOdva ceieL, 5o-w-w -- 2° 

1752 dua oé Ta TdvTa KpaTyoas 334, wrwew == 2° 

Kat mapedpov Bacidevay exer Ards. KHwew —-w-w?2 

“Ypavy @ “Ypevar’ 6. §ll v--v v-- 2 

Strophe VI. 

Tle. érecbe viv ydpouw & Veuve verve 

1756 = vAa ravta cvvvopov oy = ew = 

mrepopop emt medov Ards 18 ver uw Vm UR— 

kat A€xos yaprAvov. --u- vv 8B 
dpeLov @ pdaKkaipa onVv Bue vue- vr e 

1760 = xeipa Kal mTEepOv Epov -vu- ure 
AaBotoa cvyxopevoov ai- Veu- Vr 

pov 8 Kovdi a eye. ea a er wae 

Xo. dAadaXdal ti) ravdv, 38, 802 wu- vr 

TiveAdXa KadXiviKos, @ W--v- v-v- 

Sayovev vrepTare. eae 

1734 Evvexoluoay Bentley: fuvexdusocav 1736> Dindorf (cf. the antistrophe) 

The song consists of a series of five non-antistrophic systematic 

periods and a single dyad, ABCCDEF (1720-5, 1726-30, 1731-6 = 
T 
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1737-42, 1743-7, 1748-54, 1755-65). See 717. A=abed, 3 2 3 4-, 
pericopic tetrad, with iambo-trochaic opening and Aeolic close : trochaic 
trimeter, iambic dimeter, iambic trimeter, brachycatalectic poly- 
schematist tetrameter. See 772. B is an indivisible anapaestic 
nonameter, as D is an indivisible anapaestic decameter. See 773. 
These are integral portions of the lyric that closes the play and are 
melic (283, 292). In CC, a monostrophic dyad, C = abb (+ ), 8 2 2 (+ 2), 
a proédic triad with refrain: an acephalous-Glyconic octameter as 
proéde to two Pherecrateans, with the final colon repeated. See 738, 
774. E=aabbed, 4- 4- 2-2-2 2, proddic hexad: a brachycatalectic 
dactylic tetrameter anticipates the opening strain of the following 
periodic tetrad composed of a brachycatalectic dactylic tetrameter, 
two brachycatalectic dactylic dimeters, and a dactylic dimeter, to 
which a Pherecratean is added, the hymeneal refrain. See 785. 
Finally F = aab, 8 8 6, epodic triad in iambic rhythm : two protracted 
octameters with an acephalous protracted hexameter as epode. See 
737. 

589. Thesm. 947-1000 (Stasimon I.). 

Strophe I. 

Kop. a’ aye vuv iets Taicwpev arrep 288 w-—--—--— =—-=—H= 

vopos evOdde Taio yvvar&iv, wow wv AY 

948 drav dpyta cepa, Oeoty tepais wrewr- wr-w- 

Mpaus avexwpev, ATEp Kat -~-w- w-- 4 

949 Ilaviowv céBerar Kai vyorever, §--w- ---- 

ToAAGdKis avTotv eK TOV Wpov —-w-- ---- 

eis Tas Wpas EvveTEevyopevos —---- wee 

952 rowwdra perew Ody’ EavTo. —--w- w-- 

Strophe LT. 

Xo.  dppa yxwpet, 517,209 -—---+ —-+-2 

Kovda mogiv ay eis KikAov, ~-YUwyu -—vVy 

955 yept otvarte xEpa, pvOpov xopeias 
519, 2038 wu-v wu-vu —-+ — 8 

imaye Tara, Baive kapradipow odoiv: 

5181, 655f. wv-v -v-v verve 

emurkomeiy b€ mavTaxy F5Y-YU- vr-vu— 

958 xKvkAotoav oppa xpi XOpovd KaTdoTacey. 
gY 

ROP a 

Strophe ILI. 1. 

“Hp.a’ apa d& Kat yévos “Odvpriwy Gear 
204 IN ae Oot IND eee oN 
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| 961 pédre kal yépare povy Suv -v-¥ 

| TATA Yopopavel TpoTy. —-vav -v 7% 

Strophe ILI. 11. 

“Hy. B’ «i 5€ tus tpordoxa Kax@s épeiv ev iepp yuvatkd p’ od ivopa pe poodoka Kak@s epeiv ev lepwm yuvatka p otcav avopas, 
ovk opOas dpovet. 

Strophe ILI, 111. 

Xo. aAAQ ypay Gorep Epyov ad Te Kawvov mpGTov edKUKAOU XopeElas 
evpva otnoa Pdow. 

| Strophe IV. 

| “Hp. a’ mpoBaive root tov evrAvpav o 

970 péArovea Kal tiv Toopdpov — 

"Aptepiv avacoav ayviv" ws 

972 xaip ® Exdepye, 570 
On orafe O€ viKny. 

973 “Hpav te tiv TeAeiav = 
/ o > , 

pedwopev WoTrEp €ELKOS, 

KAyjdas ydwou pvdarret. - 

“Hyp. B’“Eppaqy re vourov advropar xat Tava kai 

980 Talis ipeTEepaioe 

XapevTa YXopetats, 

981 é€arpe 57 tpoOtpws 

durAnv xXapiv yXopelas. 

983 mraicwpev © yvvaixes oidrep vopos, 

Strophe V. 

Xo. dAX cia rar avdotped edpiOpo 

986 ropeve Tacav pdyv' u- 

nyov d€ y &S adros 74 -—-— 

988 ov Kiscoddpe Baxyet- un 

e deorot * ey b€ KwHpors 70 BU — 

989 ce diAoxdpoir pedo, ww 

990 ew & Arovyce -—u 

Bpopue kat YepéAas wai, Uw 

992 yxopots Tepropevov 574 

“a lal Lal lal > , 

975 1) maou Tots yopotow epraifer TE Kal 

Sa TANS NIA, Vv 

—-vuU- _— 

VAL NA Vv 

ae Vv 

Some we Vv 

P= A Vv 

ae Ne Vv 

\ 

NS ptt Vv 

Pt Ae v 

Antistrophe IV. 

276 

Nipdas iras ere 

yeAdoar 7 po Od pws 

vo TEvOpLEV 

, 

Tool, 

bs A ee 

a a) 

uo _— 

(G (6 © —-y 

unr -YVM 

> ” “A > A > ov 

KAT Opea vuppav epaTols €v vpVOLS, 

518i 1WUKV- - 

\ , 

O€ TavTws., 

we ep IBY 

o=— = 5° 
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994 Ewuov Einov evs’ avaxopeto. 883 —-r~-w -yuwru —- — 3° 
995 api d€ cot KTumetrar —-vv- v--— 2 

KiBatpévios Xo, vwee-v Vv — — 

997 perappvdrdd 7 dpyn ddoKis, Kai vara 
518 ik, Ve--— ve ve mre Verve 

metpwders Bpepovtar, 509 15 v--—v —— 5° 

999 KikrAw S€ rept GE KiTods we uw vow 2 

evrétados €Acke OadrAeu. —weuw v - - 

947> rato. Brunck: rats 948 Beotv Meineke: Oeaiv 952 wédAew Zanetti 
wédAdeuv 955% yepl Dobree: xexpi 955> xépa Ed.: xetpa 966 xpyv Bothe : 

xen 968 edpud Brunck: edu} 969 oot Reisig: moclv 969> evrAvpar 
Kiister: éAvpav 980 juerépacot Hermann: 7merépars 982 xdpw Biset : 
xXatpew 984 vnorevouey Bentley: vnorevwuev 989 iroxépoor Bentley : 
pidox bporow 990 et’ (i.e. etre) Ed. : evsov 992 reprépuevov Bentley: repmréuevos 
9944 ew’ (i.e. edia) Hd.: evot 994> dvaxopevw Hd.: davaxopevwr 996 
Kidatpwyvios Zanetti: KiPapavios 

The song consists of three non-antistrophic systematic periods, a 
triad and a dyad, ABCCCDDE (947-52, 953-8, 959-61 = 962-5 = 
966-8, 969-76=977-84, 985-1000). See 717. A=aab, 4 4 8, 
epodic triad in anapaestic rhythm : two tetrameters with an octameter 
as epode. See 737. The melody of the lively strophe B that follows, 
which was sung by the entire chorus, was probably continuous, abcd, 
2238, pericopic tetrad in Aeolic rhythm: protracted ditrochaic 
dimeter, ditrochaic dimeter, ditrochaic trimeter, polyschematist and 
diiambic octameter. See 772. It is possible that the melody was 
aabb’c. See 754. The division into cola follows R. In the following 
monostrophic triad, C was probably an indivisible trochaic heptameter. 
See 773. D=as (969-72, 973-6). A=abb, 6 2 2, proddic triad: a 
diiambic hexameter as proéde to two acephalous Pherecrateans. See 
738. B=aab, 2 2 5, epodic triad in diiambic rhythm: two catalectic 
dimeters with a pentameter as epode. See 737. E=Aaxce (985-9, 
990-4, 995-1000). A=abcb, 326 2, proéddic tetrad in diiambic 
rhythm : a trimeter as prodde to two catalectic dimeters that enclose 
a protracted hexameter. See 750. B=aabe, 2 25 3, epodic tetrad : 
two Pherecrateans and an acephalous Aeolic pentameter, with a 
logaoedic trimeter as epode. See 742. C=aabaa, 2 2 5-2 2, epodic 
pentad in Aeolic rhythm: a tetrad composed of two dimeters, a 
brachycatalectic pentameter and a third dimeter, with a final dimeter 
as epode that repeats the melody of the preceding period. See 760. 



CHAPTER XIV 

MONODIES 

590. Solos sung by actors abound in Euripides, but his 
peculiar manner in monodies was an innovation and was made 
the subject of Aristophanes’s ridicule. Generally, in Euripides, 
monodies lack strophic correspondence completely, no part of the 
melody being repeated, and display great variety of metrical form 
and frequent shift of rhythm. The music to which they were 
sung was doubtless of the most ‘advanced’ character,’ 

591. In the Ranae Aristophanes manufactures a monody in 
the Euripidean manner in comic illustration of his rival’s art. 
True to his model, he assigns the part toa woman. In matter 
it is incoherent, but nevertheless falls into five main divisions 

that serve as the periodic basis of musical composition, I. 
The Vision by Night (1331-37). A brief invocation, in Aeolic 
rhythm, introduces a description of the Dream, in anapaestic 
rhythm that merges, as horror grows, into dochmiacs followed by 
a catalectic logaoedic trimeter. II. The Purification (1338—41*). 
A single hypermeter, mainly in dactylic rhythm, is closed by a 
Pherecratean, the invocation of Poseidon, that is closely connected 

metrically with the preceding dimeter (800). III. Sudden 
Realization of the Portent (1341°-45). A hypermeter in 
paeonic-trochaic rhythm (to which the gloomy Aeschylus may 
have danced a lively accompaniment!) is followed by a 
dactylic penthemimer and an iambic clausula. IV. The Narra- 
tive (1346—55) begins with a bacchiac followed by a logaoedic 

1 On the monodies of Euripides see musique, ii. 538 ff. On the music of 
Decharme’s Huripides, in James Loeb’s Aristophanes see Gevaert, Histoire, ii. 
version, 358 {f., and in particular 366 ff.; 558 ff. 
and on his music Gevaert, Histoire de la 

277 
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dimeter and ends (colon 31) with a dochmius. The intervening 
periods are composed successively in Aeolic, anapaestic and 
iambic rhythm. V. Passionate Appeals for Aid (1356-63) 
are made to the ‘ Cretans’ in paeonic-trochaic rhythm, to Artemis 
in paeonic, to Hecate in logaoedic, and the monody ends with a 
protracted catalectic iambic trimeter. 

592. fan. 1331—63 (Episode IT.). 

Monody sung by Aeschylus. 

1331 @ vuKtds KeAarvodans ---v -vv-2 

oppva, Tiva por Svoravov éve- 

281 --w- --w-— 
pov wéparess €€ dpavovs, Aida — —-—- — w—-w— 

mpoToAov, Wuxav w--- 

ailvxov exovta, peAaivas 

Bh AC ees os IU 

1335 Nvukros raida, dpixddn dewvav 0- 

Wu, peAavovecveipova, povia povia 

Hw = we ws 
Sepxopevov, peydrous dvuxas €xovta ; 

39838 -w-w -Yuwrv —-+ vu 3ev 
1338 aGAAd pot apdiroro Aivxvov apare 

342 -we-w -w-w 
1339 = xdAmii T €k roTapav Spdcov apate, 

10 —-~wr-w -wr-w 

Béppete S Vdup, —-w-- 

1340 as dv Oeiov dveipov aroKxrion, 

800 —---w -w-w~ 
1341 id wovrie Satpov. vee u vu oF 

Tour éxeiy’* io fbvor- 228 f@ —u-—u —v—." 

Kot Tade TEpa Oed- IG -uvu -v-- 

cacGe- Tov aAextpvdva Ue HUY 

pov cvvapracaca hpovdn T'AvKy. 
Set eee oy SY 

Nipdat opero’yovor. 3388 -w-w — 2° 

1345 6 Mavia €bAAafe. --y- +t Hu DY 

1346 eyo S a tdXdawa 448 200 V-- Vr—vu Q 

Tporexove ETvXov epavTns 879 ~—- UN u—— 2 

epyo.rt, Aivov perro atpaktov 

518 ii., 570 -- Vy vr my Vm Bt 
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1348 eleverererAtcooovea Yepoiv 

Cf. Ran. 1314 (686) WwW —-—-—-—- —-vuu- 

kAwotnpa Towa’, dros 802 —-—-Vvu v—vu- 
aA > > \ 

Kvepatos els ayopay GB vr-v -vvu- 
4 > > 6 / a CG 

pepove amrodoipav v-vw v—-— 8 

1351 6 0 avertar avertat és aidépa Kov- 
21 we-we-— wwe 

potdtas mrEpiywv wow 3 
> r > \ 2 ” > ” 4 4 akpais’ euot & axe axea kateAure, Saxpva 

Saxpua T ax oppatwv €Badov 

80 Uw V -—- VKH Uw 

éBadrov a TAdpov. 464 Uunw-—-—- ld 

1356 aAX @ Kpares, "I- 223 f—& -—--—-- -vu-—- 

Sas Téexva, Ta TOka <TE> NQ~- —Grry —Uved 

Bovres eraptvare, Ta. — Uy HUM 

KOAG 7 aprdAAate KU- 85 —-G— 2 — UE 

kAovpevoe Ti olkiay. -v-- -v— 10° 

1359 apa de Atktuvva ais a Kara 

1360 tds Kuvicxas Exovo eAPerw —- UV - —-YU- —v- 

did O6pwv TavTaxy, wvu- —-v-8 

1361 od & & Aws durvpous avexov- 

379 40 V—- VU - We we 
/ > 7 vs 

oa Aapradas o€vtTatas xepotv 

SS A Na a ae 

“Exara rapapyvoy eis ['AvKys, 

a Ra Ns Sd 

1363 67ws av eiceAPotoa dwpacw. 

vrvu- vr-ve- + — - 9 

1342 répa L. Dindorf: érepa or répara 1357 <re> von Wilamowitz 1359 
a Kock: “Apreuus 

See Leo, Plaut. Cant. 81 ff.; Schréder, Philologus, Ixiv. (1905) 
147, and Aristoph. Cant. 77 f. 

593. Aristophanes arraigned Euripides, not because he 
introduced monodies upon the stage, but because his monodies 
were vile. Aristophanes himself uses this form of composition. 
Cf. Ach. 263 ff. (90), Wud. 1206 ff (92). Generally his 
monodies are of a simple type, but eight years before the Ranae 

was submitted to the judgment of the public he had brought 
upon the scene, as an appropriate part of the action of his play, 
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an elaborate monody that must have charmed his audience by 
its airy grace and sprightly fancy. His bird-song does not 
differ structurally in any marked way from the monody in the 
fanae, and it employs quite as great a variety of rhythms and 
shifts them as frequently, but nevertheless it produces the 

general impression of greater simplicity, and the music that 
accompanied it was characterized, of course, by none of the 
extravagances that must have contributed to the success of the 
parody. 

close of which is marked by a bird-call or, in one case, by the 
name of the bird invoked (227-37, 238-42, 243-49, 250-62). 

The rhythm of these bird-notes is as uncertain here as later 
in the play (410). In two instances quantities are doubtful, 
although the vowels in 76 and tpeoro are probably all short ; 
but the very succession of short vowels in these and other cola 

perplexes conclusions. The possible melodic correspondence of 
the first and fourth cola may justify the assumption that the first 
was in dochmiac rhythm, which would be appropriate. The eighth 
and eleventh cola are also probably dochmiac. The only reason- 
able alternative is proceleusmatic anapaests which seem neither ° 
so likely nor so appropriate. Some editors assume similarly that 
the fourteenth and fifteenth cola constitute anapaestic pentapodies, 

which is improbable. They are here analyzed as a resolved 
paeonic-trochaic tetrameter. This seems to suit their light and 
airy quality. This tetrameter and the following paeonic-trochaic 
pentameter prepare the way for the paeonic hypermeter with 

which the next period opens. The song closes with three 
paeonic-trochaic dimeters. It is to be noted that with one 

exception, in the sixteenth colon just before the bird-call, the 
iambic and trochaic metres are all rational. 

595. Av. 227-62 (Parode). 

Monody of the Hoopoe. 

> \ 4 XN / 

227 exororol ToTol ToTOTOTOL TOTOL, 

SING ESING (Sc IN SVEN EOEAN Mors 71 oH 
LW LW LTW LTW LTW LTO, Vr V- VKH YEH VKH 8B 
Py a a 2 A € , 
iTw Tis Ode TOV EMOV OpoTTEpHY * 

Ne ay Do 2 Oe. v—-vu— 8 

594, The Hoopoe’s song falls naturally into periods the 

en EE 

| 

7 
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230 dco T evomdpovs aypotKwv yvas 

vénerOe, pirAa pupia KpiOoTpayav 

481 5 U-vu 

omreppodoyuv TE yevn 477 —vwy 

Vv 

Sh / % IY.) \ es uaa 
TAXYV TETOMEVG, PA QAkKi)V lLEVTA Y1PLY; 

we Ye Vv 

—-_ v= 

i me NS 

vu 

—vT 

234 doa 7 ev aAoKe Gapa 464 HL 

BGXrov apditittvBieP Bde AewTov 
—vuC- 4 

nO 

Oopeva pwve * W-w--- 
\ >s \ XN x X\ X / 

TLO TLO TLO TLO TLO TLO TLO TLO. 

281 

238 dca & tpov Kata KyTovs érl Kiroov 

417 vue 
, \ ” KAddert VopOoV EXEL, Uwe 

Td TE KAT Open Ta TE KOTL- 

223 ff. ~ ve: 
we , / 

votpdya Td TE Kopapodaya, 
15 w vw 

5 , fd XN 3 \ > , 

241 dvioare weTopeva mpos Euav aowdav: 
ws uw 

242  rpotd Tpiotd ToToPpis: wur: 

243 of @ EXetas Tap av- 440 -—v— 
Advas o€vaTopovs —-uUR 

epridas Karte’, boa 20 -Uu- 

T ebdpdaous yns Toros -u- 

éxeTe Aeipmovda T €po- 
436 we - 

evra Mapaéovos, 437 -vuw~ 

248 dpvis Te TTEpoToiktdos, 
511 = --- 

arTayas aTTayas. 25 —-vu— 

250 dv 7 éxi wovtwov oidpa Padrdoons 
Aes 

nw 3 > , An 

pora pet adKvoverou ToTHTAL 
Lt 

a> » , \ 4 Seip ite revedpevor Ta vewrTepa, 
aie eX 

mavra yap evodde PtX aOpoifopev 
Lee 

ey 
olwvOy Tavaodeipwv. 30 —--— 

255 ker yap tis Spyds mperBus — — — 

Vv 

Vv 

CoC a 

—vuv- 

—vuv- 

—-—vuUw 

—wv- 

ee 

— v12°% 

a Vv 

-—-v-— 2 

—-wWwo- - 

=a -—_- — 

es 

m—we ne 
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Kavos yvopnv ---- 
KaLOVv T Epywv eyxeipnTHS. —- ——— ———— 5 

> > > > i4 a 

GAN ir els Adyous aravra 

Sevpo Sevpo Sevpo Sevpo. 35 —-Vv —U —v-—vu 4 

260 topotopotopotopoTié PONS Lo) ey eo a 

Kikkafav KikkaBav —-v=—* —wuo 

TopoTopoTopoAwArALE. POT SS) one 

227 Ed.: émo wo. mot mo mo two moe mo mot R, émb-mol-7b-1b-76-7b- . 
mo+mo-mol-V, émémol-momb-1rémrd-romb-Tomol A, émd mot-16+16-1b+16- Tol: ToTol 
I, éworot-16-76-76-76-76-76-76:7ol-M, éorol-rororo momo: moro U, émozot 
mwomomot:momol momol-H 251 mor7jrat Cobet: mordrac 260 RrUH: 
topo 6 times+7é V, 7 times+7iyé A, 5 times+rtiyé MVp.CB 262) Bas: 
topo 4 times +AuuALE RA, 3 times+7odwudtE VVp.C, roporo roporo ANE M 

596. It adds to the effectiveness of the monody in the Ranae 
(592) to assume that no part of the melody was repeated, but that 
the singer passed from strain to strain, the music constantly changing, 
in exaggerated imitation of the ‘licence’ of Euripides. There is, 
indeed, no instance in this monody of exact metrical correspondence 
between any two subordinate periods. In the monody in the Aves 
(595) there are possibilities of melodic correspondence, based on 
practical identity of the metrical form of subordinate periods, and 
this comports with its greater simplicity. For example, the melody 
to which the first colon was sung may have been repeated in the * 
fourth ; that of the second in the third ; of the seventh in the ninth ; 
and correspondences may have been introduced within the paeonic 
hyperimeter (18-23) and the dactylic octameter (26-29), but this is 
less likely. 

597. Commentators on Aristophanes assume that the song 
that closes the exode of the Acharnians is a lyrical duo. The poet 
undoubtedly affected this form of composition, but the closing 
song of the Acharnians lacks the distinguishing feature of the duo, 
intimate recognition by each singer of the presence of the other. 

Cf., for example, in this play 284 ff. (452) and 1008 ff. (83). In 
Ach. 1190 ff. Lamachus does not recognize the presence of 
Dicaeopolis, and his lament, if rendered continuously, with the 
burlesque echoes of Dicaeopolis omitted, is a monody that in 
tone is not unlike the celebrated monody in the Ranae. 
Lamachus’s apprehension, expressed in 1196 f., that Dicaeopolis 
may see him and jibe at him as he is carried wounded to his 
house, furnishes the proper dramatic motive for the appearance 

of the rustic hero with the girls. It enhances the comic effect 

of the remainder of the lyric to assume that while Dicaeopolis, 

on wate 
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although half-seas-over, does recognize that Lamachus is present, 
the latter steadily ignores his rival’s presence. Lamachus 
disappears from the scene, at 1226, before the close of the play. 
Then follows, in a stichic period (778), a real trio of Dicaeopolis 
and the leaders of the half-choruses, closed by a final strain 
sung by the chorus entire. 

598. The poet’s purpose in this play is to ridicule the party 
in Athens that was clamouring for war. The closing scene of the 
play contrasts, in individual experience, the joys of peace (!) with 
the horrors of war. Dicaeopolis caps Lamachus. His echoing 
lines must have produced a great effect. The scholiast on 
1190 says of Lamachus: @pyvav rapatpaywsde?, and continues : 
mapatnpytéov dé bre avtTeTiOnow adfis 6 ev TA ex TOU TOAEMOV 
devva arep émabev, 0 Sé Gmrep Eyer év eipyvyn yappoouvva. This 
contrast of sentiment is appropriately marked by difference in 
metrical form. The metres used by Lamachus are those of 
tragedy, the metres used by Dicaeopolis tend to comic form, 
except when he repeats the warrior’s lamentations with set 
purpose (1198=1190, 1206=1205, 1208” poyepos éyo = 
e203 1209°— 1209% 1217 1215, 1221 —1219). Compare 
for metrical contrasts 1191-1197 (paratragedic: — -— v — only 
once, three suppressed arses) with 1199-1202 (comic: —- — v — 

five times, one suppressed arsis), and 1210 with 1211, 1212 
with 1213, 1214 with 1216, 1218 with 1220. See 129. In 
1224-1225 Dicaeopolis adopts tragic metrical form—but not 
sentiment—on his own account. When the lyric dialogue 
passes at 1227 to Dicaeopolis and the Chorus, the metrical form 
is comic. The effect of this variation was probably increased by 
burlesque variations of the melody. Invariable agreement in 
length, therefore, of the periods of Dicaeopolis with those of 
Lamachus was not demanded, and commentators who would 

restore verses after 1201 and 1205 are probably in error. 

599. Ach. 1190-1234 (Exode). 

Burlesque of a Monody. 

Aa. artatat attatai 
Cf. Nub. 707 (289). 38, 72 Aaa) eg 

1191 orvyepa rade ye Kpvepa rafea* tTadAas éyu. 

67 UWwUW UwuUw Vv=vu=—3 
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du6AAvpar Sopds w7d ToAcuiov TuTeEis. 

I rete A Ve vw Ot ey ee 3 

1194  exeivo & aiaxrov av yevourd por, 

COIR OR Rs 5, 3} 

1196  Arkadroris ct p’ idou TeTpwpEvoV 

5 J SI, Ch NW Zo 3 

> , Ae Or een 
Kat €yxdvor Tails emais TUYaLoW. 

SS VS FOS VS VY SYy 

At. aTTatat arrarat SS fo epee a 

1199 = rv TiTOiwy ws oKANPAa Kai KvddVLA, 
a = GN! 

a BS oe en ae ee Vv vv 

, la a > , 

pidnoatov pe parOaxas & ypvoiw 

YVrVr- VvrVe- H- HT 8 
X X > , 

TO TepiTeTaoTOV KaTipavoadwTor. 

10u ae A ar aacape ee ate LS tee S| 

1202 ov yap xoa mpitos exrézwxa, 
Regen REA Bee gcd 6 ae TE 

Aa. © cvppopa Tarawa TOV éuav KaKdr. 

ae pene pe 

1205) ios Tpouporov, exudvvavs w= wo =) = 

Au UU EX Gipe Na NON UtOval) Kos 9 ea ems 

Aa, aTvyepos ey. Au. poyepds eyo. [ 

WbUnwu- unv— 2 

Aa. Ti pe ov Kuveis; At. Ti pe od Sdxvers; 

Uwyu- UNn~vu 2 

Aa. Taras eyo Evp Borns Bapeias. vs —-U—- -—-v-— u—— 3 

Ac. tots Xovot ydp tis EvpPoras erparreto ; 
SSG Se ww SU OY 

ha. io Ilasav Ilacav. vee = —— 2 = 2 

Au. aX’ ovxt vuvi tHpepov Layee. 

20--—-v-— —-—-v=— —--—vuv BY 

Aa, AdBecGE pov AaBerOe Tot cKerovs Tarai, 

OI POEMS EA A BUR 

1215 tpotdha Ber? & iro. *-u- +t uw BF 

Au. enov b€ ye ohw TOD TEovs dpdw pEerov 
HESS 2 eS Se eae 

1217 mporAaBer? & pirat. -- ue tH BF 

Aa. ethiyywo Kapa AiBw TrerAynypevos 

25-—-—v— 1 a ad 1 ee 

1219 K&L OKOTOOLVLO. —-w-—v-— 841d 

Au. Kayo Kkabervdoew Botropar kal orvopar 
MP Wed mney SA Peg 

1297 Kal oKoTOBLVLO. Rey wy a 4 TG 
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Aa. Oipacée p eEeveyxar eis tov Ilitradov 

Sp ant Fo a AS =, AY ees 

1223 Tawmviaue XEepoty. 30—--—v- v-v BY 
iN e€ ‘\ 4 , fay at c , 

t. @s Tovs KpiTas pe Pepete* ov “oTw 6 Pacridrer's ; 

ee hed ge renee’ WA) APR NS Sa be ef Ae Nee 

1225 amosoTé pou TOV GoKOV, UWwuU- v-v Bow 
A / > , , 

a. ASyXN Tis EpTETNyE uor -- ure Ver 
> > 4 > , CV 

u ooTewy OdvpTa. yvewe wew 7 
c an X\ , 

Ac. OpGTE TOUVTOVL KEVOV. B8BYU K- YU K- YUKU 

tHhveAXa KaAXtvixkos. =SwS wow ay 

Kop. a’ tivedra Snr’, eirep Kadeis y’, 
SNR Rr ag ages ene 

& mpecBv xadXivkos. SS Se Sy 
XN / Sy > , 

Au. kal mpos y G@kpatov €yxeas —-—Vv- vr-v— 

apvotiv e&éAawa. Wii Gee kG ea ter ge 

Kop. B’ tyveAAa vov ® yevvada.* Ce 

X@per aBov TOV OOP ee 

Ac. grec Oe vuv adovTes © yeuSs Soauc 
L c 

tiveAAa KaXdXivixos. a a he a 

Xo. GAN efoperOa civ xapw 45-—- Yu - vm ue 

TiveAAa KaAAiviKos d-  —--YV- vou. 

Sovres oe Kal TOV aaKOV. —-—VU-—- Uu-—v 6% 

1194 aiaxrov Porson: alaxroy oluwxKrov 1210 éuuBorj7js Dindorf: rijs év waxy 

EvuBodjs 

See the metrical scholia on Ach. 1190 fff. 



CHAPTER Ov 

ORIGIN OF THE FORMS OF GREEK POETRY 

600. It is now a commonplace of Comparative Metric that 
the primitive poetic forms in Aryan speech were a dimeter of 
eight and a trimeter of eleven or twelve syllables. The language 
was quantitative, but the order of longs and shorts was not yet 
regulated, so that the dimeter, for example, may be represented 
aoo0eo00000r¥¥¥Y¥YYY-Y, This dimeter is found 

in the Avesta, where two dimeters, separated by diaeresis, form 

a tetrameter, and two tetrameters are united in a distich. The . 
first ordering of quantities appears in the Rigveda. The fifth, 
sixth and seventh syllables of the octosyllabic dimeter are 
respectively short, long, short ; the final syllable remains ancipital. 

This gives an lambic metre in the second half: 0 0 00U-v¥Y. 
The rhythmizing impulse gained force as it operated.’ The 

quantities of the first metre of the Vedic dimeter remain 
practically unregulated, although preferences are manifest. 

601. The facts have been ascertained with great patience and are 
clearly stated. See Oldenberg’s Hymnen des Rigveda, i. 1 ff. From 
the table on p. 14 it appears that of the sixteen possible forms of the 
first metre (two units in four places) fifteen occur. The four that 
predominate are, in the order of preference, ---—--, v-—wv-, 
v---, —--v-. The combination vvvv is not found. 
EK. vector Arnold in his Vedie Metre in its Historical Development, 153, 
records that over ninety per cent of the lyric dimeters he tabulates 
have pure iambic close: » —v» +. He distinguishes three forms of 
the opening as relatively common—the normal form: ¥ — — — (39 

VY per cent in lyric dimeters) ; the iambic form: ~ — » — (29 per cent) ; 
Y and the ‘syncopated’ form: “ ~ — — (11 per cent). Arnold gives 

1 See 653 on the evolution of the dimeter in Aeolic Greek verse. 

286 
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much interesting detail (pp. 149-174). For the trimeter in the 
Avesta and figveda see 611 f. It is one of the many services 
rendered to metrical science by Rudolf Westphal that he noted many 
years ago the Avestan and Vedic dimeters and trimeters and pointed 
out their significant bearing on the corresponding Greek cola. See Zur 
vergleichenden Metrik, 437 ff. See also his Allg. Metrik®, 38-47. 

602. The distich of the Avesta, with its four dimeters arranged 
pair and pair, is an impressive means of dignified expression, 
elevated by its form above ordinary prose speech, but it is not 
rhythmical. Poetic impulse, however, could not long be held 
in check, and the rhythmizing influence that gave melodic form 

to the second half of the primitive dimeter in India found early 
expression also among those other more highly gifted men of 
Aryan speech who in the third millennium before Christ began 
to make their way from the north-western regions of the Balkan 
peninsula into the land which afterwards was to be known as 
Greece. The rhythmizing impulse regulated the order of 
quantities among these earlier Greeks in two modes which are 
now seen to have been distinct. 

IONIAN VERSE 

603. Among the ancestors of the Ionian poets, it fixed a long 
syllable in the even places of the dimeter, Second, fourth, sixth : 

o—-o-—-o-—o*™. These even places were finally developed 
into the theses of simple feet (664) and they remained» remark- 
ably constant and stable (27) in all the various formations that 
were gradually evolved. The dimeter was in ascending rhythm. 
The odd syllables, on the other hand, the arses ultimately of 
simple feet, were for a long time in a state of flux. They 
might be short or long, or become two shorts; they might be 
omitted altogether. Variability of form remained the distinctive 
mark of these odd places in the dimeter. 

LOGAOEDIC, IAMBIC AND ANAPAESTIC DIMETERS 

604. Probably the first metrical phrase to emerge from these 
elements was logaoedic (375 ff.), with its theses constant but 
its arses variable and the division into thesis and arsis only 
approximately diplasic. This was the form that would naturally 
be first evolved, when poets were dealing with material that 
was not yet under easy control. 
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605. The unconscious effort to secure regularity of order, 
without that sacrifice of variety which would have produced 
monotony, evolved two forms of the dimeter in ascending rhythm 
that, with the corresponding forms in descending rhythm, became 
the chief resources of Ionian poetry, namely the iambic (62 ff.) 
and the anapaestic (270 ff.) dimeter. 

606. The constitution of the iambic dimeter(¥ —- Vv —~¥-—uU- 
seems simple, but while it is regular it admits variety. Short 

syllables were fixed in only the second and fourth arses of the » 
original dimeter; the first and third continued to admit either 

short or long. The dimeter was now naturally felt to consist of 
two metres. identical’ im) structure: “4 — G— “= Go) ohis 

metre, like the dimeter itself, was isomeric (12), but its arsis 
might be ‘irrational’ (15), with a variability parallel to that 
whick characterized the odd places of the primitive dimeter. 
The recognition of thesis and arsis in the metre (U-—w~+) 

finally established the simple foot, the iamb (v —), as a distinct 
element of rhythm. 

607. In the evolution of the anapaestic dimeter: ~ —-~-— 
~—~-—, the unconscious effort to differentiate it from the iambic 

dimeter, in which the simple feet were diplasic (9 ii.), gradually- 
fixed one long or two short syllables in all arses of the original 
dimeter and this long syllable assumed its normal value of two 

primary times. Thus arose an isomeric simple foot, adapted to 
the movement of men on the march. 

LOGAOEDIC, TROCHAIC AND DACTYLIC DIMETERS 

608. The principle prevails in Greek poetry that cola are 
reduced, not enlarged, in verse-building; the process involves loss 

rather than growth. Catalexis is the natural manifestation of 
this principle at the close of cola, and results from disposition to 
ease the strain upon the voices of the singers, the musical 
accompaniment and the dance, if the song was orchestic, con- 
tinuing for the full time of the colon. The syllable thus 
suppressed in the primitive dimeter was the final arsis. But it 
was the first arsis of this dimeter that, in consequence of its 
position, was peculiarly exposed, and initial attrition was so 
constant that gradually a series of dimeters was evolved in 
descending rhythm. The primitive form of the acephalous 
dimeter in Ionian rhythm was - o—-~ o-—o-. From this came 
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—v-¥~ -—.-, with recognition of metres and simple feet, 
as in the iambic dimeter (606). Relations are now apparently 
—hbut only apparently—reversed: the odd syllables are the 
constant and stable part of the phrase, the even places are 
subject to the variability that marks the arsis. Thus arose, 
not to dwell needlessly on obvious facts, logaoedic, trochaic and 

dactylic hephthemimers in descending rhythm : 

1) TwoAwW HpeTepav EXEL —-w-—w —v — Them. 1140 

Xapepov 7) vuKtepis —v-—--— —v-— Av. 1564 

pypata kal rapampiopar erav —~-w—w —w— Ran. 882 

609. It is not likely that in the primitive stage the rhythm 
of these dimeters was felt to be different from that of the 

complete dimeters; the syllable corresponding to the initial 
upward beat with which the phrase began was /felé to be lacking, 

the melody beginning with the first downward beat. See 38. 
This fact is illustrated by two forms of the acephalous iambic 
dimeter in early use, the acatalectic,, -. —- -~—w-, and the 

eatalectic, -. —- w-—-—. These sometimes occur even in later 

poetry, in association with ascending rhythms, and remain iambic, 
but generally they are associated with descending rhythms, and 
have trochaic scansion, -. —¥ —w-, catalectic dimeter, and 

—v-—v —-, the ‘ithyphallic’ (203). See Heph. 18. 6 ff and 
19. 5 ff. 

610. When, however, two acephalous cola were united in a 
tetrameter in continuous rhythm, a vital change took place. For 
example, two acephalous cola, - Vv - Vv — vw — and -Uu-vu-v-, 

cannot be united in continuous rhythm ; a primary time is needed 
to link them. This was secured in two ways. The final thesis 
of the first phrase might be held in singing till it had the value 
of three primary times : 

XpHoipov pev ovdev, aA\Aws de detAdy Kal péya 

a —-vtZsl-vu-vu = yy = “lop WES ie 

This process was called protraction (31). But generally a syllable 
was expressed for the Ae primary time: 

1 This happens to be identical with famous jest, came to be called Anxv@ov. 
that part of the iambic trimeter that Cf. Ran. 1197 ff., and Heph. 122. 14 ff. 
follows the penthemimeral caesura, and, The name AyxvGov has no historical 
after Aristophanes had perpetrated his significance. 

U 
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obpds vids, GAAG pa Bolare: Kai yap TvyXAveL 

NT, —-v-vi[-v-- — vu — Vesp, 336 

The syllable was a natural interposition, since it merely restored 
the lost arsis of the second acephalous dimeter. The movement 

was now felt to begin with the downward beat, the rhythm was 
descending. Thus arose the acatalectic trochaic dimeter, Acata- 
lectic logaoedic and dactylic dimeters were developed in a 

similar manner. Thus in dactylic rhythm: 

Sevordrow oropdtow ropicacGar | pyyata Kal rapamrpiopat exav 

Hwew —-~--|-~-w~ -w~- Ran. 880 ff. 

TRIMETERS 

611. Besides the dimeter of the epic distich (600 ff.) there 
also occurs in the Avesta a hendecasyllabic trimetrical colon, with 
quantities still unregulated: © 0 0 0 0 © 0 oo © 9, found in 
the gathas. The hendecasyllabic colon appears also in the 
Rigveda, together with an acatalectic colon of twelve syllables, 

and in both the principle of ordering of quantities is manifestly 
in operation. The regular rhythm in the last four places (eighth, 
ninth, tenth, eleventh) and in the last five places (eighth, ninth,- 

tenth, eleventh, twelfth) of the two trimeters is respectively 
—~J=—-¥ and —vu—w¥, that is, iambic. The seven preceding 

syllables are in a state of flux, although preferences are distinctly 
manifest, with disposition to iambic rhythm in the first metre. 

612. See Oldenberg’s Hymnen, i. 42 ff., and Arnold’s Vedic Metre, 
175-227. The following facts are the results of Arnold’s pains- 
taking investigations. The percentages here given are for archaic 
lyric metres (Table, 188). 

Trimeters are almost invariably divided by caesura either after 
the fourth syllable (45 per cent) or after the fifth (50 per cent), the 
latter corresponding to penthemimeral caesura in the iambic trimeter 
in Greek. The regular iambic rhythm of the close of the colon is 
sometimes broken by a short syllable in the eighth place, less 
frequently in the tenth, rarely by a long syllable in the ninth. The 

normal form of the three syllables (fifth, sixth, seventh) that follow 

the early caesura is v » —, subnormal forms are —-vy—-, vvv, 

— wv, all with the sixth syllable short. The normal form of the 
corresponding syllables in the trimeter divided by penthemimeral 
caesura is —|v~ v, varied by a subnormal form v|v vy. In both, 

the two syllables that follow the caesura are normally short. 
Trimeters generally open with a metre of the form ¥ — ~ — (36 per 
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cent) or “ — —— (32 per cent), the latter being non-iambic. The 
‘normal’ forms of the acatalectic trimeter, therefore, would be: 
~—-§--fuv-H—- ve H-VS and ¥-¥-—-lVu-vu-vY, but 

numerous variations occur in the first metre, and especially, as has 
been seen, in the second. Arnold concludes (p. 226) that the dominant 

Y scheme of the pre-Vedic trimeter was YO YM JUV - -|U- &. 

613. The acatalectic trimetrical colon appears in Ionian 
verse in Greek with a long syllable fixed in the even places 
but with variable syllables in the odd places: o-~o- o-—o- 
o—o*-. From this base were developed, by processes identical 
with those that produced dimeters, acatalectic and catalectic 
logaoedic, iambic and anapaestic trimeters in ascending rhythm, 
and logaoedic, trochaic and dactylic .trimeters in descending 

rhythm. Anapaestic and dactylic trimeters in which the simple 
feet were in even time, which was their normal measurement, 

exceeded the length allowed to diplasic compound feet (22) 
and fell apart into dimeters and monometers. The use of the 

monometer (dipody) as a colon probably began in this manner. 

614. In certain forms of verse the thesis of simple feet 
might be resolved (11,17). The result of this new source of 
variation was greater liveliness in musical expression. Just 
the opposite effect was secured by the other variation denominated 
protraction (rov7), in which the thesis of a simple foot absorbed 
an adjacent arsis and took its time. Thus in the rhythmization 
of the iambic verse : 

e A , , ” 
opoppo8o, cuvGeAw, cupmrepawveras exw 

ee ae OR vu —v— Av. 851 f. 

there was no pause in singing, but compensative lengthening of 

the long syllables following the suppressed arses, here indicated 

by dots. In this case the long syllable assumed the value of 
three primary times. See 81. 

IONIC COLA 

615. The relation of minor and major ionic dimeters and 
trimeters to the primitive cola is not so well determined as that 
of the dimeters and trimeters already considered. They appear, 
however, to have arisen, in the unconscious effort to secure 

greater variety of rhythmical expression, through interior 
anaclasis within the metres of the primitive dimeter in its 
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iambic and trochaic development. Thus from .-Uv- v-v-, 

by interchange of thesis and arsis of simple feet within each 
metre, came vw-—- in ascending rhythm; from 

came —-—ww in descending 

rhythm. This view is supported by the fact that we apparently 
see these ionic cola in process of making in extant remains of 

early lyric poetry. Thus in minor ionic rhythm: 

Vvunr 

—-v- wv —v- wv —---vuoy 

tepicoov: at yap “ArdéAAwv 6 Avcnos Alem. 83 

TE WIND. pe ie Nd Nal See S ore 

"Ive cadaccopédoie’, Gv ard pacdwv Alem. 84 ip! ’ ine 
een) mmm FAS fe fl) ANN Aa nd Somme ONS SS 

exer pev “Avdpopeda kddav apoiBav Sapph. 58 

Wargo ti tav toAvVoABov ’Adpoditay Sapph. 59 

Here iambic metres and minor ionics are combined in the same 
colon. That the formative dipody is iambic is confirmed by 
the fact that it may be irrational. 

616. That anaclasis (syncopation in modern music) is a 
legitimate and natural operation, and is not to be stigmatized 

as an artificial and mechanical metrical process, is proved by 
the terminal anaclasis found between the second and third 
metres of the last two fragments, a constant manifestation in 
ionic verse of the classical period (419 ff.). Ionic verse, although 
generally regular, was nevertheless plastic, as Aristophanes’s 
famous extravaganza proves (429). 

617. Similarly, fragments of early lyric poetry are extant 
in which trochaic metres are combined with major ionics in the 
same colon. Compare the following, which are all quoted by 
Hephaestion (chap. xi.) in illustration of major ionic verse ' : 
NEA \ > , Oy Nes A 

T PHS ev epaiveT Qa CGEAQVVaA ped NSN FST, == 

ai 8 os rept Bopov eotabyoav Sapph. 53 

Sa et OR 

1 Not all modern metricians agree 
with him. Sappho 52, for example, 
has been variously regarded. Bergk 
(Altestes Versmass, 407) thought its com- 
ponent cola were a form of the Spruchvers 

who classifies all the other periods here 
quoted as ionic (/syllos, 125 ff.), regards 
this particular fragment as Glyconic 
(Zsylios, 129 n.). But no scansion of these 
cola is satisfactory that does not bring 

(paroemiac), and he was followed by 
Usener (‘‘ paroemiacus,” Adtgriechischer 
Versbau, 93) and Schroder (‘‘ enoplion,”’ 
Aristoph. Cant. 88). Yon Wilamowitz, 

them and the trimeters in Sappho 53 
and Alcaeus 38 under the same formula. 
Schroder discusses some of these periods 
in Hermes, xxxviii. (1903), 204. 
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tpiBwdetep* od yap “Apxddeoot AWBa Alcaeus 38 

Ne a al percocet i ae Ng ae Nad men Seen 

, \ > , 

déduke pev a oeAdvva vr uy HUH 
\ ‘ 

Kat IAniades, perar dé —-- uy - UH 
, Ne Ooms, aril ss), H 

VUKTES, Tapa O EpXEeT wpa, --VvyV - Vv R- 
” 
eyw dé pova katevdw Sapph. 52 vr uYy HUH 

Kpjooai vi ror &8 eupedrews wédeoow —--—- Gu -—-Vvu -v-¥u 
” > > / > > 2-3 l4 ~ OpxXynvT dmdArow apd époevta BOwovs ——-Vvu —--vu -v--— 

moas Tépev avOos parakov pdtrewwat Sapph. 54 

NS RN ad BOS coe | A 

evpoppotépa Mvacioixna tas amdAas Dvpivvws Sapph. 76 

acapotépas ovdapa mrapava oefev Tvxyotcav Sapph. 77 
eS wf 

In major ionic verse the initial metre of a colon, but 
no other, may begin with a short syllable in consequence of 
partial acephalization. 

618. Aristophanes quotes from a scolium of primitive form 
two cola that illustrate the same process (Vesp. 1240 f.): 

) M” > ’ 

ovk eat ddAwreKkifecy, —--Vvy -v- 
ovd dudotepoist yiyverOar pitov —--Uuu -Vv-- -vH— 

PAEONIC COLA 

619. In certain odes of Aristophanes, which are fully treated 
in 223 ff., trochaic and paeonic metres are freely mingled. 

Tacw éméco. yewpytov Biov eTpiBopev* povn yap Hnyas wapéAcis 
—v-—-— —v — Pax 589 ff. hd Rs her, Rl ee Re Cree renee 

Aristophanes even uses a ‘ paeonic-trochaic’ tetrameter by line: 

ovdey exte Oypiov yuvarkds apwaywrepor, 

ovde Up, 0Vd GO avaidys ovdepia Topdadrs 
ORE es kat oe ie ea eae 1, hs ae 

—- Vy - K-VK Hv H— vu — Lys. 1014 ff 

The trochaic metre and the paeon may correspond in strophe 
and antistrophe: 

kal Kat avTd TovTO povov aVvopes paypwwTator= 

Tovs evavTiovs tA€wv eKEeioe Tals TpLAperv 

NS —-vuv —v — Vesp. 1062 = 1093 

The paeon may assume cretic form, both when used independently 
and when in correspondence with a trochaic metre : 
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m” z a > > > lel , 

€l TL KEXaPLOpPEVOY yoLpLoLov oic8a rap €pov ye KaredndoKus 

> 43 ” > a ‘\ X IQr , 

KOUKET Gv pe evpots diKacTHV Spipdv ovde StcKoAOV = 
nan ‘ nw , ’ > ay fod / 

ToUTO pn pavrov vou’ ev THdE TH TpdypaTe 
Sy Ne re en ANd. mee oe a OS SS A EET 

~V~ — Heuer Ke HN — vu — Par 349=388 

620. The time of these periods must have been uniform, and ~ 
it is highly probable that it was trochaic,—each metre had 
approximately the rhythmical value of six primary times. Von 
Wilamowitz explains the origin of these ‘light’ trochaic metres. 
In rapid dancing, he suggests, the second step is less heavy than 
the first; the foot just touches the earth and is again quickly 
lifted, so that the second long of the trochaic dipody is 
differentiated from the first by shortening. In the dance the 
trochaic metre gravitated toward paeonic form and actually 
assumed it in some cases. Expressed in mechanical symbols, 
—~v-—wv became —wuvuv. The cretic of three syllables 
(— v —)is a later substitute for -U Uv. See von Wilamowitz’s 
Orestie, 265. : 

621. It is obvious that if successive periods consisted solely 
of metres in paeonic or cretic form, the tendency would be to 
reduce the original value of these metres from six primary times 
to five. The process by which —wUwvv had arisen from 
—v-—v affected only the arsis of the trochaic metre, its lighter 
part; the thesis remained constant. At a time when metres, 

still in evolution, were seeking final definition, it would be but 
a step, and a natural step, in a continuous series of cola composed 
of metres of the form — vw vx, to give each short its normal 
value of a primary time. Thus would arise a new metre of five 
primary times, in descending hemiolic rhythm, with thesis related 
to arsis in the ratio of 3 to 2, namely the paeonic(—vVvv, 

Lig iy, 

622. Rossbach and Westphal first expressed the view that the 
paeonic metre, in essence, was a rhythmical shortening of the trochaic 
dipody. See Rhythmik*, 221, Rhythmik’, 141 ff, 153 f. But they 
maintained that in such series as are quoted above from Aristophanes 
the trochaic metres were reduced to the value of paeonics. These 
were the ‘cretics’ (kpyruxol xara dutpdyasov) of the Greek rhythmicians, 
with the value, not of J J. o, but of J SX See their Spec. 
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Metrik*, 738. This would account for the equivalence of the paeon 
and the trochaic metre, but they fail to explain the process by which 
the paeonic metre J J* J, was derived from J SJ Sor’ fo. 

THE DOCHMIUS 

623. The occurrence of the dochmius, vu — — vu —, in Greek 

poetry before Aeschylus is doubtful, and its use is mainly 
confined to the drama. Its evolution was apparently due to 
the pressing need that tragic poets felt for a rhythmical phrase 

adequate to express the great excitement naturally incident to 

scenes in tragedy. 

624. Its source and even its constitution are still subjects of 
discussion. Among the ancients, Quintilian (ix. 4. 97) was uncertain 
whether it consisted of bacchius and iamb or of iamb and cretic. 
Aristides states (39 M., 26. 5 ff. J.) that it is composed of iamb and 
matwv dutyvos (—»—). Hephaestion (32. 5 ff.) regards it as 
an antispastic penthemimer (xAvew paterar). Choeroboscus in his 
commentary (Heph. 239. 13 ff.) interprets this to mean antispast 
and a syllable, but adds of peévtou. pvOpsKol Td Trav peétpov ws play 
av(vyiav AapBdvovres So0xpuakdy dvopagovor. The scholiast on Aesch. 
Sept. 128, oi r 6 Avoyevés frdopaxov xpdros, has similar comment : 

Kal Tatra doypuaxd eoTw Kal toa, edv Tis atta oKTaojpws Paivy. 
Kupiws 6¢ ecizov Baivy* pvOpol yap «ior Batvovras dé ot pvOpot, 
Suatpetrar S€ Ta petpa, ovxt Batvovrar. On Sept. 103, quoting Av. 

1188, 1190, he says that the rhythm is octaseme. 

625. Among the moderns, Hermann (Hlementa, 243; Epitome, 
§ 225 ff.) regards the dochmius as a hypercatalectic antispast and 
divides it » +|4|> +. Westphal (Spec. Metrik?, 853 f.), holding that 
any octaseme rhythm must have dactylic division (4:4), and that such 
division as is indicated by Quintilian (3:5 or 5:3) is arrhythmical, 
regards the dochmius as a catalectic bacchiac dimeter (v + — v ~), 
the last long syllable being followed by a pause equal to two primary 
times! J. H. H. Schmidt (Metrik, 509 ff., Introduction, 76 ff.) 
analyzes the dochmius into ‘bacchius,’ with anacrusis, and following 
shortened choree (v : — — v|— all). Pickel (De versuuwm dochmiacorum 
origine, 167) holds that the dochmius is an iambic tripody, with the 
second thesis protracted in consequence of the loss of the second arsis 
(v—“w-). In dochmii in which the first two theses are both 
resolved, and protraction is therefore impossible, he assumes a pause, 
sometimes necessarily in the middle of a word, in place of the lost 
second arsis. Brambach (Metrische Studien zu Sophocles, 59 ff.) regards 

1 See Rossbach’s discussion in Spec, Metrik*, 760 ff. 
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the dochmius as a catalectic trochaic tripody with anaclasis in the 
first two syllables. Every dochmius is catalectic, representing an 
original phrase of nine primary times. Crusius (Zu neuentdeckten 
Musikresten, 193 ff.), observing that the first syllables of the dochmii 
in the Reynier papyrus, which dates in the time of Augustus, are 
stigmatized (even the ‘iambic’ form rwaéas daipwv), and assuming that 
the orvyp was attached to the thesis, concludes that the beginning of 
the dochmius shows the same variability of form that characterizes 
Aeolic rhythm. The dochmius, he thinks, is the shortest and freest 
Aeolic (‘logaoedic’) colon. Von Wilamowitz also believes that the ~ 
source of the dochmius is to be found ultimately in Aeolic rhythm 
(Comment. Metricum, ii. 29), notwithstanding the fact that resolution is 
alien to Aeolic metre, which limits variability of form by the strict 
counting of syllables (Géttingische gelehrte Anzeigen, clx. 149). He 
regards — v v — v — as the primitive form of the dochmius (Orestie, 
189). Schroder (Vorarbeiten, 126 ff.) derives the dochmius outright 
from the acatalectic lesser Asclepiadean (cf. 518 ii.) by fusion of 

VY its two halves, 3 = —vYv— and — Vo — v—. 

626. These and other theories that have been advanced have 
not escaped criticism. Their number and variety show that the 
problem is difficult. It is perhaps insoluble, but certain in- 
disputable facts must not be ignored in any attempt to establish — 
the relation of the dochmius to the primitive dimeter. The case 

may be stated as follows. Each short syllable of the fundamental 
form of the dochmius (Uv — — uv —) may be long. This is true 
also of the arsis of the first simple foot in each metre of the 

primitive dimeter as developed in iambic form in Ionian rhythm. 
Thus s-v- o—w-. Again, each normally long syllable of 
the dochmius may be resolved. This is true also of each of the 
first three theses of the primitive dimeter in its iambic develop- 
ment. Thus vu~u~ vu~uc-. Now the fact cannot be 
ignored that the first three simple feet of the iambic form of the 
primitive dimeter thus developed furnish all the thirty-two 
theoretically possible forms of the dochmius (460, n.), if the 
second arsis is absolutely suppressed and the number of primary 

times is thus reduced from nine to eight. Thus ow~uo~, 
The effect of this suppression, in its disturbance of the rhythm, 
is startling, through the juxtaposition of two theses, with dis- 
solution of the time. This is an entirely new effect, since 
continuous rhythmization by repetition of simple feet is the 
law that prevails elsewhere in Ionian verse. The name ddypu0s 
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given to this new phrase seems thus to be justified by its form. 
Other regular rhythms are called op@oi. 

627. Furthermore, dochmiac verse is associated in the tragic 
poets chiefly with iambic periods, generally trimeters and tetra- 
meters, and these display, by means of protraction and resolution, 

appropriate variety of form. The relation between the iambic 
metre and the dochmius is so close that they may be united 
within a single colon and even joined within a word. Compare, 
for example, in Aeschylus, Sup. 347 = 359, 370 =381, 738 = 

745 (corel perayxium ody otpato), Agam. 1100=1107 (to 
Tddawa, TOde yap Tereis), 1117 =1128, 1157 (¢@ YKapavdpouv 
matpiov twoTov)=1168 (i@ mporupyor Bvoia matpos), Hum. 

173 =178 (uacrop’ eicwy ob maceTa). Less often the iambic 
metre follows, as in Sept. 888 = 900. 

628. In comedy also iambic is the rhythm with which the 
dochmius is most frequently associated. See 466. Here also 
the two rhythms may be closely joined, as in Ach. 569 (460). 
With this compare Aesch. Sept. 419 f.: tpéuw 8 aiparngopous 
popous vmép dirwv. Five dochmii precede and an ithyphallic 
follows, closing the strophe. Note also the much discussed 
colon in Eee. 971 (564), a combination of an iambic dimeter 

with a dochmiac monometer. With this compare Aesch. Agam. 
1156: 

i yapor yapor Ilapidos od€bpior pidwv 
vrvuot Vr UW Uw US 

629. The facts noted in 626 ff. may indicate the true source 
of the dochmius, namely, that it is in origin an iambic tripody 

with the arsis of the second simple foot absolutely suppressed. 

PrRosopIAC-ENOPLIC COLA 

630. Testimony that is trustworthy links the prosodiac, as 
it appears with fixed constitution in the poets of the fifth 

century, with an early form of the Ionian dimeter. This early 
phrase appears as the first half of a celebrated simplified 
logaoedie period in Archilochus (79. 1): 

YY *Epacpovidn Xapikae, Vv -UVU-vvu-*¥ 

xXpnpa tor yedotov ee 
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Hephaestion (xv.) expressly states that the prosodiac, “ which 
consists of ionic and choriamb,”’ lies implicit in the anapaestic 
hephthemimer which constitutes the first part of this tetrametrical 
period. The second half, he says, is the ithyphallic. Archilochus, 

he continues, always observed the division of the two cola and 
admitted different forms of the anapaestic dimeter (S¥-x~~— 
«= -—~), but Cratinus and the poets who followed him maintained 
and cultivated a fixed prosodiac form of this ‘tetrameter. They 
made it a real tetrameter, treating its division with indifference: - 

xaip & pey axpeyerws opsAr€ tals eriBdars Crat. 323. 1 

and regarding its first half not as anapaestic but as prosodiac. 
For, he adds, an anapaestic tripody of the form —--vuv—-vuvu- 
admits prosodiac division, -—-Uuv —wUvw-, and he explains 

the process at length." This means that Cratinus and his 
successors, pleased with its rhythm, adopted a fixed form of 

the logaoedic period employed by Archilochus, but gave it a 
different metrical constitution: the first half was identified with 

the prosodiac, an ancient and well-known dimeter, the second 
was a catalectic iambic dimeter.? The tetrameter thus con- 

stituted was in ascending rhythm, as was each of its parts, and 
each half of each dimeter had the rhythmical value of six 
primary times. This particular prosodiac tetrameter, as we have 

seen (495), had great vogue with the comic poets.® 
631. The identification by Cratinus of a fixed form of the 

anapaestic tripody with the prosodiac at once suggests the 

probable relation of the prosodiaec to the primitive dimeter, 

namely, that it had its source 

1 of 6€ per abrov TH mey Tomy ad.a- 
popws expioavro, womep Kparivos (323) 

xaip @ peéy’ 
ér(Boass, 

THS NueTepas coplas kpirns dpiore TavTwy * 
evdaiuov’ érixré oe wyrnp ikplov Wodnors. 

axpedyehws Suite Tats 

évravOa yap opolws TO Tpitoy rérunrar 
tots ’ApxiNoxelos, Ta dé mpd avTod dvo 
wpd ov\AaB7s. Kal mévToOL Kai TOvS oToOV- 
Selous mapytioavro Tovs ev TH wéow oi 
petra Tov “Apxidoxov, ovxX ws avaTraioTLKOY 
Nyovmevot, ada mpocod.akdy, TO €& lwriKHs 
kai xoplauBiKyjs, THS iwyiKys Kal Bpaxetay 
Thy wpwrnvy dexoudvyns. dvvarac dé kal 
eis Tplrovy dvamatoTikoy drarpetoOat, ef ard 
omovdelou &pxoro, olov Th Largods (82) 

aura dé od KadXéra, 

in the paroemiac form of this 

ToU mpocod.axod dv Kal TovTo eldos, TO €& 
iwyikod Kal xopiauBixod ovyKelwevov. TO 
Tolvuy dvatmraotikoy el Tis ow dtatpotro, 
evphoe TH mpocodlakw éepapudfov.  éav 
pev yap omovdctoy éxn Tov mpWTov, Tovs 
6¢ és dvamalorous, Tas TOU devTépov 
dvaralcrov dto Bpaxelas mpocbels 7H 
oTovdciw moujoes iwvixdv amd pelfovos, 
tov 8 é&fs xopiauBov. Heph. 47. 16 ff. 

2 Cf. Schol. Heph. 154. 11-17. The 
statement at the close of the scholiast’s 
comment is significant : EpOnucmepes yap 
iauBixdy TQ mpocodiakm Tw Kabap@ éme- 
péuikrar Kal mpocodvakdy Omolws Kadetrac. 

3 For a discussion of this important 
testimony see the Editor’s Hnoplic Metre 
in Greek Comedy, 419 ff. 
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dimeter and was thus derived at a time when the first arsis of 
the paroemiac was still in flux, --Uvw—-Vvv-*~ (603). In 
the conversion of this particular form of the paroemiac into the 
prosodiac, in the various processes of verse-building, its final 
syllable was either merged in the following colon, as in the 
tetrameter under consideration, Y¥-vu -vu- ¥l|-v- 
v —-, or appeared sporadically as a hypercatalectic syllable 
(488), as in odes in which a prosodiac used as an independent 
period assumes the form —--Uvv —vvu-— ~*~, such as: 

kown yap ex evtuxtauw Eccl. 574 

or was lost, at the close of an acatalectic period, as: 

) ov Xapitrecot Babvdvors dpavas iyvov ard (adéas 

= INS Se NAINA = ee A Sey oe Ca Cle acchanval onion Ke 

632. It is to be observed that the tetrameter employed by 
Cratinus and his successors is not found in Pindar and in but 
one ode of Bacchylides (xix. K.). The lyric poets did not, in 
general, make use of catalectic prosodiac cola and periods, but 

substituted for them, with the same purpose of resting the voices 
of the singers (33), the hypercatalectic cola and periods which 
they found ready to their hands. The discovery of Cratinus 
which Hephaestion notes at length was not, of course, the 

invention of prosodiac verse, but the adoption of a new form of 
prosodiac tetrameter by the clever adaptation of a line that 
Archilochus had made famous. Prosodiae verse had long been 
in use, but had originated, it seems probable, from anapaestic 

and iambic forms of the primitive dimeter in a manner precisely 

analogous to that which Cratinus employed, although he was not 

conscious of precedents. 

633. What was the iambic element in prosodiac verse? Two 
longer tetrameters antecede the catalectic tetrameter of Cratinus. 
The first is hypercatalectic : 

i. Tas €& Epatrov efdPnoev tayKkparis “Hpa pedAcbpov 

Be ene | eee Bacch, xi. 43. K. 
¢ lan a ay s ” = eS a ¢ a , 
O TAs Geov, OV Wapabeva TLKT €7FL Pry eve TOVTOU 

NS NR mm vl— = =— -—- Vw = Pind. Nem. v. 13 

The second is acatalectic: 

ii. tYov rapa daipoor keirar' oiv 8 aAabeia Bpotav 

—--vv -vve- -|-v-— —-—v — Bacch. ix. 84f K. 
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o0dv mapa KadAtéras Aaxotcay e£oxov yéepas 

CS ye OS vl-v- v — v — Bacch. xix. 13 f. K. 
“~ XN 7 > , lon \ I, ” > “0 

mos On Airov evkréa varov, Kal Tis avdpas GAKipous 

SS YY Ses -|-v- v — v — Pind. Nem. v. 15 

The catalectic tetrameter of Cratinus, particularly affected by the 
comic poets, may again be illustrated : 

see > , \ , a“ ” a 4 7 

lil. ® d€o70Ta Kal TAOE VUV AkOVTOV av eyw coi 

634. The identification of Hephaestion’s ‘ithyphallic’ that 
closes 11. as an acephalous catalectic iambic dimeter and of the 

corresponding clause in ii. as a ‘lecythium’ (609, n.) is forbidden 
by i., for an acephalous hypercatalectic iambic dimeter is foreign 
to Ionian rhythm. 

635. The nature of this phrase as it appears in i, 
—v- -—-v- -, from which evidently the corresponding 
phrases in u. and iii, are successively derived by regressive 
reduction, is revealed by certain other prosodiac periods. Com- 
pare first two hypercatalectic trimeters (iv. and vi.), from which 

were formed, by regressive reduction, two corresponding acatalectic 
trimeters (v. and vii.) that often occur: ; 

iv. 7) pay word Spypdttares y Hv Tov Tap Hpiv= 

GAN @yaP avictaco pnd ovtw ceavtdv Vesp. 277” f. = 286 f. 

aTiberou taXdivtporov éuParev vonpa 

—--vv -vv-— “|—v-— ™= Bacch. xi. 54 K. 

v. vikay T epixvoea péAreT, & veoe 

—--vv -vvu-— vl—v-— Bacch. xiii. 190 K. 
vi, Tov mais 6 Aatovs eipupedwv te Locerdav 

xXeipov awtov Brediadars érivixov 

--v- -|-vvu -vv- » Pind. Ol. viii. 32, 75 

avépov te daitas Kat Oadlas pakapwr Pax 779 _ Vii. 

Keivov avv avdpos datpoviats aperais Pind. Nem. i. 9 

a ee = | a NFS, en A NS 

, , 5: A’ a (ae 
oTdvres, witvayv T €s aidépa xXeEipas apa 

NS vil-vue — vu vw-— Pind. Nem. v. 11 

Geois & avioxovres Xépas abavarous 

SS -|-ve —wuvw-— Bacch. xv. 45 K. 

The last (viil.) was called ‘iambelegus’ (481, n.). 
636. Prosodiac verse is thus seen to be eminently episynthetic. 

In all other verse trimetrical cola are derived from a primitive 
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trimeter (611 ff.), but in prosodiac verse trimeters as well as 

longer periods are compound. It appears, furthermore, that the 
component elements may be combined in either order of 

arrangement. 

637. The shorter iambic phrase that appears in the first and 
third of the foregoing trimeters (~ — v — © in iv. and vi.) is seen 
also in the following : 

viii. avdnw eAalas ev IleAoros Ppvytov KXeuvois aeHhous 

Siete TE eee PR ee tes Baeoh wild “Tale me, 

Compare the verses quoted by Hephaestion (51. 16 f., “ro 
Tluvdapixov ”) : 

ds Kal Tumels ayv TeAeKer TEeKeTo EavOav "APavav 

copot Se Kai 7d pydev ayav Eros aivnroay Tepirods 

-~-u- ¥/-uye I SS -|-vu- = Pind. frag. 34, 216 

This tetrameter, like all other hypercatalectiec prosodiac periods, 
might be reduced by a syllable: 

ix. purOds yap aAXows aGAXos er Epypacw avOpirois yAvKts 

—--v- -|-vvu -vv— -j|-e - Pind. Isth, i, 47 

638. The phrase joined with the paroemiac in the foregoing 

examples is the iambic penthemimer, ¥ — v — ©, which ends in 

an arsis, as the paroemiac, being catalectic, ends in a ‘variable’ 

syllable. The combination of paroemiac and penthemimer into 
periods was controlled by the rhythmical law, which holds 
without exception in all compound prosodiac periods, that each 
phrase uf initial is complete. ~¥-Uvso-vuv-¥ or ¥-v-¥%, 
but in each of its subsequent occurrences is acephalous, 
—vv-vv-—™, acephalous paroemiac, or — vu — ¥, acephalous 

iambic penthemimer. In the various processes of verse- 
building, the final syllable of each phrase (cf. 631) was either 
merged in the following colon, supplying the lacking arsis, 
or appeared sporadically as a hypercatalectic syllable, or was 
lost, at the close of an acatalectic period. 

639. To revert now to the tetrameter with the consideration of 
which this investigation of the iambic element in prosodiac verse 
began, it seems certain that i. (633), like vill. (637), is a 
triple compound, but with the elements differently arranged : 
J Youy -vv- ¥l-v-— ¥/—vu-— ». Compare the follow- 
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ing period, which is composed of the same elements but con- 
versely arranged : 

vov xpy Ilooedavds te Iletpaiov tépevos KeAadjoat 

—-- Vn -|-vu- —-|-vye —vVvuUu- — Bacch. xiv. 20 f. K, 

This composite ‘hypercatalectic iambic dimeter’ occurs also as 
an independent period : 

Geppav & ere tvewy deAAay -——U-— vl|—v— — Bacch. x. 22 K. 

eipnoetat TOAN ev Bpaxiorows —--— U-— —|—U— — Pind. Isth. vi. 59 » 

640. It is now obvious that the iambic trimeter also of 

prosodiac verse was not originally indivisible, like the normal 

iambic trimeter in Ionian verse (613), but composite. It is 
found in three forms, hypercatalectic, acatalectic and, in the 

drama, catalectic : 

X. XpyoTov. Ti paxpav yAdooay ificas edatvw 

—--v- -|-v- -|-—v—- — Bacch. x. 51 K. 

xi. poxav & akaprtos, tporradaiowy 4AP avip 

—--v- -|j-v—- -|-v — Pind. Isth. iv. 53 b 

xii. Tvd@ve Sia pa) Kakos reves Bau 

SS af | 18, 1 ——- Vv lO 

641. The paroemiac and iambic penthemimer suffice for the 
constitution of all normal prosodiac periods, and it is a striking 

fact that they can be identified in the fully developed prosodiac 
verse of poets of the fifth century. 

642. The examples quoted (cf. 1, iv., vi. vill, x.) disclose 

the origin of the ‘hypercatalectic’ syllable in prosodiac verse 
(488). This syllable, which has been the subject of much 
discussion in recent years, is the trace, still subsisting in later 

poetry, of the final sylable of an original paroemiac or of an 

original iambic penthemimer. On the rhythmical value of the 
hypercatalectic syllable, see 37. 

643. To turn now to enoplic verse, we could hardly expect 
to find testimony as explicit as that given by Hephaestion in 

regard to the prosodiac (630 ff.); but once in possession of the 
key to the general process by which, in Ionian verse, all cola in - 

descending rhythm arose from the primitive dimeter by loss of 
its first arsis (608 ff.), we see at once the ultimate relation of the 

enoplius to the prosodiac and thereby discover its probable origin. 
The enoplius was the acephalous form of the same primitive 
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paroemiac from which the prosodiac had sprung: the enoplius, 
—vv-—-|vv-—-, arose from the paroemiac, ¥-Uvuv-vu-*, 

by acephalization. The enoplius, therefore, is in origin a 
dactylic tripody of fixed form, but it differs from this tripody in 

metrical constitution (647). Each half normally contains six 
primary times. If described in terms similar to those used by 

Hephaestion in describing the prosodiac, it would be said to 
consist of a ‘choriamb’ and ‘minor ionic. In verse-building 
it is associated with trochaic cola. The distinction between 
prosodiac and enoplic cola is precisely that which subsists 

between anapaestic and dactylic or iambic and trochaic cola: 
prosodiae cola are in ascending, enoplic in descending rhythm. 

644, Each prosodiac colon and period, with a few exceptions, 
has in fact its enoplic correspondent, and the original distinction 
between prosodiae and enoplic cola was due to the retention or 

suppression of an initial arsis, Compare the following enoplic 
cola and periods, which are numbered to correspond with the 
numbered prosodiac periods previously quoted : 

i. Tepyuereis viv aoial mavti KapvéovTe Aaw 

=Uvus vu--|-v--|-—~v—-— Bacch. xii. 230 f K. 
xo , ‘ \ , > A dar \ 
ii. mavpotépwv* Td b€ ravTwv evpapety ovdev yAvku 

— Vu vu--|-—v—-——-|-—~ — Bacch. i174 f K. 

> ° , a > > / / > c , 

evoopdxas aT aAdEKTWp TVYYOVH Tap ETTLG 

—~vVuv- vu--|-v-vl|—ve-— Pind. Ol. xi. 14 

iii, e?ye 7d Spapa yadnv THs éorepas drdy£at 

—-vv- vu--l|-v-vl—— Pax 795 Ff. 

iv. ef 8 dperd katdkertar Tacav opydv Pind. Isth. i. 41 

Tpaypata Kavtvypapas toAAOv taddvTwv 

HUY = vu--|-v-- (483, n.) Nub. 472 f. 

Vv. WTwe oov yépas eomeT ayXadv 

—-vvu- vu-vl—-v — Pind. Ol. viii. 11 

645. Analyzed with reference to their origin, these five 
periods consist of a paroemiac with suppressed initial arsis, Le. 
an enoplius (— vp» — vw w-—-), and the same acephalous iambic 
elements that constitute the final phrase of the five corresponding 
prosodiac periods. But just as the enoplius, although ultimately 
derived by acephalization from the same form of the primitive 

dimeter as the prosodiac, was early individualized as a distinet 
dimeter in descending rhythm, thus also the second colon in each 

of the enoplic periods just quoted, even in early antiquity, when 
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this form of verse was developed, must have been felt to be 
trochaic. Poets of the fifth century at least must have regarded 
these clauses as, respectively, trochaic dimeter, catalectic trochaic 

dimeter, ‘ithyphallic, trochaic metre, catalectic trochaic metre. 

646. The order of arrangement might be the converse of 
that in i—v. An iambic element with suppressed initial arsis 
begins each of the following periods, the opening is now trochaic : 

4 

vi. dfOdvyntos & atvos’OAvprovixats Pind. Ol. xi. 7 

épxetar yAwtrns erivova toAitnv 

—-v--|-ve- vu vu—— Eecl. 574 

ota rapGevor prr€ourw ETaipas 

-v-vjl-ve- (SS Pind. Pyth. iii. 18 

vii. xphows’ oti 8 ovpaviwy vddtwv Pind. Ol. xi. 2 

otda Kut wAovTov peyardav divacww 

-v--|-ve- ~w vw — Bacch. x. 49 K. 

vov © ?Odvpria orepavwcapevos 

—-v-vl[-ven- Oe eins Olaexaieelid 

Vill. 607s aicxtvey erixopia TartTaiver TA TOpTH 

—~v—--|-vv- vvu--|-v—-— Pind. Pyth. iii. 22 

ix. éyyovey yetoavto, kat vyurvAov Tpoias dos Bacch. ix. 46 K. 
“a , \ 2 4 > 7 > > > 7 

ds TUYG pev daipovos, dvopéas 5 ovK aprakwv 

Sy Abs ih So eee ee ied Olea 
paryavy Te papvapéva Kepdiley aypious 

—-v-vl[-veu- vu-vl—v— Pind. Pyth. ix. 2V 

> / 4 > My 

x. €ldoe viKdoavTa xpvooraxus “Ads 

pvapa tov Odvpria xddAAurrov geOdwv 

. yy Bb] / / / 

xi. évdov apreAov KaxAd(owway dpocw 

ey Ale eg a aie 
xii. iuépw xpicac’ aduKtov oicrov 

—-v—--|-v-—v|--— Eur, Med. 634 

In all cases (i., iv., vi. viii, x.) the hypercatalectic syllable of the 
prosodiae period becomes the final syllable of the corresponding 
acatalectic enoplic period. 

647. The poets of the fifth century were probably unconscious 
of the relation of the prosodiac and enoplius to their common 

source. To them these were dimeters, isomeric dodecaseme 

‘feet, and as distinct and individual entities, in musical phrasing, 

as iambic and trochaic dimeters. Yet these poets must have 
felt the anapaestic movement in the prosodiac and the dactylic 
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in the enoplius. There is ample evidence, nevertheless, that they 
differentiated the prosodiac and enoplius from true anapaestic 
and dactylic cola. Hephaestion states that Cratinus and his suc- 
cessors thus distinguished the prosodiac (630, n. 1). Aristophanes 

himself testifies as to the enoplius.' Socrates in the Clouds 
(649 f.), in the first extant literary reference to the enoplius, 

instructs Strepsiades that it is important for a gentleman in 
society to understand the difference between dactylic and enoplic 
verse. The two were different, therefore, and yet so similar that 

an uninstructed person like Strepsiades might confuse them. 
Their differentiation is now not difficult. The enoplic dimeter, 
—vv-— vv--, differs from the dactylic tripody in metrical 
constitution. Taken as a whole, it is the metrical equivalent of 

a dactylic tripody of fixed form, -. v-—vv-—-, but in the 
process of musical phrase-building this rhythmical basis was 
converted into an isomeric dimeter (7rovs), complete in itself, in 
which each half, as in the trochaic dimeter, normally consisted of 

six primary times. Here, as elsewhere, the dimeter was normally 
the smallest unit of rhythmical measurement and was regarded 
as a whole. The enoplius was a zrepiodos, to employ the term 
applied by Heliodorus to the prosodiac (Schol. Pax 775 ff.). 

648. Hephaestion (ch. xv.) and the scholiasts (cf. Schol. 
metr. Pind. OJ. iii. 2) might, as a convenience, designate the 
metres of the prosodiac as ‘ionic’ and ‘choriambic,’ naming each 
from its accidental form, but these are spurious choriambs and 

ionics. The true choriamb is Aeolic (651) and is alien to Lonian 
rhythm (71, 206), and the two true ionics are at variance both in 
their probable origin (615 ff.) and in their rhythm with the 
‘ionics’ found in the prosodiac and enoplius. The genuine 
minor ionic is in ascending, the genuine major ionic in descending 

thythm (29). In such a tetrameter as 

of pev taéAat & OpactBovde Pores, of ypvoapTixwv 

SFOS RS SSS ——v — Pind. Isth. ii. 1 

the rhythm of the first half of the period is anapaestic, of the 
second iambic, but the period is a tetrameter, composed of two 
dimeters, and the first is as certainly an isomeric ovs as the 
second. The normal measure of each dimeter is twelve primary 

1 See Blass, Kleine Beitrdge, 455 ff.; Bacchylidis Carmina®, xxxv. ff.; Rhythms 
of Bacchylides, 166 f. 

X 
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times, four longs and four shorts; the normal measure of each 

metre is six primary times, two longs and two shorts: the order 

of arrangement of the longs and shorts in each dimeter is deter- 

mined by its rhythm. The metres of the prosodiac and enoplius, 

therefore, are not ‘feet, and these dimeters are the best existing 

illustration of the essential indivisibility of the Greek dimeter. 

Here certainly there can be no assumption of podic stress. 

See 28. Each dimeter is a unit, with thesis and arsis equal, the 

order being arsis, thesis in the prosodiac in ascending rhythm, . 

and thesis, arsis in the enoplius in descending rhythm. 

649. Doubt has been expressed whether the last two metres in 

such a tetrameter as that just quoted can properly be regarded as 

iambic, since this view involves the combination of diplasic (— —|v v) 

and isomeric (v —|v —) feet in the same period. See Gleditsch in 

Bursian’s Jahresbericht, exliv. (1909), 128 f. The error that underlies 

this criticism is the assumption that the metre, and not the dimeter, 

is the element that determines the composition of a tetrameter. In 

fact, each component dimeter in this tetrameter is isomeric, and the 

only difference between the two parts is their rhythm. But ignoring 

this mistaken point of view for a moment, the objection seems ill- 

taken, for diplasic and isomeric ‘feet’ are combined in precisely this 

manner in true ionic verse, in early Greek poetry. See the periods 

quoted from Aleman, Alcaeus and Sappho in 615, 617, and Gleditsch 

in his Metrik?, §§ 106. 1, 107. 3, who cites some of these periods in 

illustration of ionic verse. 

650. The iambic and consequently also the trochaic elements 

in prosodiac-enoplic verse are generally irrational. This is 

not an abnormal manifestation that invalidates the assumption 

that these metres are iambic and trochaic, for irrational out- 

number rational metres in all three sorts of iambic and trochaic 

verse in comedy, melic, recitative and spoken. This fact, which 

is commonly overlooked or ignoréd, is of such significance that 

statistics confirming it are given elsewhere in this book. See for 

iambic verse 186 f., for trochaic 247, 256, 261, 268. The general 

use, therefore, of irrational iambic and trochaic metres in prosodiac- 

enoplic verse is legitimate, and it is also natural, comporting 

with the character of this verse, which is eminently dignified and 

stately. But pure iambic (v — v —) and trochaic (—v-v) 

metres are by no means excluded, as the periods prove that are 

quoted above (633 ff, 644 ff). 
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AEOLIC VERSE 

651. The rhythmizing impulse regulated the ordering of 
quantities in Aeolic poetry in a mode that was distinct from that 
which prevailed in Ionian verse (603). The musical number in 
which the poetic impulse of early Aeolian singers found satis- 
factory rhythmical expression was the choriamb, -uv—-. This 
is the fundamental metre (foot) in Aeolic verse. The first half 

of the primitive dimeter in which it appeared remained with 

quantities practically unregulated (0 0 oo — vw -—) even in 

the fifth century. The principle that prevailed, in the un- 
conscious attempt to give this first half of the dimeter rhythmical 
form, was exclusion in selection. Nine of the sixteen possible 
forms (two units, V and —, in four places) that the first metre 

might assume are found in Aristophanes. These are starred in 

the following list : 

oe | UB ai 9—-Uv-* W—wvwsos 

DUE AS (ee eu er) eo Ae ees 

8—-—vVu 7—-—-v-—* lle —--—vw* 1G uw 

AUyv—= Si) = 2Zvw—wv—* 1@ ep ey ere 

652. Besides this polyschematist dimeter (Heph. xvi.) two 
others often occur in Aeolic verse, the Glyconic, with the 

quantities in the first two places of the octosyllabic dimeter 

unregulated (0 o—-v vw-—v-—), and a third dimeter with 
choriamb in the first metre and Glyconic cadence in the second 
(—vLv- v-—vw-). The second metre here assumes diiambic 
form, and the dimeter, for convenience, may be called choriambo- 

iambic. 
653. The probable genetic connexion and rhythmical rela- 

tion of these three dimeters to one another may be expressed in 

simple graphic form : 

©ooo-vv—!l 

0.0 = Ue — 2 

—vu- 3 

The rhythmizing impulse pressed steadily towards the chor- 
iambization of the primitive dimeter, but, precisely as in the case 
of the Vedic dimeter (600), the attempt to reduce the stubborn 

materials of prose speech to rhythmical form was successful only 

as it progressed. In the first stage, the rhythmizing impulse 
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failed to regulate the first half of the primitive dimeter, but 
gathering force gave choriambic form to the second half. In the 
second stage it placed the choriamb at the middle of the dimeter, 
forming the Glyconic, with final cadence in the last two syllables 
that had been developed in the first stage. In the third stage 
the first metre finally became choriambic and the dimeter ended 
with the double final cadence developed in the two preceding 
stages. The process was natural and it was unconscious. All 
these dimeters were inherited by poets of a later age. ; 

For illustrations of these dimeters and of their catalectic forms, 

see 507 f., 511, 513. 

654, The choriambization of the primitive colon of twelve 
syllables (611) produced trimeters of constitution similar to that 
of the three dimeters just considered. Compare the following 
acatalectic and catalectic trimeters: 

I. Polyschematist Trimeters. 

TpOvXEL Kat yvwOpa, Tap dtp TO Oeiov Soph. Ph. 139 
1 = ae, egos term gee dd Wn 

aA\Aa tvid’ EXO’, ai rota Katépwra Sapph. frag. 1. or 

Gia en een eee 

tov Evyypahn tov perAewv rowntHv Ach. 1151 
(era EEA Lie Lea hg Fak 

otav eonAwoas avépos atGovos Soph. Aj. 221 
en) oo a 

ev? otpar tov eypeudxav Onoéa Kat Soph. 0.0. 1054 
CaP RTE SEC ee dy EG 

evade kivouvos aveitat copias Nub. 956 
OR ee Re SR a 

rouktAoOpov’, aBavar’ > Adpddita Sapph. frag. 1. 1 
W-vr-vu -~vv- v= 

6 Mowayeras pe karet xopetoas Pind. frag. 116 

We-- yu -~-VvVu- Ve 

enot Evvein dua rav7ds evppwv Soph. Aj. 705 
We- Vv - H- VV VK = 

eyo 8 6 TAdpwv Tarads af’ of xpovos Soph. Aj. 599 f. 
We -~ vu K- HK-v ey Vr 

II. The following trimeters begin with Glyconic movement 
(oo-vv-): 

1 Sapphic hendecasyllable, Heph. 43. ? Pindaric hendecasyllable, Heph. 44. 
11 ff. 12 ff. 
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puptwv érdpwv es "Apyos ixmiov Pind. Isth. vii. 11 
MARR ert Eo), A, Mae 

ei? env mapa TH ven Kadevdew Ec, 938 —---—-vu v-v- v—--! 

WAGs ek Tepatwv yas eAehavrivay Alcaeus 33 
Eee RMA Ge OO RYN VE BAE Gh a 

Setp? EAP cis xopov & yxpvootpiaw’ @ Eq. 559 

exery puplov axOos 0 Evvoixet Soph. Ph, 1168 
NIE Se ae Ne | ee ae 

III. The following open with choriambo-iambic movement 
(- SS Nee —) : 

od yap avarxeTov TovTS y EevOepw Ec. 941 
Feral tt NP We ee et SS a i aoe 

Tov Te peyaobevn Tpiaivns Taptav Nub. 566 
—vuUVUV vrouUt —vuUvVUC= 

See also the trimeters quoted in 518, i—iii. 
655. The Aeolic trimeter originated under the same chor- 

iambizing impulse that produced the dimeter, and the possible 
forms of the trimeter, like those of the dimeter, may be exhibited 

in graphic form : 
1. ll. lll, 

Sw ke 

hl nap eS 

OOOO S=Vyv= 1 

(2) Ce) oe 

ae git eet A ANA ne 3 

656. The choriambization of the primitive trimeter was a 

continuation of the process begun in the choriambization of the 
dimeter. The law by which the different forms of the trimeter 

are controlled is simple, and it operates with singular precision. 
Formation develops by dissyllables, and a metre may consist 
only of such elements as have already been regularly formed. 
The third metre of the trimeter, therefore, ike the second metre 

of the dimeter, will be either — v u — (by catalexis - v —) or 
vu —v-— (by catalexis .--—). The second metre in the first 

stage of the trimeter must be -v.v- or —~v-—vw; in the 
second and third stages it may be distinctively »-v- or 
wv —-—v, forms not allowed in the first stage. The first metre 
of the trimeter in the first stage is polyschematist, in the second 

1 Phalaecean, Heph. 32. 21 ff. 2 Asclepiadean, Heph. 33. 5 ff. 
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it always has Glyconic form, in the third it is the choriamb. 
These facts are illustrated in the examples just quoted (I.—III.). 

657. Other cola occur in Aeolic odes that in appearance 
are lambic or trochaic: 

av 8 avdpos exrewAnypevov Nub. 809 Pewee Veuve 

yvvaikas avO@pakeverv Lys. 340 yew Se VySe 

KAjs exit yAdoog BeBaxe Swes suey 
vor nO led tpoomoAwy Kvpodmidav Soph. 0.0. 1052 f. 

658. These cola associated with Aeolic verses are them- 

selves legitimate Aeolic cola, and, like the others, are due to 

choriambization. This process, for example, if carried to the 
length of four or five metres, as dimeter+dimeter, dimeter + 

trimeter, or trimeter + dimeter, would give, among others, under 

the law just stated, tetrameters and pentameters such as: 

SF vovun-|ur-en Ne are oe 

et tS ONS, Sr NA Se | aire thet ro at re A a oe 

at heed) BOS EE Coe Ne Od | hd eh OT io NF) OY ONS 2 ewe era \— Ama 

et a NF ONS Ste ooh | RAL TT ONS, NS NI) NS 

659. It is probable, however, that the poets of the fifth 

century did not consciously differentiate Aeolic and Ionian 
cola where they crossed, such Aeolic cola, namely, as have just 

been quoted, and the iambic and trochaie verses of Archilochus. 
These poets admitted into all ‘iambic’ and ‘trochaic’ cola not 

only the irrational metres found in Archilochus, but also the 
two other variations that characterize these forms of verse in 

the fifth century, resolution and protraction (tovy). We have 
seen that the ‘iambic’ element even of choriambo-iambic cola 
might be irrational (514). In illustration of resolution and 

protraction in diiambic and ditrochaic (19) cola in Aeolic odes 
compare the following: 

Evvevxopea téeAea prev Thes. 352 Wo wae www = 

 peya Te peramereitat = Swe we = 

6 mats 6 PiroKA€ewvos Vesp. 1454=1466 v-Un v-—vu 

™ Xelpt weAcOov apriws Kexerpevov SU SS SS 

erdgeev 8 exwv Ach. 1170 f. yweos> eo Sus 
if / o > > , , > 7 

vonpa ppevos, Urvos 8 dréotw yAvKtOupos oppatov 

NS Ney a Ce NLD a O Dake 

tap dadidow. exer” erece pedéous “Atpeidars 

wyvstVY wvyueesy — v — — Soph. Aj. 620 f. 
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660. Ditrochaic cola are not frequent in comedy, but Aristo- 
phanes abounds in diiambic dimeters in close association with 

other Aeolic cola. Doubt whether these diiambic cola are in 

fact Aeolic is dissipated by cases in which they correspond 
in strophe or antistrophe with undoubted <Aeolic cola. For 

example, compare : 

obros eBéXee Kparncat = —-wv- vee 

nodomevos A€yovte Vesp. 537=641 -YUu- v-vu 

aXra hoBovpar T6de. pov borepdrovs Bonfo= 

@s Tupt xpi) Tas proapas yuvatkas avOpaxeverv 

661. The metres, then, that appear in Aeolic verse are six 
in number: the fundamental choriamb, — v v —; the unregulated 
first metre of the polyschematist dimeter and trimeter, ¥ ¥ ¥ ~; 
the semi-regulated first metre of the Glyconic, »¥—wv; and 
three others due to the process of choriambization carried 
through: the diiamb, v — v —, the ditrochee, — v — u, and the 

antispast, w-— vw (19). On the antispast see the Editor's 

Origin and Form of Aeolic Verse, 303-309. 
662. The evidence of crossing of styles exhibited by ‘iambic’ 

and ‘trochaic’ cola is interesting and instructive, for it points 
the way to the differentiation of Ionian and Aeolic verse. The 
main facts are now apparent. The choriamb is alien to the 
rhythm of Ionian verse, and when it occurs there it is due, 

except in the prosodiac and enoplius, where it is a spurious 
form (648), to interior anaclasis, as in iambic verse in English. 

It may thus occur in Greek, as has often been noted, at the 

beginning even of a spoken trimeter. Cf. Aesch. Sept. 488, 
547; Choeph. 1049; Soph. frag. 785; Arist. Pax 663. On 
the other hand, a succession of two or more dactyls or anapaests 
is clear indication of Ionian rhythm, just as conversely the single 
occurrence of a long and two shorts, or of two shorts and a 
long, generally signifies that the verse is Aeolic. Hybrid cola 
are inadmissible, but a series of Aeolic cola is sometimes effec- 

tively varied by the introduction of one or more cola completely 

in Ionian metre. See 526. 
663. The effect of the interrelation of Aeolic and Ionian 

verse in the fifth century is still further manifest. Aeolic verse 
counted syllables; a dimeter was octosyllabic, a trimeter dodeca- 
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syllabic. But the poets of the fifth century, under the influence 
of Ionian rhythm, admitted resolution in Aeolic cola generally 
with some freedom, not only in those that in form were identical 
with the normal iambic and trochaic cola of Ionian verse (see 
657 f.), but also in the polyschematist dimeter and the Glyconic 
and the corresponding trimeters : 

émt TO Tpvpov Kal padaKov = Uwe mun 

ovdevt yap ovTws ayavo Vesp. 1455=1467 —-w~u- -vu- 

T) yap arootnvar xaderov Vesp. 1457 Uwe Hue 

Ti yap eéxelvos avtiAéywv Vesp. 1470 Uwry m-uUn 
(ovres TOT eri TOV mpoTtépwav Nub. 1029 --—Uuw -Uuu- 

kat dpea vuppav eparois ev tuvors Th. 992 f. Uru - -Vu- ve 

Ti woTe Tpaypa yevnoetar Ran. 1251 wyur-v ure 

Bpdpue kat VeuerAas wal Th. 991 Uwryv ve 

See for other examples 510, 512. 

CONCLUSION 

664. It appears from the preceding survey (600 ff.) of the 
probable origin of Ionian and Aeolic cola, that the colon itself, 
not the metre or the simple foot, is the true unit of rhythmical 
measurement in Greek poetry. Aristoxenus called cola ‘feet, 
mooes cvvGeror (21), and Aristophanes in a merry jest refers to 
the Glyconic dimeter as a rods, contrasting two extreme types 
(Ran. 1322 ff.). The primitive poetic element in Aryan speech 
was the colon, in which the regulation of quantities was a 
gradual process. It was in this gradual development of the 
colon that metres and simple feet took form, as subordinate 

elements of the true unit of measurement. 



CHAPTER XVI 

STRUCTURE OF COMEDY’ 

665. The structure of a comedy of Aristophanes is essentially 
different from that of a tragedy of the same period. The 
primitive elements of a play of the Old Comedy were the parode, 
in which the poet brought in his chorus; the debate, in which 
two of his players maintained and disputed the theme of his play, 
contending against one another as if pleaders in a court of law; 

and the parabasis, in which, at the close of the primitive play, he 
set forth his own merits and personal grievances, and in two 
following topical parts expressed his views on questions of the 
day. The debate and parabasis are peculiar to comedy, and are 
structurally individualized by the pairing of non-melic as well 
as melic parts. The oldest Attic comedies were short” and 
probably consisted only of parode, debate, and parabasis. A 
comedy of Menander, on the contrary, derived its five acts 

from tragedy and was structurally far removed from a play of 

Aristophanes. 
666. As comedy developed and lengthened, other divisions 

were added to the three original elements: prologue and exode; 
epirrhematic syzygies; episodes with following stasima; and 
mediating scenes that, while advancing the action, served specially 
to connect other divisions of the play. Among these the syzygy, 
a division that is also peculiar to comedy, is a free imitation of 

1 See, in particular, Zielinski’s Gliede- 2 See Kaibel’s Fragmenta, 72. 13 ff. : 
rungder altattischen Komédieand Mazon’s ‘sed in fabulas primi eam contulerunt 
Composition des comédies @ Aristophane. <non> magnas, ita ut non excederent in 

In reading this chapter, the student singulis versus trecenos” (e libro glos- 
will need to consult the ‘‘Table of sarum), and Usenerin Rhein. Mus, xviii. 
Structure and Rhythms,” to be found (1873), 417 ff., 429 f. 
at the end of this book. 

313 
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the last four parts of the parabasis, and admirably illustrates in 
balanced speech and song, the primitive distinguishing principle 
of the structure of comedy, the pairing of non-melic as well as 
melic parts. A play of Aristophanes is in many particulars a 
peculiar literary creation. It is a drama only in a restricted 
sense, since the action is at a standstill during two important 
divisions, the debate and the parabasis. It is distinguished, 
furthermore, from a comedy of Shakspere or Moliére by the 
fact that quite one-half of its verses are melodramatic, recitative, - 

or melic, and were rendered to the accompaniment of a musical 

instrument. 

667. Some of these divisions have canonical form and most 
of them show canonical use of rhythm, but Aristophanes is 
bound by neither. He varies and changes, shifting his rhythms 
to secure special effects and subordinating form to the better 
development of the action, often weaving division imperceptibly 
into division, but always in such fashion that the fundamental 
structure and limits of the divisions are discoverable. He is 
always flexible, he has complete mastery of his materials, and 

the development of his theme never suffers from slavish adherence 

to convention. 
668. The parabasis’ was originally an epilogue, but in the 

developed comedy of Aristophanes it is found at about the 
middle of the play, except in the Vespae. It consists, when 

complete, of seven parts: xoupatiov, tapaBacrs, waxpov (Schol. 
Pax 765) or aviyos (Schol. Ach. 659), péros (strophe, ode), 
érippnua, médos avtictpodpoy (antistrophe, antode), avremippnpya. 
The first three are single parts and were probably all rendered 
by the first corypheus; the last four are paired and constitute, in 

the terminology of Heliodorus, an éwippnuatixyn ovfuyia (Schol. 
Ach. 665, Hg. 551, 1264). The commation (293 ff.) was 
probably a solo, and is composed, wholly or partly, in anapaestic 
rhythm, except in the Aves (546). The parabasis proper, avr7 7 
mapaBacts (Schol. Ach. 626), is the poet’s own address to the 
spectators, and is written in anapaestic tetrameters, except in the 

Nubes (528); these anapaestic tetrameters were rendered in 
recitative. The pnigos that follows is an anapaestic hypermeter, 

and was so named because. it was to be recited at one breath 
(amvevoti, Heph. 73. 4), leaving the corypheus speechless. The 

1 See Heph. 72. 11 ff. 
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strophe and antistrophe were sung respectively by the first and 
second half-choruses. Their structure is elaborate and they are 
composed in many different rhythms. The epirrhema, following 
the strophe, as the name implies, and the antepirrhema, following 
the antistrophe, are composed in trochaic tetrameters and 
probably were rendered in recitative by the leaders of the two 
half-choruses respectively. In theme they are topical. The 
number of verses in the antepirrhema, if it occurs, is always 
equal to that in the epirrhema. The number is commonly a 
multiple of four, sixteen in eight epirrhemata, twenty in the first 
parabasis of the Vubes and in the Vespae and Ranae, and twice 

ten in the Lysvstrata. 
669. Sometimes a play contains a second parabasis, This 

is never complete and generally consists of the last four normal 

parts. A tricolic trochaic period is added to the epirrhema and 
antepirrhema of the Peace. See Schol. Paw 1127. The second 
parabasis of the NVubes (1113 ff.) consists merely of a protracted 
iambic tetrameter, of the nature of a commation, and an 

epirrhema. Even the first parabasis is not always complete. 
That of the Nuwbes lacks a pnigos; that of the Peace has neither 
epirrhema nor antepirrhema; that of the Thesmophoriazusae 
consists simply of parabasis proper, pnigos, and epirrhema; that 
of the Ranae of the last four parts; that of the Lysistrata of 
these four parts doubled. It is to be observed that the first two 

periods in the first strophe and antistrophe of the parabasis of 
the Lysistrata have the tone of a commation. 

670. The debate is now a recognized division of the Old Attic 
Comedy, thanks to the acute investigations of Rossbach and 
Westphal? Zielinski* and Humphreys.“ In two plays of 
Aristophanes (Vesp. 534, Ran. 883) the chorus speaks of it as a 
‘contest, dyév. The subject in dispute, which is generally the 

poet’s main contention in the play, is often indicated and an 
umpire chosen at the close of the preceding division. See, for 
example, Vesp. 513 ff., Hy. 733 ff. The master of ceremonies 

is the chorus, and it is the chorus that announces the verdict. 

The debate belongs historically in the first half of the play, 

1 On the division of the chorus of 2 Spec. Metrik®, 401 ff., Spec. Metrik’, 
comedy into half-choruses and the 133 ff. 
functions of its two leaders, the two 3 pe 9 
coryphei, see the editor’s Unrecognized Ghederinny 7 
Actor, 103 ff. 4 Agon of the Old Comedy, 179 ff. 
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between the parode and the parabasis (665) and it generally 
occurs there in the comedies that are extant, but in two of these, 

the Nubes and the Ranae, the poet has transferred it for special 
reasons to the second half of the play. When complete, it 

consists of nine parts, of which the second four are paired with 

the first four. It begins with a song by the first half-chorus, 
whose leader in two recitative anapaestic or iambic tetrameters 
then bids one of the contestants open the debate. He proceeds 
to argue his case in tetrameters, which tail off as feeling is ~ 
roused into dimeters, both in the same rhythm as the distich. 

Iambie tetrameters and dimeters rendered by a debater are 
melodramatic (804). Then the second half-chorus sings the 
antistrophe and its leader exhorts the other contestant to defend 
his views. His argument also is expressed in tetrameters and 
dimeters. The verdict follows. Slight modifications of the 
disposition and significance of the nine parts as just outlined 

may occur. Zielinski has named these parts 7, KATAKENEUG LOS, 
érrippnua, mTviyos, avT@dn, GYTLKaTaKeNeVo LOS, avTeTTippnua, 

avrumviyos, oppayis. 
671. The songs of the debate are closely connected in theme 

with the following discussion: they emphasize the importance of 
the question at issue or touch upon the abilities or characters of 
the contestants, often addressing one or both directly. In a 
single case (Hg. 303 ff.) the song consists of two strophes and 
two antistrophes, mesodic tetrameters separating the two parts 
of the pericope. The following distich, with two exceptions (Hy. 
407 f£, Thesm. 531 f.), is hortatory. It is worthy of note that 
it begins in fourteen instances out of nineteen with adda and 
that the epirrhema, following the first distich, in seven cases in 

ten begins with «ai ynv. The antepirrhema, however, has this 
locution only once. In exceptional cases both distichs may be 
addressed to the same debater, as in the Hgwites (761 f., 841 f), 

in which the chorus is intensely partisan, and in the Aves (460 f, 
548 f.), in which there is only one debater. In the antihorta- 
tion of the Lysistrata (549 f.), Lysistrata and her companions 
are addressed, as both Chremylus and Blepsidemus in the Plutus 
(487 f.). In the hortation of the Ranae (905 f.) both debaters 

are warned by Dionysus to mind their manner of speech. This 
is the only hortatory distich not recited by the leader of one of 
the half-choruses. The debate proper, composed of epirrhema 

NN ee 
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and pnigos, antepirrhema and antipnigos, does not consist of two 
set speeches delivered without interruption, but is a dialogue, 
often bitter in tone, in which other speakers may take part 
besides the two debaters. Both epirrhema and antepirrhema are 
generally expressed in the same rhythm, anapaestic or iambic, 
but one may be anapaestic, the other iambic. When the tone 
of the debate is contentious and abusive, the lines are iambic. 

The four trimeters in Nub. 1085-8 are the only exception to 

the principle that the epirrhema and antepirrhema are written 
solely in tetrameters. The number of tetrameters is generally 
approximately equal in epirrhema and antepirrhema. In two 

cases it is exactly the same (Hy. 335 ff., Av. 462 ff.), and in the 
first of these it is a multiple of four, as if in imitation of the 

epirrhema and antepirrhema of the parabasis. The pnigos is 
generally a dialogue and differs in this particular from the pnigos 
of the parabasis (668), but with two exceptions (Lys. 598 ff, 
Ran. 1078 ff.) it also consists of a single hypermeter. 

672. The verdict, when it occurred, was probably delivered 

by the second corypheus, but it might be omitted, as in both 
debates in the Muwbes, in which one of the speakers in each 
debate abandons his ease. Cf. Nub. 1101” ff, 1437 ff. In the 
first debate in the Hguwites (457 ff.) it consists of four iambic 

tetrameters, in the Thesmophoriazusae (571 ff.) of three, and here 
it is no more than a peremptory command to stop wrangling; in 
the second debate in the Hquites (941 f.) it is expressed in prose. 
In the Vespae (725 ff.) it consists of four anapaestic tetrameters 

and two paired songs and two paired recitative anapaestic periods, 
The verdict proper is found in the first three tetrameters ; in the 
verses that follow the chorus, now convinced, pleads with 

Philocleon to yield. Similarly in the Aves (626 ff.), after the 
chorus has clearly expressed its judgment in the first two 
tetrameters, it begins to think of the future, and the remaining 
verses constitute an appropriate introduction to the following 

scene. In the Lysistrata the poet substitutes for the verdict two 

trimetrical tristichs spoken by the two debaters (608 ff.). The 

chorus is still divided and a verdict is not possible. The intro- 
duction to the debate in this play (467—70~471—5) is noteworthy, 
as also the hortatory distich (539 f.) prefixed to the second half. 
The first debate in the Nudes has an elaborate introduction in 

anapaestic dimeters (889 ff.). Generally a scene (679 ff.) serves 
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this purpose. The close of the debate in the Ranae resembles 
that of the Lysistrata; here also the discussion has not been 
brought to a satisfactory conclusion (yaXerov obv Epyov Siatpeiv is 
the judgment of the chorus), and in a monostrophic dyad (Ran. 
1099 ff.) that is substituted for the verdict, the chorus urges its 
continuance, but in some other form. 

673. Two plays, the Hgquites and Nubes, have each two 
debates. The debates in the Thesmophoriazusae, Ecclesiazusae, 

and Plutus are not complete, lacking the second half. Debates 
in canonical form are not found at all in the Acharnians and 

Peace. The theme did not allow set discussion. There is an 
exposition of the poet’s main contention in the Acharnians 
(347-625), but it is veiled, and the effect of its seriousness 
is counteracted by the intrusion of a laugh-compelling satire 
(393-488). To discuss in set form, in 425 B.c. in Athens, the 
folly of the party that insisted on continuing the war with 
Sparta would have exasperated the public! In the spring of 
421 B.c., when the poet’s Peace was brought out, the question of 
peace or war needed no discussion, On the other hand, the 
debate sometimes preserves canonical form, but in reality is not 
a debate but a continuous argument. In the Aves, for example, - 
there is but one debater. In the epirrhema he endeavours to 

convince the chorus of birds that sovereignty rightly belongs, not 
to men, but to them; in the antepirrhema he develops his plan 
for securing it. 

674. The parode of the earliest Attic comedy (665) was 
probably wholly lyrical; subsequently verses in recitative were 
added, in two extant plays to the complete exclusion of the 

lyrical element (Hy. 242 ff, Pax 299 ff.). This division is in 
many particulars singular as developed in Aristophanes. The 
definition of ‘parodos’ in Aristotle’s Art of Poetry (1452 b), 7 

mpwoTn reEts OAn Yopov, Whether his own or not and whether 

intended to apply to comedy or not, certainly does not cover 

the parode of Aristophanes.” Zielinski’s definition of the comic 
parode, as ‘ the verses rendered by the chorus, with accompanying 
evolutions and music, from the time it first appears in the isode 
until it comes to a standstill in the orchestra,’ also fails to 

1 See Mazon, Composition, 24 f. of the parode of comedy (Gliederung, 
2 See Westphal’s discussion of this 127), with Gleditsch’s restatement 

statement of Aristotle (Prolegomena, 57 (Metrik*, 236). 
ff.) and Zielinski’s elaborate definition 
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comprehend the facts. Actors, as well as the chorus, appear 

within the limits he sets, and in two plays, at least (Wubes, Ranae), 
the chorus is heard before it is seen. The chorus is an important 
factor in comedy, its two leaders are actors as well as singers, 
in the parode it dominates the scene. Its coming is always 
intimated, and the preparations for its appearance, which may be 
purposely delayed, are sometimes elaborate. The parode would 
naturally seem, then, to begin at that point in the play where 

the chorus either actually appears or its coming is definitely 

indicated. There is always a shift at this point from the stock 

trimeters of the prologue to some other rhythm. Some previous 
allusion to the chorus in the trimeters of the prologue prepares 
the way for the change in all the extant plays. See Ach. 178 ff, 
199 ff; Ho. 225 f£; Nub. 252 £.; Vesp. 214 ff.; Pax 296 ff; 

Av, 198 ff.; Lys. 247 ff.; Thesm. 280 ff.; Ran. 312 ff.; Heel. 
268 ff.; Plut. 223 ff. The parode would naturally seem also 

to end at that point in the action where the chorus has ceased 
to be the most prominent figure on the scene. This is coincident 
with the beginning of a following division of the play of which 
the form and use are unmistakable. These limits of the parode 
are adopted in this book. 

675. The parode lacks canonical form. In each instance 
the poet has employed the particular structure that is best 
adapted to carry the action forward at this important stage of 
its development. It is noteworthy that the principle of pairing 
of non-melic parts that is seen in the parabasis and is so 
notable a feature of the debate is rarely employed in the parode.’ 
The lyrical elements, on the contrary, which are abundant in 

some plays, are generally paired. 
676. The parode of the Ranae (316 ff.) is almost wholly 

lyrical, and the lyrical elements are in correspondence as dyads, 
triad and octad. Non-lyrical parts, rendered by actors, by the 

first corypheus of the chorus of men as hierophant, and by the 
leader of the supplementary chorus of women as daduch, serve 

1 Zielinski endeavours to establish 
both ‘symmetry’ and ‘eurhythmy,’ 
in the technical sense in which he 

is four or a multiple of four. He 
assumes, of course, exceptions to the 
application of these principles. Their 

employs those terms, in the parode 
(Gliederung, 352 ff.). Not only are 
epirrhema and antepirrhema here dis- 
coverable, he says, but each has the 
same number of verses, and this number 

application to the debate (Gliederung, 366 
ff.) involves the frequent assumption of 
pauses equivalent to a whole tetrameter. 
In this investigation, Zielinski proceeds 
from the parabasis (Gliederung, 349 ff.). 
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as links to connect the songs. See 704, Just when the choruses 
appeared in the isode in this play cannot be certainly determined. 
It cannot have been before 323, and it is probable that the 

general introit was delayed till 354, when the hierophant entered 

at the head of the great procession. Compare the similar 
situation in the Nubes. The lyrical elements in the parode of 
the Lysistrata also (254 ff.) are paired. See 704, Compare 
with the preceding the simple structure of the first half of the 

parode of the Acharnians (204 ff.), AA**.' This is separated | 
from the second half by an intermediate scene, during which 
the chorus is in hiding. The structure of the lyrical element in 
the second half is proéddic, AB*B. The parode of the Heclestazusae 
is peculiar. The members of the chorus have gathered during 
the prologue,” and leave the scene in the ‘ parodos’* (285 ff), 
*AA, They return in the epiparode (478 ff), ABB**. The 
first parode of the Peace (299 ff.), like that of the Hguites 

(247 ff.), is non-lyrical, although extremely lively. At the close 

of the following syzygy Hermes bids the chorus and the super- 
numeraries ‘come in’ (etavovtes, 427), namely to that part of 
the orchestra which lay within the wings just in front of the 

proscenium, and shovel away the stones under which Peace is 
buried. When she has been recovered, the chorus, in the second 

parode (553 ff.), returns with the supernumeraries to its proper 

place, and after a song settles down for the remaining business 
of the play. These two parts of the second parode, of which 
each has the structure and employs the rhythms of the first 
parode, are separated by a non-antistrophic mesode, so that the 
general scheme is **A**. The lyrical elements in the parode 
of the Plutus (253 ff.) are pentadic, *AABBC; the structure 

of that of the Vespae (230 ff.) is similar, **AABBC. See 716. 
In that of the Thesmophoriazusae (295 ff.), on the other hand, 

there is no correspondence of lyrical parts, *A*B. In the Nubes 
the chorus does not appear until long after the parode (263 ff.) 
is under way. Cf. 323 ff Its song, in answer to the invocation 

of Socrates, has been heard from afar. The discourse that follows 

this lyric dyad is very long, but the Clouds are its continuous 
subject. The long anapaestic verses in which it is written are 
singularly appropriate to the character both of the chorus and 

1 The asterisk signifies a non-melic part. 
2 See the editor’s Unrecognized Actor, 124 f. 3 werdoraccs Poll. iv. 108. 
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of the two elderly men. With becoming dignity the chorus 
takes but small part in it, but it closes the parode in a trio with 
Strepsiades. The structure of this parode is *A*A**B. The 
parode of the Aves (227 ff.) is an excellent illustration of the 
poet’s skill in devising a form suited to the theme. The Hoopoe 
convokes the birds in an elaborate monody, but the chorus delays 

its coming till 294. It probably enters in regular formation, 
since six birds are named in 297—301, the first file, and six each 

in 302, 303, 304, but it breaks rank at the isode, and its 

members run chirping and calling in confusion about the orchestra. 
Its excitement increases when the Hoopoe repeats his fatal 
announcement in 320, an attack ensues, and it is long before 

its hostility can be allayed and the parode brought to a close. 
The structure of this parode seems to be intricate, but it is 
exactly adapted to the situation, A**B*B**C. 

677. In imitation of the epirrhematic syzygy that closes the 
parabasis, a primitive part of the play (665), comedy developed 
a division which has also been appropriately named syzygy by 
Zielinski, since it consists of strophe and antistrophe, epirrhema 
and antepirrhema, with strophe and antistrophe always separated. 

But this new division, although its structure is unmistakable, 

differs from the epirrhematic syzygy that closes the parabasis 
in important particulars. The strophe and antistrophe of the 
parabasis are never amoebean, but were sung solely by the 
half-choruses. In the syzygy quite one half of the strophes 
and antistrophes are extremely vivacious duos or trios in which 
the singers were actors and the leaders of the half-choruses. 
The epirrhema and antepirrhema of the parabasis always 

consist of trochaic tetrameters, and the number of these is the 

same in each; they always follow strophe and antistrophe, and 
they were continuously rendered in recitative respectively by 
the leaders of the half-choruses; in the syzygy they consist, 
with a few exceptions which will be considered below, exclusively 
of spoken trimeters which are not equal in number, they 
frequently come first in order, epirrhema, strophe, antepirrhema, 

antistrophe, in place of strophe, epirrhema, antistrophe, ant- 
epirrhema, and they are commonly a dialogue in which the 
speakers are actors (or an actor) and a leader of one of the 
half-choruses, or actors alone. Occasionally the epirrhema or 
antepirrhema, -or both, is a monologue taken by an actor. 

YF 
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Syzygies in four parts of canonical form and rhythm occur 
im: Ach. S47 Vie W4A89F fhPax T819) fe. eA) sie mean 

460 ff. Syzygies do not occur in the Lysistrata, Keclesiazusae 
or Plutus. 

678. Deviations from the prescribed form may occur. These 
result from the natural development of the action and are 

generally simple. Thus, in Hg. 611 ff and Ach. 1000 ff the 
situation warrants a brief introduction in trimeters. In Paz 

922 ff., a prayer in anapaestic rhythm (974-1015) breaks the 
continuity of the antepirrhema. Similarly in Nwb. 627 ff. the 
poet has inserted a burlesque xoupds (707—22) between the two 

halves of the syzygy. Twenty epirrhemata or antepirrhemata 

in a total of thirty-two are composed exclusively in trimeters, 
but appropriate variations of rhythm may occur, as in Pax 346 © 

ff., in which each half of the syzygy closes with two hortatory 
trochaic tetrameters, so that the epirrhema and antepirrhema end 
each in a compound tristich; im Aves 801 ff, 1494 ff, in which 
the epirrhemata consist solely of trimeters, the antepirrhemata 
of trimeters and prose; and in Pax 459 ff, in which the 
antepirrhema ends in four iambic tetrameters and a final. Yo- 
heave-ho in the effort, which is successful, to bring the huge 
statue of Peace from the pit. In Vesp. 403 ff. the epirrhema 
and antepirrhema are composed in trochaic tetrameters, in imita- 
tion of the corresponding parts in the parabasis, but the number 
of tetrameters is respectively thirty-one and thirty-eight and 

they constitute a dialogue. In Vesp. 334 ff. the poet imitates 
the epirrhematic structure of the debate: the epirrhema and 
antepirrhema are written in anapaestic tetrameters ; the first two 
of these in each division are recited by a corypheus and are 
hortatory ; the epirrhema even ends in a recitative anapaestic 
hypermetrical period. But no question is under discussion and 
the action advances rapidly. The syzygy in Thesm. 655 ff. is 
unusually elaborate. In the preceding scene the sex of 

Mnesilochus has been revealed and Cleisthenes, as he leaves, bids 

the women watch him with care until he lodges information with 
the prytanes. The women constituting the chorus are greatly 
excited—there may be other men lurking near !—and the syzygy 
is prefaced by an introduction, as in Ach. 1000 ff. and Eguctes 
611 ff, but here it is a Song of Quest opened by recitative 
anapaestic tetrameters that have the ring of the commation of a 
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parabasis. A lively dance accompanies the song. ‘Then the 

syzygy begins at 667. In this again epirrhema and ant- 
epirrhema, written in the main in trimeters, begin each with two 
hortatory tetrameters recited respectively by the leaders of the 

half-choruses, but the rhythm is now trochaic. When, further- 
more, in the epirrhema the women realize the bold stratagem of 
Mnesilochus, feeling is so intense that the rhythm shifts from 
trimeters to dochmii and trochaic tetrameters. 

679. There are certain divisions of a comedy that serve to 
mediate the parts between which they occur, special connecting 
links that adjust and advance the action. It is historically 
significant that more than half of them thus connect primitive 
divisions (665). Furthermore, twenty in twenty-six of them 
occur either before a parabasis or before a debate, primitive parts 
in which the action of the play stands still. They here gather 

up the lines of the action and bring it to the point at which it 
may be readily resumed after the intermission. This continuance 
of a suspended action is marked in those cases in which the 

same personages that are actors in the scene that precedes a 
parabasis reappear in the part that follows it. Cf. Hg. 461 ff. 
with 611 ff., Nub. 476 ff. with 627 ff., Vesp. 891 ff. with 1122 ff, 

Pax 657 ff. with 819 ff, Av. 638 ff. with 801 ff, Thesm. 765 ff. 
with 846 ff., Ran. 605 ff. with 738 ff. When this connecting 
division occurs before a debate, it becomes, by its ordering of the 
action, an appropriate introduction to the following discussion. 

Cf. Nub. 1321 ff., Av. 434 ff., Lys. 387 ff., Thesm. 372 ff., Ran. 
830 ff, Heel. 520 ff, Plut. 322 ffi The name scene has been 

given to this mediating division. 

680. The stock verse of the scene is the trimeter, as would 

be expected. In fifteen cases in a total of twenty-six the scene 
is composed exclusively in trimeters, including shorter iambic 
lines and anaphonemata. Lecitative verses are introduced in 
four scenes: Nub. 476 ff. begins with a hortatory anapaestic 

distich; Pax 428 ff begins with three trochaic tetrameters 

and ends with a prose formula; Pax 1039 introduces dactylic 
‘hexameters’; Av. 658 ff. three anapaestic tetrameters. The 

scene may include a lyric, if the situation warrants it. Thus 

Ach. 242 ff. ends with a monody in iambic rhythm and Thesm. 
765 ff. with a short monody in anapaestic rhythm. On Ran. 
664—7, in Scene I., see 709. Ran. 830 ff. includes a prayer to 
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the Muses in dactylic rhythm, Zhesm. 372 ff. two hortatory iambic 
tetrameters and two songs, one in simplified logaoedic, the other 
in paeonic-trochaic rhythm, Av. 903 ff the song of the Poet, 
dactylic ‘hexameters’ and prose. In Vesp. 760 ff. the length of 
the mock-trial is skilfully relieved by the introduction of a lyric 
triad and a prayer in recitative verse between the preparations 
for the case and its hearing. 

681. The special use of the scene before parabasis and debate 
determines its position. Twenty scenes are found somewhere in 
the first half of the play, all preceding the first parabasis; the 
other six are in the second half, into which they have been 
attracted by a second parabasis (Hg. 1151 ff, Nub. 1105 ff, Pax 

1039 ff., Av. 903 ff.) or by a debate (Wud. 1321 ff, Ran. 830 

ff.), immediately before which they occur. Only two scenes 
(Ach. 242 ff., Thesm. 765 ff.), as has been noted, end in a lyric, 

and in each case this is a non-antistrophic monody. 
682. The action of the second half of the play is carried 

forward mainly in the episode, which is invariably followed by 
a stasimon that either actually occurs or is indicated in the 
manuscripts. From the point of view of structure, therefore, 

episode and stasimon properly constitute a single division. Both 
names have been adopted from tragedy. The stasimon is never 
non-antistrophic. It is often a monostrophic dyad AA (seven 
cases), but it may be a tetrad AAAA (Ach. 836 ff., Hg. 1111 ff, 

Ran. 814 ff.), a hexad AAAAAA (£7. 973 ff.), a triad consisting 
of prodde, strophe and antistrophe ABB (Ach. 1143 ff.) or of 
strophe, mesode and antistrophe ABA (4v. 1313 ff.), a pericope 
ABAB (Ach. 971 ff., Vesp. 1265 ff), or it may have still more 
elaborate structure AABCD (Thesm. 1136 ff.), ABCCCDDE 
(Thesm. 947 ff.). A stasimon is missing in the Mubes and no 
stasima occur in the “eclesiazusae and Plutus, but their places are 

severally indicated in the manuscripts. The stasimon always 
follows the episode, once with an introduction composed of verses 
in recitative (Lys. 1014-42) ; its parts are never separated from 
one another by intervening recitative or spoken verses; in six- 
teen cases in eighteen it is rendered solely by the chorus, as are 
the strophe and antistrophe of the parabasis, and the two 
instances in which it is a duo (#g. 1111 ff, Av. 1313 ff) 
introduce each a single actor. Besides these two cases, there are 
only two others (£g. 973 ff., Thesm. 1136 ff.) in which an actor 
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or actors remain during the rendering of the stasimon. 
Aristophanes, like the tragic writers, emphasized its importance 
by leaving the chorus in sole possession of the scene during its 
performance. The particulars just mentioned differentiate the 
stasimon from the lyric dyad of the syzygy. This is always a 
dyad; strophe and antistrophe often precede the epirrhema and 
antepirrhema; they are always separated by intervening verses ; 
in half the instances of their occurrence they are duos or trios; 
in twenty-nine instances in thirty-two an actor or actors are 
present during their rendering. In three cases (Av. 851 ff, 
1553 ff, 1694 ff) the situation requires that the actors shall 
leave the scene. 

683. The stock verse of the episode is the trimeter. In ten 
cases in twenty-six it is composed solely of trimeters, including 
anaphonemata. In seven other cases, dochmii (Zhesm. 846 ff, 
Plut. 627 ff.), recitative verses (Hq. 997 ff, Pax 1191 ff., Lys. 
706 ff, 1072 ff.) or prose (Ach. 719 ff.) have been introduced. 
The episode may include lyric elements, if the situation warrants 
it. Thus melic periods have been introduced in Vesp. 1122 ff., 
melic periods and the song of Cinesias in Aves 1335 ff, a non- 
antistrophic iambo-trochaic monody in Vesp. 1292 ff., a non- 
antistrophic anapaestic trio in Lys. 829 ff., a dyadic iambic trio 
in Ach. 860 ff., an extremely lively duo in composite rhythm and 
a short iambic monody in Vuwb. 1131 ff, a parody of a scene from 

the Andromeda in iambo-trochaic rhythm and the echo-scene in 

Thesm. 1001 ff., a continuous succession of songs in Zecl. 877 ff. 
Finally, in the celebrated Battle of the Bards in Ran. 1119 ff, a 
long but closely connected episode, a song in Aeolic rhythm, in 
which the chorus expresses eager curiosity to learn how Euripides 
will establish his charge against Aeschylus, follows the test of the 
poets’ prologues, and two mock lyrics in dactylic rhythm, a mock 
lyric in Aeolic rhythm and a burlesque monody are introduced 
into the following test of their choral rhythms, the episode ending 
with the trial of the scales, introduced by a short lyric in 
trochaic rhythm which expresses great excitement. 

684. The prologue is that division of a comedy which 
precedes the parode (674 ff). Like the scene it is normally 
trimetrical, and the prologues of six extant plays are written 
exclusively in trimeters, including short iambic lines and ana- 
phonemata. Recitative verses and non-antistrophic songs by 
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actors may be introduced on occasion, but since the chorus has 
not yet appeared no dyadic lyric, consisting of strophe and 
antistrophe, is found in the prologue of any play. Dactylic 
‘hexameters’ occur in the prologue of the Hguwites; a melic 
anapaestic period in that of the Aves; two recitative anapaestic 
periods and a melic dactylie period in that of the Peace; a 
recitative anapaestic period and a song chiefly in ionic rhythm in 
the Thesmophoriazusae; the frog-song in iambo-trochaic rhythm 

in the Ranae. ; 
685. In eight of the extant comedies of Aristophanes the 

exode follows a stasimon, in the other three, Hquites, Nubes, Aves, 

it follows respectively a second parabasis, a second debate and a 
syzygy. he last lines of eight of these exodes were rendered 

by the chorus, in a ninth, the Lysistrata, by a supplementary 

chorus. It seems likely that the Peace also originally ended 
with the singing of the hymeneal strain by half-choruses, so that 
the rendering of the last strophe was the same as that of the 

strophe that preceded it. See 584. This general choral ending 

of the plays led Dindorf to suggest that lines had been lost at 

the close of the Hgwites, which as transmitted consists simply of 

recitative anapaestic tetrameters and iambic trimeters. ; 

686. It seems probable that these final lines were all melic, 

but the Nubes, Thesmophoriazusae and Plutus end each in an 

anapaestie period that is too brief to furnish sure evidence of this 

in its metrical form. See 292. The final words, however, of 

the chorus in the Plutus are significant: Se? yap xatorw TovTov 

dSovras &recOat, although they are sometimes interpreted to 

refer to a following stock song that has not been preserved. 

The remainder of the exode in each of these three plays is com- 

posed in trimeters. Trimeters are found also in all the other 

plays except the Lanae, in which the exode begins with a 

recitative anapaestic period and ends with a non-antistrophic 

dactylic period, and the Peace, in which it consists of recitative 

anapaestic tetrameters, a recitative anapaestic period, and probably 

a monostrophie octad in Aeolic rhythm. The lyrical close of the 

latter is elaborate and five other plays end similarly: the 

Acharnians in a pseudo-monody, chiefly in iambic rhythm ; the 

Aves in a lyric of seven periods; the Zysistrata in three 

non-antistrophic periods in simplified logacedic rhythm; the 

Ecclesiazusae in a hyporchematie lyric, chiefly in dactylic rhythm, 
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following recitative trochaic tetrameters; and the Vespae in an 
epodic triad in prosodiae rhythm, following a recitative anapaestic 
period and recitative anapaestic tetrameters. 

687. Four of the divisions of comedy that have been dis- 
cussed in the preceding paragraphs have canonical form, the 
parabasis, the debate, the syzygy, and the episode with following 

stasimon. Regarded from the point of view of their use of 

rhythms, the divisions of comedy fall into two classes, of which 
one normally excludes the trimeter, the other admits it. The 
former includes the three primitive divisions, parode, debate and 

parabasis. Trimeters never occur in the parabasis; they are 

irregularly admitted into the debate only in Nubes 1085-8 and 
Lys. 608-13, and into the parode only in Thesm. 331-51, Keel. 
504-13, Av. 263-6, and Ran. 318-22, 337-9, 414-15(?). The 
normal elements of these three divisions are melodramatic and 

recitative verses and periods and lyric strophes. Four of the 
remaining divisions, syzygy, episode with stasimon, scene and 
prologue, all normally include the trimeter. The first two consist 
of trimeters and lyric strophes that are arranged éy dveyetia in 
the former and xara cuvéyecay in the latter (700); trimeters are 
the sole normal constituent of the last two, but Aristophanes, as 

we have seen, is not bound by convention, and the trimetrical 
parts of these four divisions may admit recitative verses and 

periods and lyric strophes. The prologue and the trimetrical 

parts of the syzygy eschew the infusion of the lyrical element, 
the scene admits it freely, the episode still more freely. Recita- 

tive verses and periods are admitted into any of these trimetrical 
parts on occasion. The remaining division of comedy is the 
exode, a happy elective combination, with melie close, of 

trimeters, recitative verses and periods, and lyric strophes. 



CHAPTER XVII 

COMPOSITION OF A COMEDY 

688. Ancient metricians distinguish three principal forms, 
yévn, of poetic composition. A poem may be written by line, 
Kata otixov, and then it consists of the same verse, aTtXOos, 

indefinitely repeated without change of rhythm, as the //iad of 
Homer. If it is composed of more than one form of stichic 
verse, as a comedy of Menander (Heph. 64. 12 ff), which 
combines trimeters and tetrameters, it is said to be puxtov cata 
atixov. Secondly, it may be composed «ata meptodoy, when it 
consists of great periods, of which the strophe isa type. An ode 
of Pindar exemplifies the periodic form. Finally, in combination 
of these two, a poem is puxtov cata yévos when it is written in 
part xara otiyov and in part cata mepiodoy, as a tragedy or 
comedy of the fifth century (Heph. 63. 12 ff). A comedy of 

Aristophanes, therefore, is a woinua yevixds pKTOv. 
689. The verse of comedy is extraordinarily varied, but may 

be broadly classified, under the two divisions named above, as 

stichic verse, used by line, cata otiyov, and periodic verse, com- 
posed in periods, cata zrepiodov, but the second division trenches 
upon the first, for songs occasionally occur that are composed in 
part of meploSoe cata otiyov (778), just as conversely there is 
a class of non-melic periods (710 ff). 

690. The iambic trimeter, the stock verse of the dialogue of 
comedy (95 ff.), is the principal form employed by line, but 
Aristophanes also uses cata otiyov the iambic tetrameter (167 
ff.) and protracted tetrameter (189, cf. Vesp. 248—72), the trochaic 

tetrameter (244 ff.) and paeonic-trochaic tetrameter (226, cf. Lys. 

1014-35), the anapaestic tetrameter (305 ff.) and, in dactylic 
rhythm, the heroic ‘hexameter’ (356 ff.). These are all forms 

328 
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of Ionian verse (603 ff.). Once he uses a tetrameter in Aeolic 
rhythm (651 ff.) by line, the Eupolidean (528, cf. Nub. 518-62). 

691. Periodic verse employs all the cola described in preced- 
ing chapters (I1—XI1.). It combines freely, but in prescribed 

orders of arrangement, cola that are in the same rhythm or in 
different rhythms and that are of the same length or of different 
lengths, both the full forms and those modified by acephalization, 
catalexis, and protraction. Cola thus combined constitute the 
mepiodos, systematic period (47), from which this form of com- 
position takes its name. 

692. The non-melic stichic verse of comedy is its larger but 
simpler part. The classification and analysis of its periods, on 
the other hand, involve problems of real difficulty. An orderly 
and logical classification of these periods is the first consideration ; 
only on this basis may the analysis of the periods themselves be 

safely attempted. Such a classification must conform to the 

doctrine of Heliodorus, so far as this can be determined, and 

where this fails must follow in the main Hephaestion’s treatises 
mept Iloujpatos, which are brief but valuable. Supplementary 
dependence may be placed on these with greater confidence, in 

the investigation of the periods of comedy, since it is now demon- 

strated that Hephaestion’s doctrine rests on the authority and 

practice of Heliodorus." 
693. These sources, unfortunately, are not wholly satisfactory. 

The Heliodorean metrical scholia on Aristophanes (830 ff.) must 
be our chief authority in dealing with comedy, and they are 
indeed helpful, but they are too meagre and mutilated to furnish 
a systematic body of doctrine. Hephaestion’s treatises, on the 
other hand, though brief, cover all Greek poetry from Homer to 
the citharodic nomes of Timotheus, and where he particularizes it 
is evident that he has the lyric poets specially in mind. His 
classification, therefore, needs serious modification in application 
to comedy. In this book, the periodic parts of the comedies of 
Aristophanes are grouped and discussed under the following order 

of arrangement. 

694. Classification of Systematic Periods : 
First Class, Periods in antistrophic relation: cata ocyéow. 

1 On the subject of poetic composition ff., 62. 15 ff. Hense’s demonstration 
see in particular Heliodorus in the older (Untersuchwngen, 128 ff.) that Heliodorus 
metrical scholia on Aristophanes (830 ff.) is the source of the shorter treatise zrepi 
and Hephaestion zrepi Iouparos, 58.12 Tojparos in Hephaestion is important. 
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I. Monostrophic: A= AorA=A=AorA=A=A=A ete. 

II. Pericopic: AB= AB. 

Second Class. Non-antistrophic periods: dai. 

Melic. 

II. Non-melic. 

Third Class. Antistrophic and non-antistrophic periods com- 

bined: puxral. 

I, Kpodic: AAB. 

II. Proddic: ABB. 
III. Mesodic: ABA. 

695. The word ‘period’ is here used in the first sense in 

which Heliodorus employs it, in reference to the largest combina- 
tion of cola. This is the systematic period (47). Thus he 
applies it to a whole strophe and antistrophe in the parabasis of 

the Peace. ach of these is said to be a aepiodos of nineteen 

cola (Schol. Paw 775-818; cf. Schol. Hg. 551 ff and 1264 ff). 

The strophe and anesTOpee of the syzyg sy in the Hquites are both 

meptodot of eight cola (Schol. Aq. 616-23 = 683-90; ef. Schol. 

Ach. 1008-17 = 1037-46). Each strophe of the tetras and, 
hexas (701) in the Hguwites is a seplodos (Schol. Hg. 1111-50, 

973-96; ef. Schol. Ach. 836-59). Heliodorus applies the term 

also to songs which lack antistrophic correspondents, the first 

division of the second general class above, as to the monody of 

Dicaeopolis in the Acharnians (Schol. Ach, 263 ff; ef. Schol. 

Pax 512 ff). His comment on the second stasimon in the 
Acharnians, that each half of the mepexor is a period (Schol. 

Ach. 971-99), is particularly instructive. Compare also the 

comment on the third stasimon of the Acharnians (Schol. Ach. 

1143—73), a triad that consists of three periods, prodde (an 

anapaestic hypermeter), strophe, and antistrophe (717). 

696. It is to be noted that Hephaestion, in his longer treatise, 

employs the term overnpa, ‘system,’ instead of eptodos to 

designate a strophe. He uses srepiodos once in the shorter 

treatise (61. 15 = 68. 3) in the same sense as Heliodorus. 

697. On this application of the term mepiodos, signalized by Helio- 
dorus, compare Dionysius : cite KATA oTixoV, Be KaTa meplodov, Vv 

KadXovow ob poveiKol orpopiy (De adm. vi dic. 4% . Demosth. 1110 R.); 

and Planudes : orporpr) Kat dvr lorpodios Kat emyBds Tver H para LET POV 

eoriv év AupuKois TOULAr LY * ” pe obv oT pod ear » T Porn TiOenevyy 
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mepiodos (Ithet. Grace. ed. Wala, v. 510). See Christ’s Melrische 
Uberlieferung, 138. 

698, Heliodorus also applies the term rep/odos, in the 

ordinary manner, to the combination of two or more cola into 
a single rhythmical whole. ‘This is the subordinate period or 

hypermeter (39, 40). For this usage, as exemplified in the 
metrical scholia, see his analysis of Ach. 929-39 = 940—51, in 
which the two iambic heptameters 929-31 and 932—4, each 
composed of three cola, and the octameter 948—51 are each called 

mepiodos. On Ach, 1214 ff. he designates each of the six com- 

binations of trimeter and shorter colon as a ‘dicolic period, 

and on Hg. 498-506, the anapaestic decameter and heptameter 
constituting the commation as two ‘periods. It is the com- 
bination of such lesser subordinate periods, or of subordinate 
periods and hypermeters, that produces the greater or systematic 
period. 

On an intervening stage, the intermediate period, established by 
the metrical scholia, see 728. 

699. The systematic periods of comedy may be classified, on 
the basis of their collocation with one another and with other 

parts of the play, in three main divisions (694). 

First Class: ta Kata oyéow trepvodixd. 

700. ‘The first general class comprehends systematic periods 
in antistrophic relation, cara oyéow. The related parts (strophe, 
antistrophe) may be juxtaposed, ra kata ovvéyevay avtatob.b0- 
peva.’ This relation of parts is found in stasima and sometimes 
elsewhere, as in Pax 775-96 =797-818. But the antistrophe 
is generally separated from the strophe, in comedy, by an inter- 
vening series of verses in another rhythm to which a second series 

corresponds, as in the last half of the parabasis, in the debate 
and in syzygies. Thus Heliodorus commenting on Pax 939—55 

says: pédos 0 vbrroved pev eyew TO avtiarpodoy év Svexeia, With 
reference to the antistrophe in 1023-38. Such periods, there- 

fore, may be denominated ra év dveyela (or kata Siéyverav Heph.) 
avraTroéubopeva. On their semeiosis see 851. 

1 The phraseology does not happen to Hephaestion, but is restored by Hense 
occur in the Aristophanic scholia nor in (Untersuchungen, 181). 
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This first general class may be divided into two sub-classes. 
701. I. Monostrophic. In monostrophica, the song consists 

of a single systematic period repeated one or more times. Cf. 
Heph. 66. 21 f.: povootpodixa péev obv ciclv omoca bd pas 
ctpodys katapetpettar. If it occurs twice A= A, the common 
form in comedy, the song consists of strophe and antistrophe and 
is called povootpodixyn duas. Cf. Pax 775-96 = 797-818, in 
which the arrangement is xara ovvéyeav, and the metrical 
scholium. When strophe and antistrophe are separated, the 

analysis into cola is not repeated in the metrical note on the 
antistrophe, except by oversight. Cf. Schol. Hg. 683-90 (= 616— 
23): &retas 7) avtictpodos Ths TpoaTrodedouévns, and Schol. Paz 

385-99 (=346—-60). If the song occurs three times it is a 
povootpogixn Tpias, as in Ran. 398-413, arranged xata 
ovvéyecay, A=A=A, and in Thesm. 959-68. If four times, 

it is a povootpogixy tetpas, as in Ach. 836-59, on which 

the comment is: povootpodixn mepiddav éEaxorA@v TeETpas ; 
Fg. 1111-1150: péros povootpodixov apworBaiov mepiddwv 
tecoapwov;, Ran. 814-29. Hy. 973-6 (see the comment) is a 
povootpodixn é€as, A= A=A=A=A=A; Ran. 416-39, and 
perhaps Pax 1329-57 (584), a povootpodixy oKTas. i 

The following single monostrophic dyads oceur in Aristo- 
phanes :-— 

702. é€v dvexyeia :-—Parode: Ach. 204-18 = 219-33, 284— 

302 = 335-46, Nub. 275-90 = 298-313, Av. 327-35 =343- 
51. Syzygy: Ach. 358-65=385-92, 489-96 = 566-71, 
1008-17 =1037-46, Zy. 616-23 = 683-90, NMub. 700-6 = 
804-13, Vesp. 334-45 =365-78, Pax 346-60 = 385-99, 
459-72 = 486-99, 856-67=909-21, 939-55=1023-38, 
Av. 851-8 = 895-902, 1188-95 = 1262-8, 1553-64 = 1694— 
1705, Thesm. 667-86 =707-25, Ran. 534-48 =590-604. 
Debate: £g. 756-60 = 836-40, Nub. 949-58 =1024-33, 
1345-50 =1391-6, Vesp. 526-45 = 631-47, 729-35 = 743- 
9, Av. 451-9 = 539-47, Lys. 476-83 =541-8, Ran. 895— 
904= 992-1003. Parabasis: Ach. 665-75 =692—702, Eg. 
551-64= 581-94, 1264-73=1290-99, Nub. 563-74= 
595-606, Vesp. 1060—70=1091-1101, Pax 1127-39= 
1159-71, Av, 737-52=769-84, 1058-71 =1088-1101, 
Ran. 674-85 = 706-17. 

703. kata ovvéyerav :—Parode: Eecl. 289-99 = 300-310. 
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Debate: Ran. 1099-1108=1109-18. Parabasis: Pax 775— 

96=797-818. Episode: Ach. 929-39 =940—51. Stasimon: 

Nub. 1303-10 =1311-20, Vesp. 1450-61 =1462-73, Paw 

1305-10 =1311-15, Av. 1470-81 = 1482-93, Lys. 781-804 

= 805-28, 1043-57 = 1058-71, 1189-1202 = 1203-15, Ran. 

1482-90 = 1491-9. 

704. Monostrophic dyads may follow one another within 

the same main division of the comedy, as in the parabasis of the 

Lysistrata: 614-25 = 636-47, 658-71 = 682-95, A*A*B* Bay 

and in the parode of the same play: 256-65 = 271-80, 286— 

95 = 296-305, 321-34=335-49, *A*A*BB**CO**, = This 

is a favourite arrangement of lyrical parts in tragedy. Mono- 

strophic dyads, triads, etc. may thus be joined in comedy within 

the same main division, as in the parode of the Ranae: 316= 

317, 323-36 = 340-53, 372-7 =378-81, 384-8 = 389-93, 

398-402 = 403-408 = 409-13, 416-18 = 419-21 =422-4= 

425-7 = 428-30 = 431-3 = 434-6 =437-9, 448-53 =454— 

9, AA*B*B*CC*DD*EEE*FFFFFFFE*GG. Dyads and triads 
are found also as parts of the groups in the third class described 

below (715 ff.) 

705. Il. Pericopic. Two systematic periods that are not 

metrically equal are sometimes united in Aristophanes into a 

larger unit called qrepexom avopuovopepys and two such TEpLKOTTAL 

may stand in antistrophic correspondence (cata oyéow), after 

the manner of monostrophica. Compare the second stasimon of 

the Acharnians: 971-5 + 976-85 = 986-9 + 990-9, AB= AB, 

which Heliodorus calls a ovfvyia Kata TepixoTr7y avopotopepi). 

Compare also the second stasimon in the Vespae: 1265—74 +- 

1275-83 =<x x x>+1284—-91, AB =<A)B, the second syzygy 

in the same play: 403-14 + 415-29 = 461-70 + 471-87, AB* 

— AB*, and the first debate in the Hguwites: 303-13 + 322— 
39 = 382-90 + 397-406, A*B* = A*B*. 

Second Class: epuoduca ana. 

706. In comedy a systematic period frequently stands by 
itself. It is not in relation of antistrophic equivalence with any 
other period. Such periods are conveniently grouped in two 

sub-classes (694). 

1 The asterisk (*) signifies a non-melic part. 
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707. I. Melic. The period, on inspection, is discovered not 

to differ essentially in kind or constitution from those of the 
preceding general class. It is always a song, but it is not used 
antistrophically. 

The following single non-antistrophic melic periods occur in 
Aristophanes :— 

708. Prologue: Pax 114-23, Av. 209-22, Thesm. 101-29, 

Ran. 209-68. Parode: Nub. 457—75, Pax 582-600, Av. 227— 

62) 400-33, \Lhesm: 31230. 1352—71.8 iscenee (Ach w263—1oF 

Av. 904 ff, Thesm. 433-42, 459-65, 776-84, Ran. 875-84. 
Syzygy: Nub. 707-22, Pax 512-19, Thesm. 659-66. Debate: 
Av. 628-35, Thesm. 520-30, Eccl. 571-80. Parabasis: Ach. 

626-7, Hg. 498-506, Nub. 510-17, Vesp. 1009-15, Pax 
729-33, Av. 676-84. Episode: Nub. 1154-69, 1206-13, 
Vesp. 1326-40, Av. 1372 ff., Lys. 954-79, Thesm. 1015-55, 
1065-97, Ran. 1251-60, 1264-77, 1284-95, 1309-28, 
1331-63, 1370-77. Exode: Ach. 1190-1234, Nub. 1510, 
Lys. 1247-72, 1279-94, 1297-1322, Thesm. 1227-31, Ran. 
1528-33, Heel. 1163-81, Plut. 1208-9. Non-antistrophic 
periods are found also as parts of the groups in the third class 
described below (715 ff). 

709. Detached lyrical strains of only a line or two in extent 
that are too small to be designated as strophes are occasionally 
found interspersed in the dialogue of comedy. Hephaestion 

names these parts dotpopa (69. 7 ff). Ch Vesp. 1226-7, 
1232-5, 1238-9, 1241-2, 1245-7, 1248, Av. 310-12, 314— 
16, 1337-39, 1410-12, 1415, Thesm. 700-1, 913-15, Plut. 
637, 639-40. 

Ran. 664—7 probably masks an original trimeter : ‘ Tlocevdov ” 
—irynoév tis—anros év BévOeorv. Whether the remaining 
words: “ds Alyatou mp@vas 7) yAavKeds péders,” a continuation 
of the quotation from Sophocles’s Laocoon (see Schol. Ran. 678), 

were part of the original text of the play or not is uncertain. 
See the editors. 

710. II. Non-melic. The period consists of an indefinite 
number of dimeters, varied by occasional trimeters or monometers, 

all in the same rhythm, anapaestic, iambic, or trochaic. With 

rare exceptions it is hypermetrical. Its close is marked by a 

catalectic dimeter, or rarely trimeter, in the same rhythm, and, if 

it is composed of more than one hypermeter, each hypermeter 
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ends in the same manner. Such a period is said to consist of 
‘like’ cola, é& owoiwr. In the paired parts of comedy two 
meplodo. é€ omotwy sometimes correspond to one another, a fact 
indicated in this book by the sign ~, but this is not a relation of 
equivalence, since with one exception, Pax 1156—8~1188-90, 

such periods are not of the same length and they may be in 
different rhythms. Cf. £g. 824—35, anapaestic dimeters ~911— 
40, iambic dimeters and trimeter. Iepiodo. é& opotwy are found 
in nearly all the main divisions of comedy. 

The following non-melie periods occur in Aristophanes. Those 
that consist of two or more subordinate periods or hypermeters 

are marked with a dagger. 
711. Anapaestic :-—Prologue: Paw 82-101, 154—72, Thesm. 

39-62+. Parode: Nub. 439-56. Syzygy: Vesp. 358-64, Paz 
974-1015+. Debate: Hg. 824-35, Nub. 889-948, 1009-23, 
Vesp. 621-30~719-24, 736-42~749°-59, Av. 523-38~611— 
25, Lys. 532-38+~598-607+, Ran. 1078-98, Eccl. 689—709, 
Plut. 598-618. Scene: Vesp. 879-84. Parabasis: Ach. 659— 
64, Eg. 547-50, Vesp. 1051-9, Paw 765-74, Av. 723-36, Thesm. 

814-29. Exode: Vesp. 1482-95, Pax 1320-8, Ran. 1500—27F. 
“712, Iambic :—Parode: Lys. 382-6. Debate: £y. 367-81 

~441—56, 911-40, Wud. 1089-1104, 1386—90~1446—51, Ran. 

971-91. 
713. Trochaic :—Parode: Hy. 284-302, Paw 339-45, 571— 

81~651-6, Av. 387-99. Parabasis: Pax 1156—-8~1188—90. 

714. The limitations imposed above on the form and rhythm of 
the é& dofov, with the purpose of securing a clearly formulated 
principle of classification, are more definite than Hephaestion’s defini- 
tions warrant. See Heph. 59. 18 ff.; 65.12 ff These, unfortunately, 
are not explicit, but it is generally assumed that the anapaestic hyper- 
meter (‘system’) is the type of what he means. Cf. Heph. 75. 15 ff. 

Third Class: mepwodica pura, 

715. The third class (694) of the songs of comedy comprises 
those that consist of three or more (Heph. 67. 1 ff.) systematic 
periods, of which at least two were sung to the same melody. 
Cf. Hephaestion’s definition of the woujpata pera in his smaller 
treatise: puxta 88 bca pépos pév Te exer KaTa oYEoW, [Epos 
5é te atronNedupévoy 7) €& opoiwy (60. 9 f.). In comedy the 
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song is not repeated, as in lyric poetry, that is, it is not, as a 

whole, used kata oxéour. 

The pédAn puxta of comedy may be subdivided into three 
sub-classes, epodic, proddic, and mesodic. 

716. Epodic. In this sub-class the unpaired period follows 
a strophe and antistrophe, AAB, uédos ér@duxov tpradixov. Cf. 
Vesp. 1518-37, in which the epode is stichic. Epodic structure 
prevails in Pindar cata oxéow, and is not uncommon in 
tragedy. The song is generally a triad, but by easy and natural: 
development the triad, consisting of a pair of antistrophic parts 
with epode, may become a pentad consisting of two such pairs 
with epode, AABBC, péros éer@dixov mevtadicov. Cf. Plut. 
290-321 and Vesp. 273-333. A heptad of this form occurs 
in Sophocles £/. 121-250, AABBCCD. The epode may be 
irregularly expanded to two or more periods and assume the 
form of an anomoeomeric pericope (705), as in Thesm. 1136—59, 

AABCD. 
717. Proddic. In this sub-class, the single period introduces 

the song, ABB. Cf. Ach. 1143—73, and note the comment of 
Heliodorus: pédos tod yopov mpowdixov Tepiodav tpidv. Cf. 
also Vesp. 863-90, Ach. 280-346, and Kecl. 478-503. The 
group of monostrophic dyads introduced into the second episode 
of the Eeclesiazusae (893-975) begins with proéde, ABBCC*DD* 
EEFF. Cf. the form of the first stasimon in Thesm. 947-1000 

in which two non-antistrophic systematic periods in the form of 

a pericope are followed by a triad, a dyad and a non-antistrophic 
period, ABCCCDDE. In Av. 1720-65 a monostrophic dyad 
has pericopic epode as well as proode, ABCCDEF. 

718. Mesodic. In this sub-class the single period separates 
strophe and antistrophe, ABA, péros peomdsxov tpradsxov. Cf. 
Av. 1313-34. 

719. Hephaestion (67. 16 ff.) adds two tetradic to the three 

normal triadic forms just illustrated, the palinodic, ABBA, and 

the periodic, ABBC. These combinations of systematic periods 
do not happen to occur in comedy, but each form of structure is 
there illustrated in the combination of subordinate periods within 
the strophe (740 ff.). Both occur in tragedy. The periodic form 
is, of course, a combination of the first and third triadic forms: 

prodde, strophe, antistrophe, epode. 



CHAPTER XVIII 

ANALYSIS OF SYSTEMATIC PERIODS 

720, ALL systematic periods in comedy are melic except the 
recitative and melodramatic periods enumerated in 710 ff. Un- 
happily, the music of none of these melic periods has been 
preserved, and we are reduced, in our attempt to determine the 
form and relation of the subordinate periods and hypermeters 
that constitute a strophe, to a study of their metrical structure. 
But this recourse is not sufficient, for metric is not adequate to 
deal finally with all the problems that demand solution. The 
original score of these melic periods, with its rhythmical and 
musical notation to indicate pauses and the length and pitch of 
syllables, would alone suffice, by plainly revealing the exact 
value of syllables, equations and variations in the melody, and 
rhythmical close, to determine the poet’s complete intention as 
to metrical form and periodic structure. The determination, 

therefore, of the subordinate periods and hypermeters of which 

some of the melic strophes in Aristophanes are composed cannot 
now claim to be final, some facts remain uncertain. Nevertheless, 

since the Greek language was quantitative, and since Greek music 
was in general simple, and the melody in song was subordinate 

to the words, metrical form is in Greek unusually significant, 
and with due reservations the analysis of the systematic period 
may safely be attempted. The structure of most periods can 
be determined with reasonable certainty. 

721. The difficulty of determining the periodology of the strophe 
without the sure indications furnished by the music is well illustrated 
in Hephaestion’s discussion of the daroAcAvpeva. In speaking of the 
atynta he says (69. 16 ff.) that their division is possible, but that the 

337 Z 
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poet has left no indications as to what his division of them was. It 
is manifest also in the practice of Heliodorus, who generally analyzes 
the strophe in comedy not into subordinate periods and hypermeters, 
but directly into cola. 

722. The systematic periods that occur within any main 
division of a comedy are arranged, as we have seen (694), in 
three ways: they are in antistrophic relation, or they stand 
alone, or they are a combination of these two modes of arrange- 
ment. The subordinate periods and hypermeters that constitute a 

melic systematic period are grouped in the same manner, This 
statement rests first on the direct testimony of the practice of 

Heliodorus and secondly on internal evidence. 
723. The testimony furnished by the practice of Heliodorus 

in the metrical scholia on Aristophanes is meagre but conclusive. 
He generally analyzes the systematic period directly into cola, 
but sometimes, pursuing a middle course, he groups the cola of 
which the strophe is composed, and then, in designating these 

groups, he uses precisely the phraseology he employs in grouping 
systematic periods. Thus in analyzing Ach. 929-39 = 940-51 

(86), he calls the two subordinate tricolic periods 929-31 and 
932-4, which are metrically equal and were arranged in his 
edition each in two otixyou, a povootpodixy Suds, as if they were 
strophe and antistrophe (701). Verses 935—6 constitute a third 

meptodos and 937-9 a fourth. See the scholia on Ach. 929, 

946,948. He here even introduces the term dvd (dvo du7rAai, 

851, 854), which is not normally used within the strophe (850), 
to indicate the separation of the different metrical groups, just 
as he employs it in the commation of the Hquites (294, see Schol. 
Eq. 498) to mark the separation of the opening hypermeter, 
addressed to a retiring actor, from the following subordinate 

period, which is the real beginning of the complete parabasis. 
724. The partially preserved metrical scholia on the amoebean 

sone that closes the Acharnians (599) exhibit the same use 
of technical terms. The separation of the zrepiodos which begins 
with 1210 (randas éyo etc.) from the preceding period is indicated 

by Surf. The three pairs of periods in 1214—25 (1214-15 
= 1216-17, 1218-19 =1220—21, 1222-3 =1224—5) are 

designated as duades tpeis. To indicate, then, the structural 
interrelation of these periods (aa, bb, cc), Heliodorus employs 
precisely the phraseology by which normally he indicates the 
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relation of strophes. See 701, 704. Each of these six sub- 

ordinate zrepiodor is dicolic. 
725. Heliodorus calls Pax 459-—72=486-—99 (802) a 

mepixomn of fourteen cola. See Schol. Pax 459 ff. He does 
not indicate the point or points of division, but probably the 
grouping is dyadic (459-66, 467-72), and the strophe is 
regarded as a mepixomr avouovomepns dvadicxy, phraseology that 
strictly is appropriate only to a group of unequal systematic 
periods (strophes). See 705. 

726. Heliodorus calls Ach. 489-96 (468) a tpids perwdixy}, 
as if these subordinate periods (489-91 = 494—6, 492 f.) were 
a mesodic combination of three systematic periods (718). 

727. Finally, it has already been noted (695, 698) that 
Heliodorus uses the term zepiodos in the two main senses of 
systematic period and of subordinate period or hypermeter, 
that is, he applies it both to a strophe and to a part of a 
strophe. 

It thus appears (723 ff.) that Heliodorus regarded the forms 
of structure of single systematic periods as the same as those of 
the combinations of systematic periods found in different main 
divisions of the play (694). 

728. His practice, furthermore, establishes another fact of 

great importance, an intermediate stage of grouping between the 
subordinate period or hypermeter and the systematic period. 
The systematic period in Ach. 284-302 (452) consists of eight 
subordinate periods and hypermeters of respectively 4 5(3)4 12 
45412 metres. The second half repeats the first. He calls 

each half of this strophe zrepiodos and the whole $Svas povo- 
otpopixyn. The type of this strophe, therefore, is B (717)= Aa, 

the small capital letters designating the periods intermediate 
between the subordinate and the systematic periods (46), and 
A=abac. Heliodorus, then, made three applications of the term 

Svas povootpodixy. It might signify strophe and antistrophe 
(701), or as in Ach. 1214 ff (724) two subordinate periods, or, 
as we have just seen, two equivalent combinations of subordinate 
periods with a hypermeter. And he used the term repiodos to 
indicate the half of each of these combinations. Ach. 204-18 = 

219-33 (449) is called a péros povootpodixov (= dvas povo- 
otpodixyn, A= A). Each systematic period (zrepiodos), A, consists 
of two ‘monads’ (=vrepiodor). Heliodorus does not state how 
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many cola each ‘monad’ contains, but there can be no doubt 
that the change of rhythm marks the division, and that the first 
monad or intermediate period a consists of the four trochaic 

tetrameters, the second B of the following paeonic cola. In this 
case A=AB. The phraseology of the scholium on Pax 856— 
67 (580) is instructive. The first five cola (856-9) in this 
systematic period, which constitute two subordinate periods, are 
exactly repeated in the following five cola (860-3). Heliodorus 
remarks that these two groups may be regarded as otpody and 
dvtictpobos and the verses that follow as ér@éos. He means, 
of course, that the parts of this single strophe (856—67) are 
arranged in an epodic group A4AB, as the systematic periods are 

generally arranged in Pindar AAB. 
Since the subject seems to be complicated, although in fact 

analysis proves to be simple in practice, it may be well to 
illustrate the method of Heliodorus by analyzing two or three 

odes. 
729. Pax 856-67 =909-21 (580). The metrical complex 

856—67 is a systematic period A, and strophe and antistrophe 
together constitute a monostrophic dyad AA. Each consists of 
three intermediate periods (856-9 = 860-3, 864—7 in the 
strophe), grouped in epodic form: Aas. Each of the equal 
intermediate periods AA consists of two subordinate periods 
(856—8, two acephalous Glyconics and an acephalous Pherecratean; 
859, a diiambic tetrameter = 860-2, 863). These two sub- 

ordinate periods are grouped after the manner of a dyadic 
pericope: ab, 6 4 metres. The remaining intermediate period 
(864-7) is the epode, B, and consists of three catalectic sub- 

ordinate periods (864, a diiambic tetrameter ; 865—6, a diiambic 
octameter; 867, a diiambic tetrameter), which are grouped after 
the manner of a mesodic period: aba, 484 metres. Briefly 
summarized the formula is: A= A, A=AAB, A=ab, B= aba. 

730. The significance for the music of the exact metrical 
correspondence of various parts of such a lyric as this is not to 
be doubted. The antistrophe (909-21) has the metrical constitu- 

tion of the strophe (856-67), and all scholars agree that strophe 
and antistrophe in comedy were sung to the same music, 
unless the poet has intentionally varied their constitution (51). 

Correspondences within this metrical and musical complex must 
have the same significance. The air to which the first inter- 
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mediate period (A: 856—9) was sung was repeated in the second 
(A: 860-3). The tune was changed in the final intermediate 
period (B: 864~—7), but within this period mesodic metrical 
structure (aba) indicates that its first and last subordinate periods 

(aa) were sung to the same melody. 

731. All these correspondences, whether of strophe and anti- 

strophe or of two intermediate periods or of two subordinate 
periods, are of the same nature. It must be sharply observed 
that the metrical agreement of two intermediate or subordinate 
periods which, it is assumed, had the’same melody, must be as 
exact as that between strophe and antistrophe. Musical correspond- 
ence of periods in different rhythms, although of the same 
length, is an impossible assumption. 

732. Hg. 322-32 =397-406 (451): B=B (705). The 
strophe, B, consists of two intermediate periods (322—7, 328-32), 
which are grouped as a dyadic pericope, AB. The first inter- 
mediate period, A, consists of three subordinate periods (322-5, 

a paeonic octameter; 326, a trochaic tetrameter ; 327, a trochaic 

tetrameter) grouped as a proddie period: abb, 8 4 4 metres. The 
second intermediate period, B (328-32), consists of three sub- 
ordinate periods (828—9, a dactylic tetrameter ; 330, a trochaic 

tetrameter ; 331—2,a protracted acatalectic diiambic tetrameter), 

which are distinguished from one another by their rhythm and 
therefore cannot have been sung to the same melody, are grouped 
as a triadic pericope: abe, 444 metres’ Summary: B=B, 
ib — Abpea —aopeB — ape. 

733. Pax 346-60 = 385-99 (232): A=A. The strophe 
consists of three intermediate periods (346-9, 350-7, 358-60) 
grouped as a triadic pericope, aBc. The first, A, consists of 

three subordinate periods (346, a trochaic tetrameter; 347-8, 

a paeonic-trochaic hexameter; 349, a trochaic tetrameter), 
grouped as a mesodic period, aba, 464. 8B consists of four 

subordinate periods (350, a trochaic tetrameter; 351-3, a 

paeonic-trochaic hexameter; 354—5,a paeonic-trochaic hexameter; 

356-7, a trochaic tetrameter) grouped in palinodic (719) form, 
abba, 466 4. Cc consists of a single hypermeter of nine paeonic- 
trochaic metres. A=A, A=ABC, A=aba, B=abba, c=a. 

Few strophes in Aristophanes have as complicated structure 

as those just analyzed. Most of them are comparatively simple. 

734, The close of the intermediate period is generally marked 
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by a rhetorical pause, indicated in the text by punctuation that 
is commonly strong, as in the three odes just analyzed. This 
fact is particularly significant, since neither Aristophanes nor the 

Greek poets in general attempted thus to mark the close of 

subordinate periods. 
735. The correct analysis of a strophe depends on the proper 

observation of the close of its subordinate periods and hypermeters. 
This close is normally indicated by catalexis, the variable 
syllable, or hiatus (43), and no period or hypermeter ends within 
a word. Commonly also’ change of rhythm indicates close, but 
not invariably, since certain rhythms are so concordant that 
they may be joined within a word. Compare, for example, Ach. 
836-41 (582). Here A consists directly of three subordinate 
periods (836 = 837, 838-41), a diiambic tetrameter, a diiambic 

tetrameter, and an octameter consisting of three diiambic dimeters 

and an acephalous Pherecratean, the last diiambic dimeter and 
the Pherecratean uniting within a word. The group is arranged 
after the manner of an epodic triad: A =aab, 4 4 8. 

736. Subordinate periods and hypermeters, then, that con- 
stitute a systematic or intermediate period are grouped in the 
same manner as systematic periods. See 722. Examples of the 
various types follow. It will be simpler, in attempting this 
analysis, to begin with periods of the mixed class, corresponding 
to the wepioduca puxta of the general classification. See 694 
and 715 ff. 

TRIADIC GROUPS 

Epodic Type: A or A=aab. 

737. The simplest exemplification of the epodic triad occurs 
in Fan. 416 ff (80), a monostrophic octad. The structure of 
this little iambic strophe is 2 2 3: two catalectic dimeters with 

an acatalectic trimeter as epode. See von Wilamowitz, Comment. 
metricum, ii. 31, and Leo, Plaut. cant. 63. Compare Thesm. 

947-52 (589), 448: in anapaestic rhythm, two tetrameters 
with an octameter as epode. Nub. 949-58 (551), 4411: in 
Aeolic rhythm, two tetrameters with a hendecameter as epode. 
Thesm. 1136-9 (887), 2 2 2: in logaoedie rhythm, two catalectic 
dimeters with a protracted dimeter as epode. Vesp. 403-7 
(243), 4.4 7: in trochaic rhythm, two tetrameters with a hepta- 
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meter as epode. Av, 451-4 (409), 3- 3- 4: in logaoedic rhythm, 
two brachycatalectic trimeters with a tetrameter as epode. 

Thesm. 973-6 (589), 225: in Aeolic rhythm, two diambic 
dimeters with a diiambic pentameter as epode. Ran. 898-904 

(214), 6 6 7: in trochaic rhythm, two hexameters with a hepta- 
meter as epode. ‘This is a large class in Aristophanes. 

Proidic Type: A or A=abb. 

738. Thus Pax 1329-32 (584), 6 2 2: in Aeolic rhythm, an 
acephalous Glyconic hexameter as prodde to two acephalous 
Pherecrateans. Ach. 358-65 (467), 7 3.3: a dochmiac hepta- 
meter as prodde to two iambic trimeters. Lg. 303-13 (450), 
18 44: a paeonic hypermeter of eighteen metres (see 40) as 
prodde to two trochaic tetrameters. Ran. 895-7 (214), 233: 
an anapaestic dimeter as prodde to two trochaic trimeters. Lg. 
322-7 (451), 844: a paeonic octameter as prodde to two 
trochaic tetrameters. 

Mesodic Type: A or A=aba. 

739. Thus Pax 864-7 (580), 48 4: in Aeolic rhythm, two 
diiambic tetrameters with a diiambic octameter as mesode. 
Pax 939-42 (583), 444: two diiambic tetrameters with an 
anapaestic tetrameter as mesode. Av. 1313-17 (406), 424: 
in simplified logaoedic rhythm, two logaoedic tetrameters with an 
iambic dimeter as mesode. Pax 346—9 (232),4 64: in paeonic- 
trochaic rhythm, two tetrameters with a hexameter as mesode. 

TETRADIC GROUPS 

740. Hephaestion (66. 24 ff.) defines the epodic, proodic, and 
mesodic combinations of systematic periods as groups in which 
gvaTHmacW opolots avomoov Te éeribepérar, AAB, ABB, ABA, 

and continues: SyXovote er EXaTTOV pev TOD THY TpLaV apLOpod 
ovK av yévorTo TL ToLoDTOV, éml mAetovy Se ovdev avTO KwdVEL 

éxteiverOar* yiveTa yap WaoTEp TpLas éT@diKy, OUTW Kal TETPAS 
kal qevtas Kal él mAeov. He here uses the term tpias 
éwoxy in a general sense that includes all three groups. He 
notes two forms of the tetpds (67. 16 ff.), but does not exemplify 
the zrevras and é€as. The practice of Aristophanes, however, in 
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his combinations of subordinate periods and hypermeters within 

a systematic period, clearly illustrates Hephaestion’s meaning 
when dealing with combinations of systematic periods with one 
another. See 719. 

741. Tetradic and pentadic combinations of subordinate 
periods and hypermeters arose by process of accretion. Tetrads 
and pentads were a growth. Every tetrad reveals one of the 
three triadic groups aab, abb, aba, as the underlying form. The 

accretion is a proode or epode, with a strong inclination to epodi¢ 
rather than proddic structure. Similarly, the basis of every 
pentad is a tetrad of established form, with prodde or epode 
added. 

742. The commonest form of the epodic tetrad is the group 
aab with epode. Thus arose aabe. The epode of the tetrad 
consisted not of one subordinate period, but of two, with 

amplification of the melody by the addition of a new strain. 
Thus fan. 398-402 (82), 3 3 5 3: in iambic rhythm, two 
catalectic trimeters and a catalectic pentameter, with the same 
ephymnium, an acatalectic trimeter, as epode in each of the three 
strophes. See von Wilamowitz, Comment. metricum i. 31; and 
Leo, Plaut. cant. 63. The former would make similar analysis 
(4 4 6 2) of Ach. 836 ff. (582), ending the ode with the colon 
Reizianum, as an independent period, notwithstanding hyphena- 
tion in 840. Compare also Ran. 814-17 (346), 3 3 3- 2: two 
dactylic trimeters and a brachycatalectic dactylic trimeter, with 
a catalectic trochaic dimeter as epode. 

743. But the fourth subordinate period is often not simply a 
clausula, but a unit of independent proportions. Thus Plut. 

302-8 (88), 4 4 6 7: in iambic rhythm, two tetrameters and 

a hexameter, with a heptameter as epode. Av. 1470-81 (215), 
6 6 4 8: in trochaic rhythm, two hexameters and a tetrameter 
with an octameter as epode. Ach. 208-18 (449), 6 6 5 8: in 
paeonic rhythm, two hexameters and a pentameter with an 
octameter as epode. Lys. 619-25 (230), 4 4 4 5: in paeonic- 
trochaic rhythm, two paeonic-trochaic tetrameters and a trochaic 
tetrameter with a paeonic-trochaic pentameter as epode. 

744. If the last subordinate period reverts to the melody of 
the opening period, the type becomes aaba, with simplification of 

the melody. Thus Lys. 614-18 (230), 4 4 6 4: two trochaic 
tetrameters and a protracted iambic hexameter with a third 
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trochaic tetrameter as epode. The rhythm of this intermediate 
period is iambo-trochaic. 

745. Hephaestion, as we have seen (740), recognizes tetradic, 

pentadic, and even more elaborate forms of qwoujpara pixra, and 
he records (67. 16 ff.) two tetradic groups, the ‘ periodic,’ ABBC, 
and the ‘palinodic, ABBA. These are both represented in the 
grouping of the subordinate periods that constitute a strophe. 
It is obvious that the ‘periodic’ form arose by accretion of a 
prodde to the epodic triad, forming abbe, or of an epode to the 
proodic triad, forming abbe. In other words, abbe is a pair of 
equal periods with both prodde and epode. Thus Nub. 1303-10 

(581), 5 4 4 7: in Aeolic rhythm, a pentameter, consisting of a 
diiambic trimeter and an acephalous Pherecratean, as prodde, two 
diiambic tetrameters, and a diiambic heptameter as epode. Zhesm. 
352-60 (560), 4 2 2 9: in Aeolic rhythm, a diiambic tetrameter as 
prodde, two diiambic dimeters, and a nonameter as epode, consist- 

ing of a polyschematist dimeter and trimeter and two Glyconics. 

746. The last member of the ‘ periodic’ group just considered 
may be identical with the opening period, giving abba, with 
simplification of the melody. This is Hephaestion’s ‘ palinodic’ 
group. As the name implies, it closes with the same musical 

strain with which it begins. (Compare the group aaba, 744.) 
Thus Ach. 489-96 (468), 4 3 3 4: a dochmiac tetrameter as 
prodde, two iambic trimeters, and a second dochmiac tetrameter 

as epode that repeats the melody of the first period. Ach. 
1008-17 (83), 6 4 4 6: in iambic rhythm, a hexameter as 
prodde, two tetrameters and a second hexameter as epode. Pax 
350—7 (232), 4 6 6 4: in paeonic-trochaic rhythm, a trochaic 
tetrameter as proode, two paeonic-trochaic hexameters, and a 

second trochaic tetrameter as epode. 

747. The first member of the ‘ periodic’ tetrad may anticipate 
the melody of the paired periods that follow and the type then 

becomes aaab. Thus Ran. 534-40 (217), 6 6 6 4: in trochaic 
rhythm, a hexameter as prodde that anticipates the melody of 

the two hexameters that follow, and a tetrameter as epode. The 

musical effect was that of a monostrophic triad with epode. 
Compare Pax 114-18 (345), 2 2 2 5: in dactylic rhythm, three 
dimeters with a pentameter as epode. Ran. 1370—7 (218), 2 2 2 
10: in trochaic rhythm, three dimeters with a decameter as epode. 

748. A tetradic group arose from the mesodic triad aba by 
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accretion of an epode, forming abac. Thus Av. 676-84 (546), 
2- 6 2- 8: in Aeolic rhythm, two brachycatalectic polyschematist 

dimeters that enclose a Glyconic hexameter with a Glyconic 
octameter as epode. Ach. 294-302 (452), 4 5 4 12: two 
trochaic tetrameters that enclose a paeonic pentameter, with a 
paeonic dodecameter as epode. Av. 455-9 (409), 2- 5 2- 3: in 
simplified logacedic rhythm, two anapaestic penthemimers that 

enclose a logaoedic pentameter, with a logaoedic trimeter as epode. 

749. If the last period of this tetrad repeats the melody of 
the paired periods, the type is abaa. (Compare the groups aaba 
744 and abba 746.) Thus Vesp. 338-41 (238), 4 2 4 4: in 
trochaic rhythm, two tetrameters that enclose a paeonic-trochaic 

dimeter, with a third tetrameter as epode. 
750. A second tetradic group arose from the same mesodic 

triad aba, by accretion of a prodde, forming abcb. Thus Eccl. 
478-82 (85), 1 4 5 4: an anapaestic monometer as prodde to 
two iambic tetrameters that enclose an iambic pentameter. 
Thesm. 679-85 (472), 3 3 4 3: an iambic trimeter as proode to 

two dochmiac trimeters that enclose an acatalectic trochaic 
tetrameter. Vesp. 733-5 (469), 2 1 4 1: an acephalous iambic 
dimeter as prodde to two dochmii that enclose an acatalectic 
iambic tetrameter. Thesm. 114-25 (429), 5 6 7 6: in ionic 

rhythm, a pentameter as prodde to two hexameters that enclose 

a heptameter. 

PENTADIC GROUPS 

751. Pentads arose by accretion of an epode or prodde to one 
of the tetrads just described. The epodic pentad abbcd, for 
example, is the ‘ periodic’ tetrad with epode. Thus Hg. 616-23 

(231), 44428: in paeonic-trochaic rhythm, a periodic tetrad 
composed of a trochaic tetrameter, two paeonic-trochaic tetra- 
meters and a dimeter, with a trochaic octameter as epode of the 

tetrad. Hg. 1264—73 (493), 5-555 5: a hypercatalectic prosodiac 
tetrameter, two enoplic pentameters and an enoplic pentameter 
of different form, with a prosodiac pentameter as epode. 

752. The converse of this is the proddic pentad abced, formed 
from the ‘ periodic’ tetrad by accretion of a prodde. Thus Thesm. 

776-84 (286), 1 2 446: in anapaestic rhythm, a monometer as 
prodde to a periodic tetrad composed of a dimeter, two tetrameters, 

and a hexameter. 
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753. But the prodde is sometimes not simply a brief intro- 
ductory strain, but a unit of independent proportions. Thus 
Ach, 665—75 (453), 6 8 449: in paeonic rhythm, a hexameter 
as proode to an octameter, two tetrameters and a nonameter. 

Hq. 551-64 (553), 10 6 3 3 8: in Aeolic rhythm, a choriambo- 
iambic decameter as prodde to a choriambo-iambic hexameter, 

two catalectic lesser Asclepiadeans and a Glyconic octameter. 
754. The prodde of this pentad may anticipate the first 

period of the following periodic tetrad, giving the form aabbe, 
with simplification of the melody. (Compare the tetrad aaab 747.) 
Thus Ach. 929-39 (86), 7 7 2 2 8: in iambic rhythm, a hepta- 
meter as prodde that anticipates the melody of the first period of 
the following periodic tetrad composed of a heptameter, two 
dimeters and a heptameter. The musical effect to this anticipa- 
tion was a group that consisted of two monostrophic dyads (aabb) 

with an epode (c). 
755. From this pentad by addition of an ephymnium arises 

one of the two hexads found in Aristophanes, aabbed. See Av. 
1748-54 (588), 4- 4- 2- 2-22: mainly in dactylic rhythm, a 
brachycatalectic tetrameter as prodde to a_ brachycatalectic 
tetrameter, two brachycatalectic dimeters and a dimeter, with a 

Pherecratean as epode. 

756. The palinodic group also became pentadic by accretion 
of an epode, giving abbac. Thus Lys. 291-5 (870),42243: 
in trochaic rhythm, a palinodic tetrad composed of a tetrameter, 
two dimeters and a second tetrameter, with a protracted trimeter 

as ephymnium. 
757. The final epode may repeat the melody of the first and 

last periods of the tetrad, giving abbaa. Thus Lg. 756-60 (91), 
44444: in iambic rhythm, a palinodic tetrad composed of a 
tetrameter, two protracted tetrameters and a tetrameter, with a 

tetrameter as epode that repeats the melody of the first and fourth 
periods. The musical effect of this repetition was a group that 

consisted of a prodde (a) and two monostrophic dyads (bbaa), of 

which the second reverted to the melody of the prodde. Av. 
1058-64 (455), 244 2 2: in anapaestic rhythm, a paroemiac, 
two tetrameters and two paroemiacs. 

758. A hexad occurs in which the central pair of periods in 
the palinodic group abba is repeated, giving abbbba. See Lys. 
793-804 (242), 8 22228: two paeonic-trochaic octameters 
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enclosing two pairs of trochaic dimeters. The evident pairing of 
parts in the dialogue in 797-800 forbids the division of this 
hexad into two intermediate periods, proddic, abb, and epodic, 
aab. 

759. The basis of each of the foregoing pentads is a ‘periodic’ 
or ‘palinodic’ tetrad. Other tetrads also underlie pentadic 
groups. Thus from the familiar tetrad aabe (742) arose the 

pentad aabed by accretion of an epode, as in Ran. 372—7 (301), 
222-32: in anapaestic rhythm, a tetrad composed of two 

paroemiacs, a brachycatalectic dimeter and a catalectic trimeter, 
with an acatalectic dimeter as epode. Lys. 1287-94 (408), 4 4 
4 23: in simplified logaoedic rhythm, two logaoedic tetrameters, 
a trochaic tetrameter and a catalectic trochaic dimeter, with a 

protracted trochaic trimeter as epode. 

760. From the variant aaba (744) of this tetrad, by accretion 
of an epode that repeated its prevailing melody, arose the pentad 
aabaa. Thus Pax 1305-10 (87), 44244: in iambic rhythm, 
a tetrad composed of two tetrameters, a dimeter and a tetrameter, 

with a final tetrameter as epode that repeats the melody of the 
first, second, and fourth periods. The musical effect of this 
repetition was a group consisting of two equivalent monostrophic 

dyads (aa, aa) enclosing a mesode (b). 

761. The pentad abacd arose by accretion of an epode to the 
tetrad abac (748). Thus Ach. 1150-61 (565), 54576: in 
Aeolic rhythm, a tetrad composed of a pentameter, a tetrameter, 

a second pentameter and a diiambic heptameter, with a protracted 
diiambic hexameter as epode. See von Wilamowitz, Comment. 
metricum, i. 31. Lys. 954—79 (287), 9 6 9 12 13: in anapaestic 
rhythm, a nonameter,a hexameter, a second nonameter and a 

dodecameter, with a hypermetrical period of thirteen metres as 
epode. 

762. The pentad abchd arose by accretion of an epode to the 
tetrad abcb (750). Thus Thesm. 433-42 (414), 26269: in 
simplified logaoedic rhythm, a paroemiac and two logaoedic hexa- 
meters that enclose a logaoedic dimeter, with a trochaic nonameter 

as epode. 

763. The epode of the foregoing pentad might revert to the 
melody of the first period, giving abcba. Thus Zys. 1279-86 
(408), 43 2 34: in simplified logaoedic rhythm, a tetrad com- 
posed of a tetrameter and two trimeters that enclose a dimeter, 
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with a second tetrameter as epode that repeats the melody of 
the first period. 

764. The following table summarizes the triads, tetrads, 
pentads, and hexads found within the strophe in comedy and 
shows their relations to one another :— 

aab (737) aabe (742 f.) aabed (759) 
aaba (744) aabaa (760) 

abbe 
abb (738) abbe ; (745) abbed (751) 

abecd (752 f.) 
aabbe (754) aabbed (755) 

abba (746) abbac (756) abbbba (758) 
abbaa (757) 

aaab (747) 
aba (739) abac (748) abacd (761) 

abaa (749) 
abeb (750) abcbd (762) 

abcba (763) 

765. These are the structural forms in which, in the mixed 

class (736 ff.), the subordinate periods and hypermeters that 
constitute a systematic or intermediate period appear to be 
arranged in Aristophanes. In each combination, identity of 
metrical structure indicates that at least two of the subordinate 
periods or hypermeters were sung to the same melody with 
effect of simplifying the melody to which the larger period as a 
whole was sung. The variants of the normal types, such as 
aaba, abba, etc. (indented in the table), are due to the same 
disposition to simplify musical expression, 

766. Other forms of strophic structure occur than those of 
the mixed type. These, like the preceding, are direct imitations 
of corresponding groupings of systematic periods. Examples of 
the different types follow. 

Monostrophic Type: A or A=aa or aaa. 

767. The grouping of the subordinate periods in an inter- 
mediate period may be that of a monostrophic dyad (701). Thus 
(aa) Heel. 293-5 (578), 6 6: in Aeolic rhythm, two acephalous 
Glyconic hexameters in correspondence. Compare the following 
intermediate period in Zecl. 296-9. 

768. In one instance in Aristophanes the grouping of the 
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subordinate periods of a systematic period is that of a mono- 

strophic triad (701). The three subordinate periods are all equal 

(aaa). Nub, 1845-50 (576), 5 5 5: in Aeolic rhythm, a triad in 

which each subordinate period consists of a diiambic trimeter 

and an acephalous Pherecratean. In the last period these are 

connected within a word. 

Pericopic Type: A or A=ab, abe, ete. 

769. The grouping of subordinate periods and hypermeters 

in a systematic or intermediate period is often that of a 

mTepicom avopovomepns (705). Both the dyadic, ab, and triadic, 

abe, forms are common, and tetrads, abed, and even pentads, 

abede, occur. There was no repetition of any part of the melody 

in these periods. On the significance of this fact, see 777. 

Musically these are the most elaborate periods in Aristophanes. 

770. Thus, in illustration of pericopic dyads, Av. 851-8 

(93), 116: in iambic rhythm, hendecameter and hexameter. 

See von Wilamowitz, Comment. metricum, 11.31.  Vesp. 1326-31 

(371), 5 6: in trochaic rhythm, pentameter and hexameter. Eq. 

498-506 (294), 107: in anapaestic rhythm, decameter and 

heptameter. Vesp. 1518-22 (494), 46: in prosodiac rhythm, 

tetrameter and hexameter. Hg. 1111-20 (571), 8 12: in Aeolic 

rhythm, acephalous Glyconic octameter and dodecameter. Heel. 

952-3 (415), 24: in trochaic rhythm, protracted dimeter and 

tetrameter. Zhesm. 101-6 (429), 86: in free ionic rhythm, 

octameter and hexameter. Pax 856-9 (580), 64: in Aeolic 

rhythm, acephalous Glyconic hexameter and diiambic tetrameter. 

771. The subordinate periods and hypermeters grouped in a 

systematic or intermediate period often constitute a pericopic 

triad, abe. Thus Wud. 510-17 (561), 348: anapaestic tri- 

meter, Aeolic tetrameter and octameter. Vesp. 1335-41 (871), 

266: iambic dimeter and hexameter and trochaic hexameter. 

Vesp. 1450-61 (548), 4614: in Aeolic rhythm, tetrameter, 

hexameter and hypermeter of fourteen metres. Thesm. 520—30 

(222), 2149: anapaestic dimeter, trochaic hypermeter of fourteen 

metres, and trochaic nonameter. Av. 1065-71 (455), 847: 

paeonic octameter, anapaestic tetrameter and paeonic heptameter. 

Feel. 289-92 (578), 484: iambic tetrameter, and acephalous 

Glyconic octameter and tetrameter. Vesp. 278—80 (499), 4- 6 2: 
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hypercatalectic prosodiae trimeter, enoplic hexameter and ionic 
dimeter. 

772. The subordinate periods and hypermeters grouped in a 
systematic or intermediate period often constitute a pericopic 
tetrad, abed, or even pentad, abede. No part of the melody is 

repeated. Thus Pax 1127-39 (454), 81262: iambic octa- 
meter, paeonic dodecameter, trochaic hexameter and dimeter. 

Nub. 563-74 (558), 6 7 5 8: choriambo-iambic hexameter and 
heptameter, simplified logaoedic pentameter, and an octameter 
composed of a polyschematist tetrameter and a Priapean., 
Ran. 1099-1108 (236), 48610: in trochaic rhythm, tetra- 
meter, octameter, hexameter, and decameter. TZhesm. 126—9 

(429), 2 3 2 2: dactylic dimeter and trimeter, catalectic iambic 
dimeter and acephalous Glyconic. Av. 1720—5 (588), 3234: 
trochaic trimeter, iambic dimeter, iambic trimeter, and Aeolic 

tetrameter. Pax 775-84 (497), 4275: enoplic tetrameter and 
dimeter, prosodiac heptameter and enoplic pentameter. Pentads 
occur. Thus Lys. 321-34 (563), 7- 8 4 5 10: in Aeolic rhythm, 
brachycatalectic heptameter, octameter, tetrameter, pentameter, 
decameter. Vesp. 1265-74 (457), 6 4 8 5 6: in trochaic rhythm, 
hexameter, tetrameter, octameter, pentameter, and hexameter, with 

return in the last period to the melody of the first period (abeda). 

Indivisible Periods: A or A=a. 

773. A systematic or intermediate period sometimes lacks all 
indications of division into subordinate periods or hypermeters, 
its cola being continuously connected by synaphea. Thus £4. 

973—6 (544) consists of three Glyconic dimeters and a Pherecra- 

tean, and Ran. 384—8 (89) of five iambic dimeters. Only the 
last colon in each is catalectic, and no colon ends in a variable 

syllable or is separated from the following colon by hiatus. 
Compare also Hecl. 893—9 (220): a trochaic hypermeter of five 
dimeters, a trimeter, and a dimeter. Av. 1188-95 (465): 

a dochmiac systematic period of four dimeters. Vesp. 863-7 
(300): an anapaestic hypermeter of three dimeters, a monometer 
and a paroemiac. Av. 209-22 (285): an anapaestic hypermeter 
of twelve dimeters, a monometer and a paroemiac. Nub. 1206— 
13 (92): an iambic hypermeter of seventeen metres. Paz 
358-60 (232): a paeonic-trochaic nonameter. 
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Periods with Refrain. 

774, In a few odes in Aristophanes the regular structure is 

broken by a short clause that seems to have been merely a 

refrain, repeating the melody of the last colon of the preceding 

subordinate period. For example, in Lys. 781-804 (242), a 

song in popular form that is in many particulars instructive, 

verses 781-92, a, seem to be grouped as abe, 69+ 4; The 

rhythm is paeonic-trochaic. A hexameter (781-3) is followed 

by a nonameter (784—8) that ends with the strain tots dpeouw 

@Kel, —vv-v|— + —, a dimeter of unique metrical form that 

is exactly repeated in the three cola that follow. It seems 

probable that these three cola were sung to the melody of the 

preceding clausula. The third period (792), a tetrameter, ends 

with the same strain. Thus also in Ran. 1251-60 (545), the 

type seems to be aab, 66 4+, two Glyconic hexameters followed 

by a Glyconic tetrameter. The two cola that follow (1259, 

1260), both Pherecrateans, may have been, in the music, no more 

than a refrain of the strain that ended the third period. Vesp. 

526-37 (566), an intermediate period, is apparently palinodic 

6 446+, two Aeolic hexameters enclosing two diiambic tetra- 

meters, followed by three cola (535, 536, 537) that repeat 

the final colon of the preceding period. Av. 1731-6 (588), 

abb, 8 22+: acephalous Glyconic octameter followed by two 

Pherecrateans, with words and melody of the last repeated in the 

following final colon. 

775. In the foregoing analyses (737 ff.), the normal indica- 

tions of the close of the subordinate period and hypermeter, 

catalexis, variable syllable, hiatus (43), are strictly regarded. No 

subordinate period or hypermeter has been assumed whose close 

was not marked by one of these or by a change of rhythm. But 

while the variable syllable and hiatus, since they are not allowed 

within a subordinate period or hypermeter, clearly denote that the 

period has reached its close, and are therefore never to be ignored, 

nevertheless a combination of cola that constitute a true period 

may lack both these indicia (44). This fact is established by the 

correspondence of acatalectic subordinate periods in strophe and 

antistrophe of which one ends with variable syllable or hiatus 

but the other does not. Thus we should connect Wud. 1313-14 

(581) with the following dimeters, if the variable vowel in which 
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the corresponding period of the strophe ends (1305-6) did not 
show that each is an acatalectic iambic tetrameter. Paeonic 
verse, in particular, which avoids catalexis (437), abounds in 
illustrations of this principle. Cf. Ach. 208-10 = 223-59, 
hexameters; 211-13 = 226-8, hexameters; 214-15 = 229- 

30", pentameters (449). Cf. also Ran. 814" = 818 = 822 = 826 
and 815°=819=823 = 827, dactylic trimeters (346); Vesp. 
2'754 — 282-3", enoplic tetrameters (499); Av. 1731-4%= 
1737-40 (588), acephalous Glyconic octameters. It follows, of 
course, that all indications of the close of a subordinate period or 

hypermeter may be lacking in both strophe and antistrophe in a 
particular instance. In Zecl. 938—41 = 942—5 (567) Aristophanes 
has imitated a popular form of scolium. The rhythm is Aeolic 
and the stanza consists of four cola, two Phalaeceans, and a 

dimeter and a trimeter. The third colon in Aristophanes lacks 
all indications of periodic close, so that the third and fourth cola 
seem to constitute a pentameter, but in other occurrences of this 
strophe the third colon ends with variable syllable, as in Ath. xv. 
694e, and there is no doubt that each colon is a subordinate 

period and the strophe is a tetrad of the form that is commonest 
in Aristophanes, aabe. 

776. It is just here that metre fails to furnish complete 
evidence as to the periodic structure of the strophe. See 720. 
A subordinate period or hypermeter may end in an acatalectic 
colon of which the last syllable is not marked by hiatus or 
variable vowel. This does not often happen in lyric poetry 

such as Pindar’s, in whose odes the strophe is repeated again and 
again, but in Aristophanes correspondence is generally confined 

to two strophes (strophe and antistrophe), and many songs are 
non-antistrophic. It is therefore possible that some combinations 
of cola entered in this book as single subordinate periods or 
hypermeters may really have been two or more periods, each 
with its proper musical cadence. But a period that lacks the 
customary indicia of close should be sharply inspected before 
acceptance. A period thus theoretically constituted must rigidly 
conform to two requirements, it must be an established form of 

verse and the systematic or intermediate period of which it is a 
part must be of normal type. In Plut. 316 ff. (88), the non- 
antistrophic period (316—21) is apparently a pericopic dyad, ab, 
4 12, but it may have been a mesodic triad, ab’a, 4 8 4, consist- 

2A 
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ing of two iambic tetrameters enclosing an acatalectic octameter. 

In Feel. 483 ff. (85), the first intermediate period of the strophe 

(483-8) is apparently a pericopic triad, abc, 4 6 10, but it may 

have been a palinodic tetrad, abb/a, 4 6 6 4, consisting of two 

iambic tetrameters enclosing two hexameters. In Ran. 875 ff. 

(347), the non-antistrophic period is apparently a pericopic pentad, 

abede, 5 6 24 4, but it may consist of two intermediate periods 

ap (875-8, 879-84), with a a proddic triad, ab’b. bao. 

consisting of a dactylic pentameter as prodde to two trimeters, and 

B a pericopic triad, abe. In Ach. 971 ff. (456), the first strophe 

(971-5) of the pericope is apparently a pericopic dyad, ab, 

10 6, but it may have been an epodic triad, aa’b, 5 5 6, consisting 

of two pentameters in correspondence with one another with a 

hexameter as epode. In Lys. 286 ff. (370), the first five cola 

(286-90) apparently constitute a single hendecametrical hyper- 

meter, but they may have been sung as a mesodic triad a’/b’a, 

4 3 4, consisting of two syncopated iambic tetrameters enclosing 

a trimeter. In Nwub. 457 ff. (500), the prosodiac and enoplic 

intermediate period B (461-75) is apparently a pericopic dyad 

ab, 7- 18, but it may have been a periodic tetrad, ab’b’c, 7- 7 7 4, 

consisting of a hypercatalectic prosodiac hexameter as proode, 

two enoplic heptameters, and an enoplic tetrameter as epode. 

In all these cases, the music would instantly have revealed whether 

or not the assumed correspondences existed. Some of them seem 

probable, but it is obvious that the process by which they are 
now determined is arbitrary. Examples might be multiplied. 

777. It should be observed that the melody of a strophe 

was simplified precisely as the number of its subordinate periods 

that were in correspondence was increased. Many of the songs 
in Aristophanes are simple, but it is inherently improbable that 

all of them were of this type. The pericopic form of structure, 

therefore, in which the pericopic period was sung to a melody ~ 

without recurrences, was normal. Such a melody was specially — 

adapted to situations that were lively or unusual and to 

sentiments that were spirited or elevated or vehement. It is — 

from this point of view that the melic hypermeter, which is of 

frequent occurrence in Aristophanes and is composed in nearly 

all rhythms, is to be regarded. It is a normal and useful form. 

Compare the trochaic hypermeter in Hecl. 893—9 (220), the 

anapaestic in Nub. 711-22 (289), the dactylic in Nub. 276-86 

——— 
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(344), the paeonic in Zy. 303-11 (450),' the ionic in Ran. 326- 
36 (427), the choriambie in Vesp. 1455-61 (548). The assump- 
tion is justifiable that the melody of hypermeters such as these 
was continuously sustained without recurrences from the beginning 
to the close. 

STICHIC PERIOD 

778. A melic period remains to be considered which 
resembles the hypermeter in form, but in reality is far removed 
from it. This is the period in which periodic verse trenches 
upon stichic (689). Groups of tetrameters, namely, in iambic, 
trochaic or anapaestic rhythm and of trimeters in dactylic rhythm, 
all forms of recitative verse in familiar use in comedy, sometimes 

occur as melic systematic or intermediate periods. Cf. Heel. 489— 
92 (85), Ach. 204-7 (449), Pax 729-33 (295), Ran. 1528-33 
(348). Groups of paeonic-trochaic, paeonic and prosodiac tetra- 
meters are similarly used. Cf. Vesp. 415-29 (243), 1275-83 
(457), 1528-37 (494). Each of the ‘verses’ thus used con- 
stitutes a subordinate period. Those in iambic, trochaic, anapaestic, 

paeonic-trochaic, and prosodiac rhythm are all catalectic, except 
in the group found in Plut. 290—5 (88), in which the fourth 
tetrameter is acatalectic, but is separated from the fifth by hiatus. 
Different rhythms may be combined in the same group as in Pax 

729-33 (295) anapaestic and trochaic, in Ach. 976-85 (456) 
paeonic and trochaic. These groups were often rendered by the 
leaders of the half-choruses or by actors or by both. It is now 
impossible to determine how the subordinate periods, all of the 
same length, in any stichic period were grouped in the melody. 

The extreme assumptions, on the one hand that the subordinate 

periods in any given period were all sung to the same air (eg. 

aaaaa), on the other that the melody to which they were sung was 
without recurrences (e.g. abede), are both unlikely. Within these 
extremes a great variety of combinations was possible. 

* Compare the long paeonic hyper- Bulletin de correspondance hellénique 
meters in the Delphian Hymns to Apollo, xvii. (1893), 569 ff., 584 ff (note 
published by Weil, with the accompany- particularly 593 ff.), and xviii. (1894), 
ing music by Théodore Reinach, in 345 ff. (note 348), 363 ff., with Pl. xix. 



CHAPTER XIX 

VARIOUS MATTERS 

CATALEXIS 

779. RossBAcH and Westphal hold that the catalectic metres 
of iambic and anapaestic cola are protracted, and that the pro- 
traction these rhythms suffer affects the long syllable that 
precedes the omitted primary time or times. The rhythmical 
value (31), for example, of such a catalectic iambic trimeter as 
vrei is BO] ES vu— (3), not 

See 33. They assume, therefore, 

that the catalectic metre in such a colon as this is rhythmically 
identical with the protracted metre that precedes, and they thus 
differentiate iambic and anapaestic from all other rhythms, in 
which they rightly hold that a catalectic colon is followed by 
a pause, while the corresponding acatalectic colon is complete. 
Their theory of iambic and anapaestic catalexis has been so 

generally accepted that the evidence by which they endeavour 
to establish it demands consideration.' 

780. It is to be observed, first, that their general theory of 
protraction in iambic verse is disproved by evidence that has 

been made available since the publication of the last edition of 

Vvrunt ur 

ve Noy) EN meen) 1 men NS 

their Theorie der musischen Kiinste. 

1 Rossbach and Westphal, Rhythmik’, 
WG te, Ai, Waar, MS ties PI tit. 
Spec. Metrik®, 7 f., 179. Rossbach first 
proposed the doctrine in Ahythmik', 
85 ff., but he places dependence on the 
evidence supposed to be furnished by the 
Hymns to Helios and Nemesis much less 
confidently in the first presentation of 
his theory than in subsequent editions. 

356 

They hold (Spec. Metrik’, 

See Rhythmik', 88. See also Allg. 
Metrik!, 471 ff., Spec. Metrik', 7 f., 
137 ff. The doctrine is maintained by 
Westphal in the second edition of their 
Metrik. See Allg. Metrik®, 155 ff., 
Spec. Metrik?, 329 t., 445, and note the 
concession on p. 330. The tone of 
the statement in the third edition is 
dogmatic. 
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BAO) that in such! jan iambic: colon as -u'—' Si) | = ‘the 

xpovos xevos (31) is taken up not by the following, but by the 
preceding long syllable, so that the colon cited becomes by protrac- 
tion v—- ve —-Vv-(v-v—~-v-), But in the fragment of 
Aristoxenus’s Principles of Rhythm recovered in Oxyrhynchus, 
five cola are quoted and rhythmized as follows (Grenfell and 
Hunt, Oxyr. Papyri, i. 15) :— 

év0a 67 Toukidwy avOéwv poss a ne Se w= 
»” , auBpotor Aeiwakes Heyer, Ne 

, > ” € , 

BabicKxiov wap adcos aBpomapfevors C—Vv—- vw—-v— vue 
EVLOTAS \XOpoUs eM creed Beauly aL 
> / , aykaAais d€xovTat ee Te eee 

Aristoxenus’s ‘foot’ is here the diiambic metre. He has just 
illustrated the use of the protracted ditrochaic metre - Uv, 
and in introducing the quoted hypermeter notes that, in the 
protracted diiamb u v —, the triseme syllable, 4 sepiéyouca 
£vAAaBy,' is placed in a position the reverse of that which it 
has in the protracted ditrochee. His comment on the hyper- 

meter is as follows: éy rovTw yap of te wévTe mpa@Tou modes 
oUTw KéypnvTar TH réEEL Kal wdadw Erepor Tpels. Farther 
on (p. 17) he analyzes the protracted diiamb  v — as follows: 
@oTe THY wev TpwTHY EvrAaBiY év TO peyioT® xXpovw KEtcbaL, 
Tyv O€ Sevtépay ev TH édayioto, THY S& Tpitnv &v TO 
pécw. The diiambie colon v- U- - —v -, therefore, is to be 
rhythmized thus: .-Vv- ew -, not thus: v-vu-v-. 
The facts adduced completely invalidate Westphal’s attempt 
(Rhythmik®, 128) to establish Uv - UX as a ypovos THs puOpo- 
mowlas idvos of greater compass than the x povos ToouKos, and 

nullify whatever support this doctrine may be supposed to give 
to his theory of iambic catalexis (Allg. Metrik®, 274 f.). 

781. The form of the protracted iambic metre that occurs 
most frequently is that just discussed, -—-wU-. A _ second 
but rarer form (73) is u— --—. We should expect this, under 
the operation of the principle manifest in & v —, to be rhyth- 
mized as U—e., but Rossbach and Westphal hold, as already 

stated, that it becomes Uu —. This conclusion is disproved by 
an inscription from Asia Minor published by Sir William Ramsay 
in the Bulletin de correspondance hellénique in 1883, but not fully 

1 See Weil, Etudes de rhythmique, 200 ff. 
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interpreted till 1891.’ This is the work of a certain Seikelos, 
of the first century of the Christian era, and consists of a 
protracted acatalectic iambic octameter, with musical setting, 

marks to indicate the rhythmization, and o7iyuai on the theses 
of the metres. The inscription is well preserved, but has so 
much detail that scholars are not agreed as to a few readings. 
I give the transcription of M. Reinach, but do not indicate the 
position of the notes on the staff, in order not to distract attention 
from the metrical and rhythmical facts revealed by the song. 
Short syllables, here indicated by the eighth note, are not marked 
in the inscription ; long syllables, if not completely resolved into 
shorts in the music, have either — or 4 (the equivalent of  ). 

2 —/ 2234 

ef | menial, 
eo oe Dp so oe oe oe 

6 - cov os ai - - vov 

= ae yy ee A on e 

wn - dev & - os ov dv - mov 

ORES eine iret aaa pt 
td oe oe oe o@ @ 

mpos Od - i. VOv0) =) =) TL) TO ony 

TO Té-os 0 hee vos Gmw-at - - Tel 

The iambic metre here assumes the following forms in the 

melody: v—-v—3; vwuw; v-—~-, ending in a logaoedic 

anapaest (389); — ww, iambic choriamb (71), with its last 

syllable resolved; Y-— and w~-. Metrical values, stated 

from the point of view respectively of syllables and musical notes, 
are as follows :-— 

NéEus peXos 
Se 5. a ere igre Bee 

rill NaN iy ie See ee 6 Se ee tT IS, tS se eS ae 

Vey = VYGrmrs NSS 

Vwvwevuewypy 2) a CR) VUwevoew hl ae 

1 See Ramsay, Budletin de corr. hell. D. B. Monro, Modes of Ancient Greek 
vii. (1883), 277 f.; C. Wessely, Reste Music, 89 ff., 133, with supplementary 
griechischer Musik, Wien, 1891; Wessely note; F. A. Gevaert, La Mélopée antique 
and Ruelle, Revue des Etudes grecques (1895), 46, 386 f.; K. von Jan, Musici 
vy. (1892), 266 ff.; O. Crusius, Philologus  scriptores Graeci, supplementum (1899), 
1. (1891), 163 ff., lii. (1893), 160 ff.; Th. 35 ff All the extant remains of Greek 
Reinach, Budletin de corr. hell. xviii. melodies are conveniently brought to- 
(1894), 365 ff., with excellent facsimile gether in this little supplement. 
and transcription, plates xiii. and xxili. ; 
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The protracted metre uv — - — here becomes vu — 4 or v - vw 

or singularly U-<—. Im each ease the ypovos xevos is part 
of the second simple foot. The inscription nowhere indicates that 
it is possible to rhythmize this metre as Uv 4-. 

782. Rossbach and Westphal support their statement (779) 
that catalectic cola in iambic and anapaestic rhythm close 

respectively with the metres VU“ — and uv — almost solely 

by the evidence that they believe is found in the musical score 
of the Hymns to Helios and Nemesis, which were republished by 
Bellermann, with extraordinary care, in 1840.’ They cite this 
evidence repeatedly. These hymns, composed in the second 

century of the Christian era, consist of simply constituted logaoedic 
dimeters in ascending rhythm, with musical setting The funda- 
mental values of syllables, revealed by the Xé£cs, are as follows :— 

Kvavort Gea Ovyatep Aixas Vem. 2 wow wove 

aktiva toAvetpopoy apmrAéxov Hel. 12 --w- w-v- 

xuovoBrAepapov mdtep “Aovs Hel. 7 wow wre 

(vydv peta XElpa Kparovoa Nem. 13 Uren wry 

The first simple foot may be ~-, —— or u—; the second 
and third are invariably ~-—; the fourth in the acatalectic 
dimeter is v — ; the catalectic dimeter is the logaoedic paroemiac. 
With the last colon quoted, compare the famous dimeter of 

Archilochus, "Epacpovidn Xapinae. 
783. The music, while maintaining, of course, fundamental 

metrical values, admits variations of form additional to those 

indicated by the words of the Hymns. These variations are 
simple and consist in attaching two tones to a single long syllable. 
As we have already seen (390 f.), scholars are not agreed as to 
the manner in which isomeric anapaests and diplasic iambs 
were combined in logaoedic verse, but we may here assume, in 
order to illustrate the melodic values of syllables in the Hymns 
in modern musical notation, that the simple feet in logaoedic 
verse were diplasic and that the iamb was sung as ,%J, and the 
anapaest, ~— and ——, as § FJ and J) although the last 
two values are too exactly stated, since the equalization of slightly 
variant metres was, in all Greek rhythms, only approximate. 

1 Bellermann, Hymnen, with account  thumes, 327 ff.; Bergk, Lyrict 1.4 xiii. f. ; 
of previous publications on p. 20 ff. See Gevaert, Histoire, i. 132 ff., 144 ff., 374 ff, 
also Westphal, Rhythmik wnd Harmonik®, 445 ff., and Mélopée, 39 ff.; von Jan, 
Supplem. 57 ff., and Musik d. gr. Alter- Musici, 460 ff., and Supplem. 40 ff. 
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(Compare the remarks on the trochaic metre in 228.) On this 
assumption, the acatalectic colon of the Hymns, © --- ~-v-, 

on the basis of syllables will be either FR! BEI SS) fo or 
; f i . eee ee ‘ 

2p Birra sree ean dodecaseme time. The simplest varia- 
tion from this in the music to which the Hymns are set is as 

follows :— 

TEpl VOTOV arrEipiTOV odpavov sie cee Lear Risa Hel. 11 

The third anapaest has proceleusmatic form, and the first 
syllable of ovpavod was sung as ov-ov,’ with variation of tones 

on the whole word: Joes 

784. In six apparently catalectic cola (Hel. 8, 9, 21, Nem. 3, 
10, 13) of the thirty-nine set to music in these Hymns, the 
sign A occurs between the last two notes of the musical score 

that is set over the words of the colon. Five of these six cola 
have four notes, with A, over the second metre. Thus: 

K G8 G Pe ys ESNC 
mravois vr ixveror Oudkers Hel. 9 (Cod. N) 

The sign A ordinarily signifies a pause of a primary time (33), 
but in each of the six instances of its occurrence in these Hymns 
it stands over a dissyllabic or trisyllabic word and cannot there- 
fore signify an actual pause, which was not permitted in Greek 
within a word, but must indicate protraction, precisely as we 
meet apparently catalectic dimeters in Aristophanes that are 
nevertheless complete, as in the first dimeter of the following 
melic trochaic tetrameter :— 

XpHoimov pev ovdev, GAws Te Secdov Kal peya 

—-vVvrvV g-~Vr es eur VM HV 

(Av. 1476 f., cf. 1559 f., 1695 f.) 

The A would be the only means of indicating a protracted 

syllable in a musical score that did not employ signs of quantity. 
(See the inscription of Seikelos.) In one instance of the six, five 
notes, with A, stand over the apparently catalectic metre : 

cp &M wh & Cp Bh me Ap 
yAavka 6€ mdpoube Le - Aa - va Hel. 21 (Cod. N) 

1 Compare the Hymns to Apollo, in (Bull. de cor. hell. xvii., 1893, plate 
paeonic rhythm, found at Delphi (von xxi. bis) reads épiBpdpovov (for épeBpduou) 
Jan, Supplem. 8 ff.). Forexample,in the  @vyarpes edwrevor, a device often met 
first Hymn, the text of the third line of — elsewhere in these Delphian Hymns. 
the second fragment of the inscription 
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Here the first syllable of the first metre has two notes: SS as 

also the penultimate syllable. Furthermore, there are in these 
Hymns four apparently catalectic cola (Hel. 13, 23, 25, Nem. 9) 
that have six notes, but without A, over the last metre. Thus: 

we S Lb t d ¢ Pe c 

Aevkov t7d ovppLace oomtoy Hel. 23 (Cod. N) 

785. It is on these ten apparently catalectic cola, six with A, 

four without it but with six notes over the catalectic metre, that 

Rossbach and Westphal seek to establish their case. They hold 
that the protraction indicated by A found in six of the cola 
affects the preceding syllable, so that, for example, dv@«eus in 
Hel. 9 (supra) is wu —. But we have the testimony of Aristo- 

xenus that protraction affected the thesis of the simple foot in 
which it occurred, and in the inscription of Seikelos we have 
direct evidence of this fact in a metre of the form vu —.- -, 

which was sung »—-. ‘The only reasonable conclusion to be 
drawn from this evidence is surely that mravots im’ iyveocu 
Sidwers (supra) was —-~— ~-uv, fj RR! BRI! not 

> e@eaoeveeeee: 

—--w- we, SFR BS and that yaavna 8 mdpoide 
Yerava Ga) Wi Ree Gaal Re hee NIN 
Mote ot) Rl RRB Rony 

786. The other four apparently catalectic cola cited above 
are held by Rossbach and Westphal to confirm their theory of 
the nature of iambic and anapaestic catalexis. They state that in 
Hel. 23 (supra) and the similar cases the first three of the last 

four notes belong to the penultimate syllable of the colon and 
only the fourth to the ultimate, so that the last metre is * 8 JK Soe 
(uv vu-—). It is clear that the four cases belong in the same 

category with the other six, and it is equally clear that, by 
analogy with these six, such a colon as Aevedy W770 Masses 
pre (supra) must have been —-~-— ~-e, Fr) FPS 

RaWeR a) nob jam eis pe Sel RR] BRS SS “This 
BS 9+eoesoeeve 

conclusion is confirmed by internal evidence that has hitherto been 

overlooked. Whenever a given note is repeated in these two Hymns 

there is always a syllable to correspond to each occurrence of this 

note. See Hel. 21, wup (supra). If two notes are attached to 
the same syllable, they are always different, the tone shifting. 

Note cp, ws in the same colon. But among the four instances 
now under consideration these two occur : 
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mM tS t pp 
nines Paice ain: Hel. 13 (Cod. N) 

a a a 
AnBovea de rap Ass Bie Nem. 9 (Cod. N) 

The usage of the poet demands the division of wppc and pccd 
between two syllables. The ascription of pp and cc to the same 
syllable and the assumption that the last metre was here 

FERS. is absolutely forbidden. 
787. Besides the ten cola just examined, the parts of these 

Hymns set to music consist of twenty-two acatalectic cola and 
seven others (Hel. 7, 14, 18, 19, 22, Nem. 4, 6) such as the 

following :— 

CaCe ce 

evo Nedeipov ees Wes Hel. 7 (Cod. N) 

SO) IID I 

Each of the seven has ten syllables and ten notes, except Nem. 6, 

of which the score is defective. These are true catalectic cola, 

with the arsis of the last simple foot absolutely suppressed,’ and 

with three others (Hel. 11, Nem. 13, 14), that were shortened by 
hiatus or the substitution of a short vowel for a final long (43), 
they furnished the pauses designed to rest the voices of the 
singers. These ten pauses occur at irregular intervals, since the 

melody of each Hymn is without recurrences and the component 

periods are of different lengths. 
788. The seventeen ‘ paroemiac’ cola of the two Hymns are 

clearly differentiated into three classes, and this differentiation is 

instructive. The metrical form of each of the cola, as revealed 

by the ré£us, is the same: *-w- ~-—-. The missing 
element, needed to complete the rhythm, has the value of a 
primary time. In six cola this is restored by protraction of the 
thesis of the last simple foot and the procedure is indicated by 

the AeZzpya placed in the position of the lost arsis. In four other 

cola protraction is indicated by the ascription of four notes to the 
last two long syllables, whereby the final long syllable is sung as 
SJ We reject the assumption that its musical value is Sf with 
a primary time still lacking, because the colon in that case would 

1 See Rossbach, Rhythmik}, 88. Bel- indifference or carelessness of the com- 
lermann pee lymnen, 66) and Bergk poser or copyist, but the stubborn fact 
(Lyrici, 1.4 xiv.) think of a leimma ( KR ) remains that the leimma is not there. 
between the last two notes, lost by the 
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end with the musical equivalent of six short syllables, a catalexis 
that is without parallel. The protraction of the remaining seven 
cola is not indicated in any manner. We conclude, therefore, 
that they are really incomplete, that is, catalectic. Hephaestion 

says that in catalexis the last foot is ‘diminished, Aristides 
that it is ‘robbed of a syllable’ (33). The distinction between 
catalectic and acatalectic cola is substantial, how substantial is 

apparent when one recalls that catalexis is the chief means 

employed by the poets to indicate the close of the combination 
of acatalectic cola that constitute the subordinate period. Any 
theory of catalexis that does not maintain this distinction is 
discredited,' and this consideration would alone condemn the 

assumption that the final metre in a catalectic iambic colon was 
rendered as ut —, even if there were not additional convincing 
evidence for rejecting it. We must conclude that in iambic and 
anapaestic catalexis the arsis of the last simple foot is actually 

suppressed and that two theses are thus brought together, » — — 

and w~-— -—, precisely as in the ionic, WwW —-—. To complete the 
time of the colon, a pause follows its final syllable, as in all 
other rhythms. 

789. Disposition to accept the current theory of iambic and 
anapaestic catalexis is promoted by the practice of modern music, 

which ignores the distinction between ascending and descending 
rhythm. This distinction is nevertheless very real. When the 
trochaic dimeter had developed the arsis of its last simple foot 
and stood forth as an independent rhythm (610), fundamental 
relations were shifted. It is the first metre in the trochaic 

dimeter that constitutes its thesis, it is the first simple foot in 

each trochaic metre that constitutes the thesis of that metre. 
This reverses the relations found in the primitive dimeter and 

consequently in the iambic dimeter, in which the last metre and 

the last simple foot in each metre are theses. It is precisely 
this distinction that Aristoxenus has in mind when he notes the 
difference between the protractions — Ue in trochaic and & uv — 
in iambic rhythm (780). It is the arsis of each metre that 
suffers protraction. This distinction of relations is lost in 
modern music, which stresses all rhythms and rigidly puts the 

stressed syllable in all of them at the beginning of the bar. 

1 «¢Was ist denn die Katalexe, wenn nicht der Vers xatadjyer?” von Wila- 
mowitz on Sappho 51 in Jsyllos, 128. 
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Thus. the melie:| 1ambie": tetrameter, 2). ho) osys or ers 
o@eee oe 

Ja dr becomes 2 NI SIM I Sd tld dd Sd. J 7 Il? com- 
bining ¢rochaic protraction and catalexis in the last metre. 

Westphal asserts (All. Metrik®, 273) that the last metre of the 
iambic tetrameter cannot be rendered otherwise than as vu ». 
This is true, if the tetrameter is first reduced, in violation of 

perfectly defined differences, to trochaic movement. One might 
add that the iambic period quoted by Aristoxenus (780) cannot 
be rendered at all in the modern manner. For it is not possible 
to restate such a period as & U- HU- V-v- v-v— in 
terms of trochaic movement and at the same time preserve the 

syllabic values Aristoxenus certifies. See the difficulties into 
which Gevaert falls (Afélopée, 386) in his musical setting of the 
first part of the inscription of Seikelos. 

QUANTITY OF SYLLABLES IN COMEDY? 

790. When a double consonant or two or more single 
consonants follow a vowel that is naturally short, the syllable 
containing the short vowel is lengthened by position. When, 
however, the two single consonants are a mute and a liquid that 

are in the same simple word or in the same part of a compound 
word, the syllable is lengthened in Aristophanes only before yp, 

yv, du, dv, yr, BA, middle mutes with pw, v, or r. Before so 

many of the remaining thirty combinations of mute and liquid as 
occur, it remains short in all rhythms except dactylic, with few 
exceptions. These exceptions are found, in spoken and recitative 
verse, only in trimeters, anapaestic tetrameters and dactylic 

hexameters. 

791. The following exceptions occur in trimeters: zatpwov Nub. 
1468; zarpis Thesm. 859; worve Lys. 742, Ec. 369; Kumpov Lys. 

833; typdv Pax 140; % & ‘OBpiporatpa (probably — — vv — -) 
Eq. 1178. All these instances show the influence of tragic or epic, 
usage. Many of the remaining cases have been emended and the 
editors should be consulted: Spayyov Par 1201, Pl. 1019; Kazviov 

Vesp. 151; 6& kvadeter Pl. 166; paxpov Eg. 207; tvydtpuv Th. 

1184; Kpepabpav Nub. 869; xabidpubevre Av. 45; idptcacbe Pl. 1153. 

1 See the form given by Gevaert Helios and Nemesis. 
(Histoire, i. 145) to the melody of the 2 For the general doctrine, see He- 
two iambic tetrameters that begin the  phaestion, chap. i. (1, 5 ff.), Aristid. 
Hymn to the Muse, printed in the 44f. M., 29. 10 ff. J. 
collections along with the Hymns to 
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On Aurpéfys (vulgate) Av. 1442, see Kirchner’s Prosopographia, i. 
3755. Some words have been brought into the discussion which do 
not belong here, since the vowel of the syllable that seems to 
constitute an exception to the rule is probably naturally long ; txpiwv 
Th. 395 (cf. Cratin. 323); irpua Ach. 1092. On all these cases see 
Kopp’s Ueber positio debilis, 249 ff. 

792. The following exceptions occur in recitative anapaestic 
tetrameters: rérpats Hg. 783, xarvod Nub. 320, dxpov 401, typav 335 ; 
juerepe Kpovidn Vesp. 652, bype 678; KixrAdv Av. 591, & KeBpdvy 

553, dypav 579, ddvyodpavées 686 5 x1) Kurpoyéver Lys. 5515 dpaypajv 
Vesp. 691. See the editors." 

The following occur in melic verse: potca BaptBpopos Nub. 313 
(344), dre mponxwy 513 (561), réxva Vesp. 1518 and kvkAoooPetre 1523 
(494), roAvdaxpuv Av. 212 and pas 216 (285), ayavodpovos 1321 (406), 
ériBpéperar Ran. 680 (498). Cf. also capapvOy evipvOua Th. 121 (429). 

793. Aristophanes evidently inclines to Homeric usage” in 
lengthening the syllable containing a naturally short vowel 
before mute and liquid in his dactylic ‘hexameters,’ but his Attic 
disposition to keep the syllable short is strong and the two 

tendencies about balance one another. 

794, Compare the following instances of lengthening: [lapAayovev 
Eq. 199, 80a tpurddov 1016, Karaxpwovor 1020, erixpwfovcer 1051, 

Kexporidn 1055, réde ppdooa: 1058, TroAvudpw 1068; adpadiyo. Pas 
1064, réSe rpdrepov 1074, 1107, adpirwp 1097, oxpvdevtos 1098, 
érddrepov 1270, drAorépovs 1271; AcvKoTprxa Av. 971, akAntos 988 ; 
iwiBpyérns Lys. 773. On the other hand, the syllables remain short 
in yapdnAnoe Spdxovta Hg. 198, dewa kexpayas 1018, tor adAayov 
1054, iv coe éppatev 1058, ris epvOpas 1088; Oeppos 0 rActpov Pax 
1069, érevyopévn tupra 1078, dAAa zi xpqv 1080, yap Kara Xpyopov 
1088, éoriv 6 yxpnopds 1101, @ wotve (nota bene) 1108; Aevkdrprxa 
kpiov Av. 971, rputucta tpopyTys 972, xeip emurAjoa 975, 8) Tore 

xp7 985. 
The following instances of lengthening occur in melic dactylic 

verse: matpds ax Nub. 278, Bap’Bpopov 284, Kexporos 301 (344), 
épiBpepétas Ran. 814 (346). But the vowel is kept short in avTuTexvov 
Ran. 816 (846), Kai raparpiopat 882 (847), dpyadewy ev drAos 1532, 

rottwyv matpious 1533 (348), “Atpews (uv v —) 1269, ecips Opociv 1276 
(351), “Axatdv SiOpovov 1284, Kat xept mpaxrops 1289 (352), and four 

cases in Hecl. 1169 ff. (354). 

1 Their statements often need revision, 
as that of Blaydes in his exegetical note 
on Nub. 320: ‘quod licuit in tetra- 
metris et dimetris anapaesticis, splen- 
didiore genere metri.” This licence is 
allowed in only 12 of the 1235 recitative 

anapaestic tetrameters in Aristophanes, 
and in none of his dimeters. 

2 See La Roche’s Homerische Unter- 
suchungen, 1 ff., Seymour’s Homeric 
Language and Verse, 90 f. 
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795. A few words in Aristophanes allow lengthening of an 
initial short a in the thesis, as in Homer. 

Cf. dxaparos and adOavaros in melic dactylic verse, Nub. 286, 289 
(344). The latter occurs also in anapaestic rhythm, Av. 220 (285), 
688, 700, and even in trimeters, dch. 53, Av. 1224, Ran. 629. 
Aristophanes has avjp (— —) also, Av. 687, Hg. 1295 (493), Ran. 706 
(498), Av. 1313 (wodvdvopa, 406), the last three occurring in melic 
verse. 

796. A final vowel short by nature is always lengthened in 
Aristophanes before the single consonant p at the beginning of 
a word, except once in a melic trochaic dimeter, ravde poynv 
Vesp. 1067 (235). 

Thus in trimeters: Nub. 647, Vesp. 982, Pax 699, Pl. 51, 1065; 
in anapaestic tetrameters: Hg. 546, Nub. 344, 416, Pax 740, Ran. 
1059, 1066; in anapaestic dimeters: Vesp. 1487, Th. 781; in melic 
verse: Ach. 1146 (299), Th. 665 (221), Ran. 405 (82). This fact is 
to be noted in rendering such verses as Ach. 412, Lys. 944, Ran. 495. 

797. A final long vowel or diphthong in the dissyllabic arsis 
of an anapaest or dactyl or in the dissyllabic (resolved) thesis of 
an anapaest (— v ~) may be shortened in anapaestic tetrameters 

and dactylic ‘hexameters’ before an initial vowel or diphthong. 
This is sometimes called weak or improper hiatus, since there is 

actual loss of quantity without a compensating pause. See 43. 

798. Thus, in anapaestic tetrameters, ov in Hg. 532, Nub. 373, 
977, Vesp. 599, 687, Lys. 574, Pl. 528; « in Hg. 813, 818, Nub. 347, 
Vesp. 651, 694; ot in Hg. 1329, Nub. 327, 352, Vesp. 673, Av. 687 ; 
au in Eg. 807, 809, 1329, Nub. 293, 316, 365, 1002, 1007, Vesp. 602, 
660, ete.; » in Eg. 763, Nub. 324, Vesp. 699; » in Eg. 806, Nub. 
321, 346, 372, 375; » in Nubd. 355, 394; w in Hg. 784; « in Nub. 
392. Aristophanes has this shortening in anapaestic dimeters only in 
Pax 1008, in a ‘dactylic anapaest’ formed by a proper name. 

799. Thus also, in dactylic ‘hexameters,’ ov in Pax 1068, 1098, 
Av. 987; « in Hg. 1090, 1092, Av. 979; oc in Eg. 1015, 1032, 1056, 
1058, 1080, Paz 1063, 1279, 1286 bis, 1300; a in Eg. 199, 1018, 
Pax 1091, 1274, 1276, 1280, 1298, Av. 978, Lys. 771, 774; » in 
Pax 1292; win Eg. 1090; ev in £g. 1015, 1030. 

800. The same shortening may occur in dissyllabic combinations 
of short syllables and in the arsis of the trochee in melic verse, as 
ec in Ran. 714 (498); oc in Nub. 298 (344), 595 (558), Vesp. 291 (426), 
Pax 585 (233), 810 (497), Ran. 875 (347); ac in Wud. 304, 306, 307 
(344), 466 (500), 567 (558), Vesp. 407 (243), Pax 119 bis (345), Th. 1027 
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(874), 1149 (387), Ran. 674 (498); » in Hg. 1138 (571); » in Eg. 
1133 (871), Nub. 290 (344), 513 (561), Av. 774 (410); » in Vesp. 
1064 (235), dv. 676 (546), Th. 1150 (887); w in Pax 122 (845), Ran. 
706 (498), 1340 (592). 

Of these exceptions one is ionic, four are trochaic, two paeonic- 
trochaic, three anapaestic, one enoplic, six Aeolic, and as we should 
expect from the dominating influence of Homer, twelve dactylic. 
See Clapp’s Quantitative Difficulty, 339 f. 

801. A diphthong or long vowel within a word may be 
shortened before a following vowel or diphthong in the same 
word. The syllable thus shortened is the arsis of the iamb or 
trochee, or the second syllable of the dissyllabic arsis of the 
anapaest or dactyl or of the dissyllabic (resolved) thesis of the 
anapaest. 

Thus ac in deéAavos ending a trimeter, Hg. 139, Nub. 1473, Vesp. 
40, 165, ete.; ov in certain pronouns: ofos Pax 1111, roios Vesp. 
1369, tovovros Eg. 418, Vesp. 512, Pax 311, Nub. 342, Pax 1280; ot 
in other words: Bowria Ach. 160, Bowrds Ach. 900, Eg. 479, 480, 

Lys. 40, otopar Lys. 247, 1149, Hg. 860, and in particular row and 
its compounds and derivatives: Ach. 52, 58; Nub. 1046, 1054; Lg. 
246, Nub. 583; Hg. 811, 1321, Nub. 296; Vesp. 1057, Pax 88; Eg. 
1082, Pax 1065, 1089; povcoroew Nub. 334, wadoroew Ec. 615, 

mous Ran. 71, 84; Nub. 1362, 1366; Ran. 1008, Thesm. 59; 
Kopmooromtys Pax 734; yin Av. 298. It should be observed that 
the long vowel or diphthong which immediately precedes the demon- 
strative -¢ in ovroai is always shortened in Aristophanes, as in atrné 
Ach. 20, Av. 301, rovrovi Ach. 246, Vesp. 434, rovrwi Hg. 869, tavryi 

Eq. 271, otro Ach. 40, atrau Ach. 194. Compare the double 
shortening in the compound tuvvotres in Nub. 392, ruvvovtovi ofa 
Teropoas — —~—|~-— —, in an anapaestic tetrameter ! 

Here belongs dei (ate?) of which the first syllable is sometimes in 
the thesis and long, as in Ach. 608, 751, Hg. 215, Nub. 1279, 1288; 
Eq. 274, 568, but generally in the arsis and short, as at the end of a 
trimeter in Ach. 761, Nub. 761, Vesp. 111, 218, 1318; elsewhere in 
trimeters, as in Ach. 28, Eg. 5, Pax 425, Lys. 1135, Ran. 146 (detvwv) ; 
and in other forms of non-melic verse, as in Nuh. 1053; Av. 271, He. 
1160, 1162; Eg. 541, Vesp. 702, Pax 744, 760, Av. 590, 596; Vesp. 
719, Ran. 1086. The first syllable of ded is sometimes long in the 
arsis of the simple foot in anapaestic verse, the word constituting a 
‘spondaic’ anapaest, as in Vesp. 390, 667, 699, Lys. 491, Ran. 1027 ; 
Nub. 1011. 

802. The same interior shortening may occur in dissyllabic com- 
binations of short syllables and in the arsis of the iamb or trochee 
in melic verse, as in drAaOyvacos in Vesp. 282 (499), rovew in Nub. 
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1308 (581), Vesp. 319, 322, 324, 332 (577), Pax 358 (232), Lys. 968 
(287), Ran. 1325 (586), ours in Eg. 583 (553), Ran. 1528 (348), 
exivowa in Av. 405 (290), ofos in Vesp. 318 (577), rovotros in Pax 911 
(580), 1034 (583), ot in Lys. 1256, ytvac in Pax 1329 (584), and aiés 
in 1267 (412). The first syllable of deé in melic verse is short under 
the same conditions in Ach. 849, 857 (582), 942 (86), Hy. 1118 (871), 
Vesp. 1458 (548), Pax 399 (282), 917 (580), Av. 451 (409), 750 (410), 
Ran. 1309 (586); but long in the thesis in Av. 1478 (215), Nub. 275 
(344), Lys. 819 (242), Ran. 536 (217), and probably in Nub. 469 (500) 
and in the Eupolideans in Nub. 547, 552. 

Mopes oF RENDERING 

803. The determination of the modes (59 f.) in which the 
different parts of a comedy were rendered is generally not 
difficult, but some parts are in doubt. Hard and fast rules do 
not suffice. The trimeter of comic dialogue, for example, was 

generally delivered with the speaking voice unsupported by 
musical accompaniment, but some trimeters in comedy must have 
been rendered differently. Lamachus’s dolorous farewell to the 
light of day in the Acharnians is called pédos by his attendant, 
although it is expressed in trimeters (1184—5). These are 
probably melodramatic trimeters. The narrative continues: 
tocavta dé£as, etc. Compare the phraseology in Nub. 1370 f.: 
NéEov Te TY vewTépwv, ATT éoTl Ta copa TadTa | 0 8 EvOds 
no Evpiridov phoiv tw’, etc. Some trimeters in comedy, 
then, in parody and paratragedy, were rendered in the manner of 

tragedy. The entire passage in the Acharnians (1174-89) may 

have been thus rendered. 
804. The iambic tetrameter is the verse of abuse in comedy, 

and a vehement debate conducted in this verse, such as occurs in 

Eq. 335 ff., contains in itself strong intimation of melodramatic 
rendering, a fact confirmed by its metrical form, which does not 
materially differ from that of the trimeter of dialogue. But not 
all iambic tetrameters in comedy are abusive, and some were 

rendered in recitative. For the metrical differentiation of 
recitative and melodramatic iambic tetrameters, see 186. Most 

iambic hypermeters were rendered melodramatically. See 190 ff. 
Trochaic tetrameters and hypermeters and anapaestic tetrameters 

and hypermeters were probably never thus rendered. It is 
instructive to observe that the half of the celebrated debate in 

em 
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the Ranae conducted by Aeschylus (1006 ff.) is in anapaestic 
rhythm, that conducted by Euripides (907 ff.) in iambic. The 
contrast between the Good Young Man and the Bad Young Man 
is similarly marked in the Nudes (961 ff, 1036 ff), and it is not 

without significance that Aristophanes in his Hgwites, designing to 
out-Cleon Cleon, has his famous blackguard in the second debate 
carry on in iambic tetrameters the argument which Cleon 
has begun in anapaests (Hg. 763 ff, 843 ff). The dactylic 
‘hexameters’ of comedy, used in mock oracles and heroics, were 

rendered in recitative, and probably even the Eupolideans in the 
parabasis of the Nudes (518 ff.). 

805. It is now impossible to determine with certainty how 
some tetrameters and hypermeters were rendered, whether in 
song or in recitative, and the distinction, indeed, between the two 

modes may sometimes not have been great. Aves 1315-36 

(406) seems to be a mesodic musical number, ABA, with a melic 
iambic tetrameter between strophe and antistrophe, but this 
single tetrameter may have been recited. In the Lysistrata 
(254 ff), to judge from the practice in other parodes (cf. Hy. 
247 ff., Vesp. 230 ff, Pox 301 ff, Hc. 285 ff., Plut. 257 ff.), the 
two verses with which the half-chorus of old men enters were 
rendered in recitative, but the corresponding verses with which 
the women enter (319 f.) are in Aeolic rhythm. Shall we con- 
clude that these verses were also rendered in recitative, as the 

Eupolideans in the Nudes? It is possible, of course, that one 
pair of verses was recited, the other sung. 

806. Scholars are not agreed as to the rendering of the 
trochaic tetrameters of the epirrhemata and antepirrhemata of 

the parabasis (668). Hermann in his Epitome, § 653, states 
that they were recited by the leaders of the two half-choruses 
that sang the strophe and antistrophe, and this view is now 
generally entertained. Enger in Rhein. Mus. x. (1854) 119 f. 
attaches special importance to the prevailing tetradic form of 
these parts of a comedy (668), and suggests that they were taken 
respectively by four members of each half-chorus. Westphal 
in his Prolegomena, 40 ff., holds that strophe and epirrhema con- 
stituted a single lyrical number, and were rendered by the whole 
chorus with dance (the cordax) and song. But when we consider 
the contents of the epirrhemata and antepirrhemata of the 
parabases, it is difficult to believe that they were rendered by 

2B 
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twenty-four persons in song, with the accompaniment of the 
cordax. These were topical addresses to the audience, full of 
local hits, and the first requirement must have been that they 
should be so rendered that the audience could take the jokes. 
Positive evidence is lacking, but it should be noted that 
Heliodorus differentiates the metrical form of strophe and 
epirrhema so sharply, contrasting ‘melic’ with ‘stichic,’ as 
perhaps to indicate difference of rendering. See Schol. Pax 
1127 ff, Ach. 665 ff, Ho. 551 ff, 1264 ff; also Schol. Ach. 

Oral ait. 
807. Heliodorus regards Ach. 204—18 (Schol. 204 ff) as a 

single melos consisting of two monads with shift of rhythm at 
208, but the opening of other parodes (cf. 805) might lead one 
to think that the four introductory tetrameters were recited by 
the leader of the first half-chorus. In this instance we are in 
doubt where the first half-chorus began to sing, but in Vesp. 
403 ff. we are uncertain where its singing ceased and passed into 
recitation. If we conclude that 408-14 constitute the choral 

part of the first half of the parodic syzygy, and that recitation 

began at 415, we must account for the cretics of the half-choruses 
in 418 f, 428 £=475 f, 486 f. Continuous series of pro- 

tracted trochaic metres are not used elsewhere in recitative. 
808. Trochaic hypermeters also perplex inquiry. ‘Trochaic 

hypermeters in Aristophanes that are strictly trochaic generally 
follow trochaic tetrameters. Such hypermeters are Hg. 284— 
302, Pax 339-45, 571-81, 651-6, Av. 387-99, and these 
are each part of a parode. It seems certain that those in the 
Equites and Aves were rendered in recitative, yet Heliodorus 
states that each of the three in the Peace is melic. See his 
commentary on these passages. But since he applies this term 
also to the iambic period (Hy. 911-40, see the commentary) in 

the second debate in the Lquwites that was almost certainly melo- 
dramatic, it is probable that he uses wédos as a general term, 
applied to the rendering of all verse except the spoken trimeter 

of dialogue, and that the three trochaic periods in question were 
rendered in recitative, as the preceding tetrameters. 

809. Elsewhere Heliodorus generally uses the word péAos, as we 
should expect, in application to a strophe that was sung. Cf. the 
metrical scholia on Ach. 665 ff., Hg. 551 ff., 1111 ff, 1264 ff, Nud. 
1303 ff, Pax 856 ff., 939 ff, 1127 ff. Similarly he applies it to the 
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missing first stasimon of the Nubes (Schol. Nub. 889 ff.). He applies 
it also to Ach. 263 ff., consisting of the monody of Dicaeopolis and 
the four dimeters of the chorus, where the second part probably was 
sung as well as the first. Similarly he applies it to Paw 571-600 as a 
whole, consisting probably of a recitative trochaic hypermeter and a 
melic strophe. For Ach. 204 ff. see 807. 

810. The means of differentiating melic from recitative 
anapaests are stated in 282, but we are sometimes in doubt. 
The leader of the first half-chorus had the anapaests in Aves 
1726-30, Peithetaerus those in 1743-7. No peculiarity of 
metrical form indicates that they were sung. If Peithetaerus 
recited 1743-7, how did he render the syncopated iambic 
tetrameters in 1755-62? We fall back on the probable fact 
that all the comedies ended with a lyrical number. Opinions 
also differ as to the rendering of the xoypdria that open the 

parabases. Some of the commatia of comedy must have been 
sung, as Av. 676 ff. (546). Others must have been at least 
partially melic, as Nub. 510 ff. (561), Vesp. 1009 (297), Hg. 
498 ff. (294), probably also Pax 729 ff. (295). The difference 
in mode of rendering, if it existed, was due to the fact that the first 

part of the commation was addressed to actors as they left the 
stage, and that the verses that followed were a prelude to the 
poet’s address to the audience. Some may have simply been 
recited by the leader of the first half-chorus, as perhaps Ach. 

626 ff. (296). 
811. It must frankly be confessed, then, that the mode of 

rendering certain parts of a comedy cannot now be determined 
with certainty, just as many questions which the modern 
interpreter of Aristophanes must face when he attempts to 

determine the scenic presentation of a play in detail cannot now 
be answered. Happily the audience that gathered in the ancient 
theatre to see the play as well as to hear it were not disturbed 
by these questions. Uncertainty in settling these points now 
does not imply the least doubt that they were definitely and 
clearly determined by the poet before the actual performance. 
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PROSODIAC-ENOPLIC VERSE 

THEORIES OF CONSTITUTION 

812. Until recent years, the prosodiac and enoplius have 
generally been regarded by modern scholars as respectively an 
anapaestic tripody and a dactylic tripody, and the iambic and 
trochaic metres that are joined with them as third and second 
epitrites (Heph. 12. 13-18). The verse composed of these 
elements has therefore been named dactylo-epitritic. The 
combination of tripody with dimeter and the union of isomeric 
single feet (dactyls) with diplasic single feet (trochees) in such 
a tetrameter as 

eotepavwoev eOeipas ev IlaveAAdvwv aeOrors 

—-vun-vvu--|-v---v-—- Bacch. xiii 164 f. K. 

have been variously explained. The former involves the difficult 
operation of uniting a tripodic colon with dipodic metres. 
Westphal appreciated the difficulty and made the long syllables 
at the close of the tripody tetraseme, thus constituting a tetra- 
meter. See Spec. Metrik’, 619 ff But this remedy, which is 

unsupported by ancient evidence, is of no avail when the tripody 
ends with trochaic close, as in the following corresponding verse 
in the same ode: 

iotiov apraAdéws Tt aeArtov e€ikovto xépoov Bacch. xiii. 98 f. K. 

This manifestation is not infrequent and has historical explana- 
tion, the short syllable at the end of the tripody being, in fact, 
the final syllable of an original paroemiac (643), but manifestly 
the short syllable cannot carry the burden of tetraseme length. 
The combination of single feet of different yévn within the same 
period is likewise a difficult problem for those who make the 
simple foot the unit of rhythmical measurement. Bockh equalizes 
the simple feet in the epitrite, giving it the value of six primary 
times (— . -- =2 1 1 2). The single dactyl, furthermore, had 
the value of the epitrite (-. ~=333and —--—=3 3). See 
Pind. Op. 1. ii. 107. The tetrameter quoted thus becomes a 
pentameter with the value of thirty primary times. Rossbach 
proposed in the first edition of his Rhythmik, as one solution of 
the difficulty, to give each long syllable the value of two primary 
times, each short syllable of the dactyl that of one primary time, 

es eee ee 

Se ee 

a 
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but the short syllable of the epitrite, which was ‘irrational,’ that 

of one and one-half times. See Rhythmik', 130. The tetra- 

meter thus has the value of twenty-seven times. Westphal 

varied this by giving the trochee of the epitrite the value of 

four primary times (8 4). See System der Rhythmik, 184. The 

verse quoted thus measures twenty-eight times. This view was 

subsequently modified (Spec. Metrik”, 619 ff.) by giving tetraseme 

value to each long syllable of the final foot of the dactylic tripody. 
The verse quoted thus has the value of thirty-two primary 

times. J. H. H. Schmidt (Compositionslehre, 84 ff, Rhythmic 

and Metric, 41) also gives the trochee of the epitrite the value of 

four primary times, but by assuming triseme length for the long 

syllable (3 1). Rossbach finally (Spec. Metrik*, 431 ff.) insists on 

diplasic measurement of all the simple feet; the epitrite ends 

with an irrational long syllable and the dactyl is ‘cyclic’ (389 ff.). 

Goodell (Metric, 202 ff.) rejects this absolutely. The dactyl, he 

says, was a true dactyl in even time and controlled the period. 

The trochees were somehow rhythmized under the influence of 

the dactyls and spondees. Just how this was effected is not 

now determinable. But the process of equalizing the time of 

the dactylic and trochaic cola was not rigid; a purely trochaic 

dimeter, perhaps even a dipody, may have kept its own triple 

time. 

813. Some modern metricians hold that the verse now 

under consideration is ionic, regarding the prosodiac and enoplius 

as composed each of two distinct and separable metres and 

believing that all these metres are ionics, not only - — v vand 

4 uv—-— but even —Uv-—; furthermore, that the elements 

vy—vJ- and —v-—-, designated in this book as iambic and 

trochaic, are also ionics, but irrational, the equivalents respectively 

of -—vv and uv—-. In prosodiac periods, therefore, the 

major ionic (1)- — v v may appear as (2)v — v v (first syllable 

variable), or (3) — — v — (second syllable of the arsis irrational), 

or even (4) — ~ — (both manifestations). In enoplic periods 
the minor ionic (1)U .—— may appear as (2)U ¥ - vu (last 
syllable variable), or (3)-— -—- (first syllable of the arsis 

irrational), or even (4)— U-—v (both manifestations). The 
‘choriambic’ form of the ionic mediates between the first series 

and the second, being found in both. Otto Schroder, who is the 
chief exponent of this theory, would put a stress (ictus, 28) at 
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the middle of each metre, namely on the second syllable of the 

thesis of — — v v and its equivalents, on the first syllable of the 
thesis of V v — — and its equivalents, and on the short syllables 
of the choriamb. See the tabulation in his Vorarbeiten, 93. 

814. It is obvious, if this theory is sound, that these ‘ ionic’ 

elements in prosodiac-enoplic verse must have had a peculiar 
development.’ Since the publication in 1886 of von Wilamowitz’s 
Tsyllos, a stimulating book, the search for ionics has gone on 
merrily and a bizarre collection has been assembled. Among 
these is the choriamb, but sober reflection must relegate this to 
its proper place as the fundamental metre in Aeolic verse. The 
choriamb, it should be observed, is not found among the minor 
ionics of Isyllus, nor, at the other extreme, in any ionic fragment 
of early melic poetry on the scansion of which scholars are agreed, 
nor in any ionic ode in the drama, even in Aristophanes’s tour 
de force (429). In short, the choriamb, whenever it appears in 

any form of Ionian verse, and the instances are not numerous, is 
due to interior anaclasis. For the cases in Aristophanes see 71, 
206. The form — - wv -, furthermore, does not occur in major 

ionic verse in the early melic poets nor in the drama, in which it 
remains to be proved that major ionic verse occurs at all. The 
fragments of ionic verse in the melic poets are few, but happily 
the laws governing minor ionic verse can be formulated with 
exactness in the drama, since entire odes in this metre are found 

both in comedy and in tragedy, and furnish means of complete 
comparison. The form — vu — — occurs in the drama only as the 
result of terminal anaclasis (419 ff.), except that Aristophanes 
occasionally allows a collocation Vv Vv — ¥|— Vv — -, not found in 

the tragedians, with »v —-vj|—-v-- and vv -- -~v--in 
correspondence in strophe and antistrophe, where the anaclastic 
form in the one case prevents misinterpretation of the other, and 

once he has vu v — —|¥ » — —, where the normal interprets the 
irregular form.” In all these cases the colon begins with true 
minor ionic arsis. The form — vu — —, then, in true minor ionic 

verse, we may safely conclude, is not a minor ionic, but arises 

by conversion through anaclasis or in imitation of such con- 
version. The instances of the latter are extremely rare.* But 

1 See Schréder, Vorarbeiten, 85 ff., extravagance that exhibits with set 
91 ff. purpose every possible licence in form. 

2 I exclude, of course, Zhesm. 101 ff. 3 A sporadic case oceurs in Aeschylus : 
(429) from consideration, a ludicrous sepivatoyvra madacdy Supp. 1021=1030. 
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we constantly encounter enoplic cola in Bacchylides and Pindar 
such as follow :— 

Zyvos evOares wédov Bacch. ix. 5 K. —-v-- -v¥ 
papi kat piow péyiorov Bacch. i. 21 K., 159 B. 

—v-+ —vw-—~ 

LYeuxeXia T avrov weer Pyth. i. 19% wee - -v-- 

Tavpov apydevta ratpt Seiov Ol. xiii. 69 - LL -- wu-*¥ 

tov & adavtwy Kvdos avteive. cabpdov Nem. viii. 34°” 
IC IC ae Sd een et 

rods & T KvBoua: Kat racay Kara Ol. xiii. 112 
ww S~ vue e—- e-Ve Cr — wy IC 

6 8 avareivats ovpavm xelpas dpaxovs Isth. vi. 41 
VY wu -- + 4 

ex} S _ on & vavol mevtiKovta atv Kpntav opidw Bacch. frg. i. 5 f. 
IC —vUSr- —-vuv- = —vuU= 

Cola of this description may be continuously combined in periods : 

iaxvi, rrdocovte 8 dpvilyes AL POoyyou PoP 

aR ek ee, —-v--|-v-*¥ = wy 4 ned, ye AR 

6 > > a aaee Th / = Al ta} “A re 

s Tv ev aiva Taprapy xeilrar, Pedy roA€uos 

AY / my” > \ > , > “A 

oiv TbxXaLIs MKiTTav apxalyovs amropOiTwv ayuav 

Mee Pa Ne 8S Bhechiix. 61. Ke 
a Led ” , “A ‘\ / ¢ on 

dova Spov edpatve Oupdv: Tovto yap | Kepdewv VrEpTaToVv 

Sey eo) of = oS = GS Bacoli. fii, 88 £ K. 
Oeppa Nupdav rovtpa Bacrdfers opilAgyv wap’ oiKetars apovpars 

EE Es Is a On xl 19 
Tov yap “Idas audi Bovoiv tws yoAu|Gels erpwrev yadkéas Adyxas aKpa 

See SS Se SS —-v--|-v-*¥ —v—-— —vu-~ Nem. x. 60 

815. There are scores of these cola and periods in Pindar 
and Bacchylides, but there is nothing comparable in true minor 
ionic verse in the Greek poets. If these are ionics and represent 
each the ground form v vu — -, they must indeed have had a 
peculiar origin and independent development! But as trochaics 
they are unobjectionable; neither resolution nor the irrational 
form of the most of the metres (650) occasions difficulty. But 
if, on the contrary, — v — — is the equivalent of vu v — —, then 

the form ~ wv — — involves resolution of an irrational syllable, 
a phenomenon not found elsewhere in Greek verse. Thus also 
in prosodiac verse — — » — sometimes appears as —- —- uw: 
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Gécoarvro, Tap Bwpdsv warépos ‘EAXaviov 

--v- --v = —--v-™ Pind. Nem. v. 10 

ovmw yévuce haivey répelvav patép oivavOas omdpayv 

—--v --v-|--v- —--v-— & Pind. Nem. v. 6 

In such cases as these, — — U~ also involves resolution of an 

irrational syllable, if --wJ-— is regarded as equivalent to 
—-vwv. But such resolution is unobjectionable in the iambic 
metre —-—wv-. For Schroder’s explanation of this phenomenon 
see his Vorarbeiten, 102 ff. ; 

816. In an article recently published in Hermes (xliv., 1909, 321 ff.), 
Friedlander rejects the derivation of the element — ~ — —, found in 
enoplic verse, from the minor ionic, rightly maintaining that the first 
syllable in — v — —, as well as the third, is a thesis. But he also 
denies that this element is trochaic, on the sole ground that its final 
syllable is generally long, ignoring the sufficient explanation of this 
found in its irrationality. See 650. He maintains that —- —- v -— — 
in prosodiac verse and, by loss of the initial arsis, — » — — in enoplic 
verse are not respectively an iambic penthemimer (“ — v — “) anda 
trochaic metre (— » — +) but are “shorter secondary forms” of 
—--v-v--— and —-v-—w--, and he assumes an intermediate 
tripody » — » —v —, which in enoplic verse, by loss of its initial 
arsis, would become— vy — » —. But it is precisely this tripody which 
does not occur in prosodiac-enoplic verse. It will be noticed that 
in the process of regressive reduction from i. to v. in the illustrations 
quoted in 644, a final colon of the form — v — v — (with restored arsis, 
~— ¥—v —) fails between ii. and iv. Whereas the final phrases in 
i., ii., iii, reckoning in simple feet, have each four theses, those in iv. 
and v. have but two. The intermediate colon with three theses is not 
found in prosodiac-enoplic verse in any poet, and it is unfortunate 
that Friedlander should have impaired the value of an interesting 
investigation by quoting in its support not only Aeolic periods from 
Pindar, but even part of a heavily protracted melic iambic trimeter 
from Sophocles! It is a commonplace of Greek metric that cola may 
have the same metrical form and yet be unrelated. Friedlinder’s 
subsequent deductions are not tenable. For if ——wv—-— were 
derived from — — vy — v — and — v — — from— v — v -, necessarily 
in each case by the loss of a final arsis, both forms would contain three 
theses, like their sources, and the final syllable of each would always 
be long within a colon, whereas it is often short in prosodiac-enoplic 
verse, as we have seen, -—-v—wv and —v-—v.. Friedlinder’s 
assumption that — v — —, thus derived, might sometimes have the 
value of a simple metre of two theses (‘“fallender Zweiheber’’) is 
manifestly erroneous, as are his statements that — — v —, as actually 
found in prosodiac verse, has sometimes the value of three theses, and 
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that the ithyphallic, which, reckoning in simple feet, has always four 
theses, may sometimes be accounted a tripody (“ Dreiheber ”). 

817. Furthermore, the ‘ionic’ theory of prosodiac verse 
excludes from this class a whole series of periods which belong 
to it, and compels their classification elsewhere, although these 

periods occur in prosodiac-enoplic odes. It cannot account for 
catalectic periods of the following forms: 

ds av rapa Ivepidwv Adxnor S@pa Movody Bacch. xix. 3 f. K. 
pirte okéXos ovpaviov: BEeuBixes eyyeverOwv Vesp. 1530 f. 

& mayKpatés, © Tpwias teixn tadard Seiuas Eur. Rhes, 232 

NS -vvu-|¥-ve- SS 
“A ec / vs an , XN “A / ods antopevos papétpas NvOave Sia pay KaxGs réver Gar 

The ‘ionic’ theory has no explanation of this catalexis.' Yet 
the tetrameter found in Bacchylides, Euripides and Aristophanes 
is the period that Hephaestion expressly certifies as prosodiac 

(630, n.). For further examples see 495. 

VARIANTS FROM NORMAL TYPES 

818. The final argument that has induced many scholars to 
accept, however reluctantly, the ‘ionic’ theory of prosodiac- 
enoplic verse is doubtless that drawn from the apparent corre- 
spondence of certain ‘metres’ in Bacchylides and Pindar. See 
Leo, Zur neuesten Bewegung, 159. If it were true that the mere 
occurrence of different forms in the same place in successive 
strophes proved their rhythmical equivalence, then doubtless we 
should have to agree that, for example, - vv —- and -v--, 

and —v—-— and wu -—-, were convertible, and make search 

for & name that would fit them all. But the mere fact of 

substitution does not prove rhythmical equivalence either in this 
or in other rhythms. See 51. These changes arose under poetic 
impulse to secure a special rhythmical effect. The question, 

1 Schroder’s classification of Vesp.1530 directly against the express testimony 
and £y. 1273 is significant. Both (494, of Hephaestion. The latter (Aristoph. 
493) occur in odes composed exclusively, Cant. ¥1, 98, 100), he admits, ends with 
the former of prosodiac, the latter of a catalectic iambic trimeter, although 
prosodiac and enoplic periods. Yet he the remainder of the strophe, he says, is 
classifies the former (Aristoph. Cant. prosodiac and enoplic (‘‘ Chalcidic”’). 
21) as an Archilochian tetrameter, 
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then, of the significance of these changes is one of rhythm, and 

must be answered, not by consideration of single ‘metres’ or 
even cola, but of the period as a whole. Such consideration 
may reveal even to men whose speech is not quantitative, and 

to whom therefore Greek quantitative rhythm often seems strange 

and difficult, the special rhythmical effect at which the poet 
aimed, and thus disclose the true differentiation of the slightly 
different forms that the period takes. 

819. Prosodiac-enoplic verse is regular and simple. Four 
dimeters and six trimeters and two triply - compound tetra- 
meters (489), all of normal form, suffice for the building of 
the stately and impressive strophes found in lyric poetry and 

the drama. Exceptions to normal types are not numerous. 
There are only two in Aristophanes. SBacchylides is the poet 
who manifests special disposition to vary his rhythms by means 
of abnormal forms, but even in Bacchylides there are relatively 
few variants from normal types. The papyrus manuscript of 

this poet, first published in 1897, contains about 665 prosodiac 
and enoplic cola that are either complete or so slightly mutilated 
that their exact original metrical form is not in doubt. All 
but twenty-eight of these are included among the twelve normal 

‘cola, and these twenty-eight show, among limitless possibilities, 
only six different sorts of variation. In other words, variation 
is strictly limited. The question at issue is so fundamental 
and important that I shall now briefly submit all these variants 
in Bacchylides to consideration, quoting occasional parallels from 
Pindar. 

820. These variants arose, as I have just said, under poetic 
impulse to secure special rhythmical effect by substituting a 
slightly different form for one of the twelve regular cola. The 
variation commonly consists in the change of a single element. 
It never involves confusion of rhythms, that is, no enoplic element 
is introduced into any prosodiac period, as conversely no pro- ~ 

sodiac element is introduced into any enoplic period, by which — 
the continuous ascending or descending rhythm of either period | 
respectively would be broken. The normal form represented by — 
the variant is generally determined by apparent correspondence ; 
if not, it is revealed by the contiguous forms composing the — 
colon in which the variant occurs. The variants follow.’ 

1 The hair-lines here indicate the division into cola. 
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821. Tl\cevpdva: pivevOa d€ por oye yrvxeila.* yvov ry oAtyoo Fevewv 

SAYS —=—wvWue-— —--v-|--vv -vv-— Bacch. vy. 151 f K. 

tov & ws tev “AAKpajvios Oavpacrds 7)\pws tevxer. Aaprdpevov 

Three times in this long ode the regular rhythm of the pentameter 
is disturbed, as in the second period quoted, by the anticipation, 
in the second metre, of the iambic movement that follows in the 

third! Compare in Pindar: 
> 14 s > dues , 3 N 
OyxyoTiauwiv 7 aioveror TepicTeAAwy dowdav ~ 

ds 8 apd aeOdrors 7) Torenifwv dpytae Kvdos aBpov 

eae oo Cw — isthe dee SHO 

This period (33) is normally the hypercatalectic form of a 

well-known tetrameter (489, 6). 
822. The reverse effect is observable in the following penta- 

meter in descending rhythm : 

Okey avr evepyertav, Aurapov 7 GA\Awv orepdvwv Emiporpov 

er on —-vvn- vue --l-vee NIE ONES Sr 

Bacch. i. 19 f. K., 157 f. B. 

Sacov dv (én xpdvov, Tovde Adxev* TL| wav; dpeta 8 ExipoxOos 

—v—— - Vv HK Vv He - ve — — lid. 42 f. K., 180 f. B. 

In this single period of the ode (v. 42 f.) the regular rhythm is 
varied by continuing the opening trochaic cadence into the second 
metre. Thus also in a catalectic tetrameter (489, 12), in Pind. 

Pyth. 1: 

Tov mpowéprovTa xpovov, Gv eparat Karpov d.do0rs ~ 
purOov, ev Xrdpta 8 epew tav pd Kiarpovos paxav 

Compare the following heptameter : 

xaAKedxpavov 5 eet e&eiAero Fuov dvartujéas papétpas TO"a* TH 

& évavria 

=y SS —-v--|-vun- vv --je vee rv ry rv 

Bacch. v. 74 ff. K. 

Once in this ode (colon 115) a trochaic metre occurs instead of 

1 In Bacch. xiv. 5 Blass reads 45’, occurs in prosodiac verse nowhere else 
where the manuscript is uncertain, but in Greek poetry. Housman’s conjecture 
this would give a variation (—— ~ — 6’ is, therefore, right. See Jebb’s note. 
—vv- for —--vu —vuv-) which 
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the normal — Vv — at the beginning of the second dimeter,’ 
due perhaps to the trochaic swing of the period.’ 

823. The displacing element is sometimes the first half of 
the prosodiac or the second half of the enoplius. Thus in a 
pentameter in ascending rhythm : 

yvopa. toAvrAayKTot Bpotoyv | apepoav bréptatov €K XE“pov yEepas ~ 

Kdoav rap evvdpov mpoyolvav éooapévwv, IIpudpoe exet xpove 
VY VY OM eee) 2 Stee Es 1, He Pen ce 

Bacch. xi. 35 £, 119 £ K. 

Twice in this ode the regular rhythm is varied in the second 
metre by the anticipation of the opening movement of the 
trimeter that follows. Compare in Pindar: 

Kat mevtakis loOuot orepavwodpevos Nem. vi. 19 
VY —— VV e—mrmVMV mV 

, > > >] , ” , - ” a t? 

Satuwv ar Olvdévas éAaloev. oTdcopat* ovro. arava KEpdiwv i p 
SS = ee w—w— Nem. v. 16 2 S| Sa 

824. The reverse effect is observable in descending rhythm : 

avOeow EavOav dvadnodpevos Kepaddy. 

wv =v — Baechi x 5 Eye —-vuUvu- = —-vUV> Vvunm 

The tetrameter does not here end, as it would normally (489, 
12), with trochaic movement, but continues the ‘ionic’ cadence 

(Hephaestion’s phraseology) in the last metre. Pindar affects 

this cadence : 

Mépvova xaAxodpav’ | tis yap exddv TiAefov ~ 

ovK atep Alaxidav | Kéap vuvov yeveTau 

-~u-- = ww Wp 41, 20 

Cf. Nem. 

—vuUVU vu 

The first period (41) shows the normal tetrameter. 

i. 6 and 17, Pyth. iv. 6, Isth. vi. 37. 
825. The disposition to this substitution is so strong that it 

may be made even when it is not supported by an adjacent 
metre of the same form. Thus it occurs as the initial movement 
in a period, where the effect is equivalent to partial acephalization. 

1 This period cannot begin with the 
fifth colon of the epode, because of 
hyphenation in 74. 

2 A trochaic metre is substituted for 
the first metre of the enoplius also in 
Bacch. i. 9 B., in a conjectured proper 

name in a restored line, and in 170 B., 
where, however, the editors read vécwy 
for vovocwv of the manuscript. Elsewhere 
in the ode the normal —Uv— occurs 
in this place. 
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eBéde S aise ppevas avdpds, 6 & ed epdwv Geors 

i Nok hi rte nly NPS LN eli NSA NI ae meg oe NP iy oom Bacch. i. 24 f. K., 162 £ B.} 

duddav ws ef Tis advelas ard Xeupds Eov 

hE -vr-vl[l-ve- vv — Ol. vii. 1 

The second as well as the first metre may have this opening : 

petapovia Onpedlwv axpdvtois éAriowy 

ee en —v™ Pyth. ili. 23 

eit’ epdéypnvev avtov | td opupdv yépovtos dvtos; | Kat Tay’ av Bov- 

Boviin ~ 

dua Tovr’ ddvvnGeis | eft’ tows KeiTar rupert. | ETL yap TovovTos davyp 

~u-- Y¥u--|-ve-g SE I | FI I De ed BL NS al 

Vesp. 276 f., 283 f. 

This variation of rhythm thus established may occur even within 
a trochaic series, with distinct effect of dissonance : 

€t Ta Tap Xeipos KUBEpvalrar SiKatavor ppeverowy ~ 

cuppopa S ecOddv apaddd\ver BapitArAatos poAovoa 

-v-- ¥v--|-v-- -v—--* Bacch. xiv. 10f, 3f K. 

Cf. Bacch. x. 10; Pind. Pyth. ix. 41. 

826. Cola occur in both Bacchylides and Pindar that are 
wholly iambic or trochaic except for a single metre in choriambic 
form. This is the ‘iambic’ or ‘trochaic’ choriamb found in 

iambic and trochaic verse throughout Greek poetry °: 

tuvouriv: Upawe vuv ev | Tals toAvnpatous te KAetlvdv OAPBious "ADavars 
ee er eG ie Galo ay SS 

Bacch. xix. 8 ff. K. 

The second dimeter would normally be wholly iambic, but an 
‘jambic’ choriamb displaces its first metre with rhythmical effect 
comparable to syncopation in modern music : 

poppiyy “ArdAAwv extdywo\rov xpvcép rAaKTpY SwWKwV ~ 

@s apa vupdelas emeilpa Keivos ev Aextpors “Axaotov 

—-¥v- --v-|--v- --v- — Nem. v. 24, 30 

veavia. yapBpw mporivwv oikobev oikade, Tay|xprov, Kopypay KTEdvwy ~ 

IleAAava 7 Aiywa te vilkovO’ e€axis: ev Meydpoiloiv 7 ovy €repov 
\biva 

ee (oY ue 
Ol. vii. 4, 86 

1 Bacch. vy. 160 K. is an iambic tri- editors. 
meter with ‘ionic’ opening, if the verse 2 For Aristophanes see 71, 206. 
begins with a short syllable. See the 
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827. In descending rhythm this is the commonest form of 
variation of rhythm found in enoplic verse : 

ovAvov Ophvov SuamrAcEare” *ABdve ~ 

evkArAéa Aaocodwy pvactHp aydvoev Pyth. xii. 8, 24 
ig NS) pad 1 Fp NR 5 cera, Meats 

Awpiy povav evappogar redid ~ 

giv Babvedvov SWtpors rauci Axjdas Ol. iii. 5, 35 
eg ee deel ee ga 

tiv & & “loOue Surdda OadXoww’ apera Isth. v. 17 
NN 

For longer periods cf. Nem. viii. 2, xi. 5 and 14, Jsth. vi. 6. 

Compare also : 

a Dy > , > , > A > c A > a 
Kelvos avnp, emiktpaats | apOdvwev dotav ev tweptais dowdais ~ 

\ , \ > Sey , A , > a > g 
mpos Iluravay 6¢ rap Evpdjra ropov det oapepov eAGeiv ev dpe 

See dN vu--l|o-v-- -v+¥- —v-—-— Ol. vi. 7, 28 

cat Adcacov ap Ards O7Kke Spopm, | obv rodav yepov Te vikacar THEver ~ 

avtds "Ohvprov OéAes vate euot | atv 7 “ABavaia KeAauveycee 7 "Ape 
EE eS ei ES -v-+|-v-- Hepa eS eS 

Nem. x. 48, 84 

Kaipos avopov epypate KaA\Aurtos* €b Eepoovra. dé kat Beds opOot 

—Yy — — -vv-|-v-- Se SS Eo men Ue TEC 

\ , , > , , \ a > A 
Znvi wapiotapeva Kpilvers TEAOS abavarouotv Te kat Ovarois dperas 

Sy VeS VUES — | SOG PRP Vy 0 | =¥YqeS SVy = 

Bacch, xi. 5 ff. K. 

The dimeter sometimes occurs independently as a period: 

yAdcou Toipaivey €GéAe Ol. xi. 9 -ur-- - VV 

ev 8 “Apns avOet vewv=tiv 8 ev “Odtprw darvae Ol. xiii. 23, 92 
VY 

The substitution of - vu - -—vw-— in the last dimeter for the 
normal — .—— -—w-— furnishes the key to the explanation of 
an unusual substitution found in Bacchylides and Aristophanes, 
mA Sy i SS Vwuw—s 

TIAeuoGevidas Mevédaos | ydpul GeA€veret 

-vv- vu lrvene vw vw — Bacch. xv. 48 K, 

This is normal, two enoplic dimeters combined, but once in a 

defective line (13 K.) the period ends in — V —. Compare: 
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pov aoddAeKe Tas | euBadas, 7) tporexoy” ev | TH TKOT TOY daxtvAov 
TOU ~ 

éEarratav Kat Aéywv | ds prAabyjvasos iv Kal | trav Lap mpOros KaTETOL 
ee ere 6 oe 

Vesp. 274 f., 282 f. 

The two normal dimeters are found in correspondence in Pindar : 

O@vara Ovatoior mperer= 

“HpaxAéi mpdtepov Isth. v. 16,37 -Yv¥—- ~u- 

The nature of the substitution in Bacch. xv. 13 K. and Vesp. 
282 is now clear: the dimeter - vv —- - vw -— occurs in these 
passages as the allowed substitute for -Y.-- -—v- (cf. Ol. 
xiii. 23, 92 quoted above). 

828. All the variations from normal types in Bacchylides 
have now been considered,’ and practically all in Pindar. 

829. The change involved in each of these cases undoubtedly 
produces temporary dissolution of the regular rhythm and is 
comparable with dissonance in harmony. But it is not fortuitous 
nor arbitrary, but due to some special tendency which is dis- 
coverable when the rhythm of the entire period is taken into 
account. Occurring but rarely in any single ode its general 
effect may have been as distinct and satisfactory as that of the 

regulated discords of modern music. 

1 The third colon in the strophe in Bacch. xiii. is probably a Pherecratean. 



CHAPTER XX 

THE COMMENTARY OF HELIODORUS 

830. In the editions of plays of Aristophanes purchasable in 
the bookshops of Athens during the fourth and third centuries 

B.c. the trimeters of dialogue and tetrameters were doubtless 
given each its own line, but lyrical parts were written solidly 

as prose without indication of the limits either of cola or of 
periods. Furthermore, the musical notes, found in the author’s 
original book of the play, were probably soon eliminated from 

the copies offered for sale by the trade. Even cultivated men, 
therefore, as early as the time of Lycurgus, must often have felt 
doubt as to the metrical form of these comic songs, although 
it is neither elaborate nor complex. 

831. It was probably Aristophanes of Byzantium (c. 200 B.c.) 
who devised and published the colometrical editions of the tragic 
dramatists that became the basis of our present texts. His 
colometrical edition of Pindar is certain. Some Alexandrian 
scholar must early have done the poet Aristophanes the same 
service, for it cannot be supposed that, when so simple a way to 
a better understanding of the metrical constitution of dramatic 
odes had been discovered and applied, Aristophanes was left 
neglected for three hundred years until the time of Heliodorus. 

In these colometrical editions the entire text was written in 
otixo. and K@da, and onpeia were also used to indicate quickly 
to the eye certain important facts relating to rhythm and 
structure. Sooner or later also the principle of indentation was — 
employed to bring into relief the relative length of lines and cola. 
These editions promoted the systematic study of the subject, and 

metrical treatises were written. 
384 
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832. Heliodorus (c. 100 A.D.) wrote a noteworthy colometry 
of Aristophanes, a continuous commentary in which he analyzed 
the metrical structure of the plays and ventured occasional 
criticism. Doubtless he corrected and improved the colometrical 
texts of the poet which he had before him as he wrote. It is 

not likely, for the reason just stated, that he himself first con- 
stituted such a text. Extracts were made from his colometry of 
Aristophanes, of which copies (ra ‘HAvod@pov in the subscriptions 
at the end of the Mubes, Pax, and Aves) were current, by the 

anonymous scholar who early in the Byzantine period collected 

the scholia on Aristophanes now found in part in the oldest 
extant manuscripts. This scholar depended chiefly on Symmachus, 
practically contemporary with Heliodorus, for exegetical comment. 
Symmachus was not interested in colometry.t 

833. Mutilated remains of these Heliodorean extracts are found in 
existing manuscripts mingled with the exegetical commentary. The 
text of these remains is in a deplorable condition, but nevertheless 
admits trustworthy restoration in most cases. Dindorf, in his Oxford 
edition of Aristophanes (IV. i., p. xvi.), first attributed the older metrical 
scholia to Heliodorus. Schneider (De schol. fontibus, 119) a little later 
suggested that Heliodorus had written a colometry. Thiemann 
collected and published, in 1868 and 1869, the fragments of the older 
metrical scholia, separating them from the Byzantine metrical com- 
mentary, and in the following year Hense, in his Untersuchungen, made 
very substantial contributions to a better understanding of Thiemann’s 
collections, and corrected many of his conclusions. See also a lively 
chapter in Rutherford’s History of Annotation, 87 ff.—Triclinius, who 
lived at the beginning of the fourteenth century, is the author of 
the “ Byzantine” metrical scholia, as Dindorf surmised. See Zacher, 
Handschriften, 603 ff. Musurus incorporated the Triclinian analyses 
with the scholia in the Princeps. Compare the metrical commentary 
on the Nubes in the important Vatican manuscript Vv5 (Zacher, 
628 ff.) with that of the Princeps (reprinted in Thiemann, 32 ff.). 

834. In Heliodorus’s colometrical texts of Aristophanes, the 

difference in length of cola was indicated to the eye by means of 
indentation of lines. The technical term for indentation in the 
commentary is eicQeows, and the standard is the preceding line. 
The shorter line is said to be év eicOécer. If the order of length 
is reversed and the shorter line precedes, the position of the 
longer line is indicated by the term é&@eous,—it is said to be 

1 Hense, Heliodoreische Untersuchungen, 12 ff., interprets the subscriptions differently. 

2 
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év éxOécer. The participle éxxepevos is sometimes employed to 
indicate this relation. To prevent constant iteration, the state- 
ment év eicBéce: or év éxOéoer may be applied to an entire 
group of verses provided that no member of the group 1s theoreta- 
cally longer or shorter than the preceding norm. The phraseology 

in this case is often eloears eis or ExOeats eis treplodov oY péXos 
or the like. All verses in a given category, as, for example, 

iambic trimeters, are assumed to be of the same length. 
835. The iambic trimeter, which occurs oftener in comedy 

than any other verse and is of medium length, was centred on 
the page. Measured by this, iambic and trochaic tetrameters and 
the heroic line were év éxOécev. Cf. Schol. Ach. 836, 204, Eg. 
1015. Conversely, the trimeter following any of these was ev 
etabéce. Cf. Schol. Paw 431, Hg. 1041. The longest line was 
the anapaestic tetrameter. Compared with any other, it was 
év é€x@éoe. Thus Hg. 761 f., following an iambic tetrameter 
(Schol. Hg. 761); Pax 729 ff., following an iambic trimeter, and — 
Pax 734, following a trochaic tetrameter (Schol. Pax 729 ff.). In — 
Schol. Pax 729 the difference in length of anapaestic and trochaic 

tetrameters is the subject of special comment. Thus three 

categories are established. All verses in any one of these three 
categories were estimated as of the same length. In fact they | 

are not, but all verses in each group began theoretically on the 
same perpendicular line. | 

836. Measured by the standard of the trimeter or of any of | 
the longer lines just mentioned, certain shorter lines are ev 
eicbéoes and constitute a fourth category, as iambic, trochaic, 
anapaestic and dactylic dimeters and Glyconics. Thus iambic © 
dimeters following trimeters (Schol. Ach. 263) or iambic tetra-_ 
meters (Schol. Ach. 836); trochaic dimeters following trochaic — 

tetrameters (Schol. Pax 337); anapaestic dimeters following 
trimeters (Schol. Pax 82) or anapaestic tetrameters (Schol. Ach. 

659); dactylic dimeters following trimeters (Schol. Paw 114); _ 
Glyconics following trimeters (Schol. Lg. 973). | 

837. The relative positions of the verses in the four 

categories mentioned may be indicated thus: 
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838. The relative position of some other cola mentioned in 
the commentary is not equally certain. Heliodorus recognizes 
iambic, trochaic, and anapaestic monometers as elements in hyper- 

meters (Schol. #g. 911, Pax 571, 82). The commentary leaves 

it uncertain whether they began flush with the dimeters or were 
set in, and thus constitute the nucleus of a fifth and final 

category. The hypermeter is treated as a whole and is said to 
be év eic@écec with reference to the norm, but it does not 

follow that all its elements began on the same line. But 
Heliodorus has a term specially employed to indicate additional 
indentation, érre/oPecrs (848), and it is at least singular that he 
nowhere applies it to the monometer if this was actually set in 

beyond the dimeter.’ Cf. Schol. Ach. 274: & elcOéoe xara 
Tpla icapiOua, av ta B' iawBixa Sipetpa, To Sé ev povoperpov. 
He does not say ro dé &y <év érevcOéoer> povdpetpov. The 
phrase would be equally appropriate elsewhere. Most modern 
editors indent the monometer, as also catalectic dimeters.? The 

relative position of colaria, including brief prose formulae, is 

equally in doubt, as also of the various exclamations (avadavy- 
pata, Tpoavapwrnwata, tpoavahwrvyces) that occur, generally 
among the trimeters of dialogue. The former were indented 
when following a trimeter or longer line, but whether they were 
in the fourth or a possible fifth category is uncertain. See 
Schol. Ach. 43, 123, 407, Pax 433, Eg. 941 (after a catalectic 

iambic trimeter), Pax 1104 (between hexameters). Generally, 

as the commentary now stands, the position of an dvadorvnpa 
is not indicated. Cf. Schol. Hy. 1170, Nub. 1259, Pax 1, 173, 

~657,1191. In Pax 1291 aiBot follows a trimeter, but is not 

said to be év eiaOéoex. The following hexameter is év éxOéceu. 
The trimeters that follow Nub. 1170, tod tod, are év éxéoen, 

but the analysis of the preceding ode is lost. With Nub. 1170 
ef. Nub. 1321 and note. 

839. Dochmiac dimeters are in the fourth category, but the 

1 The iambic monometer in Ach. 407 
is é&v elcOéce, but with reference to a 
trimeter (Schol. Ach. 407). Cf. the same 
statement in regard to an iambic penthe- 
Mimer and an iambic 7jucddNov, lo Tardy 
Tlacdv, in the same position (Schol. 43, 
1210). The anapaestic dur\oty in Pax 
512 is included in the same group with 
the following iambic dimeters (Schol. 

Pax 512). 
2 See the Schol. on Pax 469 ff., Ach. 

1008 for such evidence of the indentation 
of catalectic dimeters as is found in the 
Commentary. Cf. the iambic hephthe- 
mimer which Heliodorus read in Ach. 
557, but the case is not decisive (Schol. 
Ach. 557 and note). 
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position of a single dochmius is as uncertain as that of iambic, — 
trochaic, and anapaestic monometers and for the same reason. — 
Cf. Schol. Ach. 358, 566. 

840. The position of paeonic cola is perhaps in doubt. 
Dirrhythma and trirrhythma following a tetrarrhythmon are év — 
eicbéces, as a tetrarrhythmon after a dirrhythmon or trirrhythmon ~ 
is év éxbéces (Schol. Ach. 665). No tetrarrhythmon described in — 
the commentary happens to occur after or before a trimeter, but 
in Schol. Paw 346 trochaic tetrameters are said to be év érexOécer 
(843) with reference to a tetrarrhythmon, which is itself év — 

éxOécer with reference to a dirrhythmon. See also Schol. Pax — 
585. Since the trochaic tetrameter is in the second class (835), — 

these scholia place the paeonic tetrarrhythmon in the third 
class, along with the iambic trimeter. Trirrhythma would then — 
be in the fourth class, but dirrhythma and trirrhythma are ~ 
grouped together in the commentary, like iambic, trochaic, and 
anapaestic dimeters and monometers and single and double — 
dochmii, and the relative position of the dirrhythmon is as ~ 
uncertain as that of the monometer and dochmius. 

841. Glyconics are in the fourth class (Schol. £y. 973), but — 
acephalous Glyconics, which Heliodorus regards as twvixa amo 
peifovos, are indented with reference to anapaestic dimeters in — 
Schol. Pas 1329, but in a reading (év éwesoOéoer) that is due 
to restoration. This would place acephalous Glyconics doubt-— 
fully in a fifth class. There is nothing to contradict this 

classification elsewhere in the commentary. Cf. Schol. Hg. 1111, 
Ach. 836, Pax 856. 4 

842. A group of cola beginning a new metrical part is_ 
sometimes in the same category as to length as the preceding» 
colon that constitutes the norm. To indicate this, the com- — 

mentary occasionally employs the word opoiws. Cf. Schol. Hg. 
763, Pax 301, 337. Cf. the use of add in Schol. £y. 2477 

and for a parallel use of Syovos cf. Schol. Ach. 628, Nub. 1353. — 

843. Heliodorus is generally content to indicate the position — 
of a line by means of the simple terms e’o@eous or Beats, — 
measuring it exclusively by the preceding line, but sometimes, — 
although very rarely, he employs two standards of comparison ing 
establishing position. The third line in a descending scale is y 
then said to be év éresaPécer,—it is additionally indented. The uf 

converse expression, in an ascending scale, is év érexOécet. 
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Thus a group of trimeters would be év efoOéces with reference to 
a preceding trochaic tetrameter; shorter lines following the 
trimeters might then be said to be év éreOécer. Conversely 
trimeters would be év éx@écer in relation to a preceding dimeter ; 
trochaic tetrameters following the trimeters might then be said 

to be év émexOéce. <A triple relation of this sort, in fact, often 
exists, but Heliodorus frequently ignores it, and the practice 
of the modern editors of the commentary of substituting 
the terms érre/oeows and é7éxOeois by conjecture for the simple 
elaGeots and &xOeors whenever they might occur is not to be 
approved. Compare the following instances in the commentary, 
consulting the explanatory and critical notes: éy éme(obece: 
Schol. Ach. 1008, Hg. 616, 941, Pax 433, 1329, 13833; & 
erexOécet: Pax 346, 459, 470, 553, 585, 1316. 

844. The position of the second line in a descending scale is 
sometimes indicated not simply by év ela Oécex, but by ev eiabéces 
mapa followed by the name of the norm in the accusative. Cf. 
Schol. Pax 431. The prose formulae following in 433 f. are 
designated as év émevcOéce. The phraseology év eiaéoes rapa 
expresses the idea of intermediate or approximate indentation, 
and may be used even when no shorter lines follow. Cf. Schol. 
Nub. 1131, Pax 657, 729. On the converse term srapéxOeors 

see the note on Schol. Pax 459, 464. 

845. In the colometrical text of Heliodorus the relations of 
length were indicated, in accordance with the rules deduced above, 
by their position on the page. It was not necessary, therefore, 
to burden the commentary with technical terms. Analyses of 
many odes, indeed, as now transmitted in the manuscripts, 

completely lack designations of position. Heliodorus, no doubt, 
used his judgment in expressing or omitting these designations. 
Some, to be sure, may have been lost in transmission, and he 

may have been careless and inconsistent in inserting them, but 
it does not seem wise, if indeed it is possible (838 ff.), now to 

attempt to insert these terms, as some editors are inclined to do, 
in restoring the mutilated text of his commentary, in all cases 

where they might be employed. 
846. In the colometrical texts of the dramatic poets not only 

indentation, but also semeiosis, was employed to indicate certain 

important facts quickly to the eye (831). The tokens (onpeta) 
thus used by Heliodorus were the rapdypados and the Koperis. 
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847. He employed two forms of the wapaypados, the single | 
(rapdypahos amd), —, and the double (sapaypagos bij), ~. 

848. The double paragraph ~, placed over the beginning of a 
colon or verse, signified change of pétpa, ie. cola or verses 
regarded from the point of view of their metrical form, as the 
metricians were wont to regard them, rather than of their 
rhythm. Cf. Schol. Paw 82, 114, 124, 154, 173, 299, etc. 
This change was generally an actual shift of rhythm, as from 
trimeters to anapaestic dimeters and monometers or to dactylic 
dimeters (Schol. Paz 82, 154, 974; Schol. Pax 114) or to- 
trochaic tetrameters (Schol. Pax 299, 383, 426), or from 

anapaestic dimeters and monometers or the heroic line to ; 

trimeters (Schol. Pax 173, 1016; Schol. Pax 124); but 
the change was sometimes simply a shift from one colon to 
another in the same rhythm. ‘The 67d is thus placed in the ~ 
commentary over the first of a series of dimeters following — 

tetrameters. Compare, in iambic rhythm, Schol. Hg. 911, in 

trochaic, Schol. Hg. 284, Pax 651, in anapaestic, Schol. Ach. 

659, Hg. 824, Pax 1320. 
849, All changes of ‘metres’ in this special sense were thus — 

marked, in non-melic parts, with one exception. Colaria and 

exclamations were set in (838), but the fact that they were — 
different pérpa from the preceding and following lines was not 
marked, except by indentation, unless they had the compass of” 

two lines, when the Su was employed. A single év7A% suffices” 
in Schol. Nub. 1170, 1321 for both the exclamation and the — 

following trimeters. With these cf. Schol. Ly. 941, Wub. 1259, 
Pax 433. The exclamations and colaria in the last two cases 

stand between trimeters. That they also (as in Schol. Hg. 941) 
originally had the dv7# is inferable from the dud attached to” 
the trimeters that follow in each case. j 

850. A strophe, on the other hand, was regarded as a 

metrical whole. The vA did not occur within it, although it 

might be composed in different rhythms, but was placed at the 
beginning both of the strophe and of the part that followed it 

(eee) as in 851), even if the first line of the song was the same ' 

pétpov as the line that preceded, and its last line ae same as that 

which followed. The strophe was thus marked off as a musical 

entity with great distinctness. Generally there was actual change e 

of rhythm at the beginning, both of the strophe and of the follow- x 
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ing part. Thus the strophe of the ode of the syzygy in the 
Equites (616—623), of which the beginning and close are in trochaic 
and the remainder in paeonic-trochaic rhythm, is enclosed by 
trimeters (Schol. Hg. 616 and 624). The did} was here set 
over the beginning of 616 and also of 624, but not within the 
song. The strophe in the first syzygy of the Acharnians (358— 
365), composed of dochmiacs and a trimetrical iambic distich, is 
likewise enclosed by trimeters and the dud was placed over the 
beginning of 358 and also of 366, but here 365 and 366 are 
both trimeters, one melic, the other spoken. Heliodorus regards 

Pax 337-345 as a édos, closing the parode, and sets the dumy 
over the beginning of 337 and again of 346, although 336 
and 337 are the same pérpov. The distich, however, spoken by 
a coryphaeus, that frequently follows a strophe, he includes with 

the song and does not give it the dur. The following line has 

the Surf, even if it is the same pétpov. Cf. Schol. Ach. 303, 

Ey. 761, Nub. 476, and also Schol. £9. £09. 

851. If the antistrophe in a dyadic ode immediately followed 

the strophe (700), strophe and antistrophe were not separated by 

the Suh, but were regarded as a musical whole. If, however, 

the antistrophe was separated from the strophe (meptodos év 

dueyela), two dural, ~~, were set over the beginning of the 

first colon of the antistrophe, and the reason of this is given in 

the commentary. Cf. Schol. Pax 383: bd ods (383 f.) dumdat 

B’, éreras yap 7 avrisTpépovca TH ExxatoeKakoro, With 

reference to the strophe, 346-360. Cf. also Schol. Pax 486, 

and Schol. Ach. 1037, Eg. 683. In one instance, Heliodorus 

has recorded the use of the two évrAaz to indicate the corres- 

pondence of trimeters in a syzygy. Cf. Schol. Pax 956 and note. 

852. The complete parabasis (7 tedela mapaPaors) consists 

of seven parts (668). The general rules determine the use of 

the SvrA with the first three, the commation, parabasis proper 

and pnigos. If the commation was melic, the dum) separated it 
from the following parabasis proper (Schol. Paw 734, Hy. 507); 

if Heliodorus did not regard it as melic, and if there was no shift 

of wérpa, the dud} did not occur (Schol. Ach. 626). The dumdh} 
always marked the beginning of the pnigos and that of the 
following strophe. The last four parts of the parabasis, strophe, 

epirrhema, antistrophe, antepirrhema, constitute an émippyyatinn 

cvtvyia (Schol. Ach. 665, Hg. 551). This was regarded as a 
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whole, and its parts were not separated by the durA7. The 
second stasimon in the Acharnians (Ach. 971-999), a mepixomn 

avomovomepns Kata oyéow (705), was similarly regarded (Schol. 
Ach. 971). This is a syzygy, but not epirrhematic. On the 
other hand the non-antistrophic parts of aepixo7rai that were not 
composed kata oyéow seem to have been marked off by the 
Surry.  Heliodorus regarded Pax 571-600 as an amoebean 
anomoeomeric pericope and separated its two parts by the dumvq 
(Schol. Pax 571). Similarly, the prodde of the triadic pericope 
in Ach. 1143-1173 is separated from the following strophe and 
antistrophe by the dud (Schol. Ach. 1150). 

853. Under the principles stated in the preceding paragraphs 
(848 ff.) the dc7AW would occur in the Acharnians over the 
beginning of the following verses: 204, 234, 242, 263, 280, 

284, 305, 347, 358, 366, 393, 489, 497, 572, 626, 628, 659, 
665, 719, 836, 860, 929, 952, 971, 1000, 1008, 1018, 1047, 
1143, 1150, 1174, 1190. Two érdai would occur over the 

beginning of 335, 385, 566, 1037. 
854. There is a second, sporadic use of the dumm in the 

Heliodorean commentary that demands attention. Heliodorus 
generally analyzes a strophe directly into cola, but sometimes he 
designates the subordinate periods of which the strophe is com- 

posed. In these cases he sometimes irregularly places the dumA7 
over the beginning of a subordinate period which has not the 

same metrical constitution as the subordinate period that precedes, 
just as he uses it to separate the non-antistrophic parts of a 

pericope (852). He then regards these smaller musical entities 
as wholes, just as he invariably so regards a single strophe, or a 

strophe and antistrophe when juxtaposed (851). See 723 f. and 
ef. Schol. Ach. 929, 1210, Hg. 498. This subordinate use of 

the éu7Am is not recorded in the Table of Structure and 
Rhythms, to be found at the end of this book. 

855. The wapdaypagos adh had a more limited use than 
the dA. It was employed in a continuous monostrophic ode 

of more than two strophes to indicate that the strophes were 
rendered by half-choruses. Thus in the first stasimon of the 
Equites (ef. Schol. £g. 973) it was written over the first part of 

977, 985, 993, to indicate that the second half-chorus sang the 

following strophes, and over 981 and 989 to indicate that the 
first half-chorus here resumed the singing. The 6év7)#, of course, 
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separated 996, where the song ended, and 997, in which the 

rhythm changed. Cf. Schol. Paz 1336 for further indications of 

the use of the dw in Aristophanes. The rapaypados amy 

occurred in the Acharnians over 842, 848, and 854; the a7A7 

appears not to have been used unless the ode was sung exclusively 

by the chorus. Cf. Schol. Hg. 1111. 

856. The single paragraph (lineola) was not employed by 

Heliodorus in comedy in the manner prescribed by Hephaestion 

(75. 5 ff.), to indicate in dialogue or song change of speaker or 

singer, although, as is well-known, there are traces of this later 

Hephaestionic usage in the older manuscripts of Aristophanes. 

The dd here often stands before the verse taken by a new 

speaker, in place of the compendium of his name, (860). 

857. The coronis (3) intimated certain facts of the scenic 

action. It was thus used: i. at some point early in the parode 

to mark the coming of the chorus; ii. at any point in the play 

where the actors all retired and left the chorus in possession of 

the scene; iii. on the return of an actor or actors after such a 

part taken by the chorus; iv. at the end of the play as an 

‘exeunt omnes. It was not employed to indicate the coming 

and going of actors when other actors remained on the scene, or 

to mark the going and immediate return of an actor who happened 

to be on alone, e.g. Ach. 328-330, 365-366. 

858. Commonly Heliodorus adds the explanation of its use. 

Cf. in the Acharnians: eioépyetar yap o xopos, Schol. 204 ; OTL 

eiciacw of brroxpurat, Schol. 242; é£ovtoy tev UTroKpiTa@v 0 

xopos Aeyer Tiy Tedelav TrapdBacw, Schol. 626 ; 6TL emretciact, 

Schol. 719; e£eX@dvtwr tév broxpitav Kal pévovtos Tod xopod, 

Schol. 836; eiciaor yap of bmoxputai, Schol. 860 ; UToY@pn- 

caytov Tov wvroKxpit@v, Schol. 971; cictacw of vToKplTat, 

Schol. 1000; eicéoyetar yap o broxpeTys, Schol. 1174; 2% Tov 

Spapartos, Schol. Hy. 1335, Pax 1329. 

859. Thiemann places the érj, Surdq, and Kopwvis on the right 

at the end of the first of the two cola differentiated by these signa, 

and lines the signum with the text of the first of these two cola. See 

his Heliodori colometria, 128 ff. Editors of Aristophanes who avail 

themselves of semeiosis follow the same practice, but this mode of 

writing is in defiance of the phraseology by which Heliodorus indicates 

the position of these signa and is contradicted by the evidence of the 

manuscripts. Heliodorus, in stating the position of the dj which 

indicates that the rhythm of the tetrameters in Pax 734 ff. is different 
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from that of the last of the tetrameters that precede, says (Schol. Pax 
734): id? obs SurAQ Kal exOeors cis adtiy THY tapdéBaocw. Cf. Schol. 
Pax 383 on the antistrophe, preceded by tetrameters, that begins with 
385: id ots SurAat B’; also Schol. Pax 299, on the parode which 
begins in 301: i’ ots kopwvis, and Schol. Ach. 971: bh 6 Kopwvis. 
See also Schol. Ach. 347, 364, 566, Hg. 761. Heliodorus invariably 
states that the signum is placed wnder the first of the contrasted 
cola or verses. 

860. The evidence of literary papyri for the use of the tapaypados 
dard and Kopwvis antedates the time of Heliodorus. The British Museum 
papyrus of Bacchylides, assigned by Kenyon to the first century B.C., 
uses the paragraphus to separate strophe and antistrophe and epode 
and places it, always at the beginning of the lines, between the last 
colon of the strophe and the first colon of the antistrophe, and between 
the last colon of the antistrophe and the first colon of the epode. The 
epode is separated from the strophe of the following triad by a 
combination of coronis of simple antisigmatic form and the para- 
graphus, thus ) This also is placed between the cola at the 
extreme left. Compare the fragment of a partheneum of Pindar in 
Oxyrhynchus Papyrus 659 (iv. 53 ff.) of the first century of the 
Christian era, and the fragments of paeans of Pindar in 841 (v. 24 ff.) 
of the second century. In both these manuscripts the coronis is 
elaborate. The paragraphus has a long history. Originally it was a 
rhetorical device (ypoppi) wapdypados) employed to indicate tlie 
beginning of a new sentence and its use in prose is well known. It 
is to be noted that in this use it does not stand at the end of the first 
sentence, but at the beginning of the column between the two 
sentences to be separated, even if the second begins in the preceding 
line. Compare Oxyrhynchus Papyrus 696 (iv. 142 f.), a fragment 
of Thucydides of the first century of our era. In the drama this 
signum was employed to denote a change of speaker, although 
Heliodorus does not thus use it, so far as is known (856). Record of 
this use begins early. In a papyrus of the third century B.c. that 
contains seventy verses of the Antiope of Euripides (Mlinders Petrie 
Papyri, i., plates i, ii., edited by Mahaffy), the speakers are not 
named in the margin of the part of the play now extant, but the 
paragraphus is placed at the left over the beginning of the verse with 
which the change occurs. Remains of an interesting papyrus manu- 
script of Aristophanes are found among the Berlin fragments of classical 
authors (Berliner Klassikerterte, Vv. ii. xviii. Taf. v.), which von 
Wilamowitz assigns to the fifth century of our era. This contains a 
very considerable number of verses of the Acharnians and some verses 
of the Ranae and Aves. The paragraphus is written in this manuscript 
in the manner just described, but the compendium of the speaker’s 
name also is sometimes given and placed before the verse. Compare 
also the new Menander, which Korte (Menandrea, xii.) assigns to the 
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fourth or fifth century of our era. 
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Examples might be multiplied. 
In the Ravennas of Aristophanes, which is a parchment manuscript 
of the tenth century, the paragraphus has dropped to the front of the 
colon and taken the place of the compendium denoting the speaker. 

The conclusions to be drawn from the facts stated! may be 
illustrated as follows :— 

a ” e , ” ¢ a. 4 
qY EX OMEV oOov oyov ELTMUEV OOF TE VOUS EXEL. 

= 
Xphy pev timtew Tors paPdovxovs, «i Tus Kwopwdoromtis Pax 733 f. 

axe 

@® movnpot pay owwmar * et O€ pj, AakyoreTas 
SSE 
pndapas & déor00 “Eppa, pndapds, pndapos, Paw 384 f. 

” 3 e Q / a \ / 

ELT ELL UTat TTEPVY OV Kix Aav Kat Kowixov. 

eel ETS) 

eles © aca TOA Tov dpovipov Ach. 970 f. 

KA. i8ov. °AA. idod vip Tov A’: ovdev Kwdvet. 

Saas) 

yourtov dos apépas 
” A A \ 
€OTAL TOLOL TAPOVTL KGL 

a AL, "3 Z 
toa. devp adikvoupevots, 

qv KXéwv aroAnrat. 

Kaito. mperButepwv twov Hg. 972 ff. 

1 See Conradt, Uber die Semeiotik des 
Heliodorus, 273 ff. The durd7 had little 
vogue in the use made of it by Heliodorus 
and has not been reported in any extant 
manuscript of Aristophanes. The forms 
of the diur\} and kopwrls vary. As a 
critical mark the dimA# was >— or > 
or <. For the form adopted in this 

book, two dmAa?, =, joined at the left 
~, see Blass, Newe Fragmente, 297. For 
the coronis here used, a paragraphus with 
a simple apostrophie coronis attached 5, 
see Blass in von Miiller’s Handbuch der 
Altertumswissenschaft, i.7 308, 311, and 
Baechylidis carm. xiv. 



ABBREVIATIONS AND SIGNA 

R Codex Ravennas 137, 4, A. V Codex Venetus Marcianus 474. E 
Codex Estensis iiii D 8. I’ Codex Laurentianus xxxi. 15. ©O Codex 
Laurentianus 140 (AF 2779). Pr. Editio Princeps. The readings of 9, 
when it is used, are due to Dindorf in his Oxford edition. 

D Dindorf. T Thiemann. H Hense. Z Zacher. B Bachmann. Ed. 

Editor. S signum. 

Greek words within ( ) have been supplied by Thiemann, within < > by 
Hense, within I 1 by the Editor. 

- + attached to an incomplete Greek word signifies that it is written com- 
pendiously in the manuscript and that its original form must be determined | 
from the context. 

- in a Greek quotation signifies that intervening words are omitted. 

* * * after : or) signifies that the metrical scholium is attached in 
the manuscript to a scholium on general matters, After numerals within 
( ) without following : * * * signifies that no metrical scholium on the 
verses indicated by the numerals is extant. 

The superior numeral in the text of the metrical scholium stands before 
the Greek word or phrase to which the critical note pertains. 

The lemma is in heavy-face type when it occurs before the text of the 
metrical scholium, but not in the critical notes. If it is immediately followed 
by : the following scholium is marginal ; if it is followed by ) the scholium 
is interlinear. 

The spelling of some Greek words, such as dippvOpn0v, TpippvOpor, etc., 
has been silently corrected. 
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Acharnians 

€ se 

43 1adpir’ eis 1d mpdo0ev: elcOecrs leis! >xwAaplov am ° éhac- 

covos. KEI’ 

In fact, the half-line is an iambic penthemimer, not an anaclastic 
minor ionic hemiolion. Compare Schol. 123. 

123 oiya xdOite: mad év ‘eicOécer iapBixov TevOn- 

pipepes. EK 
124-203 rtdv Bacthéws dp0adpdv) mwarw év éxbécer ativot 

iaBixot Tpiwetpo. E 

The metrical scholium on 1-203 found in T p. 17 (D Iv. ii. 327, 
1-7) occurs in no extant MS., except as here represented by the 
metrical scholia on 43, 123, 124, but it is given in the Princeps under 
the list of dramatis personae. The existing metrical commentary fails 
to account not only for 1-42, 44-60, 62-122, but also for the prose 

formula in 61. Cf. Schol. Hg. 941. 

204-33 ride was grou: * * * Kopwris, EloépxeTal yap 
6 yopos Si@xov Tov “Aupibeov, Kat éore * petaBodKov ” pehos 
é« Svo %povddwv *povortpodpixov °1d' KodrAwv ° éxov Tas 
mepiodous, av (204-7) 8 pév ev exbéoer eioi <atixow ” Tpo- 
yaikol KaTaAHKTLKOL TETPaMETPOL * eita (208-12) év Seicbéoe 

K@ra %y' rawvica SippvOua ‘kal év éxOécer TeTpappvO pov 
é&.1 EY (213-8') kat madryw év eicdéce Koda &, ov 
SippuOmov To te mpa@tov Kal To Tpitov 'Kal To TeumTov,! Ta 
dé Nowra tpippudua. EH See 449. 

4s 01: ) in EB 27: cowudriov 3 EB: éXdtrovos T 
123 | Ed.: péow 

2904-33 1 T': peraBorixdy E 2 E: 7d pwédos T 3 EB: duddwy T =u We 

povocTpogik. . Gv 7] wey TPwTN TDR fone hy 6T: &e 7T: rpoxaikal 
Karadnktixal E 8 T: éxbécer Sey 7 pec L 10 gvOpakwv opriov) in E 
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Misconception of the meaning of povds (intermediate period, not 
strophe) led some corrector to read povootpoduixar, dv 7) pev tpern WS 
Kwdwv exer for povoortpodixdy 1 KoAwy éxov. The pédos is perta- 
BoXrxov since the monads are in different rhythms. The paeonic cola 
(208-18), with the exception of the first two, are divided in Heliodorus’s 
analysis as in the text of R, in which they contain respectively 4, 2, 4, 
2, 3, 2, 3, 2, 3 paeonic metres, but see 433. 

242-62 mpdi®’ ds 7d mpdodev: * * * OumAy SE peTa Kopo- 
9 

vidos, 1 6Tt elctacww "ot vioKpital, Kat *eiow iapBo (Ka). ET 
263-83 @adfs éraipe: SutdAM Kal pédos, ov Hryeltae * qepi-- 

obo (263-79) *xérwv vf" tod bmoKpiTOv, As TpATa pev eiow 
n (263-70) ev eicOécer iapBixa Sipetpa, akatadynKTa pev BP’, 
TO 66 2y' KaTadnKTiKov, Ta 6€ adAAa € *akaTadynxTa. EL 
(271-3) * * * (274-65) é& eicOéca Kora Tpia icdpiOua, 

av ta B’ lapBixa Sipetpa, TO O€ ev povoyetpov. EL (277— 
9, 280-3) * * * See 90, 234. 

icapiO.a may institute a numerical comparison with the three cola 
(trimeters) that preceded 274-6 in the text of Heliodorus. Three 
trimeters followed 274-6 also in his text. 

284-302 ‘Hpdkdes: SurrAH+ eita Eretar dvas povoctpodguxy 
nL , \ As + 5 t 5) , , 
apoiBata Tas Tepiodous Eyouca SekaKwXdovs, eK oTixwv dvo 

P - Pee ! 
> TEeTPAMETPWV KATAANKTLKOY TpoYaiKav Kal KowWY N, OY TOUS 

iC, \ / Ni lal e / A 

pev atiyous oO vIroKpiTNS Neyer TA SE KOA O YopoOS. TpPHTOS 
/ i‘ \ lal 

toivuy éatlw <aotixos> ev éxbécer- 'eita! Kata TO tcov ois 
= e ryt , , na , l 

yopixois & Tove? ~ Ooypiay ovbvyiay 'év tH TpweTn Teptod@! 
A / / a / 

cat 'év tH Sevtépal Tmaiwvas Tpeis Kai (dv0 Kata) Svaipeouy, 
a \ , iy \ \ nt > \ ({7 2 Lal ” \ 

TO O€ SLKOA@ TOUT TO meV TPATOv éeoTW “amodels apa TOV 
/ {7 \ \ lol / 

Sruxa Tovde diravOpaxéa,” To b€ Ths Sevtépas “ otto. *ioor 
/ ”? iv4 oe al 8 \ 4 / 5 - \ (vA 

yapal:” €retar b€ Tois Svci Kwrows atixos °Tpoxaixos bbe 
«oc 2 \ / ? / bP) \ > > Oé \ \ fal / 

avtTl Toias avuTias, Kal ev eloleces TA RoLTAa KWrAAaA S” 

mavovixa SippvOua. ET See 452. 

Heliodorus regards the two intermediate periods 284—92 and 293— 
302 (see 728) as strophe and antistrophe, the two constituting a 
monostrophic dyad, and he considers 285, an anapaestic ‘pentapody,’ to 
be the metrical equivalent of 294 f.,a paeonic pentameter. He means 
to quote these subordinate periods, but inadvertently substitutes 336, 

242-62 1 HE: ére I’ 2 of E: om. T °T: ra lauBeta H, €or iapBeta T 
263-83 1 H: zreplodos 7 mepixkomy 2 E: xodov T 2° E: tplro T ai. 

KQTOAHKTLKK > Lemma péony aBdvres (AaBdv7’ T') d&pavta ED 
284-302 | Pr.: .duorBatas 2 E: tpoxaikay retpauérpwv Kkatadnktikay T 

3 Ed. : doxpmov 4+ sic > H: tpoxaios 
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from the second dyad, for 285, and 342 for 294 f. He analyzes 285, 
it should be noted, as two ‘dochmii’ arranged as two cola (note rw 
SucéAw). When he says that they are xara 1d isov tots XopiKois he 

means that they are equally év cioGere. with the six paeonic cola that 
follow 286. 

Heliodorus here applies the word ov(vyia to the union of two 
‘dochmii,’ which he regards as two cola, just as he uses it in Schol. 
Nub. 889 of the union of two anapaests in a dipody. For his general 
application of the word, see 668. 

303-4 aod 8 éye Adyous héyovtos: EmeTae TH * duadu Si- 

oTtxyov, 0 Tois pédreow €& EOovs UTayovowW, OTEp eoTi * TeTpa- 
petpov Tpoyaixoy catadynktixov. ED See 850. 

335-46 "as awoxreva:1 * * * ‘lOerAdal dé Svo, "dre 7 

érépa Greta Svas 1) avtictpépovca TH * rpoamrodedopévy, 7s 
) apy) “ws *amoxtevd Kéxpayde,” rédos b€ Tis mparyns “ov 
mpodoow mote, THs Sé Sevtépas “TH otpodH yiyverar. ED 
See 452. 

347-57 épédder dpa mavto. : id’ O SumtAH Kal év " éxOéoer 
/ > Ny 52 / 

atixyot iapBicot “wa. ED 
358-84 ti ody déyers: SudAq Kal (358-63) eloPeots ets 

, n 1 a Y) s , 8» a 

meplodov tod |‘ yopod “mevtdxwrov Soyptav, ~dvT@yv diTd@v 
\ A / , e a \ a n Apa me 

yey tov S00 TpeTar, aTr@v € THY TpLdv “Tdv Aovrav. ED 
(364-5 °) Sav 7 éxbécer Satiyor iapBixol dvo0- bp’ 6 Simdh, 
Seote (366-84) eribéperar ev TH Suotiyia atixous LauPuKovs 

/ 0’. ED See 467, 850. 
407-56 adW od cxody: év ‘eicbécer * wovopetpov LapPrKor, 

ped’ 5 *&kBects els otixous tapBiKo’s aKkaTadynKToVs  Tpt- 

pétpovs. ED 

The comment may originally have covered 407-88, and the last 
part of it have read rpiperpovs Id, peta S€ pO’ eori zpoavadwyynpa 7d 

 bed.”! Cf. Schol. Pax 657. 

489-96 ti Spécers: Sud Kal Tpids permdixy, As ai pev 
1&atépwbev (mepiod0ot) eior Sixwror Simrav Soxptov, 7 o€ 
péon Slotixos “lapBos tpiwetpos axatadyktos. ED See 468. 

303-41 HE: dd&k T 2 Pr. : diuerpov (i.e. 6’ueTpov in some preceding codex) 
335-46 | Adscript to Schol. 336 in ET 2 = 7 dre B, ALT 3 EB: darodido- 

pévn T 47: droxtevav E 
347-57 | T: eicbéoe 2 EB: evoexa T 
358-841! T: yopiKov 2 E: mevrdxoroy T 3-7: dy dumdGv pev trav 

$T: 7d Aorov 5 Lemma d\n’ rep a’rés (avrés om. E): * * * ED 6g: 
om. E 7 Ed.: elcdéce 8 grixo E: om. T 

407-56 ! T: éxééca 2 Pr. : povdrporov 31: éxbéces 
489-96 | E: ciolv éxarépwhev T 27: lauPixy diwerpos 
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557 * adnbes & mitpemte: * * * ev EioOécer dé "eridéperat! 
b) 2) 

lapBicny thy “adnbes @ witpurte.” ED 

The text of Heliodorus did not contain kai puapotare in 557. 

566-71 id Adpay’ iv: bp’ 0 SuTdAH Kal eicOeaws eis Tepi- 
odov ‘oxTaKwrov, is Ta pev Ara éoTl Soypia, aTrOdY SE TO 

/ n \ \ 4 \ \ f > \ 

téraptov, Sumrovv 6€ To Extov, TO b€ TéwrTov lapBiKor 
Oiwetpov axatadnctov. KEI’ See 468. 

Heliodorus designates the length only of the two cola necessary 
to place the fifth, the iambic dimeter. In his analysis 1, 2, 3, 6 
were doxpua dirda, cola 4, 7, 8 arAa. He does not regard this period 
as an antistrophe. See 851. 

626-718 dvip und: eEvovtwy tev wtroKpiTOY 0 Yopos 
eyes THY Tedelay TapaBacw, THs b€ TapaBdcews TO pev 

coppatiov (626—7) éate otixwv dvo lavamaiotiKav TeTpa- 
HéeTpov KaTadnKTiK@v, *avTn be » TapaBacis (628-58) é€ 

omotwy otiyov ®dAa. ED (659-644) durdh Kal elcOeors eis 
TO Kadovpevoy ° mviyos, Kal avTo ° avatratotiKoy, éx * dipérpou 
peev EvOS eee, * dearadierav ee, =ET (665— ~718%) 
oui Kal © eT Uppnwar ven aulbuyia, 7s (665—7 a ee ee) ai 

pev pertkal (mepiodol) eioe KenL va’ Taleov Licey, @v Ta per 
mpata 8 tpippvOua, to b€ Me’ SippvOmov: eita ev © éxOécer 
tetpappvOua Svo0 Kai év eicbécer tpia pev SippvOua, ev &é 
tpippvOnov. EL (676-91=703-18) * * * See 296, 453. 

Heliodorus assumes that the xopparioy is not melic, otherwise 
he would have written ris 6€ rapaBdoews Td prev Koppdribv éote . . 
KatadynktuKOv, bp 6 dirdH Kat ad7i etc. See 852. See also 433 on 
665 ff. 

719-34 *épo pév dyopis: Kopwvis, OTe ereclacw (oi 
UmoKxpital), Kal elot atixor iauPiKol TpipeTpor aKaTadnKTOL 

*Exxaloeca. ET 

836-59 <dSamovel y’ GvOpwros: (Kopwvis), é€eAOovtTwy Tav 

557 |! EH: ddnJes om. T 
566-71 | E: 6xrdxwyvoy T 
626-718 ! H: dvaraictwr 271: arn 3 Pr.: Tpidkovra ovo BE, 4p’ T 

4 Lemma mpds tadra KAéwy in ED 5 H: mviyos 76 Se, baKpov Wirt: 
dvaTaoTiKoy, Womep Kal 7 KaTaK)els 7 EB: dvapérpov T 8 Pr. : dKkaradjKrou 
9 Pr. : KaTadnKriKev AO £25 11 Lemma defpo uotca in EL a) < 
éripnuatikal ovguylac I 1 Go: Ge 47; 6’ 1ST: eicbéce 16 7; 
exOéoet 

719-34 1 E: 720 dyopdfew: « + xT AH iene Cea EeeSm ie 
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imoxpitav Kai ‘pévovtos Tod xopod, 'xal! * wovoatpoduki 
mTeploowv é£akoNwv TEeTpaS, OV HyooVTAaL oTixo tapBLKOL TeTpa- 
petpo. *Katadnxtikol dvo ev éxOéce, Kal Tév! eicbécer Kara 
8, tauBixa Siwetpa axatadnkta y Kal év iwviKoyv atro 
petCovos ryucodvov. ED See 582, 573. 

860-928 Tirta ‘Hpaxdfs! exkapdy ya tay tUkav: Kopmvis, 

eiclace yap ot boxpitai, Kai eiow iapBor ' £0’. EV 
929-51 1&8yoov & Neote: SiTAH Kal petaBacis eis (929— 

34) povortpodixiy Svada * dvatixous eyoucav Tas Trepiodous. 
EL (935-6, 937-9) * * * (940-5) « * * (946-7= 
935—6*) (8vo0) * Surat Kat Eetar opoia ex TV EhOnuLpmepav 
™ mpwTn. ED (948-51 ~937—9°) 'dvo! ° Sadat Kal adr 
Tepiodos Tov yopod lauBuKn Kal attn €x Tpi@v pev diméTpoV 

akaTadynKkTwv Kal TeTaptou KatadnKTiKov. EI’ See 86, 723. 

By 77 zpéry Heliodorus refers to the period in 935-6, just as 
iapBixi) Kat atryn recalls 937-9. 

952-70 pérs y lévéSyca: *« * * Oud Sé Kal * ExOecrs 
Seis idpBovs 410’. ED 

971-99 cides &: tf 6 Kopwvis, UToywpnodyTwY TOV 

imoxpitav, Kal gore ovbuvyia Kata TepiKoT iy * advopovopeph, 

davtaciay Tapéyouca ” érippnuatixhs ‘ovtuyias,! ote Tas 
oTiyLKaS TepLodous ovK exer Ex TOD aU’TOD atiyov, GAN ovd 
eict TapemcBatixat mpos To Oéatpov. ai pev Torr! (971—5 
= 986-9) mponyntixai *adtis mepiodot eicw * émtaxwdor 

\ 2 5 50 NG , [ \ 8 50 1 Tawvikal €x ° wovoppvOmov Kai ° TprppvOmov 'Kal duppuOpwov 
Sis Kak ‘Sto! “tpuppvOuov. ED (976-85 =990-9°): * = + 

ec \ > \ / / > / 3 > / a ai O€ akoNovOntixal Treplodol eiat SexaKwrot €E EvVEA TALWVLKaY 
*retpappvOuov Kal évos <atiyov> TeTpamétpov Tpoxaixov 
Katadnktixov. EI See 456. 

Heliodorus reads at the beginning of the strophe efdes & efdes G. 
He observes hiatus in the monorrhythmon céédes 6, and can hardly 

836-59 1 Pr. : ueAdovTos 2 -T: puovoorpodixdy replodov €&dxwdov 5’ ee = 
aKaTaAnKToL 

860-928 | Ed.: ée’ 
929-51 ! E: interlinear in T 2T: dtorixels 5 Lemma #6 xadds exer 

go: * * * KT 47: durdq > Lemma an’ & sévwv BédAriote EL 6 Hd. : 
Oud 

952-70 ! T: édnoav E 27: elcOeots 3 E: els om. 4 Rd: =) Bed, 
dvo E 

971-99 } H: dvouoiomepas 2 Ed. : émippijuaros 3 adrijs Ed.: cai avrois 
47: émra KO\a Tawyika 5 H: povouérpov 5 Ed. : rerpauérpou 7 Kd. : 
Tpiay méTpwy 8 Adscript to Schol. 977 in ET 9 T: rerpayérpwv 

2D 
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have ignored the variable vowel at the end of 972. By his analysis, 
then, 971-5 consisted of seven cola of respectively 1, 3, 2, 3, 2, 3, 3 
paeonic metres. On the last two, see 433. The force of dis (bis) 
extends only over the preceding tpippvOpov Kat duppbOpov. 

1000—7 lékovere Aes: (Kopwvis, OTL) elolaciv of wro- 

kpitat. R 
1008-17 tm\& ce rhs cdBoudias: SumrAW Kal seEptiodos 

émTaK@Nos apolBaia, As TO TpaTov ev ecicbéce: 'eita év 
> f 1 ifs) \ 4 \ 2 / \ 5) 
éxBéces! 1 lawBixol TeTpapeTpor KaTadnKTLKOL ~dv0, Kat ev 

eicbéces K@Aa *Sv0, *av év eicbécer K@dOV Ev GpoLoy "TO 
mpodto Kai °év ev " érevabéoe *iauBixov EPOnurpepés, €E ov 
> / 9 f / 4 a bu 10 ten \ > apdotépwv *yiverat atixos Gpouos Tots dvo- “ é&js Se ev 
> / n ef fa) , ii \ i] ll ¢ / e / elaBéoes KOAOV SGuotoy TH TpwT, 'TO be! “ E& atixvos opotws 

/ 

 lapBixos “ retpapetpos Katadyn«tixos. EL See 83. 

In R, E, T,, the text of 1008-17 is arranged in seven ‘cola,’ which 
end respectively with the words evPovAtas, rapotons, iSynre, A€yerv, 

brooKkadeve, paryerpiK@s, dvaxoveirat, and this arrangement Heliodorus 

approved; but in the colometrical text before him 1013 f. seem 
to have been written : 

oipat oe Kal TOUT «bd deyerv 

7) TUp vTocKdAEvE 
> 

with indentation (here éreicfeois) of the second colon. Regarding 
these as a tetrameter, he properly says the next colon (1015) is 
évy cicbéce. His fifth colon (1014) is the only instance of the in- 
dentation of a catalectic iambic dimeter in the extant commentary. 

1037-46 advip dvedpnxe: (U0) Sutrdai, avTn yap éoTw 7 
Tepiodos opmolws Th avwtépa EmtdKwdos avtiotpépovoa. EL 
See 83. 

1143-73 ire 8h Xaipovres: Kopwvis ‘Kal wérXos TOV yxopodl 

‘ mpowdixov Teplodav TpLaVv, wv éoTL TpwTH avaTratoTiKH. KT 
(1150-73 *) dud Kat » Tov opoiwy dvas Eyovca Tas Trept- 
dd0us Swdexaxworous, wv (1150-3) ro mpatov yopiayPiKov 
Siuetpov axatadnKtov: To B’ év pev TH TpOTN TepLod@ éotly 

1000-7 ! Prescript to 1000 in R 
1008-17 ! Ed.: tau Bure diuera xatadnxrika.  Heliodorus’s terpduerpor may 

have been written 6’uerpa (cf. Schol. Ach. 303 ff. ane critical ne 2) and this 
may have passed into diuerpa in EP 3) eye 3 Bd. - 4 Ed. : 

cal. Heliodorus’s éy was mistaken by some scribe 1D: ws, and its ae in turn 
mistaken for that of Kat. 5 E: 76 mp@rov Tl 8 Ed.: mwévre. Heliodorus’s év 
became e’, which appears as wévre i a ED 7 Ed. : mapéxOecer 8 Ed.: lauBuca 
OTe ylvovra atlxor Gmoroe : €& ev eicbéoa dé U Ed. : émra arixa E, 
érrdotixo T 12 Hid. : ee 13-'T: rerpduwerpor KaxadnKreKol 

1143-73 1T: mpoodickav E, rpowdixay T 2 Lemma rov évyypageq in E 
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iapBixov, ev 8& rh Sevtépa tepid yopiayBucov, gore Oé 
cuyyeves ° 76 tapBico: 1d TpiToy yoprayBiKov: EPOnpepepes 
To Téraprov. E (1154-61) * * * See 299, 565. 

1174-89 7 Spdes: Kopwvis, eicépyetar yap oO broKpLTIs, 
kai ‘eiow tapBou tpipetpor Katadn«tixol “vs ’. ED 

1190-1234 larrarat dtrarai!: (1190-1209) * * * (1210- 

31) SurdH Kal GAN Teplodos *TevTaKwAos, Hs TO TpATov 
Suovov TH mpo avtov, Sipetpov axaTadnxTor, TO PB’ iOvpadrrcKor, 

TO y *tapBuKos (otixos) ev éexOécer, To 8 ev elabécer iapPBuKov 
Hyrodvov, TO € tapBuKos otiyos. EL (1214-25 *) Surv cat 
Suddes Ttpeis °dSiueddovs Eyoucas Tas Teplodovs, €& iauPou 
TpyéeTpov aKatadjxtov ‘opuolws! eéxKxeypévov ‘kal Kodov 
Siahdpwv') rhs wév ody mpwrns Suddos TO ° SevTEpoy TaLwviKoY 
SippvOuov, To “mpooddBecO ow ira,” ‘ris S€ dSevTtépas 
Soypeov dardodv.! EL (1222-5") ris "Sel tpirns * duados ‘ro 
Sevtepov! iapBuxov EhOnurpepés. T (1226-31) * * * (1232— 
4°) év eiabécer iapBou Sipetpor axaTadrnKTot 'Svo, KaTAAHKTLKOS 
dé eis, Kal Kopwvis 7 Tod dpauatos.! I See 599. 

The text of 1210 in ET reads rdAas eyo ris ev pdyy, that of 
1212 in RET reads ie Taay ITavav. 

Equites 

2 / 

1-196 liatraradé: oTixyou lapBiKol axatddyKTOL ~ pS, av 
¢ a a \ / \ a ? l eV 0 TeXEeUTalos “Kal TroLKiAwWS TaS Kal dapas NVLYpEVOS. 

DAT 83 1 A M4 4 Sah A \ na 
247— mate: Kopwvis, 6TL elaépyeTal ~O YXopos THY 

e / \ / / oo \ 3 / V 

imméwv, Kal Tad atixot Tpoyaixot “rE. 
284-302 'lanoaveiobov': Sud Kai elcOeous <els mrepiodor> 

, ! e \ \ ' 5) na An G rn / 
Kodov 10’, av Ta pev ve apmorBaia TOV UTroKpiTaV SipeTpa 

2 axatarnkta, Ta Se 8 *évadraE *KaTadyKTiKd, Kal pTrOTE 
/ 

°éate Statuyov TeTpadmetpov KaTadynetixoy. V 

3 Ed. : rod iaufixod 
1174-89 1 T: éorw lauBela rplwetpa KaTadnKTLKa ch UDIE! few) 
1190-1234 } Lemma rdAas éyw in EV 2T: dexadxwXos T: dapBixdv ev 

ela bécer 4 Lemma AdBecé pov AdBecde E, AaBeoOéE pov TV E: dcxéddous T 
6 T: mpdrov BE, rpSrov éori T 7 Lemma Ovpagé w éevéyxar’ in I’ 3 Ed. ; 
dud dos 9 Lemma adn’ éWduecOa in T cor., rHvedda in T 10 T: diuerpor 
tauPrxol T cor. 

1-196 1 S iarraradé in V 2 Hd. : psy 
247-83 ! S mate in V = () AD yr MA 3 Pr. : rpidkovTa B’ 
284-302 ! S before scholium in V, but not in Text 2D: kxaradnkrixd 

® 6: évahat V 4 Ed.: adxara\nkrTa 5 Ed.: eici Gloriy.. TeTpdmeTpa KaTa- 
ANKTLKG 
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In 300 Heliodorus doubtless read kai oe davO rots rputaverw, the 
reading of the manuscripts now extant. 

303-11 & prapé kai BSeddupe: OuTAH ‘Kal elcOeors ‘eis! 
/ / / e \ fal \ / \ 

mepiooov Kwdwv O', is TO TpaTOY TraLwyiKdY SippvOmov, TO 
B é« KpntixodD Kal Soxypiov, ta Sé AoTa C TalwriKa 
dippvOua. V See 450. 

Heliodorus read kat kexpdéxra in 304. His employment of <ic- 
feors, implying that all the following cola are shorter than the 
preceding norm (301 f., a trochaic tetrameter in his analysis), is a 
second indication that he did not include the distich in 312 f. in his 
analysis, but gave it separate consideration. Cf. Schol. Hg. 761. 

322-32 ‘apa S47 obk!: (322-7) « * * (328-91) & 

2 eicBécer KoN\a PB’, SaxTUALKA SimeTpa, akaTadynKTov TO a, 

To 6¢ B’ Katadnetixov. V (330-2) « * * See 451. 

On this doctrine of dactylic catalexis see Heph. 13. 10 ff., 21. 1 ff. 

382-8 jy dpa mupés: SutAq Kal év | eicOéce. mepiodos Tod 
xopod Tatwvikn émTaKw os, exovca TpippvOwa a’B'y’, Ta Oé€ 
NoiTra SippvOwa. V See 450. 

Heliodorus read kai kexpax7a in 304. This reading and the 
apparent loss of a metre in the antistrophe, which has only seventeen, 
explain his failure to note the correspondence of strophe and anti- 
strophe. See 851. Properly two éirAat would be placed under 381 
and again under 396, since these verses precede each an antistrophe. 

The analysis of 367-81 has been lost, but probably Heliodorus re- 
garded its last verse as a catalectic iambic trimeter. Cf. Schol. Eg. 
911 ff. on Ly. 939 f. It is with reference to this that the following 
group of paeonic dirrhythma and trirrhythma (382 ff.) are said to 
be év ciaberes. See 840. 

409-40 odrot p GmepBadeio®’) * SurdH Kal oTLyou * lap Bexot 

8’, @v TedeuvTaios “avnp av ndéws AaBo.” V 
498-610 GAN ib xaipwy: Kopwris: | é&eAOovTwv yap TOV — 

bToKpiT@v, eiTa KatarerpOels 6 Yopos Réyer (498-506) 
"qepwodous avatavotixas ', THY pev TpoTEwTTiKHY TOD 

érépov TV UToKpIT@Y ovoay SeKdpeTpov TevTdKwroy, Ud * iV 

303-11 |! Ed. : meplodos kai ete becrs 
322-32 1 Adscript to 328 f. in V 2H: éreccbéces 

382-8 ! Ed.: éreubéoe 
409-40 ! D: durdo? 2H: tauBo 
498-610 ! T: cicehOovTww 2 Ed. : eplodov avarraicrwy 7, T reads repiddous — 

(S00) dvaralerwy [7] 3 Hid.: 6 
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dutdy Kata Tiv Sevtepevoucav: 'éote dé avTn TO! KoppaTvor, 
apxeTar yap THs KaNovpévyns TErclLas TapaBdacews, * érTapeTpov 
bé €oTs TO Koupatioy tetpaxwrov. V (507—46°) ° durry 
kal 'ékbeow eis adtny tiv tapaBacw, * dvaTraotiKol oTixor 
KaTadnKtiKol TeTpauetpo. °pw. V (547-50) * * * (551- 
610%): * * * Surdh: cita emdyetar émippnuatixyn ovtvyia, 
ms (551-64=581-94) ai péev “persxai epiodoi eiat 1d. 
K@OhOV* TO TPA@TOY yopiauBrKov lawPiKnv Eyov emipepuypevny 
akaTaXnkTov Kal TO B' Gworoy axaTadynKTov Kal TO x Kal TO 
8 duovov cal to € yoprapSixov “ KatadnKtiKoy Kal TO Ss 
laxatadnktov! Kat To € Gmowoyv Kal TO 7  KatadyKTiKov, Td 
dé 0 Kal TO ¢ avTicTacTiKOY TpipeTpov KaTAadyKTLKOY, TA 
S€ rowra 8 Mayticractixa Sipetpa, tpia pev TAvewvera, TO 
terevtaiov b€ Wepexpatevov. V (565-80=595-610") To 
erippnua atixwv éott uS' ' TeTpdyeTpwv Tpoyatikav Kata- 

AnKTLKOY, 5 hires ’Apictohavyns. V See 294, 553. 

On the sporadic use of durA7 between two subordinate periods, 
illustrated in this scholium, see 854. The xoppdriov is properly all 
that part of the complete parabasis which precedes the parabasis in 
the limited sense. Cf. Schol. Ach. 626, Pax 729. But the two 
regular parts (see 293) of the introductory strophe in this parabasis 
are so distinctly divided that Heliodorus regards the second as the 
real beginning of the complete parabasis. 

611-5 @ $idrar av8pav: Ets Tod yopod iawRou TpliueTpot 
e Lal r axatarnnto. <6’, 0 d& € Tod boKpiToOD Tapepyomévov. V 

616-23 “viv dp? agiov': Sud Kal *aepiodos tod xyopod 
OKT KONO, HS TO a TpoxaiKoy *TeTpapeTpoY ° BpayuKAaTAaANKTON, 
\ / > ’ / \ / \ \ \ > 

To B & etobéce Taiwvixoy TeTpappvOmov, Ta Sé€ ova ev 
6 > f \ / \ s \ / arp as e évreta bec, TO y Taiwvikoy SippvOmov, TO 8 Tpoyaixov ébOn- 
puwepés, TO €' Travwyixov SippuOuov, TO S’ Tpoyaixoy TpipeTpov 
akaTadnktov, TO & Guovov Kal To 7 Tpoyaixoy EPOnuipepés. 
Ve See 231. 

3 

4 T: émrduerpa dé elow (émrduerpoy 5é éott O), 7d Se Koupdriov TeTpdpeTpov 
> Lemma ei uév tis avip in V 6 T: dvamraorikh dirdF 7T: elodeow 
8 Pr. : dvamatoro 9 Ed. : ua’ 10 Adscript to scholium on 551 in V with 
lemma imme dvaé Ilécevdov 1 T: péX7 kal 127: dxaradn.. as T': Kal 
TO 0’. TO 6€ ' dvarraoriKoy 44 T: dvamaorixoy TpiueTtpa 15 Lemma ev\o- 
ynoat BovNoueba in V 16 T; rerpduerpov tpoxaikdv axaTradn. . 17 Kiister : 
*Apicrapxos 

616-23 1 & kaha Aéywy in 617 V 27: elcBeois els replodov S25 
émTaxwros V * @: ¥'uerpov (sic!) V, tpiuerpov © cor. 5 Pr. : xaradnxtixdéy 0, 
dxatadn.. V 6 Ed. : eicbéce 
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On the theoretical indentation of the second colon see 840. 
Trochaic trimeters (Heliodorus’s sixth and seventh cola) are here 
grouped with catalectic dimeters and paeonic dirrhythma. 

624-82 ai phy dxodcar: 1 dumdh (Kal) otiyor 7 lawBuKor 
* tpipetpoe axaTadnkto, vO’. V 

683-90 |wdvra to. wémpayas: (dv0) * dumdai, Ore Eretae 7 
avtiatpopos THs mpoatrodedopévns. V See 231. 

691-755 ‘kai phy: Sur Kal 7 éxOeows eis tapPous 
TpiueTpous akatadnKtous Ee. V 

756-823 viv 84 ce: Oud Kal (756-60) otiyou €, oy oO 
pev a Kat © Kal ¢€ tapBou TeTpapetpor KaTadnKTLKOL, 0 Oé 
B’ nat o xy && tapBov SipéTpov (Kal iPupaddrKav:) eita 
(761-2) & éxOécer éotlv ‘6 COmpos Sictuyos avatratoTtos 
TETpamETpOS KaTAaAnKTLKOS: Ud O SiTAH Kat éEfs (763-823) 
atixyot opoiws "Ea. V See 91. 

824-35 éxérav yoopa: * * * OumAH S€ Kal eiaOeats eis 
mTeplodov avatraotiKkny | TeTpaKkaterkocipeTpov SwdeKadKwrov. V 

836-910 6 wacw avOpdmos: SurdH Kat | éxOeots od KaT 
icov Tots avatraiatous eis * iduBous *teTpaméeTpous *kaTaANKTLKOUS 
oe, V 

When Heliodorus says od kat’ ivov tots dvaraiotois he means that 
the iambic tetrameters (836 ff.), although ev exféce. with reference 
to the standard (835), are not so long as the preceding anapaestic 
tetrameter (823), the standard for the following dimetrical period. 
On the position of the anapaestic tetrameter, see 835. Heliodorus 
again fails to note an antistrophe (836 ff. = 756 ff.). 

> 

911-40 *éyod pév ody: SurdH Kai eloOeows eis aporPatov 
f an c A , / / DA) TZ e \ 

HéXos TOV vUTOKpiTOY KoAMVY DN TavToY ~lauPov, WY Ta 
a / / \ 8B ten / b) / \ \ mpata dvo povopetpa, ta ~é&As Sivetpa axatadynKTa, TO Oe 

nq / TeNevTaiov TO *TplakooTOYV TpiweTpoVY KaTaAnKTiKOY. V 
941-2 e& ye vh tov Ala: SumAH Kal Tod yopovd (meptodos ye vy a x 

/ \ 

Sixwros év érevcBécer, éritndes | dvadedvpévn * eis Tov mebov 
/ 

oyov: éote Sé ToANA Kal wap Hvaorids ceonpercmpéva. V 

624-82 ! D: durdot 2 H: tava 3°T: rpets wera dkaTadn. . 
683-90 ! S before 683 in V 27: duthh 
691-755 | S over 691 in V 2 T: eladeots 
756-823 1 T: 7d €O.uov Surdh dvdmaotos TeTpdueT.. KaTadn.. 2 Jats 8 fe 
824-35 | Ed.: rerpdper.. kal eixooiuerpov 
836-910 1 T: eiaOecis 2 0: iauBica V 3-7: rerpduerpa V, Tpyuérpovs O 

406: KaradihKrixa V 
911-40 ! S éuod in V 27: iduBouv OEM RSet AY 4 Ed. : évarov V 
941-2 ! ©: diadedupévws V 2 eis D: om. Vi 
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For an attempt at a metrical analysis of this ‘dicolic’ prose line, 
made by some Byzantine grammarian and found in V, see D IVv,, ii. 
289, 9-13. 

943-72 képot Soxet: SumrH Kat lévl ' exOéoer lapBou * rpt- 

petpor akaTddnKtos XN. V 

973-96 HBr dos: Kopwvis, eEiacr yap of wroKpLTai, 

kal év eiobéces Tod yopod éEas * povootpodixy * TeTpaKwdous 
éyouta Tas meptddous é« y *DdvKovetwv Kai Tod Pepexparetov, 
cuvamtar Se TH AEEee Kal povov Svakéxpitar TO Pepexparerov: 
mapdypabor S& *amdai pev é,°% bé S” SuTdh peta Kopwvidos, 
6rt eiciacw of tbroKpitat, Kai elo (997-1014) tapPoe rpt- 

peTpoe axaTadnKTo in’. WV See 544. 

The zapdypados that separated the six strophes was single ; that 
under the sixth was double and was joined with the coronis (855). 

1015-20 1! opdteu "Epexdet8y!: ev exOéoer aotixor (Kol) 

nen 
1021-9 "rautt pa thy Ajpytpa: Kat ev ” cic Oéoer oTixol 

tapBicot O. V 
1037-50 lor yurl: * * * (1037-40") ev * éxbéce 

3 earuxot 8’ kal (1041-50) ev eicOéoer iapBou Séxa. O 
1067-9 ‘Aiyet8y dpdcooar'! Kuvaddmexa: €V éxbéoer emrsKol 

tpets. V 
1070-9 1%o08 toité dyow!: * * * &Y elcBécer Sé€ tauPou 

ul, atv ois tpoavapwvet apa TO “elev.” V 

1111-50 16 Avpe xadtv: SurdH Kal "ev eicOécer pédos 

povootpodpixoy apouPatov mepiodov §' évadrda£ tod * xopod 

<kal Tod trroKpiTod>, Sexdxwdor *S€ eiawy ai TrEptodot ° f@viKal 

amd pelfovos, @v Ta pév éativ EPOnuypweph, Svo dé Hulonua, TO 

Tétaptov Kal To déxatov. V See 571, 573. 
1264-1315 ti KdddAtov dpxopévorct: * * * Kop@vis dé, 

943-72 1 Ed.: eic@.. 2 Ed. : rerpametp.. adxarddy.. 

973-96 1 Pr.: pdvov: orpopiKn 2 -T: rerpdkwros otoa 3 Pr.: yAukwr: 
et 4D: damdot 5 Two notes in V, the first ending 7 d¢ S$’ kal wera Kopwvldos, 
the second (S id00 Oéacar) beginning dirdj ére eiclacw 

1015-20 ! Adscript to 1014 in V 
1021-9 ! Prescript to 1021 in V 27: éxdécea 
1037-50 ! The entire metrical scholium is adscript to the general scholium on 

1040 in 98 27: elcbéce 3 T: émixa 
1070-9 1 d\da vais éxdorore as lemma in V 
1111-50 ! Adscript to 1111 ff. in V 206: & &kdé.. V 3 T: xopod: 

éxBécet* 4 6¢ Pr. : om. V > T: lwwixds 
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dees \ e'? fe , Ney, / > LA al éEiact yap of vToKpitai, Kat éot. ouluyla émippnuatixny, | 75 
ai pev pertkat mreptodor (1264—73 = 1290-9) dexdxwroi eior, 

\ > fal \ \ n ON) \ € VA \ \ t Kal avT@v TO pev Tp@TOV ~lauPiKov EPOnpummepés, TO be B 
daxtudtKov Tplrovy eis *ducvAdaBiav, TO Se 8 * tpoyaixov 

EpOnutmepés* TO TéwTToV ex Tpoxatkns Bacews Kal 5 SaxrTuALKoD 
fal \ HP ED \ / \ 1 ec , @) { 

TevOnutmepods* To S$” tapPiKov Siwetpov: To C' opoiws Te é: 

TO 9 °mpocodiaxoy Swbdexdaonpov Suapdpws mpocédaBe: To 6! 
avaTraioTiKov' TO & tapBiKov Tpiwetpov “Katadynktixov. V 
(1274-89 = 1300-15) * * * See 493, 503 ff. 

Heliodorus regards ri kadAvov apxopévoiw as an iambic heph- 
themimer, notwithstanding the anapaests. He overlooks his third 
colon. 

1316-34 ecddnpety xph: otlyou ev exOéoer avaTratoTtiKol TeE- 
Tpdpetpoe KatadnKtixol ' v6’, V 

1335-1408 & $idrar’ aBpav: + ev eioOéoes tawBor TpipeTpos 
"akaTadnKTor 0d Kal peta “Tov TeAEUTAaloy Kopwris 1) TOD 
dpapatos. WV 

Nu b és 

457-75 'dfjpa pév mépeott: meplodos évdexaxwdos, wv TO 

wev TpaTov Tpoxatkoy Siwetpov axatddnktov’ To B' tpoyaixov 
TpimeTpov > KaTadnkTiKov’ TO y SaxTurLKoV * TrevOnpLpmepés* TO 
8’ avarravotixoy * revOnumepés’ TO € ° Depexpadtevov aterés’ 
TO S” tapBikn Bdow* TO € avarratotiKi Tpocodiakn Tepiodos 
Swoexaonuos, Kal TO 4, GAA ouUVATTaL TO EéERS lawBiKe 
* revOnuimepel’ TOL SaKTUALKOY (TplroUY eis) Tpoyatov’ TO La’ 
TpiaUANaBos KaTa Oda Kpntixov. WV (467—75") 1 mepiodos 
*‘ évvedx@Xos, @Y TO TPAToV yYoprauBiKov Trovea ovtvyiay: TO 
B' ° avarractixov ' rpocodiaxov dwdexdonpov' TO y' tapBuKov 
1 crevOnuimepes ” Kal ro C+ ouvamrar be ‘rd 8 SaxtudKov 
TevOnptpwepes! Kat To éEns avatravoTiKoy EpOnptpepés, Kal yap 
Bra B éros' TO S” Saxtudcxov trevOnuipepés, “Kal To 7’, 

1264-1315 1 D: ws 2 V: iauBov O 1863 DiI sc 4 Ed. : 
Tpoxaikoy tplrouy éEPOnumepés V, EPOnutpmepés Tpoxaixdy O 5 T: daxrurus 
mevOnutpmepés 6 T: mpood.kov 7 @: dkatddynkTov V 

1316-34 1 T: te’ 

1335-1408 ! T: ékfe.. 2H: xarady.. MWS ae) 
457-75 1S \jua in V 2 Pr. : dkarddyKkTov 3 Pr. : mevOnunuepés = ety, : 

mrevOnunwepes 5 Pr. : epexparvov 8 D: mevOnunuepet 7 A separate 
note in V, but under the same signum 8 D: @’kwdos 9 H: dvdmacorov 
10 D: mpoowdvakdy 1D: revOnuepés 2 «alto ¢’ transferred from below 
by Ed. 13 74 H: 7d im V,i.e. 7a B’=Ta vo 14 Ed. : xal 70 ¢' Kal 76 7’ 
(see note 12) 
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A al a a \ \ \ ’ 15 ouvhmta, b& To éEjs dvTL avaTraLoTLK@, Kal yap Ta B TO 
Aeyowevov yxoupirevov. V See 500, 503 ff. 

Heliodorus divides the ode into two periods (457-66, 467-75), 
which he analyzes separately, as if a eyes pericope. The first ends, 
in his analy sis, with éYoua, a ‘cretic’; the second begins with core 
yé Tov, a ‘choriambic’ colon. The following statement, wove? ovfvyiar, 
apparently unites the choriamb with the preceding cretic in a syzygy. 

Lyd > > . y 2 a AT6—7 Tadd’ éyyeipe’: * * * lelwOe yap peTa TO aoat 
> , 297 Wi 
emTrayew ~ SiaTuyov. 

Compare the Triclinian note in the Vatican manuscript, Vv5, based 
on a Heliodorean original: év éxOéoer de orixot Svo dvaraiTiKol TeTpa- 
peTpoe KaTAaAHKTLKOL, Bos yap core peta Tas Tova’tas rEptodous diaTLXov 
éritiOévat. Zacher, Handschriften, 631. Compare also the following 
note on 478, in Handschriften, 632. 

804-13 + Gp’ aicddver: yopliauBos Sdipetpos dca dhyeros 
xoplauBos Siwetpos * KatadnKTiKos’ iapBos mrevOnupepns* aro 
xopiauBov Bdacews eis yopiawBov' iauBos Simetpos Karta- 

AnKTLKds’ lauBos Siverpos axaTddyKTOS* aro yopiduBov Bacews 

eis lawBov' xoprapBixov tpiwetpoy axatadyKTov’ xopiapPos 

EhOnurwepns. V See 562. 

Heliodorus overlooks his ninth colon. 

889-948 *ydper Seupi: * * * SuTAN Kal KOpwVis, ATOXwPT- 
cayvTav TaV UToKpiTOV’ pédos Sé TOU Yopov ov xKeElTat, 
Ga yéeypartar jev ey kom “yxopov,” Kal eretar €v 

> cia Bécer (replodos) dvatarotiKn TOV UToKpiToV, Kal bia Ta 
TpocwmTa ovee TEAEias eyes Tas ouluryias. éote O€ TA TavTa 

K@Aa 08, av Ta Tpata 8! VS8iwetpal avarravotiud. V See 
326. 

1131-53 1 néurm, Terpds : Kopovis, eEicLovT@Y TOV UTrO- 

eee Kat eicGects Tapa TOUS <otixous> TET PAMETPOUS, eiol 

yap “ot é&js iapBor tpimerpor wy’. RK 
1170-1205 iod iod: Sumrdh, *elra elaOeors * eis Tpoava- 

b T: ray Neyouevay 
476-7 1 The note of which this i is a part is placed after 467 in V and is referred 

to that verse by signum = oD: dlorixa 
304-13 ! § 804 in V 2 -T: dcxarddnKros 
889-948 ! S 889 in V 2 TT: béce dvaraotixot V 
1131-53 ! Prescript to 1131 ff. in R 27: 7a e&ns lauBe. . TpymeTpa R 
1170-1205 ! Lemma in V, S lod in R 27: efra xal V, elra and space R 

3 V: # (erased) eis R 
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povnow, * Td “iod tod,” Kab lawBor tpimetpor re’ év ° éxbécet. 

VR 

1259-1302 lid pot po: mpoavadwvnpa to “ia pot por” 
N \ UP pent \ a \ t > \ / Kal 70 “° ea. dio bud «Kal otixyor iawPiKol Tpipetpou 

Teccapaxovta y’. V 

1303—20 otov 16 mpaypdtrov: * * * + Kopavis dé Kal 
/ r | nan lo IT, \ / ‘il / 

Heros =! ovootpodixov! tod yopod ‘ras reptodous! xwodov 
*0' léyovl, av TO mpa@tov iapSucov TPiMETPOV GKATANDKTOY, 

NPA 3 2 i 4 a / e \ fal > \ 5oe / 

kat “ev elobéces “K@XAa Tpia @Y TO TPaTOV LwviKoY ° HuLoOALOL. 
VRO (1307-1310°) * * * See 581. 

1321—44 iod iod: Surry, telra cticbeois ‘eis 1 poava- 

gavnow, TO tod tod, Kal &xbecis' eis idpBous TPLMETPOUS 

GKATANHKTOUS elKoTL TpEls. O 

Cf. Schol. NWub. 1170 for the restoration. See 838, 

‘ ‘ z LY sé a uw, , 1353-85 kal piyy 60ev ye: orixor Spovor TH SioTiyw dy’, 
a 1 an cc Es XN \ b) fe ” 
@y —TedevTatos “ é€éhepov av Kal mpovoxounv.” @O 

Vespae 

1-229 loéros ti mécyers: * * * KAT apynY oTivo 

"japBiKol tpipetpor axatddynKTo. ox’, Gv TedeUTALos “ Toho 
duxacTav ofynkiay SvacKxedav” (sic). V 

248—72 178y adv & mdrep worep: * * * TO O€ peTpOV 

evrevbev irrakev, éote > yap puKtov, cuvtebev &k TE * tap PuKod 
*Sipétpov axataryjxtou Kat iOuparruKod. V 

The remainder of the note in V (T p. 21; D 1v. ii. 450, 8-9) is 
not Heliodorean. 

1265-91 Jmodddxis 8) “Sofa: *0 mowntys TadTa Neyer ato 
Tpoc@mouv Tov yopod: TapaBatixa Sé Ta pedvdpia: *eita TO 

ss) age) LHS (openly \"/ Ds at WAR 6 T: elcbécee VR 
1259-1302 1 $ 1259 in V 

1303-20 1 ©: kopwvis . . . dkatddyxroy, kal om. RV 2 Ed. : um’ © (mean- 
ing to include both strophe and antistrophe) % Adscript to 1304 ff. in RV 
4 RO: tpia Koka V > VO: uddaov R 6 The analysis is continued in 
© (see D iv. 569 n.), but is Byzantine 

1321-44 1 Kd.: 7 

1353-85 1 T: reXeuraiov 
1-229 ! S otros in V 2H: fauBo 
248-72 1 Pr.: & mdrep mdarep V 2 yap puxrov Pr. : uxpdv V Ses, = 

lapBerkov 4D: pérpou avtinkT00 Kal ibudadixod 
1265-91 1 I’: the note faces 1265 in R 26... medvdpia TT: mapaBarixa 

3 eira 76 avterippnua R, om. T', éxlppnua kat rd added by Rutherford 
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/ | im! a , 

érippnua Kai To avterippnua. RI (1275-83) * * * * weTa 
(enw & r 7 S / rs NG] / 5 3 / 3 lal 

touTo 'hyow! Siareippa ‘érta' otixwv © avacTaT@y Elval, THY 
fe 

mreiatav Se evpov 'tovTwv'! évdexa. V ®"H\vod@pos peta 

Tov otixoy Tov “ yAwTTOTFOLELY els Ta Tropveta eloLovTa EKaOTOTE se 
/ 

lol TOTOL ErTa EXOVTES TTLYMAS Kal GNoyous, BY éK TpoxXElpou 
a / rf 

pev evpely Tov AOYyor ovK EoTL, Ta de ToLa’TAa TOAAaKIS €ElTrOV 
(iokee ¢ / ) a s b) s / 4 

bre iTorapBdve év Tols TpweTos avTvypapos POapEevTa OTL 

yey tocaita hv Tov apiOmov yvwooOvat, ov *pnv Ttiva 

(1284-91°) pera To Sidreyppa ev TodXois 0 hépovtar atixou 
¢ r 

éTTa Kal TETPAMETPOV, OU O VOUS ov mpoomimte. V See 457 

The disorder in which the metrical scholia on 1275 ff. are reported 

in Dindorf (tv. ii. 527, 11-18) has confused their application and 

interpretation. The speaker throughout is apparently the anonymous 

Byzantine compiler of the scholia (832), who, here as elsewhere, 

bases his metrical statements on the commentary of Heliodorus. 

Once (see the first note on 1275 ff.), citing Heliodorus (pyciv) as 

authority for the duéAeypa where Antistrophe IL, now lost, stood in 

the original book of the play, he says that the largest provision for 

disarranged lines which he himself found in any of his copies was 

eleven spaces. It is worthy of note that Strophe I. (1265-74), to 

which the lost antistrophe corresponded, is arranged in eleven orixou 

in both R and V. The compiler next gives Heliodorus’s own 

words, prefixing his name to the quotation. Heliodorus says that the 

non-interpretable lines in his copy numbered seven, and he assumes 

that they were already in confusion in the ‘first copies’ of the original 

book of the play. ‘Seven,’ then, would be the number of solid 

lines in which Aristophanes wrote Antistrophe I. as one continuous 

musical whole in his own copy. Heliodorus let this antistrophe go as 

hopeless. It was later ‘editors’ who attempted to heal the lines and 

arrange them in metrical conformity with the strophe. The compiler 

may have repeated one of these attempts in his great variorum 

edition, but if he did the lines were subsequently lost. 

Pax 

1-81 1 latp’ atpe patav!: rod Spdayatos mpaTor TpiweTpos 
” b 4 , a 2 lal «ce \ > \ Sas 

lawBot akaTadynKTOL T, WY ~ TENEUTALOS immnoov €s TOV aeEp 

4 The following metrical note is added to the scholium on 1281 in V. Tov7o0 refers 

to the epirrhema (1275-83) > Bergk : dvdoratov 6 The note is placed in 

V between the scholia on 1259 and 1267, but it is separate from these and is 

complete in itself 7 Bergk: trodauSdvw- bre 8D: mui twa 9 Signum 

over elci tives in V 10 Bergk (except of Ed. : dy Bergk): péperae orixou évos 

Kai Tplrou duocou mpoomimre 
1-81 ! The note in V precedes the first general scholium on 1 > Jd) 

TeNEVTALoV 
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Ce Et a / > \ \ , 33 / > \ 
émt Tov KavOdpov, peta S€ TEVTHKOVTA ~ évVéa éEoTL Tpoava- 

, Ni egiise 47 9 
govnua To “éa *éa.” V 

a \ >) YW, 

82-101 *fovxos fouxos: SuAH Kal elcBecis eis mTepiodov 
\ a r rn Sees, 

"avaTaoTiKny TV wUmToKpiTav Tpuvyaiov Kal Tod oiKétov 
, ¢ Yj / \ 

* €vVEaKALTPLAKOVTAPETPOV EiKOTL K@AWY, OTL EXEL MoVOMETPOV TO 
déxatov. *V 

114-17 118 wdrep!: *SerdH Kal cicbecis eis mepiodor, 
éott O€ laity! *tetpaxwnros, cat 'tav KodoV! ExacToOY SaKTV- 

/ rn , \ \ > ‘ 

ANLKOV, TO pev TPA@ToV Kal SevTEpoy KaTaANKTLKOY, TO be y Kal 
> \ \ 

56° akatadyktov. “*avataotixny S€ avTny ov dapev, émrel 
, 

lov! amo twos Tvyns > ovK avamatoTtov exer ‘ovdéval, adda 

mavtas 'rovs todas! SaxtvdXovs TAnY TpLOaV ° ducvAAaBov. 
V_ See 345. 

On this doctrine of dactylic catalexis see Heph. 13. 10 ff., 21. 1 ff. 

124—53 kai tis mépos cor THs 6800 yernoetar: SiTAH Kal elo- 

Oecus * eis otixous lapBiKxods TpiméTpous akaTadyKTovs rN’. V 
154-72 '@dN dye Mhyace: * & * SutdAH Oe * Kal eic- 

4. : 
OKTWKQAL- Oecis eis mepiodov * avaratotixny Tod mpecRvTov 

TptaxovTametpov 10’ Kwodwov. V 
173-298 7 oipor ds 8éSoKa: SumArAH Kal exOeors eis tapBous 

TplmuéTpous pKS , wv *06 TedevTaios “Kal *vyoimTat, Sedp’ ir 
@ tavres New.” *év eviows O€ avTuypadows peTa oTixoUS va’ 
€oTt KwAapLov Tobe “TL ys; Kal peta aAdouS An’ TOdE 
1a} taps) Ne 

299-336 tas tdéxor Gpas: SurdAW Kal (299-300) ExOecus 

els otixous Tpoxyaixods TeTpapyétpovs KaTadnKTLKOYs B', ods 
ere 0 mpecBuTns Rréyer* Up ods Kopwvis, TOU yopod EiceEd- 
Oovtos, Kat (301-36) otixor opoiws tpoxaixol TeTpapeTpor 

“e 

> H: 6x7d 4 V adds after ga @a: xal ra ééfs lapPixd, probably a later 
addition 

82-101 ! S first #ovxos in V 2D: dvaraorixy 2D: évvéa kal 
TpLaKOvTa MeTpoV * On 91 V has the interlinear note roiré éart 7d déxarov 
hoy 6L€T pov 

114-17 ! The note is given twice in V in slightly varying forms, and is mis- 
placed both times. It is attached by a signum once to 7acdt’ in 111 (V2) and again 
to és7: in 118 (V>) 2 Gurr. . . Exacrov V4: 7d pétpoy V? 3 Ed. : 
TeTpadkwrov Va 4 Ed. : dvamaorixdv 6é abrd 5 Ed. : ov6é dvdmatoroy éoxev 
6 Z: cu\NdBwv 

124-53 |! eis D: om. V J 1803 rea 
154-72 1S before 154 in V 2 xal.D: om. 3D: dvamarx.. 

4 Z: 6xre Kal TplakovTdpeTpos 
173-298 ! S ofuo ws in V 2 T: 70 TeXeuTaiov ° Text of V: vyowr7as 

and ive in scholium in V 47: emevias 5 Kd.: ¢7.. 
299-336 1 S &s rdyuor’ in V 
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lal a a ’ 

KaTadnkTiKol AS’, wv TereuTaios “ wadrov 7) TO Yhipas éxdus.” 
V 

337-45 1h me wal vuvt ye: Sumdh, Ererae yap * pédos, ov 7 

pev *mpdwdos éotw ex *Svatixou opoiws ° exKerpévov Kal ev 
(emer / , , / - A 7 / \ 
eiabéces <mepiodos> Koray §£ Tpoyaikdv, ' dimétpwv pev 

/ an fol 

dxatadyxtov ¢ *KaTadnxtiKod Sé Tod TedevTaiov, povopeTpor 
Sé lécte) ro °mapatéreutov. ecte Sé TO TEOs “tov Lov 
Kexpayévar. V 

346-60 !Tet yap yévorro iSetvt: Sud * Kal <mepiodos> 

éxkaisexa KoOA@V, OV O pev a éoTL oTixos TpoxaiKos éKKel- 
\ 3 / > > / rn \ / 

pevos Kai *SevTepov ev cicOécer K@AOY TaLwvixov (dippyPpov 
ir es | BI / 4 / b / b) >? sf 

Kav’ éxOécer) ‘*teTpappvOmov akaTddnKTov, Kav éreKbéce 
<aTixol> tpoyaixot B' TeTpapeTpor Katadnktixol’ ‘kal! Koda 

, e \ / 5 \ / \ \ / oa ON 

Ss’, av ta B °mawrixa SippvOua, TO dé TplitTov Tpoyaixov 
e€ , \ \ \ tal \ 4 6¢ en eA EbOnpypepés, Ta S€ AoTa ToOis TpLoW Opola “EKaTTOV EKacT~: 
* ) > As , = fh Craigens / > , 

elta év éxOéces otiyos Tpoxaixos, o “és Avkevov Kax Avxetov 
\ \ \ 5) / ”? 5) y (alee / na / / 

civ Sopt avy acridi, Kav ‘eiobecer Koda 6 Tatwvika, 

Srpia pev SippuOua, To Sé 8’ TpippvOpuov, To “ etkeT ayab) 

npiv toxn. V See 232. 
383-99 lreimé por ti mdoyer!: Oud Kai (383-4) & 

ry 2 ' 

exBéces otixot Tpoxaixol ~ TeTpapeTpoL Katadnktikot ° B’, 

if’ ods Surdat f', ererar yap (385-99) 7 avtictpéhovca 
7H éxxaidexakoro, Hs TpaTos “ pndauas @ Séorr0P “Epyij,” 
téros 5é “*Sécmror ayarotpev jets.’ VI 

426-34 tpérepov évredber: duTAn Kal 1 éy éxOéces (426-30) 
, cee N / \ iso 5 9 

otixo. tpoxaixol TeTpdpeTpoe KaTAaANKTLKOL (€)* EiTa (431-2) 
9 

ey *eicbéces Tapa *Tovds TeTpayétpovs *atixor tapPiKoi dvo, 
nav (433-4) ° érevcOéces K@da Sv0, ov TO pev ex SdiTroOd 
orrovdelov, TO Se éx Tov SevTépov Tpoyaiov Kai avTod SuTdod. 

VI 

337-45 ! Adscript to 337 ff. in V 2 Following pédos in V is dro mpo (then 

erasure covering two short intramarginal lines) pous of 7 wév ete. The scribe probably 
wrote dz mpoddov ev etc., but failed to erase the beginning and close of his miswritten 
note 3D: mpdodos as Otomtx. > T: éxxemévns eles 

éxbécer 7 Siuérpwv wev Ed.: pera diuérpwv 8 Ed.: xaradyn.. 6¢ 7a 

TeNevTala 9's ‘qeNeur. = 
346-60 | S before 347 in V. The lemma is given as in the text of V cao | 

kal Ty duolwy exkaideka 3 T : devrepos év exOéce: KWH TALwYLKOY a dele 

TeTpappuOuos aKkaTadn. . 5D: rama diwyika dipvdua 6 T: éxacros Ton 
éxOéoee 8 T: rpywer. . dipvOua 

383-99 1 S éxremAnuévo: in V, éxremAnyuévar as lemma in 2 <= geen 

dxaradn.. V, Tpluerpo dxatadyn.. V PVE NG. L 41: ayadou ayadob- 

pev ucts V 
426-34 | é&vI’: om. V 27: éxbéce 3 T: rots rerpamérpos aiiys 

ortx.. V, orlxos T 5: émexdéce V 
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435-58 oévBovtes cdxdpecOa: * * * SuTrAH OE Kal ev 
> , , > \ , > , , e 
éxbécer atixou lapBixol tpiwetpor axaTddnKTor KO’, Ov TEdEv- 

nr ft > 

raios ‘“bmorewe 8 was. VI 
r a 2) a 

459-72 16 eta: SumdAH Kal ~epixomy aporBaiwy Tod 
yopod Kal ToD UvITOKpLTOD év * érrexOécer Kal mrapexOéce, a5 
(459-63) ra mpata e' *xata °KOXov, Eyer yap ° adrayHv 
Tov TpocwTov, Kal ‘éoTs TO pev TPOTov Kat xy’ TpicvAraBa 

\ s \ \ , f a \ \ Ud ” 

Kata TadipBaxyeov, To Sé€ B’ Talwy Tp@TOS, TO dé 6! HTOL 

SaktudiKov SuTrobv 7) Tpoyaixov TmevOnuyepes ein av, TO '5el 
n 9 a 

e’ ®Surdobs wadupBdaryeos. VI (464—6°) ra Fs tpia év 
mapekbéce,  avarratotiKa StipeTpa axatadynkta PB’ Kal KaTa- 

Ci iy 9 

An«tixov &, V (467-8") cita ev “ cicbéces TpictrAraBor <B> — 

Kata oda xKpntixov. V (469") eit’ év éxOéce avarra- 
otixov | EbOnpywepés. V (470-1) ta é&fs S00 dvatratotiKa 
év  érexOécer Siwetpa axatadneta. V (472%) x * x “ep 
6 icbéces  6é “ KatadnKtixov Sivetpov. VI See 302. 

Heliodorus classifies the exhortations in cola 1-5 and 9, 10 
merely as the simple feet which the syllables seem to constitute, 
but he is in doubt in regard to colon 4. These short ‘cola’ evidently 
would be indented as deeply as any cola could be. With reference, 
for example, to a trimeter, an anapaestic dimeter intervening, they 
would be év érewGéoe. The anapaestic dimeter, in turn, following 
any of these, would be év zapexOéoce:, with reference to a trimeter. 
Recognizing the problem these very short elements present, Heliodorus 
serves notice at the beginning of his note that he will have occasion 
to employ the terms éréxeors and zapexfeors, and he does use them, 
but in introducing the term eérexGeors (the only possible designation 
here, if one is to be used at all) in stating the position of cola 
12, 13 (470-1) he is inconsistent with himself and certainly in error. 
Neither above in placing cola 6-8 (464-6), nor elsewhere, does he 
differentiate a catalectic from an acatalectic anapaestic dimeter, but 
he does this in treating cola 11-14 (469-72), of which two are 
catalectic dimeters. The note on these cola, if consistent with his 
previous note, would read: ra éfjs téccapa ev rapexOécer, dvarauw- 

459-72 1 IT’: adscript to 459 ff. in V 2 Ed. : &@eous. Cf. Schol. Pax 486 
3 V: éxbéce: T 4 kata... mpoowrwy V: om. 5 Ed.: x®\wv Should this 
be kara wéda as below ? 6 D: adda yap TV: br 70 pev a’ TpovAdaBor 
éoTe TradiuBdkxeov T 8V: dimdoty T 2 By error, s ela in 463 in V 
10 7%: dvamaiuTiK. . dyn... axaradn.. év kal kata. . B’  Adscript to 466 
in V RT: éxbéce V 18 Interlinear in V 14 A: mevOnutmepés V 
19 Adscript to 470 in V 16 Ed.: V has eio#écer here and VI émexbéoer just 
below. These two terms got transposed in transmission  Adscript to 5128 in 
V, lemma zés ofy ov xwpet in T EINE Gens WV 10) (yer, \"/ MES 
Rca . Olu. . V, Omer. . dkaTadnkra T 
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TiKov Oipetpov KataAnkTiKoV 7 a Kat 7d 8, dkardAnktov dé 7d B’ Kal 

TOY. 

473-85 1S Adpay’ abuxets: SutrAH Kal otiyor TpipeTpor 
tapBixoi uy’. VI 

486-99 & cia) dvo dura, Eretar yap 1 avtiotpopos TH 

mpotépa TepixoTH apoiBaia ‘16’ K@dwv, Exovoca Kal Thy eis 
24 5 5 

Ta TpocwTa Siaipecw omotav, “5 1) apyn “@ ela, Tédos 6é 

3 GXN elo’ of KwAvVovaw.” V See 302. 

512-19 dye viv dye was: Sum Kal elobeors els mepiodov 

KoOoV 7 aporBaiwy Tod Yyopod Kal Tov wToKpLTOD' TO 
A > \ Pate \ / \ \ , > \ 

TpO@Tov avataotiKoy Sidovv' TO B (Kal TO €’) lapwPrKoV 
c Tae \ , \ \ Psy3 \ , > / * 
EhOnutmepés’ TO y Kal TO 6’ tawPiKov Sipetpov aKxaTaddnKTOV 

176 5’ wal (70) £' nal >To 7’ * Gporov. KR See 84. 

Heliodorus seems to have read (518-19): 6 eta cia cia viv | & cia 
ea cia was (Richter), or something similar, two acatalectic dimeters. 

553-70 lds tdywor dvev Sopariov: ev “émexOécer aotixor 
*tpoxyaixol KatadynKtixol “un, @v TedevTaios 

97m SuxédAn. VI 
571-600 14dN dvapynobévtes: Sur Kal pédos aporBaior - 

ee \ a 
Kab TPlLaLVOVY 

TO pev Tod bmoxpuTod (571-81) *dexaxwdrov Tpoyaixov, od év 
elabéoes evvéa, axaTtadnkta Sipetpa Ta 7, pwovoyetpov 8€ TO 
Stvatov mapatédevtov, Kal év éxOécer “atlyos tpoyaixos 
TeTpametpos Katadnetixos. VI (582-600°) Surdh Kal <ro> 
Tod xyopod, <ov év ecicbécet> KOda xy Tpoxaixad, Eat’ OE TO 
drov Tpoxyaixoy éEduetpov* Tivés <yap> ypapovow “ éddunpev ” 
Kat hace Ta pev B' Tpoxyaika <Siwetpa> axatddynKTa, TO bé 4 
Tpoyaixoy KatadnKtikov. V (585—92°) cir ey éxbéoer 

"rawwvixov *tetpappvOpov *akatadnktov, Kat ev “ érrexOécer 
<aTlyos> TeTpapETPOS KATAAHKTLKOS TpoxaiKds: eit’ ev ™ eicbéceL 
8 «Oda, ov Ta y Tatwwxa SippvOwa, TO Sé mapatédevToOV 
iapBixov Stwetpov. V (593-600) * * » See 233. 

473-85 1 T: S$ & Aduax’ in V 
486-99 | T: 6’ 2 Ed.: of 3D: addoxw.. 
512-19 ! 76 5’ cal B: om. R 276 B: om. R > B: dpolws 
553-70 1 T: S dopariov in V 2V: &€kbéoa T 8 Zi: | OTtxxX. 3 

Tpoxaik.. Katadyn. . V, orixot karadynxtikol Tpoxaikol I Shp ADE Gorge, Wf 5 77 
dcxéX\An V: om. I 

571-600 ! T':: adscript to 571 ff. in V 2D: dexdvwra rpoxakw V, dexaxwd\w 
Tpoxatke T Sd e 70¥,s0m. 2 4T: o7Ttx.. TpoXx.. 0 -. KATAAN. « 
V, orixoe tpoxator TeTpduerpor KaTadyxtixol TD ° xatpe xatp’ as lemma in V 
§ Sacuédvea as lemma in V 7H: raves 8 H: rerpau.. V, rerpdppuvduos T 
9H: xatradn.. 10 T; éxdéce 1 T: éxdéce 
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a 9 « 

651-6 arr ay ody déyers: OurdAH Kal ~pérXos Tpoxaixor, 
ov 6 pev <ev eicbéce> elot K@da Siwetpa aKkaTadyKTAa, 

aA Be 5) 5) ? , 3 t / { 
TENEVTALOV Ee EGTLY. EV. exOeoes oTLYOS TETPALETPOS KaATa- 

AnKTLKOS Tpoxaixos. VI 

657-728 108 sre owwnds!: SuTAH Kai elobeors mapa * Tov — 
TeTpadpetpov eis *iduBous tpywéetpouvs of’, meta *S€ AS’ orl 

/ L «oe 899 
mpoavapornua TO “woo VI 

> e aA 

729-818 146N i xalpwr: 0 yopos wévav Trovel TapaBacwy ov 
/ > \ 729 33 U A > 2 a oT / 

TeNElav, GANG ( —33) Koppatiov mév éote ~ TOD Yonod 'atiyav 
ye é|, av *retpaperpor (atlyor) KatadynKTikol 8 pev ev éxbéce, 

4 
(€v 6€ elabéce) Tapa “TovTous, 6Tt eloly avatraloTLKol, 
5 a noes, > 6 3) ts, a ” tf 2 
TeNeUTALOS TPOXaiKOS, <OU> “KaT ‘ioov TOIS AddOLS * aVATTAL- 

otixos. VI (734-64°) °id? ods Sud Kal ' &xOeows eis 
ayy \ / Tah 3) \ 12 J 

<avTiy> Thy TapaBaow, ~ avatratotiKol (atlyor) ~~ TeTpaweTpoL 
lal lal 3 

KaTaAnKTLKOL Aa, @Y TEAEUTALos “ Tavp aviacas.” V (765— 
74) x «x « OvrdAH 6€ Kal elaBeois eis TO Kadovpevor 
paxpov, Omep €oTl Teplodos avaTraloTiKn ElKocameTpos 

, e \ a co X / ” ” 

K@AWY, 1S TO TeEVTALOY avopos TO METWTTOY EVOVTOS. G 

(775-818 *) © durAH Kat peraBomy) els povoatpodixny duada 
° €yveaxavdexaxwrous ' é exoveay Tas Treptodous, “av To a’ 
Saxturtkov mevOnurepés' TO SevTEepov trepiodes * mrpocodvaKn 
20 « / Xx 8 8 / 21 \ \ oO ef \ , 

évoexaonpmos 7) Owdexadonpmos ~ Kal TO Omotov: TO ¥ 
9 , 9 a nr 9 

oe iOuparrrcor « To € «6 SumrevOnurpepés, 0 Kadodow ** tap- 
Béreyov: Tro S’ tawBixov Sipetpov axkatadnKktov: To C dak- 

95 ay 

TUALKOV Tpitrovy eis ~ ducvAdaBiay: TO 7 SaKTUALKOY byoLoD, 
\ \ ' s-eeN iD, \ \ / WW AOR \ 

(kal to 0 tpoyaixn Baows,) Twés b€ cuvaTTovet TO” y Kal 
\ i Of 5) \ / > / a \ 

TO O “eis SumrevOnpimepes Kat yivetar éyK@pmLodoyLKoV, 0 Kal 
yA \ Cen OSes ' a ¢ \ 29 , ” 

Gpevov. Ta é&fs ~t wa LB’, wos pev ~ KEKoALOTAL, éoOTL 

651-6 ! I’: S before scholium in V, but not in text 2-H: &keots eis wéNos 
3D: ory... TeTpay. . Karan... Tpoxaik.. V, orlywv rerpauérpwv KaTadynKTiK@v Tpo- 
Xarkav 

657-728 1 S aX’ ovk in 658 in V, adn’ ovk dy eta lemma in T 2 seme 
3 T: lauB’.. rpm... V, iauPixa tplwerpa T = ly) Occ OmVi 

729-818 1! T': S i xalpwy in V 2 rod Pr.: om. VI 3: TeTpajuen 
Katadyn .. V, TeTpamerpa karadynktuka T 4T: mdvras V, ravras T 5 ive 
meNeycioe rpoxaixol (rpoxaik.. V) V0 6 T: Katico V, kdricn T el 2 
dvamaorix.. V, om. I (the word stands at the beginning of the following scholium 
in V) 8 ’ Adscript to 734 ff. in V 9 Ed. : ép7 10 H: émékbeois 
ll Kd.: dvamraotix.. 2 T; TETPOfL « « eae ate 18 Adscript to 
scholium on 765 in T 14 § wodca in V, adscript to scholium on 775 in I 

Gurr V: dirdH 6¢ T 16D: évveaxacdexa kodwy MT: éxovca 18 oy 
TO. . . 10° fap Bixdy Sivetpov KkatadnktTikdy V: om. 19'T : mpocoduch 20 Dir 
dexdonuos 217: 70 y' i@upddcxov kal 7d 5’ Gporov 2 D: idu@ddckov 23) 71M 
mevOnuimepes 24D: lauBéodeyov 2 D: ducvaAd.. 25 Deine 27 Bergk : 
Kal yly.. éyKwuodoyiKoy els SimevOnucmepes eH IDNR GG 29D: Kexd\XNoTae 
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/ a an 

xopiauBos * éfOnurwepns, cuvnmrar Sé- Sdvatar Sé tro rparov 
avTav petateOnvar *éx THs é&RS oUANABAS, Ta Sé RAoura 
e 67 \ / § \ 82 / \ , ? 

evoOjvar.t Td uy SaxtudKov * revOnpimepés: TO wd dva- 
TaloTLKOY TpiTovv: TO TevTeKaLdéxaTov SaKTUNLKOY TETPaTrOUY 
els TptovAdaBiav, To "Se! iS’ Sumdodv eis SicvAdNaBiav: To 

ef’ OaxtudiKov TeTpadTovv: TO wn SakTUALKOY TrEevOnumepés * 

70 00  (apBixov Siwetpov Katarnerixov. VI See 497, 503 ff. 

The meaning of the obelized words in the note on 785 ff. is not 
obvious. The text is probably corrupt. 

819-55 ‘ds xadrendv: Kopwvis, > mpolace yap oi broKpital, 
*xatl of mpa@tor *otiyor °iapBixol “tpiwetpor axatddnKror 
Nae 9 VE 

856-67 cddaponnas: dud, Eretar yap pédos apouBaiov 
Tov xopov Kal Tod vroKpiTod, ov eats ‘mpaTa év * cicbéce 

KOda y TOD Yopov, @Y TO TpaToOV Kal TO B *iwviKa ato 
peiCovos EhOnutpeph cvvnupéeva, TO Oe xy’ *lwvexov Kai avTo 
nyodtov. leita’ °S éxxelwevos tod vroxpitod ° atixos * iap- 

8 \ 6 4 r \ / lal va iA o ” 
Bios ° retpapetpos: ‘kat mad Koda 6 Of0La TOLS aAVO, 
9 > > / [yeez > 1 a alot 18 oe a + év eiaéces ‘yap éott! tod yopod “KOAa vy Guota Tos ave 
Ixal otixyos! “ lawBicos tetpdpetpos Katadnktixos SevTEpos év 
2 ns , a SSUES y, > \ WS / 
exQéoer’ tavta ‘de! dvvatar evar cTpod7 Kai avtictpodos, 

A 9 , , a \ ! 5 

ta 8 é&9s “ émwdds 'kodAwY S’, @Y TO a Kal TOS” “oTixo 
Touotws!’ “ tawBicol ° tTerpdpetpor KatadnktiKol, ‘ra S€ our 
> > / > \ / > / , \ a ¢ 
év elabéce. tawBuxa Siwetpa, akatddnKTa vy’ Kat ev épOn- 
pepés.' V See 580. 

922-38 dye 8h th vav: SumdH Kal *e’cOeats eis tapBous 
TplmeTpovs aKkaTadHnKTovs Lf’. V 

939-55 ds wdvO do° dv Beds Mor: SuTTAH, ErreTar yap médos 

2 D: épOnumepés 31D: éxtnv é&fs ouAdr 2 A: épOnpimes 33 7s 
els lauBiKxov 

819-55 1 T': adscript to 819 ff. in V 1 og tate 3 T, reading kat 
of (uév) mp@rov: Kal Te Kal Tor rpara V, xal Ta mpOra T = Ihe jpn, WAR 1b 
lauSix.. V, lawBica T 6 T: rpu..axatadtyn.. V, Tpiwerpa dxatddnkra I 
uhele Noe 

856-67 ! B: mparov 27: éxbéce MME Ten & 4Z: lwvix.. 6 
5 Hd.: 6°:—(here S (mAwrds in 860) é« in V, which continues rod vroxpi7.. 
OTLX. . TETPAM. . Gwowos Tots Gvw: Tavra Sivarar elvar oTpopy Kal avtictpogos’ Ta 6 
€ijs els émwOov evot 6é TOU Xop.. aTLxXX.. Guoa (sic) Tots dvw: lauPiK.. TeTpay.. 
katahyn.. do de év exbéoet ortxx.. lauBo. retpdu..karadn.. Confusion of terms 
resulted from the transposition of the words ratra d¥varat .. . émwdov and from 
omissions rT UWS 8 Ed.: 8010s 9 & eicbéce. T: evor dé 0B: 
OTLXX.- 1 Ed.: tauBix..rerpaw..katadn. . dvo de 12 Ed.: els érwdov 
13 H: lauBo 

922-38 | Adscript to 922 ff. in V 2 Ed. : &deors 

2% 
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a A e a \ ” \ 5) , > , 1 , \ e 

5 brovod pev yew TO avtictpopoy ev Sieyeta, © Pépetar dé ws 

Suddopov, SuoTep TpoTepov mapabyjcopar ws hépetar. Kab 
” 5] fal \ (q4 a? / \ ¢ “ ”? 

Zouxev évtad0a (939) To “KatopGot” mepiTTevety Kal oO“ TE 
/ 5 \ \ 1023 Fas Au \ l 

ctvbecpos mpos TO (1023) “aé tor Bvpact yp7 pévety OVT.. 

twas,” Kal todTo 8& dmaprnua éotw, OTL TPaTa x KOA eoTL 

kai ? peta “radtal otiyos addos 'tetTpdpetpos'. TadTa pev 

Coby! éaréov, as Sé eye eEnyntéov. TO Towvy mpaTov 3 rev 
rn a lal / 

TpLav KoAwY Tod * yopod iauBos TETPapETPOS KATAANKTLKOS, Kab 

(év eicbécer) °dvarravotixa S00 Sipetpa, °akatddnKTOv Te Kat 

xatarnktixov. (942—-947") eita ev éxOéoer * otixos tapPrKos 

TET PAMLET POS KATANHKTLKOS TOD UTOKpLTOV, Kal €V elaQéoet <TO> 

Tod yopov, ov TO TmpOTOP mpocodiakoy évdexdonmov’ To 
9 > \ Mos \ \ 1, 9 \ € VA \ \ 

dvaTravoTiKh TpiTodia’ TO Sé 9 tapBuxov efPOnprpepes, To € 
' 10 VA ’ \ Xx > \ 11 / \ \ / 

) cvtuyov tapBiKov 7) avamraioTiKovy ~ TpiTrouv, TO oe € 
9 i nr Le! 

iapBrxov EbOnurpepés. (948-9 *) eita ev éxOéces TOD vVToKpiTOD 

8 Sictryos iapBos TeTpapeTpos katarnktiKos. (950-55) cat 
= > / n a ’ a e \ ies \ , 

év eiabéces ToD yopod S’ K@Aa, oy TO a’ ‘apPBiKov SipeTpov 
5) / A \ i 2 > a / \ Sin , 
axatadnktov' To 8 é& tapPuKns Bacews Kat Tpoxyaikyns KaTa- 

5 \ U \ \ / \ \ / > \ i? > iA 

KrELbos’ TO x <Kal TO 8 Kal 70 €> lauPuKoy SiweTpov axaTa- 

AnKkTov: TOS’ lwvixov ” yywodvoy. V See 583. 

Heliodorus’s text read 6édor 7 in 939 instead of GeAy. He condemns 

the attempt to reduce this period to a trimeter by rejecting Katop6oi, 

in order to make it equivalent to the corresponding period in the 

antistrophe (1023). His reading of that line is unfortunately now 

indeterminable. His argument for keeping 939 a tetrameter is 

apparently its correspondence with the tetrameter in 942, but the 

text of the metrical scholium on 942 at this point is uncertain. 
Note the application of the phrase ov(vyov tpizovv to the words 

vov yap Saipwv pavepds (three simple feet) and see Schol. Ach. 284 and 

note. 

956-73 + dye 8} 73 Kavoov: Surat kal év exOéces atixor 
> \ 77 > , ! 

iawBixol TpiweTpor akaTadnkToL LC. V 

On this use of two durAai, see 851. But there are in fact eighteen 

939-55 1 Schneider: Pépovte 2 Ed. : wer: S’ GA (a blurred letter or letters 

at end of ddd) 3 7év D: om. V 4D: vumoxpir.. tauBo rerpau.. 
KaTaAn. « 5D: dvaraotikol 8D: xaradnkrixdy te Kai axaTddn.. 
7 @ipacr xai o% in 942 as lemma in V 8D: o7ixx.. lauBix..TeTpap.. 
KATANA . 9D: dvaraorix..7pirod. . WN 1D)8 GUGs wy 
doubtfully : om. V 12 Prescript to 948 f. in V 18 H: dlorix.. tapBor 
d’uerpor (variant dlwerpa) xaTady.. V 14S ovxody in 950 in V US 1D) 3 
hurdrecoy V 

956-73 | Adscript to 956 f. in V 
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trimeters here, and in general the doctrine of the equivalence of 
groups of trimeters is very doubtful. 

974-1015 6 cepvordry Bacthera: SurdrH Kal elcOeow eis 
1 QvaTraioTo@V Teptodous dvo, TV pe _ MEVTEK GUT plaKoVTaweTPOV 

7 KodoV, OTL Eyer povomweTpa yy’, TO Te B’ Kal ta’ Kal LS”, 
Srmp dé ee asec eo eronnacipoy Ky’ KoXov.A V 

1016-22 '+ratr 6 moditipnt : Ov7rAH Kal ExOeows ets tduBous 

TpiyLeTpovs akaTadyKTous £. V 
1039-62 ‘rauri SéSparar: Sud Kal exOecis eis idpPBovs 

TplweTpOUS aKaTaXnKTOUS KO. V 
1104 omov8} omor8}) | ev eicOécer kwAdpiov Svo orrovédelov. T 
1105-14 éyyer 8) Kdpot: Kat ev éxOécer * errixol ddXrow v'. V 

1127—90 FSopar y Sopa: Kopwvis: | é€eAMovtwy <yap> 

TOV UTOKpLT@Y O Yopdos povos KaTaduTels SiaTEpaiveTtar ov- 
Cuyiay <érippnuatixny Kata TepixoTrny> * avomotopeph TpradiKyy 

ov muKva@s ‘yevouévnv, ai * yap ‘*mdeiotar émippnuatixal 

Svadixai eiow, °at'rn 86 exer pedixiyy pev © arpwernv (aepiodor) 
ty K@N@V, oTLxLKY Se 6S’ oTixov, & pddiota didrnoet 

"Apistopavns, Kal "torépav tpikwrov. <kal (1127-39 = 

1159-71) rhs pev mrpwtns> *7d a Taiwvixov SippvOpor, ro 
B' wai y (Kat) 0 &€& lapBixns Bacews Kat tpoyaixfs * kaTa- 
Khelbos, TO € Kal S “ rpippvOma, Kai ™ SippvOua & 7m O. 

év pev TH PB TepixoTn éote TO & Kal TO S'1 rawwwxov 
TpippvOpov te Kal ™ dippvOuov, Svo dé "rpippvOual ev rH 
otpody: To uv wa 18’ wy tpoxaixa Siwetpa, S00 pév akarta- 
Anka, dvo S€ KaTadnnTia. V (1140-55=1172-87) x * * 
(1156-8 =1188-90) “aitn écrtiv 4 tpikwros Kal © abt? 
Tpoxaikyn, adda Sipétpwr, dvo pev aKatardyiKTwv, évos &é 
KatadnkTikov. V See 454. 

NOT = 1269 iodized: * Kopwvis, eiciace * yap ol UTroKpLTai, 

974-1015 1 T: dvdmaicrov* repiodo 2D: e€' Kal N pérpwv Di: 
d€ S’ kal TeccapakovTdmerpoy vy’ Kal 4 /V adds dru exer wovduerpa tpla, which q 
rejects 

1016-22 ! Adscript to 1016 and interlinear in V 
1039-62 1 Adscript to 1039 in V 
1104 ! rapercypadi 7 prefixed in T 
1105-14 ! T: émeck’ 
1127-90 ! T: ciceNObvTwy 2 T: duoomepi VAR (ie = UNG 

meKTal SED ences 5 D: mpaérn 7 T: Uorepos Tpikwros 8 adda 
mpos mip dté\kwy (1131) as lemma in V 9H: xrecdds 10 T: rpipu@uos 
1 Ed.: dé cai 12 T: dipuO pov 13 Ed. : dipvéua 14 By error, S oda 
in 1188 in V oT avr 

1191-1269 !S first fod in v, adscript to 1191 ff. inT 2V nor. b= 3 ol 
Tonral kal éorc TD’ 
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KAGTL KAT apynv tTpoavapwrvncis To “tov ov,” *éEjs ° Se 

otixot lauBiKol tpietpor °axatddnktot (on). VI 
1284—5 ‘ciev; exdpeodev: eita ev *eiabéces otixou lapBixol 

Tpiwetpor akatadnkto * 2. VI 
1286—7 *@wphcovr’ ap’: eit ev exOéoce: émixot B’. V 
1288-90 xdxwor drddovo): et ev ‘cicBéoes otixou tapBuKol 

TpluEeTpOL aKaTadnKTOL vy. V 
1291-3 ‘aiBot: eita ods orovdcios Kat ev * éxbécer 

éemuxol 8. V 

1294-7 *dmeppe kai tots: Kal otiyou iauBixol tpipetpor 
axataAnkto 6. V 

1298-1301 * domi pev Lato: >A pyidoyou é€otl TO SloTi- 

yov, *Kal otiyor émuxot B'. VI 
1305-10 | épév 7d doumdv: 'xopwvis, eEcovTwy tov wroKpt- 

Tov', Kat otiyot lapBiKol TeTpdpeTpor KaTadynKTLKoL B’ (1307), 

leita! *tapBos Sivetpos axatadnktos. V (1308-10) « * x 
See 87. 

1316-28 ‘ethnpetv xph: Kopwvis, eiciace yap of wrro- 
Kpitat, Kat (1316-19) elow of mpator ev erexPécer otixor 
dvaraioctixo. 8. V (1320-87) Surrh nai ev *eicbéce 
meptodos avaTaioTiKn émtaKaioexapueTpos 0 KwA@V * OTL eyeEL 
Hovouetpoyv TO €. V 

Trygaeus recites verses 1316-28. 

1329-55 1} Seip’ & yivar: durAH Kal * év érrevabéce "dxtas! 

> wovortpodiki) TEeplodwy TevTaK@A@Y lwviKaY OipéTpwVv, SvO 
Katadynktixov tpiav b& * Bpayveatadynktav. (1333-5°) eira 

lrarw! év émecbécet TOD yopod To icov. (1336-9 °) év rovTous 
dépovtar kata Tivas ' Tapaypadot, iva 0 yopds ava pépos avTa 

4V: é&fs... akaTddnkro om. T 5D: duorixx.. 8 D: karadnKTik. . 
1284-5 1S elev in V, adscript to scholium on 1283 in T 2T: éxdéce V 

SMVE-NCBs 
1286-7 ! S Awpjoov7’ in V 
1288-90 1 T: exfe.. 
1291-3 ! Prefixed to 1291 in V 3 4PR Gales 
1294-7 1 S drreppe in V 
1298-1301 !T': S domldc V 2 ’Apxiddxou (D: ’Apxidoxos V) éori 7d dloriyov 

V: kal éNeyetov “Apxiddxou T' 3 kal orixor érikol 8B’: om. V 
1305-10 ! Adscript to 1305 f. in V 2 Adscript to 1307 in V 
1316-28 1 S koutfew in V 2 Adscript to 1320 ff. in V 3 °T: émibéce 

+ On 1324 also V has rodré éort 76 povéperpov TO € 
1329-55 ! Adscript to 1329 ff. in V 27T: ée réder 3 Ed. : povo- 

oTpodik . . Tepiodos 4D: Bpaxewy katadnkTwv > Adscript to 1333 f. in V, 
and beginning €t7’ év (sie) 8 Prescript to 1334-6 in V 7 T: rapaypagpat 
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réyn, Sev tiow "Sel od déperar ‘ra KOral Sid Ta péTpa. 
(1340-3 = 1344-7") kal wadw ta €’ Tod adtod pétpov Tod 
® vopod. (1348-551) evredOev ev Trois avtiypadows od déperac 
7a TevTaKwra axodovOas, ws ‘Se! hépetar kal évtadOa ear. 
* id’ & Kopwris <)> Tov Spawatos. V See 584. 

8 Adscript to 1335 f. in V ° Prescript to 1340 ff. in V 10D: xépou 
1 By error, S olkyjcere in 1334 in V eg UR ay 18 Adscript to 1855 
in V 



TABLE OF STRUCTURE AND RHYTHMS 

SEE the following sections on the main divisions of the plays :— 
Prologue 666, 684, 667, 687; Parode 665, 674-6, 667, 687; 

Scene 666, 679-81, 667, 687; Syzygy 666, 677 £., 667, 687; Debate 
665, 670-3, 667, 687; Parabasis 665, 668 f., 667, 687 ; Episode 666, 
682 f., 667, 687; Stasimon 666, 682, 667, 687; Haode 666, 685 f., 

667, 687. 
See the following sections on non-melic rhythms in Aristophanes :— 
Trimeter 95-143, 186 f.; Tetrameter: Iambic 167-83, 186-9 ; 

Trochaic 244-55, 259, 226; Anapaestic 305-20; Eupolidean 528 f. ; 
Hypermeter: Tambic 190-6, 710, 712; Trochaic 267-9, 710, 713; 
Anapaestic 321-31, 710 f. ; Dactylic Heaameter 356-66. 

See the following sections on the use of onpeta :— 
mapdypapos amrdn 846 £., 855 f.; wapdypados durdy 846-54 ; 

kopwvis 857 £. 

ACHARNIANS 

Prologue : 1-203 

1-42, 44-60, 62-122, 124-203: trimeters (200). 
43, 123: iambic penthemimers. 
61: prose. 

Parode I.: 204-41 

aD) 
204-18 = 219-33 

234-7 ~ 238-41 

204-18 = 219-33: monostrophic dyad in trochaic and paeonic 
rhythm. See 449. 

234-6, 238-40: recitative trochaic tetrameters. 
237, 241: prose formula. 

Scene I. : 242-79 

md SSE 
242-62 ; 263-79 

422 
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242-62: trimeters (21). 
263-79: non-antistrophic period in iambic rhythm. See 90. 

Parode If. : 280-346 

—_— 

280-3 

284-302 = 335-46 

303-4 

305-34 

280-3: non-antistrophic period in paeonic-trochaic rhythm, con- 
stituting the prodde of a triad. See 234. 

284-302 = 335-46: dyad of the triad, in paeonic rhythm varied 
by periods in trochaic and anapaestic rhythm. See 462. 

303-34: recitative trochaic tetrameters. 

Syzygy I. : 347-92 

347-57 ~ 366-84 
SS 

358-65 = 385-92 

347-57, 366-84: trimeters (30). 
358-65 = 385-92: monostrophic dyad in dochmiac and iambic 

rhythm. See 467. 

Scene IT.: 393-488 

393-488 

393-403, 405-6, 408-56*, 457-88: trimeters (94). 
404: iambic dimeter. 

407: iambic monometer. 
456”: anaphonema. 

Syzygy II. : 489-625 

Ss Saha 
489-96 = 566-71 

497-665 ~ 572-625 

489-96 =566-71: monostrophic dyad in dochmiac and iambic 
rhythm. See 468. 

497-565, 572-774, 577°-625: trimeters (124), 
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Parabasis : 626-718 

<5 

626-7 

628-58 

=— ' 

659-64 . 
si | 
665-75 = 692-702 

676-91 (16) = 703-18 (16) 

626-7 : non-antistrophic period in anapaestic rhythm. See 296. 
628-58: recitative anapaestic tetrameters. 
659-64 : recitative anapaestic hypermeter. 
665-75 = 692-702: monostrophic dyad in paeonic rhythm. 

See 453. 
676-91, 703-18: recitative trochaic tetrameters. 

Episode I. : 719-835 

719-835 

719-34, 736-79, 781-835: trimeters (115). 
735, 780: prose. 

Stasimon I. : 836-59 

836 84 6-41 = 842-7 = 848-53 = 854-9 

836-59: monostrophic tetrad in Aeolic rhythm. See 582. 

Episode II. : 860-970 

860-928 

929-39 = 940-51 
— 
952-70 

860-928, 952-70: trimeters (88). 
929-39 = 940-51: monostrophic dyad in iambic rhythm. See 86. 

Stasimon II. : 971-99 

pena 

eae 

976-85 = 990-99 
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971-75 = 986-89: first pair of strophes in a pericope, in paeonic 
rhythm. See 456. 

976-85 = 990-99: second pair of strophes in the pericope, in 
paeonic rhythm with trochaic close. See 456. 

Syzygy ILI. : 1000-68 

5 
1000-1007 

a SS 
1008-17 = 1037-46 

S SS 
1018-36 ~ 1047-68 

1000-7, 1018-36, 1047-68: trimeters (49). 
1008-17 = 1037-46: monostrophic dyad in iambic rhythm. 

See 83. 

Episode III. : 1069-1142 

1069-82, 1083-1142: trimeters (74). 
1082": anaphonema. 

Stasimon III. : 1143-73 

Tayo 
1143-9 

ae 
1150-61 = 1162-73 

1143-9: non-antistrophic systematic period in anapaestic rhythm, 
constituting the prodde of a triad. See 299. 

1150-61 = 1162-73: dyad of the triad, in Aeolic rhythm. See 565. 

Exuode: 1174-1234 

Ses Pe 
1174-89; 1190-1234 

1174-89: trimeters (16). 
1190-1234: pseudo-monody in iambic rhythm, with slight 

dochmiac variation. See 599. 

EQUITES 

Prologue: 1-241 
Sr Se 

1-196 ; 197-201 ; 202-241 

1-196, 202-41: trimeters (236). 
197-201: dactylic hexameters. 
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Parode: 242-302 

<i 5 == 

242-6 ; 247-83; 284-302 

242-83: recitative trochaic tetrameters. 

284-302: recitative trochaic hypermeter. 

Debate I. : 303-460 

Sor Ta 
303-13 = 382-90 

Se Se 

314-21 ~ 391-6 

Sai <a 
322-32 = 397-406 

333-4 ~ 407-8 

= — 
335-66 (32) ~ 409-40 (32) 

SS a 
367-81 ~ 441-56 

SN 

457-60 

303-13 = 382-90: first pair of strophes in a pericope, in paeonic 
and trochaic rhythm. See 450. . 

314-21, 391-6: recitative trochaic tetrameters. 
322-32 = 397-406: second pair of strophes in the pericope, in 

paeonic and trochaic rhythm, varied by periods in dactylic and Aeolic 
rhythm. See 461. 

333-4, 407-8, 457-60: recitative iambic tetrameters. 
335-66, 409-40: melodramatic iambic tetrameters. 
367-81, 441-56: melodramatic iambic hypermeters. 

Scene I. : 461-97 

461-97 

461-97: iambic trimeters (37). 

Parabasis I. : 498—610 
a 
498-506 
Sor 

507-46 
aa 
547-50 

ae 
{ 551-64 = 581-94 

565-80 (16) = 595-610 (16) 
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498-506: non-antistrophic period in anapaestic rhythm. 
507-46 : recitative anapaestic tetrameters. 
547-50: recitative anapaestic period. See 710 f. 
551-64 = 581-94: monostrophic dyad in Aeolic rhythm. 
565-80, 595-610: recitative trochaic tetrameters. 

Syzygy : 611-755 

Se 
611-15 

== —=S 

616-23 = 683-90 

SS a 
624-82 ~ 691-755 

611-15, 624-82, 691-755: trimeters (129). 

427 

See 294. 

See 553. 

616—23 = 683-90: monostrophic dyad in paeonic-trochaic rhythm, 
with trochaic close. See 231. 

Debate II. : 756-942 

ae Fa 

756-60 = 836-40 

761-2 ~ 841-2 

= Nam wae 

763-823 (61) ~ 843-910 (68) 
= = 
824-35 ~ 911-40 

<S 
941-2 

756-60 = 836-40: monostrophic dyad in iambic rhythm. 
761-823: recitative anapaestic tetrameters. 
824-35: recitative anapaestic hypermeter. 
841-2: recitative iambic tetrameters. 
843-910: melodramatic iambic tetrameters. 
911-40: melodramatic iambic hypermeter. 
941-2: prose. 

Episode I. : 943-72 

943-72 
943-72: trimeters (30). 

Stasimon I. : 973-996 

973-6 = 977-80 = 981-4 = 985-8 = 989-92 = 993-6 
973-96: monostrophic hexad in Aeolic rhythm. See 544. 

See 91. 
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Episode IT.: 997-1110 

3 Se Sr Sw a SS <r 
997-1014; 1015-20; 1021-9; 1030-4; 1035-6; 1037-40; 1041-50; 

== << SS SS = == 
1051-60; 1061-6; 1067-9; 1070-9; 1080-95; 1096-1110 

997-1014, 1021-29, 1035-6, 1041-50, 1061-6, 1070-774, 
1078-9, 1097-1110: trimeters (69). 

1015-20, 1030-4, 1037-40, 1051-60, 1067-9, 1080-95 : dactylic 
hexameters. 

1077, 1096: anaphonemata. 

Stasimon II. : 1111-50 

a1 1-20 = 1121-30 = 1131-40 = 1141-50 

1111-50: monostrophic tetrad in Aeolic rhythm. See 571. 

Scene I. : 1151-1263 
— 
1151-1263 

1151-12374, 1238-63: trimeters (113). 
1237": anaphonema. 

Parabasis If. : 1264-1315 

Ee) 
| 1264-73 = 1290-99 

1274-89 (16) = 1300-15 (16) 

1264-73 = 1290-99: monostrophic dyad in _prosodiac - enoplic 
rhythm. See 493. 

1274-89, 1300-15: recitative trochaic tetrameters. 

Exode: 1316-1408 

Se 2 Sr 
1316-34 ; 1335-1408 

Ss) 

1316-34: recitative anapaestic tetrameters. 
1335-454, 1346-1408 : trimeters (74). 
1345”: anaphonema. 

NUBES 

Prologue: 1-262 

1, 40>, 235: anaphonemata. 
2-40, 41-221, 223-34, 236-62: trimeters (259). 
222: iambic monometer. 
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Parode: 263-475 

= = 
263—74~291-7 

263-74, 291-7, 314-438: recitative anapaestic tetrameters. 
275-90 = 298-313: monostrophic dyad in dactylic rhythm, with 

anapaestic close. See 344, 
439-56: recitative anapaestic hypermeter. 
457-75: non-antistrophic period in prosodiac-enoplic rhythm, 

with simplified logaoedic opening. See 500. 

Scene I.: 476-509 
acs 

476-7 ; 478-509 

476-7 : recitative anapaestic tetrameters. 
478-509 : trimeters (32). 

Parabasis I. ; 510-626 

Se 
510-7 

a 
518-62 

— 
emi a 

575-94 (20) = 607-26 (20) 

510-7: non-antistrophic period in Aeolic rhythm, with anapaestic 
opening. See 561. 

518-62: Eupolidean tetrameters. 
563-74 = 595-606: monostrophic dyad in Aeolic rhythm, with 

simplified logaoedic variation. See 558. 
575-94, 607-26: recitative trochaic tetrameters. 

Syzygy: 627-813 

Sak: SS 
627-99~723-803 

ae <= 
700-6 = 804-13 

ee 

707-22 
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627-99, 723-803: trimeters (154). 
700-6 = 804-13: monostrophic dyad in Aeolic rhythm, with 

logaoedic variation. See 562. 
707-22: non-antistrophic period in anapaestic rhythm, with 

iambic and bacchiac opening. See 289. 

Episode I.: 814-88 

So 
814-88 

814-88 : trimeters (75). 

[Stasimon I.] 

Introduction to Debate : 889-948 

Ee 
889-948 

889-948: recitative anapaestic hypermeter. See 326. 

Debate I. : 949-1104 

Dae Se 

949-58 = 1024-33 

959-60 ~ 1034-5 

2a ws Sa 
961-1008 (47) ~ 1036-84 (49) + 1085-8 

wy SS 
1009-23 ~ 1089-1104 

949-58 = 1024-33: monostrophic dyad in Aeolic rhythm. See 
5o1. 

959-1008 : recitative anapaestic tetrameters. 
1009-23: recitative anapaestic hypermeter. 
1034-5: recitative iambic tetrameters. 
1036-84: melodramatic iambic tetrameters. 
1085-8 : trimeters (4). 
1089-1104: melodramatic iambic hypermeter. 

Scene IT. : 1105-12 

1105-12 

1105-12: trimeters (8). 

Parabasis IT, ; 1113-30 

Tae) Sm 
1113-4; 1115-30 

1113-4: protracted iambic tetrameter. 
1115-30: recitative trochaic tetrameters (16). 

er 
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Episode IT. ; 1131-1302 

Sp! == re SS < 
131-53 ; 1154-69 ; 1170-1205; 1206-13; 1214-58 ; 

=S = 

1259-9» ; 1260-1302 

1131-53, 1171-1205, 1214-58, 1260-1302: trimeters (146). 
1154-69: non-antistrophic period in varying rhythm,—iambic, 

enoplic, anapaestic, dochmiac and trochaic. See 474. 
1170, 1259, 1259: anaphonemata. 
1206-13: non-antistrophic period in iambic rhythm. See 92. 

Stasimon II. : 1303-20 

1303-10 = TS 20 

1303-10 = 1311-20: monostrophic dyad in Aeolic rhythm. 
See 581. 

Scene IIT. : 1321-44 

1321-44 

1321: anaphonema. 
1322-44: trimeters (23). 

Debate II. : 1345-1451 

= SSS 
1345-50 = 1391-6 

1351-2 ~1397-8 

= ie 

1353-85 (33) ~ 1399-1445 (46) 
= = 
1386-90 ~ 1446-51 

1345-50 =1391-6: monostrophic dyad in Aeolic rhythm. 
See 576. 

1351-2, 1397-8: recitative iambic tetrameters. 
1353-85, 1399-1445: melodramatic iambic tetrameters. 

1386-90, 1446-51: melodramatic iambic hypermeters. 

Ezode: 1452-1510 

1452-1509 ; 1510 
3 

1452-92, 1494-1509: trimeters (57). 
1493: anaphonema. 
1510: melic anapaestic tetrameter. 
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VESPAE 

Prologue : 1-229 

1-229: trimeters (229). 

Parode: 230-333 

— 

248-72 

_ 
273-80 = 281-9 

290 

~_ 

291-302 = 303-16 

SS 5 
317—33 

230—47 : recitative iambic tetrameters. 

248-72: recitative protracted iambic tetrameters. 

VESP. 

273-80 = 281-9: first dyad in an epodic pentad, in prosodiac 
enoplic rhythm, with ionic opening and close. See 499. 

290: ionic dimeter. See 499 end. 

291-302 = 303-16: second dyad of the pentad, in ionic rhythm, 
with iambic close. See 426. 

317-33: non-antistrophic period in Aeolic and anapaestic rhythm, 
with bacchiac opening, constituting the epode of the pentad. See 577. 

Syzygy I. : 334-402 

<= SS 
334-45 = 365-78 

346-7 ~ 379-80 

<a a 
348-57 ~ 381-402 

358-64 

334—45 = 365-78: monostrophic dyad in trochaic rhythm, with 
paeonic-trochaic variation. See 238. 

346-57, 379-402: recitative anapaestic tetrameters. 
358-64: recitative anapaestic hypermeter. 
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Syzygy II. : 403-525 

a PT aR 
403-14 = 461-70 

ee ee 
<0 = 
430-60 ~ 488-525 

403-14 = 461-70: first pair of strophes in a pericope, in trochaic 
rhythm, with paeonic-trochaic variation. See 248. 

415-29 =471-87: second pair of strophes in the pericope, in 
trochaic rhythm, with ‘cretic’ variation. See 243. 

430-60, 488-525: recitative trochaic tetrameters. 

Debate: 526-759 

Ss Sa 
526—45 = 631—47 

546-7 ~ 648-9 

awe a 

548-620 (72) ~ 650-718 (69) 
DE SS 

621-30 ~ 719-24 

a 
725-8 

<< SS 
729-35 = 743-9° 

= Sa 
736-42 ~ 749°-59 

526-45 = 631-47 : monostrophic dyad in Aeolic rhythm. See 566. 
546-620, 648-718, 725-8: recitative anapaestic tetrameters. 
621-30, 719-24, 736-42, 749°-59: recitative anapaestic hyper- 

meters. 

729-35 = 743-9*: monostrophic dyad in iambic and dochmiac 
rhythm. See 469. 

749°: anaphonema. 

Scene: 760-1008 

= 

760—862 

> 
863-7 

SS Sw 
868-74 = 885-90 

875-78 
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= 
879-84 

a 
891-1008 

760-862, 891-902", 903-30, 932-1008: trimeters (220). 
863-7: non-antistrophic period in anapaestic rhythm, constituting 

the prodde of a triad. See 300. 
868-74 = 885-90: dyad of the triad, in iambic rhythm, with 

dochmiac close. See 470. 
875-8: recitative anapaestic tetrameters. 
879-84: recitative anapaestic hypermeter. 
902°, 931: anaphonemata. 

Parabasis : 1009-1121 

<a ol 

1009-15 

ze 
1016-50 

o> Ie 

1051-9 

f 1060-70 = 1091-1101 

(1071-90 (20) = 1102-21 (20) 

1009-15: non-antistrophic period in anapaestic and _trochaic 
rhythm. See 297. 

1016-50: recitative anapaestic tetrameters. 
1051-9: recitative anapaestic hypermeter. 
1060-70 = 1091-1101: monostrophic dyad in trochaic rhythm, 

with paeonic-trochaic variation. See 235. 
1071-90, 1102-21: recitative trochaic tetrameters. 

Episode I. : 1122-1264 

—<— % 5 Se Ss <= = — = 

1122-1225; 1226-7; 1228-31; 1232-5; 1236-7 ; 1238-9; 1240; 

= = = <a 

1241-2 ; 1248-4; 1245-8; 1249-64 

1122-1225, 1228-31, 1236-7, 1240, 1243-4, 1249-64: trimeters 
(129). 

1226-7, 1248: Phalaeceans. See 518 ii., 709. 
1232-5: catalectic logaoedic trimeters. See 383, 709. 
1238-9: greater Asclepiadean. See 532, 709. 
1241-2: primitive major ionic dimeter and trimeter. See 618, 

709. 
1245-7: Aeolic trimeters. See 568, 709. 

u A 
« ; 
j 

Ne 
he 

et eS ae re ee 
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Stasimon I. : 1265-91 

ur 
= 

(126 on —74 = [lacking] 

(1275-83 = 1284-91 

1265-74 = [lacking]: first pair of strophes in a pericope, in 
trochaic rhythm. See 457. 

1275-83 = 1284-91: second pair of strophes in the pericope, in 
paeonic rhythm, with trochaic close. See 457. 

Episode II. : 1292-1449 
r 
5 5 SS = SS SS 

1292-1325 ; 1326-31 ; 1332-4; 1335-40 ; 1341-1449 

1292-1325, 1332-4, 1341-1449: trimeters (146). 
1326-31, 1335-40: non-antistrophic period in iambo-trochaic 

rhythm. See 371. 

Stasimon II. : 1450-73 

ee) 
1450-61 = 1462-73 

1450-61 = 1462-73: monostrophic dyad in Aeolic rhythm. See 
548, 

Exode: 1474-1537 

S03 
1474-81 

— 

1482-95 

ss 

1496-1515 

cee 

1516-7 

1518-22 = 1523-7 

1528-37 

1474-81, 1496-1515: trimeters (28). 
1482-95: recitative anapaestic hypermeter. 
1516-7 : recitative anapaestic tetrameters. 
1518-22 = 1523-7: dyad of an epodic triad, in prosodiac rhythm. 

See 494. 
1528-37: non-antistrophic period in prosodiac rhythm, constitut- 

ing the epode of the triad. See 494. 
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PAx 

Prologue: 1-298 

<a Sa = Ss SS = 
1-81 ; 82-101; 102-13; 114-23; 124-53; 154-72; 173-298 

1-59, 61-81, 102-13, 124-53, 173-298: trimeters (248). 
60: anaphonema. 
82-101, 154-72: recitative anapaestic hypermeters. 
114-23: non-antistrophic period in dactylic rhythm. See 345. 

Parode I.: 299-345 

<< 3 = 
299-300 ; 301-38 ; 339-45 

299-338: recitative trochaic tetrameters. 
339-45: recitative trochaic hypermeter. 

Syzygy I.: 346-427 

~— mos 
346-60 = 385-99 

361-82 ~ 400-25 ~ @ 
aoe = 
383—-4~426-7 

+P Per 

346-60 = 385-99: monostrophic dyad in paeonic-trochaic rhythm, 
with pure trochaic variation. See 282. 

361-82, 400-25: trimeters (48). 
383-4, 426-7: recitative trochaic tetrameters. 

Scene I. : 428-58 

= — = 

428-30; 431-2; 433-4 ; 435-58 

428-30: recitative trochaic tetrameters. 

431-2, 435-58 : trimeters (26). 
433-4: ritualistic formulae. 

Syzygy II. : 459-519 

459-72 = 486-99 

473-85 ~ 500-19 

= oe = at — = 
459-72 ; 473-85; 486-99; 500-7; 508-11; 512-9 
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459-72 = 486-99: monostrophic dyad chiefly in anapaestic 
rhythm. See 302. 

473-85, 500-7: trimeters (21). 
508-11: recitative iambic tetrameters. 
512-9: non-antistrophic period in iambic rhythm, with anapaestic 

opening. See 84. 

Scene II. : 520-52 

520-52 

520-52: trimeters (33). 

Parode Il. : 553-656 

SS == 
553-70 ~ 603-50 

— — 

ai =Sl= 651-6 
— 
582-600 

601-2 

553-70, 601-50: recitative trochaic tetrameters. 

571-81, 651-6: recitative trochaic hypermeters. 
582-600: non-antistrophic period in paeonic-trochaic rhythm, 

with pure trochaic variation. See 233. 

Scene ITI. : 657-728 

657-728 

657-924, 693-728: trimeters (72). 
692: anaphonema. 

Parabasis I. : 729-818 

729-33 
ae 
734-64 

bas 
765-74 

as 
775-96 = 797-818 

729-33: non-antistrophic period in anapaestic rhythm, with 

trochaic close. See 295. 

734-64 : recitative anapaestic tetrameters. 
765-74: recitative anapaestic hypermeter. 
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775-96 = 797-818: monostrophic dyad in prosodiac- enoplic 
rhythm, varied by periods in Aeolic, dactylic, and anapaestic rhythm. 
See 497. 

Syzygy III. : 819-921 

Nao) aE 
819-55 ~ 868-908 

Ss <I 
856-67 = 909-21 

819-55, 868—-896*, 896-908 : trimeters (79). 
856-67 = 909-21: monostrophic dyad in Aeolic rhythm. See 

580. 

Syzygy IV.» 922-1038 

922-38 ~ 956-1022 

939-55 = 1023-38 

a SE = a = SS 
922-38 ; 939-55 ; 956-73; 974-1015; 1016-22; 1023-38 

922-38, 956-73, 1016-22: trimeters (42). 
939-55 = 1023-38: monostrophic dyad in Aeolic rhythm, with 

anapaestic variation. See 583. 
974-1015: recitative anapaestic period. See 710 f. 

Scene IV. : 1039-1126 

< a = 
1039-62 ; 1063-1114; 1115-26 

1039-62, 1115-26: trimeters (36). 
1063-76, 1076-1103, 1105-14: dactylic hexameters. 
1104: ritualistic formula. 

Parabasis If. : 1127-90 

1127-39 = 1159-71 

1140-55 (16) = 1172-87 (16) 

1156-8 ~ 1188-90 

1127-39 = 1159-71: monostrophic dyad in iambo -trochaic 
rhythm, with paeonic variation. See 454. x 

1140-55, 1172-87: recitative trochaic tetrameters. ; 
1156-8, 1188-90: recitative trochaic periods. See 710, 713. 
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Episode I. : 1191-1304 

ae a =F — Sr SS 
1191-1269 ; 1270-83; 1284-5; 1286-7 ; 1288-90; 1291-3 ; 

Sa Ne Dy 
1294-7 ; 1298-1301 ; 1302-4 

1191, 1291: anaphonemata. 
1192-1269, 1284-5, 1288-90, 1294-7, 1302-4: trimeters (90). 
1270-83, 1286-7, 1292-3, 1300-1: dactylic hexameters. 

1298-9: elegiac distich. See 365. 

Stasimon J. : 1305-15 

Se, 
1305-10 = 1311-5 

1305-10 =1311-5: monostrophic dyad in iambic rhythm. 
See 87. 

Exzode : 1316-55 

~~ 3 OE DE 
1316-9 ; 1320-8 ; 1329-55 

1316-9: recitative anapaestic tetrameters. 
1320-8 : recitative anapaestic hypermeters. 
1329-55: monostrophic octad in Aeolic rhythm. See 584. 

AVES 

Prologue : 1-226 

Nae =u 

1-208 ; 209-22 ; 223-6 

1-161, 162-93, 194-208, 223-6: trimeters (212). 
161°, 193°: anaphonemata. 
209-22: non-antistrophic period in anapaestic rhythm. See 285. 

Parode : 227-433 

=x 

227-62 

S = 5 == <a === <= 
263-6 ; 267-93; 294-309 ; 310-2; 313; 314-6; 317-26 

<= —_ 
s21—30 — 3435-51 

<= 
336—42 
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oe 
352-86 

— 

387-99 

— 

400-33 

227-62: non-antistrophic systematic period in varying rhythm,— 
dochmiac, iambic, prosodiac-enoplic, trochaic, ionic, paeonic-trochaic, 
paeonic, Aeolic, dactylic and anapaestic. See 5965. 

263-6: trimeters (4). 
267: anaphonema. 
268-309, 313, 317-8, 320-6, 336-42, 352-86:  recitative 

trochaic tetrameters. 
310-2, 314-6: dochmii. See 709. 
319: four long syllables, perhaps prolonged in rendering to the 

time of a trochaic tetrameter. 
327-35 = 343-51: monostrophic dyad in anapaestic and dochmiac 

rhythm in the strophe, in anapaestic and paeonic rhythm in the 
antistrophe. See 473. 

387-99: recitative trochaic hypermeter. 
400-33: non-antistrophie period in anapaestic, iambic and 

dochmiac rhythm. See 290. 

Scene I.': 434-50 

ae 
434-50 

434-50: trimeters (17). 

Debate: 451-637 

= SS 

451-9 = 539-47 

460-1 ~ 548-9 

462-522 (61) ~ 550-610 (61) 
~S =< 

523-38 ~ 611-625 

626-7 

628-35 

636-7 

451-9 =539-47: monostrophic dyad in simplified logaoedic 
rhythm. See 409. 
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460-522, 548-610, 626—7, 636-7: recitative anapaestic tetra- 

meters. 

523-38, 611-25: recitative anapaestic hypermeters. 
628-35: non-antistrophic systematic period in iambo-trochaic 

rhythm. See 372. 

Scene II. : 638-75 

= om SS 
638-57 ; 658-60 ; 661-75 

638-57, 661-75: trimeters (35). 
658-60: recitative anapaestic tetrameters. 

Parabasis I. : 676-800 

676-84 
ae 
685-722 

723-36 

73 —52 = 769-84 I 
(753-68 (16) =785-800 (16) 

676-84: non-antistrophic systematic period in Aeolic rhythm. 
See 546. 

685-722: recitative anapaestic tetrameters. 
723-36: recitative anapaestic hypermeters. 
737-52 = 769-84: monostrophic dyad in simplified logaoedic 

rhythm. See 410. 
753-68, 785-800: recitative trochaic tetrameters. 

Syzygy I. : 801-902 

801-50 ~ 859-94 

851-8 = 895-902 

SS 3 aN ave a SS = SS == 
801-50; 851-8 ; 859-63; 864-7; 868; 869-71; 872; 873-5; 

pas Nee SE = —— SS 
876; 877-9; 880; 881-8; 889-94; 895-902 

801-19", 820-50, 859-63, 868, 872, 876, 880, 889-94: 
trimeters (65). 

819: anaphonema. 
851-8 = 895-902: monostrophic dyad in iambic rhythm. See 93. 
864-7, 869-71, 873-5, 877-9, 881-8: prose. 
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Scene III. : 903-1057 

<a <a aoe Se <a SS SS SS 
903; 904-6; 907; 908-10; 911-2; 918-4; 915-23; 924-30; 

SS a SS or SS — SS oa 
931-5; 936-9; 940; 941-5; 946-9; 950-3; 954-66; 967-8; 

= 
= 9 = San PTE 53 Ss Sr 
969-70; 971-3; 974; 975; 976; 977-9; 980-2; 983-5; 986; 

SS S Sa 
37-9; 1040-2; 1043-5; 1046-7 ; o 

Re << = 
987-8 ; 989-1034; 1035-6 ; 

Sr a is 
1048 ; 1049-50; 1051-7 

903, 907, 911-2, 915-23, 931-5, 940, 946-9, 954-66, 969-70, 
974, 976, 980-2, 986, 989-1034, 1037-9, 1043-5, 1048, 1051-7: 
trimeters (104). 

904-6, 908-10, 913-4, 924-30, 936-9, 941-5, 950-3: Song of 
the Poet, in Aeolic and simplified logaoedic rhythm. See 588. 

967-8, 971-3, 975, 977-9, 983-5, 987-8: dactylic hexameters. 
1035-6, 1040-2, 1046-7, 1049-50: prose. 

Parabasis I7. : 1058-1117 

mee. 
| 1058-71 = 1088-1101 

1072-87 (16)= 1102-17 (16) 

1058-71 = 1088-1101: monostrophic dyad in anapaestic and 
paeonic rhythm. See 455. 

1072-87, 1102-17: recitative trochaic tetrameters. 

Syzygy I. : 1118-1268 

=a a 
1118-87 ~ 1196-1261 

S ea 
1188-95 = 1262-8 

1118-87, 1196 (defective)—1261: trimeters (136). 
1188-95 = 1262-8: monostrophic dyad in dochmiac rhythm. 

See 465. ’ 

Episode I. : 1269-1312 

—~, 

1269-1312 

1269-1312: trimeters (44). 
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Stasimon I. : 1313-34 

Sr Se 
1313-22 = 1325-34 

a 
1323-4 

1313-22 =1325-34: dyad of a mesodic triad, in simplified 
logaoedic rhythm. See 406. 

1323-4: non-antistrophic iambic tetrameter as mesode of the 
triad. See 406. 

Episode II. : 1335-1469 

Ss >= = << == Som SS a 
1335-6 ; 1337-9; 1340-71; 1372-4; 1375; 1376-7; 1378-9; 1380-1; 

Se Sr Ee Pe > on 

1382-92 ; 1893-6 ; 1397 ; 1898-1400; 1401-9; 1410-2; 

on SNe <a 
1413-4; 1415; 1416-69 

1335-6, 1340-19, 1342, 1344-71, 1375, 1378-9, 1382-92, 
1397, 1401-9, 1413-4, 1416-69: trimeters (i113). 

1337-9: prosodiac octameter. See 496, 709. 
1341, 1395: anaphonemata. 
1372-4, 1376-7, 1380-1, 1393-4; 1395-6, 1398-1400: Song 

of Cinesias, in bastard Aeolic rhythm. See 569. 
1410-1: greater Asclepiadean. See 532, 709. 
1412, 1415: Phalaeceans. See 518 ii., 709. 

Stasimon II. : 1470-93 

Ss 
1470-81 = 1482-93 

1470-81 = 1482-93: monostrophic dyad in trochaic rhythm. 
See 215. 

Syzygy IIL. : 1494-1705 

1494-1552 ~ 1565-1693 

1553-64 = 1694-1705 

Ee) Se) SS ~ << SS 
1494-1552 ; 1553-64; 1565-1660; 1661-6; 1667-93; 1694-1705 

1494-1509, 1511-52, 1565-1660, 1667-93: trimeters (181). 
1510: anaphonema. 
1553-64 = 1694-1705: monostrophic dyad in trochaic rhythm. 

See 216. 
1661-6: prose. 
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Ezxode: 1706-65 

SS = 
1706-19 

= 
1720-25 

4 
1726-30 

a 
1731-6 = 1737-42 

ES 

1743-7 

f oe 

1748-54 

= 

1755-65 

1706-19: trimeters (14). 
1720-25: non-antistrophic systematic period in iambo-trochaic 

rhythm, with Aeolic close. See 588. 
1726-30: non-antistrophic period in anapaestic rhythm. See 588. 
1731-6 = 1737-42: monostrophic dyad in Aeolic rhythm. See 

588. 
1743-7 : non-antistrophic period in anapaestic rhythm. See 588. 
1748-54: non-antistrophic period in dactylic rhythm, with Aeolic 

close. See 588. 
1755-65 : non-antistrophic period in iambic rhythm. See 588. 

LYSISTRATA 

Prologue: 1-253 4 

1-253: trimeters (253). 

Parode : 254-386 
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~— 
321-34 = 335-49 

350-1 

<< 
352-81 

254-5, 266-70, 281-5, 306-18, 350-81: recitative iambic tetra- 

meters. 
256-65 =271-80: first monostrophic dyad, in iambic rhythm. 

See 94. 
286—95 = 296-305: second monostrophic dyad, in iambo-trochaic 

rhythm. See 370. 
319-20: Aeolic tetrameters. See 539. 
321-34 = 335-49: third monostrophie dyad, in Aeolic rhythm. 

See 563. 
382-6: recitative iambic hypermeter. 

Scene: 387-466 

387-466 
387-466: trimeters (80). 

Debate: 467-613 

=x, 

467-70 (4) ~ 471-5 (5) 
= Te 
476-83 = 541-8 

484-5 ~ 549-50 
od SS 

486-531 (46) ~ 551-97 (47) 
Sas SS 
532-8 ~ 598-607 

SS 

539-40 
oe 

608-10 (3) ~ 611-13 (3) 

467-75, 539-40: recitative iambic tetrameters. 
476-83 =541-8: monostrophic dyad in iambic and anapaestic 

rhythm. See 303. 
484-531, 549-97: recitative anapaestic tetrameters. 
532-8, 598-607 : recitative anapaestic periods. See 710 f. 
608-13: trimeters (6). 
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Parabasis : 614-705 

ws} 
64>) —650—47) 

Eee (10) = 648-57 (10) 

a 

658—71 = 682-95 

verge (10) = 696-705 (10) 

614-25 = 636-47: first monostrophic dyad, in iambo-trochaic 
rhythm, with paeonic-trochaic variation. See 230. 

626-35 = 648-57 ; 672-81 =696—705: recitative trochaic tetra- 
meters. 

658-71 =682-95: second monostrophic dyad, in trochaic rhythm, 
with paeonic-trochaic variation. See 241. 

Episode I. : 706-80 

Ss) = Sy = Se 
706-9 ; 710-11 ; 712-69 ; 770-6 ; 777-80 

706-9, 712-5, 717-69, 777-80: trimeters (65). 
710-1, 716: anaphonemata. 
770-6 : dactylic hexameters. 

Stasimon I. : 781-828 

Said 
781-804 = 805-28 

781-804 = 805-28: monostrophic dyad in paeonic-trochaic rhythm, 
with trochaic close. See 242. 

Episode IT. : 829-1013 

Sao 5 or 
829-953 ; 954-79 ; 980-1013 

829-78, 880-953, 980-1013: trimeters (158). 
879: anaphonema. 
954-79: non-antistrophic period in anapaestic rhythm. See 287. 

Stasimon IT. : 1014-71 

Se 
1014-42 

— 
1043-57 = 1058-71 
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1014—35: recitative paeonic-trochaic tetrameters. See 682. 
1036—42: recitative trochaic tetrameters. 
1043-57 = 1058-71: monostrophic dyad in trochaic rhythm, with 

paeonic-trochaic variation. See 239, 

Episode ITI. : 1072-1188 

Sa Se Nt 2h 
1072-3 ; 1074-1107 ; 1108-11; 1112-88 

1072-3, 1108-11: recitative anapaestic tetrameters. 
1074-1107, 1112-88: trimeters (111). 

Stasimon ITT. : 1189-1215 

= 5 

1189-1202 = 1203-15 

1189-1202 = 1203-15: monostrophic dyad in trochaic rhythm, 
with paeonic-trochaic variation. See 240. 

Exode: 1216-1322 

Se! SS = Se Si Se 
1216-46 ; 1247-72; 1273-8; 1279-94; 1295-6 ; 1297-1322 

ro) 

1216-46, 1273-8, 1295-6: trimeters (38). 
1247-72: non-antistrophic period in simplified logaoedic rhythm. 

See 412. 
1279-94: non-antistrophic period in simplified logaoedic rhythm. 

See 408. 
1297-1322: non-antistrophic period in simplified logaoedic 

rhythm. See 413. 

THESMOPHORIAZUSAE 

Prologue : 1-294 

—S = =a ~— 
1-38 ; 39-62 ; 638-100; 101-29; 130-294 

1-38, 63-100, 130-294: trimeters (241). 
39-62: recitative anapaestic period. See 710 f. 
101-29: non-antistrophic period in free ionic rhythm, with 

dactylic, iambic and Aeolic variation at the close. See 428 f. 

Parode: 295-371 

95-311; 312-30; 331-51; 352-71 
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295-311: prose. 
312-30: non-antistrophic period in simplified logaoedic rhythm, 

with ionic variation. See 411. 
331-51: trimeters (21). 
352-71: non-antistrophic period in Aeolic rhythm, with anapaestic 

variation. See 560. 

Scene I.: 372-519 

<a a = i ae TE as 

372-80 ; 381-2 ; 383-432 ; 433-42 ; 443-58 ; 459-65 ; 466-519 

372-80, 383-432, 443-58, 466-519: trimeters (129). 
381-2: recitative iambic tetrameters. 
433-42: non-antistrophic period in simplified logaoedic rhythm. 

See 414. 
459-65: non-antistrophic period in trochaic rhythm, with paeonic- 

trochaic variation. See 237. 

Debate: 520-73 

— = 

520-30 ; 531-2; 533-73 

520-30: non-antistrophic period in trochaic rhythm, valde 
sage opening. See 222. 

531-2, 571-3: recitative iambic tetrameters. 
oe : melodramatic iambic tetrameters. 

Scene IT. : 574-654 

mes 
574-654 

574-654: trimeters (81). 

Syzygy : 655-764 

655-8 

659-66 

667-86 = 707-25 

687-8 ~ 726-7 

689-706 ~ 728-64 
=a a a a ay <a 
655-8 ; 659-66 ; 667-86 ; 687-8 ; 689-98; 699-701 ; 702-6 ; 

wae == 
707-25 ; 726-7 ; 728-64 
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655-8 : recitative anapaestic tetrameters. 
659-66: non-antistrophic period in trochaic rhythm. See 221. 
667-86 = 707-25: monostrophic dyad in anapaestic and dochmiac 

rhythm, with iambo-trochaic variation. See 472. 
687-8, 702-6, 726-7: recitative trochaic tetrameters. 
689-98, 728-64: trimeters (47). 
699: anaphonema. 
700-1: dochmii. See 709. 

Scene IIT. : 765-84 

765-75; 776-84 
765-75: trimeters (11). 
776-84: non-antistrophic period in anapaestic rhythm. See 286. 

Parabasis : 785-845 

SS = = 
785-813 ; 814-29; 830-45 

785-813: recitative anapaestic tetrameters. 
814-29: recitative anapaestic hypermeter. 
830-45: recitative trochaic tetrameters (16). 

Episode I. : 846-946 

SS Se sy 
846-912 ; 913-5; 916-46 

846-912, 916-46: trimeters (98). 
913-5: dochmii. See 709. 

Stasimon I. : 947-1000 

Swed 
947-52 

953-8 
=e cae = 
959-61 = 962-5 = 966-8 

a 

969-76 = 977-84 

Se 
985-1000 

947-52: non-antistrophic period in anapaestic rhythm. See 589. 
953-8: non-antistrophic period in Aeolic rhythm. See 589. 

2G 
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959-68: monostrophic triad in trochaic rhythm. See 589. 
969-76 =977-84: monostrophic dyad in Aeolic rhythm. See 

589. 
985-1000: non-antistrophic period in Aeolic rhythm, with 

logaoedic variation. See 589. 

Episode II. : 1001-1135 

Se 8) Sa <a a Se 
1001-14; 1015-55; 1056-64 ; 1065-97 ; 1098-1135 

1001-14, 1056-64, 1098-1135: trimeters (61). 
1015-55: non-antistrophic period in iambo-trochaic rhythm, 

varied by subordinate periods in Aeolic, enoplic, dactylic and ana- 
paestic rhythm towards the close. See 374. 

1065-97: non-antistrophic period in anapaestic rhythm. See 
288. 

Stasimon II. : 1136-59 

oo 

1136-9 = 1140-2 

en pa 

pas 

ee 
1148-54 

cr 

5 b= 

1136-9 = 1140-2: monostrophic dyad in logaoedic rhythm. See 
387. 

1143-7: non-antistrophic period in logaoedic rhythm, with 
bacchiac opening. See 387. 

1148-54: non-antistrophic period in simplified logaoedic rhythm. 
See 387. 

1155-9: non-antistrophic period in logaoedic rhythm. See 387. 

Exzode: 1160-1231 

SV So 

1160-1226 ; 1227-31 
) 

1160-11874, 1187°-1213, 1214-5, 1216-22, 1223-6: trimeters 
(68). 

1213, 1215», 1222: anaphonemata. 
1227-31: non-antistrophic period in anapaestic rhythm. See 291. 

RANAE 

Prologue: 1-315 

3S an 
1-208 ; 209-68 ; 269-315 
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1-14, 16-1404, 141-207, 269-315: trimeters (253). 
140°, 208: anaphonemata. 
209-68 : non-antistrophic period in iambo-trochaic rhythm, varied 

by two subordinate periods in enoplic and prosodiac rhythm respectively. 
See 373. 

Parode: 316-459 

~_ 

316=317 

> 

318-22 

= == 
323-36 = 340-53 

337-9 

RE! 
354-71 

_ 
372-7 = 378-81 

yr 

382-3 

< 
384—8 = 389-93 

ae 

394°—7 

= — — 

| 398-402 = 403-8 = 409-13 

ag 

414-5 
a 
416-8 = 419-2] = 422-4 = 425-7 = 428-30 = 431-3 = 434-6 = 437-9 

<< 
4409-7 

oe 

448-53 = 454-9 

316=317: bacchiac dimeters in correspondence as first mono- 
strophic dyad. See 448. 

318-22, 337-9, 414-5: trimeters (10). 
323-36 = 340-53: second monostrophic dyad, in ionic rhythm, 

with bacchiac variation at the beginning. See 427. 
354-71, 382-3: recitative anapaestic tetrameters. 
372-7 = 378-81: third monostrophic dyad, in anapaestic rhythm. 

See 301. 
384-8 = 389-93: fourth monostrophic dyad, in iambic rhythm. 

See 89. 
394%, 440°: anaphonemata. 
394-7, 440-7: protracted iambic tetrameters. 
398-413: monostrophic triad in iambic rhythm. See 82. 
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416-39: monostrophic octad in iambic rhythm. See 80. 
448-53 = 454-9: fifth monostrophic dyad, in Aeolic rhythm. See 

579. 

Syzygy : 460-604 

= — 
460-533 ~ 549-89 

WE SN 

534-48 = 590-604 

460-533, 549-89: trimeters (115). 
534-48 = 590-604: monostrophic dyad in trochaic rhythm. See 

217. 

Scene I.: 605-73 

— 
605-73 

605-63, 668-73: trimeters (65). 
664-7: probably a disguised trimeter. See 709. 

Parabasis : 674-737 

4 
? 

674-85 = 706-17 

a, 

674-85 =706-17: monostrophic dyad in _prosodiac - enoplic 
rhythm, with simplified logaoedic variation. See 498. 

686-705 = 718-737 : recitative trochaic tetrameters. 

Episode I, : 738-813 

738-813 

738-813: trimeters (76). 

Stasimon I. : 814-29 

<3 = == == 
814—7 = 818-21 = 822-5 = 826-9 

814-29: monostrophic tetrad in dactylic rhythm, with trochaic 
close. See 346. 

Scene II. : 830-94 

Sere) Ss = 
830-74 ; 875-84 ; 885-94 
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830-74, 885-94: trimeters (55). 
875-84: non-antistrophic period in dactylic rhythm, with trochaic 

close. See 347. 

Debate: 895-1118 

895-904 = 992-1003 

905-6 ~ 1004-5 
= = 
907-70 (64) ~ 1006-77 (71) 

= = 
971-91 ~ 1078-98 

aK 
1099-1108 =1109-18 

895-904 = 992-1003: monostrophic dyad in trochaic rhythm, 
with anapaestic opening. See 214. 

905-6: recitative iambic tetrameters. 
907-70: melodramatic iambic tetrameters. 
971-91: melodramatic iambic hypermeter. 
1004-77 : recitative anapaestic tetrameters. 
1078-98: recitative anapaestic period. See 710 f. 
1099-1108=1109-18: monostrophic dyad in trochaic rhythm, 

with paeonic-trochaic variation. See 236. 

Episode IT, : 1119-1481 

ae SS SS aI SS SS 
1119-1250; 1251-60; 1261-3; 1264-77; 1278-83; 1284-95; 

SS = =< Ie = 
1296-1308 ; 1309-28; 1329-30; 1331-63; 1364-9; 

5 Sa 
1370-7 ; 1378-1481 

1119-1250, 1261-3, 1278-83, 1296-1308, 1329-30, 1364-9, 
1378-14314, 1431°-1481: trimeters (267). 

1251-60: non-antistrophic period in Aeolic rhythm. See 545. 
1264-77, 1284-95: two mock lyrics in ‘dactylic’ rhythm. See 

351 f. 
1309-28: mock lyric in Aeolic rhythm, with slight logaoedic 

variation. See 586. 
1331-63: parody of a Euripidean monody in varying rhythm, 

Aeolic, anapaestic, dochmiac, logaoedic, dactylic, paeonic-trochaic, 
iambic, bacchiac and paeonic. See 591 f. 

1370-7 : non-antistrophic period in trochaic rhythm. See 218. 
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Stasimon II. : 1482-99 

= & 
1482-90 = 1491-9 

EC. 

1482-90 = 1491-9: monostrophic dyad in trochaic rhythm. 
219. 

Exode : 1500-33 

rs) 
1500-27 ; 1528-33 

2 

1500-27 : recitative anapaestic period consisting of three hyper- 
meters and an octameter. See 710 f. 

1528-33: non-antistrophic period in dactylic rhythm. 

ECCLESIAZUSAE 

Prologue : 1-284 

1-223*, 223°284: trimeters (285). 

‘ Parode’ (perdorracts) SOX I= 35110) 

285-8 
ie 
289-99 = 300-10 

285-8: recitative iambic tetrameters. 

289-99 = 300-10: monostrophic dyad in Aeolic rhythm. 

Scene I. : 311-477 

—477 mm OT 31 
311-477: trimeters (167). 

Epiparode : 478-519 

478-82 
oa 
483-92 = 493-503 

504-13 

We 

514-6 ~ 517-9 

See 348. 

See 578. 
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478-82: non-antistrophic period in iambic rhythm with anapaestic 
opening, constituting the prodde of a triad. See 85. 

483-92 = 493-503: dyad of the triad, in iambic rhythm. See 85. 
504-13: trimeters (10). ; 
514-9: recitative anapaestic tetrameters. 

Scene IT. : 520-70 

aa 
520-70 

520-70: trimeters (51). 

Debate : 571-709 

oe = SS 
571-80 ; 581-2; 583-688 ; 689-709 

571-80: non-antistrophic period in prosodiac-enoplic rhythm, 
with logaoedic opening. See 501. 

581-688 : recitative anapaestic tetrameters. 
689-709: recitative anapaestic hypermeter. 

Scene IT. : 710-29 

710-29 

710-29: trimeters (20). 

[ Parabasis] 

Episode I. : 730-876 

730-876 : trimeters (147). 

[Stasimon I. ] 

Episode II. : 877-1111 

ao 
877-92 

893-9 

900-5 = 906-10 
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—? 

911-7 = 918-23 

Ss 
924-37 

— 

938-41 = 942-5 

a EES 

946-51 

— 

952-9 = 960-7 

—_ 

968-71 =972-5 

=o 

976-1111 

877-92, 924-37, 946-51, 976-1111: trimeters (172). 
893-9: non-antistrophic period in trochaic rhythm, constituting 

the prodde of a hendecad. See 220. 
900-5 = 906-10: first dyad of the hendecad, in Aeolic rhythm. 

See 597. 
911-7 = 918-23: second dyad of the hendecad, in Aeolic 

rhythm. See 556. 
938-41 = 942-5: third dyad of the hendecad, in Aeolic rhythm. 

See 567. 
952-9 = 960-7: fourth dyad of the hendecad, in simplified 

logaoedic rhythm. See 415, ; 
968-71 =972-5: fifth dyad of the hendecad, in Aeolic rhythued 

with dochmiac close. See 564. 

[Stasemon II. 

Exode : 1112-81 
= ssa <a 
112-54 ; 1155-62 ; 1163-81 

1112-54: trimeters (43). i 
1155-62: recitative trochaic tetrameters. 

1163-81: non-antistrophic period in dactylic and trochaic rhythm. 
See 354. 

oO 

bo 

PLUTUS 

Prologue : 1-252 

1-252: trimeters (252). 

Parode: 253-321 

253-89 
— 
290-5 = 296-301 
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—_ 

302-8 = 309-15 

= 
316-21 

253-89: recitative iambic tetrameters. 
290-5 = 296-301: first dyad of an epodic pentad, in iambic 

rhythm. See 88. 
302—8 = 309-15: second dyad of the pentad, in iambic rhythm. 

See 88. 
316-21: non-antistrophic period in iambic rhythm, constituting 

the epode of the pentad. See 88. 

Scene I. : 322-486 

Se) 
322-486 

322-361°, 362-486: trimeters (165). 
361°: anaphonema. 

Debate: 487-618 

= = 
487-8 ; 489-597 ; 598-618 

487-597 : recitative anapaestic tetrameters. 
598-618: recitative anapaestic hypermeter. 

Scene II. : 619-26 

— 
619-26 

619-26: trimeters (8). 

[ Parabasis | 

Episode I. : 627-770 

Se Ss <= SS = 
627-36 ; 637; 638 ; 639-40 ; 641-770 

627-36, 638, 641-770: trimeters (141). 
637, 639-40: dochmii. See 709. 

[Stasimon I.] 

Episode II. : 771-801 

sae 
771-801 

771-801: trimeters (31). 
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[Stasimon IT. | 

Episode IIT. : 802-958 

Sa 
802-958 

802-805, 806-958: trimeters (158). 

[Stasimon ITI.] 

Episode IV. : 959-1096 

mS! 
959-1096 

959-1051*, 1052-1096: trimeters (138). 
1051>: anaphonema. 

[Stasimon IV. | 

Episode V.: 1097-1170 
SS 
1097-1170 

1097-1170: trimeters (74). 

[Stasimon V.] 

Exode: 1171-1209 

ed) SS 
1171-1207 ; 1208-9 

3 

1171-1207 : trimeters (37). 
1208-9: non-antistrophic period in anapaestic rhythm. 

292, 686. 

PLUT. 

See 
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This Index is analytical, and is intended to serve as a summary statement of doctrine. 

The references are to sections. 

a: initial & lengthened in the thesis, 795 
Accent, mpoowdia: 2. See Ictus 

Acephalization: 31, 38; Aeolic, 519, 530, 570, 572 f., 574; ionic, 422, 617; 

examples of iambic, 92, 289, 303, 413, 454, 469; primitive, 608 fi., 643; in 

verse building, 608, 638 

def: quantity of a variable, 801 f. 

Aeolic Feet (Metres): choriamb, antispast, diiamb, ditrochee, 19 f. ; undeveloped, 

661; choriamb fundamental, 506, 651 

Aeolic Verse: 506 ff.; the dimeters, 506 ; polyschematist, 507 ff., 651; Glyconic, 

511 f., 652; its colometrical position, 836 ; Pherecratean, 511, 547 ; acephalous 

Glyconic, 570; its rhythmization, 572 f.; colometrical position, 841; choriambo- 

iambic dimeter, 513 f., 516, 550, 652; development of these three dimeters, 

653; diiambic dimeter, 518 ff., 657 ff., 660; ditrochaic, 517, 657 ff.; the 

trimeter, 518 f., 654; its development, 655 f.; Phalaecean, 518, 532 ; lesser 

Asclepiadean, 518; the penthemimer, 513; catalexis in Aeolic verse, 33 f., 

508, 511, 519, 570; brachycatalexis, 509, 519, 570; acephalization, 38, 519, 

530, 570, 572 f., 574; irrationality, 514, 517, 519; resolution, 510, 512, 515, 

517, 519, 529, 659, 663; protraction, 32, 516 f., 519, 659; rhythm, 30; 

correspondence, 520 ff. ; Aeolic combined with other rhythms, 526, 662 ; 

Aeolic subordinate periods and hypermeters, 527 ff., 542; Eupolidean, 
508, 528 f.; epionicum, 530; Priapean, 531; greater Asclepiadean, 532; 

Cratineum, 540; other combinations of dimeters, 533 ff. ; recitative use of 

certain tetrameters and hypermeters, 541, 690; the origin of Aeolic verse, 

651 ff. ; indicia, 662 ; influence of Ionian rhythm on Aeolic, 20, 30, 510 ff., 

514 ff., 580 ff., 659, 662 f. See Choriamb and the Introduction, pp. xi. ff. 

Aeschylus: metrical usages, 95 n. 2, 96 n., 98 n., 108 n., 814 n. 3; parodied, 350, 

352 f. ; quoted or cited, 627 f., 662; his iambic lyrics, 129 

aywy7, tempo: 4. See Time 

Alcaeus: parodied, 532; quoted, 617, 654 

Aleman: quoted, 615 
Alexander: trochaic tetrameter, 259 

Alexis: trochaic tetrameters, 259; anapaestic hypermeter, 332; dactyliec hexa- 
meters, 366 ; Eupolideans, 529 

Goyos, irrational: 15 f. See Irrationality 

465 bo = 
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Ameipsias : trochaic tetrameters, 259 ; anapaestic tetrameters, 320 

Amphis: trochaic tetrameters, 259 

avdkXacts, anaclasis: terminal, 419 ff., 616; interior, 71, 206, 615 f., 617 f., 662, 
814 

Anacreon : parodied, 569 
Anacrusis: 29 

Anapaest: 8, 9, 10; resolved, 11, 271; in iambic verse, 70, 113 ff., 157 ff., 172, 

177, 185, 193 ; logaoedic, 382, 388 ff. (‘cyclic’), 392, 394; in Aeolic verse, 510, 

515; its time in logaoedic verse, 281, 388 ff., 400; spurious (uw w —) in 

trochaic verse, 17, 200 

Anapaestic Metre: 12 f. ; its close, 275, 315, 329, 330; its use as a colon, 276, 613. 

Anapaestic Verse: 270 ff.; the dimeter, 23, 270 ff. ; the monometer, 276, 613 ; 

the tripody and pentapody, 26, 277, 394; the penthemimer, 277, 394; the 

trimeter in logaoedic rhythm, 394, cf. 276, 613; all anapaestic verse in 
ascending rhythm, 270; anapaestic catalexis, 33, 272 ff. (paroemiac), 779 ff. ; 

brachycatalexis, 85, 277; every melic anapaestic colon ends in a complete 

word, 275; no protraction in comedy, 278 ; anapaestic subordinate periods and 

hypermeters, 279 ; anapaestic combined with other rhythms, 78, 281, 442; 

melic and recitative verse distinguished, 282 f., 292, 810; nature and use of 

anapaestic rhythm, 284; its origin, 603, 605, 607. See Commation. Non- 

melic anapaestic verse: 55 ff., 690, 280, cf. 113 ff., 298; the tetrameter, 280, 

305 ff. ; Aaxwvixdv, 306; diaeresis and caesura, 315 ff. ; quantity, 792, 796, 

798 ; used kara orixov, 690; how rendered, 804 ; its colometrical position, 885, 

837 ; fragments, 320; the hypermeter, 280, 321 ff. ; quantity, 798 ; colometrical 

position, 836 f.; mvtyos or waxpdy, 668; hypermeters in Aristophanes, 711 ; 

fragments, 332 

avapwrnua, Tpoavapwvnua, mpoavapwyvyos: 838, 849 i 

Anaxandrides: iambic tetrameters, 188; trochaic tetrameters, 259; anapaestic 

hypermeter, 332; dactylic hexameters, 366 

Anaxilas: iambic tetrameter, 188; trochaic tetrameters, 259; anapaestic hyper- 

meter, 332; enoplic-paeonic fragment, 442 

Anonymus de Musica: on metrical signs of length of syllables, 3 n. 2; of pauses, 33 

Anonymus in Studemund’s Anecdota Varia: on rouy, 1380; on pauses in the 

hexameter, 360 

Antepirrhema: see Epirrhema 

Antiphanes: iambic tetrameters, 188 ; trochaic tetrameters, 259 ; anapaestic hyper- 
meters, 332; trimeters and hexameters, 356; elegiac distich, 365; enoplic 

tetrameters, 490 n. 

Antispast : see Aeolic Feet 
Antistrophe: 51. See Systematic Period under Period 

amd: see Tapdypados 

Apollophanes: trochaic tetrameter, 259 

Archilochus : invented melodramatic rendering, 59 ; versus s ASGhaTbrine 398, 405; 

his use of irrational metres, 659 ; quoted, 365, 630 

Archippus : iambic tetrameters, 188 
Aristagoras: anapaestic tetrameter, 320 ; dactylic hexameters, 366 
Aristides: on the elements of rhythm, 1n.1; the quantity of syllables, 790 n. ; the 

foot, 5 n. 3; the dactylic metre, 14; the ‘cretic’ (— u — uv), 355 n.; the 

compound foot, 22 n.; the dochmius, 624; tempo, 4; arsis and thesis, 7; 
ascending and descending rhythm, 29; xpdvos xevds, 31; catalexis, 33, 788 ; 

brachyeatalexis, 85 n.; hypercatalexis, 386 n.; caesura in the trimeter, 130; 

caesura in the hexameter, 360; on logaoedic verse, 375 n. ; diplasie rhythm, 
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213 ; isomeric rhythm, 284, 343; hemiolic rhythm, 446; ionic rhythm, 425. 

Not authority for an ictus, 28 
Aristonymus : anapaestic tetrameters, 320 
Aristophanes: on the iambic trimeter and trochaic tetrameter, 259; the enoplius, 

647 ; the Glyconic as a ‘ foot,’ 664 ; fragments, iambic tetrameters, 188 ; trochaic 

tetrameters, 259 ; anapaestic tetrameters, 320 ; paroemiacs, 274 ; proceleusmatic 

cola, 304; dactylic hexameters, 366; versus Archilochius, 398 ; paeonic frag- 

ments, 4386, 439; anapaestic-paeonic fragment, 442; Aeolic dimeters, 511 f., 

549 f., 552, 555, 559; Aeolic tetrameters, 529, 5338, 586, 538 

Aristophanes of Byzantium: 831 
Aristophon : trochaic tetrameters, 259 

Aristotle: on the rhetorical period, 39 n.; iambic rhythm, 79; trochaic, 213; the 

trochaic tetrameter, 246, 259; Homer and the hexameter, 356; his definition 

of parodos, 674; use of the terms goprixds and éXevbépios, 425 ; évPovoracrixés, 

446 

Aristoxenus: on the elements of rhythm, 1 n. 1; his definition of rhythm, 2; on 

ascending and descending rhythm, 29; the primary time, 2; the syllable as 
a measure of rhythm, 3n. 1; diseme, triseme, tetraseme, pentaseme time and 

syllable, 3, cf. 780; the simple foot, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9; his ‘cretic’ (- U— uv), 

355 n. ; on the irrational metre, 15 f., 391; the compound foot, 21, 22 n., 23, 

664; protraction in iambic and trochaic metres, 780, 789; protraction in the 

choriamb, 34. Not authority for an ictus, 28 

Arsis, dpows: defined, 7; of simple feet, 8, 9, 10; its relative length, 8, 29 f.; 

prefers short syllables, 8; in protraction, 31 f.; absolutely omitted in catalexis 
in many rhythms, 33, 66, 201, 272, 335, 779 ff. ; of the metre, 12; irrational, 

15 ff., 63, 65, 198, 200; shortened in iambic and trochaic metres, 75, 228 ff. ; 

of the simple foot in logaoedic verse, 388 ff., 400; of the compound foot, 21 ff. ; 
the primitive variable element in Ionian verse, 18, 27, 70, 113, 375 ff., 382, 

386, 392, 603 ff. 
Asclepiadean : lesser, 518; greater, 532 

dotpopa: 709 

Athenaeus: cited, 567, 575, 775 

Axionichus: trochaic tetrameters, 259 

Bacchius: 8, 9, 447 f. 

Bacchylides: his use of irregular forms in prosodiac-enoplic verse, 819 ff. ; quoted 
or cited in illustration of this form of verse, 480 f., 484 ff., 631 ff., 635, 637, 

639 f., 644, 646, 812, 814, 817, 821 ff. The use of oyyeta in the British 
Museum papyrus, 860 

Brachycatalexis: the nature of the process, 35, 37; in anapaestic verse, 277 ; 

dactylic, 338 ; logacedic, 381; Aeolic, 509, 519 

Caesura, rou): defined, 56; not in melic verse, 132; in the trimeter, 1380 ff., 166 ; 

controls the form of the trimeter, 101, 109, 116 ; in tetrameters, 180, 183, 254, 

266, 315 ff., 318; in the hexameter, 360 ff.; penthemimeral, 130, 166, 360 f. ; 

‘trochaic’ in dactylic verse, 360 f. ; hephthemimeral, 130, 166, 360 f. ; medial, 

137 f., 166 ; tetremimeral, 137 f., 166 ; octahemimeral, 137 f., 166 ; triemimeral, 

138, 364 ; cretic, 138 

Callias: trochaic tetrameters, 259 ; anapaestic tetrameters, 320 

Catalexis: the nature of the process, 31, 33 f., 37, 608; marks the close of a 

subordinate period or hypermeter, 43, 735, 775, 788; in iambic verse, 66 f., 

74, 779 ff. ; trochaic, 201 f., 209; anapaestic, 272 f., 779 ff. ; dactylic, 335; 
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logaoedic, 380 vi., 384 vi. ; ionic, 418 ; paeonic, 437 ; prosodiac-enoplic, 476 f., 

482, 484, 486, 479, 485; Aeolic, 508, 511, 513, 519 

Choerileum: 490 n. 
Choeroboscus : paeonic feet é&donuo, 231; on the dochmius, 624 

Choriamb: in iambic and trochaic verse, 71, 206, 662; spurious in prosodiac- 

enoplic verse, 630, 643, 648, cf. 814 ff. See Aeolic Feet and Aeolic Verse 

Choriambo-iambic: see Aeolic Verse 

xpévos: see Time 

Colarion: 838, 849 

Colometry: of Aristophanes by Heliodorus, 832 f.; colometrical texts made by 
Aristophanes of Byzantium, 831 , 

Colon, x@dov: a mods civGeros, 21; defined, 22; cola classified, 23; mixed cola, 25 ; 

metrically defective cola, 31; the colon a constituent element of the sub- 
ordinate period and hypermeter, 39 f. ; synaphea of cola, 44; reduced in verse- 

building, 608. See Colometry. 
Comedy: its structure compared with that of tragedy, 61, 665 ff.; distinguished 

from modern comedy, 666; oldest Attic comedies short, 665; its freedom of 

form, 667; constituent parts, 668 ff.; composition, 688 ff. ; technically a 

moinua yevikGs puxtov, 688; variety of its verse, 689 ff.; classification of its 

periods, 692 ff. ; structure of its periods, 720 ff. 

Commation, kouudrioy: first part of the parabasis, 293, 298, 668; how rendered, 

810 

Commentary of Heliodorus: 830 ff. 
Composite Lyrics: 587 ff. 
Coronis: see kopwvls 
Correspondence: of strophe and antistrophe and of subordinate periods, 51, 463, 

69, 204, 224 f., 448, 520 ff., 525; structural types, 694, 700 ff, 705, 715 ff., 
722 ff., 736 ff., 764 f., 767 f., 774, 778; its musical significance, 730 f., 765, 

777 ; in non-melic parts of comedy, 668, 670 f., 675, 677 

Crates: iambic tetrameters, 188 ; trochaic tetrameters, 259 ; anapaestic tetrameters, 

306, 320; dactylic hexameters, 366; Pherecrateans, 547 

Cratineum : 540 
Cratinus: adopted a new form of the prosodiac tetrameter, 630 ff., 647; called 

paeonic verse ‘Cretic,’ 445; fragments, iambic tetrameters, 188; trochaic 

tetrameters, 259 ; anapaestic tetrameters, 306, 320; paroemiacs, 274; dactylic 

hexameters, 366, 356 ; simplified logaoedic fragments, 405, 407 ; paeonic frag- 

ment, 445 ; prosodiac-enoplic fragments, 479, 495, 630, 490, 502; Phalaeceans, 

518 ; Eupolideans, 529; Priapeans, 531 ; Cratineans, 540 

Cratinus the Younger: trochaic tetrameter, 259 ; dactylic hexameters, 366 

Cretic: see Paeon 

‘Cyclic’: see Anapaest, Dactyl 

Dactyl: 8, 9, 10; resolved, 11, 334; in trochaic verse, 205, 250, 264, 268; 

logaoedic, 386, 388 ff. (‘cyclic’), 392, 396; its time in logaoedic rhythm, 342, 

388 ff., 400; spurious (— ~ ~) in iambic and anapaestic verse, 11, 17, 65, 

White, Wait, UPAlS TKS, eis, ISB 2A 

Dactylic Metre: 12 ff. ; its close, 336; its use as a colon, 337, 613 

Dactylic Verse: 333 ff.; the dimeter, 23, 333 ff. ; the monometer, 337, 613; the 

tripody and pentapody, 26, 338, 396 ; the penthemimer, 338, 596 ; the trimeter 
in logaoedic rhythm, 396, cf. 337, 613; all dactylic verse in descending 
rhythm, 333; dactylic catalexis, 33, 335; brachycatalexis, 35, 338; a melic 

colon often ends within a word, 336 ; no protraction in comedy, 339 ; dactylic 
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subordinate periods and hypermeters, 840; dactylic combined with other 
rhythms, 342; nature and use of dactylic rhythm, 343; travestied, 349 ff., 

352 f.; its origin, 608 ff. Non-melic dactylic verse: 55 f., 690, 341, 356 ff. ; 

the hexameter, 14, 55 f., 341, 356 ff. ; caesura and diaeresis, 360 ff. ; quantity, 

794, 799 ; used xara ortxov, 690 ; how rendered, 804 ; its colometrical position, 

835 ff. ; elegiac distich, 365; fragments, 366 
Dactylo-epitritic: 504, 812 
Dactylo-trochaic : a misnomer, 399 
Debate: 61, 665, 670 ff., 687 

Diaeresis, dialpeors: defined, 56; not in melic verse, 132; in iambic verse, 179 ff., 

183 ; trochaic, 244, 253 ff., 266 ; anapaestic, 315 ff.; bucolic in the hexameter, 

360 ff. 

Diiamb: see Aeolic Feet 

Dimeter: defined, 13; an isomeric colon, 21, 23, 25; its successively reduced 

forms, 37, cf. 608; the primitive, 600 ff.; its development in Ionian verse, 

603 ff., 608 ff. ; in Aeolic verse, 651 ff. ; the fundamental colon in all rhythms 

except dochmiac, 62, 197, 270, 333, 376 f., 416, 430, 448, 475, 506; the 

primitive source of the metre and simple foot, 664 

Dionysius of Halicarnassus: on the anapaest, 284 ; authority for the term ‘cyclic,’ 
389, 391; characterizes ionic rhythm, 425 ; on the period, 697 

Dioxippus: trochaic tetrameters, 259 

Diphilus: trochaic tetrameters, 259; dactylic hexameters, 366; prosodiac tetra- 
meter, 495 

Diplasic: simple feet, 9; compound feet, 22 f.; tripodies, 26 

dud}: see Tapdypados 

Dipody, dirodia : 12 

dippvOuov, Tpippy@uov, Terpdppv@uov : 433; colometrical position, 840. See Paeonic 
Verse 

Diseme: time, syllable, 3 

Distich : a part of the debate, 670 f. ; not marked off by the durdH from the pre- 
ceding song, 850; elegiac, 365 

Ditrochee : see Aeolic Feet 

Dochmius: 458 f.; an octaseme phrase, 461; forms used by Aristophanes, 460 ; 
regarded as a metre, 462 ; its source, constitution, and name, 623 ff. 

Dochmiac Verse: 458 ff.; the dimeter and monometer, 462; their colometrical 

position, 839; correspondence, 463; dochmiac periods, 464; dochmiac com- 

bined with other rhythms, 78, 466, 281, 471; a burlesque rhythm in 
comedy, 290 

Dyad: monostrophic, 51, 701 ff; monostrophic grouping of two intermediate 
periods, ef. 217, 452 ; of two subordinate periods, 767 

Duo: lyrical, 59 ; examples, 83, 217, 238, 452, etc.; simulated, 597 ff. 

Ecphantides: trochaic tetrameter, 259 

elaOeois: 834, 836; &v elaBéce: mapa, 844 

éxOeois: 834 f. 

éxkeluevos: equivalent to év éxdéca, 834 
Elegiac Distich : 365 
Elision : without effect on pauses, 141 ; position of elided syllables in the MSS., 323 n. 
Embateric: anapaestic periods, 284, 292, 306, 321 

Emendation: often unwarranted, 51, 463, 583, 205, 224; editors often disposed 

to emend merely for metrical reasons, 106, 120 iv. n., 121 iii. n., 125, 307 f., 
316 f., 328, 550 
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Encomiologicum : 483 n. 
Enoplius : see Prosodiac-enoplic Verse 
éméxOeats, émelabeois : 843 

Ephippus: anapaestic hypermeters, 332 
Epicharmus : metrum Epicharmium, 259 
Epicrates : anapaestic hypermeter, 332 
Epionicum: 530 

Epirrhema, Antepirrhema: of the parabasis, 668 ; verse employed, 246, 251, 253 ; 
how rendered, 806 

Episode: 61, 666, 682 f., 687 

Epitrite : 6, 503, 812 

Epodic : grouping of systematic periods, 694, 716; triadic, tetradic, etc., 54, 740, 
745 ; triadic grouping of intermediate periods, cf. 580; epodic grouping of 
subordinate periods and hypermeters, cf. 736; triadic, 737 ; tetradic, 741 ff., 
748 ff. ; pentadic, 751, 756 f., 759 ff. ; hexadic, 755, 758 ; summary, 764 

Eriphus: trochaic tetrameter, 259 
Eubulus: trochaic tetrameters, 259; anapaestic hypermeter, 332; dactylic hexa- 

meters, 356, 366; paeonic fragment, 439 

Euphanes: trochaic tetrameter, 259 

Eupolidean : 508, 528 f., 541; used cara orixov, 690; how rendered, 805 

Eupolis: iambic tetrameters, 188; trochaic tetrameters, 259; anapaestic tetra- 

meters, 320; dactylic hexameters, 366; ionic tetrameter, 428; paeonic tetra- 

meters, 439; prosodiac tetrameter, 495; Aeolic dimeters, 547, 549 f. ; 

tetrameters, 529 f., 583, 541, 540 

Euripides: metrical usages, 95 n. 2, 96 n., 98 n., 108 n.; his use of iambo-trochaic 

rhythm, 368 f.; his freedom of form in Aeolic verse, 511, 585; his monodies, , 

590 f., 593, 596 ; parodied, 288, 374, 683, 493; travestied, 586; quoted, 646, 

817 
Evangelus: trochaic tetrameters, 259 
Exode: 61, 666, 685 ff., 810 

Foot, vols: 5 ff. ; simple, dovvOeros, 5 ; compound, ctvGeros, 21 fi. ; its parts, 5, 7 ; 

a rhythmical combination of syllables, 6; in Ionian verse, 8 ff. ; in Aeolic, 

19 f.; its classification, by length, 8; by rhythm, 9; spondaic, 10; double, 
12; historical relation of the simple to the compound foot, 664. See Colon 

Fragmenta Incertorum Poetarum: iambic tetrameters, 188 ; trochaic tetrameters, 

259 ; anapaestic tetrameters, 320; dactylic hexameters, 366; Eupolideans, 529 

yévos: isov, isomeric, 9, 19, 22 f.; dimAdovov, diplasic, 9, 22 f., 26; musddAcov, 

hemiolic, 9, 24, 26 

Glyconic: see Aeolic Verse 

Heliodorus: his Colometry, 832 f.; extant Metrical Scholia on Aristophanes, pp. 
397 ff. His doctrine: on the iambic and trochaic monometer, 195, 269, 838 ; 

the catalectic trimeter as the final colon of an iambic hypermeter, 194; his 
agreement with R and V, 326; on the dactylic metre, 14; his use of the term 

émixés, 345; on paeonic verse, 433; the pacon as a mods é&donuos, 231; the 

name paeon, 231, 445; rejects the paeonic pentameter, 24, 435; on dochmiac 

cola, 467, cf. 464; the iambic and trochaic element in prosodiac and enoplic 

verse, 503; the prosodiac and enoplius, 504 f.; the prosodiac as a period, 647 ; 
the acephalous Glyconic and Pherecratean, 573, 841 ; the tetrameter as a colon, 
433, cf. 83; the parts of the parabasis, 668, cf. 456 f.; 7d dvriorpopov ev 
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duexela, 700 f., cf. 468; mepixory}, 705; his use of the term zreplodos, 49, 58 ; 

classification of periods, 692 f.; on the systematic period, 48, 695; the sub- 

ordinate period and hypermeter, 698; the intermediate period, 45, 728; the 

structure of the systematic period, 723 ff., 727; his methods of analyzing it, 

721, 723 ff. ; differentiation of strophe and epirrhema, 806; use of the term 

“éXos, 808 f. ; indentation of lines, 834 ff. ; use of onueta, 846 ff. 

Hemiolic: simple feet, 9; compound feet, 22; paeonic pentameter, 24, 435; 

pentapodies, 26 

Hephiaestion : his catalogue of ‘feet,’ 6; on the ‘epitrites,’ 6, 503, 812; the colon, 

21; his definition of catalectic cola, 33; on brachycatalexis, 35 n., 203 n. 

(Ithyphallic), 609; hypercatalexis, 36 n.; the quantity of syllables, 790 n. ; 
syllaba anceps, 43 n. ; orlyos, 56; bmépuerpov, 57 n.; dovvdprnra, 504; caesura 

in the trimeter, 131 ; Anxv@cov, 609 n.; the derivation of the word paroemiac, 

273 n.; the continuous use of the paroemiac, 274; the proceleusmatic, 304 ; 

70 "Apisropdvecov, 305 ; the close of the anapaestic tetrameter and 7d Aakwvixér, 

306, 314; the rhythms employed in the Margites, 356 ; logaoedic verse, 375 n., 
398 n.; ‘episynthetic verse,’ 399; the catalectic ionic tetrameter, 423 ; major 

ionic fragments in early lyric verse, 617 ; paeonic verse, 433 ; paeonic catalexis, 
34, 437; unusual resolution of the paeon, 436; the name ‘cretic,’ 445; the 

bacchius, 447 ; the Theopompeum, 439; the source of a celebrated prosodiac 
tetrameter, 630 ff., 817, 643, 647 f.; the iambelegus, 481; the encomiologicum, 

483 n.; 7d Iwéapixdv, 637; choriambic catalexis, 34, 508; resolution of the 

choriamb, 569; his use of the word ‘polyschematist,’ 652; regards the 
acephalous Glyconic as ionic, 573; on the Sapphic hendecasyllable, 654 n. ; 
the Pindaric hendecasyllable, 654 n.; the Phalaecean, 654 n.; the lesser 
Asclepiadean, 654 n.; the epionicum, 530; the Priapean, 531; the greater 

Asclepiadean, 532; the choriambo-iambic tetrameter, 533; the Cratineum, 

540 ; the dochmius, 624; the parabasis, 668 n.; the aviyos, 668; the verse 

employed in the Old and in the New Comedy, 688; his treatises epi Ilo«7- 
patos, 692 f.; on otornua=eplodos, 696; Ta Kata diéxecay dvrarrodiddueva, 

700 ; povoorpopixkd, 701; dorpoda, 709; cvotjuara €& duolwv, 7143 mrowjuara 

puxrd, 715; a difficulty in lyric analysis, 721; triadic, tetradic and longer 
systematic periods, 715, 719, 740, 745 f. 

Hermippus: iambic tetrameters, 188 ; trochaic tetrameters, 259 ; anapaestic tetra- 
meters, 320 ; hypermeters, 332 ; dactylic hexameters, 366 ; Aeolic dimeters, 575 

Herodotus: the first extant author to use the term ‘ hexameter,’ 14 

Heroic Line: the ‘hexameter.’ See Dactylic Verse 

Hexad: monostrophie, 51, 701 ; hexadie grouping of subordinate periods, 740, 755, 
758, 764 

Hexameter: in iambic verse, 76; trochaic, 210; anapaestic, 279; simplified 

logaoedic, cf. 406, 410, 412, 414; free ionic, cf. 429 ; paeonic, 439 ; dochmiac, 

ef. 468 ; prosodiac-enoplic, 489 ; Aeolic, 542. See Dactylic Verse 

Hexaseme: foot, 8, 19 

Hiatus, 43 ; may indicate the close of a subordinate period, 735 ; weak or improper, 
797 

Hymns: Delphian, 777 n., 783 n.; to Helios and Nemesis, 779 n., 782 ff.; to the 

Muse, 789 n. 

Hypercatalexis: the nature of the process, 36 f., 488; in the penthemimers, 513, 
203, 395, 277, 394, 338, 396; in prosodiac verse, 476, 480, 482, 632, 642; the 

iambic penthemimer as a formative element, 638, 642 

Hypermeter: defined, 40 ; indications of its close, 43 f.; never ends within a word, 

44; constituent element of the intermediate and systematic period, 45, 47; 
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composed in many different rhythms, 76, 210, 279, 340, 423, 440, 542. 

Non-melic: 55, 57, 710 ff.; iambic, 77, 190 ff., 712, 804; trochaic, 211, 267 ff., 

713, 804, 808 ; no recitative trochaic hypermeters in the later plays of Aristo- 
phanes, 267 ; anapaestic, 280, 321 ff., 711, 804, 810 

lamb: 8, 9; resolved, 11, 64 

Iambic Metre: 12 f.; irrational,.15 ff., 63, 186 f.; resolved, 65; protracted, 32, 

72 ff. ; its arsis shortened, 75 
Iambic Verse: 62 ff.; the dimeter, 23, 62 ff., 76; the trimeter, 23, 67, 76, 126 ff. ; 

the tripody and pentapody merely apparent, 26, 68, 393; the penthemimer, 
36; the iambic element in simplified logaoedic verse, 393 ; in prosodiac verse, 
633 ff., 638, 650; all iambic verse in ascending rhythm, 62; iambic catalexis, 

33, 66, 779 ff.; correspondence, 69; logaoedic metres, 70; choriamb, 71; 

iambic subordinate periods and hypermeters, 76; the melic tetrameter, 184 ff. ; 

iambic combined with other rhythms, 78, 281; nature and use of iambic 

rhythm, 79, 213, 284; its origin, 605 f., 613 f. See Acephalization. Non- 

melic iambic verse: 55 ff., 77, 95 ff. ; its logaoedic element, 382 ; the trimeter, 

77; pure, 95, 144; irrational and trisyllabic feet, 96 ff., 145 ff. ; combinations 

of triple feet, 124 f., 163 ff.; tribrach, 100 ff., 123, 150 ff.; ‘dactyl,’ 107 ff., 
123, 153 ff.; anapaest, 113 ff., 123, 157 ff.; spoken and melic trimeters com- 

pared, 126 ff., 186 f.; caesura in the spoken trimeter, 130 ff., 166; quantity, 

791, 795, 796; the stock verse of comedy, 687, 690; how rendered, 803; its 

colometrical position, 835 ff. ; the tetrameter, 77, 167 ff. ; used xara orixov, 690 ; 

its colometrical position, 835 ff.; the recitative tetrameter, 168 ff.; diaeresis 

and caesura, 183; compared with melic and melodramatic tetrameters, 186 f. ; 

the melodramatic tetrameter, 173 ff., 804; diaeresis and caesura, 179 ff.; com- 

pared with melic and recitative tetrameters, 186 f.; comic fragments, 188 ; the 

protracted tetrameter, 189, 690 ; the hypermeter, 190 ff., 712, 836 f. 

Iambelegus: 481 n. 
lambo-trochaic Verse: 367 ff. 

Ictus: 28 

Indentation: 831, 834 ff. 

Indivisible Period: 773 

Ionian Verse: 603 ff.; feet, 8 ff.; its influence on Aeolic verse, 20, 30, 510 ff., 

514 ff., 580 ff., 659, 662 f. See Arsis 

Ionic: minor and major, 8, 9, 29; ‘ionic’ forms in prosodiac-enoplic verse spurious, 

630, 643, 648, 814 ff. 
Ionic Verse: minor, 416 ff.; the dimeter, 23, 416; the trimeter, 23, 417; the 

monometer rare, 417; minor ionic verse in ascending rhythm, 416; ionic 
catalexis, 33 f., 418; anaclasis, 419 ff. ; protraction, 32, 424; ionic subordinate 

periods and hypermeters, 423; the nature of ionic rhythm, 425, 616; its 

origin, 615 ff., 422, cf. 428 iv.; free ionics, 428 f.; trace of primitive major 

ionic cola in Aristophanes, 618, cf. 416 n.; recent disposition to enlarge the 
range of ionic verse, 814 

Irrationality: its rhythmical effect, 15, 129, 228; modern views, 16; historical . 

significance, 18 ; iambic verse, 63, 65, 73, 97, 129, 146, 169, 174, 184, 186 f., 

191, 193; trochaic, 198, 200, 247, 256, 261, 268; ionic, 422; dochmiac, 

459 ; prosodiac-enoplic, 478, 650, 815; Aeolic, 20, 514, 517, 519 

Isomeric: simple feet, 9, 19; double feet, 12 ; compound feet, 22 f. 

Isyllus: 814 

Ithyphallic, "I@vpadduxdy : see Trochaic Verse 
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Kouuarioy : see Commation 

kopwris : 846, 857 f.; position, 859 f. 

Aetupa: 31, 784 f., 787 n., 788 

Anxtv@cov : 609 n. 

Lengthening: quantitative, of short syllables, 790 ff., 795, 796 

Line: see orixos 

Logaoedic Verse: 375 ff.; its origin, 604, 608, 613; its name, 375 n.; simplified 

logaoedic verse, 392 ff. ; its ‘inventor,’ 398 ; generally called ‘dactylo-trochaic,’ 
399; logaoedic verse distinguished by variability of the arsis, 375 ; its com- 
ponent metres in ascending rhythm, 376; in descending rhythm, 377; the 
distinctively logaoedic metres (WJ VU - U—-, V- VU and ~YU-vVY¥, 
—vv-—v), 376 f.; occurrence of the first two in iambic verse, 70, 185, 113, 

177, 193, 382, cf. 515; of the last two in trochaic, 205, 250, 268, 386 ; logaoedic 

cola, 378 ; examples in ascending rhythm and deductions, 379 ff. ; in descend- 

ing rhythm and deductions, 383 ff.; time of the component simple feet 
(‘logaoedic anapaest,’ ‘logaoedic dactyl’), 388 f., 891; various modern views, 

390 ; logacedic trimeters, 389 ; ‘cyclic’ anapaest and dactyl, 389 ff.; resolution, 

380, 384, 393, 395; protraction, 32, 380, 384; catalexis, 38, 380, 384; brachy- 

catalexis, 35, 381; hypercatalexis, 36 f., 385; time of cola in simplified verse, 

400; forms of purely iambic cola, 393; of anapaestic, 394; of trochaic, 395 ; 
of dactylic, 396 ; laws governing the combination of cola, 401 ff., 404; versus 

Archilochius, 398, 405 

Abyos wodixés: 9 

Lysippus: trochaic tetrameter, 259 ; anapaestic tetrameter, 320 

Magnes : trochaic tetrameter, 259 
pakpdy : see mv?yos 

Melodramatic: rendering, 59 f.; trimeter, 803; iambic tetrameter and hyper- 

meter, 804 

HéNos : in Heliodorus, 808 f.; of parabasis, 668 ; how written, 830; melic rendering, 

59, 805 ff., 810 
Menander: his constitution of the trimeter, 144 ff. ; of the trochaic tetrameter, 

260 ff. ; structure and composition of his plays, 665, 688; fragments, trochaic 
tetrameters, 259 ; anapaestic hypermeter, 332 ; dactylic hexameter, 366 

Mesodic: grouping of systematic periods, 54, 694, 718, 740; of intermediate periods, 

ef. 415 ; of subordinate periods, 736, 739 ; summary, 764 

Metagenes: trochaic tetrameters, 259; anapaestic tetrameters, 320; dactylic 

hexameters, 366 

peTaoracis: 676 n. 3 

Metre: a subordinate unit of measure, 13, 606, 664; in melic dactylic verse, 

13 f., 333; irrational, 15 ff.; Aeolic 19; pérpoy as a technical term, 848 

Metrical Form :. as a means of comic effect, 93, 94, 113 n., 129, 290, 301, 349 ff., 

356, 374, 426, 428 f., 455, 564, 569, 585, 586, 591 f., 598 f.; of other special 
effect, 168, 173, 191, 192, 229, 245, 367 f., 455, 468, 526, 551 ff., 558 ff., 565, 
566, 567 f., 671, 804 

Metrical Scholia: pp. 397-421 
Metrical Signs: of length of syllables, 3 ; of pauses, 33 

bétpov : 848 

Mingling of Styles: 20, 30, 659, 662 f. 

Mnesimachus: trochaic tetrameter, 259; anapaestic hypermeter, 332 

pmovas: 728 
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Monody : 59, 368 f., 590 ff. 
Monometer: anapaestic and dactylic, 276, 322 ff., 337, 613; iambic and trochaic 

recognized by Heliodorus, 195, 269; ionic, 417 ; dochmiac, 464; colometrical 
position uncertain, 838 

Monostrophic : systematic periods, 694; dyads, triads, etc., 51, 701 ff.; grouping 

of intermediate periods, cf. 217, 452; of subordinate periods, 767 f. 

Nicophon : anapaestic tetrameter, 320 
Nicostratus: trochaic tetrameters, 259 

Non-antistrophic: systematic periods, 694, 706 ff., 710 ff. 
Non-melic: verse, 55 ff., 690, 692; systematic periods, 694, 706, 710 ff. 

Octad: monostrophic, 51, 701 

ouolws: its colometrical use, 842 

Origin: of the forms of Greek poetry, 600 ff., 664 

Oxyrhynchus Papyri: quoted or cited, 3 n. 2, 34, 355 n., 780, 860 

Paeon and Cretic:; 8, 9; their probable origin, 619 ff.; the probable relation of 
the cretic to the pacon, 620; resolution of the cretic, 436 ; paeon and cretic 

in paeonic-trochaic verse, 223 ff.; the ‘cretic’ of Aristoxenus (— vu — vu), 

355 n., 622; apparent cretic in other forms of verse, 72, 207, 223 ff. 

Paeonic Verse: 430 ff. ; its name, 445 ; the dimeter, dippuduov, 23, 430 f., 483; the 

trimeter, tplppuOuov, 23, 432 ff.; the monometer, 434; the pentameter, 24, 

435; the tetrameter in Heliodorus, 433; the colometrical position of cola, 

840; paeonic verse in descending rhythm, 481, 621; paconic catalexis, 33 f., 

437 ; correspondence, 443 ; paeonie subordinate periods and hypermeters, 439 f.; 
frequency of the variable syllable and hiatus, 43; synaphea, 444; paeonic 
combined with other rhythms, 212, 281, 442; the nature and use of paeonic 
rhythm, 446. See Bacchius 

Paeonic-trochaic Verse: see Trochaic Verse 

madhw: as a colometrical term, 842 

Palinodic : odes, 719 ; grouping of subordinate periods, 745 f. 
Parabasis: 61, 665, 668 f., 687, 852 

mapaypapos: 846 ff; durdj, 847 ff.; sporadic use, 854; amdH, 855 f.; where 
placed, 859 f. 

mapakaradoyy: 59 f. 

mapéKbeois : 844 

Parode: 61, 665, 674 ff., 687 

Parody and Paratragedy: indicated by metrical form, 129, 281, 342, 511, 512, 519, 

574; examples of parody, 93, 288, 349 ff., 374, 428 f., 493, 496, 497, 532, 569, 

585, 586 ; of paratragedy, 94, 286, 287, 290, 465, 467, 468, 469, 470, 472, 473, 

474, 564, 592, 598 f., 803. See Metrical Form 

Paroemiac: see Anapaestic Verse 

Pause: final, in catalectic cola, 33 f.; in brachycatalectic, 35; in hypercatalectic, 
36; due to the variable syllable or hiatus, 43; rhetorical, at the close of the 

intermediate period, 45, 734 ; after the spoken trimeter and dactylic hexameter, 
132. See Diaeresis, Caesura 

Pentad: epodic, 716 ; pentadic grouping of subordinate periods and hypermeters, 
740 f., 751 ff., 764 

Pentameter : in iambic verse, 76; trochaic, 210; anapaestic, cf. 288, 291; dactylic, 

ef. 345, 347; simplified logaoedic, cf. 409, 411, 412, 413; free ionic, ef. 429 ; 

paeonic, 439 ; dochmiac, 464; Aeolic, 542 
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Pentapody : 26, 35; in iambic verse, 68, cf. 393; trochaic, 203; anapaestic, 277 ; 

dactylic, 338, cf. 396 ; logaoedic, 379, 381, 388, cf. 409, 411, 558, 592 

Pentaseme: time, syllable, 3; foot, 8 

Penthemimer: see Hypercatalexis 
jepikomn, pericope: 52, 694, 705; pericopic grouping of intermediate periods, ef. 

214, 232, 413; of subordinate periods and hypermeters, 722, 769 ff. ; dyadic, 

769 f.; triadic, 769, 771; tetradic and pentadic, 769, 772; musical effect of 

pericopie grouping, 777 
Period: subordinate, intermediate, systematic, 39, 45, 47, cf. 49; verse composed 

kata meplodov, 689, 691, 695. Systematic Period: classification, 692 f., 694, 

699 ; monostrophic grouping, 51, 700 ff.; pericopic, 52, 705 ; non-antistrophic, 

53, 706, 707 f., 57 f., 710 ff; triadic (epodic, proddic, mesodic) and tetradic, 

54, 715 ff., 719, 740; correspondence of strophe and antistrophe, 51; their 

semeiosis, 850 ff., 855; analysis of systematic periods, 720 ff. Subordinate 

Period: defined, 39; limit of its length, 42; its relation to the hypermeter, 

40; indications of its close, 43, 735; these sometimes lacking, 44, 776 f. ; 

subordinate period and hypermeter the constituent elements of systematic and 
intermediate periods, 45, 47; never end within a word, 44; the law which 

governs their grouping, 722, 736; its proof, 723 ff.; epodic type in triadic 

grouping, 737 ; proddic, 738 ; mesodic, 739; the law governing the formation 

of tetradic and pentadic groups, 741; epodic tetrads, 742 ff.; ‘ periodic,’ 745, 
746 (‘palinodic’), 747 f.; proddic, 750; epodic pentads, 751, 756 f., 759 ff. ; 

proddic, 752 ff.; hexads, 755, 758; summary, 764; monostrophic grouping, 

767 f.; pericopic grouping, 769 ff.; indivisible periods consisting of a single 
period or hypermeter, 773; periods with refrain, 774; grouping by o7ixo, 
50, 689, 778. Intermediate Period: defined, 45, 47, 728; its close, 45, 734 ; 

grouped commonly after the pericopic type, as AB, cf. 85, 214, 221, 230, 239 f., 

etc.; ABC, cf. 232, 235, 238, 411, etc.; ABCD, cf. 413; AaBcDE, cf. 373 ; ABCDEF, 

ef. 374; triadic, AaB, cf. 580; apa, cf. 415; ‘periodic,’ aasc, cf. 429; mono- 

strophic AA, cf. 217, 452. Heliodorus on the period, 49, 58, 647, 692 f., 695, 

698, 700 f., 705, 717, 721, 723 ff., 728; Hephaestion, 688, 692 f., 696, 700 f., 
714, 715, 719, 721, 740, 745; Dionysius and Planudes, 697. Musical signi- 

ficance of correspondence of periods, 51, 730 f., 765, 777 
Phalaecean : 518, 532 

Pherecratean ; 511, 547 

Pherecrates : iambic tetrameters, 188 ; trochaic tetrameters, 259 ; anapaestic tetra- 

meters, 320; dactylic hexameters, 366 ; prosodiac-enoplic fragments, 487, 495 ; 
Aeolic dimeters, 547, 549, 541; tetrameters, 529, 534, 536, 539, 554, 559, 569 

Philemon: trochaic tetrameters, 259 

Philetaerus : trochaic tetrameters, 259 

Philonides: anapaestic tetrameters, 320 
Philyllius : iambic tetrameters, 188 ; anapaestic tetrameters, 320; Aeolic dimeters, 

552 

Phrynichus : iambic tetrameters, 188 ; trochaic tetrameters, 259 ; anapaestic tetra- 

meters, 320; ionic tetrameter, 423 ; paeonic fragment, 439 

Pindar: his use of the resolved Glyconic, 512; structure of his odes, 688, 716, 728 ; 

colometrical edition of his odes, 831 ; parodied, 426, 493, 585; quoted or cited 

in illustration of prosodiac-enoplic verse, 482, 484, 486, 633, 635, 637, 639, 

640, 644, 646, 648, 654, 814 f., 821 ff. 
Planudes: 697 

Plato: iambic tetrameters, 188 ; trochaic tetrameters, 259 ; anapaestic tetrameters, 

320; dactylic hexameters, 356, 366 ; Eupolideans, 529 
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Plutarch : 59, 398 n. 

mvvyos or waxpdyv : 57, 321, 668 

Poliochus: trochaic tetrameters, 259 

Polyschematist : see Aeolic Verse 
Polyzelus: iambic tetrameters, 188 
movs: see Foot 

Priapean: 531 

Primary : see Time 

Proceleusmatic : occurs chiefly in anapaestic verse, 11, 271, 273, 282, 307, 330, 394 ; 

rarely in dactylic, 11, 125, 334 
Prologue: 61, 666, 684, 687 

Proddic: grouping of systematic periods, 694, 717; triadic, tetradic, ete., 54, 740, 

745 ; proddic grouping of subordinate periods and hypermeters, 736; triadic, 
738 ; tetradic, 741, 745 ff., 750; pentadic, 752 ff. ; summary, 764 

Prosodiac-enoplic Verse: 475 ff., 812 ff.; the prosodiac and the enoplius, 475 ff. ; 

the iambic and the trochaic dimeter, 478 ff.; the six trimeters, 481 ff., 485, 

636 ; iambelegus, 481 n.; encomiologicum, 483 n.; a prosodiac and an enoplic 
tetrameter of fixed form, 486 ; the twelve constituent cola, 489, 819 ; prosodiac 

cola in ascending, enoplic in descending rhythm, 475 ; catalexis in enoplic cola, 
33, 477, 484, 486 f.; in iambic and trochaic, 479, 485; hypercatalexis in 

prosodiac cola, 476, 482; in iambic, 480; the nature of hypercatalexis, 488, 

631, 638, 642; irrationality in iambic and trochaic cola, 478, 650 ; protraction, 

480; variant forms of cola, 491, 818 ff.; prosodiac and enoplic subordinate 
periods, 489 ff., 495 f., 502; choerileum, 490 n. ; prosodiac and enoplic periods 

combined with periods in other rhythms, 492; character of this verse, 650 ; 

its origin and constitution, 503 ff., 630 ff., 633 ff., 643 ff., 647 f.; other views, 
812, 813 ff. 

mpooGecis: 31 

Protraction, rov%: 31 f., 34; in iambic verse, 72 ff., 614, 780 f.; trochaic, 207 ff. ; 

logaoedic, 379 f., 383 f., 393, 395; ionic, 424; prosodiac-enoplic, 480; Aeolic, 

20, 516 f., 518 f., 572, 659 

Quantity: 3; rules, 790 ff. 

Quintilian : on the dochmius, 624 

p: makes position, 796 

Recitative : rendering, 59 ; iambic verse, 77, 168 ff., 186 f., 189, 191, 712, 804, 805 ; 

trochaic, 211, 245 ff., 226, 806, 807, 260 ff., 267, 713, 808; anapaestic, 280, 
282, 810, 305 ff., 321 ff., 711; dactylic, 341, 356 ff., 365; Aeolic, 527, 541, 805 

Refrain: 774 

Reizianum : colon, 570, 742 

Resolution: 11, 17, 614; in iambic verse, 64 f., 67, 72; trochaic, 199 f., 202 f., 

207 ; anapaestic, 11, 271; dactylic, 11, 334; logaoedic, 380, 384, 393, 395; 

ionic, 436 ; dochmiac, 459, 626 ; prosodiac-enoplic, 478, 815; Aeolic, 20, 510, 

512, 515, 517, 519, 529, 659 
Rhythm : defined, 1, 2 (xpévwy rats) ; 7a puOmefdueva, 1 n.1; the rhythmical value 

of the syllable in poetry, 3; of the foot, 5; all feet rhythmical, 6; their 
rhythmical classification, 9, 19; the colon a larger rhythmical unit, 21 f.; 
rhythmical classification of cola, 23, 25; ascending and descending rhythm, 

29; the former the rhythm of the primitive dimeter in Ionian verse, 603 ff.; 

development of descending rhythm, 608 ff. ; verse in ascending rhythm, iambic, 
62, 79; anapaestic, 270, 284; logaoedic, 376, 378 f., 392, 401; minor ionic, 
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416, 425; prosodiac, 475, 478, 481, 485, 486, 489, 631, 650; verse in descend- 

ing rhythm, trochaic, 197, 213; dactylic, 333, 343; logaoedic, 377 f., 383, 
392, 401; paeonic, 431, 446; bacchiac, 8, 447; enoplic, 475, 478, 483, 485 eye 

489, 643, 650; the rhythm of Aeolic verse, 30; the satisfaction of the rhythm 

by means of lengthening in protraction, 31; by means of a pause in catalexis 
and acephalization, 33, 38; change of rhythm may indicate the close of a 
subordinate period, 43, 735; the combination of cola in ascending and 

descending rhythm in an iambo-trochaic systematic period, 367 ; in a simplified 
logaoedice period, 404; in a prosodiac-enoplic period, 491 ; intentional disturb- 
ance of the rhythm in prosodiac-enoplic verse, 491, 818 ff., 829 ; the choriamb 

a similar manifestation in iambic and trochaic verse, 71, 206, 826 

Damgixdy éxxadexacvA\aBov : 532 

Sappho: quoted, 615, 617, cf. 617 n., 654 

Scene: 61, 666, 679 ff., 687 

Scholia in Aeschylum: on the dochmius, 624 
Scholia in Aristophanem: metrical, pp. 397-421; general, on Av. 851 ff., 98; on 

the trochaic tetrameter, 213; on Av. 209 ff., 285; on Ran. 1264 ff, 349; 

on Thesm. 1015 ff., 374; on Vesp. 291 ff., 426; on the choerileum, 490 n.; on 

Eq. 1264 ff., 493; on Pax 775 ff., 497; on Aves 904 ff., 585 ; on Ran. 1309 ffs 

586; on Ach. 1190 ff., 598; on Ran. 678, 709 

Scholia in Hephaestionem: on the dactylic metre, 14; on the cretic(— vy —-— v), 
355 n.; on the term ‘logaoedic,’ 375 n.; on anaclasis, 419 ; on the prosodiac, 

630 n. 2. See Choeroboscus 

Scholia in Pindarum: 585; metrical, 648 

Scolium, oxédAcoy : 532, 567, 775, 568, 618 

Seikelos: 8 n. 2, 8 n., 781, 785 

Semeiosis: 831, 846 ff. See xopwris, rapdypados 

Shortening : quantitative, of long vowel or diphthong, 797 ff., 801 f. 

Simonides: cribbed by Aristophanes, 451 
Sophocles: metrical usages, 95 n., 96 n., 98 n., 108 n.; parodied, 496, 709 ; quoted 

or cited, 654, 657, 659, 662, 716; his use of the spondaic Glyconic, 511 

Spondee: 10; spondaic anapaest, 10, 271, 277, 311; spondaic dimeter in melic 

anapaestic verse, 282; its effect in comedy, cf. 301, 455; its occurrence in 

non-melic verse, 307, 330; spondaic dactyl, 10, 334, 358 f.; in melic verse, 

343, 394; ‘spondaic’ protraction in iambic and trochaic verse, 74, 209; 

spondaic Glyconie, 511 f. 

Stasimon: 61, 666, 682, 687 

Stesichorus: parodied, 497 
oTtyyy: 8 n., 625, 781 

otixos, ‘line’: 56 f.; composition xara crixov, 688 ff.; colometrical usage, 830 f.; 

indentation, 834 ff.; spurious orixo. in the MSS., 195, 269, 322, 326; the 

stichic period, 50, 778 
Strattis : iambic tetrameters, 188 ; trochaic tetrameters, 259 

Strophe and Antistrophe: 51. See Systematic Period under Period 

Syllable : not in itself a proper measure of rhythm, 3 ; metrical signs of its regulated 

length, 3; the element of the foot, 5; irrational, 15 f.; never resolved, 17 ; 

variable (syllaba anceps), 43, 735; quantity of syllables in comedy, 790 ff. 

Symmachus: 832 
Synaphea: 44 
ctornua: in Hephaestion, 696 

Syzygy, cugvyla: in the sense of dipody, 12; émippnuarixh cufvyla of the parabasis, 
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668, 852; as name of a main division of comedy, 61, 666, 677 f., 687. Fora 
special use of the term by Heliodorus, see p. 399 

Teleclides: trochaic tetrameters, 259; anapaestic tetrameters, 320; dactylic 
hexameter, 366 

Telesilla: quoted, 573 
Tempo: 4 

Tetrad : monostrophic, 51, 701; tetradic grouping of mixed systematic periods, 
719, 740; of intermediate periods, cf. 429; of subordinate periods and hyper- 
meters, 741 ff., 764 

Tetrameter: as a melic period, in iambic verse, 76; trochaic, 210; anapaestic, 

279; dactylic, cf. 344, 347; logaoedic, cf. 387 ; simplified logaoedic, cf. 406, 

408, 409, etc.; ionic, 423; paeonic, 439; dochmiac, 464; prosodiac-enoplic, 

489 ; Aeolic, 542, 527 ff. For non-melic tetrameters, see Iambic Verse, Trochaic 

Verse, Anapaestic Verse, Aeolic Verse 
Tetraseme: time, syllable, 3, 31; foot, 8 

Theophilus: trochaic tetrameters, 259 
Theopompeum : 439 
Theopompus: iambic tetrameters, 188 ; dactylic hexameters, 366; Theopompeum, 439 
Thesis, @éo.s: defined, 7; of simple feet, 8, 9, 10; its relative length, 8, 29 f.; 

prefers the long syllable, 8; indicated by o7vyu7, 8 n.; not stressed in Greek, 

28 ; how affected by protraction, 31; rarely shortened, 27, 75, 227 f., 620; of 

the metre, 12; of the compound foot, 21 ff.; its stability, 27 f., 888, 391, 608. 

See Resolution 

Time, xpévos: primary, 2; diseme, triseme, tetraseme, pentaseme, 3; in the sense 

of tempo, 4; of an irrational syllable, 15 f.; in paeonic-trochaic verse, 224 f., 

228 f., 620; logaoedic, 388 ff.; simplified logaoedic, 400; ypdvos kevds, 31 f., 
33 f., 38; xpdvos modikés, 5 (=syllable), 29 (=arsis, thesis) 

Timocles: trochaic tetrameters, 259 

Toun: see Caesura 

rovy: see Protraction 

Triad : monostrophic, 51, 701; monostrophic grouping of three subordinate periods, 
768; triadic grouping of mixed systematic periods, 715 ff., 740 ; of intermediate 
periods, cf. 580, 415 ; of subordinate periods and hypermeters, 737 ff., 764 

Tribrach: defined, 11; in iambic verse, 64, 100 ff., 150 ff., 170, 175, 185 f., 193 ; 

trochaic, 199, 248, 257 f., 262, 268; logaoedic, 380, 384, 393, 395; prosodiac- 

enoplic, 478, 815 ; Aeolic, 20, 510, 512, 515, 517, 519 
Triclinius: 833 

Trimeter : a diplasic colon, 21 f., 23, 25 ; primitive, 600; its development in Ionian 

verse, 611 ff.; in Aeolic, 654 ff.: melic trimeter of iambic verse, 67, 76, 126 f., 

186 f.; trochaic, 202, 210; dactylic, 340; logaoedic, 379 f., 383 f., 389, 393, 

394, 395, 396; ionic, 417; paeonic, 432 f.; dochmiac, 464; prosodiac-enoplic, 

481 ff., 489, 636; Aeolic, 518 f., 654 ff. ; used in stichic periods, 50, 778; non- 

melic as constituent of the hypermeter, 57, 190 ff., 267 ff.; spurious in the 
MSS., 322. For the spoken trimeter, see Iambic Verse 

Trio: lyrical, 59 ; examples, 86, 287, 500 

Tripody: 26, 35; not in iambic verse, 68, cf. 393; nor in trochaic, 203, cf. 395 ; 

in anapaestic, 277 ; dactylic, 338 
Triseme: time, syllable, 3, 31; foot, 8 

Trochaic Metre: 12 f.; irrational, 15 ff., 198 ; resolved, 200; protracted, 32, 207 ff.; 
arsis shortened, 2238 ff., 227 ff., 620 f. 

Trochaic Verse: 197 ff.; the dimeter, 23, 197 ff., 210; the trimeter, 23, 202, 210 ; 
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the tripody (Ithyphallic) and pentapody merely apparent, 26, 203, 209, 395 ; 
the penthemimer, 36 f., 203; the trochaic element in simplified logaoedic 
verse, 395; in enoplic verse, 645 f., 650; all trochaic verse in descending 

rhythm, 197; trochaic catalexis, 33, 201 f.; correspondence, 204; logaoedic 
metres, 205; choriamb, 206; trochaic subordinate periods and hypermeters, 

210; the melic tetrameter, 256 ff.; paeonic-trochaic verse, 223 ff.; trochaic 

combined with other rhythms, 212, 442; nature and use of trochaic rhythm, 

213; its origin, 608 ff., 613 f. Non-melic trochaic verse, 55 ff., 211, 226, 

690, 244 ff. ; the tetrameter, 244 ff., 260 ff., 806 ; diaeresis and caesura, 253 ff., 

266; its character, 246, 259; used xara orixov, 690; colometrical position, 

835 ; comic fragments, 259 ; the hypermeter, 211, 267, 7138, 808, 886 
Trochee: 8, 9; resolved, 11, 199 

Verse: fundamental principles, 1 ff.; its source a primitive dimeter and trimeter, 

600 ff., 611 f.; their development by Ionian bards, 603 ff., 613 ff.; iambic, 

62 ff., 605 f., 613 f.; trochaic, 197 ff., 608 ff, 613 f.; anapaestic, 270 ff., 605, 

607, 613 f.; dactylic, 333 ff, 608 ff., 613 f.; logaoedic, 375 ff., 604, 608 ff., 

613 f.; ionic, 416 ff., 615 ff.; paeonic, 430 ff., 619 ff.; dochmiac, 458 ff., 623 ff.; 

prosodiac-enoplic, 475 ff., 630 ff. ; development of the primitive cola in Aeolis, 
651 ff.; Aeolic verse, 506 ff.; melic verse (chiefly periodic), 691; non-melic 

(chiefly stichic), 55 ff., 690; o7tyo., ‘verses,’ as distinguished from melic 
periods, 56 ; the non-melic hypermeter, 57 ; modes of rendering, 59 f., 803 ff.; 
spoken verse, 77, 95 ff., 126 ff., 144 ff., 186 f., 803. See uédos, Melodramatic, 

Recitative 

Versus Archilochius: 398, 405 

THE END 

Printed by R. & R. Crarx, Limite, Edinburgh. 
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